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a4 Abstract
35
36
a7 This performance assessment characterized plausible treatment options conceived by the Idaho National
aa Engineering Laboratory (l/gEL) for its spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste and then modeled the per-
a9 formance of the resulting waste forms in two hypothetical, deep, geologic repositories: one in bedded salt40 and the o_er in granite. The results of the performance assessment are intended to help guide INEL in its41
42 study of how to prepare wastes and spent fuel for eventual permanent disposal. This assessment was part of
4a the Waste Management Technology Development Program designed to help the U.S. Department of Energy
44 develop and demonstrate the capability to dispose of its nuclear waste, as mandated by the Nuclear Waste
45 Policy Act of 1982.
46
47
4a The waste forms comprised about 700 metric tons of initial heavy metal (or equivalent units) stored at the
49 INEL: graphite spent fuel, experimental low enriched and highly enriched spent fuel, and high-level waste
50 generated during reprocessing of some spent fuel. Five different waste treatment options were studied; in
51 the analysis, the options and resulting waste forms were analyzed separately and in combination as five52

waste disposal groups. When the waste forms were studied in combination, the repository was assumed to53
54 also contain vitrified high-level waste from three DOE sites for a common basis of comparison and to simu-
55 late the impact of the INEL waste forms on a moderate-sized repository. The performance of the waste form
56 was assessed within the context of a whole disposal system, using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen-
57 cy's Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel58
59 High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes, 40 CFR 191, promulgated in 1985.
60
61 Although numerous caveats must be placed on the results, the general findings were as follows: Though the
62 waste form behavior depended upon the repository type, all current and proposed waste forms provided

acceptable behavior in the salt and granite repositories. In the salt repository, the behavior was acceptable64
even without a moderately corrosion-resistant canister or chemically.adsorptive backfill. Furthermore, in65
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1 the salt repository, differences among the individual waste forms were less pronounced than in the granite
2 repository and the differences nearly disappeared when the waste forms were combined as a disposal group
3 with vitrified high-level waste. In cor,trast, in the granite repository, the differences among waste forms4
5 were greater and these differences, though small, remained for the waste forms when combined as a disposal
6 group. These findings suggest that treatment of the relatively small mass of INEL fuel and waste cannot
7 substantially improve the performance of a moderate- or large-sized repository. Although waste treatment
8 generally improved performance, an exception occurred for the graphite spent fuel from Fort St. Vrain,
9 which was assumed to contain intact fuel particles. Moderate treatment showed degraded performance in10

11 comparison to whole block disposal; only extensi r =a'eatment improved performance.
12

13 Observations on other factors important to the performance assessment are that the diffusive transport of
14 radionuclides from the waste parcel holes into the drifts and then the advective transport through the drifts15

were very important phenomena to modelmtheir importance was comparable to the effect of the waste treat-16
17 ment options. Also, because of the requirements of 40 CFR 191, direct release of radionuclides to the
18 ground surface fi'om exploratory drilling into the repository dominated the releases from the salt repository.
19

20 An important assumption for the analysis was that critical conditions were to be avoided in the repository
21 when a waste parcel completely degraded; thus only a small amount of fissionable uranium was permitted in22
23 each container. The result of this assumption was that a large number of containers was required (especially
24 for the highly enriched spent fuel), which, because of the cost implications, suggested that future work
25 should attempt to demonstrate that critical noncatastrophic conditions in a repository would be technically
26 acceptable. Furthermore, other performance criteria such as dose to an individual (pending promulgation of27

new regulations on required repository performance) need to be examined to substantiate the initial guidance28
29 from this performance assessment, which indicates that the current waste forms are acceptable for long-term
30 environmental compliance. Finally, the second phase of the performance assessment should be pursued and
31 should examine the behavior of the waste forms in an unsaturated tuff repository.
32
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1 Preface2
3
4
5 This document reports on an initial performance assessment for a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) program,
6 "Idaho National Engineering Laboratory/Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Spent Fuel and Waste Management Tech-
7 nology Development Program." The program is designed to help the U.S. Department of Energy develop and dem-
8 onstrate the capability to dispose of its nuclear waste, as stated in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982.9

10 Specifically, this performance assessment characterized five different, plausible, treatment options developed by the
11 Idaho Nadonal Engineering Laboratory for spent fuel and high-level waste and then studied the effects of these treat-
12 ment opdons on the performance of the waste and spent fuel in a repository setting. The results of the performance
13 assessment are intended to be used as guidance to the Waste Management Technology Development Program about

14 how to prepare wastes and spent fuel for eventual permanent disposal.15
16
17

Description of Participants19
20
21 The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), through the Environmental Restoration Program Undersecretary, is
22 investigating options for the conditioning and disposing of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste (HLW) including
23 currently stored spent nuclear fuel from military and experimental reactors and high-level waste that is generated24
25 when spent nuclear fuel is reprocessed. The primary coordinator for the study is the Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear
26 Company (WINCO), one of two major operating contractors at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. The Per-
27 formance Assessment Department at Sandia National Laboratories, a major team member for this program, is provid-
28 ing expertise in performance assessment methodology and is the primary author of this report.
29
30
31

a2 Organization of Report33
34
35 The executive summary reviews the scope and method of analyses, but its emphasis is on the important ideas and

36 conclusions of this initial performance assessment. The introductory chapter describes the purpose of the report,
37 briefly describes the regulatory setting, sets the stage for the data and concepts that are presented in later chapters, and
38 highlights some of the analysis decisions made during the assessment! Chapter,2 provides details on the U.S. Envi-39
40 ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) Standard, Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and
41 Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes, 40 CFR 191, and Chapter 3 gives
42 an overview of the performance assessment process. The remaining chapters cover the tasks of the performance
43 assessment in the order in which they are described in the Introduction, i.e., disposal system characterization (Chap-44

ters 4, 5 and 6); scenario development (Chapter 7); scoping calculations (Chapter 8); probability modeling (Chapter45
46 9); consequence modeling (Chapters 10 through 15); and results (Chapter 16). Because of the extensive amount of
47 information that must be described for each major task of a performance assessment, the chapters primarily summa-

48 rize or highlight data that are critical or important to the performance assessment. Detailed data necessary to provide
49 a complete picture of the disposal system are provided in the appendices (Volume 2 of this report).50
51
52

sa Suggested Use of Report54
55
56 • For a summary of the results, refer to the Executive Summary.
57 • For an overview of the entire performance assessment process, refer to Chapter 1, Introduction.
58 • For specific details pertaining to performance assessment tasks, consult the individual chapters.59

• For background information pertaining to specific performance assessment tasks, consult the appendices.60
61
62
63

65
66
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1 Related Documents2
3

4 In the early 1980s, Sandia National Laboratories developed computational tools and procedures for assessing the
5 safety of high-level waste disposal in hypothetical deep geologic repositories (both bedded salt and basalt) for the
6 Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) (Campbell and Cranwell, 1988; Cranwell et al., 1987; Bonano et al., 1988).7

These performance assessments simulated a steady-state groundwater flow field, evaluated a particle pathway, and8
9 then calculated radionuclide transport along this pathway from a simple source.

10

11 At the same time, Sandia also was involved with assessing the feasibility of high-level waste disposal in the sub-
12 seabeds of the deep oceans for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the International Nuclear Energy Agency
13 of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris (e.g., de Marsily et al., 1988). The approach14
15 used in these performance assessments was to start with a repository model that contained detailed physical/chemical
16 processes (Hickerson et al., 1988; Lanza, 1988) and continue with both transient fluid flow and transport through suc-
17 cessive barriers (Shephard et al., 1988; Marietta and Simmons, 1988; Pentreath et al., 1988; Brush, 1988), culminat-
18 ing in a dose assessment.19
20
21 The computational tools developed for these performance assessments were often exploratory because they were

22 used to examine hypothetical repositories. Sandia has since expanded these concepts and developed new application
23 tools in its assessment of actual sites such as the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) (e.g., Barnard et al., 1992; Gauthier

24 et al., 1992; Dudley et al., 1988) and the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project. Although the performance25
assessment methodology is similar for both projects, the computational tools are different. The reasons for the differ-26

27 ences between the two projects are that (1) each project is in a different stage of study, (2) YMP must adhere to an
28 additional NRC regulation (Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories, 10 CFR 60), and

29 (3) the understanding of unsaturated flow phenomenon is less well developed at YMP. The work reported here most
30 closely resembles the studies of the WIPP and so primarily the computational tools and methodology developed for
31 that project are used; however, material from the YMP is also used. Several reports from the WIPP Project, which are32
33 frequently cited, are listed below:
34

35 WIPP PA (Performance Assessment) Department. 1992. Preliminary Performance Assessment for the Waste
36 Isolation Pilot Plant, December 1992. Volume 1: Third Comparison with 40 CFR 191, Subpart B.
37 SAND92-0700/1. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.38
39
40 WIPP PA (Performance Assessment) Departznent. 1992. Preliminary Performance Assessment for the Waste
41 Isolation Pilot Plant, December 1992. Volume 2: Technical Basis. SAND92-0700/2. Albuquerque, NM: San-
42 dia National Laboratories.
43
44
45 Sandia WIPP Project. 1992. Preliminary Performance Assessment for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Decem-
46 ber 1992. Volume 3: Model Parameters. SAND92-0700/3. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
47

48 WIPP PA (Performance Assessment) Department. 1993. Preliminary Performance Assessment for the Waste49
Isolation Pilot Plant, December 1992. Volume 4: Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis for 40 CFR 191, Sub-50

51 part B. SAND92-0700/4. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
52
53
54
s5 Analysis Rigor
56

57 The work reported herein (software, analysis, and data) is, for the most part, experimental or preliminary. In gen-58
59 eral, most initial performance assessments are carried out at this level because information about the disposal system
60 under study is not completely known; analyst judgment must supplement.the available information. In terms of qual-
61 ity assurance, the class of software, analysis, and data used in this study is Level X (experimental). Although this
62 level of quality assurance is not a reflection of the intrinsic value of the work, it does indicate that an ability to trace
63 back to adjudicated sources for the data currently cannot be guaranteed. A complete description of the quality64
65 assurance levels, which were originally developed for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project, and the assurance that
66
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1 each provides regarding traceability, repeatability, peer review, and other issues, can be found in the following
2 reports:3
4
5 Rechard, R.i'., EJ. Roache, R.L. Blaine, A.E Gilkey, and D.K. Rudeen. 1991. Quality Assurance Procedures for
6 Computer Software Supporting Performance Assessments of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. SAND90-1240.
7 Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
8

9 Rechard, R.E, D.K. Rudeen, and EJ. Roache. 1992. Quality Assurance Procedures for Analyses and Report Reviews10
11 Supporting Performance Assessments of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. SAND91-0428. Albuquerque, NM:
12 Sandia National Laboratories.
13

14 Rechard, R.E, K.M. Trauth, and R.V. Guzowski. 1992. Quality Assurance Procedures for Parameter Selection and15
Use of Expert Judgment Panels Supporting Performance Assessments of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.16

17 SAND91-0429. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
18

19 When future performance assessments examine related areas and concepts, with more accurate data and a better
20 understanding of the important phenomena to study, the findings of this study may be modified. Therefore, decisions21

based on this performance assessment should encompass the knowledge that the findings may be adjusted in the22
23 future and, therefore, that impacted decisions might also be re-examined.
24
25
26
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1 A perfo.,a,nance assessment is a multidisciplinary task and requires the expertise of numerous individuals. The
2 individuals involved are noted in the organization chart that follows.3
4

5 Managers Activities and Subtask Leaders Personnel Resources
6
7

8 _eSc°pingPACalculati°ns (C-h'8) _-EB'PaImer'WINCO

9 W.E. Beyeler, SAIC J.L. Rams•y, APIC.T. Stockmen, SAIC

10

11 / • Waste Characterization (Ch. 4) C.T. Stockton, SAIC12 J.W. Berglund, NMERI _ WINCO Personnel

13 -'7 H. Lad, WINCO14

15 l • Repository Design (Ch. 6) _ J.S. Rath, NMERI

16 __1 • Cuttings Modeling (Ch. 10)

17 J.w. Berglund, NMERI
18
19

__" (;eologic Barriers (Ch. 5) _ D.K. Duncan, MAC

20 • Secondary Data Base A. Johnson, SAIC

21 K.F. Brinster, SAIC E R. Lechel, NMERI
22 H.J. luzzolino, GeoC.

23 / • Scenario Development (Ch. 7) _ R. v. Guzowski, SAIC

24 "--1 M.S. Tierney, SNL
25
26
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37 Henry Lad, WINCO R.P. Rechard, SNL

38
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Executive Summary2
3
4 R.P. Rechard
5

6 The purpose of this report is to assist the Department of Energy (DOE) in evaluating the potential value of vari-7
ous waste treatment options on disposal of nuclear materials in a deep geologic repository. Questions that were8

9 addressed included what decisions about waste treatment could be made before a repository site had been identified
10 and what decisions should be made only after a repository site was known. This evaluation may also lead to the
11 development of minimum acceptancecriteria for disposal of the waste in a generic, deep geologic repository and aid
12 the DOE in developing and demonstrating the capability for nuclear waste disposal. The waste-treatment options13

must ensure that disposal will meet long-term environmental requirements (performance metrics). The single envi-14
15 ronmental requirement considered in this performance assessment is the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
16 standard, Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-
17 Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes, 40 CFR 191, as promulgated in 1985. Although the U.S. Court of
18 Appeals vacated sections of Subpart Bof 40 CFR 191 and remanded them to the EPA for revision, this report treats
19 40 CFR 191 as if all partsof the standard were still in effect. Current information indicates that the repromulgation of20
21 40 CFR 191 will likely extend the limits on the Individual Protection Requirements to 10,000 yr (the same regulatory
22 period as the Containment Requirements) and, thereby, possibly increase the importance of dose calculations.
23 40 CFR 191 was chosen here because it is expected to be applied fairly soon in a modified form at the Waste Isolation
24 Pilot Plant, which is a repository in bedded salt for waste contaminated with transuranic radionuclides from the
25 DOE's nuclear weapons complex.*26
27
28 In this study, the placement of containers of various radioactive materials in two liquid-saturated genetic sites
29 was examined for compliance with 40 CFR 191. The sites considered were bedded salt and igneous rock (granite).
30 These geologic media were thought different enough to highlight various aspects of the 40 CFR ]91 regulation (e.g.,
31 the salt site has releases solely by human intrusion, but the granite site has the possibility of some releases even when32
3,3 the site is undisturbed), yet similar enough (e.g., both fully saturated) to be analyzed within the time and budget
34 given,t The materials considered for disposal were graphite spent nuclear fuel, experimental ("special") spent
35 nuclear fuel, and some high-level waste (HLW) that was generated during processing of fuel stored at the Idaho
36 National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). These materials are described more fully in the following sections. The37

wastes were evaluated individually in an analysis that used ordinary differential equations in a mathematical model38
39 and is referred to here as the "Simple PA." They were also evaluated in combination in five disposal groups to more
40 realistically simulate the impact of the waste forms on repository response. This analyses used partial differential
41 equations in a mathematical model and is referred to here as the "Complex PA." For the Complex PA, the repository
42 was assumed to also contain defense high-level radioactive waste immobilized in borosilicate glass from the Savan-
43 nah River site, the Hanford Reservation, and the WestValleyDemonstration Plant to study the effect of INEL waste44
45 forms in a reasonably sized repository. The waste from the DOE sites was selected as a reference for comparison
46 with the high-level waste and spent fuel from IN'EL even though the DOE waste has been tentatively designated for
47 Yucca Mountain, the proposed repository in Nevada for spent fuel from public utilities.
48

49 This summary emphasizes the general findings of the performance assessment and the results of those findings in50
51 the form of guidance for the Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Waste Management Technology Development Pro-
52 gram at IN'EL. The findings are presented in Section ES.1 of this summary. The general recommendations for the
53 future performance assessments and guidance for the technology development program are pro vided in Section ES.2.
54 As background, a brief discussion of the methodology used in the performance assessment is presented in Section
55 ES.3, and the caveats and assumptions in the evaluation axe underscored in Section ES.4.56
57
58 * Atthistime,it isnotclearwhattheenvironmentalrequirementswillbeforan actualgeologicrepositoryforhigh-levelwasteandspentfuel.
59 Currently,theNationalAcademyofSciences,attherequestoftheU.S.EnvironmentalProtectionAgencyandbasedonrequirementsinthe
60 EnergyPolicyActof 1992(EPAof1992),isexploringpossibilitiesforthedevelopmentofa newstandardto replace40CFR191forthehigh-
61 levelwasteandspentnuclearfuelrepositoryatYuccaMountain,NV.ThisactionalsoaffectstheNRCregulation,10CFR60. SeeChapter2
62 formorediscussion
63 t Atpresent,theonlysitein theUnitedStatesfora deepgeologicrepositoryforhigh-levelwasteandspentfuelis atYuccaMountain,NV,in
64 unsaturatedtuff.Analysisofthissitewasnotpursuedinthisinitialperformanceassessmentbecauseofthetechnicalchallengespresentedby
65 unsaturatedtuffandbecauseDOEhadnotyetdesignatedthespentfuelfromINELforYuccaMountain.Therefore,analysisofasiteinunsat-
66 uratedtuffwasdelayeduntilthesecondyearofthis2-to3-yreffort.
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ExecutiveSummary

1 ES.1 Analysis Approach2
3
4 The focus of this analysis, as mentioned previously, is to help guide the DOE in its decisions about how to pre-
5 pare high-level wastes and spent fuel stored at IN-ELfor eventual permanent disposal. Specific goals were to (1) eval-
6 uate the potential impacts of various waste treatment options on a compliance determination for materials disposed of
7 in a deep geologic repository (Section ES.3.1), (2) provide information that could be used in developing minimum8
9 waste acceptance criteria (Section ES.3.2), and (3) provide information that could be used to guide technology devel-

10 opment programs (Section ES.3.3). The approach taken in designing an analysis to meet these goals was to (a) con-
11 sider five possible waste-treatment options, (b) use the methodology developed by Sandia National Laboratories for
12 assessing the long-term performance of the resulting waste forms in a deep geologic disposal system, (c) examine
13 several levels of simplification in the consequence models, and (d) propose several iterations of the analysis process.14
lS The first aspect of the analysis approach--evaluating the impacts of the five treatment options--is discussed in Sec-
16 don ES.2. A discussion of the other three aspects follows.
17

18 The primary means of determining whether waste is acceptable for geologic disposal is through a process called19
a performance assessment. In general, a performance assessment is an analysis that assesses whether a system meets20

21 a set of long-term performance criteria. For the analysis documented in this report, the system is actually a composite
22 mathematical model that represents a deep geologic repository disposal system for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
23 waste, and the performance criteria are various long-term (10,000-yr) metrics (not short-term operational safety

24 issues) specified by U.S. government regulations (e.g., 40 CFR 191). In essence, the performance assessment can be
25 viewed as the complex process that estimates various performance metrics (including their uncertainties) for compar-26
27 ison with the applicable regulations. The methodology developed by Sandia National Laboratories for assessing a
28 disposal system resembles a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in which the performance measure is a radioactive
29 release specified in probabilistic terms, specifically, as a complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF).
30

31 In an engineering _dysis, physical phenomena (e.g., processes in the repository and the host rock) are simpli-32
33 fled. Although the level of simplification that is appropriate cannot always be known a priori, evaluating the appm-
34 priate level is an important task. Two distinct levels of simplification of the consequence models of the disposal
35 system (or cetegories of calculations) were performed for this report: (1) calculations to assess disposal system per-
36 formance using sophisticated, lumped-parameter models (Simple PA), and (2) calculations to assess disposal system

37 performance using a model based on spatially distributed parameters (Complex PA). Also, scoping calculations were38
39 performed prior to the Simple and Complex PAs (which were performed in parallel) to evaluate important features,
4o events, and processes. The general findings fi'om all three categories of calculations were presented in this summary.
41

42 Furthermore, in this performance assessment, the major emphasis was on evaluating the potential impact of vari-43
ous waste treatment options on a compliance determination for materials disposed of in a deep geologic repository.44

4S This evaluation may also lea_ to development of minimum acceptance criteria for disposal of the spent nuclear fuel
46 and high-level waste. Because only one set of performance criteria, 40 CFR 191, was examined in this performance
47 assessment, neither focus can be accomplished through this report alone; studies examining other environmental per-
48 formance criteria arc necessary.$49
50
51 The process of performing a probabilistic risk assessment or performance assessment is preferably iterative (i.e.,
S2 in general, the assessments are performed periodically, each covering different areas or exploring new concepts while
s3 reevaluating results of previous assessments). In this way, the system under study becomes better understood.
54 Because this performance assessment of the waste treatment options is the first iteration, neither the data underlying
55 the model parameters nor the model form is fixed; all aspects of this study are subject to review and subsequent56
57 change in future iterations. This report provides an opportunity for ir,.:c_'estedparties to consider some of the options
S8 that the DOE may explore in the future and to give constructive input for future performance assessments.
59
60
61
62
63
64 * Asnoted__Juerinthissummary,theenvironmentalregulationsfordisposalsitesintheUnitedStatesarecurrentlyundergoingrevision,andso
65 perhapsonlythe internationallyrecognizedcriterionof individualdosescanbeeasilyidentifiedat thistime.
66
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ES.2 General Findingsfromthe Analysis

1 ES.2 General Findings from the Analysis2
3

4 The focus of the performance assessment documented in this report was to investigate the total system behavior
5 of possible treatment options for spent fuel and high-level waste in a deep geologic repository.
6

7 This performance assessment uncovered many pieces of information about the waste form and its interaction8
9 with the disposal system itself. In many cases, the performance assessment analysis identified important parameters

10 (i.e., data that are critical for determining how the system will perform over the long term). In some cases, the analy-
11 sis pointed to data that are considered valuable but which are either limited or not currently available. The acquired
12 information and modeling issues are categorized into five areas: conclusions about the waste form, the waste contain-13
14 ers, the repository, the geologic barrier, and the agents acting on the disposal system, and are described in the follow-
15 ing sections. These conclusions are presented here as a summary of Chapter 16, "Results and Conclusions," which
16 contains information supporting these findings.
17
18
19
20 ES.2.1 Waste Form
21

22 The waste form is the type of waste (e,g., graphite spent fuel or special spent fuel) in combination with a specific23
treatment option (i.e., the form of the waste just before placement in a canister). The type of waste materials eonsid-24

25 ered for disposal were graphite spent nuclear fuel, experimental ("special") spent nuclear fuel, and some high-level
26 radioactive _ _._te(HLW) that was generated during processing of fuel stored at the Idaho National Engineering Lab-
27 oratory (INEL). The unprocessed spent fuel is similar in some aspects to public utility commercial spent fuel; how-
28 ever, the concentration of enriched uranium, 235U, is much greater and the degree of burnup much less in some of the i29
30 unprocessed spent fuel. The _aphite spent fuei, special spent fuel, and high-level waste represent about 700 metric
31 tons of heavy metal (MTHM). Although each waste form was studied individually, the waste forms were also com-
32 bined into five waste disposal groups. When the forms were studied in combination, the repository was assumed also
33 to contain radioactive waste produced and/or stored at the Savannah River site, the Hanford Reservation, and the
34 West Valley Demonstration Plant. The high-level waste from these DOE sites was added to the hypothetical reposi-35
36 tory to illustrate a more realistic mix of waste in the repository and to simulate the impact of the IN'EL waste forms in
37 such a repository.
38

39 Five treatment options that applied to each of the three general waste types (i.e., graphite spent fuel [sometimes
40 specified as Fort St. Vraln fuel and Peach Bottom fuel], experimental or "special" spent fuel [sometimes grouped as41
42 low enriched uranium and highly enriched uranium], and calcine high-level waste) were considered in this perfor-
4,3 mance assessment, tt Although many combinations of treatments could be constructed, the five waste treatment
44 options selected ranged from incorporating currently existing spent fuel and high-level waste directly into waste par-

eels to encapsulating or processing spent fuel and high-level waste into a glass-ceramic matrix. These five waste
46 treatment options roughly correspond to one low, two moderate, and two high levels of stabilization or processing of
47 the spent fuel and high-level waste. Also, in some options waste types were comingled. When more than one waste48
49 form was studied together, the forms were combined into five "waste-disposal groups" from the 26 individual waste
50 parcels. (In this report, the waste parcel is defined as the waste form, internal backfill, and waste canister.) The five
51 Waste Disposal Groups are briefly described in Table ES-I. Figures ES-1 through ES-5 show the 26 waste parcels
52 that make up each waste disposal group. Each waste disposal group includes the high-level waste immobilized in
53 borosilicate glass from the Savannah River site, the Hartford reservation, and the West Valley Demonstration Project.54
35
56
57
58
59
60 ""Anotherinitialism,MTIHM(metrictonsof initialheavymetal),is usedby someauthorswhowishtoemphasizethatthe measurementis the
61 initialmassof heavymetalratherthanthecurrentmassof heavymetal. Inthisreport,we usethe designation,MTHM,notonlybecauseit is
62 foundmorefrequendyin the literaturebutalsobecause40 CFR191defines"heavymetal"as" .. alluranium,plutonium,orthoriumplaced
63 intoa reactor.. "(40 CFR191.12;emphasisadded).Thus,theuseof MTIHM,whileusefulin callingattentiontothisfact, isnotnecessary.
64 tt Thetreatmentoptionsconsideredandtheresultsarerelevantnotonlyto thewastestoredattheINELbutalsoto theDOEsitesasawhole
65 becausethespentfuelandhigh-levelwastestoredattheINELaresimilartospentfuelsandwastestoredatotherDOEsites.
66
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1
2

3 Table ES-1. Treatment Options Used in the INEL Performance Assessment4

5 Waste
6

Treatment Disposal Description of Treatment Option*7
8 Level Group
9

Low 1 Existing spent fuel and high-levelwasteis placed directlyincontainers(Figure ES-10
11 1). For graphitespentfuel, the graphiteblocksandgraphiterodsare placed inthe
12 waste parcel(wholeblockdisposal).Specialspentfuel is placeddirectlyin a canis-
13 ter,and the voidspace isfilledwithleadbackfill(specialspentfueldisposal). Liquid
14 high-levelwaste is calcined,and this new waste and existingcalcinedwaste are
15 placeddirectlyin containers(granular,calcineddisposal).
16
17 Moderate 2 Graphitespentfuel is processed by separatingthe spentfuel compactsfrom the
18 graphiteblock and rods (rod/blockseparation)(Figure ES-2). The graphite block
19 androdsare disposedof separately,possiblyat a low-levelwastesite. Liquidhigh-
20 levelwaste is calcinedand combinedwith existingcalcine,then heated and com-
21 pressedintoa glass-ceramicmatrix(Hot IsostaticPress [HIP]) (140 MPa pressure,
22 1323 Ktemperature)(spentfuel/calcineglass-ceramic).The spentfuel is placed in23
24 the center of the containersand the gap filledwith HIPs. Any remainingHIPs are
25 placedalone incontainers.
26
27 Moderate 3 Graphite is bumed, and the fuel particles are encapsulated in a glass-ceramic
28 matrix(Figure ES-3). Liquidhigh-levelwaste is calcined. Special spent fuel and
29 calcinedwaste are packagedtogether,but the calcinedwaste is immobilizedin a
30 borosilicateglassmatrix.
31
32 High 4 Enricheduraniumand plutoniumare recycledfromthe graphiteand special spent
33 fuelsas a valuableresource,and the remainingwaste is mixedin a glass-ceramic
34 matdx(spentfuel recycling)(FigureES-4). High-levelliquidwaste is calcined,then
35 compressedintoa glass-ceramicmatrix(HIP) but is packagedseparatelyfrom the
36 processedspentfuel.
37
38 High 5 Graphiteis bumed andspecial spentfuels are dissolved(Figure ES-5). Depleted
39 uraniumis alsodissolvedandadded atthe averageratioofabout6:1 (however,the
40 ratiomay be as highas 140:1for graphitefuel or200:1 forthe highlyenriched ura-23s
41 nium),°* to give a U content of the waste equivalent to naturally occurring ura-
42 nium. The resultingliquidwaste is then calcinedand immobilizedin borosilicate43
44 glass. High-levelwaste is calcinedand immobilizedin a borosilicateglass but is
45 packagedseparatelyfromthe processedspentfuel.
46
47
48 * Constraintsonthemoderatean0highwastetreatmentoptions,suchasdevelopmenttimerequiredorcosts,havenotyetbeen
49 evaluatedfortheirconformancewithdesiredtimetablesoreconomicrealism.Ifthisreporthadindicatedastrongneedformod-
50 erateorhightreatmentoptions,thentheevaluationoftheseconstraintswouldhavebegunuponthe completionofbothphases
51 (years)ofthisinitialperformanceassessment.
52 °* Inthisperformanceassessment,the activityofdepleteduraniumisnotaddedtothe wasteunitfactorforthe repositorynormal-
53 izationfactor.Ifitwere,the performanceofthistreatmentoptionwouldbesignificantlyimprovedbeyonditsalreadygoodperfor-
54 mance.
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
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62 Figure ES-]. Treatment options used in Waste Disposal Group 1. The treatment options include placing currently63
64 existing spent fuel and high-level waste directly into waste parcels. The waste parcel numbers shown
65 on this figure identify specific waste parcel containers and contents; these are described in Chapter 4.
66
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62 Figure ES-2. Treatment options used in Waste Disposal Group 2. For the graphite spent fuel, the option consid-

63 ered is rod/block separation. For the special spent fuel and the high-level waste, the option is to64
65 package the special spent fuel and calcine high-level waste together, with the calcine waste emplaced
66 in compressed glass ceramic.
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65 waste are packaged together, with the calcine waste mixed in borosilicate glass.
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61 FigureES-4. Treatmentoptionsused in Waste Disposal Group 4. For the graphiteand specialspentfuels,the62
63 optionistorecyclethe spentfuelsand mix the remaining waste with borosilicateglassor glass-
64 ceramic. Like option 2, the high.level waste is mixed in compressed glass ceramic but is packaged
65 separately from the processed spent fuels.
66
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62 Figure ES-5. Treatment options used in Waste Disposal Group 5. For the graphite and special spent fuels, the

63 option includes oxidation and dilution with depleted uranium. Like option 3, the high-level waste is
64 mixed in borosilicate glass but then is packaged separately from the processed spent fuels.65
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ExecutiveSummary

1 Table ES-2 is a summary of the information acquired about the waste form. Because all proposed waste forms2
were acceptable for compliance with 40 CFR 191, the findings that related to improvement of the treatment options3

4 are not presented here. (They are provided, however, in Chapter 16.)
5
6
7
8 Table ES-2. Summary of Information Gathered about Waste Form

10 1. All proposedwaste forms are acceptableforcompliancewith40 CFR 191 in saltand granitedisposalsystems.
11 Specifically,
12 • In salt,allwaste formsare acceptablewithouteithera containeror adsorptive,clay backfill.
13 • In granite,all waste formsare acceptablewitha stainlesssteelcontainerandclay backfillto adsorbradio-
14 nuclides, but could possibly require at leasta moderatelycorrosion-resistantcontainer.* (Note that accept-
15 abilityis highlydependenton the modelingparametersforthe granitesite, see SectionES.4.)16

17 2. In general, higherlevelsof wastetreatmentmonotonicallyimprovedperformance. However,
18 • When wasteformswere analyzedas a group(ComplexPA),extensivetreatment,as representedby Waste19
20 DisposalGroups4 and 5, was requiredto conclusivelysee improveddisposalsystemperformance.

° An exceptionoccurredfor graphitespentfuel, whichwas composedof fuel particlesthat were assumedto21
22 be generallyintact. For graphitespentfuel, moderatetreatmentledto degraded performancein compari-
23 son to low treatment, representedhere by disposalof the entire block or rod. Only extensive treatment
24 improvedperformance. Hence,
25 - The durabilityof the graphitespentfuelcan be an effectivebarrieragainstradionucliderelease(e.g., sUi-
26 con carbidecoating).
27 - The fractionof particleswith failed siliconcarbidecoatingsis an importantmodelingparameterfor the
28 graphitespentfuel.
29

30 3. Waste DisposalGroups4 and 5, and the correspondingindividualwasteparcels,have the best performance,
31 followedby Waste DisposalGroups1, 2, and3, andthe correspondingindividualwaste parcels.
32 ° For salt, the improvementwiththe moreextensivetreatmentoptionswas primarilycaused bythe increased
33 radionuclideinventoryper waste parcel,whichloweredthe fractionalrelease since many of the radtonu-34
35 clideswere solubilitylimited.
36

4. The radionuclidesthat contributethe mostto the summednormalizedactivitydischarged(abscissaof comple-37
38 montarycumulativedistributionfunction[CCDF]), at the boundaryof the repositorydifferbetween (a) the salt
39 and granitedisposalsystems,(b) the levelof simplificationof the consequencemodels (Complex PA versus
40 Simple PA), and (c)Waste DisposalGroups4 and5 (sinceWaste DisposalGroup4 eliminatesradionuclides
41 andGroup 5 adds a radionuclide).**
42 = ComplexPA:
43 - Insalt, the topcontributingradionuclidesare 234U, 235U, 22eRa,and 23°Th,

44 - In granite, the top contributing radionuclides are 14C (not in Waste Disposal Groups 4 and 5), 241Am,
45 24°pu,239pu,and 23°Th.
46 ° Simple PA:
47 - Insalt, the topcontributingradionuclidesare 241Am,234U,23°Th,243Am(not trackedinthe ComplexPA),48
49 and 22SRa.
50 - In granite, the top contributingradionuclidesare 14C(not in Waste DisposalGroups 4 and 5), 23°Th,
51 241Am,239pu,and 237Np.
52
53 5. Element solubilityin the assumedchemicalenvironmentof the repositoryis an importantparameter affecting
54 releasefromthe repositoryand to the surroundingaccessibleenvironment.
55
56
57 * Stainlesssteelisnotconsidereda corrosion-resistantmaterialfordisposalof spentfuelandhigh-levelwastebecauseofthe
58 longtimescaleinvolvedandstainlesssteel'ssusceptibilitytoseveralformsoffailurebesidesgeneralizedcorrosion.
59 **Thecontributingradionuclidesarealsosensitivetothe regulatoryperiod,theperformancemetric,andthelocationatwhichthe
60 metricismeasured.Forinstance,individualdoseevaluatedbeyond10,000yr ata 5-kinboundaryofthedisposalsystemwill
61 showdifferentradionuclidescontributingtotheperformancemetric(humandose)thanthe normalizedintegratedactivityspect-
62 fledin40 CFR191. Thissensitivityto anduncertaintyastothe formofthe finalregulationmakesitdifficulttoidentifyradionu-
63 clidesthatshouldbe immobilizedorremovedatthistime.
64
65
66
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ES.2 General Findings from the Analysis

1 Table ES-2. Summary of Information Gathered about Waste Form (Continued)
2

3 6. Extensive treatment of the relatively small amount (-700 MTHM) of INEL waste only moderately improved the4
5 performance (according to the Containment Requirement measure of 40 CFR 191) of a moderately sized dis-
6 posal system. Thus other considerations (e.g., other regulations or economics) can guide the selection of the
7 treatment option. Specifically,
8 • In the salt disposal system, the horizontal separation between the CCDF in the most extensive treatment
9 options (Options 4 and 5) and the low or moderate treatment options (Options 1, 2, and 3) was, at most,

10 three orders of magnitude when individual waste forms were compared. When the waste forms are corn-
11 bined as a disposal group with waste from other DOE sites (vitrified high-level wacte from Savannah River,
12 Hanford, and West Valley), the CCDF usually varies less than one order of magnitude.

13 • In the granite disposal system, separation in CCDFs along individual waste forms are usually relatively
14 large, varying by as much as seven orders or magnitude. When combined as a disposal group with waste
15 from other DOE sites, they vary by at most 2 1/2 orders of magnitude.16 ,,=,,,,,, r iii i i i i i Lr I , I I I

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
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59
60
61
62
63
64
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i ES.2.2 Waste Container
2
3
4 Becausethe focusof this performanceassessmentwason the waste forms themselvesandthe possibletreatment
5 options,the majority of calculationsmodeledcontainersthat were notcorrosionresistantbut were adequatefor trans-
6 port and handlingof the waste. The absenceof corrosionresistancequickly alloweddirect contactof the wasteform
7 with available groundwater. Specifically, a thin-wailed, stainless-steelcanister was assumedfor both the spent8
9 nuclear fuel from INEL and the high-level waste from INEL and the three DOE sites. (Stainless steel is subject to

10 localized corrosion and thus is not considered to be corrosion resistant over the 10,000-yr regulatory period.) One set

11 of calculations did study the robustness of a highly corrosion-resistant 3-1ayer container in the presumed environment
12 of the hypothetical repositories. This latter waste parcel consisted of two types of container: a canister and an over-

13 pack. The waste canister encloses the waste form; the overpack is a container surrounding the canister that provides14
15 corrosion resistance. For calculations in salt, the canister material was a nickel alloy flnconel 625) and the overpack
16 material was titanium (Ti-Grade 12); for calculations in granite, both the canister and overpack were Inconel 625. A

17 lead filler was used between the overpack and the canister. Table ES-3 is a summary of the information acquired
18 about the waste containers.
19
20
21
22
23 Table ES-3. Summary of: aformatlon Gathered about Waste Containers
24 ............................... _'

25 1. The amount of liquid in contact with the waste parcel differs in the two disposal systems resulting in different
26 breach times and waste parcel corrosion profiles. Specifically,
27 * In salt, brineis often limitedexcept near the base of the waste parcels. Consequently,the waste parcels
28 corrodefaster nearthe base thanat the topandhence, breachrelativelyquicklyat the bottom.*
29 • In granite,water fillsthe repositoryfaster thanin a salt repository.As a result,the entire waste parcelcor-
30 redesmore uniformlyat the fullysaturated,inundatedrate.31

32 2. The gas generatedfromcorrosioninthe graniterepositoryoverthe lO,000-yr regulatoryperiodis considerably
33 less than that generatedin the salt repositorybecausethe corrosionrate of stainless steel is slower inwater
34 than in brine.35

36 3. For graphitespentfuel, corrosion-resistantcontainersare notessentialfor compliancewith the Containment37
38 Requirementsof 40 CFR 191 ineithersalt or granite.

39 4. A corrosion-resistantcontainerof titaniumand nickel-basedalloysremains intactfor pedodsof time greater
40 than the 10,000-yr regulatoryperiod. This findingalso determinedthat corrosion-resistantcontainerswould41
42 not be used in most calculations for evaluating the waste forms.

43 5. When the corrosionrate is fastenoughto cause a breachwithinthe lO,000.yr regulatoryperiod, the corrosion44
45 rate is an importantparameterfor determiningreleasesforspecial(highlyenrichedandlowenricheduranium)
46 spent nuclearfueland calcine.
47
48 6. Variationof heat loadinghas little influenceontimeof completecorrosionof the container.**
49
50
51 * Wickingoffluidto thecontainerfromloweredcapillarypressureis alsopartiallymodeledinthe detailedmodelingof conse-
52 quencasofthedisposalgroup(ComplexPA).
53 ** Somecaveatsexist.AlthoughthisconditionwasobservedInthisstudy,it mayhaveoccurredbecause(I) thelowbackfillper-
54 meabilittesaroundthecanisterspreventconvectioncellsfromforming,(2)vaporizationwasnotmodeled,(3)pHchangesdue
55 to evaporationandprecipitationwerenotexplicitlymodeled,and (4) time constraintsanda lackof dataforsomematerials
56 forcedtheiractivationenergiestobesettozero(corrosionrateindependentoftemperature);however,an expandedrangefor
57 thecorrosionratebetween293Kand373K wasestimatedsubjectively.
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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ES.2 General FindingsfromtheAnalysis

1 ES.2.3 Repository
2
3
4 The repository is the portion of a waste disposal facility that includes the access drifts, waste panels, and access
5 shafts. The repository does not include either the above-ground facilities or the undisturbed host rock. Table ES-4 is
6 a summary of the information acquired about the repository.
7
8

9 Table ES-4. Summary of Information Gathered about the Repository10
i i ,i

11
12 1. The diffusive transport of radionuclides from the waste parcel holes into the rooms and access drifts, followed
13 by diffusive transport (salt repository) or advective transport (granite repository) throughthe roomsand drifts,
14 were very importantphenomenato model;their importanceto the positionof the CCDF relativeto the EPA
15 releaselimitswas comparableto the effectof the wastetreatmentoptions.
16
17 2. The waste form had littleinfluenceon the flow of liquid(whichis the primary means of radionuclideescape
18 otherthan directreleasethroughcuttings),ineitherthe salt orgranitedisposalsystem.
19
20 3. Gas generationand thus gas flowwas influencedby the wasteform butthe smallvolumesof gas did not, in
21 tum, greatlyinfluenceliquidflow.
22
23 4. Heat generatingcapacityof the wasteformwas includedinthe detailedanalysis(ComplexPA)of the disposal
24 systemsand resultedina differentmaximumtemperature,butthe heat had little influenceonthe overall fluid
25 flow.
26
27 5. For the ComplexPAofthe salt disposalsystem,theexistenceof the shaft had littleinfluence.Therefore, it was
28 appropriatelyneglectedinthe SimplePAcalculations.
29
30 6. In the graniterepository,the shaft was an importantsourceof liquidfillingthe repository.
31
32 7. in the granitedisposalsystem, the chemicaladsorption(retardation)providedby the backfill-bufferthat sur-
33 rounds the waste parcel in the boreholeandthe backfillin the rooms and driftswas an importantparameter
34 influencingreleasesat the repositoryboundary.
35
36 8. The relativedifferenceinthe thresholdpressure(a propertyof the rockused inthe two-phasefluid model for
37 the ComplexPA) betweenthe backfill-bufferand the roombackfillcan influencethe availabilityof liquidaround
38 the wasteparcel andconsequentlythe time of completecorrosionof the wastecontainer.
39
40 9. In the granite disposalsystem(forwhichthe permeabilityof the hostrockwas zero), the final permeabilityof
41 backfillforthe roomsand driftsinfluencedthe liquidinflowandthusthe time of completecorrosionofthe con-
42 tainers.
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
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1 ES.2.4 Geologic Barrier
2
3
4 The geologic barrier of the disposal system comprises the sequence of host rock that isolates the repository from
S the accessible environment. For the performance assessment, two different geologic barriers were studied: salt and

e granite. Specific information about the geologic barrier is summarized in Table ES-5.
7
8
9

Table ES.5, Summary of Information Gathered about the Geologic Barrier10
11
12 1. Assuming that the salt behaves as a porous medium, the permeability of the salt is an important parameter
13 controlling the quantity of brine flowing into the repository.
14
15 2. In salt, the permeability of the intrusion borehole was an important parameter influencing radionuclide
16 releases.
17
18 3. In salt, the initial pore pressure in the salt formation was an important model parameter influencing radionuclide
19 releases.
2O
21 4. For the parameters assumed in granite, the repository often filled rapidly (after which the chosen horizontal and
22 vertical gradients assumed for the region determined the direction of water flow through the repository).
23
24 5. In granite, the permeability of the postulated connections between the repository and the fracture zones was
25 an important model parameter that influenced the amount of water flowing into and out of the repository and,
26 thus, radionuclide releases.
27
28 6. A noticeable difference occurred in the isolating capability for a nondecaying, nonabsorbing tracer in the invert-
29 tory of the salt and granite disposal systems.
30 ° In salt, a maximum of 12% of the contents of the tracer in a panel is removed.

31 ° In granite, 33% of the simulations removed the entire contents of the tracer in the repository.
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
54
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ES.2 General Findings from the Analysis

1 ES.2.5 Agents Acting on the Disposal System
2
3
4 Agents that act on the disposal system include items such as drillir_g frequency, drilling methods, and climate.

5 Specific information gathered about the agents acting on the disposal system is shown in Table ES-6.
6
7

8 Table ES-6. Summary of Information Gathered about the Agents Acting on the Disposal System
9

10 1 Direct release of contaminants to the ground surface from exploratory drilling using present-day drilling technol-11
12 ogy dominates the release for the salt repositories. Hence,
13 • The direct release to the surface, as evaluated by EPA normalization factors, is very important.*
14 • Drilling frequency from an inadvertent human intrusion (for which DOE cannot take credit for preventing after
15 100 yr, and/or deterring, except through passive controls) is the most important parameter influencing radio-
16 nuclide releases.

17 • The permeability of the material that eventually fills the intrusion borehole is an important parameter for reg-

18 ulatory compliance per Appendix B of 40 CFR 191. The permeability controls brine flow out of a borehole
19 that intersects a brine reservoir under the repository (which was a feature selected for inclusion in the salt

20 disposal system).21
• Direct releases were sensitive to the waste form only because of the different radionuclide inventories that

22
were assumed for the waste parcels; in this assessment, the entire contents of a waste parcel were23

24 assumed to have been removed if it was struck by an exploratory drill bit.
25

2. In the salt disposal system, crushed salt filled the rooms and drifts and was assumed to compress to a low but26
27 variable permeability, usually sufficient to limit circulation of brine between intrusion boreholes. Specifically,
28 ° In only 1 case out of 10 was the permeability high enough to allow flow through the repository and up the
29 other intrusion borehole; however, in this case, the volume of brine discharged was very small.
30
31
32 * Calculateddosesfrom the directrelease route,however,and possibleadverseaffectsare likelymuchlowerbecause the EPA
33 normalizedfactorswereoriginallybasedon drinkingcontaminatedwater (ingestion).
34 Also, it is conceivablethat the dominationof directrelease would diminishfor regulatoryperiodslongerthan 10,000 yr, espe-
35 ciallyif exploratorydrillingwere assumedto stopaftersomeperiod of time. Butthisdiminishinginfluenceat longerperiodsisby
36 no meanscertainsinceexploratorydrillingis requiredto initiateany releasesotherthan diffusionthroughsalt.
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
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ES.3 Guidance to the Project2
3
4

s ES.3.1 General Guidance for Waste Treatment Program6
7
8 The findings listed in the previous section have been used to provide the DOE with specific information about the

9 potential impact of various waste treatment options on spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste to be disposed of in
10 two saturated generic repositories: bedded salt and igneous rock (granite). In answer to the question of what deci-11

sions can be made by DOE about treatment of the waste stored at IN'EL before a repository site or type is identified,12
13 the findings suggest that most d_ion.q should wait until a repository type is known. The findings differ some-
14 what, however, between high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel. For high-level waste, it would seem that only those
lS decisions related to temporary storage (as calcine) should be made before a repository site is known; this recommen-
16 dation is based not only on the results of this performance assessment, which indicate that the currently proposed17
18 waste forms are _ceptable for meeting the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191, but also in light of possible
19 changes to the regulations. For example, policies may change from specifying generic regulatory criteria to develop-
20 ing site-specific criteria (e.g., as suggested in the Energy Policy Act of 1992, Section 801). For spent fuel, the same
21 recommendations as the high-level waste apply as long as critical conditions are avoided in the containe:.. To be sure,
22 this is an important assumption that must be carefully studied before general conclusions about the spent nuclear fuel23
24 waste forms can be drawn.
25
26

27 ES.3.2 Guidance for Waste Acceptance Criteria28
29
30 The general findings have also been analyzed to provide the DOE with information about minimum acceptance
31 criteria for waste to be placed in a generic, deep geologic repository.
32

Using the total system analysis approach consistent with 40 CFR 191, the results of the preliminary performance34
3s assessment indicate that the acceptability of the waste form shows a strong sensitivity to the specific geologic
36 medium (i.e., host rock) of the chosen repository. Therefore, any preliminary waste acceptance criteria must clearly
37 show the degree to which acceptance depends upon the geologic media of the repository.

39
• For a repository in bedded salt, all the proposed waste forms (e.g., whole graphite block and red spent nuclear4tl

41 fuel, low and highly enriched uranium spent nuclear fuel, and calcined high-level waste) can be placed
42 directlyinthedisposalregionasagrouporindividually,withoutbeingplacedinacorrosion-resistantcon-

43 miner, or without using a backfill buffer such as bentonite clay. Thus, tittle treatment is expected to be neces-
44

sary for compFance with 40 CFR 191. To be consistent with the extremely conservative assumptions of the
4S PA analysis,up toI0kg of235Ucanbeplacedineachcontainer.46
47

46 • For a repository in granite, when disposed of as a group or individually, all currently existing waste types can
49 be placed in a repository without conditioning but do require a moderately corrosion-resistant container and a
sO bentonite clay backfill-buffer around the waste and some bentonite clay in the rooms and drifts to adsorb radi-51
52 onuclides. To be consistent with the conservative assumptions of the PA analysis forpreventing critical con-235
53 ditions, only 0.7 kg of 235U can be placed in each container (i.e., cut up to keep the U content at or below
54 0.7 kg, if necessary).
55
56
57
se ES.3.3 Recommendations for Future Analysis and Data Acquisition
59

60 The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 mandates that the DOE develop a permanent disposal option.61
62 Although this option may not have to be fully implemented, its feasibility should be demonstrated.
63
64
65
66
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ES.3 Guidanceto the Project

1 A performanceassessmentis a valuable and low-cost tool (relative to implementingwaste treatment and dis-
2 posal) that respondsto the spirit of the NWPA by developing and demonstratingthe capability to disposeof spent
3 nuclear fuel storedat the INEL. The performanceassessmentis alsothe primary meansby which the DOE will dem-4
5 onstratecompliance with long-term environmentalregulations, and, therefore, is an essential component of any
6 development programconcernedwith conditioningspentfuel and radioactivewaste for temporarystorageandeven-
7 tual permanentdisposal.
8

9 Because performance assessments are iterative, an initial performance assessment serves to inform the interdisci-10
1i plinary team performing the study about (a) the scientific information and data that must be gathered (either from the
12 literature or investigative studies) and (b) the resolution required for converting available information and data into
13 forms suitable for use in the model selected for the performance assessment. The performance assessment presented

14 in this report was no exception. In addition to providing guidance on the waste treatment options available for the15
waste stored at the INEL, the study identified future goals for data collection and modeling development efforts. This16

17 information, which represents a valuable benefit to the program as a whole, is presented below (Table ES-7). The
18 recommendations are grouped into two categories: those that can be treated through the performance assessment por-
19 tion of the waste treatment program, and those that may require input from throughout the DOE complex, possibly
2O with consensus building.21
22
23 Recommended Tasks for Future Performance Assessments. In the performance assessment reported here, the
24 results hint that the waste form shows a strong sensitivity to the specific geology of the repository. In response to this

25 finding and the mandate of the NWPA Amendments of 1987, which require an examination of unsaturated volcanic
26 tuff, a performance assessment of a repository in unsaturated tuff should be pursued. This type of calculation
27 should continue the practice of using several models to evaluate consequences (possibly at different levels of sim-28
29 plification) in order to provide checks on each other and thereby develop a deeper understanding of the disposal sys-
3o tern, or an understanding that can be quickly achieved. This recommendation does not mean to imply that a
31 performance assessment in unsaturated tuff is not being done (see, for example, Barnard et al., 1992), but rather is
32 suggesting an assessment simi!ar to the one performed here that focuses on IN'ELwastes and their incremental effects33

on a moderately sized repository. Nor does this recommendation imply that we view the examination of the salt and34
35 granite disposal systems as complete; on the contrary, we have spent much time and money developing tools to exam-
36 ine these disposal systems, which should be used to reexamine the salt and granite disposal systems with more
37 defensible data and, just as important, more defensible conceptual and computational models (e.g., improved dis-
38 cretization) to provide more defensible understanding and thus possibly more confident predictions.39
40
41 Although most model results were compared between the Simple and Complex PAs, the gas generation and
42 source term models were nearly identical. Because of the demonstrated benefit of model-to-model comparisons, we

43 need to review gas generation and source term models developed elsewhere in other high.level waste repositories
44 and compare them with the models used in this performance assessment.45
46
47 Other performance criteria need to be examined, besides 40 CFR 191, to substantiate the initial guidance from
48 this performance assessment, which indicates that the current waste forms are acceptable for long-term environmen-
49 tal compliance. Because of changes contemplated for regulations on required repository performance, the interna-
50 tionally recogrfized criterion of individual doses may be the only other criterion easily identified at this time for this
51 purpose. (It is also the criterion stipulated by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 for Yucca Mountain.)52
53
54 Because modeling analyses are conditional on what was modeled, phenomena not currently modeled should be
55 examined in future work. Some phenomena were omitted because they were thought unimportant; this assumption
5s may need to be substantiated. More important, some phenomena were omitted because of a lack of time and57
se resources available for this initial performance assessment, and these should be explored. $$ For example, critical
59 conditions in the repository were not examined in the initial performance assessment because the containers were
60 limited to a mass of 10 kg and 0.7 kg of 235U in the salt and granite repositories, respectively. The results of this
61 assumption was that a large number of containers (especially for the highly enriched fuel) were required which,
62 because of cost implications, suggest that future work should attempt to determine whether nuclear critical63
64
65 ,t Manyofthesetaskswouldnotrequireentirelynewperformanceassessmentcalculations,butinsteadwouldentaila morethoroughexamination
66 of existingresults,asearchforinformationfromotherradionuclidewastedisposalprograms,orperformingsupportingsidecalculations.
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1

2 Table ES-7. Recommendations for Future Analysis and Waste Treatment Program Tasks
3
4 Tasks for PA
5

6 1. Carry out a performanceassessmentof a repositorycontainingspent nuclearfueland high-levelwaste from
7 INEL in unsaturatedvolcanictuff. Also,
8 • Continuethe practiceof usingseveralmodelsto evaluateconsequences.9

10 2. Reexaminethe salt and granitedisposaloptionsafterthe data, conceptualmodels,and computationalmodels11
are improvedso that moredefensible(andpossiblymoreconfident)predictionscan be made.12

13 3. Reviewgas generationandsourceterm modelsdevelopedin otherhigh-levelwasterepositoriesandcompare
14 with the modelsused inthisperformanceassessment.15

16 4. Examineperformancecriteriaotherthan40 CFR 191.17

18 5. Examinephenomenanotcurrentlymodeled:
19 • Determinewhether nuclearcriticalconditionsina repositoryare noncatastrophicand wouldbe technically
20 acceptable.21

• Explorethe possibilityof reachingcriticalmassfrommigrationof radionuclidesto a centrallocation.22
• Attemptto modeldiffusionof contaminantsthroughthe failedlayersof the containers.23

24 = Performcalculationsof detailedwastepackagemodelsto determinethe mosteffectiveannularthicknessof
25 the backfill-buffer,includinga disturbedrockzone aroundthe waste packageinthe granitedisposalsystem.
26 • Perform scopingcalculationsto determinehowlongit takesto consume0 2 inthe repositorysincedifferent
27 corrosionratescouldoccur.
28
29 6. Developversionsof a corrosionsubmodeland sourceterm submodelthat can be runseparatefromthe fluid
30 flow andtransportcodes.
31
32 Tasks for Waste Treatment Program
33
34 1. Seek to confirmalterationrates usedinthe performanceassessment.* Forexample,performa morethorough
35 literaturesearchto obtaincorrosiondata. Specifically,
36 • For the gas generationsubmodel,generalizedcorrosionrates more specificto conditionsexpected in the
37 salt and graniterepositoriesare needed forcontainermaterials.
38 • Temperature-dependentcorrosiondata between293 K and373 K are needed.
39 • For the sourceterm submodel,morereliableinformationaboutsusceptibilityand data on failuremodesfor
40 the containermaterialsare needed.
41

42 2. Seek data on alterationrate of a preferredglass-ceramicmatrixand percentageof radionuclidestrapped in
43 glassand ceramicphases.44

45 3. Pursuebettercharacterizationof the currentfuel types. Specifically,
46 • Data on the fractionof particleswithfailedsiliconcarbidecoatingsandcladdingon specialnuclearfuel.47

• A better understandingof elementsolubility.48
• Estimatesof the likelihoodofthe failureof siliconcarbidecoatingsin graphitefuel inthe environmentof the49

50 repositoryduringthe 10,000-yr regulatoryperiod.
51

4. Select a preferred(e.g., =basecase"or =referencedesign")type of wasteparcel containerand fillerto use for52
53 the performanceassessmentcalculations.
54
55
56 * INELmayalreadypossessa meansofgatheringinformationonalterationratessincesomeradionuclideshavebeendetected
57 inthe basinsusedtostorethe fuel,whichindicatesthatthe protectivelayersonsomefuelhavefailed.
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 conditions in a repository are noncatastrophic and thus technically acceptable. Furthermore, a situation in which

2 235U migrates from several containers to a central location was not simulated. Although this possibility is remote, a
3 future performance assessment should perform supporting calculations to explore the possibility of reaching criti-4
5 cal mass from migration ofradionuclides to a central location.
6

7 Moreover, because movement of radionuclides at the waste package is almost exclusively by diffusion and will
_' likely cause substantial delay, attempts should be made to model diffusion of radionuclides through failed layers of

the containers. Finally, if emplacement within drillholes remains a preferred base case option to consider, then opti.10
11 mization of annular thickness of the backfill-buffer should be pursued and inclusion of a disturbed rock zone
12 around the waste package when modeling the granite disposal system.
13

14 Scoping calculations using appropriate oxic corrosion rates need to be performed to determine how long it

15 would take for the 0 2 in the repository to be consumed. If the time period for consuming all the 0 2 is not small16
17 compared to the regulatory period, the gas generation model should be modified to include two sets of stoichiometries
18 and corrosion rates: one set for oxic conditions and one set for anoxic conditions.
19

20 Many of the results reported herein are directly related to the output of the gas generation and source term sub-
21 models, which presently run with the fluid flow and transport codes. To respond rapidly to future "what if" questions22
23 about the waste forms, it could be useful to develop a corrosion submodel (not necessarily the gas generation sub-
24 model) and source term submodel that can be run separate from the fluid flow and transport codes.
25

26 Recommended Tasks for Waste Treatment Program. In general, an extensive need exists for defensible data
27 for future iterations of evaluating the performance of INEL spent fuel and radioactive wastes in a geologic reposi-28
29 tory. Several specific data needs axe mentioned below.
30

31 A more thorough literature search is needed to find corrosion data; specifically, temperature-dependent corro-
32 sion data between 293 K and 373 K are needed; for the gas generation submodel, generalized corrosion rates for
33 container materials such as lead, stainless steel 304L, and Inconel 625 nickel-based alloy are needed at conditions34
35 expected in the salt and granite repositories. For the source term submodel (and, to some extent, the gas generation
36 submodel), information on susceptibility and data on failure modes for the container materials are needed on
37 stress-corrosion cracking, pitting, crevice corrosion, delayed hydrogen-induced failure, and aging reactions ("local-
38 ized" corrosion) to adequately assess the longevity of the barrier capabilities of the container.39
40
41 In this analysis, information was only available on experimental glass-ceramic; specific alteration rates for cal-
42 cined waste immobilized in a glass-ceramic or borosilicate glass matrix were not available (except for the -70% radi-
43 onuclide loading possible with glass-ceramic, as opposed to -30% for glass). To distinguish these two waste
44 treatment options, data on the alteration rate for a preferred glass-ceramic matrix and percentage of nuclides
45 trapped in glass and ceramic phases are needed. For this need, the alteration rate refers to any change from one46
47 phase to another that liberates radionuclides.
48

49 In addition, scientifically agreed-upon characterization of many aspects of the current waste form is needed
50 for the DOE to rely on many of the findings discussed here, for example, the general finding that the current graphite51
52 spent fuel (Waste Parcel 1) in a borehole already provides an effective engineered barrier. Specific information
53 needed includes data on the fraction of particles with failed silicon carbide coatings (an important parameter for the
54 graphite spent fuel) and cladding on special spent nuclear fuel. Also, estimates are needed of the likelihood of fail-
55 are of silicon carbide coatings of the graphite fuel in the environment of the repository during the regulatory
56 period. (As mentioned before, the regulatory period for 40 CFR 191 is 10,000 yr, but this time period could change
57 with new regulations.)58
59
6o Even accounting for numerous metal layers in spent nuclear fuel, the ultimate limit to release from the source
61 term submodel is elemental solubility. Although direct measurement may be infeasible because (1) equilibrium con-

02 ditions are difficult to reach in short lab experiments and (2) the experiments are extremely costly and time consum-
63 ing because of environmental, safety, and health issues, an understanding of elemental solubility in proposed54
65 repositories is needed, if uncertainties in the predicted releases are to be reduced (or at least corroborated). As
66
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1 pointed out earlier, the particular radionuclides that are a significant percentage of the releases change with the perfor-2
mance metric and the location at which the metric is measured; hence, listing the most important solubilities to deter-

3 mine is difficult.4
5
6 The Waste Treatment Program should select a preferred type (e.g., "base case" or "reference design") of the

7 waste parcel container to use for the performance assessment calculations. Some containers (for example, self-
8 shielding), use significant amounts of metal that can affect the amount of gas produced through corrosion. Further-9

10 more, highly corrosion-resistant containers can provide a redundant barrier for the waste form in addition to deep
11 geologic disposal. Thus, policy decisions related to container barriers versus geologic barriers may need to be care-
12 fully defined. Another decision that would be useful is specification of the type offiUer (e.g., sand or metal) in the
13 container to use for the performance assessment calculations. Ideally, the process would be as follows: (a) estab-
14 lish the requirements for the container system, (b) select container configuration and material of construction, (c)
15 determine whether a filler material is necessary, and (d) select the filler material, if it is necessary. Although this thor-16
17 ough process may be difficult to implement before the next phase of this initial performance assessment, it could be
18 implemented over the long term. Furthermore, the first steps for establishing the minimum containment requirements
19 that corrosion-resistant containers must meet could be discovered by further analysis of the results of this perfor-
20 mance assessment.
21
22
23

24 ES.4 Analysis Caveats and Consequence Modeling Assumptions25
26
27 This report was commissioned to provide information to the DOE concerning general decisions on program
28 direction. In this situation, even preliminary findings from a performance assessment using preliminary data, such as
29 described herein, are extremely pertinent and helpful in making reasonable choices. Hence, the general results are30
31 presented in this executive summary with the understanding that the reader appreciates that the findings are condi-
32 tional on the models and data used to generate them. The models of the disposal system must be judged in combina-
33 tion with the results to set priorities for additional data acquisition, model development, and other decisions on
34 general program direction. To make these judgments, details concerning the models and the data must be known.
35

These detailed assumptions should be examined before actions are taken on the findings and guidance presented in
36 this summary.37
38
39 The detailed assumptions cannot be summarized here but the main report attempts to list clearly those assump-

40 tions about the disposal system's major subsystems and components that were used. In fact, the model description
41 and assumptions comprise a major portion of the document. However, five general caveats regarding the analysis are42 as follows.

44
45 First, only one set of performance criteria, 40 CFR 191 (and primarily only the Containment Requirements [40
4e CFR 191.13]),/s examined in this performance assessment.
47

48 Second, the environmental regulations for disposal sites in the United States are currently undergoing revi-49
50 sion.
51

82 Third, the assessment of the disposal system is performed on a model of the disposal system, not the system
83 itself. Although the U.S. regulatory criteria were developed using simplified models of generic disposal systems, and54

so making comparisons with the criteria is appropriate, the generally accepted style (e.g., levels of modeling detail55
56 expected and accepted assumptions on events such as human intrusion) of these type of complmnce calculations
57 continues to evolve over time.
58

59 Fourth, critical conditions near each container are avoided by limiting the amount of fissionable uranium per-
60 mitted in each container.61
62
63 Fifth, this is an initial performance assessment in which information is being gathered to understand the
64 behavior of these complex disposal systems and the underlying data are preliminary.
65
66
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1 Consequently, it is very difficult to predict precisely which waste form will be acceptable in the future and thus

2 none of the three goals mentioned in the previous section can be definitiv_,ly accomplished through this report alone.

3 Periodic iterative studies, perhaps with different stylizations t_f the disposal system and examinations of other envi-4
5 ronmental performance criteria, will be necessary in the future.
6
7
8
9

10
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1. Introduction2
3
4 R.P. Rechard
5
6
7
8 1.1 Purpose of Report
9

10 The purpose of this report is to assist the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in evaluating the potential impact of11
12 various waste treatment options for specific nuclear materials on a compliance determination for a deep, geologic
13 repository. The waste that DOE is considering for geologic disposal is spent fuel either that is currently stored at
14 defense-related nuclear facilities or that may be generated in the future. The materials under study in this report
15 include graphite spent nuclear fuel (SNF) from the Fort St. Vrain and Peach Bottom 1 (reactor Cores I and II), over 90

1s experimental "special" spent fuels, and high-level waste (HLW) from reprocessing of spent fuels. The materials are17
stored at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).* This report examines only one set of perfor-currendy18

19 mance criteria, 40 CFR 191, Subp_u't B (as promulgated in 1985), and two generic saturated geologic repositories:

20 bedded salt and partially fractured granitic rock. Other performance criteria and geologic repositories will need to be
21 examined in furore iterations of the performance assessment methodology.

23
24 Although there is an international consensus that deep geological disposal is the best option for disposing of
25 high-level (HLW) and transuranic (TRU) (atomic number greater than 92, emitting alpha radiation) radioactive waste
26 (BRWM, 1992, p.1), there are many different approaches to waste treatment and processing of spent fuel. The num-
27 ber of waste-treatment approaches is related to the value placed on the spent fuel and the wide range of geologic
28 media being considered for eventual disposal (2qEA, 1991 p. 20). This performance assessment is part of a general29
30 effort by DOE to examine options for conditioning spent fuel and high-level waste before its eventual disposal in a
31 deep, geologic repository; the overall program's focus is on the development of disposal criteria in order to provide
32 input on the selection of an optimal waste-treatment option, not the selection of a repository site. The DOE program

effort is intended to examine whether waste treatment options can be acceptable in meeting the requirements of 40
CFR 191. If so, the results can be used to recommend not only a waste-treatment plan that can be implemented but35

30 also to provide direction for necessary research programs.
37
38 This chapter outlines important concepts in a performance assessment and highlights decisions that affect how
39 the disposal system was modeled. Chapters 2 through 16 expand on the concepts and assumptions presented here;
40 appendices offer even more detailed information about the waste, geology, repository, waste parcel design, scenario41
42 development and modeling systems. Readers should turn to related chapters and appendices for detailed information
4,3 about areas of interest.
44
45
46
47 1.2 Legal Setting
48

49 One of the primary criteria that DOE will use in selecting the treatment options for spent fuel and high-level50
51 waste is the acceptability of the waste type for disposal under currently applicable federal regulations. This section
5:, provides a listing of applicable statutes, briefly describes 40 CFR 191, and notes potential changes to the regulations.
53
54
55
s6 1.2.1 Overview
57

58 Before a deep, geologic site can open as a repository for spent fuel, high-level waste, and/or transuranic waste
59 (which is potentially mixed with some hazardous chemicals), DOE must demonstrate that the site complies with a60
61
62
63 " Thisperformanceassessmentexaminesthe influenceof waste-treatmentoptionson some,butnotall,typesofspentfuelandhigh-levelwaste
64 currentlystoredatINEL.Besidessupportingseveralothermissions,theINELreservationnearIdahoFalls,Idaho,servesasastoragefacility
65 forthewastementionedabove,andspentfuel fromnavalpropulsionreactors,non-governmentresearchreactors,andfailedspentfuelfrom
66 theThreeMileIslandreactor.
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1. Introduction

1 number of environmental regulations. These regulations determine the short-term and long-term performance met-
2 tics of a repository with which specific repository performance modeling can be compared. Numerous statutes and3
4 regulations affect and establish performance criteria for the management, transportation, and disposal of radioactive
5 waste. Many of these statutes and regulations apply to hazardous waste as well. Several regulations are of primary
¢ importance to the disposal of radioactive waste in geologic repositories (Table 1-1). A brief description of these star-
7 utes and regulations is provided in Chapter 2. Note that the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (passed in October, 1992, after
8 work began on this project) strongly suggests the use of maximum annual effective doses to individuals (which also
9 implies that the period of time under consideration may be extended), as a possible criterion to be studied by the10

11 National Academy of Sciences. This change in the regulatory setting could have a profound influence on the issues
12 studied in this report.
13
14
15 Table 1-1. Selected Statutes and Regulations Affecting the Disposal of Radioactive Waste in Geologic
16 Repositories
17

18 Influence on Repository
19 Policy Act or Regulation and/or Waste Treatment20

21 • NuclearWaste PolicyAct of 1982 Sets nationalpolicyonnuclearwa_;tedisposal(primary22
23 ,, NuclearWaste PolicyAmendmentsAct of 1987 importance)
24
25
26 • EnergyPolicyAct of 1992 (EPA) Asks the NationalAcademyof Sciencesto recommend
27 to the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) stan-
28 dardsforthe YuccaMountainrepositorysite and
29 requiresthe EnvironmentalProtectionAgencyand the
30 NuclearRegulatoryCommissionto make subsequent
31 revisionsintheirregulationsforthisspecificsite. The
32 lawstronglysuggeststhe use of maximumannualeffec-
33 tive dosesto individuals.
34
35

36 ° EnvironmentalRadiationProtectionStandardsfor Establisheslong-termperformancecriteriaforgeologic
37 Management andDisposalof SpentNuclearFuel, repositories(primaryimportance)- repromulgationof38
39 High-LevelandTransuranicWastes,40 CFR 191 40 CFR 191 willlikelyextendindividualdosecalcula-
40 ° Disposalof High-LevelRadioactiveWastes inGeo- tionsto 10,000 yr.
41 logicRepositories,10 CFR 60
42
43
44 ° Resource,Conservation,and RecoveryAct of 1976 Potentiallyimportantinthe establishmentof long-term
45 (RCRA) and Hazardousand SolidWasteAmend- performancecriteria
46 mentsof 1984 (implementedin 40 CFR 124 through
47 40 CFR 181)
48 • NationalEnvironmentalPolicyActof 1969 (NEPA)
49
50

51 1.2.2 40 CFR 191 Regulation
52
53
54 In September 1985, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated 40 CFR Part 191, Environ-
55 mental Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive
56 Wastes. The regulation's preamble states that the intent of 40 CFR 191 is (1) to provide an achievable level of protec-
57 tion, given the existing disposal alternatives, and (2) to reduce the risk from nuclear waste to future generations to
58 "acceptably" low levels. The latter purpose is accomplished by isolating the wastes for _.significantly long time such59
60 that the risk is no greater than if the source of the waste, uranium ore, had not been mined (50 FR 38066) where
61 10,000 yr was used as a sufficiently "long time." The EPA's stated rational for the 10,000-yr regulatory period is
62 described in Chapter 2. Foreign geologic disposal programs often use a longer time period (e.g., 1 million yr), but the
63 corresponding calculations incorporate compensating assumptions such as assuming no change in geologic stability

of the site or human behavior.65
66
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1 The U.S. Court of Appeals for theFirst Circuit vacated Subpart B of 40CFR 191 in July 1987(NRDCv. USEPA,
2 824 F. 2d 1258 [1st circuit 1987]) and remanded it to the EPA for further consideration. The points of major
3 contention were the Individual Protection Requirements, the 1000-yr time periods for the Individual Protection4
5 Requirements; and the Groundwater Protection Requirements. The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Land Withdrawal Act
6 of 1992 (Public Law 102-579) reinstated those portions of Subpart B that were not specifically cited for reconsidera-
7 tion and mandated timely revision of 40 CFR 191. Those revisions will be promulgated by early 1994 and will likely
8 extend the time frame for Individual and Groundwater Protection to 10,000 yr, which, for some repository settings,

a may be more limiting than the containment requirements. Hence a unique feature of the original US standard--limits10
11 based on cumulative release--appears to be moving toward limits on individual doses, which is similar to the style of
12 compliance calculation used in other geologic disposal programs throughout the world (see Chapter 2). References in
13 this report to 40 CFR 191 are to the portions of the 1985 version unaffected by the remand (including the Contain-

14 ment Requirements, the supplementary information, and the nonbinding guidance) (refer to Appendix B of this15
is report).
17
18 Although 40 CFR 191 does not requirethat risk be evaluated,its containment requirements (§191.13) are risk-
19 based. The containment requirements and Appendix A of 40 CFR 191 establish radionuclide releases and a probabil-
2O ity for their occurrence that may not be exceeded. Sandia's approach for assessing the disposal system follows the
21 nonbinding guidance provided in Appendix B of 40 CFR 191. Consequently, the Sandia Performance Assessment22
23 (PA) Department's approach to evaluating repository compliance resembles a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in
24 which the performance metric, a radioactive release specified in probabilistic terms, is presented as a complementary
25 cumulative distribution function (CCDF). The Sandia procedure was developed simultaneously with early drafts of
26 the EPA Standard and was used to evaluate many early options for the EPA and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

27 (NRC) (e.g., Chu et al., 1983; Pepping et al., 1983b). EPA's 40 CFR 191 is described in more detail in Chapter 2.28
29
3o The EPA's probabilistic requirements in Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 (191.13) are computationally demanding. An
31 advantage, however, is that with some modifications, the stochastic computations can be used to assess compliance
32 with other environmental regulations and laws concerned with long-term release of contaminants, which tend to

require deterministic calculations (e.g., 10 CFR 60, the National Environmental Policy Act [NEPA] [1970], and the34
35 Resource, Conservation, and Recovery Act of 1976 [RCRA] [1976]). Therefore, the PA methodology, which was
a6 originally developed to respond to the requirements of 40 CFR 191, can also be used for these other regulations in the
37 future.
38
39
4O

41 1.3 Performance Assessment Methodology42
43
44 The primary means of determining whether a waste is acceptable for inclusion as part of a geologic disposal sys-
45 tern is a performance assessment. The terra performance assessment is defined in 40 CFR 191.12(q) as: "an analysis
46 that (1) identifies the processes and events that might affect the disposal system, (2) examines the effects of these pro-
47 cesses and events on the performance of the disposal system, and (3) estimates the cumulative releases of radionu-
48 clides, considering the associated uncertainties, caused by all sig_.ificant processes and events." In essence, the49
50 performance assessment can be viewed as the complex, process that estimates these various performance metrics. As
51 used herein, the term refers to only long-term performance metrics, not short-term operational safe.'y issues.
52
53
54
55 1.3.1 Theoretical Foundation of the Performance Assessment
56

57 The theoretical foundation used to construct the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) in
58 accord with 40 CFR 191 and other regulations that pertain to disposal of waste highly contaminated with radionu-59
6o clides and possibly co-contaminated with some hazardous waste constituents is described in Chapter 3, "PA Method-
61 ology Overview." What follows is a brief synopsis (see also Chapter 3 of WIPP PA Division, 1991 a, Vol. 1).
62

Although risk is often defined as consequence times probability to make risk comparisons, viewing risk as a set
of ordered triples is a convenient way to organize a performance assessment and leads to presenting the results as a65

66 CCDF (Kaplan and Garrick, 1981; Helton et al., 1991; Helton, 1991). The first element of the triple describes things
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1 that may happen to the disposal system in the future (called scenarios, S(x), dependent on model parameters, x). The
2 second element describes how likely these scenarios are to happen (the probability of a scenario, P[S(x), x]). The
3 third element of a triple describes the consequences of the scenario occurring, C[S(x), x]. The CCDF displays the4
5 second and third elements (scenario probability and consequence) of the ordered triple.
6

7 The uncertainty in the calculation (prediction) of the CCDF (disposal system performance) can arise from any of
8 the three elements (scenarios, probability, consequence). Quantitative evaluation of the uncertainty in the predictions9

10 is part of the PA methodology described below (Helton, 1991, p. 3-5; Rechard, 1989, p. 39). (Evaluation of the
11 uncertainty that cannot be easily described quantitatively [e.g., through a parameter] must be qualitatively evaluated
12 through peer review [see, for example, Rechard et al., 1992a, p. 18; 1992b, p. 311.)
13
14
15
le 1.3.2 Organization and Mechanics of the Performance Assessment
17

18 The organization and mechanics of the Sandia process for assessing the compliance of the disposal system with19
40 CFR 191 (191.13) and other long-term (I0,000 yr in U.S.) regulations consists of six general tasks (Figure I-I)20

21 (Rechard, 1989). The six tasks are
22

23 1. Collection of data on spent fuel and high-level waste, site, regional geology, hydrology, and facility design to
24 characterize the disposal system and regional area (system characterization); first phase in conceptual model
25 develonment.26
27
28 2. Identification of the continuous phenomena (sometimes called processes), short-term phenomena (events),
29 and features of the disposal system whereby radionuclides might be released to the accessible environment,
Z0 and selection of what to model (from known features, events, and processes) (scenario development); second
31 phase in conceptual model development.32
33
34 3. Development and execution of probability models to predict the likelihood of the scenarios (probability mod-
35 cling),
36
37

4. Development and execution of consequence models to predict the amount of radionuclide release, including38
39 evaluating the uncertainties associated with the predictions (consequence modeling),
4o

41 5. Comparison of the predicted releases and doses with government regulations (regulatory compliance assess-
42 ment),43
44
45 6. Evaluation of the important variables that influence the results (sensitivity/uncertainty analysis).
46

47 The remainder of this Introduction and the report itself are organized according to these general tasks.
48
49
50

sl 1.3.3 Sandia Analysis System Developed for Performance Assessment
52
53
54 Requirements for PA Software. Based on the performance assessment process just described, software used in
55 PA calculations must meet several requirements. Generally, the requirements can be grouped into two categories:
56 built-in flexibility and built-in quality assurance (QA) features. Specifically, the software must
57

58 • Accurately link several distinct model components with little analyst intervention to eliminate tedious prepa-
59 ration of parameters (or previous results from the chained analysis) by the codes (QA),60
61
62 * Trace the calculations so that they can be repeated (QA), in addition to software QA features on individual
63 modules,
64
65
66
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60 Figure 1-1. Sandia's method for conducting INEL Performance Assessment calculations involves six general tasks61
62 (after Rechard, 1989, Figure 3.1). This report is organized around these tasks. Components of the tasks
63 shown with dashed lines were not performed in this initial performance assessment. (Although not
64 within the original scope of work, a partial analysis of "Modeling Biosphere Transport" is provided in
65 Appendix E.) Note that only a few of the possible inner iterative refinements are shown.
66
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1 . Propagate uncertainty (by Monte Carlo analysis in this performance assessment), uniquely identify calcula-
2 dons to avoid misinterpretation (QA and flexibility),3
4
5 • Permit an analyst to examine a large number of intermediate and final results (QA and flexibility),
6

7 • Allow interpolation between modeling scales (flexibility),
8
9

° Permit iteration between computer codes (flexibility),10
11

12 • Aid in exploring phenomena modeled by codes (e.g., of the repository model) (flexibility),
13

14 ° Be flexible in switching between codes to aid in scenario screening, model/model comparisons, sensitivity15
16 analysis, and fine-tuning of the system for final compliance assessment calculations (flexibility),
17
18 • Be able to track the computational results and software used.
19

20 In other words, the variety of scenarios analyzed, the varying complexity of models used, and the need to switch21
22 codes when cycling through the procedure are characteristics of compliance assessments that require a flexible and
23 versatile implementation. Furthermore, the number of repetitive computer runs, the need to properly identify runs,
24 and the need to recreate runs are characteristics that require adequate quality assurance implementation.
25

26 CAMCON, Compllsnce Assessment Methodology Controller. Several software analysis systems have been
27 built to meet the above-mentioned general requirements of a performance assessment. One approach is to build one28
29 code with numerous submodels (see, for example, VANDAL [Unsworth, 1989], SYVAC [Unsworth, 1989], or LISA
30 [Salt°Ill et al., 1984; Salt°Ill et al., 1990; Benozzi and Salt°Ill, 1985]) or couple one analysis code with data prepara-

31 fion, Monte Carlo sampling, and results display (for example NEFFRAN-S [Campbell et al., 1991]),32

33 The Sandia Performance Assessment Department chose to build an analysis "tool box" (not one tool) by linking34
35 separate codes (either complex numerical or simple analytic codes) together. This approach
36

37 ° Directly makes use of the interdisciplinary expertise represented in already existing codes as opposed to indi-
38 rectly incorporating these concepts into one code, and,39
40
41 • Allows the same tools to be used for both the detailed examination of components as well as the overall dis-

42 poSal system (with the possible exception of substituting fast-running modules or modeling subdomalns in the
43 later analysis when necessary).
44

45 Both points are especially important for nuclear waste repositories where the calculations are under intense scru-46
47 tiny and elaborate procedures are sometimes necessary to justify that all steps taken in the analysis are defensible.
48 For example, common engineering judgment used in developing a simplified model, although frequently correct, is
49 not always rigorously defensible; instead, detailed modeling must often precede simplification. Hence, a PA system
50 that is capable of handling both detailed and simplified models is important.51
52
53 The CAMCON system analysis "tool box" for performing an assessment consists of six major components
54 (Rechard, Ed., 1992, Ch. 2) (Figure 1-2):
55

56 1. Directory structure and protocols for storing codes for rudimentary configuration control,57
58
59 2. A collection of frequently used subroutines in FORTRAN object libraries (e.g., plot libraries),
6o

61 3. The Computational Data Base, or CAMDAT, for storing output data during the modeling task and the Sec-
62 ondary Data Base for storing site geometry and parameter distributions,63
64
65 4. On-line documentation (help files),
66
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61 Figure 1-2. Components of the analysis tool, CAMCON. The CAMCON system consists of(I) directory structure
62 and protocols for storing codes (not shown); (2) software libraries (not shown); (3) a secondary data
63 base and computational data base; (4) on.line documentation (not shown); (5) an executive package to
64

access models, and (6) code models. One pass through this system with one set of model parameters65
66 (some authors use the term "vector") represents one simulation or "run."
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1 5. CAMCONexec (a suite [or executive package] of procedural files, logicals, and symbols to set up the com-
2 puter environment) for ready access and execution (either batch or interactively) of the computational and3
4 support modules,
5
6 6. Ten code modules (e.g., computational, support, and utilities modules) containing the various codes used for
7 an analysis.
8
9

10 Software Used within CAMCON. Section 7.6, "Computational Submodels and Calculational Design" and
11 Appendix G, "CAMCON Software Used in Performance Assessment," list the codes for this performance assessment
12 used to produce the CCDF, the primary performance metric used in this report. Appendix G also lists the version
13 number of the software used.
14
15
16

17 1.4 System Characterization18
19
20 System characterization is the first phase in conceptual model development. In this phase, the physical systems
21 such as the waste, its treatment options, the geologic repositories, and the backfill and seals, are defined and repre-
22 sented in the model.
23
24
25

26 1.4.1 Waste Containment System
27
28
20 A radioactive waste containment system includes three major subsystems (institutional controls, geologic bard-
30 ers, and engineered barriers) and their corresponding major components (Figure 1-3). The first subsystem, institu-
31 tional controls, consists of components such as legal ownership of the land and resources by the U.S. Government,
32 fencing and signs around the property, permanent markers, public records and archives, and other methods of pre-
33 serving knowledge about the disposal system (Trauth et al., 1993; Rechard et al., 1993).34
35
36 The second subsystem, geologic barriers, is limited to the lithosphere up to the ground surface and no more than
37 5 krn (--3 mi) from the outer boundary of waste-emplacement rooms and drifts.
38

3S The physical features of the repository (e.g., design of the repository, waste form, waste parcel, and backfill) are40
41 components of the third subsystem, engineered barriers. For purposes of discussion, the components of the engi-
42 neered barrier system are grouped into two subsystems: the waste parcel and the repository. (In this report, the waste
43 parcel is defined as the waste form, internal backfill, waste canister, and optional overpack. The term waste emplace-

44 ment package signifies the waste parcel and the backfill-buffer placed in the drillhole between the waste parcel and
4S the host rock.) (As discussed later, this performance assessment assumes waste parcels are placed in vertically bored
46 holes in the floors of the disposal rooms.)47
48
49 The disposal system, as defined by 40 CFR 191, includes only the geologic and engineered barrier subsystems.
so As part of the performance assessment, analysts investigate how the disposal system behaves, assuming specific situ-
51 at.ions (i.e., combinations of features, events, and processes), that represent possible future conditions at the reposi-52
53 tory. Depending on the situation, different parts of the engineered and geologic barriersubsystems are assembled into
54 a system that can be modeled. These modeling systems are described below in Section 1.7, "Consequence Model-
55 ing," and in Chapters 9 through 14.
56
57
58
59 1.4.2 Waste Parcel Description
60

61 Because this performance assessment studies the effect of various treatment options for spent nuclear fuel and62
63 high-level waste, several waste characteristics are considered. (Herein, waste refers to the contents of a nuclear waste
64 canister such as spent nuclear fuel rods, brackets, hardware, except any internal backfill packed inside the waste can-
65 ister.) First, the types of waste being modeled are described. Second, the inventory of radionuclides and hazardous
66
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44 10 CFR 60 omitsshaftandboreholebackfilland wastemanagementfrom engineeredbarriersystem.
45

46 InstitutionalControlSt_bsystem
47 40 CFR 191 does notallowthe DOE to depend uponthe enforcementof active institutionalcontrolsafter
48 100 yr, for performanceassessments.
49
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53 barriercan be effectivelyby-passed.

55 Variousgroupingsof theengineeredbarrier-- "wasteparcel"and 'repository"are primarilyusedinthisreport.
56
57
58 TRI-6334-250-4
59
60
61 Figure 1-3. Subsystems and components of a radioactive waste containment system. The disposal system, as

62 defined in 40 CFR 191, comprises the geologic and engineered subsystems of the waste containment

63 system (after Rechard et al., 1990, Figure 1-10). Herein, the engineered barrier subsystem is discussed
64

as a waste parcel and a repository.65
66
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1 constituents found in the waste is described. Third, the options for treating the waste before disposal are defined.
2 Finally, the physical characteristics of the waste containers are detailed.3
4
5 Current Waste Types. This performance assessment considers five main types of material:
6

7 Spent Nuclear Fuel:
8 1. Graphite spent nuclear fuel from9

- Fort St. Vrain reactor in Colorado,lO
11 - Cores I and II from Peach Bottom reactor 1 in Pennsylvania.
12 2. Special spent nuclear fuel (over 90 types of "experimental" spent fuel rods) categorized as
13 - Highly enriched uranium (HEU), i.e., spent fuel with over 20% by mass fissile (235U) material
14 - Low enriched uranium (LEU), i.e., spent fuel with less than 20% by mass fissile (235U) material15
16
17 High-Level Waste:
18 3. Calcine high-level waste, from oxidation of liquid high-level waste, created when uranium and plutonium are
19 extracted during the reprocessing of some spent fuel.
2o 4. Glass-vitrified liquid high-level waste from three DOE sites: Defense Waste Processing Facility at Savannah
21 River Plant, near Aiken, Georgia; Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant, Hanford, Washington; and West Valley22
23 Demonstration Project, West Valley, New York.?
24 5. "Sodium-bearing" liquid waste t, which is difficult to calcine directly.
25

26 The waste types of primary interest for this performance assessment originate with spent fuel that has been
27 accepted for interim storage and reprocessing since 1953 by DOE at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (referred to28
20 herein as the Chum Plant) on the INEL reservation. Before 1992, the major activity of the Chem Plant was the recy-
30 cling of spent fuel to recover uranium, .krypton, and other resources. During this process, both high-level and low-
31 level liquid wastes were produced. In the past, the high-level liquid waste was heated to form oxides, collectively

32 called calcine. Reprocessing has produced about 3800 m3 of calcine hi,h-level waste.** Sodium-bearing liquid
waste from decontamination of facilities was also prod_lced; about 5700 m° of liquid waste exists. Before 1992, this34

35 waste was blended with the processed waste to form calcine because it is diffficultto calcine the sodium-bearing liquid
38 waste directly.
37

38 Currently 157 metric tons (MT)** of graphite spent fuel and 474 MT of special spent fuel of the waste under
39 study are in interim storage at the Chum Plant. In addition, a total of 186 MT of graphite spent fuel is stored at the4o
41 Fort St. Vrain reactor in Colorado and is likely to be shipped to INEL. Although spent fuel can be considered an
42 important national resource, world events have diminished the immediate need to recycle spent fuel, and since April

43 1992, DOE has discontinued recycling spent fuel. However, the need to properly dispose of new and remaining spent
44 fuel and the high-level waste in interim storage remains a high priority.45
46
47 The graphite spent fuel from the Fort St. Vrain reactor consists of 0.360 × 0.793 m hexagonal blocks of dense
46 graphite with bored holes. The bored holes are filled with rods formed from uranium and thorium carbide pellets in a
4g loose graphite matrix. The uranium and thorium pellets or microspheres in the Fort St. Vrain reactor and Peach Bob
50 tom Core H are coated with a tough silicon-carbide (SIC) layer. The graphite spent fuel assemblies from Cores I and
51 II of the Peach Bottom reactor are 0.089-m-dia × 3.66-m-long rods.52
53
54
55
56 * Althoughthiswasteis designatedforYuccaMountain,it wasselectedfordisposalin thehypotheticalrepositorytoserveas a basisforcom-
57 parisonwith theINELwasteandfuelandalsotobringthewasteinventoryforthehypotheticalrepositoryto a morerealisticlevel. Asof
58 1988,theYuccaMountainProjecthadmissionplansto accepthigh-levelwasteimmobilizedinborosilicateglass fromDOE,muchof which
59 wouldcomefromSavannahRiver,Hartford,andWestValley(U.S.DOE,1988b;Barnard,inprep.).
60 t Althoughthesodium-bearingwasteis notlegallyconsideredhigh-levelwaste,itmaycontainenoughradionuclidestohaveanactivitygreater
61 thanClassClow.levelwaste.Inthisperformanceassessment,thesodium-bearingwasteisgroupedandtreatedwith thehigh-levelwaste.We

alsoassumethatit ispretreatedbycalcination,soweincludeitinthecalcinewastefromINELwhenwereferto INEL'sthreewastetypes.62 ..
63 Froma regulatorystandpoint,a moreusefulunitof measureof thewastethan eithervolumeorgeneralmass is meLrictonsof heavymetal
84 (MTHM)(massof all isotopesof uranium,plutonium,andthoriumin thefuelbefore irradiationin a reactor,not includingthemassof the
8.5 cladding,fuelassembly,etc., surroundingthefuel).TheMTHMmassmeasureis usedthroughoutthisreport,exceptwhentryingtoconveya
66 generalconceptofwhatthereaderwouldactuallysee orliftwhet ._servingthewaste.
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I

1 The special spent fuel is divided into two categories: highly enriched uranium (HEU) fuel (>20% 235U) and low
2 enriched uranium (LEU) fuel (<20% 235U). Much of the LEU special spent fuel is similar in shape to commercial
3 reactor spent fuel but includes several types of cladding surrounding the fuel and percentages of fissile uranium
4 (235U) For HEU special spent fuel, the initial percentage of 235Ucan be quite high and the degree of reaction ("bur-5
e nup") quite low, unless the HEU spent fuel is recycled (by the Chem Plant process described below). For unrecycled

7 HEU special spent fuel, the potential for closely packed waste reaching critical mass and generating a substantial
8 amount of heat is much greater than for "normal" fuel from commercial reactors.9

10
11 As noted earlier, reprocessing of some spent fuel produces both high- and low-level liquid wastes. When the
12 high-level liquid waste is heated to form oxides, collectively called calcine, the volatile fission products, such as 3H
13 14C, and 129I, are released to the atmosphere. The calcine granular solid flows easily and is currently stored in par-

14 tially buried, stainless-steel silos in a cylindrical concrete vault at the Chem Plant.15
16
17 Inventory. In 1992, the activity of the spent fuel at INEL totaled about 145 × 106 curies (Ci). (Recall that the
18 inventory changes with time as the radioactive isotopes undergo decay to form new isotopes both radioactive and sta-
19 ble.) The activity of high-level waste totals 47 x 106 Ci. The total activity of 192 × 106 Ci of waste in this study was
2o produced from about 666 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) tt (or equivalent waste units) (mass of all isotopes of
21 uranium, plutonium, and thoriam before irradiation in a reactor).22
23
24 Each waste type from INEL was evaluated individually in this performance assessment and also studied in com-
25 bination as one of five waste disposal groups. The purpose of grouping the wastes was to more realistically evaluate
2s the behavior of the waste in a moderate-sized repository. Since it is clearly not cost effective to build a repository for

27 just the fuel and waste stored at Idaho, when the waste types were studied in combination, high-level waste from28
29 three DOE sites was added to the hypothetical repository to illustrate what a more realistic repository would contain.
30 The inventory from the DOE sites includes high-level waste immobilized in borosilicate glass from (1) the Savannah
31 River Plant (SRP) (produced at the Defense Waste Processing Facility [DWPF]), (2) Hanford Waste Vitrification
32 Plant (HWVP), and (3) West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) (formally a demonstration plant for reprocessing
33 commercial spent fuel). Together, the INEL fuel and waste and the DOE site waste total 9934 MTHM (Table 1-2)34
3s This total inventory (about 10,000 MTHM) does not represent all of the DOE high-level waste and spent fuel, e.g.,
38 nuclear reactor spent fuel at Hanford and future decontamination and site cleanup at DOE facilities will result in more
37 spent fuel and high-level waste. However, the 10,000 MTHM is the amount of spent fuel and high-level waste that
38 was clearly identified and for which early plans for disposal were developed (e.g., U.S. DOE, 1985b).39
4o
41 The combined volume and MTHM equivalent of the Idaho fuel and waste as summarized from Chapter 4 are
42 49% and 6.7%, respectively, of the total for the hypothetical repository (Table 1-2). The addition of commercial

43 waste (as per NWPA, 1983) would further decrease this percentage and reduce the influence of INEL waste, making
44 it more difficult to identify the better waste treatment options, described below. The influence of high-level waste and

4S spent fuel from the DOE defense complex on the overall commercial repository performance can be addressed in46
47 later reports. Thf" distribution of radionuclides differs for each site and is described more thoroughly in Chapter 4 and
48 AppendicesA anuD.
49

50 Waste Treatment Options. Before the wasteis placed into a containerfor disposal,waste treatment options are
51 consideredwith the intent of making the waste type moreresistantto transport throughthe geologicmedia and even-52
53 tual release. The treatments differ for each type of spent fuel and high-level waste because characteristics vary
54 among types (e.g., how susceptible the material is to reaching critical mass in certain hypothetical situations). For
55 disposal in a granite repository, no more than 0.7 kg of 235U is placed in a waste package to conservatively eliminate
s6 concerns of criticality; this requirement means that some spent fuel may be physically cut up into smaller pieces or
S7 chemically diluted with depleted uranium. Because of salt's 1o_,, final porosity (which means that only a small58
S9 amount of water is available to slow neutrons and thus help promote a nuclear reaction), two waste treatment options
60
61
62 tt Anotherinitialism,MTIHM(metrictonsof initialheavymetal),is usedbysomeauthorswhowishto emphasizethatthemeasurementis the
63 initialmassof heavymetalratherthanthecurrentmassof heavymetal.Inthisreport,we usethedesignation,MTHM,notonlybecauseit is
64 foundmorefrequentlyin the literaturebutalsobecause40CFR191defines"heavymetal"as"...all uranium,plutonium,orthoriumplaced
65 intoa reactor "(40 CFR191.12;emphasisadded).Thus,theuseof MTIHM,whileusefulincallingattentiontothisfact,doesnotseemnec-
66 essary.
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1. Introduction

1 Table 1-2. Total Inventory for Hypothetical Repository
2
3

4 Current (As Is) Metric Tons5
6 Waste Volume Heavy Metal (MTHM)*,**
7 Source (m3) or Equivalent Waste Units
8
9 idaho(IdahoNational EngineeringLaboratory) 4599**" 666

10 Savannah River (DefenseWaste ProcessingFacility) 3307 8036
11 Hanford (HanfordWaste VitrificationPlant)**** 1227 1160
12 West Valley (WestValleyDemonstrationProject) 193 72
13
14 Total 9326 9934
15
16
17
18 * Metrictonsofheavymetal,animportantunitforregulations,representstheoriginalmassofallisotopesofuranium,plutonium,
19 andthoriumpresentinthefuelbeforebeingplacedinareactor.
20 ** Calculatingtheequivalentmassof heavymetalfromthecurrentvolumeofliquidhigh.levelwasteissubjecttomuchuncertainty
21 incomparisontotheestimateforspentfuel.Forthisperformanceassessment,weusedthemethodsdefinedin40CFR 191,as
22 explainedinAppendixB ofthisreport.However,thesemethodscanyieldsubstantiallydifferentvaluesif,asassumedin the
23 missionplanforYuccaMountain,the projectarbitrarilyallocates0.5 MTHMtoeachcanisterofhigh-levelwasteshippedtothe
24 repository(U.S.DOE,1988b).
25 *** Thewastevolumechangeswithtreatmentandthusthe relativevolumesamongthe DOEfacilitieschange.Chapter4 and
26 AppendixAprovidemoredetails.
27 **"* High-levelwasteinventoryis fromdouble-shelledtanksonly;high-levelwasteinventoryfromsingle-shelledtanksis not
28 included.
29
30

31 for the salt repository permit up to 10 kg of 235U In all waste treatment options, the amount of heat-generating iso-32
33 topes was low enough to keep the surface temperature of the waste parcel below 398 K and the surface temperature of
34 the waste emplacement package below 373 K.
35

36 In this performance assessment, five waste treatment options are considered for the spent fuel and high-level37
waste types stored at INEL. Although many combinations of treatments could be constructed, the waste treatment38

39 options selected range from placing currently existing spent fuel and high-level waste directly into waste parcels to
4o dissolving spent fuel and high-level waste into a glass-ceramic matrix. These waste-treatment options roughly corre-
41 spond to one low (direct disposal), two moderate (mechanical disassembly and glass-ceramic encapsulation or grind-
42 ing and glass encapsulation), and two high levels of stabilization or conditioning of the spent fuel and high-level4,3

waste (chemical separation or dilution with depleted uranium). The moderate and high levels of stabilization reduce44
45 the volume of high-level waste but potentially create low-level waste. Also, in some waste forms resulting from
46 treatment, waste types may be comingled. As used in this report, the waste form is the form of the waste after treat-
47 ment and before placement in the container. The feasibility and costs of the treatments are not entirely known at this
48 time; at present, the plausibility of the treatment options is only qualitatively based on current experience with high-
49 level waste and spent fuel.50
51
52 The five treatment options apply to the two spent nuclear fuel waste types and the high-level waste and were
53 studied individually and as a group in separate performance assessments. When the waste is studied as a group, each
54 waste treatment option is considered in a group, e.g., option 1 for graphite spent fuel, special spent fuel, and calcine
55 high-level waste is considered as Waste Disposal Group 1 For graphite spent fuel, the five options considered are (1)56
57 whole or physically cut block disposal, (2) rod/block separation, (3) graphite burning, (4) national resource and spent
58 fuel recycling, and (5) oxidation, and then dilution with depleted uranium. For special spent fuel, the five options
59 considered are (1) spent fuel/lead disposal, (2) spent fuel/gla-s-ceramic calcine, (3) spent fuelgoorosilicate calcine dis-
60 posed, (4) national resource and spent fuel recycling, and (5) dilution with depleted uranium, and then oxidation of
61 mixture. For the calcine, the five options considered are (1) granular calcine disposal, (2) spent fuel/glass-ceramic62

calcine, (3) spent fuel/borosilicate calcine, (4) glass-ceramic calcine, and (5) borosilicate calcine.
64
65
66
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1 For the high-level waste (liquid, slurries, and solid) stored at Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley, only
2 one option was considered: immobilization in a borosilicate glass.3
4
5 Chapter 4, "Waste Parcel Description," and Appendices A and D provide details on such major characteristics as
6 radionuclide inventory, volume solubility, and leachability for the minimally stabilized waste and the four other treat-

7 ment options.
8

9 Characteristics of Waste Container. The waste container holds the waste for transportation and handling after10
11 treatment, and it can also be designed as an important component of the engineered barrier. Because a simple waste
12 container design is assumed for this performance assessment (as described below), it is most often referred to as
13 simply the container. However, this container serves as the handling and transportation canister (i.e., the first con-
14 miner around the waste, which is used for handling, transportation, and structural support) and in one case has an
15 overpack (i.e., an outer container placed around the canister, which serves to provide a specialized function such as16
17 corrosion resistance). The waste form, the internal backfill and the container(s) (canister and possibly overpack) are
18 referred to as an emplacement unit, the waste parcel. Once emplaced in the repository with a backfill-buffer, the
19 modeling unit of waste parcel and backfill-buffer is referred to as the waste emplacement package (refer back to Fig-
20 ure 1-3).21
22
23 The container assumed in this study is a 9.5-mm (3/8-in.) thin-shelled unshielded container of austenitic AISI
24 304L stainless steel. This type of container is similar to the Yucca Mountain Project container for defense high-level
25 waste but does not have an overpack of corrosion-allowance or corrosion-resistant material. The container is
26 assumed to be filled with waste and filler, and welded shut. After being transported to the site, the container is placed

27 in the floor of the repository. The size of the stainless steel container varies based on the size of the waste form; how-28
29 ever, its range is between 0.1 and 0.7 m in diameter and 1.8 and 4.3 m long. For comparison, the nominal size of the
30 high-level waste "reference" container for the Yucca Mountain Project is 0.66 × 4.76 m (26 × 188 in.). The filler
31 inside the canister is assumed to be castable metal (e.g., lead) to transfer smactural and heat loads (Molecke et al.,
32 1981, p. 30; Goodwin and Westerman, 1992). (Lead is being considered in several waste programs throughout the
33 world [e.g., United States (U.S. DOE, 1989), Swedish, German, Swiss, Argentinian, and Canadian nuclear waste dis-34
35 posal programs]; however it is considered to be a hazardous chemical according to RCRA [1976], thus possibly add-
36 ing a licensing complication for disposal in the United States.)
37

38 Although a single thin-walled stainless steel container without a protective overpack is not being actively consid-
39 ered by the geologic disposal program in the United States, it was chosen here because (1) it is a handling canister40
41 being considered for the high-level waste from defense programs and (2) the waste form itself remains the focus of
42 the study rather than the container because the container is allowed to rapidly fail, even from generalized corrosion.**
43

44 This report does include one calculation using long-lived containers to explore the effects of using more corro-
45 sion-resistant containers. In this one calculation, it is assumed that an Inconel-625 container is emplaced in an over-46
47 pack container; the overpack is 6.4-mm (1/4-in.) Titanium Grade 12 or Inconel 625 for the salt and granite
48 repositories, respectively. (Inconel-625, a high nickel-based alloy, was chosen because INEL supports a metal recy-
49 cling program that could supply large quantities of 300 series stainless steel, already contaminated with a small
5o amount of radionuclides, to blend with nickel from the U.S. defense stockpile to make the high-nickel alloy, Inconel.)51
52
53 Note that although the thin-shelled stainless-steel container is sufficient for evaluating compliance with 40 CFR
54 191 (the regulation considered for this performance assessment), 10 CFR 60 currently requires a 300- to 1000--yr
55 waste package (i.e., waste form, internal backfill, container, and backfill-buffer around the container) that the thin-
56 shelled stainless-steel container may not meet. However, recall that this study is an initial performance assessment;

57 other performance assessments may explore long-lived containers in detail. Currently, numerous ojpes of containers58
59 and fillers are being considered in the U.S. and abroad. For filler, the Finnish disposal program is considering
6o

61 tt Inourmodel,gaswithintherepositorydidnotinfluencethe results(seeChapters12,13,and16),andtheinfluenceof diffusionthroughthe62
stresscorrosioncrackwasnotmodeled.Therefore.ifstresscorrosionis theprimarymodeoffailure,asin asaltrepository,thenathick-walled63
containerwouldalsobehavethewaythethin-walledcontainerbehavedin ourmodel,whichisdescribedin Chapter11,"GasGenerationand64
SourceTermSubmodels,"as longassignificantlymoregas(thanthatgeneratedbythethin-walledcontainer)wasnotgeneratedbythethick-65 walledcontainer.66
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1 granular material such as sand, glass beads, or lead shot (Vieno et al., 1992). For containers, Sweden (Vogt, 1993)
2 and Finland (Aikas, 1993) are actively pursuing steel containers for structural strength surrounded by a copper over-3
4 pack. Spain (Nilsson et al., 1993) is considering the use of thick carbon steel and using the extensive material prop-
5 erty data base available for this material. In the U.S., eight conceptual options are being considered (see Appendix
6 D).
7
8
9

10 1.4.3 Geologic Barrier Characterization
11

12 The geologic barrier of the disposal system comprises the sequence of sedimentary, metamorphic, or igneous
13 rocks isolating the repository from the accessible environment. The primary technical criteria for site selection are an14
15 ability to isolate radionuclides from the biosphere and to provide physical and chemical stability. Because this per-
16 formance assessment is focused on evaluating waste treatment options rather than sites, two generic sites were rood-
17 eled for the study: one in bedded salt and the other in a saturated, partially fractured igneous (granite) rock formation.
18 (Other potential rock formations in the United States that could be considered in future performance assessments, if

19 deemed appropriate, include domal salt, basalt flows, and saturated and unsaturated tuff. The latter site will be con-2o
21 sidered in 1994.)
22

23 Salt was selected as one of the generic sites because of its favorable properties (e.g., entombment of the waste
24 through creep) and the availability of data from an actual site, which is necessary to firmly establish the plausibility of
25 the results of the performance assessment As early as 1957, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) proposed bed-26
27 ded salt for nuclear waste disposal (Carter, 1987, p. 54). The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a potential reposi-
28 tory for transuranic waste from nuclear weapon construction, has been under study since the mid-1970s; most of the
29 data for the hypothetical bedded salt site come from the WIPP, which is located in southeastern New Mexico near the

30 city of Carlsbad (WIPP PA Division, 199 lc). Important geologic features at the WIPP, such as an overlying brine
31 aquifer, an anhydrite marker bed slightly above the repository horizon, and the possibility of a pressurized brine res-32
33 ervoir beneath the repository, were retained for the generic site in this study (WIPP PA Division, 1991b). The level of

the hypothetical salt repository is deeper than the existing repository, however, to take advantage of a thick sequence
35 of halite, which is better suited for disposal of high-level waste (Wean, 1979).
36

37 The second generic repository was assumed to be crystalline rock. Tuff, basalt, and granite--all crystalline rocks38
39 that have been considered as potential repositories for radioactive waste--were initially examined. Early in the
4o project, however, tuff was eliminated from consideration by the Waste Treatment Program at INEL until the second
41 year of this 2- to 3-yr effort, because of the technical challenges presented by unsaturated tuff and because the waste
42 and spent fuel under study had not yet been designated to be disposed of in a tuff repository (i.e., the Yucca Mountain

Project) (Barnard et al., 1992). Granite was finally selected, over basalt, because, (1) it is tectonically and geochemi-44
45 cally stable, (2) the geologic media was thought different enough to highlight various aspects of the 40 CFR 191 reg-
46 ulation (e.g., the salt site releases are solely from human intrusion, but the granite site has the possibility of some
47 releases even when the site is undisturbed), and (3) site characterization data were available from current interna-

48 tional studies, such as the nuclear waste management programs in Canada, Sweden, Finland, and Switzerland. Much
49 of the data about the granite site comes from the fairly mature Canadian program in a granite batholith with few frac-5O
51 tares, with other supplemental data from the Swedish program at the Stripa mine, which has ubiquitous fractures
52 (Neretnieks, 1986; Everitt and Read, 1989).
53

54 For both repositories, uncertainties in the actual properties of the geologic barrier may be large relative to the
55 uncertainties in the engineered barriers*** (Section 1.4.4) because the geologic barrier is characterized, not designed,56
57 and thus the uncertainties have an important influence on the result (i.e., CCDF). However, for this performance
58 assessment, examination of these uncertainties (expressed as distributions of model parameters) was not stressed in

59 the analysis so that the focus would remain on evaluating many waste forms.
6o
61
62
63
64
65 "'" Ontheotherhand,uncertaintyinthebehaviorofanengineeredbarrierandthebehaviorof ageologicbarrierovergeologictimemaynotbe so
66 verydifferent.
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1 The two generic repositories are more thoroughly described in Chapter 5, "Hypothetical Geologic Barrier," and
2 Appendices B and C.3
4
5

6 1.4.4 Repository Design7
8
9 The engineered barriers consist of design elements that are intended to isolate the waste from the accessible envi-

10 ronment. Components of the engineered barriers that are specific to the repository include (1) the subsurface facility

11 layout, (2) the design for waste emplacement, and (3) specially placed backfill (a subset of which is often called a
12 "seal") in the drifts, shafts, and directly around the waste parcel. These concepts are more thoroughly described in

13 Chapter 6, "Repository Design." Two other design components are the waste form itself and the containers; these14
15 were discussed in Section 1.4.2, "Waste Parcel Description."
16

1"/ The mine design is a room and pillar configuration in which 10 rooms are grouped into a panel, with the entire

18 repository consisting of 10 panels connected by access drifts to the shaft. The enclosed area of the disposal region is
19 about 6.55 x 105 m2 (excluding access drifts from the shafts to the panels). (The terminology for the subsurface20
21 facilities, such as access drifts, is shown graphically in Chapter 6, "Repository Design.") Because many of the pre-
22 cise details of the repository--such as the number of shafts aad their dimensions, number of passageways (drifts) and
23 their dimensions (e.g., spacing and shapes of drifts), and the size of the operational area--depend more on the opera-
24 tional phase of the repository than behavior after closure, Chapter 6 highlights only the dimensions considered perti-25

nent to post-closure behavior, such as the minimum spacing of canisters.26
2"/
28 Subsurface Facilities. The disposal region of the repository was sized to accommodate Waste Disposal Group 1
29 (base case), which includes about 10,000 MTHM based on the number of waste parcels from Idaho, Savannah River,
30 Hanford, and West Valley (Section 1.4.2). ttt The repository was fixed at 10 panels so that the other waste disposal

31 groups and individual waste parcels could be fairly evaluated, i.e., the effects of changes in repository size on32
33 observed waste form behavior would be eliminated. Because the volume changed per waste disposal group and indi-
34 vidual waste parcels, the volume and mass was proportionally increased for these latter analyses.
35

36 Although the salt repository is symmetrical, the granite repository must adapt to local conditions (either favor-
37 able or adverse) encountered while mining, and hence the repository is not necessarily symmetrical nor is its final38
39 shape precisely known. The design used for the granite repository is similar to the salt repository but the hypothetical
4o granite batholith does include two small fracture regions that were avoided when mining the disposal area.
41

42 Waste Placement in Repository. The conceptual model must consider how the waste is placed in the reposi-
43 tory, the amount of spacing between waste parcels, and the types of waste in each room.44
45
46 Waste Orientation. For this performance assessment, the orientation of waste parcels in the repository is vertical
47 placement in bored holes so that gravity assists in drilling and placement. Tunnel, or drift disposal, was also consid-
4S ered (see Section E.3.1). However, note that no final decisions have been made on a preferred orientation for

49 unshielded waste parcels in the United States. A reason for horizontal emplacement (i.e., boring holes in the "walls"50
51 of the drifts, rather than the "floor") is the opportunity to thoroughly examine and characterize horizontal strata before
52 emplacement, which may be an advantage for a salt repository in meeting the strict characterizations requirements of
53 10 CFR 60 (the advantage would diminish in a presumably homogeneous mass of granite).
54
55

Waste Spacing. The spacing of waste parcels depends primarily upon three factors: (1) thermal limits of the56
57 waste form, backfill-buffer, and adjacent geology, (2) considerations of waste criticality, and (3) limits on constructa-
SS bility (including waste parcel diameter, backfill thickness, and boring equipment access). For this performance
59 assessment, the driving factor was thermal limits. Limits of 100°C at the backfill-buffer/host-rock interface were
6o used to ensure that groundwater would not vaporize in the granite repository. The low heat loading of the stored E,OE61
62

6"3 'ctt By comparison,the proposedsizeof theSwedishrepositoryis about7800MTHM(SKB,1992a,p. iv);theamountof waste storedin dry64
65 casksorpoolsattheIII reactorsintheU.S.in 1990wasabout21,500MTHM(BRWM,1992,p.4);andtheentireYuccaMountainrepository
66 maystoreno morethan70,000MTHMuntila secondrepositoryis licensed(NWPA,1983,Section114).
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1. Introduction

1 waste permitted a spacing of 2.6 m (8.5 ft) center-to-center in a compact hexagonal pattern per room for both the salt
2 and granite repositories. The spacing calculated for criticality using conservative assumptions fell within this range

3 (see Appendix E). Although constructability was not examined in great detail, the 2.6-m center-to-center spacing4
5 appeared to be adequate (see Appendix E).
6

7 Waste Management. For the consequence model, a uniform mix of the waste within each disposal group was
8 assumed for each room.
9

10
11 Backfill. As used herein, backfill is the material that fills the excavated openings of the repository. The backfill
12 material, which differed between the two repositories, is intended to prevent undue host rock disturbance from drift
13 collapse, impede water movement, and possibly adsorb radionuclides. Special categories of backfill include (a) seals
14 (e.g., concrete) for providing immediate, sometimes short-term, sealing of the shafts and access drifts and (b) back-
15 fill-buffer, which is backfill placed around the waste parcel, and thus becomes part of the waste package. $$$ The salt16
17 repository used compacted salt backfill in the access drifts and rooms, and 0.3-m-thick crushed-salt backfill around
18 the waste parcels. Based on the experimental program for the WIPP Project, the crushed and compacted salt is
19 assumed to consolidate because of the lithostatic pressure and spent fuel heat loading to within 95% of the original
20 rock salt density and a corresponding low permeability within 100 yr. The granite repository used crushed-rock back-

21 fill augmented with bentonite clays in the drifts and rooms, and 0.3-m-thick pure bentonite clay backfill-buffer around22
23 the waste parcels. As argued in Chapter 6, "Repository Design," and Appendix C, "Seeping Calculations," the 0.3-m
24 thickness of clay backfill-buffer in the granite repository kept the temperature at the waste parcel/backfill-buffer
25 interface below 125°C, which is well below 170°C, the temperature at which the clay changes from montmorillonite
26 to illite crystalline structure.27
28
29

z0 1.5 Scenario**** Development31
32
33 Scenario development is considered the second phase of conceptual model development (the first phase being

system characterization, Section 1.4). Generally speaking, scenario development is the process of deciding what may
35 happen to the disposal system in the future and how to model it. Although scenario development is not always a for-
36 mal step of conceptual model development, it is useful to formalize the process for a large analysis such as a perfor-37
38 mance assessment. The process entails selecting features (e.g., a brine reservoir under, or an undetected fracture in,
39 the repository), events (e.g., humans drilling into the repository), and processes (e.g., generation of gas in the reposi-
40 tory after disposal of the waste).
41

42 Scenario development consists of several steps: t_rtt43
44
45 1. Identifying the full scope (i.e., "universe") of features, events, and processes of the disposal system. (Events
46 are also referred to as short-term phenomena; processes, as long-term phenomena.)
47

48 2. Selecting those features, events, and processes that might contribute to contaminants being released to the49
50 accessible environment.
51

52 3. Incorporating those features, events, and processes into the performance assessment calculations.
53

54 4. Creating conceptual models based on (a) the disposal system characterization and (b) the selected features,55
56 events, and processes.
57

58 $$_ Becausesomeemplacementdesignsenvisionusingthebackfillmaterialto moderatethereleaseof contaminantsto thehostrock,thebackfill59
forthewastepackageholeisreferredto as"backfill-buffer."Thistermis usedin thisreportforthecrushed-saltbackfill,althoughit doesnot60

61 technicallyprovidea bufferingfunctioninthechemicalsense.
.... Thevariousmeaningsof "scenario"arediscussedin Chapter3, "Overviewof PerformanceAssessment";thereaderis advisedtoperuseat62 leastSection3.3.I in ordertounderstandthecontextsinwhich"scenario"is usedhere.

63 tttt Inotherdocumentation,thetermscenariodevelopmentis oftensynonymouswithsteps1and2only,becausethesetwostepsinitiallyattracted64
65 greaterattentionthansteps3 and4. Inthis report,however,scenariodevelopmentincludesnotonlytheselectionofthe features,events,and
66 pr:_cesses,butalsothe incorporationofthosecomponentsinto thecomputationalmodel.
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1.5 ScenarioDevelopment

1 During the scenario development phase, many decisions are made about what to include in the model. However,
2 the decisions themselves are more conveniently discussed in the chapters that describe either system characterization
3

or consequence models. For example, features are discussed in the chapter on geologic barrier (Chapter 5); processes4
5 and assumptions are discussed with the consequence models (Chapters 11 through 15). A set of calculations were
6 done in support of the scenario development step and are termed scoping calculations. They include a preliminary
7 performance assessment, criticality safety calculations, and a detailed analysis of a single waste parcel. The seeping
8 calculations are described in Appendix C.9

10
11

12 1.5.1 Selected Features, Events, and Processes
13
14
15 As part of scenario development, the performance assessment analysts used Sandia's formalized selection proce-
16 dure (Cranwell et al., 1990) with modifications to identify several features, events, and processes as candidates for

17 modeling at both the granite and salt sites. Note that although this procedure is both extensive and thorough, it still
18 must be viewed simply as a starting point for the analysis. Because so much of the disposal system is characterized,19

not designed, adding to the initial "universe" remains a likely possibility.20
21
22 To keep the focus of this performance assessment on the comparison of waste treatment options, not all combir_a-
23 tions of the features, events, and processes were used (e.g., glaciation). The basic features, events, and processes
24 selected for modeling in this performance assessment are described below.25
26
27 Features. The basic features explored in this report differ for the two generic repositories. For the bedded salt
2s repository, an overlying fractured brine aquifer, an anhydrite marker bed slightly above the repository horizon, and a
29 possible underlying brine reservoir were considered. For the granite repository, fractures in the rock batholith to the
30 accessible environment were considered but modeled as porous media conduits (which is feasible, provided some lat-

31 Rude is permitted in selecting a porosity that maintains appropriate travel times and extensive fracture density, isotro-32
3,3 pic orientation, and hydraulic connectivity are assumed).

34 i
35 Event. The basic event explored in this report is human intrusion.
36

37 Processes. The basic processes (i.e., continuous phenomena) explored in this performance assessment are heat38
39 conduction, gas generation within the waste from corrosion of the canister, subsequent two-phase Darcy flow in the
4o repository and transport through fractures. The waste parcel/backfill-buffer interface was assumed to remain below
41 125°C, and the backfill-buffer/host-rock interface was assumed to remain below 100°C to preclude steam generation

42 (at elevated temperatures); colloid transport was considered only through large ranges of solubility; and increased
4,3 permeability from additional fractures being formed by gas was not considered. This latter assumption was partially44
45 justified by the low gas pressure that developed in the repository over time as described in Chapters 12 and 13. Also,
46 the possibility of the highly enriched uranium spent fuel reaching critical mass was not included in the total-system
47 performance assessment, although scoping calculations were performed (see Appendix C, "Scoping Calculations).
48 Because phase changes could not be modeled at this time with the computational tools assembled for this perfor-49

mance assessment, the effects of higher temperatures (e.g., from closer waste parcel spacing or critical conditions in50
51 the repository) were not modeled.
52
53
54
ss 1.5.2 Calculational Design
56

57 Besides the selection of features, events, and processes to model, other decisions must be made in the design of
58 the calculation: (1) whether to create broad classes of scenarios called summary scenarios, (2) whether to further dis-
59 cretize the summary scenarios to obtain adequate coverage of various categories of parameters (e.g., time of intru-60
61 sion), (3) how much simplification is acceptable in the calculations for the features, events, and processes, (4) how
62 much spatial and temporal detail is acceptable to run the calculations, and (5) how many parameters exist for which

the ranges are not only sufficiently large to likely influence the results but also the sensitivity of the results to these
54 parameters is of interest.65
66
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1 How these issues are addressed depends primarily on the purpose of the analysis and the means (time, funds)
2 provided for the work. For this initial performance assessment, the first two issues were addressed as follows (the
3 third and fourth items are discussed under consequence modeling; the fifth item is discussed under probability model°4
5 ing): In the formal performance assessment for the salt disposal system, one summary scenario was selected and then
6 the permeability of one borehole plug was varied to simulate a range of behavior (see Chapter 5). For the human
7 intrusion event in granite, one summary scenario was also selected and the permeabilities of the connections were
8 varied. Note that this method differs from that used in the scoping calculations, where the human intrusion event for

9 salt was partitioned into three broad classes (summary scenarios of one and two intrusions into the repository, and one10
11 intrusion into the brine reservoir) and further discretized into calculational scenarios so that attention could be
12 ¢ocused on select subsets of the parameter space (i.e., to highlight situations where flow is forced through the reposi-
13 tory, termed an E1E2 situation) (see Appendix C).
14

15 The scenario development task--specifically identification of features, events, and processes--is described in16
17 Chapter 7, "Scenario Development." Seeping calculations that were performed in support of scenario development
is (i.e., deciding what to model) are described in Chapter 8, "Scoping Calculations," and Appendix C.
19
2o
21

22 1.6 Probability Modeling
23
24

For a performance assessment, two types of probability models are used. The first estimates the likelihood of25
2e uncertain parameter values by constructing distributions for imprecisely known model parameters. The second esti-
27 mates the likelihood of the broad classes of the parameter space, called summary scenarios.
28

29 The first probability model is used for imprecisely known parameters. The parameter probability model is usu-3o
31 ally subjective, but a probability model nonetheless. In the case of an assessment of the performance of a repository
32 that has actually been proposed, the subjective generation of the probability distributions from the system character-
33 ization dam is a significant and time-consuming process. However, in a small integrated program, parameter proba-
34 bility modeling can occur simultaneously with conceptual model development (i.e., system characterization and

35 scenario development), which is the case for this initial performance assessment. Because the purpose of this perfor-36
37 mance assessment is to examine treatment options, the primary criteria used to select which parameters to vary was
38 the parameter's potential influence on waste treatments; thus, most parameters for the geologic barrier model were
39 kept constant.
40

41 The second type of probability model is used to evaluate the probabilities of the scenarios. The probability of the
42 selected scenario eventminadvertent intrusion into the repository by exploratory drilling--was evaluated with a4,3
44 homogenous Poisson probability model.
45

46 The probability models for the parameters and the human intrusion event for the salt and granite disposal systems
47 are discussed in Chapter 9, "Probability Modeling."48
49
50

51 1.7 Consequence Modeling52
53
54 A major portion of the PA methodology consists of simulating the features, events, and processes to estimate the
5S amount of contaminants released to the accessible environment, including evaluating the uncertainties associated
56 with the predictions. This step in the performance assessment process is referred to as consequence modeling. The
57 model used for consequence modeling is actually a composite function of several models.58
59

60 To examine the acceptability of various waste forms (e.g., whether little or no treatment of the waste type is nec-
61 essary, thus relying on the engineered characteristics of the high-level waste or spent fuel), a substantial effort was

62 made to model phenomena related to the transport of radionuclides out of the repository. The two categories of con-63
64 sequence modeling systems for the disposal system are (1) repository, and (2) groundwater flow and transport. The
65 repository model, which evaluates the amount of radionuclides that potentially leaves the repository, was composed
66
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1.8 RegulatoryAssessment

1 of two subcomponents: (a) removal of radionuclides through drilling cuttings/cavings and (b) fluid flow and trans-
2 port. Details of the drilling module are described in Chapter 10, "Release from Drilling into Repository-CUT-
3 TINGS." The fluid flow and transport models are discussed in Chapters 12 through 15. Their submodels, gas4
5 generation and source term, are discussed in Chapter 11. The fluid flow and transport portion of the repository model
e is, in turn, a source of input for the groundwater flow and transport consequence modeling system, which evaluates
7 transport of radionuclides from the repository to the accessible environment.
8

9 In this performance assessment, two sets of modeling simplifications were made so that the results could be corn-10
11 pared and to explore the level of simplification possible for rapid response in the future to questions on alternative
12 waste-treatment options. These two levels of simplification were carried out in parallel so that the performance
13 assessment could be accomplished in the time allotted. The first modeling approach is referred to as the "S:mple PA"
14 and the second as the "Complex PA."15
16
17 In the "Simple PA," a sophisticated description of the phenomena was constructed using ordinary differential
le equations. The primary goal was to use a level of simplification that allowed simulations to be quickly set up and be
19 geared toward fast run times, relative to the Complex PA described below. Thus, a large number of waste parcels
20 could be studied individually. Per this modeling approach, only one waste type (e.g., graphite spent fuel) was placed
21 in the repository at a time. Because of waste parcel design and criticality issues, 20 single waste parcels were studied22
23 in the salt repository and 21 single waste parcels in the granite repository. The Complex PA used partial differential
24 equations on a coarse numerical grid. In this approach, the waste disposal groups were uniformly distributed in the

25 repositories. The Complex PA consequence models primarily were used to study the waste parcels in five groups
26 (called waste disposal groups) to exantine the influence of the INEL waste on the overall performance of a moder-
27 ately sized repository. Several separate, complete codes were used to simulate the selected physical components of28
29 the disposal systems. The models used in these two approaches are discussed in Chapters 12 through 15. Appendix
3o G lists all the codes used for the performance assessment. In addition, the enhancements made to several codes spe-
31 cifically for this study are summarized in Appendix H.
32

33 Because of imprecisely known parameters, uncertainty is incorporated into the performance assessment through34
35 a Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis. Integration of mathematical equations through random sampling is discussed in
3S Chapter 3, "PA Methodology Overview." Following the assignment of distributions and identification of the imoor-
37 rant model parameters to vary, (described under Probability Modeling, Section 1.6), sample elements are generated
3e from the selected parameter distributions. In the analysis reported herein, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) (McKay39

et al., 1979; Iman and Conover, 1980) is used to mininfize the number of samples needed to adequately capture earl-40
41 ability in the parameters and thereby the number of simulations to run through the consequence models. From the
42 consequence results using Monte Carlo analysis, the final two tasks (regulatory assessment and sensitivity analysis)
43 naturally follow.
44
45
46

47 1.8 Regulatory Assessment48
49
S0 In evaluating compliance with 40 CFR 191 (191.13), estimated releases from the consequence modeling are
51 combined with estimated probabilities of each scenario to produce the probability of exceeding certain values

s2 (exceedance probability curve or complementary cumulative distribution function [CCDF]). AJthough results con-
s3 cerning exceedance are of great interest for actual sites, the emphasis here is on the spent nuclear fuel and high-level
54 waste forms. Thus, the results most important to this analysis are (1) the large, _;t¢trelative changes between CCDFs55
56 as the spent fuel and high-level waste form changes,***** and (2) the relative importance of various model parameters
s7 in determining the position of the curve (from sensitivity analysis). The regulatory assessment is discussed in Chap-
58 ter 16. As pointed out earlier and in the next chapter, the regulatory setting is rapidly changing in the United States
s9 for geologic repositories. This portion of the performance assessment can accommodate these changes; for example,60
61
62 ¢¢t_Althoughthepositionofthemeanforanyonewasteformis fairlystable,smallchangesinthepositionof awasteformareprobablyinsignif-
63 icant.
64 ..... Becausethemodelparametersofthegeologicbarrierwereusuallynotvaried(asdescribedinSection1.6."ProbabilityModeling"),theabso-
65 lutepositionof theCCDFrelativeto thecontainmentrequirementsin 40CFR191.13is moreuncertainthantherelativeposition.
66
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1 switching from CCDFs to maximum individual dose would require the addition of only one computational model
2 (see Figure 1-1).3
4
5

e 1.9 Semttivity/Uncertainty Analysis7
8
9 Sensitivity analysis involves determining the effect of varying parameters of a model on the consequences, C.

lo Uncertainty analysis involves determining the contribution (importance) of an individual parameter (Xn)to the associ-
11 ated uncertainty of the consequences (distribution of C) (Morgan et al,, 1990, p. 172). The latter, uncertainty analy-12
13 sis, is discussed in more detail in this report. Both analyses are strongly influenced by the parameter range, but
14 uncertainty analysis also includes the likelihood that the parameter will reach the endpoints of its range. Although the
15 techniques used are more thoroughly discussed in Chapter 16, the uncertainty analysis reported herein basically

16 includes creating scatterplots and developing regression models between the parameters and the various results (see,
17 for example, Helton et al,, 1992) and using the absolute values of standardized regression coefficients (or the mathe-
18 matically related partial correlation coefficients) from regression models.19
2o
21 Four important purposes of the sensitivity/uncertainty analysis are (1) to gain understanding and insight about
22 the disposal system, (2) to help verify the correctness of the calculations, (3) to evaluate the influence of various
23 options for spent fuel and high-level waste forms on the results, and (4) to provide input so that decision makers can
24 allocate resources for collecting data about those parameters that most influence the results, based on what is already25
26 known about the site or spent fuel and high-level waste. Because uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are inherently
27 conditional on the models, data distributions, and techniques used to generate them, they cannot provide insight about
28 parameters not sampled, conceptual and computational models not used in the analysis in question, or processes that

29 have been oversimplified in the analysis. Hence, qualitative judgment about the modeling system must be used in
30 combination with the results of sensitivity/uncertainty analyses to set priorities for additional data acquisition and31
32 model development. The sensitivity/uncertainty analyses are discussed along with other results in Chapter 16.
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
45
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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' 2. Regulatory Criteria for Radioactive-Waste Repositories2
3
4 M.M. Gruebel
$

6 Federal regulations governing radioactive-waste disposal are the direct result of U.S. policy decisions beginning
7 in the 1950s. However, only since the late 1970s have international organizations produced guidelines for the world
8 community that helped in creating radiological standards. The United States was one of the first countries to promul-9

10 gate radioactive-waste disposal standards when the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published 40 CFR 191
11 in 1985.
12
13
14

is 2.1 Summary of Regulatory Setting for This Assessment (R.P.Rechard)
16
17
ie Radioactive-waste repositories must comply with the requirements of applicable federal and state regulations. A
19 primary regulation for radioactive-waste disposal is 40 CFR Part 191: Environmental Standards for the Management
20 and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes (EPA, 1985). The regulation

21 specifies radioactive-waste disposal based on a total system approach. The results of the performance assessment
documented in this report have been compared primarily with 40 CFR 191 because the main interest at this time is a23

24 comparison of geologic repositories based on overall long-term performance. Additional requirements and regula-
25 tions pertaining to both radioactive- and hazardous-waste disposal must also be considered at some point. The
26 Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) requirements in 10 CFR 60 were based on 40 CFR 191 but also include

27 specifications that regulate engineered- and geologic-barrier subsystems. The Resource Conservation and Recovery
28 Act of 1976 (RCRA) and associated regulations provide for the management of waste contaminated with hazardous29
30 chemicals.
31
32

2.1.1 Nuclear W_te Policy in the United States34
35
36 The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 (NWPA, 1983) and subsequent amendments of 1987 (NWPAA,
37 1987) provide a national policy for the interim storage, monitored retrievable storage, and eventual disposal of radio-
38 active waste. Thus, while not establishing any performance metrics, the act does specify the approach to nuclear39
40 waste disposal to be followed in the United States based on the decision that the current generation has an obligation
41 to bear the political and financial costs of developing a permanent disposal option.* In general, the NWPA estab-
42 lished four features: (1) a detailed schedule for all major decisions related to developing a spent nuclear fuel (SNF)

43 and high-level waste (HLW) disposal option; (2) extensive procedures for involving states and the public in all major
decisions, while directing the EPA to issue standards and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to issue regula-45

46 tions to enforce those standards; (3) a Nuclear Waste Fund, paid by a tax on electricity from nuclear reactors to fund
47 development of one repository (two prior to the 1987 amendments) to accept nuclear waste from reactors; and (4) a

40 separate office within the DOE, the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM), to implement the
49 requirements of the NWPA.
50
51
52 Two important policy requirements from this act are pertinent to the disposal of IN'EL waste. First, the NWPA of
53 1982 clearly states that a repository for federal defense nuclear waste will comply with all requirements of the NRC
54 (Le., 10 CFR 60) (NWPA, 1983, Section 8). Defense transuranic waste was exempted earlier by the WIPP Project

55 legislation (Public Law 96-164). Second, it assumed that defense waste would be disposed of with commercial waste
56 unless the President recommended to Congr¢ .; that defense wastes be disposed of separately. In 1985, the DOE rec-57
58 ommended to the President that defense nuclear waste be disposed of in the same repository as commercial spent fuel
59 (U.S. DOE, 1985a); President Reagan subsequently made that recommendation.
60
61
62 * Theword "option"is emphasizedbecause,althoughthe initial impulseof all stakeholdersimpactedby the NWPAwas to simultaneously
6,3 developanoptionandfullyimplementit,currentthinkingis to developanoptionanddemonstrateit witha licensedfacilitybutnotnecessarily
64 fullyimplementit togivefuturegenerationsa realchoice;thereate fewreasonstofullyimplementimmediatelybecausethewastecan remain
65 safelyat the reactorsfor-100 yr andimmediateimplementationcouldforecloseotheroptionssuchas recyclingthat futuregenerationsmay
66 wishtoexercise(lsaacset al.,1993).
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2. RegulatoryCriteriafor Radioactive-WasteRepositories

1 Because of the policy decisions in the NNVPAand the limited scope of this report, the conclusions cannot be used
2 to justify the final decision on the best option for treatment of INEL spent fuel and high-level waste. However, the
3 value of this report is that its very broad system analyses of the nuclear waste disposal issue (similar to the work per-4
5 formed by the European community [BRWM, 1992, p. 58-62]) will provide results that can be used in subsequent
6 iterations of this performance assessment to demonstrate the impact of specific regulations and policy decisions.
7

8 The radioactive-waste regulations (40 CFR 191 and 10 CFR 60) are currently in transition. Considerable thought
9 is being given to the supportability and usefulness of the current regulations, especially regarding, the diversity of10

11 sites that generic standards would regulate. At the present time, only two mined geologic repositories for container-
12 ized radioactive waste in the United States are being considered: the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mex-
13 ico for transuranic (TRU) waste and the Yucca Mountain Project in Nevada for high-level waste (HLW).
14
15
16 Subpart B of 40 CFR 191, promulgated in 1985, was remanded to the EPA for furtherconsideration in 1987. The
17 EPA has yet to repromulgate the revised regulation, although repromulgation is expected soon. Based on the provi-
18 sions of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act of 1992 (WIPP LWA, 1992) and the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (Energy Pol-
l9 icy Act, 1992), 40 CFR 191 will apply only to the WIPP, a repository planned for disposal of TRU waste in bedded

20 salt. The EPA is also required by the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act to promulgate criteria for implementing 40 CFR
21 191 for the WIPP.22
23
24 The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires the EPA to formulate a new regulation for the proposed Yucca Mountain
25 repository for disposal of high-level waste in a unsaturated tuff formation. The legislation requires the new regulation
26 to be based on a study by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and to consider the feasibility of using a health-27
28 based standard based on doses to individual members of the public; using a system for post-closure oversight based
29 on active institutional controls; and making scientifically supportable predictions of the probability of breaching the
30 repository's engineered or geologic barriers as a result of human intrusion. Subsequent to promulgation of the new
31 EPA regulation for the Yucca Mountain Project, the NRC is required to modify its technical requirements _d criteria
32 to be consistent with the new regulation. A specific assumption to be made by the NRC is that, to the extent consis-33

tent with the time period recommended by the NAS study, following repository closure the inclusion of engineered34
35 barriers and DOE oversight will be sufficient to prevent any activity that poses an unreasonable risk of breaching the
38 engineered or geologic barriers. An additional assumption is that these measures will also prevent any increase in
37 exposure of individual members of the public to radiation beyond allowable limits.
38
39

These potential changes to the radioactive-waste regulations make it difficult to determine what criteria might be4o
41 used to regulate future, as yet unspecified repositories. All or parts of these current and proposed criteria could form

42 the basis for regulating additional repositories. Analysts providing performance assessments of generic repositories
43 should remain aware of the requirements and criteria that might be applied to future repositories.
44
45
46

47 2.1.2 EPA's Standards for Radioactive.Waste Disposal
48
49
5O The 1985 EPA regulation for radioactive-waste disposal (40 CFR 191) is divided into two subparts. Subpart A
51 limits annual radiation doses to the public during the operational period of the facility.
52

53 The 1985 version of Subpart B provides performance measures for the entire disposal system, not individual
54 components. Subpart B establishes Assurance Requirements (design and control philosophy that includes a multiple-

55 barrier concept), post-closure Individual Protection Requirements (maximum annual radiation dose to the public for56
57 1000 years), post-closure Groundwater Protection Requirements (maximum radionuclide concentrations in certain
58 sources of water for 1000 years), and post-closure Containment Requirements (probabilistic release limits for 10,000
59 years). The long-term performance requirements of 40 CFR 191 are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.
60
61
62 Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 was vacated and remanded to the EPA by the United States Court of Appeals for the
63 First Circuit in July 1987 (NRDC v. US EPA, 1987). The Court found that the EPAhad neither reconciled the Individ-
64 ual Protection Requirements with Part C of the Safe Drinking Water Act nor explained the divergence between the
65 two sets of criteria. Furthermore, the C_urt found that the EPA had not explained the basis for the 1000-year design
66
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2.1 Summaryof RegulatorySettingforThisAssessment

1 criterion in the Individual Protection Requirements. The Court also found that the Groundwater Protection Require-

2 ments were promulgated without proper notice and comment (NRDC v. US EPA, 1987, p. 1258). Several working
3 drafts of a revised regulation have been prepared by the EPA since the 1987 remand. Congress had required repro-4
5 mulgation of the regulation before the Test Phase for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant could begin (WIPP LWA, 1992).
6 However, the Test Phase for the WIPP using radioactive waste has been cancelled, so the regulation now must be in

7 place before disposal begins at the WIPP.
8

9 A recent version of the proposed rule was published in the Federal Register in 1993 (EPA, 1993a). The final rule10
11 has not yet been published, although repromulgation is expected in the near future. A change that is expected in the
12 new 40 CFR 191 is the lengthening of the time limits for consideration in the Individual Protection Requirements

13 from 1000 years to 10,000 years. In addition, the Groundwater Protection Requirements may be provided as a sepa-
l4 rate subpart. The time limit for consideration for groundwater protection is expected to be lengthened to 10,000
15 years, and the requirements are expected to be tied more closely to regulations promulgated as a result of the Safe16
17 Drinking Water Act.
18

19 Closely related to 40 CFR 191 are proposed criteria for certification of compliance. In February 1993 the EPA
20 issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for 40 CFR 194: Criteria for the Certification of Compliance
21 with Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-22
23 Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes (EPA, 1993b). These criteria will be developed pursuant to the EPA's
24 authority under the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (WIPP LWA, 1992), which specifies that the EPA issue proposed cri-
25 teria by October 30, 1993, and final criteria by October 30, 1994. The EPA intends to specify requirements for imple-

26 menting 40 CFR 191 and to clarify compliance-related ambiguities that may exist. The criteria will focus on several27
areas within 40 CFR 191:28

29
3o • Appropriate analytical "degree of confidence" for determining compliance with the long-.term numerical start-
31 dards. The EPA is considering the relative benefits of requiring a specific statistical test for determining com-
32 pliance versus specifying a more general "level of confidence" test.33
34
35 • Methods and quality assurance measures for assuring and confirming accuracy and/or adequacy of estimates
36 of radionuclide inventories.
37

38 • Types of models to be used to demonstrate compliance and methods for determining that those models are

39 adequate.40
41
42 • Methods or procedures to be employed to assure quality and completeness of data used in determining com-

43 pliance.
44
45

• Guidance or criteria for reducing uncertainty or undue speculation that may be associated with performance46
47 assessments.
48

49 • Types of criteria to be used in assessing compliance with the Assurance Requirements.
50
51

• Feasibility of adopting into 40 CFR 194, with or without modification, the procedures, criteria, terms, and52
53 conditions for licensing used in the NRC's 10 CFR 60.
54

55 Two meetings of an EPA advisory group have been held to discuss proposed criteria for certification of the WIPP.
56 A draft of the proposed criteria is expected to be available in the near future.57
58
59

6o 2.I.3 NRC's Standards for Radioactive-Waste Disposal
61
62
63 The EPA regulations establish standards for the disposal system as a whole to protect the accessible environment.
54 However, the NRC is responsible for ensuring that a DOE disposal system for commercially generated spent fuel and
65 high-level waste meets the requirements in EPA's 40 CFR 191. In June 1983, the NRC promulgated 10 CFR 60--
66
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2. RegulatoryCriteriafor Radioactive-WasteRepositories

1 Disposal of High Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories (NRC, 1983). The NRC anticipated the
2 promulgation of the EPA standard and "implemented" it by incorporating it into their regulations. Yet the NRC also
3 established minimum requirements for the engineered and geologic barriers subsystems of the disposal system (treat-4
5 ing the disposal system similar to a nuclear reactor) that required compliance calculations (BRWM, 1992, p. 7). The
6 requirements were stringent: a minimum period for substantially complete containment (300 yr), a maximum engi-
7 neered barrierrelease rate (1 x 10"5/yrafter 1000 yr for any radionuclide released at a rate greater than 0.1% of the

8 calculated total release rate limit), and a minimum groundwater travel time (1000 yr) for the geologic barrier. Thus,
9 the requirements potentially required the DOE to have a much more thorough understanding of the engineered sub-10

11 systems than for 40 CFR 191 to show compliance with 10 CFR 60. They also diminished the advantage of some sites
12 because 10 CFR 60 required a robust canister and waste form regardless of the geologic media of the site. For exam-
13 pie, according to 40 CFR 191, the favorable characteristic of halite in creeping around a waste container and entomb-
14 ing it could mean that the DOE could place less reliance on the waste canister or waste form; however, according to15

10 CFR 60, credit could not be taken for this characteristic in performance assessments.16
17
18 Other requirements of 10 CFR 60 included detailed site characterization plans (e.g., the 6300-page plan for the
19 proposed repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada [U.S. DOE, 1988a]) and design of the operations area of the facility
2o "...such that any or all of the emplaced waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule starting at any time up to 5021
22 years after emplacement..." where "reasonable schedule" meant in the same time devoted to originally constructing
23 the facility and emplacing the waste.
24

25 As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (Energy Policy Act, 1992) requires the NRC to
26 revise 10 CFR 60 based on a new EPA regulation specific to the Yucca Mountain Project and on an NAS study with27
28 Congressionally specified objectives. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 also specifies that the NAS study should be
29 available by year-end 1993. Promulgation of the EPA regulation for the Yucca Mountain Project is scheduled by
3o year-end 1994. Based on this schedule, revision of 10 CFR 60 probably will not occur until at least 1995.
31
32
33
34 2.1.4 Hazardous-Waste Disposal Standards
35

36 The Resource, Conservation, and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) and subsequent amendments (e.g., Hazardous37
and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 [HSWA]) provide for the management of waste contaminated with hazardous38

39 chemicals. The EPA regulations implementing these acts are contained in 40 CFR Part224 through 40 CFR Part 281.
40 The statute and EPA implementing regulations are complex; how their provisions will influence fuel- and waste-treat-
41 ment options and eventual disposal is uncertain at present. Furthermore, a more important fundamental issue is
42 whether consideration of requirements in the RCRA would increase protection to human health and the environment43
44 beyond requirements in the two primary regulations for long-term disposal of radioactive waste, 40 CFR 191 and 10
45 CFR 60. Some points for consideration are presented below, but no final conclusions are presented.
46

47 Spent Nuclear Fuel Classification. Spent nuclear fuel has not yet been formally classified as waste by the DOE;
48 thus, the EPA waste management regulations have not been applied to this material. However, spent fuel has been
49 included in the "lS0-day report" mandated by the Federal Facility Compliance Act of 1992 (FFCA, 1992) as part of50
51 the DOE's mixed waste inventory, and spent fuel would likely be declared as waste prior to disposal in a repository.
52

53 RCRA Hazardous Waste Characteristics. Although hazardous-waste characteristics are usually not thought to be
54 present in spent nuclear fuel and solidified liquid high-level waste, the RCRA hazardous-waste characteristics poten-55
56 tially exhibited by spent fuel and high-level waste include reactivity, toxicity for metals, and corrosivity.
57
58 In some spent fuel, sodium metal was used to bind fuel to the cladding. This fuel might be considered reactive.
59 Also, although a very slow reaction, the silicon carbide coating of the graphite fuels can react with water to form acet-
60 ylene gas. Finally, the uranium and thorium carbide microsphere, once the silicon carbide coating fails, could react61
62 quickly to form acetylene gas.t
63
64
65 t Similarly,recallthatall thegasproducedfromanoxiccorrosionof thestainlesssteelcanistersis hydrogengas.
66
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2.1 Summaryof RegulatorySettingforThis Assessment

1 Certain spent fuel contains toxic metals listed in 40 CFR 261.24, including (1) chromium in stainless steel in
2 cladding and assembly components; (2) stable fission products such as barium, cadmium, selenium, and silver; and3
4 (3) metals in failed fuel such as the control rods fused with the fuel from the Three Mile Island reactor. Because of
5 low concentrations, the first two sources probably would not fail tests specified by the EPA for evaluating the amount
6 of hazardous material that may leach out if disposed of directly, while the third source (not included in this report)
7 might. $
8

9 Liquid high-level waste stored at INEL is acidic and thus corrosive.**10
11
12 RCRA-Listed Materials. In the past, chemicals currently classified as hazardous were possibly used in the labs

la handling radioactive material ("hot labs") at the chemical plants. Waste from these labs was routinely placed in stain-
14 less steel tanks storing the liquid radioactive waste. Thus, very small quantities of RCRA-listed material can be

15 present in the liquid and possibly solidified high-level waste.16
17
18 Compliance Strategy. For a repository, the current approach for responding to the RCRA requirements would be
19 to follow the example of the DOE's proposed TRU-waste repository (the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico).
20 The approach is to petition for a "no-migration" variance to the land-disposal restrictions (40 CFR 268.6). This peti-
21 tion would allow hazardous chemicals to be disposed of in the repository for the maximum length of time allowed in22
23 the permit, with renewals as necessary (WEC, 1989). This approach is taken in lieu of using the "best demonstrated
24 available technology" (BDAT) currently defined by the EPA for radioactive waste co-contaminated with hazardous
25 chemicals listed in EPA 40 CFR 261. The petition for the variance requires monitoring and predictive calculations,
26 but the rigor and the stochastic nature required of the calculations is currently being negotiated.27
28
29 In contrast, any treatment plant that conditioned spent fuel or high-level waste would need to consider the RCRA
30 requirements. For example, the state of Idaho has already issued a Notice of Noncompliance under RCRA for the
31 sodium-bearing waste stored at INEL, and DOE has entered into a consent order requiring removal of the waste from
32 the stainless-steel tanks by 2015.
33
34
35

36 2.1.5 Environmental Impacts
37
38
39 The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (NEPA, 1970, as amended) is enforced by regulations that are
40 not specific regulatory guidelines but contain a mandate for evaluating the environmental consequences of all signifi-
41 cant aspects of a project (EPA, 1978). The DOE has prepared several environmental impact statements (EISs) that
42 have addressed the predicted experimental, operational, and long-term behavior of potential repositories (U.S. DOE,
4,3 1979, 1980, 1990). However, the NEPA's impact on the waste-treatment options themselves will be only indirect44
4S because its focus is primarily on the requirements for the siting of processing plants and deep geologic repositories.
46 Although not explicitly required for the EIS, the DOE may require evaluation of individual doses to the public to sup-
47 port any decisions of minimal and acceptable environmental consequences.
48
49
50
sl 2.1.6 Other Statutes and Regulations
52

53 Numerous acts not specifically discussed that have a tertiary effect on the performance criteria of a geologic54
55 repository include the Clean AirAct and subsequent amendments, and the Toxic Substances Control Act. Regulations
56 related to transportation of radioactive material also have a tertiary effect on the performance criteria, such as the
57 NRC's 10 CFR 71 for packaging and transportation of radioactive materials.
58
59

60 * Inclusionof leadasaninternalbackfilland/orcontainerlayermightalsocausedifficultieswithRCRA,dependingonEPA'sinterpretationof its61
62 useas relatedtodisposal.
63 ""High-levelliquidwastesstoredatINELareuniquewithintheDOE'sweaponscomplexbecausetheyarestoredinanacidicform.Althoughthis
64 typeofstoragerequiresstainlesssteelstoragetanksenclosedinconcretevaults,thedecisiontostorethewasteinacidicformwasbasedonthe
65 desireto(1)maintainradionuclidesinsolution(asopposedtoneutralizedsludgeatthebottomof lessexpensive,carbonsteeltanks),and(2)
66 greatlyreducethe likelihoodof precipitatesof highlyenricheduranium.
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2. RegulatoryCriteriafor Radioactive-WasteRepositories

1 2.2 International Criteria for Radioactive-Waste Disposal2
3

4 Radiation protection principles published by international organizations, especially those of the International
5 Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), have provided the basis for regulations in countries considering
6 methods for disposal of radioactive waste (Table 2-1). In 1984, the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) published an7
8 expert group report that introduced the concept of a basic individual risk criterion for radioactive-waste disposal
9 (NEA, 1984). The report recommended that protection of the individual should be expressed in terms of risk, where

10 risk was defined as the product of the probability of exposure and the probability that doses received will give rise to
11 deleterious health effects. Individual risk limits were to correspond to the risk associated with the current dose rec-
12 ommendations of the ICRP (NEA, 1984).13
14
15 The ICRP's recommendations in Report 46 (ICRP, 1985) complemented the 1984 NEA report. In addition, a

16 risk-based criterion was established that accounted for the probability of the dose being received as well as the prob-
17 ability of serious health effects from the dose. More recently, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) pub-
18 lished safety principles and technical criteria for underground disposal sites that use doses as the performance19
2o measure (IAEA, 1989).
21
22 The approaches to application of the general radiation protection principles are largely similar in most countries.
23 Their translation into quantitative safety criteria for radioactive-waste disposal, however, may differ somewhat
24 among the countries. Such differences concern (NEA, 1991)25
26
27 • the explicit use of limits expressed in terms of dose or in terms of risk,
28

29 • the use of individual and/or collective dose/risk limits,
30
31

• the level of detail of the criteria (e.g., use of subsystem criteria and special criteria for certain scenarios),32
33
34 ° the period for which compliance has to be shown.
35

36 All existing regulations use either dose or risk (or both) as a fundamental measure of performance (NEA, 1991).37
38 The NEA, ICRP, and IAEA principles (NEA, 1984; ICRP, 1985; IAEA, 1989) express the idea that assessments of
39 radioactive-waste disposal should consider not only the most likely scenario and related expected releases, but also a
4o set of scenarios that are uncertain or even unlikely to happen. The ICRP recommendations use the risk concept to
41 propose a constraint on the annual individual risk of severe health effects at a level of about 10.5 (consistent with the

42 risk implied by the annual dose limit recommended for individual members of the public). Several national regula-
tions (e.g., the United Kingdom and Canada) explicitly follow this recommendation but set the risk limit at 10.6 for44

45 radioactive-waste disposal practices based on the belief that waste disposal is only one of several potential sources for
46 exposure. Some countries have also chosen to use dose limits for high-probability scenarios and to consider low-

47 probability disruptive scenarios separately. Thus, several countries (e.g., Switzerland and Germany) have regulations
48 using close limits and make no explicit use of risk criteria. However, using dose limits does not necessarily mean that
49 these countries do not recognize the need to consider the risks associated with probabilistic events and the need to try50
sl to estimate them when appropriate (NEA, 1991).
52

53 Only limited use has been made of collective dose or risk in safety criteria and assessments (NEA, 1991). Use of
54 collective dose/risk requires assumptions not only about future critical groups of humans and their habits, but also
55 about the whole society (e.g., number of people and their living conditions and habits). Collective dose calculations56
s7 are associated with large uncertainties, and differences between disposal options could be masked by the uncertainty
s8 ranges affecting such calculations. Most countries generally regard individual dose or risk limits as more appropriate
59 for determining long-term acceptability of high-level waste disposal practices, with collective dose or risk limits used
6o mainly as a comparison tool for the discussion of repository design alternatives (NEA, 1991).61
62
63
64
65
66
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2.2 IntemationalCriteriafor Radioactive-WasteDisposal

1 Table 2-1. Regulatory Waste.Disposal Objectives/Criteria at the International Level and in Individual
2 Countries (adapted from NEA, 1991)3
4

5 Organization/ Main Objective/Criteria Other Main Features Comments
6 Country
7
8 NEA(NEA, 1984) For HLW,maximumindivid- Individualrisk/dosebestcri- No consensusonALARA*
9 uai risk10-5/yr(allsources) terionto judgelong-term (as lowas reasonably

10 acceptability achievable)/optimization
11
12 ICRP Publication For HLW,for individuals(all Bothprobabilityand doses ALARAuseful,notablyto
13 46 (ICRP, 1985) sources): shouldbe takenintoaccount comparealternatives,but
14 inALARA may notbe the mostimpor-
15 1 mSV/yr(normalevolution tant sitingfactor
16 scenarios);10"S/yr(probabi-
17 listicscenarios)18

19 IAEA Safety ICRP Publication46 (ICRP, Also includesqualitative
20 Series99 (IAEA, 1985) technicalcriteriaondis-21
22 1989) posal systemfeaturesand
23 roleof safety analysisand
24 qualityassurance
25
26 CANADA(AECB, For HLW,maximum individ- Periodof timefordemon- Additionalqualitative,non-
27 1987) ual riskobjective10"6/yr stratingcompliance:104yr prescriptiverequirements
28 and guidelinesin regulatory
29 Nosuddenand dramatic documents
30 increasefortimes> 104yr
31
32 FINLAND (Finnish For lowand mediumlevel Analysisofemissions For spentfuelor HLW,pro-
33 Centrefor Radia- waste, maximumindividual beyond1 millionyears gen- posedcriterionformaximum
34 tionand Nuclear dose < 0.1 mSv/yr,with erallynotmeaningful, individualdose < 0.1 mSv/yr
35 Safety,1991) maximumindividualdose
36 < 5 mSv/yrfromaccident
37 conditionscausedby possi-
38 ble naturaleventsor human39
4O actions
41
42 FRANCE (Basic Forboth low-andhigh-level Technicalcriteriafor siting
43 Safety Ruleof waste, in normalevolution establishedin 1987
44 1992) scenario,maximumindivid-
45 ual dose< 0.25 mSv/yr
46
47 GERMANY (Sec- For HLW,maximumindivid- Calculationof individual Additionalqualitativetechni-
48 tion45, pars. 1 of ualdose< 0.3 mSv/yrforall doseslimitedto 104yr but cal criteriain guidelinesand
49 RadiationProtec- reasonablescenarios isolationpotentialbeyond regulatorydocuments
50 tionOrdinance, 104yr may be assessed
51 1989)
52
53 THE NETHER- Not yet developed Recent assessmentsused
54 LANDS dose criteriafromother
55 countries,with riskcdteria
56 for scenarioswitha high
57 dose
58

59 * ALARA- Aslowasreasonablyachievable.
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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2. RegulatoryCriteriaforRadioactive-WasteRepositories

1 Table 2-1. Regulatory Waste.Disposal Objectives/Criteria at the International Level and in Individual
2 Countries (adapted from NEA, 1991) (Continued)3
4
5 Organization/
6 Country Main Objective/Criteria Other Main Features Comments
7
8 NORDIC COUN- For HLW,maximumindivid- Additionalcriterionon=total Underrevisionfollowing
9 TRIES (BasicCri- ual dose< 0.1 mSv/yr(nor- activityinflow"limiting broadconsultation

10 teria Documentof real scenarios);maximum releasesto biosphere,
11 1993) individualrisk< 10"6/yr(dis- basedon inflowof natural Includesother qualitativecri-
12 ruptiveevents) alpha radionuclides teria13

14 SWITZERLAND For HLW,maximumindivid- Repositorymustbe Revisionof RegulatoryDoc-
15 (RegulatoryDocu- ualdose< 0.1 mSv/yrat any designedin sucha waythat umentR-21 underway
16 ment R-21, 1980) timeforreasonablyprobable itcan at any time be sealed
17 scenarios withina fewyears without18
19 the needfor institutional
20 control
21
22 UNITED KING- No specificcriteriafor HLW, Notime frame forquantita- ALARA to be usedto the
23 DOM butlikelyapplicationof prin- tive assessmentsspecified extent practicaland reason-
24 ciplessimilarto existing able
25 objectivesfor Iow/intermedi-
26 ate levelwaste (L/ILW): <
27 10"S/yrtargetfor individual
28 riskfroma singlefacility
29
30 UNITED STATES For HLW,SNF, and TRU Individualdose(over1000 1985 EPA standardswere
31 waste, limitson projected yr) < 0.25 mSv/yr remandedand are being
32 (EPA40 CFR Part radionuclidereleasesto the revisedforapplicationto the
33 191, 1985) accessibleenvironmentfor Otherrequirementson Waste IsolationPilot Plant;
34 104yr,basedonobjectiveto drinkingwater contamina- U.S. Congressmandateda35
36 limitserioushealtheffectsto tion new regulationto applyto
37 less than10 inthe first104 the YuccaMountainProject
38 yr after disposalfor each
39 1000 metricton of SNF or
40 HLWdisposedof
41
42 (NRC 10 CFR Part ForHLW,minimumlevelsof Sitingcriteriaforavoidance NRC subsystemrequire-
43 60, 1983) performancespecifiedfor: of foreseeableadverse mentsare intendedto help
44 humanactivity;separate achievecompliancewith
45 Waste package('substan- considerationof anticipated the EPAstandards;U.S.
46 tiallycomplete"containment processesandevents (natu- Congressrecentlyman-
47 for300-1000 yr) rallyoccurring)and unantici- datedconsiderationof revi-48
49 patedprocessesand sionsto the regulation
50 Engineeredbarriersystem events(naturallyoccurring specificallyfor the proposed
51 (releases< 10"syr"1of the or humaninduced) YuccaMountainsite in
52 inventory at 1000 yr after Nevada
53 repository closure)
54
55
56 Pre-waste-emplacement
57 groundwatertraveltime
58 between"disturbedzone"
59 and "accessibleenviron-
60 ment" > 1000 yr61

62 * ALARA-Aslowas reasonablyachievable.
63
64
65
66
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2.3 Overviewof EPA40 CFR 191

1 Few countries use specific quantitative criteria for regulating the performance of subsystems within a disposal
2 system. Any derived criteria usually are expressed in qualitative terms so that the regulator can provide guidance
3 without specifying required subsystem performance (NEA, 1991). The philosophy for using only qualitative criteria4
5 for subsystems is that detailed quantitative regulations for subsystems might be premature or even counterproductive
6 to a flexible and gradual process of developing the repository system and establishing the optimal balance between
7 different barrier functions (NEA, 1991). As discussed in the previous section, in the United States the NRC has

8 included specific quantitative criteria for subsystem performance that serve as default specifications for achieving a
9 required level of performance. However, the NRC regulations explicitly provide for approval of alternative sub-10

11 system criteria, if appropriate (10 CFR 60.113[b]).
12

13 All countries examine potential radiologicai impacts over long time frames (NEA, 1991). Formal requirements

14 for quantitative assessment up to at least 10,000 years are included in some regulations (e.g., Canada, Germany, and
15 the United States). Other countries do not use such "cut-off" times and consider quantitative assessments for one mil-l6
17 lion years (e.g., Finland) or even longer. However, most of the regulations also indicate the recognition of two factors
18 that influence the type of approach required to demonstrate and judge compliance with basic protection principles: (1)
19 uncertainties associated with assessment results increase with time; and (2) radioactivity of the waste decreases with

20 time. These two trends suggest that detailed quantitative assessments become less meaningful over increasingly
21 longer time periods. Thus, some regulators have indicated that detailed quantitative assessments, including dose cal-22
23 culations, are justified for shorter periods, while a less detailed, more qualitative approach should be used for times
24 far into the future (NEA, 1991).
25

26 In the United States, the main criterion for radioactive-waste disposal, 40 CFR 191, is quantitative and probabi-
27 listic. The standard is based on cumulative releases for 10,000 years of various radionuclides to the accessible envi-28
29 ronment. These release limits were determined using relatively simple models for the biosphere with the objective of
30 limiting global collective dose so that disposal would result in less than 1000 severe health effects in 10,000 years.
31 This type of criterion is unique to the United States, and similar criteria are neither used nor under consideration in
32 other countries (NEA, 1991).33
34
35

35 2.3 Overview of EPA 40 CFR 191
37
38
39 The radioactive-waste disposal standards promulgated by the EPA in 1985---40 CFR Part 191: Environmental
40 Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes
41 (EPA, 1985)---are divided into two subparts (Figure 2-1). Subpart A applies to a disposal facility prior to decommis-
42 sioning. Subpart B applies after decommissioning and contains quantitative and qualitative requirements for long-43
44 term performance of a repository:
45

46 • The Containment Requirements (§191.13) set probabilistic limits on cumulative releases of radionuclides
47 beyond the "controlled area" (defined in the regulation as a surface location that encompasses no more than
48 100 km 2 and extends horizc, ntally no more than a 5-kin radius from the outer boundary of a radioactive-waste49
50 disposal system, plus the u.aderlying subsurface [§ 191.12(g)] [see Figure 2-2]) for 10,000 years after disposal.
51 The regulation specifies a reasonable expectation that the limits will be met.
52

53 * The Individual Protection Requirements (§191.15) set limits on radiation doses to members of the public in
54 the accessible environment (the environment beyond the controlled area [§191 12(k)]) for 1000 years of55
56 undisturbed performance after disposal. The regulation specifies a reasonable expectation that the limits will
57 be met.
58

59 • The Groundwater Protection Requirements (§191.16) set limits on radioactive contamination of certain60
sources of groundwater within or near the controlled area for 1000 years of undisturbed performance after61

62 disposal. The regulation specifies a reasonable expectation that the limits will be met.
63
64
65
66
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2. RegulatoryCriteriafor Radioactive-WasteRepositories

1

2 Management
3 & Short-TermStorage Disposal(Long-Term
4 (OperationalCriteria) EnvironmentalCritefla)
5
6
7 40 CFR 191
8
9

10
11
12
13 GroundwaterRelease
14 Protection
15 (191.16)
16 ConcentrationLimits

to SpecialSources (191.13)

17 [ Of DrinkingWater 1
18 tor1000yrfor Containment
19 UndisturbedScenarios
20 | Individual AssuranceDesign& |
21 _ Protection ControlPhilosophy/

22 _ (191.15) (191.14) /MultipleBarriers/
23 \ DoseLimitsto NaturalResources/
24 _ Publicfor1000yr .Recoverability/

Monitoring
25 \ forUndisturbed InstitutionalJ
27
28
29
30 SubpartA SubpartB
31 TRI.6342.3479-2
32

33 Figure 2-1. The EPA 's 40 CFR 191--Environmental Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear
34 Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes (EPA, 1985).35
36
37

• The Assurance Requirements (§191.14) are qualitative requirements that specify actions and procedures to38
39 increase confidence "because of the inherent uncertainties in selecting and designing disposal systems that
40 must be very effective for more than 10,000 years" (EPA, 1985, p. 38069).
41

42 The DOE must provide evaluations showing a reasonable expectation that a repository will comply with the
43 quantitative requirements of Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 Appendix A of 40 CFR 191 specifies how to determine44

release limits for the Containment Requirements; Appendix B of 40 CFR 191 provides nonmandatory guidance for
46 implementing Subpart B.
47

Appendix B is based on the analytical assumptions the EPA used to develop the technical basis for the numerical
49 disposal standards. The EPA prepared Appendix B because the agency believed that it was important that the50
51 assumptions used by implementing agencies be compatible with those used by the EPA in developing the rule (EPA,
52 1985, p. 38074). Appendix B of this report contains the text of 40 CFR 191 and provides background information on
53 the development of the regulation.
54

55 The following sections summarize the long-term performance requirements of 40 CFR 191, Subpart B, based56
57 both on the requirements as stated and on the guidance provided in Appendix B of the rule.
58
59
60

2.3.1 Containment Requirements61
62

63 The primary objective of Subpart B is "to isolate most of the wastes from man's environment by limiting long-
54 term releases and the associated risks to populations" (EPA, 1985, p. 38070). This objective is reflected quantita-
65 tively in the Containment Requirements (§191.13):66
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2.3 Overviewof EPA40 CFR 191

1
2
3
4
5 The"RepositorySite'or "Site"
6 is theGeneralLocationofthe
7 DisposalSystem N

98 _cale
The "Contro1!edArea"isthe i:_iiill!i::

10 DisposalSystemPlustheLand _i!_:!_.
11 'DisposalSystem'Includes _:,....
12 SurfaceDirectlyAboveit .... gineeredandGeologicBard

13 ._ kmfromWaste14 iiiiii_i_........

16 *BarriersontheDisposal
17 SystemareanyMaterial
18 Delays
19 ofRadionuclidestoward
20 AccessibleEnvironment
21
22

24 '
25
26
27
28
29
3o
31 ....
32
33

35 !i_i_:ii:i
¢

37
38 Repository/

39 "DisposalReg_

40 i!!!,:!!_i,_i_';

4"1 ii!i_,%i:
42 .....
43
44
45

.... EngineeredBarriersInclude:
46 • WasteParcel47
48 " -. - WasteForm .
49 " -. - IntemalBackfill .. "
,50 - Containers- - "
51 * Repository52
53 - BackfillaroundWaste *InthisReporttheyareCategorized
54 ParcelandinDrift aseitherGeologicorEngineered
55 - FacilityLayout
56 AccessibleEnvironment(RestofWodd) -WasteDistribution
57 - BackfillinShafts TRI.63_?-',
58
59
6O
61
62
63 Figure 2-2. Artist's concept of a mined geologic disposal system portraying terminology used in 40 CFR 191, Sub-
64 part B and this report (modified from Bertram-Howery and Hunter, Eds., 1989, Figure H-I).
65
66
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2. RegulatoryCriteriafor Radioactive-WasteRepositories

1 "Disposal systems for spent nuclear fuel or high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes shall be designed to pro-
2 vide a reasonable expectation, based on performance assessments, that the cumulative releases of radionuclides3
4 to the accessible environment for 10,000 years after disposal from all significant processes and events that may
5 affect the disposal system shall:
6

7 1. Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding the quantities calculated according to Table 1
8 (Appendix A) [of 40 CFR 191], and9

10
11 2. Have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1,000 of exceeding ten times the quantities calculated according
12 to Table 1 (Appendix A)."
13

14 The Containment Requirements are explicitly quantitative and probabilistic; they place numerical limits not on15
16 cumulative releases but on likelihoods that cumulative releases of radioactivity to the environment over a 10,000-yr
17 period will exceed certain values of release computable from formulae given in Appendix A of 40 CFR 191.
18

19 Disposal System. "Disposal system" is defined in 40 CFR 191 to mean "any combination of engineered and nat-
20 ural barriers that isolate...radioactive waste after disposal" (§ 191.12). Additionally,21
22
23 " [b]arrier' means any material or structure that prevents or substantially delays movement of water or radionu-
24 clides toward the accessible environment. For example, a barrier may be a geologic structure, a canister, a waste
25 form with physical and chemical characteristics that significantly decrease the mobility of radionuclides, or a
28 material placed over and around waste, provided that the material or structure substantially delays movement of27
28 water or radionuclides" (§ 191.12[a]).
29
30 The disposal system is the combination of the engineered barriers of the repository/shaft system and the natural
31 barriers of the disposal site that isolate the wastes from the accessible environment. Engineered barriers could be
32 seals and backfill in the emplacement facilities, and plugs in boreholes. Engineered modifications to the repository33

design could include making the waste itself form a barrier. Natural barriers are the subsurface geologic and hydro-
35 logic systems within the controlled area that inhibit release and migration of hazardous materials. Barriers are not

36 limited to the examples given in the regulation's definition, nor are those examples mandatory. As recommended by
37 the EPA in Appendix B, "...reasonable projections for the protection expected from all of the engineered and natural
38 barriers...will be considered" (EPA, 1985, p. 38088).39
40
41 Performance Assessment. Quantitatively evaluating compliance with the Containment Requirements requires a
42 performance assessment, which has specific meaning within 40 CFR 191:
43

44 '"Performance assessment' means an analysis that: (1) identifies the processes and events that might affect the45
46 disposal system; (2) examines the effects of these processes and events on the performance of the disposal sys-
47 tem; and (3) estimates the cumulative releases of radionuclides, considering the associated uncertainties, caused
48 by all significant processes and events. These estimates shall be incorporated into an overall probability distribu-
49 tion of cumulative release to the extent practicable" (§191.12[q]).
50
51
52 The EPA evidently expects that implementing agencies will make extensive use of mathematical models in the
53 course of a performance assessment:
54

55 "The [EPA] believes that the implementing agencies must determine compliance with §§191.13, 191.15, and
58 191.16 of Subpart B by evaluating long-term predictions of disposal system performance ....In making these vari-57
58 ous predictions, it will be appropriate for the implementing agencies to make use of rather complex computa-
59 tional models, analytical theories, and prevalent expert judgment relevant to the numerical predictions ....In fact,
80 sole reliance on these numerical predictions to determine compliance may not be appropriate; the implementing
61 agencies may choose to supplement such predictions with qualitative judgments as well" (EPA, 1985, p. 38088).
62

83 In other words, predictions made with numerical models are to be used as only part of the implementing agency's64
e5 argument that the disposal system meets 40 CFR 191. However, the EPA clearly intends that these predictions should
88
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1 be more than simple "point estimates" of releasesof radioactivity by the disposal system. In the Containment
2 Requirements there is frequent mention of the need to account for all uncertainties that may arise in the modeling of
3 the system's behavior, and a way of quantitatively presenting those uncertainties is proposed:4
5
6 "...whenever practicable, the implementing agency will assemble all of the results of the performance assess-
7 ments to determine compliance with §191.13 into a 'complementary cumulative distribution function' that indi-
8 cates the probability of exceeding various levels of cumulative release. When the uncertainties in parameters are
9 considered in a performance assessment, the effects of the uncertainties considered can be incorporated into a10

11 single such distribution function for each disposal system considered" (EPA, 1985, p. 38088).
12

13 Inclusion of the expression "all significant processes and events" in the Containment Requirements indicates that

14 performance must be determined for both undisturbed and possible disturbed future states of the disposal system.
15 The necessity of identifying the possible future states is the justification for including scenario development in perfor-16
17 mance assessments. For human intrusion only inadvertent, not purposeful, intrusion need be considered. The EPA
18 reasoned that only future states that helped to distinguish between sites were necessary to consider.
19

20 With the minor modification of adding a water withdrawal well to provide a potential pathway for radionuclides
21

to reach humans, the performance-assessment methodology developed for the Containment Requirements can be22
23 used to assess compliance with undisturbed performance for the Individual Protection Requirements (see See-
24 tion 2.3.3).
25

26 Human Intrusion. Determining compliance with 40 CFR 191 requires performance assessments that include the
27 probabilities and consequences of disruptive events. Appendix B of 40 CFR 191 indicates that "inadvertent and28
29 intermittent intrusion by exploratory drilling for resourees...can be the most severe intrusion scenario assumed by the
30 implementing agencies" (EPA, 1985, p. 38089). The EPA gives specific guidance in Appendix B of 40 CFR 191 for
31 considering inadvertent human intrusion.
32

33 The EPA specifies in Apoendix B that "the likelihood of such inadvertent and intermittent drilling need not be34
35 taken to be greater than 30 boreholes per square kilometer of repository area per 10,000 years for geologic reposito-
36 ries in proximity to sedimentary rock formations, or more than 3 boreholes per square kilometer per 10,000 years for
37 repositories in other geologic formations" ('EPA, 1985, p. 38089). In addition, the implementing agency can assume
38 that the consequences of inadvertent drilling are no more severe than (1) direct release to the land surface of all
39 groundwater in the repository that would promptly flow through the newly created borehole due to natural lithostatic40
41 pressure, and (2) creation of a groundwater flow path with permeability typical of a borehole filled by soil or gravel
42 that would normally settle into an open hole over time (ibid.).
43

44 Reliance on future institutional control is limited in that "performance assessments...shall not consider any con-
45 tributions from active institutional controls for more than 100 years after disposal" (§191 14[a]). An additional46
47 requirement, however, is that "disposal sites shall be designated by the most permanent markers, records, and other
48 passive institutional controls practicable to indicate the dangers of the wastes and their location" (§ 191.14[c]). The
49 possibility of inadvertent human intrusion must be considered, and the use of passive institutional controls to deter
50 intrusion should be "taken into account" in performance assessments. The EPA assumes that passive institutional
51 controls should "...reduce the chance of inadvertent intrusion compared to the likelihood if no markers and records52
53 were in place" (EPA, 1985, p. 38080).
54

55 The EPA indicates in Appendix B of 40 CFR 191 that, as long as passive institutional controls "endure and are
56 understood," they can be assumed to deter "systematic or persistent exploitation" of the disposal site, and further-57
58 more, "can reduce the likelihood of inadvertent, intermittent human intrusion" to a degree to be determined by the
59 implementing agency, although the possibility of inadvertent intrusion cannot be eliminated (EPA, 1985, p. 38088).
60
61 Uncertainties. The EPA recognizes in the preamble to 40 CFR 191 that "standards must be implemented in the

62 design phase for...disposal systems because active surveillance cannot be relied upon" over the long time of interest.
63 The EPA further notes that "standards must accommodate large uncertainties, including uncertainties in our current64
65 knowledge about disposal-system behavior and the inherent uncertainties regarding the distant future" (EPA, 1985,
66
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2. RegulatoryCriteria for Radioactive-WasteRepositories

1 p. 38070). The definition of performanceassessmentin 40 CFR 191requires"consideringthe associateduncertain-
2 ties" (§191.12).3
4
5 "Uncertainties in parameters" are the only source of uncertainty specifically identified in 40 CFR 191 (EPA,
6 1985, p. 38088). Uncertainty in material-property parameters (parameters specifying magnitudes of physical or
7 chemical properties of materials) used in predictive models may result from several sources, including incomplete

a data, intrinsic spatial variability of the property in question, measurement uncertainty, and uncertainty resulting from
9 differences in scale between data acquisition and model application. In many aspects of data collection, the profes-10

11 sional judgment of an analyst with expertise in the area of investigation often enters into the scientific process. For
12 example, selection of methods to collect data, interpretation of data, development of conceptual models, and selection
13 of model parameters all require professional analysis and judgment. The analyst's final data set is based on available

14 data, the intended use of the parameter in the computational model, behavior of analogous systems, and the analyst's15
own expert judgment.16

17
18 Additional parameter uncertainty may arise fromevent-and-process parameters and fromprobability-model
19 parameters. Event-and-process parameters are the time-domain counterparts of material-property parameters and
20 usually include the number of external events of a given kind that act upon the system during a given interval on a21

time grid (e.g., the number of exploratory boreholes that penetrate a waste disposal compartment between 2000 and22
23 3000 years after closure). These parameters also include the intensities of external processes that affect the system

24 during each interval of a time grid (e.g., mean precipitation and temperature as functions of time in a region under
25 changed climatic conditions). Probability-model parameters are parameters for the probability models used to assign

26 likelihoods to the ranges of the values taken by uncertain members of material-property and event-and-process27
28 parameters sets (e.g., means, variances, and correlation coefficients in analytic probability distributions for values of
29 material-property parameters and mean rates of events of a given kind appearing in probability distributions for
30 event-and-process parameters).
31

32 Formal expert judgment may be considered for some parameters or models identified as being important in cases33
where significant uncertainty exists in the available data and conceptual models, and directly applicable experimental

3.5 or field data cannot be practicably obtained (Trauth et al., 1992; 1993). In these instances, formal elicitations could

36 provide probability distributions for model parameters. These distributions could be used to provide guidance until
37 experimental or field data become available, or, in those cases where direct acquisition of data is impossible or unre-

38 alistic, the elicited distributions could form part of the basis for compliance evaluation. Expert panels may also be
39 used to provide independent evaluation.40
41

42 Quality assurance (QA) procedures may be used for reducing uncertainty in various aspects of performance
43 assessments. Procedures for assuring the quality of analysis results could be provided for data, software, analysis,
44 elicitation of judgments from expert panels, and documentation (references).45
46
47 Release Limits. Appendix A of 40 CFR 191 establishes release limits for all regulated radionuclides. Table 1 in
48 that appendix gives the limit for cumulative releases to the accessible environment for 10,000 years after disposal for
49 each radionuclide per unit of waste. Note 6 of Table 1 in 40 CFR 191's Appendix A describes the manner in which
s0 the release limits are to be used to determine compliance with the Containment Requirements. For each radionuclide51
52 released, the ratio of the estimated cumulative release to the release limit for that radionuclide must be determined;
s3 ratios for all radionuclides are then summed for comparison to the requirements of § 191.13(a):
54

56 R= E57
l'---58

59 where
60
61 R = the summed normalized release to the accessible environment
62

nR = the number of radionuclides used in the analysis64
65
66
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2.3 Overviewof EPA40 CFR 191

1 Qi = the cumulative release (in Ci) of radionuclide i to the accessible environment during the lO,O00-yr
2 period following closure of the repository3
4
S and
6

7 Li = the release limit (in Ci) for radionuclide i given in Table I, Appendix A of 40 CFR 19 I.
8

9 Thus, the quantity of a radionuclide that may be released depends on the quantities of all other radionuclides pro-10
11 jected to be released but cannot exceed its own release limit. The summed normalized release cannot exceed 1 for
12 probabilities greater than 0.I, and cannot exceed I0 for probabilities greater than 0.001 but less than 0.I. Potential
13 releases estimated to have probabilities less than 0.001 are not limited (§191.13[a]).
14

15 An important aspect of the release limits is the waste unit factor (fw) for limits (Li). As more waste activity (in Ci)16
17 is placed in the repository, more radionuclides can be legally released, corresponding to the idea that more statistical
18 deaths occur from unmined uranium ore as the volume included in the theoretical calculations increases. Thus, plac-

19 ing more waste into a repository can help a repository meet the release limits provided the waste has physical charac-
20 teristics that reduce the overall release rate, such as better waste packaging or waste form. However, a difficulty
21
22 occurs from the ratioing of permitted releases to the amount of activity in the repository. It is difficult to assess a pri-
23 ori the influence of adding a new or processed waste type to a repository if the added activity is significant and the
24 mix of radionuclides is substantially different from the average waste type; the full release calculation must be
25 redone.
26

27 Compliance Assessment. The results of the performance assessment for §19I. 13(a) are expected to be incorpo-28
29 rated, to the extent practicable, into an overall probability distribution of cumulative release. In Appendix B of 40
30 CFR 191, the EPA assumes that, whenever practicable, results can be assembled into a single complementary cumu-
31 lative distribution function (CCDF) that indicates the probability of exceeding various levels of summed normalized
32 cumulative releases (EPA, 1985, p. 38088) (Figure 2-3).33
34
35 In the Containment Requirements, only two limit points are specified (i.e., the probabilities of exceeding 1 and
36 10 are required to be less than 0.I and 0.001, respectively); however, to improve readability, on most graphs that com-
37 pare a calculated CCDH to the limiting points, limiting lines connect these points (Figure 2-3).
38

39 Descriptions of a procedure for performance assessment based on the construction of a CCDF are available (Pep-40
41 ping et al., 1983a; Hunter et al., 1986; CranweU et al., 1987, 1990; Campbell and Cranwell, 1988; Rechard, 1989;
42 Helton, 1993). The construction of CCDFs follows from the development of scenario probabilities and the calcula-

48 tion of scenario consequences. Further, the effects of different types of uncertainties can be shown by constructing
44 families of CCDFs and then reducing each family to a single CCDF.45
46
47 "Reasonable Expectation" of Compliance. As stated in §191.13(b),
48

49 "Performance assessmentsneed not provide completeassurancethat the requirements of [§191.13(a)] will be
50 met. Because of the long time period involved and the nature of the events and processes of interest, there will
51 inevitably be substantial uncertainties in projecting disposal system performance. Proof of the future perfor-52
53 mance of a disposal system is not to be had in the ordinary sense of the word in _ituations that deal with much
54 shorter time frames."
55

56 For §191.13(a), the EPA assumes that a single CCDF will incorporate all uncertainty (EPA, 1985, p. 38088). The

S7 Containment Requirements (§ 191.13[a]) state that, based upon performance assessments, releases shall have proba-58
S9 bilities not exceeding specified limits. Appendix B of 40 CFR 191 states that "the [EPA] assumes that a disposal sys-
S0 tem can be considered to be in compliance with §191.13 if this single distribution function meets the requirements of
61 §191.13(a)" (EPA, 1985, p. 38088). Additional wording in §191,13(a) is that "...what is required is a reasonable

62 expectation, on the basis of the record before the implementing agency, that compliance with 191.13(a) will be
63 achieved."64
65
66
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29 Figure 2-3. Complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) illustrating compliance with the Contain-
30 ment Requirements.31
32
33

2.3.2 Assurance Requirements34
35

36 The EPA included Assurance Requirements (§191.14) to provide confidence the agency believes is needed for
37 long-term compliance with the Containment Requirements. These requirements apply only to disposal systems not
38 regulated by the NRC, because comparable provisions exist in NRC regulations. The Assurance Requirements are39
40 designed to complement the Containment Requirements because of the uncertainties involved in predicting long-term
41 performance of disposal systems (EPA, 1985, p. 38072). They specify the design philosophy to use for disposal sys-
42 terns.
43

44 Each AssuranceRequirement appliesto someaspectof uncert_nty aboutlong-te:mcontainment:45
46
47 • Limiting reliance on active institutional controls to 100 years precludes relying on future generations to main-
48 rainsurveillance;
49
50

• Carefullyplannedmonitoringwillreducethelikelihoodofunexpectedlypoorsystemperformancegoing51
52 undetected;
53
54 • Using passive institutional controls such as markers and records will reduce the chances of inadvertent or sys-
55 tematic intrusion;
56
57
58 • Including multiple barriers, both engineered and natural, will reduce the risk should one type of barrier not
59 perfOrm as expected;
60

61 * Considering future resource potential and demonstrating that the favorable characteristics of the disposal site
62 compensate for the likelihood of disturbance will add to the confidence that the chosen site is appropriate;63
64
65
66
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1 • Selecting a disposal system that permits possible future recovery of most of the wastes for a reasonable period
2 of time after disposal will allow future generations the option of relocating the wastes should new develop-3

ments warrant such recovery. In promulgating 40 CFR 191, the EPA stated that "the intent of this provision4
5 was not to make recovery of waste easy or cheap, but merely possible...because the [EPA] believes that future
6 generations should have options to correct any mistakes that this generation might unintentionally make"
7 (EPA, 1985, p. 38082). The EPA also stated that "any current concept for a mined geologic repository meets
8 this requirement without any additional procedures or design features" (EPA, 1985, p. 38082, emphasis in I9 I

lo original).
11
12

13 2.3.3 Individual Protection Requirements14
15
16 The Individual Protection Requirements (§191.15) require predicting potential doses to humans resulting from

17 releases to the accessible environment for undisturbed performance during the first 1000 years after decommissioning
!8 of the repository, in the event that performance assessments predict such releases. Challenges to this requirement19

conr-:buted to the remand of Subpart B to the EPA.20
21
22 The Individual Protection Requirements state that "for 1,000 years after disposal, undisturbed performance of the
23 disposal system shall not cause the annual dose equivalent from the disposal system to any member of the public in
24 the accessible environment to exceed 25 millirems to the whole body or 75 millirems to any critical organ"
25
26 (§191.15[a]).
27
28 The methodology developed for assessing compliance with the Containment Requirements can be used to esti-
29 mate doses as specified by the Individual Protection Requirements. One of the products of scenario development for

3o the Containment Requirements is a base-case scenario that describes undisturbed conditions. The undisturbed perfor-31
mance of the repository is its design-basis behavior, including variations in that behavior resulting from ,incertainties32

33 in the I000-year performance of natural and engineered barriers, as defined in § 191.12(p):
34

35 '"Undisturbed performance' means the predictec_ ,,ior of a disposal system, including consideration of the
36 uncertainties in predicted behavior, if the disp _is not disrupted by human intrusion or the occurrence
37 of unlikely natural events."38
39
40 Undisturbed performance can be understood to mean that uncertainties in such repository features as engineered
41 barriers (seals and plugs) must be specifically included in the analysis of the predicted behavior. Human intrusion
42 means any human activity other than those directly related to repository characterization, construction, operation, or
43 monitoring. The effects of intrusion are specifically excluded from the undisturbed-performance analysis.44
45
46 The EPA assumes in Appendix B of 40 CFR 191 that compliance with the Individual Protection Requirements
47 "can be determined based upon best estimate predictions" rather than a probabilistic analysis. Thus, according to the
48 EPA, when uncertainties are considered, only "the mean or median of the appropriate distribution, whichever is

higher," need fall below the limits (EPA, 1985, p. 38088).50
51
52

2.3.4 Groundwater Protection Requirements54
55
56 Special sources of groundwater are protected by the Groundwater Protection Requirements (§191.16) from con-
57 tamination at levels greater than certain limits:
58

59 "Disposal systems...shall be designed to provide a reasonable expectation that, for 1,000 years after disposal,60
61 undisturbed performance of the disposal system shall not cause the radionuclide concentrations averaged over
62 any year in water withdrawn from any portion of a special s_urce of ground water to exceed:
63

64 1. 5 picocuries per liter of radium-226 and radium-228;65
66
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1 2. 15 picocuries per liter of alpha-emitting radionuclides (including radium-226 and radium-228 but excluding
2 radon); or

4 3. The combined cor,centrations of radionuclides that emit either beta or gamma radiation that would produce
5 an annual dose equivalent to the total body or any internal organ greater than 4 millirems per year if an indi-
6 vidual consumed 2 liters per day of drinking water from such a source of ground water."
7

8 "Special sources of groundwater" are defined as9
10
11 "those Class I ground waters identified in accordance with the [EPA's] Ground-Water Protection Strategy pub-
12 lished in August 1984 that: (1) Are within the controlled area encompassing a disposal system or are less than
13 five kilometers beyond the controlled area; (2) are supplying drinking water for thousands of persons as of the
14 date that the [DOE] chooses a location within that area for detailed characterization as a potential site for a dis-
15 posal system (e.g., in accordance with Section ll2(b)(1)(B) of the NWPA); and (3) are irreplaceable in that no16
17 reasonable alternative source of drinking water is available to that population" (§191.121o]).
18

19 Class I groundwaters are defined as certain groundwater resources that are in need of special protective measures and
20 that are either (1) an irreplaceable source of drinking water, or (2) ecologically vital (EPA, 1984).21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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31
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34
35
36
37
38
39
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41
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44
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47
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1 3. PA Methodology Overview2
3
4 M.S. Tiemey
5
6
7
e 3.1 Introduction
9

10 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) guidance and intentions concerning the nature and purpose11
12 of performance assessment (see Chapter 2) suggests that PA is ideally a stochastic simulation (Section 3.2.4) of pos-
13 sible long-term behaviors of a real system with a computer-implemented mathematical model of that system. In this
14 respect, performance assessment is similar to other large-scale simulations (e.g., the Reactor Safety Study [Rasmus-
15 sen, 1975]) that have been used by federal agencies in the past to explore policy options and develop regulations. Per-
16 formanee assessments of systems for the disposal of radioactive and toxic wastes may nevertheless differ from most17
18 simulations with "regulatory models" (Morgan et al., 1990, p. 292) in two significant and related ways: the way
19 results of a performance assessment are to be used; and the nature of the real system that is being simulated.
20

21 In contrast with past simulations with federally sponsored models, PA results are ultimately used to test compli-
22

ance of a real system with an existing environmental standard, not merely to gain insight into the behavior of the sys-23
24 tern with the purpose of discovering a rational basis for new standards. Furthermore, a quantitative treatment of
25 uncertainty in PA calculations is not merely good analytical practice but is mandated by the explicitly probabilistic
26 statement of the Standard in which all results are to be combined in an "overall probability distribution" whenever
27 practicable. As will be seen later, such a quantitative treatment of uncertainty forces the development of two catego-
28 ries of models of the same system: the usual, deterministic phenomenologieal models (called "consequence" models29
30 in PA; Section 3.2.1), and probability models (Section 3.2.3) that can provide quantitative estimates of the degree of
31 uncertainty associated with parameters that specify the possible configurations of the consequence models.
32

33 The problems arising from direct use of PA results in testing compliance and a mandated quantitative treatment
34 of uncertainty are compounded by the nature of the focal system in PA: geologic waste-disposal systems are built up35
36 largely from natural components (as opposed, for example, to the man-made components of a nuclear reactor), the
37 physical and chemical characteristics of which are usually inhomogeneous and distributed in space and time. There
3e is little published work on efficient methods for eondeeting sensitivity and uncertainty analyses of such distributed-
39 parameter systems; objective methods for the assignment of the parametric uncertainty associated with such systems
40

are also lacking. Indeed, in building methodologies for PA, investigators have in the past drawn heavily upon ideas41
42 and analytical techniques developed primarily for the study of "lumped parameter" systems and have largely ignored

the special needs of PA that arise from the problems mentioned above.
44

45 With the hope that a firm understanding of the structure of a PA will help in meeting PA's special needs, this
overview offers a description of current PA methodologies in terms and concepts taken from the broader context in47
which they are imbedded, i.e., the general theory of stochastic simulation, as it is applied to the study of natural sys-

49 tents that may change or "fail" over long periods of time. To minimize misunderstanding among investigators with
50 diverse backgrounds, terminology developed for PA will be maintained throughout the overview, but PA terms will
51 be matched with their mathematical counterparts whenever possible. Discussion of each topic proceeds from gener-

52 alities to specifics, and from theory to practical applications. The structure of a PA is summarized in Section 3.2,53
54 where emphasis is upon the correspondence of PA concepts such as consequence models, probability models, and
55 performance measures, with concepts from the general theory of stochastic simulation. Section 3.3 is a technical
56 treatment of certain topics of special interest to PA practitioners; in particular, the confusing topic of "scenarios" is
57 treated. Applications and examples are taken from the initial performance assessment described in this report and
5e from an assessment of the performance of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a research and development facili,y59
60 located in southeastern New Mexico for the purpose of demonstrating safe disposal of defense-generated transuranic
61 wastes (WIPPPADivision, 1991a, 1991b;WIPPPADepartment, 1992b).
62
63
64
65
66
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1 3.2 Structure of a Performance Assessment
2
3

4 Simulation can be defined as the study of a system or phenomenon using a model of that system or phenomenon.
5 Indeed, the ideas of simulation and modeling are intimately linked since a "model" can be defined as a tentative

6 ideational structure that is used as a testing device. Models used in simulations can take different forms: pictorial,7
8 mechanical, verbal, and mathematical. Since the advent of high-speed digital computers in the 1950s, the use of
9 computer-implemented mathematical models for simulations of natural and engineered phenomena has become

10 routine. In contrast with the other forms of models, a mathematical model is relatively inexpensive and has the
11 advantages of unequivocal and testable structure and numerical output. Nevertheless, good modeling practice dictates
12 that pictorial and verbal models be constructed prior to construction of the mathematical model; PA analysts have
13 called these prior pictorial/verbal models "conceptual models."14
15

16 The operations of a computer-implemented mathematical model can be viewed as the evaluation of a function,

17 i.e., a correspondence between sets of numbers that has the form y = f(x), where: x = (xl,x2,x 3.....xN) is a point in a
18 subset of N-dimensional Euclidean space called the domain, D N [or parameter space in PA terminology, (Section19
20 3.2.2)]; y = (Yl,Y2,Y3.....YM)is a point in a subset of M-dimensional Euclidean space called the range, RM, (or the
21 "consequences" in PAterminology); _,d the notation f(o) stands for the operations of the mathematical model [called
22 a consequence model in PA terminology, [3.2.1]) that transforms parameters x into consequences y. Since the opera-
23 tions implicit in a function f(.) are nowadays almost always carried out by coded programs for a digital computer, no
24 distinction will hereinafter be made between "function" and "computer code."25
26
27

2s 3.2.1 Consequence Models29
30
31 In this overview, it is assumed that all functions representing consequence models are deterministic; roughly
32 speaking, this means that for each vector of input parameters, x, there is a unique vector of consequences, y. Note
33 that not all mathematical models of the types commonly used in PA (i.e., models formulated in terms of difference,

34 ordinary, or partial differential equations) can be expected to be deterministic. Because of extreme sensitivity of solu-35
tions to initial values or certain problem parameters, some nonlinear models used in PA work could yield different36

37 values of y for consecutive calculations that started with single value of x. Glimm (1991) calls this apparently sto-
38 chastic behavior "spontaneous chaos" and distinguishes it from the ease of "external" or "forced chaos" that arises

39 when some or all of the input parameters Xl,X2,X3,...,xN are treated intentionally as random variables.40
41
42 There has been little or no investigation of the effects of spontaneously chaotic models on the probabilistic per-
43 formanee measures of interest in PA. In contrast, PA studies almost exclusively employ forced chaos in the following
44 way: the user of a deterministic model forces it to exhibit stochastic behavior among the results of consecutive runs of

45 the model by randomly sampling the parameters for each run from predetermined probability distributions, i.e., by
46 randomly choosing different "realizations" of the parameter sets for each consecutive run. The collection of out-47
48 comes of the consecutive runs can then be treated as a random sample (in the statistical sense) of some quantitative
49 measures of system behavior. This procedure is called Monte Carlo simulation (see Hammersley and Handscomb,
50 1964; Rubenstein, 1981; Ross, 1985), which is a variant of stochastic simulation (3.2.4; see also Ripley, 1987). The
51 construction of probability distributions suitable for sampling uncertain model parameters in a stochastic simulation52

can be called probability modeling (Section 3.2.3).53
54
55 The reasons for introducing forced stochasticity in a PA consequence model are to facilitate the study of the sen-
56 sitivity of model consequences to changes in the model's parameters (sensitivity analysis; see Helton et al., 1991) and
57 to map parametric uncertainty onto uncertainty in the model's results (uncertainty analyses). In particular, uncertainty
58 analyses can be used to form estimates of probabilistic performance measures (Section 3.2.4) such as the one that is59

to be compared with EPA's probabilistic standard.60
61
62
63
64
65
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1 A mathematical model of a system can be called "complete" or "total" if the model captures all effects or phe-
2 nomena of concern to the users of the model. Total-system models are usually formed by linking submodels that cap-3

ture specific effects or phenomena in a network under the control of a master ("driver") routine. The deterministic4
5 function that represents the consequences of a total-system model,

6
7 c = f(x), (3-1) =
8
9

can be built up by consecutive application of several functions that individually represent the outputs of models of10
11 selected system components (here called "submodels"). For I >_3 components, a calculation of a consequence c _ RM
12 might proceed as follows:
13

14 Yl =fl(Xl) , Y2 = f2(Yl,X2) , Y3= f3(Y2,X3)....15
16
17 c = YI= fI(YI-1, xI). (3-2)
18

19 In this expression, xi (i = 1,2,3, ....I) stands for the vector of free parameters that appear in the ith submodel and Yi(i =
20 1,2,3 .....I) stands for the vector of dependent variables produced by the ith submodel. The symbol fi, (i = 1,2,3 .....I)
21 stands for the function (or computer code) representing the transformations performed by the ith submodel on its22
23 input variables and free parameters to produce an output, Yi.
24

25 Excepting YI, which is identified with the output or consequences c, of the total-system model, the dependent
26 variables Yi should here be regarded simply as a set of intermediate variables that are generated by the ith submodel
27 and passed as input to the (i+l)st submodel. Though some of these intermediate dependent variables may be of inter-28
29 est to users of the model (in PA analyses, all are usually recorded during the course of a calculation), they play no
30 direct role in determining the dimension and structure of the total-system model's parameter space DN or conse-

31 quence space RM. The crucial role played by the submodels' free-parameter vectors, {xi}, in determining the dimen-
32 sion and structure of DN is discussed in the next section (Section 3.2.2).33
34
35 In PA work, the function fi, representing the transformations performed by the ith submodel on its input variables
36 and free parameters, is usually a numerical solution of one or a combination of the following kinds of equations:
37

38 a. Partial differential equations - which model dynamics and statics of continuous media and are reduced to a set
39 of algebraic equations or ordinary differential equations in order to effect a numerical solution by finite-differ-40
41 ence or finite-element methods.
42

43 b. Ordinary differential equations - which may result from the reduction of a system of partial differential equa-
44 dons or may directly model the dynamics of a system with discrete components: e.g., a model of a pressur-
45 ized brine reservoir, or the dissolution of a finite volume of waste material.46
47
48 c. Algebraic equations of the form
49

50 F(Xl,X2,X3 .....Xn; y) --051
52
53 which may arise indirectly from equilibrium solutions of ordinary differential equations (i.e., solutions in
54 which time _ **), or may directly express some physical relationship between parameters (x 1,x2,x3,...,xn) and
55 dependent variables y.
56

57 Numerical solutions of these types of equations on digital computers require diseretization of independent variables58
59 specifying spatial coordinates and time. Accordingly, quantifies intended to represent spatially continuous model
60 parameters or spatially and temporally continuous solutions are necessarily specified at a finite number of points on a
61 discrete space-time grid. This fact makes reasonable an assumption implicitly made in the foregoing paragraphs: that

62 all parameters of the ith submodel can be represented as a finite-dimensional vector xi, and that all outputs from the
63 ith submodel can be represented as a finite-dimension-.al vector Yi.64
65
66
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3. PAMethodologyOverview

1 The composite nature of total-system consequence models distilled by Expression 3-2 is here illustrated with an
2 example taken from a WIPP preliminary performance assessment (WIPP PA Department, 1992b). Figure 3-1 shows3
4 eight submodels, named in bold capitals by the names of their implementing computer codes (Table 3-1), that WIPP
5 project investigators have constructed and used to estimate the consequences of inadvertent drilling into the W1PP
6 repository for radioactive wastes (labelled by "Panel" in Figure 3-1). Other important features in Figure 3-1 are the
7 accessible-environment boundary (marked by the line supporting the drilling rig and withdrawal well plus the vertical
8 dotted line on the right) and the brine reservoir at the bottom. Here, consequences are measured in two ways: (a) by

9 the cumulative amount of radioactivity crossing the accessible-environment boundaries in a 10,000-yr period follow-10
11 ing closure of the repository; and (b) by the radiation dose incurred by humans who use water from the withdrawal
12 well and stock pond.
13

14 Several distinct sequences of submodels (or code linkages) are shown in Figure 3-1; the sequence used in this15
16 example is one that calculates the groundwater-pathway contribution to type (a) consequences during realization of
17 the following summary scenario (Section 3.3.1):
18

19 ...one or more boreholes penetrate through a waste-filled room or drift and continue into or through a brine reser-
2o voir in the underlying Castile Formation ... radionuclides may reach the subsurface boundary of the accessible21

environment following long-term groundwater transport up the borehole and laterally down a potentiometric gra-22
23 dient in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation (WIPP PA Department, 1992b).
24

25 The code linkage for this scenario takes the following form:
26
27
28 (SANCHO _ BRAGFLO) _ PANEL =:>(GRASP-INV _ SECO2D =c, SECO/TP)
29
30 _ [summation of type (a) consequences],
31
32
33
34
35 CCDFPERM (IntrusionProbability/CCDFConstruction)
36 CUTTINGS (ReleaseofCuttingsto WithdrawalWell
37 _, AccessibleEnvironment) Releaseto
38 _lL StockPond_'_
39 ,, , _ _ _ GENII-S IDosel_'_
40 _=-=I i _ ; 1
41 _=_ [ : GRASP-INV ITransmissiviVFields) I
42 _._ Culebra _ T F, " -'J43 • '{ Dolomite _ECO_TP (Flow/Transport).-_ -J

,4 _ _ [ ----
45 ¢
46

47 / B138
48 _. ............................. _ .................................................................,........................
50 o
51 _ / ........
s2 _ !
s3 |
64 _
55 ,,E /
56 ®
sT _
s8 _ /
59 " NottoScale
60
61 TRI-6342.34Ol.O
62

63 Figure 3-1. Submodels used in 1992 WIPP performance assessment.64
85 (adapted from Fig. 3.6, WIPP PA Department, 1992b)
66
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3.2 Structureof a PerformanceAssessment

1 Table 3-1. Selected Computer Models Used in 1992 WIPP Performance Assessment*2
3
4
5 Model Description
6
7
8

9 CUTTINGS Calculates the quantity of radioactive material (in curies)brought to the surface as cut-10
11 tings and cavings generated by an exploratory drilling operation that penetrates a WIPP

waste12 panel.
13

14 BRAGFLO Simulates multiphase flow of gas and brine through a porous, heterogeneous reservoir (a
15 collapsed WIPP waste panel); includes gas generation by corrosion of metals and micro-16
17 bial action; requires that porosity of panel as a function of time be given by SANCHO.
18
19 GRASP-INV Generates realizations of transmissivity fields in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the
20 Rustler Formation for use in SECO2D.
21
22
23 PANEL Using brine discharge from BRAGFLO, calculates discharge and integrated discharge of
24 radionuclide mass from a collapsed and punctured WIPP waste panel through an
25 intrusion borehole; accounts for nuclide decay chains.
26

27 SECO2D Simulates Darcy velocity as a two-dimensional field in the Culebra Dolomite Member of28
29 the Rustler Formation; requires transmissivity fields simulated by GRASP-INV.
30
31 SECOTP Simulates transport of dissolved radionuclides in the groundwater of the Culebra Dolo-
32 mite Member of the Rustler Formation which is treated as a fractured, porous, chemi-

33 cally-reacting medium; requires Darcy velocity field simulated by SECO2D.34
35
36 SANCHO Simulates dynamics of closure of a WIPP waste panel as the quasistatic, large deforma-
37 tion, inelastic response of a two-dimensional, porous solid; accounts for gas pressure in
38 pore space. Used in 1992 to determine average porosity of panel as a function of time and
39 the amount of gas generated by corrosion and microbial action.40
41
42

43 * FromWIPPPADepartment,1992b.
44
45
46
47
48 where an arrow (_) denotes passage of dependent, auxiliary variables between submodels, and groupings of depen-
49 dent submodels are enclosed in parentheses; e.g., SANCHO furnishes variables to BRAGFLO, and the combination
50 SANCHO + BRAGFLO passes variables to PANEL. The function representing the total-system consequences (for
51 the particular scenario described above) may therefore be developed from three functions, each of which represents a52
53 grouping of dependent submodels:
54

55 ylffl(Xl), y2ff2(Yl,X2), y3=f3(Y2,X3),
56
57
58 Y3 ==>[summation of type (a) consequences].
59
60 The vectors x], x 2, x3 represent arrays of the free parameters appearing respectively in the groups (SANCHO +
61 BRAGFLO), PANEL, and (GRASP-INV + SECO2D + SECO/TP).
62
63
64
65
66
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3. PA MethodologyOverview

1 Another exampleof the compositenatureof total-systemmodelscanbe taken from the generalconceptualmodel
2 for the graniterepositoryanalyzedin this report (seeSection7.6.1 andFigure %6). Calculationof consequencesof
3 the scenariofor a breachedgraniterepositoryrequiresfive submodels:4
5
6 STAFF2D - Complexmodel of flow and solutetransport,
7 CLAMVD - Simplified model of transport in repository,

8 QEDTP- Simplified model of fracture flow and solute transport,9
10 BRAGFLO_T - Complex model of 2-phase flow,
11 GRFLOW- Simplified model of 2-phase flow.
12

13 The code linkages for calculating consequences of a breached granite repository take the following forms: For com-
14 plex consequence modeling,15
16
17 (BRAGFLO_T _ STAFF2D) _ STAFF2D _ [summation of type (a) consequences];
18

19 and for simplified consequence modeling,
20
21
22 (GRFLOW _ CLAMVD) _ QEDTP _ [summation of type (a) consequences].
23
24

2s 3.2.2 Parameter Space26
27
28 In Section 3.2.1 it was stated without proof that the operations of a mathematical model of a system can be

29 regarded as the evaluation of a function of the form c = f(x), where x is a vector whose elements are the free parame-
30 ters of the model and c is a vector whose elements are "consequences", i.e., quantities of interest to users of the

31 model. The ideas of consequences and consequence models were treated briefly in Section 3.2.1" the focus in the32
3,3 present section is upon the meaning and structure of the space of free parameters appearing in a model of the com-
34 plete (or total) system.
35

36 The free _arameters of a total-system model are all of the numbers that must be supplied by the user of a model
37 in order to make it run (of course, some of these numbers may be "built into" the implementing computer codes; they38
39 are nevertheless free in the sense that they are not calculated numbers and may be easily changed). These numbers
40 may also be called the problem input or the problem's independent variables. In Section 3.2.1, the free parameters for

41 a system comprised of I submodels were arranged as elements of I vectors, x 1, x2, x3, ....xI, of possibly different
42 dimensions. A typical vector from this collection, say the ith one, can be written as the array43
44

45 xi = [Xil,Xi2,xi3 .....Xim(i)],
46

47 showing the individual free parameters appearing in a submodel with re(i) independent parameters. Each element in
48 such an array of numbers stands for a single parameter that has a definite meaning in the context of at least one of the
49 submodels: for example, a certain element might stand for the value of a certain material property in a specific cell of50
51 the model's spatial grid; another element might represent a dimension of some physical feature being modeled.
52

53 Note that the same parameter may be required by more than one submodel and may therefore be a common ele-

54 merit of several of the vectors specifying the submodel parameters. These common elements are counted only once in55
56 forming the elements of the vector of free parameters of the total-system model: assuming that there are N distinct
57 parameters, the vector of free parameters of the total system will hereinafter be displayed as
58

59 x = (Xl,X2,X3 ....,XN) (3-3)60
61
62 Although the order in which the elements xn, n -- 1,2,3 .....N, appear in array (3-3) is unimportant for purposes of the-
63 oretieal description, order is obviously important when numerical values are assigned to elements and so a fixed order
64 for the N elements in vectors like Expression 3-3 is assumed ,or the remainder of this overview. Given an ordering of
es elements and the fact that the XnSare real numbers or integers, it is seen that x represents a point in N-dimensional66
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3.2 Structureof a PermrmanceAssessment

1 Euclidean space. Since the XnSare intended to represent real quantities that have meaning in science or engineering,
2 there will be restrictions on the ranges of numbers that may be assigned to them; by allowing each element to sweep3

over its natural range, the vector x will sweep over a subset of N-dimensional Euclidean space that is here called4
5 parameter space and denoted by D N. A vector x _ DN is called a parameter set.
6

7 If the reader is to fully appreciate the simplicity and power of stochastic simulation, he/she should first appreciate
8 the broad range of possibilities for the types of quantities that can make up the elements of a parameter set. Roughly
9 following Morgan et al. (1990, p. 50), the types of quantities that can appear as elements of a parameter set fall in at10

11 least six categories:
12

13 1. Model conszants, e.g., precisely known constants such as Planck's constant = 6.6256 x 10-27 erg s, or _ =
14 3.14159.
15
16
17 2. Model-domain parameters, e.g., coordinates of nodes on spatial and temporal grids; locations and dimensions
18 of engineered features of the system.
19

20 3. Model control parameters, e.g., any parameter assigned by the user to control timing and accuracy of compu-
21 tations: number of dynamic time steps, numbers giving convergence criteria, cutoff values for certain depen- I22
23 dent variables.
24

25 4. Material-property parameters. Parameters specifying magnitudes of physical or chemical properties of mate-
26 dais that occupy cells of a spatial grid or parts of system features; this category may also include initial and
27 boundary conditions on submodel dependent variables.28
29
ao 5. Event-and-process parameters. This category is the time-domain counterpart of material-property parame-
31 ters; it includes the number of external events of a given kind that act upon the system during a given interval

32 on the time grid (e.g., the number of exploratory boreholes that penetrate a waste disposal compartment
33 between 2000 and 3000 yr after closure) and the intensities of external processes that affect the system during34
35 each interval of die time grid (e.g., mean precipitation and temperature as functions of time in a region under
36 changed climatic conditions).
37

38 6. Indices for alternative models. In many cases, there are several acceptable submodels of a phenomenon of
39 interest to PA that nevertheless may differ in their influence on the results of a calculation with the total-sys-40
41 tern model. To test the influence of each alternative model, the alternatives are numbered, runs are made of
42 the total-system model incorporating each alternative, and results are compared. Though seemingly arbitrary,
43 the indices of the alternative models can be sensitive elements of the parameter set.
44

45 A seventh category can be added to the list above when, for purposes of uncertainty analyses, probability models46
47 (Section 3.2.3) are used to assign likelihoods to ranges of the values taken by uncertain members of the parameter set
48 that belong to categories 4, 5, and 6.
49

So 7. Probability-model parameters, e.g., means, variances and correlation coefficients in analytic probability dis-
51 tributions for values of material-property parameters; mean rates of occurrence of events of a given kind52
53 (appearing in probability distributions for event-and-process parameters); weights assigned to the indices of
54 alternative forms of a submodel.
55

56 Note on uncertain parameters:57
58
59 An uncertain (or imprecisely known) parameter is one that cannot be assigned a single, precise value because:
60 (a) measurements of quantities from which the parameter can be calculated are dispersed and too few in number to

61 form a sufficiently precise estimate of the parameter using classical methods of statistics; or (b) the parameter charac-
62 terizes some aspect of a hypothetical event, process, or natural feature (e.g., the number of boreholes that penetrate an
63 underground waste repository in the 10,000-yr period following closure). Parameters in categories 1 through 3 are64
65 seldom treated as uncertain quantities; model-domain parameters are almost always chosen by the user to reflect
66
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3. PAMethodologyOverview

1 specifications of engineered components; model control parameters may be varied at will by the user, usually within
2 well-documented limits set by the model's creators.8
4
s On the other hand, some degree of uncertainty is always associated with material-property parameters, particu-
s larly those derived from properties of inhomogeneous, hard-to-characterize natural (as opposed to engineered) mate-
7 rials. Spatial inhomogeneity of geologic materials and structures, the impracticality of making a statistically
8 significant number of measurements of most geologic quantities, and difficulties in scaling up measured properties to
9 reference volumes appropriate for a mathematical model all dictate that subjective (Bayesian) methods be adopted for10

11 the quantitative treatment of uncertainty in category-4 parameters. The need for a Bayesian approach in quantifying
12 the uncertainty of parameters in categories 5 and 6 is even stronger: apart from placing known, common-sense

13 bounds on their ranges, these event-and-process parameters are not amenable to estimation by classical statistical
14 techniques and should be regarded as truly stochastic quantities.15
16
17 The usual Bayesian approach to modeling uncertainty in event-and-process parameters is to construct a probabil-
18 ity model (Section 3.2.3) that the analyst believes will adequately represent that uncertainty, given knowledge of a
19 few category-7 parameters. In simple terms, probability models for event-and-process parameters are invariably con-
20 ditional probability distributions (see Feller, 1966). Treatment of uncertainty in the category-7 or probability-model
21 parameters then requires adoption of a second level of probability models, and so on; but in practice this hierarchy of22
23 probability models is usually closed at the first level by assuming the probability-model parameters to be constants.
24

25 In more refined Bayesian methodologies (Martz and Waller, 1982), uncertainty in a parameter is quantified by
26 first postulating a probability model (usually expressed as an analytic formula) that provides a quantitative measure

27 of uncertainty, called the prior distribution, in the parameter's values in terms of a few auxiliary constants--here28
29 called category 7, or probability-model parameters; these auxiliary parameters are then fit initially with available
30 empirical data or, in most cases, chosen by subjective judgment. In principle, further empirical or subjective informa-
31 tion can be used to "update" the probability model and/or its constants by application of Bayes' Rule to form poste-
32 rior distributions, which presumably reflect a better estimate of the range of uncertainty. It is an unfortunate feature
33 of PA work that the high cost of obtaining "further empirical or subjective information" often precludes use of the34
35 more-refined Bayesian methods.
36

37 The difference between uncertain and fixed parameters in the parameter set of a total-system model can be

38 emphasized by partitioning the parameter space, DN, into the space of uncertain parameters, DHu, and the space of
39 fixed parameters, DNf, i.e.,40
41

42 D N -- DNu k.) DNf,
43

44 and splitting the parameter set accordingly: x = (Xu,Xf).The space of uncertain parameters, DNu, is of primary interest
4S in sensitivity analyses and stochastic simulation of system performance (Section 3.2.4); the space of fixed parameters,46
47 DNf, is of primary interest in sensitivity analyses and in the validation and verification of computational models of
48 system components. Validation of a computational model means finding that the model predicts well-understood phe-
49 nomena with accuracies deemed sufficient by the user (but note that it may not be practicable to validate PA conse-

sO quence models intended to predict poorly understood or hypothetical phenomena). Verification of a computational
51 model usually means finding that the model reliably performs its operations or transformations in precisely the ways52
53 intended by its creators. Both validation and verification may involve the users' "fine tuning" of the model's fixed
54 parameters.
55

56 For purposes of this overview, there is no loss in generality if the space of fixed parameters is ignored and the
57 total parameter space is restricted to the space of uncertain parameters. Thus, the notation x s DN will hereinafter58
59 mean that elements of xu are chosen from the space DNu, and that elements of xf remain fixed at the values assigned
60 by the user.
61

62 Referring ahead to Section 9.1, the reader will see that 650 to 700 distinct parameters are input to the conse-
S3 quence and probability models used to analyze the salt and granite repositories of this report, but only 23 of these64
ss parameters are treated as uncertain quantifies. If consequ_'nce models are complex and computations with them are
66
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3.2 Structureof a PerformanceAssessment

1 expensive of time, it becomes impracticable to investigate the sensitivity of uncertain-parameter sets having dimen-
2 sions much in excess of 50.
3
4
5 The idea of uncertain parameters is further illustrated by an example from the 1991 WIPP PA (WIPP PA Divi-
6 sion, 1991a). Consequence models used for the 1991 series of calculations employed more than 120 distinct parame-
7 ters in the five categories mentioned above (including several spatially varying quantities such as formation

8 transmissivity). A total of 45 of these parameters were deemed sufficiently uncertain to warrant the assignment of
9 probability models; of these, 40 were material-property parameters (Table 3-2), and 4 could be classified as event-10

11 and-process parameters (Table 3-3). Not mentioned in these tables are five event-and-process parameters specifying
12 the number of accidental penetrations of waste-disposal areas by exploratory drilling during each of five 2000-yr time
13 intervals spanning the 10,000-yr period following closure of the site. The probability that any one of these five param-
14 eters could take values 0, 1, 2..... was calculated with a probability model based on the assumption that accidental
15 drilling follows a homogeneous Poisson process (WIPP PA Division, 1991a, p. 2-7). The single probability-model16
17 parameter specifying the Poisson process, the rate constant, is mentioned in Table 3-3.
18
19
20
21 3.2.3 Probability Models
22

23 The class of uncertain model par_unet_,rs introduced in Section 3.7,.z was distinguished by the model users'
24 inability to assign to any one of its members a single, precise value for reasons of imperfect (or total lack of) informa-
25 tion concerning the parameter's location within its natural range of values. The very nature of this kind of uncertainty,26
27 called parametric uncertainty, suggests that uncertain parameters be regarded as random variables (see Feller, 1966)
28 and that parametric uncertainty be quantified by forming probability distributions for the random variables associated
29 with each uncertain parameter. But even when there are extensive empirical data concerning ranges of values taken
30 by a parameter and the methods of classical statistics can be employed in estimating its distribution, construction of a
31 probability distribution for that parameter will always involve some subjective assumptions. Thus, constructing a32
33

34 Table 3-2. Uncertain Material-Property Parameters of Consequence Models Used in 1991 WIPP PA Exer-
35 cises (adopted from Tables 6.0-1 and 6.0-2 of WIPP PA Division, 1991b).36
37
38
39
40 Material Properties
41
42

43 Halite within Salado Formation Undisturbed permeability and pore pressure.
44
45
46 Anhydrite layers within Undisturbed permeability, porosity, pore pressure; threshold
47 Salado Formation displacement pressure.
48

49 Castile Formation Brine Initial pressure; bulk reservoir storativity.50
51
52 Culebra Dolomite Member Longitudinal dispersivity; matrix and fracture porosity; fracture
53 of Rustler Formation spacing; matrix and fracture partition coefficients for elements Am, Np,
54 Pu, Th and U; transmissivity field (60 equally likely realizations).
55

56 Unmodified waste form Gas generation rates for corrosion and microbial action under inun-57
58 dated and humid conditions; stoichiometric coefficients for corrosive
s9 and microbial action; solubilities for nuclide charge states Am3+,
60 Np4+, Np5+, Pu4+, Pu5+, Th4+, U4+, U6+; Eh-pH conditions; vol-
61 ume fractions of metals/glass and combustibles; initial waste satura-
62 tion.63
64
65
66
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3. PA MethodologyOverview

1
Table 3-3. Event-and-Process and Probability-Model Parameters of Consequence Models Used in 19912

3 WIPP PA Exercises (adopted from Table 6.0-3 of WIPP PA Division, 1991b).
4
5

7 Event-and-Process Parameters:
8
9

10 1. Intrusion borehole diameter
11

12 2. Intrusion borehole permeability
13
14
15 3. Recharge amplitude factor under climate change
16
17 4. Area of pressurized brine reservoir underlying WIPP site
18
19
20
21 Probability-Model Parameter:
22
23 5. Rate constant in Poisso, Drilling Model
24
25
2e
27
28 probability distribution is really an exercise in mathematical mcxieling and the product of that exercise may be validly
29 called a probability model.
30

31 In the present and following sections, the random variable associated with an uncertain parameter, say x, will be
32 denoted by its counterpart expressed in capital letters, say X. A probability distribution for a scalar random variable X33
34 can be defined as a nonnegative, nondecreasing function F(x) defined on the range of the parameter x with the follow-
35 ing properties:
36

37 F(x) -- probability that X is less than or equal to x;38
39
40 F(x) tends to zero as x tends towards its lower limit;
41

42 F(x) tends to one (1) as x tends towards its upper limit.
43

44 Such a function, called a cumulative distribution function (or CDF), measures the probability that the random earl-45
46 able X will lie in an interval [a,b], b > a, of its range:
47

48 probability that {a < X < b } = F(b) - F(a) > 0.
49

50 The CDF for an N-dimensional vector of uncertain parameters, say X, can be expressed in a similar fashion:51
52
53 F(x) = probability that {X < x} ; (3-4)
54

55 where {X < x } means that
56
57
58 X1 < Xl, X2 < x2, X3 _ x3 ..... XN _ XN.
59

e0 Expression 3-4 is called ajoint cumulative distribution function for the set of random variables (i.e., uncertain param-

Sl eters) X. If [a,b] denotes an N-dimensional interval in parameter space, D N, such that62
63
64 al < bl, a2 < 1>2,a3 < b3..... aN -<bN,
e,5
66
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! then
2

3 probability that {X s [a,b]} = F(b) - F(a).4
5
6 As will be seen later, subsets of DN like the N-dimensional interval [a,b] can be construed as quantitative representa-
7 tions of scenarios (Section 3.3.2).
8

9 The function F(x) displayed in Expression 3-4 is intended to be a general expression of a probability model for10
11 uncertain parameters appearing in a total-system consequence model (Expression 3-1); the function need not be con-
12 tinuous in all elements of the parameter set, and its arguments, the uncertain parameters, could be partially correlated
13 with one another. Correlations among a model's uncertain parameters may arise from the fact that there are natural

14 correlations between measured quantities that determine their form (e.g., the local values of porosity and permeability
15 of a real rock formation could be empirically correlated); or correlations of uncertain parameters may be implicit in16
17 the idealizations made in constructing the mathematical models in which they are used (e.g., local values of fracture
18 porosity are automatically correlated with fracture permeability in some models of fluid flow through fractured rock).
19

2o Detecting natural correlations between measured quantities is usually difficult, particularly for measured quanti-
21 ties in the earth sciences, and it is often computationally inconvenient to incorporate known model-derived correla-22
23 tions among uncertain parameters of numerical models of the total system. Consequently, after eliminating those
24 parameters that are known to be functionally dependent upon other problem variables, a model maker might simply
2s assume that the remaining uncertain parameters of a total-system model are statistically independent (see, for
26 instance, WIPP PA Division, 1991b, 1-12). This assumption permits the probability model for the total system to be

27 expressed, in an approximate but computationally convenient form, as the product of the marginal distributions of the28
29 joint CDF (expression 3-4):
30

31 F(X) = F1(x 1)'F2(x2)'F3(x3)" "" FN(XN), (3-5)
32

33 where N is now the number of uncertain parameters and the Fn(o), n = 1,2,3.....N, are respectively the CDFs of the34
35 individual parameters, xn, n = 1,2,3 .....N. The form expressed in Equation 3-5 is computationally convenient when
36 certain efficient sampling methods (e.g., the Latin Hypercube Sampling method) are used to implement a stochastic
37 simulation. Techniques for constructing CDFs of individual members of the parameter set are next briefly discussed.
38

39 Techniques for constructing CDFs for uncertain model parameters fall roughly into three classes: (1) direct use40
41 of data to construct an empirical CDF; (2) finding the analytic distribution that best fits available data (e.g., through
42 use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test or the chi-squared test), and (3) Bayesian techniques that combine available data

43 and expert judgment to form prior and posterior CDFs (Martz and Waller, 1982). Class 3 includes purely subjective
44 procedures in which no posterior CDF is formed and assignment of a prior CDF relies entirely upon expert judge-45

ment. The amount of subjective judgment required by these techniques increases from class 1 to 3; the "best" tech-46
47 nique to be used in a particular situation depends strongly upon the kinds and amounts of empirical data and
48 subjective information that are available concerning the parameter.
49

S0 Construction of empirical CDFs using available empirical data is appropriate if the parameter is intrinsically dis-51
crete (e.g., Figure 3-2) or when there are many data points for an intrinsically continuous quantity and that quantity52

s3 can be related to the parameter by a deterministic, continuous function. The advantage of this technique lies in the
s4 fact that the empirical CDF is an unbiased estimator of the population's true CDF (Biota, 1989, p. 121); its disadvan-
s5 rages are that the empirical CDF may not capture probabilities of extreme values at the tails of the distribution, andn

s¢ for continuous parameters and few data points--the empirical CDF may be too coarse to permit a representative, uni-
57 form set of sample values of the parameter to be drawn (as is necessary in implementing certain sampling methods in58
sa a stochastic simulation; see Section 3.2.4). The latter disadvantage may in part be offset by joining the vertices of the
6o piecewise constant empirical CDF with straight lines (e.g., Figure 3-3), a procedure that is computationally simple
61 and is justified by the Maximum Entropy Principle (Tierney, 1990).
62

63 The two standard techniques for testing whether a data set is consistent with a proposed analytic distribution (i.e.,64
65 normal, lognormal, beta distributions, etc.) are the chi-squared test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The
66
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3.2 Structure of a PerformanceAssessment

1 chi-squared test is best suited for intrinsically discrete quantities, whereas the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is most
2 appropriate for intrinsically continuous random variables (Morgan et al., 1990, p. 100). The use of either technique is
3 seldom mentioned in published performance assessments, perhaps because of the sparse data sets so characteristic of4
5 measured quantities in the earth sciences or because these tests require lengthy calculations with the data before a dis-
6 tribution is chosen. In connection with PA for the WIPP Project, Pfeifle et al. (1992) have used the Kolmogorov-
7 Smirnov test to find analytic distributions that are consistent with their measurements of certain constants (e.g., Fig-
8 ure 3-4) appearing in a mathematical model of salt creep used in the SANCHO code (see Table 3-1).9

10
11 PA analysts in both WIPP and INEL programs have been compelled to adopt techniques from class 3 (Bayesian
12 techniques; also see Section 3.2.2) to construct distributions for most of the uncertain parameters appearing in their
13 consequence models (WIPP PA Division, 1991b). Because of the expense and time required to make and interpret
14 measurements of earth-science quantifies or poorly characterized waste-form quantifies, the process of constructing
15 CDFs for consequence model parameters has largely bypassed the classical techniques of Bayesian estimation (Martz16
17 and Waller, 1982) and h,:s instead relied heavily on subjective judgments of scientific specialists. The elicitation of
18 the judgment of specialists can be either an informal process involving only a few responsible investigators (Figure 3-

19 5), or a formal process involving many experts and rigid controls (Bonano et al., 1990). Examples of distributions
20 obtained by informal and formal elicitations are shown respectively in Figures 3-6 and 3-7.
21
22
23

24 3.2.4 Stochastic Simulation
25
26
27 Stochastic simulation is a class of computational methods that have been used to explore quantitative uncertainty
28 in a model system's output variables, given measures of uncertainty in the model's input variables; in simple terms,
29 stochastic simulation is a tool for the propagation of parametric uncertainty through complex mathematical models.
30 The distinguishing characteristic of stochastic simulation is the opportunistic exploitation of the mathematical equiv-
31 alence of taking the mean value of a set of numbers independently sampled from some distribution and calculating32
33 the expected value of a function of a random variable (RV) by direct integration with respect to the RV's underly-
34 ingprobability density function. Those computational methods that emphasize drawing independent samples of the
35 RV are called Monte Carlo methods (Hammersley and Handscomb, 1964; Ripley, 1987); the methods emphasizing
36 direct integration have no special name but are centered around techniques of analytical or numerical evaluation of37

integrals. Most successful applications of stochastic simulation involve a mixture of the two points of view.88
39
40
41

42 1.0
A_= 10MPa _J43
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45 0.8 ..... F
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47 ° ° " " [
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57
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61

62 Figure 3-4. Typical comparison between predicted and experimental CDF for the parameter, es, at T = 300K and
63 /tO"= 10 MPa (from Pfeifle et al., 1992). (Example of use of Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test to fit a distribu-64
65 tion. )
66
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34 for example of formal procedure adopted for WIPP Project.)
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64 Figure 3-6. Constructed distribution for gas production rates ffom corrosion under inundated conditions (Fig. 3.3-65
66 11, WIPP PA Division, 1991b). (Distribution obtained from informal elicitation.)
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28 Figure 3-7. Constructed distribution for solubility of plutonium (Fig. 3.3-3(e), Sandia WIPP Project, 1992; see
29 also Figure 9-1, this report). (Distribution obtained from formal elicitation.)
30
31

32 A stochastic simulation requires knowledge of the three objects described in the foregoing three sections of this
33 overview: If uncertain system parameters are regarded as a vector-valued random variable X defined on the parameter

34 space D N (Section 3.2.2) and are distributed according to a total-system probability model F(x) (Section 3.2.3), then35
36 stochastic simulation with the total-system consequence model f(o) (Section 3.2.1) can give useful estimates of the
37 statistical properties of model consequences, c = f(x), or any system performance measure expressible as a function of
38 model consequences, say g(c).
39

40 Note on System Performance Measures: Since model "consequences" have so far been given no special41
42 meaning in terms of particular types of quantities, there is no loss in generality in assuming that c [instead of g(c)]
43 represents whatever numerical measures of system performance are to be explored by the user of the model. Thus, in

44 the remainder of this overview, c [or f(x)] will mean either a vector of consequences or a vector whose elements are
45 system performance measures. If there is only one performance measure, then that measure will be denoted by a sea-
46 lar (not bold) "c" For example, the performance measure that is to be tested against EPA's standard (see Section47

48 2.3.2) is of the form

49 l

51 C=
52 i=1 L/
53
54
55 where the sequenceof numbers {M i } aremodel consequences(in this example, the cumulative radioactivity released
56 to the accessibleenvironment in the form of the ith radionuclide during a 10,000-yr period); the numbers {Li} are
57 normalization factorsdefined by the EPA; and I is the number of radionuclidesconsideredin forming releasesto the
58 environment.59
60
61 Uncertainty in a performance measure c can be quantified in several ways: At the very least, estimates of the

62 mean value and variance of the distribution of C are needed to roughly center the distribution and estimate its width.
63 In many applications (e.g., compliance with EPA's standard; see Section 3.1), an estimate of the entire CDF for the
64 performance measure is required. According to the mathematical theory of probability (see Feller, 1966), all moments65
66
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1 and distributions of the function of a random variable, C = f(X), may in principle be calculated by taking the expected
2 value of certain functions of C, i.e., by evaluating integrals of the form3
4

5 E[h] = f h[f(x)] dF(x)6 (3-6)
7 _ DN

8 where the integral is taken over the entire parameter space, DN, and dF(x) can be interpreted as a generalized deriva-
9 tive of the total-system probability model F(x). (Note: integrals of the kind shown in Expression 3-6 are called10

11 Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals [Feller, 1966]; this generalized theory of integration becomes necessary when F(x) is not

12 differentiable in all of its arguments.) Possible choices for the functions h(°) will be described below along with prac-
13 tical methods of numerically evaluating Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals over multidimensional spaces.
14
15
16 Expression 3-6 defines the expectation operator, _o], whose operational meaning should be obvious: take an
17 arbitrary but well-behaved function h(x), weight it with the infinitesimal probability dF(x), and integrate the product
18 over all values of x _ D N. The expected (or mean) value of the components of performance measure C can be calcu-
19 lated by taking
20
21
22 h(x) = fi(x), for each i = 1,2,3 .....N.
23
24 The covariance matrix of the performance measure C is found by taking
25

26 h(x) = [fi(x) - Ei(hll[fj(x ) - _(h)],27
28
29 for all i, j = 1,2,3 .....N,
30

31 where the expressions Ei(h) and _(h) stand for the expected (or mean) values of the ith or jth component of f.32
33

The full joint CDF for the performance measure C may be calculated by taking34
35

38 =rl,,
37

38 where u(o) standsfor the unit stepfunction, a functionhaving the propertiesu(z) = 1 if z > 0 and u(z) = 0 if z -_0. In
39 this case,application of the expectation operator to h(x) gives G(e), the probability that40
41

42 CI <cI, C2<c2,C 3<c 3.....CN<cN,
43

44 where c1, c2, c3, cN are now independent variables; i.e., they can take arbitrary values within their natural ranges.45 ....
46 As a last example of the expectation-operator formalism, the full expression for the CDF of a scalar performance
47 measure C is displayed below.
48

49 C(c)= u[c-y(,,)]aF(x) (3-8)50
51

In the context of the EPA standard, if f(x) is the normalized cumulative release of radioactivity in a 10,000-yr52
53 period following closure of a waste-disposal site that is predicted by the total-consequence model when given a
54 parameter set x, then the "overall probability distribution" called for by the Standard is precisely the complementary
55 cumulative distribution function (CCDF), 1 - G(c), with 0 -<c -_ _.
56
57

Practical Stochastic Smaulafion. In stochastic simulation, the problem of computing the multi-dimensional58
59 integrals of Expression 3-6 is second in importance only to the problems of creating realistic and computationally
60 efficient consequence and probability models. It is seldom possible to evaluate all integrals appearing in
61 Expression 3-6 by analytical means or by direct numerical integration: the dimension of integration is usually large,
62 possibly involving tens or hundreds of parameters, and one or both of the integrands, h[f(x)] and dF(x), may be corn-
63 municable only in terms of complex numerical algorithms or computer code. Monte Carlo methods are perhaps the64
65 only universally applicable techniques for evaluating these multi-dimensional integrals. The following is a brief out-
66 line of the simplest of the Monte Carlo methods, the "random-sampling" method.
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3.2 Structure of a Performance Assessment

1 To calculate an estimate of _h] (Expression 3-6) with the random-sampling method, one begins by drawing
2 M >> 1 sample values of the parameter-set vector, say X l, X 2, X 3..... X M, from the total-system probability model
3 F(x). (Chapter 11 of Ross [1985] is a good introduction to techniques for "drawing" independent samples of a ran-4
5 dom variable from its associated CDF.) Next, one computes the quantities h[f(Xm)], 1 < m _<M, and forms their arith-
6 metic mean:
7
8 1 M
9 <h>=-- Z h[f(Xm)]M (3-9)

10 m=l
11
12 The quantity <h> is called an estimator of the expected value of h[f(x)]; by the equivalence mentioned earlier, it
13 is also an estimate of the integral shown in Expression 3-6. Depending upon the size of the sample, M, there will be
14 an error (i.e., the difference between the exact value of Expression 3-6 and the estimated value given by

15 Expression 3-8) associated with this procedure. Brief discussions of the error term can be found in Ross (1985) and in16
17 Tierney (1991, p. 3-11); in general, the error associated with the random-sampling method is inversely proportional to
18 the square root of the sample size M.
19

20 Note again that by an appropriate choice of the function h[o] in Expression 3-9, one may calculate estimators of21
mean value, variance, and of the CDF of the performance measure C. In particular, the estimator of the CCDF of the22

23 EPA's performance measure (expression 3-8) takes the form
24
25
26 1 M

27 < I_G(c) >__Z u[f(Xm)_C] (3-10)
28 m=l
29
30 This estimator takes the form of an empirical CCDF (see Section 3.2.3), i.e., the sum of M unit step functions,

31 and has the appearance of a series of descending stair steps (Figure 3-8). As the sample size M becomes large, the
32 empirical CCDF will approach the smooth curve representing the true CCDF for the population of performance mea-33

sures that is implicit in the total-system model under consideration.34
35
36 The major drawback associated with the random-sampling method is that a large number of samples of the
37 parameter-set vector must be taken to keep the sampling error within acceptable bounds. Random sampling may be
38 impracticable when used with consequence models implemented by large and complex computer codes that require
39 substantial time and storage to complete a calculation of a single sample consequence. In these situations, computer-40
41 time requirements may be reduced by employing other variants of Monte Carlo methods such as stratified sampling
42 (Kalos and Whitlock, 1986) or the related Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) (Iman and Conover, 1982); use of these
43 variant methods will, for the same sample size M, often reduce variance of the estimates of the performance measures
44 below the variance dictated by the random-sampling method. Unfortunately, making a priori estimates of the error
45 associated with use of the LHS estimator in a non-linear model is difficult, and one usually has to estimate the sam-46
47 piing error after the fact of the calculation. Iman and Helton (1985, p. 2-5) have conducted numerical experiments
48 with LHS on a variety of models; their experience shows that tolerable levels of sampling error are achieved when M

49 is chosen to be greater than (4/3)N, where N is the number of uncertain parameters to be sampled.
50
51

An Example frem the WlPP PA. The WIPP PA Department at Sandia National Laboratories has employed a52
53 combination of LHS and direct integration in their preliminary calculations of conditional CCDFs for the normalized
54 cumulative release of radioactivity from the WIPP (this is the performance measure expressed above in Equation

55 3-8). A full description of the theoretical approach to these calculations is given in Helton (1993) and the particular
56 computational approximations used in these calculations are described in Chapter 3 of WIPP PA Division (1991a);57
58 typical results from these simulation exercises are shown on Figure 3-9. A technical but brief discussion of the WIPP
59 PA Department's approach to stochastic simulation is also supplied in the last section (3.3) of this overview.
60
61 The reader will notice that Figure 3-9 displays a family of CCDFs. Each curve in this family is the result of a con-

62 ditional simulation in which integration is performed (approximately and numerically in this example) over a small
63 subset of the uncertain parameters, while the remainder of elements of the parameter-set vector are held fixed at val-64
65 ues chosen by the LHS sampling scheme. Thus there is one conditional CCDF for each of the LHS sample vectors,
66
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1 say Xm, m = 1,2,3 .....M. These M curves may be combined and analyzed with the methods of ordinary statistics: the
2 arithmetic average of the M curves is an estimator of the true CCDF for the population of performance measures
3 implicit in the PA Department's consequence and probability models of the WIPP; and various "percentile" CCDFs4
5 may be formed by simple numerical interpolation of the M curves (Figure 3-10, taken from Helton, 1993).
6

7 Caveats for Interpretations of Figures 3-9 and 3-10. The reader may also have noticed that one member of the
8 family of CCDFs displayed in Figure 3-9 exceeds the limits of the Containment Requirements. This observation may
9 lead to the conclusion that the WIPP system, at least as it is presently being modeled, is not likely to comply with the10

11 Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191 (see Chapter 2). In reply to such a conclusion, we can only remark that
12 one should be cautious about making regulatory interpretations of conditional CCDFs such as those displayed in
13 Figure 3-9. There are at least two good reasons for exercising caution: First, conditional distributions (CDFs or
14 CCDFs) are themselves chance quantities (or random variables) to which probabilities should be attached before any
15 interpretations of their significance are made. Realizations of conditional distributions, such as those displayed in16
17 Figure 3-9, can be viewed as "samples" independently drawn from an unknown "distribution of distributions" whose
18 structure can be investigated using standard techniques of statistics; one instance of the use of standard techniques is

19 the plotting of various percentiles and the calculation of a mean curve as shown in Figure 3-10. Another way of ana-
20 lyzing the significance of the set of curves in Figure 3-9 would use repeated sampling to estimate the frequency that

21 the sample curves exceed the limits of the Containment Requirements; for the sample shown in Figure 3-9, the esti-22
23 mated frequency of exceeding the limits is obviously 1/40 (0.025).
24

25 Second, and most important, a conditional distribution of the kind whose samples or realizations are exemplified
26 in Figure 3-9 cannot be a unique and statistically stable measure of performance for the total-system model. To see
27 why this is so, recall that conditional distributions are obtained by holding fixed certain members of the set of uncer-28
29 tain parameters while computing the expectation of the performance measure (Eq. 3-6) with respect to the remaining
30 members of the uncertain-parameters set. The choice of the parameters to be held fixed in computing conditional dis-
31 tributions is arbitrary and usually depends upon the purposes of the analysis. In the example of Figure 3-9, the
32 expectation integral was analytically taken over the small set of parameters that specified the number of inadvertent33
34
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63 Figure 3-10. Mean and percentile curves for the family of CCDFs shown in Figure 3-9 (Fig. 14 in Helton, 1993).64
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1 intrusions into the WIPP site during five 2000-yr time intervals; the remaining uncertain parameters, called "subjec-

2 tively uncertain" parameters by Helton (1993, p. 37), were consecutively assigned the 40 vector values sampled by3
the LI-IS scheme. This choice of the set of fixed parameters and the set of parameters over which the expectation inte-4

5 gral was taken was dictated only by considerations of computational economy and convenience; other considerations
6 might have dictated a different choice that would lead to a family of realizations that differ considerably from those
7 shown in Figure 3-9.
8

9 The cautions offered above may suggest an answer to a question that frequently arises in connection with fami-10
11 lies of empirical CCDFs such as those exemplified in Figure 3-9 and statistically ordered or averaged in Figure 3-10:
12 Which curve should be used to assess compliance with the Containment Requirements? The mean curve, the median
13 curve, or the 90th percentile? We believe the answer is the mean curve, for the mean curve is the result of taking the
14 expectation of the performance measure with respect to all uncertain parameters and is therefore independent of arbi-
15 _ary choices of the conditioning parameters (it is also an unbiased estimator of the unknown, underlying CCDF for16
17 the model system). Of course, uncertainty in the estimated mean curve must be quantified, but this can be done using
18 standard statistical techniques as indicated above.
19
20
21
z2 3.3 Scenarios and Conditional Simulation
23
24
25 This section is a treatment of several topics of special interest to performance assessment of geologic waste-dis-
26 posal systems. The many definitions of "scenario" are sampled and briefly discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and a
27 practically usable definition of "scenario" is proposed in the latter section. Section 3.3.3 is a development of the idea
28 of expanding a performance assessment in a series of "scenarios", an idea which is shown to be equivalent to expan-
29 sion in a series of conditional simulations. Section 3.3.4 is a reconciliation of the formalism of stochastic simulation

30 presented in Section 3.2 with the Kaplan-Garrick representation of risk (Kaplan and Garrick, 1981) that forms the31
32 basis of performance assessments of the WIPP system.
33
34
35
36 3.3.1 Definitions of 'Scenario'
37

38 The wide range of meaning attached by PA workers to the noun "scenario" has rendered the word nearly useless

39 for the purpose of technical communication. Six different definitions of "scenario" are mentioned below; even among40
these few definitions there are instances in which the authors' intentions are not entirely clear.41

42
43 1. Scenario selection and scenario screening name two steps in the mainly heuristic act of identifying
44 important events, processes and features that can cause or influence significant releases of radioactivity to the
45 accessible environment from a waste-disposal system (Cranwell et al., 1990; Hunter, 1989; Guzowski, 1990).46
47
48 2. A summary scenario (WIPP PA Division, 1991a, p. 1-3) is a member of the class of all subsets (including the
49 "empty" set) of the set of all distinct disruptive events, uncertain features, and alternative conceptual models

50 that were identified by scenario selection and screening (Tierney, 1991, pp. 3-22 to 3-26). The empty set is
51 often called the base-case scenario in PA work.
52
53
54 3. A scenario is "a set of similar occurrences" (Helton, 1993, p. 26), i.e., a set of things that can happen and, if
55 they happen, have in some sense similar outcomes or consequences.
56

57 4. A computational scenario (WIPP PA Division, 1991a, p. 2-7) is a member of a class of subsets of parameter58
59 space obtained by dividing the parameter space of a summary scenario into units that are computationally
60 convenient for partial evaluation of expectation integrals of the kind typified in Equation 3-6.
61

62 5. A scenario is a point in parameter space; x _ DN (Morgan et al., 1990, p. 174; Tierney, 1991).
63
64

6. A scenario class is a subset of parameter space (Tierney, 1991, Appendix A).65
66
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1 Regarding definition 1: In Chapter 7, Scenario Development, the terms scenario selection and scenario screen-
2 ing are used as synonyms for two necessary steps in the construction of any model -f a natural or engineered system:3
4 (1) deciding upon the physical, chemical and anthropogenic phenomena that might play a significant role in determin-
5 ing the performance of the system; and (2) deciding upon which of the phenomena identified in Step 1 must be incor-
6 porated in a mathematical model of the system if that model is to predict all consequences of interest to investigators.
7 It appears that Steps 1 and 2 correspond to the steps of "translation from real-world data" and "induction from expe-
8 rience" that are at the heart of the cyclical process of mathematical modeling (Figure 3-11). The scenario-selection
9 methodology proposed by Cranwell et al. (1990) is no more than a set of guidelines that a PA analyst may profitably10

11 follow in making the necessary inductions and translations from real-world data and experiences.
12

13 Regarding definition 3: Helton's intentions in posing this definition of scenario (Helton, 1993, p. 26) are not
14 entirely clear, but from the context in which the word is used in his paper, one may infer that he is trying to connect

15 certain computational scenarios (definition 4) with the first member of Kaplan and Garrick's representation of risk as16
17 a triplet: <si,Pi,Xi>, where "s i is a scenario identification or description; Pi is the probability of that scenario; and xi is
18 the consequence or evaluation measure of that scenario, i.e., the measure of damage" (Kaplan and Garrick, 1981,

19 p. 13). An interpretation of the Kaplan-Garrick triplet in terms of subsets of, and probability measures on, the total-
20 system parameter space is supplied in Section 3.3.4.21
22
23 The reader may convince herself that the remaining definitions of "scenario"m2, 4, 5, and 6--have a practical
24 meaning only after a mathematical model has been constructed and the analyst is ready to make numerical predic-
25 tions with the model (the "prediction-deduction" step in Figure 3-11). At this point in the modeling cycle, a (perhaps
26 preliminary) total-system consequence model (Section 3.2.1) and its associated parameter space (Section 3.2.2) exist
27 and their concrete features can be displayed, examined and analyzed. The need for precise communication of model28
29 features dictates that, if used at all, the word "scenario" should at this point denote some common property of those
30 features that is also useful as an analytical or computational tool. Since definitions 5 and 6 are already clear

31 definitions in the sense of denoting concrete model features, only definitions 2 and 4 require further discussion and
32 analysis. In the next section, it is proposed that the terms summary scenario and computational scenario be used to
33 denote certain subsets of the model's parameter space.34
35
36
37
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64 Figure 3-11. The cyclical nature of mathematical modeling (Roberts, 1976; Figure 1-I).65
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1 3.3.2 Scenarios as Subsets of Parameter Space2
3
4 The dictionary definition of "scenario" judged to be nearest to PA analysts' definitions is "an outline of a hypo-
s thetical chain of events" (American Heritage, 1975). Note that such an outline of events could take precise and eco-
6 nomic narrative form as a series of simple statements--e.g., "Xavier is blue., Mary is less than three., John is ill."-
7 linked by the conjunction "and". In each simple statement, a subject (e.g., Xavier, Mary, John) is assigned a quality8
9 or property (e.g., respectively, blue, less than three, ill). Note also that a family of outlines of events can be generated

10 by allowing one or more of the qualities/properties appearing in the simple statements to be free variables, e.g.,
11

12 "Xavier is m", where m is degree of pleasure;
13
14
15 "Mary is less than a", where a is age in years;
16
17 "John is h", where h is degree of health.
18

19 Simplistic reflections of this kind concerning the commonly accepted definition of scenario lead to the idea of2o
21 defining the "scenarios" of performance assessment in a similar but slightly stronger way:
22

23 In PA work, a scenario is a compound statement, A(x), that is built by linking with the conjunction "and"
24 any series of simple statements about values taken by elements of the parameter vector, x, and/or the vector

25 of consequences, f(x).26
27
28 It is easily seen that this definition establishes a correspondence between properly phrased, qualitative statements
29 about the behavior of the model system and certain sets of points in the parameter space DN. For any given scenario
30 A(x), there is a (possibly empty) subset of DN defined by
31
32
33 S = {x: x E DN and A(x) is true}.
34
35 The expression above reads as follows: "S is the set of all x contained in the parameter space for which the statement
36 A(x) is true". The complement of S,
37

3a Sc {x: x E D N and A(x) is false},39 =
40
41 is also a subset of DN; it corresponds to the statement,
42

43 A'(x) = the negation of A(x).44
45
46 Thus, subsets of parameter space defined in this way, i.e., by the truth value of a statement, may also be called
47 "scenarios" without confusion.
48

49 In addition to establishing an operationally useful association between most qualitative assertions about the50
51 behavior of the system (i.e., "scenarios" in the sense of Hunter, 1989 and Guzowski, 1990) and subsets of the param-
52 eter space, this definition of scenario solves the long-standing problem of assigning probabilities to scenarios: The
53 probability of a scenario, A(x), is simply the probability of its associated subset S, a quantity that can be calculated by
54 means of the total system's probability model (Section 3.2.3). A discussion of methods for calculating scenario
55

probabilities is deferred to Section 3.3.3. At this point, it is appropriate to give some examples of different kinds of56
57 scenarios and their associated subsets. The first example is a simple but general one that demonstrates some of the
58 advantages to be gained by defining scenarios in terms of subsets of the parameter space.
59

60 Example 1. Envelope of acceptable system performance. Suppose that fix) is a scalar performance measure for
61

a total system and that the performance of the system is judged to be acceptable if that performance measure falls62
within a prescribed interval (a,b) of the real line. The scenario of acceptable system performance, expressed as a sub-63

64 set of parameter space, is obviously
65
66
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3.3 Scenarios and Conditional Simulation

1 S(acceptable) = {x: x _ D N, a < f(x) < b}.
2

3 Normally, the system's analysts are not interested in the scenario of acceptable performance per se, but in the4
5 likelihood that the particular system (here specified by the function f[.]) will perform acceptably. As shown in the fol-
6 lowing section, the likelihood (probability) that the system performs acceptably is identical to the probability measure
7 attached to the set S(acceptable); the latter can be estimated (perhaps at considerable computational expense) by a
8 Monte Carlo simulation with the total system model that calculates f(x) and the total-system probability model (Sec-
9 tion 3.2.3) that calculates the joint CDF, F(x), for the vector of uncertain parameters x.10

11
12 Example 2. Summary Scenarios as subsets of parameter space can be exemplified using a hypothetical situation
13 in which R1 and R2 designate two different kinds of chance events that could disturb the operation of the waste-dis-

14 posal system (e.g., exploratory drilling, earthquakes), and T1, T2, T3 designate three different kinds of uncertain fea-15
tures of the waste-disposal system (e.g., an undetected fault zone, an undetected brine pocket, and an undetected16

17 universal flaw in waste containers). Suppose that these five agents are the only significant chance events and uncer-
18 tain features that were identified during the qualitative scenario screening process and that mathematical submodels

19 of the effects of each agent upon system performance measures have been constructed and included in the total-sys-
20 tern consequence model. It is also assumed that certain processes (e.g., groundwater flow) are operating everywhere
21 and at all times, though at imprecisely known levels.22
23
24 The five agents may be listed as elements of a set, viz., {R 1,R2,T 1,T2,T3}, whose subsets, e.g., {R2,T3 }, {R1 },
25 etc., have the following meaning: the elements that appear in a subset occur at least once (in the case of an event) or
26 are present (in the case of a feature) during the period of performance of the waste-disposal system. Since none of the
27 five disturbing agents necessarily occurs or is necessarily present during the period of performance, an "empty" sub-28
29 set--here denoted simply by { }--must be introduced to allow for the base case of "undisturbed" or "nominal" per-
30 formance. The set {R1,R2,T1,T2,T3} has exactly 32 subsets including the empty subset (i.e., 2N subsets, where !
31 N -- 5 in this example); these subsets can be enumerated and classified by means of a logic diagram (Figure 3-12).

32 The 31 subsets plus the base case are called "summary scenarios" in WIPP PApractice (WIPP PA Division, 1991a).33
34
35 A practical meaning may be associated with each summary scenario by a statement expressing the presence or
36 absence of each event or feature in the subset: for example, the subset {R1,T2,T3 } can be interpreted by the statement
37

38 "R1 occurs at least once during the period of performance
39 and
40
41 T2 is present
42 and

43 T3 is present
44 and

45 R2 does not occur and T1 is not present."46
47
48 It is next shown that such compound statements place unique numerical constraints on uncertain parameters of the
49 total system: If N1, N2 are parameters representing respectively the number of times events R1, R2 occur in the
50 period of performance and I1, I2, 13are binary parameters representing respectively the presence (I = 1) or absence (I
51 = 0) of features T1, T2, T3, then the statement above can be recast in the symbolic form52
"_3
54 B(x) = (N1 > 0, N2 - 0, I1 = 0, I2 - 1, 13 = 1)
55

56 where it is understood that all elements of the vector x but elements (N1,N2,II,I2,I3) can take arbitrary values within

57 their allowable ranges. The set defined by58
59
60 S = {x: x a D N and B(x) is true}
61

62 is a unique subset of the parameter space D N. Furthermore, this set is but one of 32 subsets of DN that can be built
63 from the 32 summary scenarios (Figure 3-12) using the procedure described above (i.e., translation of presence or64
65 absence of a feature or event into a statement about problem parameters). The reader may convince himself that these
66
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60 TRI.6342-222.6
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63 Figure 3-12. Logic diagram for the construction of summary scenarios (adapted from Guzowski, 1990).64
65
66
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1 32 subsets exhaust the parameter space in the sense that their union equals DN; furthermore, the 32 subsets are mutu-
2 ally disjoint in the sense that no two of them share a common element x. As will be seen in the next section (3.3.3),3
4 the fact that me wi_rs of the class of subsets representing the class of summary scenarios are both exhaustive and
5 mutually disjoint _rmits a convenient expansion of a PA calculation for a CCDF into a series of conditional simula-
6 tions each involving a summary scenario.
7

8 Example 3. A computational scenario is a member of a class of subsets of parameter space that is obtained by
9 subdividing the subspace S spanned by parameters of a summary scenario (Figure 3-13). As an object on which to10

11 focus this example, consider the summary scenario {R1, T2, T3 } discussed in Example 2: the statement defining this
12 summary scenario was expressed in symbolic form as
13

14 B(x) = (N1 > 0, N2 = 0, I1 = 0, 12 = 1, 13 = 1),
15
16
17 where N1 counts the number of times the event R1 occurs during the period of performance (see Example 2 for deft-
18 nitions of the otLer parameters). As argued in Example 2, the summary scenario B(x) corresponds to a unique set of
19 points in parameter space.
20

21 S = {x: x E D N and B(x) is true}.22
23
24 Notice that B(x) is true for all x in which the parameter 1',;1 takes integer values greater than zero.
25

26 Now suppose that, for convev;="ee in numerical calculations, an investigator needs to distinguish the occur-27
rences of the chance event R1 in each of five, disjoint time intervals dividing the period of performance: fo make this28

29 distinction, he might begin by creating a vector of random variables, N = (N I,N2,N3,N4,NS), in which the Ni, 1 < i _<
30 5, stand for the number of times event R1 occurs during the ith interval of time; the constraints imposed by the choice

31 of summary scenario on N are only that
32

a,3 N1 = N l + N2 + N 3 + N4 + N534
35
36
37
38
39

4o --_ _ Summary41 Scenarios

4,3
44
45
46
47

- \49
50

52
s3 Computational
,54 Scenarios

57
58
59
6O
61 TRI-6342-3782-0
62
63

64 Figure 3-13. Schematic illustrating partitioning of parameter space into summary scenarios and computational sce-65
narios.66
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1 be an integer greater than zero. The hypothetical investigator might next define a family of scenarios by the statement
2 (given here in symbolic form),3
4
5 C(x,n) = (N 1= n 1, N 2 = n2, N 3 = n3, N4 = n4, N 5 = ns),
6

7 where n = (nl,n2,n3,n4,n5) is vector of non-negative integers not all of which are zero. The family of scenarios
8 induced by this statement corresponds to a family of sets,9

10
11 S(n) = {x: x e D N and [B(x) and C(x,n)] is true},
12

13 that composes an exhaustive, mutually exclusive partition of the summary scenario's parameter space. Members of a
14 family of sets constructed in this way during preliminary PAs for the WIPP have been given the name computational15
16 scenarios (WIPP PA Division, 1991a)
17
18

19 3.3.3 Probability of a Scenario, Conditional Simulation20
21
22 The idea of an indicator function of a set S will be helpful in explaining scenario probabilities and conditional
;23 simulation. If S is a subset of DN, then the indicator function of S is the function defined on DN with the properties,
24
25
26 I(S,x) = 1 if x _ S,
27
28 I(S,x) = 0 if x e_ S.
29

30 If the set S is a scenario in the sense of Section 3.3.2 (i.e., a subset of D N defined by a statement A(x)) then, since x31
32 S if and only if A(x) is true, one can also define its indicator function by
33
34 I(S,x) = 1 if A(x) is true,
35

36 I(S,x) = 0 ifA(x) is false.37
38
39 The latter definition of indicator function is useful for numerical calculations: Given a sample parameter vector X,
40 the value for I(S,X) can be calculated simply by testing whether A(X) is true or false.
41

42 Probability of a Scenario. A meaning can now be given to probability of a scenario. The probability of a see-43
nario, P(S), is the expectation of the scenario's indicator function, i.e.,

45
46

47 P(s)=J'o dr(x)48 _v
49
50

51 A Monte Carlo estimator for P(S) will therefore look like
52
53
54 M

1

s6ss <p(s)>= 1(s,x,,,).
57 m=l
58
59
60 (see Eq. 3-9), where the X m, m = 1,2,3 .....M, are independent samples of the parameter vector obtained by random
61 sampling or LHS.
62

The Monte Carlo estimator for P(S) clearly expresses the frequentist's definition of probability: Draw M inde-
64 pendent sample variates and count the number of samples that satisfy some criteria (i.e., are "successful" trials); the65

ratio of the number of successes to the total number of trials gives an estimate of the probability that the criteria are66
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3.3 Scenarios and Conditional Simulation

1 satisfied. In spite of its simplicity, Monte Carlo estimation of scenario probabilities is rare in PA practice, perhaps
2 because of the expense involved in evaluating the truth of A(x) whenever that statement places conditions on an
3 expensive-to-calculate performance measure f(x); in fact, the only instance of a Monte Carlo estimation of scenario4
5 probability of which we are aware is the calculation of the CCDF for the EPA performance measure (see Eq. 3-10). If
6 the statement defining the scenario places no conditions on performance measures, it should be quite easy to estimate

7 scenario probabilities by Monte Carlo simulation; admittedly, in such a case it may be even more efficient to calculate
8 those probabilities using logic diagrams (Figure 3-12) and probability models of the agents (events, features, process
9 representations) that are included in the underlying summary scenario.10

11
12 Conditional Simulations. It has proven useful and revealing in PA work to study system performance by

13 restricting the model system's configurations to those allowed by a particular summary scenario; in other words, the
14 total-system model's "universe" is narrowed to the sum of all things that could happen in the more restricted universe
15 of a summary scenario. Some (Helton, 1993) call this technique "importance sampling," because the summary see-16
17 nario chosen for special attention is usually the one investigators believe will contain the most unfavorable, hence
18 important, consequences. In the context of stochastic simulation, importance sampling is a subcase of a technique
19 usually called conditional simulation.
20

21 All of the formulae of Section 3.2.4 that applied to stochastic simulation of the total system will, with some sim-22
23 ple modifications, also apply to a conditional simulation with respect to a scenario S. Assuming that P(S) > 0, the
24 conditional expectation of a performance measure, h[f(x)], with respect to a scenario S can be defined:
25
26

28 _h/S] = I(S, x)h[f(x)] dF(x).

29 D N
3O
31
32 The left side of the above expression is to be read as "the conditional expectation of h[f(x)] given the scenario S".
aa Note the similarities and differences between this expression and Equation 3-6. As an exercise, the reader should try34

to form the expression for the Monte Carlo estimator of the conditional expectation of a performance measure h[f(x)]35
36 (see Eq. 3-9).
37

3a A technique frequently used in PA work is the expansion of a total-system performance measure in a series of
39 performance measures of"scenarios", i.e., a series of conditional simulations, each of which is constrained to a given
40 member of a set of summary scenarios. Let the parameter space D N be partitioned into L summary scenarios,41
42 S1,82,S3 ..... NL, which obey the following conditions:
4.3

45 L

46 SI NSm = t_,l _ m; USl = DN
47 l=l
48
49

50 and suppose that all the P(SI) are > 0. Then, because of the second of the two conditions above,
51
52
53 L

54 I(D N, x)= X I(Sl, x)= 1 for all x _ D N55
56 l=l
57

58 and it follows that59
6O L L

7_, dr( )=7_.,62
63 l=l DN l=l
64
65
66
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1 For example: If f(x) is the performance measure for the EPA standard and h[f(x)] = u[f(x) - el, (see Eq. 3-8 and
2 following text), then Z[h] is the CCDF for the normalized cumulative release of radioactivity in a 10,000-yr period3
4 following closure and the _hlSi] are CCDFs for normalized cumulative release that are conditioned upon the
5 realization of only those events and features included in the lth summary scenario; note that in forming the sum over
6 all summary scenarios, each conditional CCDF is weighted by the probability of its summary scenario.
7
8
9

10 3.3.4 Construction of CCDFs in the WIPP PA
11

12 A formalism developed by Kaplan and Garrick (1981) has been extensively used in WIPP PA work to justify cer-
13 tain approximate methods for the calculation of conditional CCDFs (WIPP PA Division, 1991a). This section recon-14
15 ciles the Kaplan-Garrick formalism with the theory of stochastic simulation presented in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3. In
16 Helton's notation (Helton, 1993), the Kaplan-Garrick risk wiplet is defined as follows:
17

18 R = {(Ei,pEi,eEi), i = 1,2,3 .... nE }19
20
21 where
22

23 E i = a set of similar occurrences

24 pE i = probability that an occurrence in set Ei will take place25
26 cE i = a vector of consequences associated with Ei
27 nE = number of sets selected for consideration.
28

29 The correct correspondence between the formulae of this overview (e.g., see Eq. 3-10) and the risk-triplet formalism

30 is made by letting SI _ Ei, P(SI) _ PEi, L _ nE and, for a vector performance measure of the form h[f(x)] = f(x)31
32 (i.e., where the performance measure is consequences),
3,3
:34 _E[hI SI] _ cE i .
35

36 Helton (1993, p. 19) shows how to construct an empirical CCDF for a scalar consequence value cE using the Kaplan-
37 Garrick formalism; this is done by plotting the points,38 "
39
40

42 cEi, pEj i = 1,2, 3..... nE43
44 \ j=i
45
46

to form the usual "descending stair steps" histogram.47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
54
65
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels
3
,i J.W. Berglund and J. S. Rath
5

6 Characterizing the waste as to its inventory of radionuclides and other hazardous constituents is fundamental to

7 evaluating the performance of the disposal system. For the purposes of this performance assessment, waste refers to8
9 the contents of a nuclear waste canister and comprises components such as fuel rods, brackets, hardware, .'ad modi-

10 fled high-level waste, except any internal backfill that may be packed inside the canister. The canister is one compo-
11 nent of the waste parcel, which includes the waste form, canister, internal backfill, and overpack (optional). For this
12 performance assessment, 26 different waste parcels are considered.
13
14
15

4.1 Volumes and Masses of Current Waste
17
18
19 The waste types being studied for this performance assessment originate with spent fuel that has been accepted
ao for interim storage and reprocessing since 1953 by DOE at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (referred to herein as
21 the Chem Plant) at the INEL reservation. The fuels were reprocessed to recover uranium and other resources. As a

22 result, 3800 m 3 calcine (a granular solid) has been produced, and an inventory of 1100 m3 of high-level waste con-23
verted to 120 m3 calcine and 5700 m3 of greater than Class C low-level radioactive, sodium-bearing liquid waste24

25 (Berreth, 1988; Ermold, 1992; Donovan, 1989). The inventory at INEL also contains 343 MT graphite spent fuels,

26 474 MT special fuels, and 240 MT spent fuel from the U.S. Navy (U.S. DOE, 1992; Public Service of Colorado,
27 1991; Fillmore, 1993).
28
29
ao The total amount of spent fuels and high-level waste located at INEL (666 metric tons of heavy metal [MTHM]
31 or equivalent waste units) is very small* and therefore when evaluating the proposed waste forms as a group the deci-

aa sion was made to represent a repository of reasonable size (about 10,000'MTHM) by including immobilized defense
33 high-level waste from three other DOE complexes: Defense Waste Processing Facility at the Savannah River Plant, !

Aiken, GA; Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant, Hanford, WA; and the West Valley Demonstration Project, West Val-35
36 ley, NY. The volume and MTI-IM of the Idaho fuel and waste are 49% and 6.7%, respectively, of the total for the
37 hypothetical repository.
38

30 The five main types of waste materials this performance assessment considers are:
40
41
42 Spent Nuclear Fuel:

1. Graphite spent fuel from
• Fort St. Vrain reactor in Colorado,

45 • Peach Bottom reactor 1 Cores I and II in Pennsylvania.

46 2. Special spent fuel (over 90 types of "experimental" spent fuel rods) categorized as47
• Highly enriched (lIEU), i.e., spent fuel with over 20% fissile (235U)48

49 • Low enriched (LEU), i.e., spent fuel with less than 20% fissile (235U)
50

51 High-Level Waste:
52 3. Calcine high-level waste, from oxidation of liquid high-level waste created when uranium and plutonium are53
54 extracted during the reprocessing of some spent fuel.
s5 4. Immobilized high-level waste from Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley.
56 5. Sodium-bearing liquid high-level radioactive waste (greater than Class C low-level radioactive)
57

58 As mentioned in the introduction, the fifth waste type, sodium-bearing liquid high-level waste, is not considered59
60 directly in this performance assessment because it is assumed to have been conditioned through calcination. At
61 present, liquid wastes stored at the Chem Plant are one of two basic types. The first type comes from fuel dissolution
62
63
64
65 * ThepotentialYuccaMountainProjectrepository,forexample,hasadesigncapacityof70,000MTHM.
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4. Descriptionof Waste and Waste Parcels

1 during the first cycle of uranium recovery operations. First-cycle wastes, although varied in composition based on
2 the type of fuel dissolved, have always been converted into dry granular solids using a fluidized-bed process.3
4
5 At present, the second type of liquid waste is also assumed to be converted into calcine or vitrified in glass. This
6 liquid waste originates primarily from chemical decontamination, but also from the second and third cycles of ura-
7 nium recovery operations, and evaporator residue. The nature of this waste is particularly dependent upon the past
8

use of decontamination chemicals at the Chem Plant. Although the emphasis over the past 15 yr has been to adopt9
more remote technology to avoid extensive chemical decontamination, the current backlog of approximately 5600 m 310

11 waste contains significant quantities of waste with sodium and potassium. This waste does not lend itself to fluid-bed
12 calcination in the concentrated form and so blending with the first-cycle wastes has been the only option, which is
13 viable until the first-cycle wastes are depleted. Another possible process option is the separation of the sodium from
14 the strontium/cesium. In this option, the strontium/cesium would be calcined with aluminum nitrate, and the sodium15

waste would be solidified and disposed of as a low-level waste, perhaps in grout form.16
17
18

_9 4.2 Description of Waste20
21

22 The sections below describe the graphite spent fuel, special spent fuel, calcined wastes, and borosilicate glass
23 (from Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley) as it is expected to be configured prior to its disposition into five
24 groups of waste treatment options. The five groups will be discussed in Section 4.6. The radionuclide inventories for25
26 these wastes are given in Appendix A. t For this performance assessment, the inventories corresponding to "antici-
27 pated wastes" (year 2030) were used in analyzing the graphite spent fuels, special spent fuels, and calcines (Tables
28 A.2.1.8, A.2.1.9, A.2.1.10). For Savannah, Hanford, and West Valley, the current radionuclide inventory was used
29 (Tables A.2.1.5, A.2.1.6, A.2.1.7) but was modified to account for radioactive decay to the year 2030. In presenting
30 the thermal output and activity of each waste type (see data summary tables in this section), all 177 radionuclides31
32 (Appendix A) were considered. However, many of these radionuclides have very short half-lives and their contribu-
33 tion to the development of CCDFs is insignificant. Consequently, only 49 radionuclides were included for CCDF

development. However, for waste parcel heat production used to establish waste parcel spacing within the repository,
35 the thermal output of all 177 radionuclides contained in the waste types was utilized.36
37
38

39 4.2.1 Description of Graphite Spent Fuel40
41
42 Two kinds of graphite spent fuel are included in the inventory: fuel from Fort St. Vrain (Figure 4-1) and Peach
43 Bottom Cores I and II (Figure 4-2) (Table 4-1). Both fuels contain a homogeneous mixture of two types of particles,
44 fissile and fertile. As manufactured and prior to irradiation, fissile particles contain thorium and 93.5% enriched ura-
4s nium; fertile panicles contain only thorium. The fuel kernels are coated with three fission-product-retaining layers by46

means of a fluidized-bed vapor-phase deposition process. The inner and outer layers are of isotropic carbon, and the47
48 middle layer is of silicon carbide (also referred to as TRISO-coated). A fourth layer of porous carbon, called the
49 "buffer," is located next to the kernel of fissile or fertile material and provides a volume for accumulation of fission-
50 product gases without excessive pressure buildup. The SiC layer is highly resistant to both oxidation and moisture,
51 even at extremely high temperatures.52
53
54 The fuel-rod design differs for Fort St. Vrain and Peach Bottom Cores I and II fuel. In the Fort St. Vrain design,
5S the fissile and fertile particles are blended and then molded into 1.27-cm-diameter × 5.08-cm-long fuel rods (com-
56 pacts) (Figure 4-1). In the Peach Bottom design, the compacts are 6.86-cm-outside-diameter, 4.25-cm-inside-diame-

57 ter × 7.57-cm-long hollow cylinders (Figure 4-2). The total anticipated radionuclide inventory is given in Appendix58
A (Table A.2.1.8).59

60

61 t The inventoriesprovidedin AppendixA reflectthecurrentbest availablemeasuredvalues.Theydifferfromthequantitiesandcharacteristics
62 presentedin IDB (1992)andU.S.DOE(1992),whichcontainprojectedvaluesbasedoncontinuedprocessingof spentfuel. Reproeessingis
63 currentlybeingphasedout,basedonApril,1992,DOEguidelinesthatspentfuelnolongerbe reproeessedto recoverenricheduranium.Thus,
64 futureevaluationswillcontinueto refinethedataandincludenewcalcineproductioninformation.Notethatotherperformanceassessmentpro-
65 grams (e.g.,WIPPPADepartment,1992a;TSPA,in preparation)usethe inventoriesfromIDB(1992)and U.S.DOE(1992) in conformance
66 withtheircurrentprogramguidance.
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1 Table 4-1. Data Summary for Graphite Spent Fuel *
2

3 Description Units4

5 Volume (as is) 259.8 m36

7 Mass 0.342 Gg8

9 ThermalOutput(year 2030)** 25.6 W/m310

11 RadionuclideInventory** 4.31 x 106Ci
12
13
14 * SeealsoAppendixA,Attachment4.
15 ** Theactivityandthermaloutputvalueswererecalculatedas additionalinfor.
16 mationwasgatheredtodevelopdatato representthe_',asteparcels,andso
17 theydifferfromthosevaluesshowninAppendixA,Attachment4.
18
19
20
21
22 4.2.2 Description of Special Spent Fuel
23

24 The special spent fuel is grouped into two categories: low and high 235U enrichment (LEU and lIEU) (Table I
25 4-2) (Figures 4-3 and 4-4). The total anticipated radionuclide inventory is given in Appendix A, Table A.2.1.9. l26
27

special spent fuel consists of small, short fuel assemblies (typically 10-8 by 168.3 cm) (HEU). How-Most of the28
29 ever, some of the fuel is full-sized commercial spent fuel assemblies (LEU), which are about 28 x 410 cm and consist
30 of bundles of zircaloy-clad uranium oxide fuel rods.
31
32

33 Table 4-2. Data Summary for Special Spent Fuel (Low and High Enriched)*34
35
36 Description Units
37
38 Volume (as is) 89 m3
39
40 Mass 0.474 Gg
41
42 Thermal Output (year 2030)** LEO 429.6 W/m3
43 HEU 196.6 W/m3
44
45 RadionuclideInventory** LEU 4.19 x 107Ci
46 HEU 1.20 x 107Ci
47
48
49 * SeealsoAppendixA,Attachment4.
50 ** The activityandthermaloutputvalueswere recalculatedas additional
51 informationwasgatheredto developdatato representthewasteparcels,
52 andsotheydifferfromthosevaluesshowninAppendixA,Attachment4.
53
54
55
56
57 4.2.3 Description of Calcine Waste
58

59 Two types of calcines are stored at the Chem Plant: aluminum and zirconium calcines.60
61
62 The aluminum wastes were the first high-level wastes generated (from the dissolution of Materials Test Reactor
63 elements) at the Chem Plant. Use of a fluidized-bed to convert these liquids into a solid form was first demonstrated
64 in 1963. The process used indirect heating to denitrate the acidic, aqueous waste and convert it into a dry, granular
65
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels
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34
35
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39
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51
52
53
54
55
56
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58
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64
65 Figure 4-3. Representative low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel assembly.
66
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4.2 Description of Waste
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. o_26
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34
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37
38
39
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52
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53 Figure 4-4. Representative highly enriched uranium (lIEU)fuel assembly. (Aluminum clad fuel is shown as an64
65 example.)
66
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4. Descriptionof Waste andWaste Parcels

1 solid that was stored in underground bins. In the calcination process, the volume reduction of the wastes was about

2 8-10:1. The dry solids consist of both a granular material and a powder (about 3 to 18% of the granular in wt percent)3
4 (Staples et al., 1979); both the granules and powder are pneumatically retrievable and transportable. In terms of
5 short-lived radionuclide concentrations, the aluminum fuels and the resulting wastes provide the highest watt densi-
6 ties (kW/m 3) of any of the wastes processed in the waste calcination f_cilities at the Chem Plant.
7

8 The zirconium waste originated from the processing of U.S. Navy nuclear fuels with their zirconium cladding.
9 The Navy fuel dissolution requires a more complex process, using aqueous hydrofluoric acid to chemically dissolve10

11 the fuel assemblies. Aluminum nitrate was blendedmfirst as a cold feed stock and then later as a coprocessing
12 effort--with the zirconium dissolver product to complex the free fluorides. The calcination of zirconium wastes
13 requires the addition of calcium nitrate to form calcium fluoride; all the other components of the waste are_converted
14 to their oxide form. Because of the cold chemical addition to the fluoride wastes, liquid to solid volume reduction15

factors are closer to 6-7:1 The watt densities are moderate compared with the aluminum calcines.16
17

18 The grar, ular material ranges in size from 0.2 to 0.5 mm. The grain size distribution is commonly described by
19 the mass median particle diameter (mmpd) where 1/2 the mass of particles in a given sample pass through a hypothet-
20 ical screen having openings of that particular size. So for any given mmpd, there is actually a distributed range of21
22 diameters. The granular calcine has a grain density of 2.4 to 2.7 g/cm3; however, when combined with the fine pow-
23 der, the bulk density ranges between 1.0 and 1.7 g/cm 3, with 1.4 g/cm 3 the most representative value.
24

25 The total anticipated radionuclide inventory for calcines is given in Appendix A, Table A.2.1.10. A summary of
26 calcine waste data is given in Table 4-3.27
28
29
30 Table 4-3. Data Summary for Calcine Waste*
31
32 Description Units
33
34 Volume (as is) 4250 m3
35
36 Mass 0.595 Gg
37
38 ThermalOutput(year 2030)** 9.74 W/m3
39
40 RadionuclideInventory** 2.02 ×107 Ci
41
42
43 * SeealsoAppendixA,Attachment4.
44 ** Theactivityandthermaloutputvalueswererecalculatedasadditional
45 informationwasgatheredto developdatato representthewastepar-
46 cels,and so theydifferfromthosevaluesshownin AppendixA,
47 Attachment4.
48
49
5O
51
52 4.2.4 Description of Borosilicate Glass from Other DOE Sites
53

54 The borosilicate glass from Savannah River, Hartford, and West Valley is being produced from neutralized high-

S5 level waste. The borosilicate glass is similar to the glass produced at the Chem Plant. The average radionuclide con-56
57 tents per canister for Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley are 234,000 Ci, 298,000 Ci, and 109,500 Ci, respec-
s8 tively. The respective containers contain 1682 kg, 1650 kg, and 1900 kg of glass. Because the influence of the mass
59 of glass is very minor, 1900 kg was used for all three containers in the PA calculations. The DOE wastes will be

so accepted as received with one disposal option used in all five disposal groups (Section 4.6). A summary of the waste
61 data for the immobilized high-level waste from Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley is given in Table 4-4.62
63
64
65
66
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4.3 Distributionof Radionuclidesin Waste

1 Table 4-4. Data Summary for Waste from Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley*
2

3 Savannah West
4 Description River Hartford Valley5
6
7 Volume (as is) 3307 m3 1227 m3 193 m3
8

Mass 8.88 Gg 3.23 Gg 0.523 Gg9

10 ThermalOutput(year 2030)** 375 W/m3 447 W/m3 168 W/m311

12 RadionuclideInventory** 2.08 x 108Ci 7.84 X 10 7 Ci 6.44 x 106 Ci
13
14

15 * SeealsoAppendixA,Attachment4.
16 ** Theactivityandthermaloutputvalueswererecalculatedasadditionalinformationwasgatheredtodevelopdatato repro-
17 sentthewasteparcels,andsotheydifferfromthosevaluesshowninAppendixA,Attachment4.
18
19
20
21
22 4.3 Distribution of Radionuclides in Waste
23

24 The inventory of the radionuclides in the waste and the decay chains are presented below.25
26
27

2s 4.3.1 Radionuclide Inventory29
30
31 The anticipated radionuclide inventory for the graphite spent fuel, special spent fuel, and calcine high-level
32 waste is provided in Appendix A, Tables A.2.1.8, A.2.1.9, and A.2.1.10. The anticipated radionuclide inventory is the

33 projected radionuclide inventory of the spent fuel or high-level waste that needs to be disposed of in a repository by
34 the year 2030. Note that for the anticipated high-level waste, all the liquid wastes are assumed to be converted into35
36 calcine. Thus, no liquid waste is included in the anticipated or design radionuclide inventory.
37
38 The current radionuclide inventories for the immobilized high-level waste from the three DOE complexes are

39 given in Appendix A, Tables A.2.1.5 through A.2.1.7. $40
41
42 Of the 177 radionuclides shown in Appendix A, only 49 radionuclides are considered in the performance assess-
43 ment (Table 4-5).** Radionuclides that appear on the anticipated inventory tables (Tables A.2.1.5 through A.2.1.10)
44 but are not shown on Table 4-5 are not being considered either because they had a short half-life or made an insignif-
45 icant contribution to the inventory when normalized by the EPA release limits, tt All 49 radionuclides are accounted

46 for in all waste parcels, although for some waste parcels the contribution of a particular radionuclide may be zero.47
48
49 The initial activities (in curies) of the 49 radionuclides considered for the INEL and DOE wastes are shown in

50 Figure 4-5. Eleven radionuclides (indicated by asterisks in Figure 4-5) were considered in the transport calculations
51 for the Complex PA (see Chapter 7 for a discussion of the two approaches). A total of 22 radionuclides were consid-
52 ered in the Simple PA. All 49 radionuclides were used for the calculations for direct release due to drilling. 137Cs,53

238pu, 241pu, and 9°Sr dominate the initial activity for most waste types.54
55
56
57
58
59 $ AppendixAalsocontainscurrentanddesigninventories.Thecurrentinventoryincludescuriesin 1992.The designinventoryconsidersuncer-
60 taintyin the projectionandincludesa nmrginfor theuncertaintyof about 10%. Neitherof these inventorieswasusedin this performance
61 assessment.
62 ""All 177radionuclideswereconsideredfor wasteparcelheatproduction,whichwas usedto determinewasteparcelspacingwithinthe reposi-
63 tory.
64 "_+Otherradionuclidescouldemergeaskeyradionuclidesforotherperformancemeasuressuchas individualdosesevaluatedoververy longtime
65 frames(e.g.,onemillionyears).
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

1 Table 4-5. Radionuclides Considered in Performance Assessment
2

3 Used In Direct Used in Complex PA Used in Simple PA4 Element Name
Release Calculations* Transport Calculations Transport Calculations5

6 241Am7 Americium • •
8 242mAm *
9 243Am *

10
11 Carbon 14C • •

12 113Cd13 Cadmium
14 113mCd

15 36CI16 Chlorine
17
18 Curium 243Cm
19 244Cm
20 245Cm
21 246Cm
22 247Cm
23

24 Cesium 13SCs
25 137Cs
26

27 Europium lS2Eu
28
29 Iodine 1291
3o
31 Neodymium 144Nd
32
33 Nickel 59Ni
34 S3Ni
35
36 Neptunium 237Np * *
37
38 Protactinium 231pa

39 21Opb40 Lead

41 lO7pd42 Palladium

43 Promethium 147pm
44

45 Plutonium 238pu *
46 239pu • •
47 24Opu • •
48 241Pu •49
50 242pu •
51 244pu •
52
53 Radium 22eRa • •
54 228Ra •
55
56 Rubidium 87Rb

57 79Se58 Selenium

59 147Sm
60 Samarium

151Sm61
62
63
64 °All49 radlonuclideswereconsideredincalculationsfordirectreleaseduetodrilling.
65
66
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4.3 Distribution of Radionuclides in Waste

1 Table 4-5. Radionuclides Considered in Performance Assessment (Continued)
2

3 Used In Direct Used in Complex PA Used in Simple PA4 Element Name
5 Release Calculations • Transport Calculations Transport Calculations

6 126Sn7 Tin
8

Strontium 9°Sr
9

10 Technetium 9_1"c
11

12 Thorium 229Th • •
13 23OTh , •
14 232Th •
15

16 Uranium 232U
17 233U • •
18 234U * •19
20 235U •
21 236U •
22 238U • •
23
24 Zirconium 93Zr
25
26 Total Radionuclides 49 11 22
27
28
29 • All49 tad;,nuclideswereconsideredincalculationsfordirectreleasecluetodrilling.
30
31
32
33 The decay of selected radionuclides in the waste inventory normalized to the EPA release limits (see Section
34 2.3.1) for the 10,000-yr regulatory period is shown in Figure 4-6. These include a total of 21 radionuclides that

35 exceed a normatized release of 0.1 during the period of I000 to 10,000 yr and 28 radionuclides that exceed a normal-

36 ized release of 0.01 during the period of 1000 to 10,000 yr. The activities of the remaining radionuclides in the inven-

37 tory do not exceed the normalized value of 10 .4 during the period from 1000 to 10,000 yr.38
39
40 The radionuclides selected for transport for this performance assessment (11 for the Complex PA and 22 for the

41 Simple PA) were chosen early in the performance assessment and were limited to data available on the decay of long-

lived radionuclides contained only in the graphite spent fuel. These radionuclides included all the radionuclides con-

43 sidered in ;'receding WIPP performance assessments (WIPP PA Division, 1991c) and contained isotopes of carbon,44
45 plutonium, thorium, americium, neptunium, radium, and uranium. A comparison of the radionuclides selected for

46 transport in this performance assessment end a list of those exceeding the normalized limit of 0.1 and 0.01 during the

47 period of 1000 to 10,000 yr are shown in Table 4-6. A consistent assessment of performance for transport based on
48 normalized inventory >0.1 would consiter at least six additional radionuclides not considered in this performance

135 5 151 126 93 ¢_:
49 assessment ( Cs, 9Ni, Sm, Sn, 99Tc, and Zr.)5o
51
52

s3 4.3.2 Radionuclide Chains and Half-Lives
54
55

56 The decay chains for the 49 initial radionuclides in the INEL and hi,h-level waste inventory are shown in Figure

57 4-7. The half-life for each radionuclide listed in the literature by ICRP Publication 38 (ICRP, 1983) is also on Figure

56 4-7. Because many of the daughter radionuclides have extremely short half-lives and make a small contribution to

59 the curie inventory, these have been eliminated from the decay chains shown.6o
61
62
63
64 :* Fendingand time limitationspreventedthese additionalradionuclidesfrom being consideredfor transportin every performanceassessment
65 calculation. However,all of these radionuclideswere includedin cuttingsreleases and one calculationdid consider these additionalradionu-
66 _ (see Section 16.8.1).
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels
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64 Figure 4-5. Initial (year 2030) activity of 49 radionuclides considered in the performance assessment (continued).65
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels
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61 Figure 4-6. Normalized activity decay history of individual radionuclides that exceed a normalized release of (a)

62 0.1 and (b) 0.01, based on 40 CFR 191 criterion. (Two plots each are shown to accommodate the indi-

63 vidual radionuclides since they could not be graphically represented on one plot.) (Plots similar to64
65 these, see page 4-16. )
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4.3 Distribution of Radionuclides in Waste
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60 Figure 4-6. Normalized activity decay history of individual radionuclides in the total INEL inventory and DOE

61 complex waste that exceed a normalized release of(a) O.1 and (b) 0.01, based on 40 CFR 191 criterion.

62 (Two plots each are shown to accommodate the individual radionuclides since they could not be graph-63
64 ically represented on one plot. (Plots similar to these for each of the individual three waste types and
65 DOE complex waste are depicted in Appendix D.) (continued)
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

1 Table 4-6. Comparison of Radionuclides Selected for Transport (Simple and Complex PA) with Inventory

2 exceeding a Normalized Value of 0.1 and 0.01 during the Period of 1000 yr in the 10,000 yr3
4 Regulatory Period
5
6 Radionuclide with Normalized Inventory
7 (Qi/fwLi) during the Period 1000-10,000 yr Radionuclides Used
8
9 >10 >1 > 0.1 >0.01 Simple PA Complex PA

10 241Am 241Am 241Am 241Am 241Am 241Am11
12 242mAre

13 243Am 243Am 243Am 243Am
14
15 140 140 14C 14C

16 135Cs 135Cs17

18 59Ni 59Ni
19 63Ni
2O

21 237Np 237Np 237Np 237Np 237Np
22 231pa
23
24 21°pb

25 107pd26

27 238pu 238pu 238pu 238pu 23Spu
28
29 239p 239p 239pu 239pu 239pu 239pu

30 240pu 240pu 240pu 240pu 240pu

31 241Pu32

33 242pu 242pu 242pu
34 244pu
35
36 226Ra 226Ra 226Ra 226Ra
37 228Ra
38 79Se
39
40 151Sm 151Sm

41 126Sn 126Sn
42

_Tc 99Tc
44
45 229Th 229Th 229Th 229"1"h 229Th

46 230Th 23OTh 23OTh 23OTh 23OTh
47
48 232Th 232Th

49 232u
5O
51 233U 233U 233U 233U 233U

52 234U 234u 234U 234u 234U
53 235U 235U54

55 236u 236u 236U
56
57 238U 238U 238U 238U

58 93Zr 93Zr59

60 3 10 21 2"'_ 2"-"'_ 1"-'_
61
62
63
54
65
66
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4.3 Distribution of Radionuclides in Waste
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62 Figure 4-7. Radionuclide decay chains considered for spent fuel and high.level waste for complimentary cumula-

63 rive distribution function ( CCDF) development (49 of the possible 177 radionuclides). All 177 radion-
64

uclides were used when assessing thermal effects.
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels
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64 tire distribution function ( CCDF) development (49 of the possible 177 radionuclides). All 177 radion.
65 uclides were used when assessing thermal effects (continued).
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4.3 Distdbutlonof Radlonucllde$inWaste
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4. Descriptionof Waste and Waste Parcels

1 4.3.3 WasteUnitFactor
2
3
4 For the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191, the amount of radionuclides that can be released from the
5 repository is proportional to the amount of the radionuclides emplaced. The proportional constant is called a waste
6 unit factor (fw). The waste unit factor, fw, that was used in the performance assessment calculations when disposal of
7. waste forms in a group was evaluated (including borosilicate glass from Savannah River, Hartford,and West Valley)
8 is the sum of the following:9

10
11 1. The amount of the INEL spent fuels (in metric tons of heavy metal [MTHM]), as defined in 40 CFR 191,
12 Appendix A, Note 1(a), divided by 1000
13 2. The curies of radionuclides of gamma or beta emitters in the HLW with half-lives greater than 100 years, or14
15 any alpha emitters with half-lives greater than 20 years, as defined by 40 CFR 191, Appendix A, Note l(d),
le divided by 1,000,000.
17

18 The waste unit factor determined for the INEL PA is 9.934 (Table 4o7).
19
20

21 Table 4-7. Units of Waste for the INEL PA, Based on 40 CFR 191, Appendix A22
23
24 Alpha Nuclides >20 yr;

25 Contributing DOE Beta and Gamma Units of Waste Units of Waste
26 Nuclides >100 yr
27 Complexes (cudu) Based on Note l(a) Baaed on Note l(d)
28 ........
29 INEL
30 Graphite Fuels N/A 0.027 N/A
31 Special Fuels N/A 0.3" N/A32
33 Calcine 3.39 x 10s N/A 0.339

34 West Valley 7.15 x 104 N/A 0.071535
36 Savannah River 8.04 x 106 N/A 8.036
37
38 Hanford 1.16 x 106 N/A 1.160

9 ii ,i,ii

40 Total 0.327 9.607
41
42 Waste Unit Factor = 9.934
43

44 * Nocorrectionwasmadefor low bumupof someof the highlyenflchedfuels.
45
46
47
48 Waste unit factors were not used in this performance assessment when single waste parcels were compared (Sim-

49 pie PA). In addition, the depleted uranium added to Waste Group 4 was considered for this performance assessment50
to be a low-level waste and was not included in calculations of the waste unit factors. Including the depleted uranium51

52 in the waste unit factor calculation for waste group 4 would result in lower normalized releases for that group than
53 reported here. The depleted uranium was, however, included in the inventory of the appropriate waste parcel in all
54 the calculations and had a significant effect on the calculated releases.
55
56
57

58 4.4 'l'reamaent Options for the Wte
59

61 Before the waste is placed into a container for disposal, the waste is treated with the intent of making the waste
62 form more resistant to transport in repository groundwater and eventual release. The treatments being considered in
63 this performance assessment differ for each type of spent fuel and high-level waste because characteristics vary
54

among types (e.g., how susceptible the material is to becoming critical in certain hypothetical situations). Based on
65 scoping calculations using conservative assumptions (Appendix C), no more than 0.7 kg of 235U is placed in a waste66
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4.4 TreatmentOptionsforthe Waste

1 parcel for disposal in a granite repository because of criticality concerns. This requirement means that some spent
2 fuel must be physically cut. Because of salt's low final permeability and porosity (which means that only a small3
4 amount of water is available to moderate a nuclear reaction) and the presence of chlorine that absorbs neutrons, the
5 salt repository is not restricted to the 0.7 kg 235U limit, based on the conservative criticality assumptions (Appendix
6 C). Two waste treatment options for the salt repository (Groups 1 and 3) were chosen to take advantage of this relax-
7 ation in criticality concerns and permit up to 10 kg of 235U. The heat generated by radioactive decay is also important
8 as this can affect canister spacing and, thus, repository size.9

10
11 In this performance assessment, five treatment options are considered for the spent fuel and high-level waste
12 stored at IN'EL (Figures 4-8 through 4-10). Although many combinations of treatments could be constructed, the

13 treatment options selected range from placing currently existing spent fuel and high-level waste directly into waste
14 parcels to encapsulating or dissolving spent fuel and high-level waste into a glass-ceramic matrix These options
15 roughly correspond to one minimum, one moderate, and three high levels of stabilization or reprocessing of the spent16
17 fuel and high-level waste. In some options, waste types may be commingled.
18

19 Options 1 through 5--discussed separately in Sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.3 for graphite spent fuel, special spent
20 fuel, and calcine wastemare the basis for the waste disposal groupings, which are discussed later in this chapter. For

21 example, Waste Disposal Group 1 includes waste parcels that are designed to hold either graphite spent fuel, special22
23 spent fuel, or calcine waste that has been treated according to Option 1 for salt and/or granite repositories. Also note
24 that the liquid, slurries, and solid high-level waste stored at Savannah River, Hartford, and West Valley are assumed to
25 be immobilized in a borosilicate glass.
26
27
28

29 4.4.1 Processing Options for Graphite Spent Fuel
30

31 For graphite spent fuel (Figure 4-8), the five options include (1) disposal of whole or cut graphite blocks with the32
33 fuel plugs in canisters at a repository (whole block disposal), (2) separation of the fuel and graphite block, disposal of
34 the graphite block at a low-level waste site (Lotts et al., 1992), clean glass encapsulation of the spent fuel, and spent
35 fuel disposal in canisters at a repository (rod/block separation), (3) graphite burning, with or without shredding, after
36 which the residue (i.e., the ash) is directly immobilized by melting with additives and calcine to form a glass (graphite
37 burning), (4) burning the graphite and separating plutonium and enriched uranium for future use (national resource),38
39 calcining the raffinate and immobilizing the calcine using the preferred treatment for high-level waste calcine (e.g.,
40 glass or glass-ceramic) (spent fuel recycling), and (5) burning up the graphite, oxidizing the fuel and treating it with
41 nitric acid to form uranyl nitrate, and adding depleted uranium at a ratio of about 200:1 to give a 235U content of the

42 waste equivalent to naturally occurring uranium before placing in canisters for repository disposal (oxidation then
43 dilution with depleted uranium).44
45
46

47 4.4.2 Processing Options for Special Spent Fuel48
49
50 The five options for special spent fuel include (Figure 4-9) (1) placing spent fuel in canisters and filling the void
51 space with lead (spent fuel/lead disposal), (2) placing spent fuel in canisters and filling the void space with the glass-
52 ceramic product of calcine immobilization (spent fuel/glass-ceramic), (3) placing spent fuel in canisters and sur-
53 rounding the spent fuel with the borosilicate glass product of calcine immobilization (spent fuel/borosilicate glass),54
55 (4) separating plutonium and enriched uranium for future use (national resource), calcining the raffinate, and then
56 immobilizing the calcine using the preferred treatment for high-level waste calcine (e.g., glass or glass-ceramic)
57 (spent fuel recycling), and (5) oxidizing the fuel, mixing with depleted uranium oxide to reduce the enrichment, and
5e then immobilizing the resulting uranium oxide mixture by melting with additives and calcine to form a glass (oxida-
59 don then dilution with depleted uranium).6o
61
62
63
64
65
66
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Figure 4-9. Treatment options used for high and low enriched spent fuel.
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4.5 Descriptionof Waste Parcels

1 4.4.3 Processing Options for Calcine Waste2
3
4 For the calcine high-level waste (Figure 4-10), the five options include (I) calcining all liquid high-level waste
5 and placing all the granular calcine in canisters (granular calcine), (2) calcining all liquid high-level waste and immo-
6 bilizing the calcine by mixing with additives, then using the Hot Isostatic Press (HIP) process to form a glass-
7 ceramic, and packaging all the glass-ceramic either separately or with the special spent fuel (spent fuel/glass-
8 ceramic), (3) immobilizing the liquid high-level waste and calcine by mixing with additives and melting to form a9

10 glass, and either packaging separately or filling the void space around the special spent fuel (spent fuel/borosilicate
11 glass), (4) mixing the calcine with the repmcessed spent fuels, immobilizing the calcine by mixing with additives,
12 and then using the HIP process to form a glass-ceramic (spent fuel recycling/glass-ceramic), and (5) immobilizing the
13 calcine by mixing with additives, and then melting to form glass (spent fuel recycling/borosilicate glass).14
15
16

4.5 Description of Waste Parcels18
19
20 The waste parcel (WP) is defined as the waste form, waste canister, internal backfill (or redundant barrier), and
21 overpack for structural reinforcement or corrosion-resistant protection (Figure 4-11). Two types of waste containers
22 are included in the waste parcel: a canister and an overpack. The waste canister encloses the waste form; for this per-
23 formance assessment, the canister material is either stainless steel 304L (70.89%-Fe, 18%-Cr, 8%-Ni, 2%-Mn, 1%-24
25 Si, 0.05%-P, 0.03%-C, 0.03%-S) or Inconel 625 (69%-Ni, 22%-Cr, 9%-Mo). The overpack provides structural rein-
26 forcement and corrosion resistance; the overpack material for this study is either Inconel 625 or Titanium ASTM
27 Grade 12 (98.9%-Ti, 0.8%-Mo, 0.3%-Ni), denoted here as Ti-Grade 12.
28

29 For this performance assessment,neither the overpack nor the internal backfill was modeled in the majority of30
31 the calculations. The overpack was omitted in responseto preliminary calculations, which showed that the over-
32
33
34

J / /

37 "--- I "------ " I
38 / /. I / WasteForm(SpentNuclear

39 ___/' FuelorHigh-LevelWaste)

40
41 WasteCanister
42
43
44
45 / ------ I IntemalBackfill

47 _
48 \ Overpack

J .i Backfill-BufferNotasPart
51 \ oftheWasteParcelbut
52 / asPartofWastePackage
53 Emplacement
54 _
55
56
57
58 HostRock
59 (NotDefinedasPart
60 ofthe WasteParcel)
61
62 TRl-6342-2075-0
63

54 Figure 4-11. Schematic of cross-section of waste parcel, consisting of waste form, waste containers (canister and
65 overpack), and internal backfill.66
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4. Descriptionof Waste andWaste Parcels

1 pack's role as a barrier tended to overwhelm the effects of the waste treatments. Therefore to maintain the focus of
2 the calculations on the waste-treatment options, the waste parcel for the calculations primarily consists of the waste
3 form and waste canister. The canister material is stainless steel 304L. To study the effect of the overpack, one set of4
5 calculations was run with an overpack (see Chapter 16). For the salt repository, the waste canister was Inconel 625
6 with a Ti-Grade 12 overpack. For the granite repository, both waste canister and over'pack were Inconel 625. A lead
7 internal backfill was used for both the salt and granite repositories. Ti-Grade 12 is much more suitable for the
8 corrosive environment in the salt repository and thus it was chosen as the overpack material for the salt site. Inconel
9 625 was chosen for the granite site based on its lower cost and adequate corrosion resistance.10

11
12

13 4.5.1 Waste Canister14
15
16 The waste canister is a physical barrier for containment. It must provide sufficient mechanical strength for waste
17 transportation and handling operations. It must also be able to withstand the high temperature of the waste processing
18 (e.g., glassification inside the canister or ceramic heater processes) (Molecke et al., 1981, p. 8). Canister designs for
19 the salt and granite repositories were selected based on several canister concepts, including corrosion designs, corro-20
21 sion-resistant designs, and self-shielding designs. For both the salt and granite repositories, the standard waste canis-
22 ter is assumed to be a stainless steel 304L canister, with a wall thickness of 9.5 mm.
23

24 Diameters and lengths of the canisters considered in this performance assessment vary greatly depending on25
waste type and form (see Figure 4-12). The standard canisters are thin-walled cylindrical canisters with domed tops.26

27 The domed or curved head is a more efficient canister design and allows less material to be subjected to high stress
28 levels (Trabia and Kiley, 1992, p. 1252).
29
30
31
32 4.5.2 Internal Backfill
33

34 Usually a gap exists between the waste canister and the overpack, which is filled with molten metal. This gap35
between the inner and outer containers is to be filled with lead to transfer structural and heat loads between the two36

37 containers (Molecke et al., 1981, p. 30; Goodwin and Westerman, 1992). Such transfer of loads allows the overpack
38 thickness to be designed on a corrosion-resistance criterion rather than structural considerations. Lead is being con-
39 sidered as a filler material in several waste management programs, e.g., in Sweden, Canada, Germany, Switzerland,
40 and in the U.K (U.S. DOE, 1989). It should be noted that RCRA regulations may affect the decision to use lead in41

this application.42
4,3
44

45 4.5.3 Optional Canister Overpack46
47
48 The overpack is a container that acts as a primary containment barrier. Its function is to provide containment
49 during the operating period (transfer, placement, and potential retrieval) and for thousands of years after repository
50 closure (decommissioning).51
52
53 As a primary containment barrier, the overpack should be designed for at least a 100-yr corrosion lifetime (Tang
54 and Saling, 1990, p. 125). In addition, the overpack should also be designed (with sufficient thickness) to resist
55 crushing from external, lithostatic loads with sufficient allowance to prevent failure from any corrosion processes
56 (Kircher and Bradley, 1983, p. 384).57
58
59 Steel, copper, nickel-base alloys (such as Hastelloy C4 [66.9%-Ni, 19.4%-Cr, 13.8%-Mo]), and titanium alloys
60 (such as Ti-Grade 12 and Titanium ASTM Grade 2 [100%-Ti]) are common overpack materials for waste parcels in
61 various geologic-type repositories. The overpack material is an important (critical) compatibility selection when
62 combined with the geological environment of the repository (i.e., granite, volcanic tuff, basalt, salt). Perhaps the63

most important material consideration for overpack longevity is resistance to corrosion (assuming the designed canis-64
65 ter dimensions prevent structural failure from lithostatic loads and/or thermal-induced stress fields).
66
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4.5 Descriptionof Waste Parcels

1
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64 Figure 4-12. Relative sizes of 10 different canisters considered in this performance assessment (dimensions in
65 meters).
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4. Descriptionof Waste and Waste Parcels

1 As noted above, the overpack was not modeled in the majority of ti,e calculations; only one set of calculations
2

was run with the overpack and internal backfill (see Chapter 16). In this calculation, it was assumed that an Inconel
3 625 canister (not stainless steel 304L) is emplaced in an overpac;: sometim,_ before being emplaced in the repository.4
5 The overpack is a 6.4 mm (1N-in.) thick container (Molecke et ai., 1%2; WEC, 1981) and is expected to provide
6 enhanced corrosion resistance and capability, thus providing barrier protection for a long period of time.
7
8
9 4.6 Waste Disposal Groups

10

11 The five waste treatment options (Section 4.4) are the basis for the waste disposal groupings, which were created12
to study the effects of specific treatment options. For example, Waste Disposal Group 1 includes waste parcels that13

14 are designed to hold either graphite spent fuel, special spent fuel, or calcine waste that has been treated according to
15 Option 1 for salt and/or granite repositories. Note that for the majority of the calculations, the waste parcel consists
16 of the waste form and waste canister only, i.e., the overpack and internal backfill are not modeled (see Section 4.5).
17

15 This section describes the waste disposal groups, including treatment options per waste type and corresponding19
20 waste parcels. Table 4-8 provides a listing, by waste parcel number, of the waste parcels found in each waste disposal
21 group. For all disposal groups, the liquid, slurries, and solid high-level waste stored at Savannah River, Hartford, and
22 West Valley are assumed to be immobilized in a borosilicate glass.
23
24

25 Table 4-8. Waste Parcels (WPs) Found in Waste Disposal Groups 1 through 526
27
28 Waste Disposal Groups
29
30 1 2 3 4 5
31
32 Waste Parcels from INEL 1-6 10-13 14-21 22-23 24-25
33
34 Waste Parcels from DOE
35 sites* 7-9 7-9 7-9 7-9 7-9
36
37
38

* WasteParcels7 through9 aredesignedtoenclosetheborosilicateglasswastefromthethreeDOEcomplexes,i.e.,Savannah39
40 River,Hanford,andWestValley,respectively.
41
42

43 4.6.1 Waste Disposal Group 1
44

45 Waste Disposal Group 1 includes six waste parcels (WPs) that correspond to treatment option 1 for graphite46
47 spent fuel, special spent fuel, and calcine waste (Table 4-9). Waste Disposal Group 1 also includes Waste Parcels 7
45 through 9, which were designed to enclose the borosilicate glass waste form from the three DOE sites, i.e., Savannah
49 River: Hanford, and West Valley, respectively. (Note that Waste Parcels 7 through 9 are found in all five waste dis-
50 posal groups.)51
52
53 Of the five waste disposal groups, Waste Disposal Group 1 is subjected to the least degree of stabilization or
54 repr_essing prior to disposal. As a consequence, the total volume of waste in Group 1 requires the largest number of
55 waste parcels (up to 23,584)*** of which 7519 are from the three DOE sites (Savannah River, Hartford, and West

55 Valley). Waste Disposal Group 1 was also chosen to take advantage of relaxed 235U criticality limits for the salt
57 repository, and thus the waste parcel designs for disposal in salt are different from those for disposal in the granite55
59 repository.
6o
61
52
63
54 "'20,858 for salt repositoryand 23,584for granite(seeTable6-1 in Chapter6). Thetotalnumberof wasteparcelswas recalculatedbasedon
65 wastevolumesandwasteparceldimensionsanddoesnotnecessarilyagreewiththenumbersindicatedinAppendixA.
66
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4.6 Waste DisposalGroups

1 Selected Treatment Options. The treatment options for the waste stored at Idaho considered in Waste Disposal
2 Group 1 include the following:3
4
5 • Graphite spent fuel: Disposal of whole or cut graphite blocks with the fuel plugs in canisters at a repository
6 (whole block disposal).
7 • Special spent fuel: Placing spent fuel in canistersand filling the void spacewith lead (spentfuel/lead dis-
8 posal).9

• Calcine Waste: Calcining all liquid high-level waste and placing all the granular calcine in canisters (granular10
11 calcine)
12

13 Corresponding Waste Parcels. A description of the waste parcels for Waste Disposal Group 1 is provided in
14 Table 4-9 and shown in Figures 4-13 through 4-21.15
16
17
18 Table 4-9. Waste Parcels (WPs) for Waste Disposal Group 1
19
20 Waste
21 Parcel Repository Waste Treatment
22 ID Type Type Source Option
23

24 WP 1 Salt Spentfuel, graphite FortSt. Vrain Wholeblock
25 Peach Bottom fuel assemblies
26

27 WP 2 Granite Spentfuel, graphite Fort St. Vrain Cut or wholeblock28

29 WP 3 Granite Spentfuel, graphite Peach Bottom Fuel assemblyin lead
30
31 WP 4 Salt Granite Spentfuel, special,HEU Special Fuel assemblyin lead
32
33 WP 5 Salt Granite Spentfuel, special,LEU Special Fuel assemblyin lead
34
35 WP 6 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Chem Plant Calcine, loosepowder
36
37
38
39 WP 7 Salt Granite High-levelwaste SavannahRiver Borosilicateglass
4O
41 WP 8 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Hanford Borosilicateglass
42

WP 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste West Valley Borosilicateglass43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6o
61
62
63
64
65
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

1
2

3 0.609(24.0 m

5
6
7
8
9

10 Peach Bottom
11 (3 or4 Elements)
12 StainlessSteel
13 Canister FortSt. Vrain
14 (Layer1) (5 Elements)
15
16
17

18 AirGap
19
20
21
22
23

24 4.115 m
25 162.0 in)
26 Aluminum
27 ShellFuel
28 Canister
29 (Layer 2)
30
31 StructuralCarbon
32 (FromCompacts,
33 ElementBlock,etc.)
34 (Layer3 = Matrix1)
35
36

Metal Carbide37
(UC2 andThC2)

38 Interiorof Particles
39 (Layer4 = Matrix2)
4O
41 0.45 mm

44 Silicon
45 Carbide
46 Coating 1 4 5 6 7 8 9

46 Scale

49 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 lira50 I , , , , I, , ,
51 o 12 24 36 in

52
53
54
55
56
57
58 Scale of WP DisposalGroup1- Salt

59 TRI-6342-3755-0
60

61 Figure 4-]3. Waste Parcel ] in Waste Disposal Group ]. This waste parcel contains whole block graphite spent j_el62
63 from Fort St. Vrain and Peach Bottom and is intended for disposal in a salt repository. (The layer and
64 matrix designations are for the gas generation and source term submodels described in Chapter I1.

The pertinent data for these layers are tabulated in Appendix D.)
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups

1
2
3
4
5

6 0.4576 m

7 (18,0 in)8 i
9

10 Someelementsare cut to
11 2/3 of a blockdue to
12 cdticalttyissues(in granite).
13
14
15
16
17 StainlessSteel
18 Canister 0.9860 m
19 (0.4576 m Diam 38.8 in)
20 (Layer 1)
21
22 AirGap
23
24 StructuralCarbon
25 (From Compacts,
26 ElementBlock,etc.)
27 (Layer2 = Matrix1)
28
29 Metal Carbide
30 (UC2 andThC2) 0.45 mm
31 Interiorof Particles
32 (Layer3 = Matrix2)

33 Silicon
34 Carbide
35 Coating
36
37
38 Scale
39 0 .2 .4 .e .s 1m

I ,,, w I I II I I I
40 0 ;2 24 36in
41
42
43
44 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
45
46 =

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57 Scale of WP DisposalGroup1- Granite
58

59 TRI-6342-3758.0
6O
61
62

63 Figure 4-14. Waste Parcel 2 in Waste Disposal Group I. This waste parcel contains cut or whole block graphite64
65 spent fuel from Fort St. Vrain and Peach Bottom and is intended for disposal in a granite repository.
66
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4. Descdption of Waste and Waste Parcels

1
2

3 0.273 m
4 (10.75 in)

I " I

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13 I_
14
15
16 StainlessSteel
17 Canister I_i li:,
18 (LayerI)
19
2O

AirGap21

23 AluminumShellFuel
Canister(Layer2)24

25
26 StructuralCarbon
27 (From Compacts,
28 CylinderSleeves,etc.) i; 4.009 m
29 (Layer 3 = Matdx1) (157.8 in)
30
3i MetalCarbideMC2)
32 (UC2 andThC2)

intedorof Par,des
(Layer4 = Matrix2)

35 m ili

37 li
38 Silicon"
39 Carbide
40 Coating
41
42
43
44
45
46 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

51
52

54 Scale
55 o .2 .4 .e .e 1m
56 I , = , , I, = I
57 o 12 24 _ =n

58 Scaleof WP DisposalGroup 1- Granita
59

60 TRI-6342-3759-0
61
62

63 Figure 4-15. Waste Parcel 3 in Waste Disposal Group 1. This waste parcel contains fuel assemblies from Peach64
65 Bottom and is intended for disposal in a granite repository.
66
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4.6 Waste DisposalGroups

2
3
4 0.1683m
5 (6.62in)

I I
6
7
8
9

I0
11
12 StainlessSteel
13 Canister
14 (Layeri )
15
16
17 LeadFllling
18 (Layer2) 1.6m
!9 (63.0 in)
2O
21

Aluminum23

,_ Cladding,AI24 (Layer3)25

27
28
29

31 (UAi3,AI)
32 IntedorofPlates
33 (Layer4 = Matdx1)
34
35
36 Scale
37 o .2 .4 .e .e _m

| . I . I I = , '
38 o I_ 24 36
39
40
41
42
43 1 4 5 6 7 8 9

4 - " "' ' '"'

45 i
i

47 i

49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56 Scaleof WPDisposalGroup1-Both
57
58
59 TRI-634,2-3760.0

6O
61
62

63 Figure 4-16. Waste Parcel 4 in Waste Disposal Group I. This waste parcel contains fuel assemblies from special64
65 highly enriched uranium spent fuel and is intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
66
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4. Descrlptlonof Waste andWaste Parcels

1
2
3
4 0.3239m
5 r--(12.75In_
6
7
8
g

10
11
12
13
14
16
16

17 StainlessSteel
18 Canister
19 (Layer1)
2O
21
22
23 LeadFilling
24 (Layer2)
25
26 Zircaloy

27 / Cladding

28 (Layer3 4.343 m
29 ,_.... 171.0 in)
30 ......"

( _ )
37

39

41
42
4,3
44

46 I 4 5 6 7 8 9

46 _
49
5O
51 Scale

52 _ ,2 .4 .6 .8 I m, I w I I, I v I
53 0 12 24 36 In

54
55
56
57

58 Scaleof WP DisposalGroup1-Both
59
60 TRI-6342-3761-0
61
62

63 Figure 4-17. Waste Parcel 5 in Waste Disposal Group 1. This waste parcel contains fuel assemblies from special64
65 low enriched uranium spent fuel and is intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
66
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups
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56 I , , , I ,, , _,_=
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58
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80
61
62

63 Fig,re 4-]& Woste Parcel 5 in Wost¢ Disposal Grovp ]. This woste parcel contains colcin_ high-level waste or_ _s64
65 intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

1
2

3 0.609 m
4 r------ (24.0 in)-----1
5
6
7
6
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

StainlessSteel21
Canister

22 (Layer1)23
24
25

26 Savannah
27 High LevelGlass 3.0 m
28 (Matdx 1) 118.11 in)
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45 1 4 5 6 7 8 9
46

45 _

5O
51
52
53
54
55 Scale
56 o _ .4 .6 .8 1m

i , I , I I I , !
57 0 12 24 36 in

58 Scaleof WP Disposal Group 1- Both
59
60 TRI-6342-3763-0
61
62

63 Figure 4-19. Waste Parcel 7 in all waste disposal groups. This waste parcel contains high-level waste in borosili-64
65 care glass from Savannah River and is intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
66
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups

I
2
3 0.609 m
4 _-----(24.0 in)-----_
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 StainlessSteel
22 Cardster
23 (Layer1)
24
25

26 Hartford
27 High LevelGlass 3.0 m
28 (Matrix1) (1lS. 11 in)
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

1 4 5 6 7 8 946
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55 Scale
56 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I m

I , I I I, I Is7 o ;= == _-
58 Scale of WP Disposal Group 1- Both
59
60 TRI-6342-3764-0

61
62

63 Figure 4-20. Waste Parcel 8 in all waste disposal groups. This waste parcel contains high-level waste in borosili-64
65 care glass from Hanford and is intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

1
2
3 0.609 m
4 _ (24.0 in)-----_
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20 StainlessSteel
21 Canister
22 (Layer1)
23
24
25
26 WestValley
27 Demo 3.0 m
28 HighLevel Glass (I 18.11 in)
29 (Matrix1)
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45 1 4 5 6 7 8 9

47

49
50
51
52

,54 Scale
55 0 .2 .4 .6 ,8 1m
56 I . I . I I I !

57 0 12 24 :_ In
58 Scaleof WP DisposalGroup1- Both
59
60 11:11-6342.3765-0

61
62

63 Figure 4-21. Waste Parcel 9 in all waste disposal groups. This waste parcel contains high-level waste in borosili-64
65 care glass from West Valley and is intended f _ disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
66
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4.6 Waste DisposalGroups

1 4.6.2 Waste Disposal Group 22
3
4 Waste Disposal Group 2 includes four waste parcels that correspond to treatment option 2 for graphite spent fuel,
5 special spent fuel, and calcine waste (Table 4-10). Waste Disposal Group 2 also includes Waste Parcels 7 through 9,
6 which were designed to enclose the borosilicate glass waste form from the three DOE sites, i.e., Savannah River,
7 Hartford, and West Valley, respectively.8
9

reprocessing option requires 16,262 waste parcels, ttt of which 7519 are from the three DOEThis "moderate"10
11 sites. The number of waste parcels required for the salt and granite repositories is the same.
12

13 Selected Treatment Options. The treatment options considered in Waste Disposal Group 2 include the follow-14
15 ing:
16
17 • Graphite spent fuel: Separation of the fuel and graphite block, disposal of the graphite block at a low-level
18 waste site, clean glass encapsulation of the spent fuel, and spent fuel disposal in canisters at a repository (rod/
19 block senaration_£" _ /20

• Special spent fuel: Placing spent fuel in canisters and filling the outer void space with calcine in compressed21
22 glass ceramic HIPs (spent fuel/glass-ceramic calcine)
23 • Calcine Waste: Calcining all the liquid high-level waste, adding glass-ceramic-forming additives to the cal-
24 cine, and heating up to 1050°C and 140 MPa in a Hot Isostatic Press (HIP) process and packaging all the cal-
25 cine separately or with the special spent fuel (spent fuel/glass-ceramic calcine)26
27
28 Corresponding Waste Emplacement Packages. A description of the waste parcels for Waste Disposal Group 2
29 is provided in Table 4-10; WPs 10 through 13 are shown in Figures 4-22 through 4-25 (waste parcels 7 through 9
30 were shown in Figures 4-19 through 4-21).
31
32

33 Table 4-10. Waste Parcels for Waste Disposal Group 234
35

36 Waste Repository Waste37 Parcel Treatment
38 ID Type Type Source Option
39
40 WP 10 Salt Granite Spent fuel, graphite Fort St. Vrain Compacts(fuelrods) in
41 Peach Bottom cleanglass
42
43 WP 11 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Chem Plant Calcine in HIPs* of glass
44 ceramic
45
46 WP 12 Salt 3ranite Spentfuel, special,HEU Special HIPS of glassceramic
47
48 WP 13 Salt Granite Spentfuel, special,LEU Special HIPS of glassceramic
49
50
51
52 WP 7 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Savannah River Borosilicateglass
53
54 WP 8 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Hanford Borosilicateglass
55
56 WP 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste West Valley Borosilicateglass
57
58
59 * HIP= HotIsostaticPress
60
61
62
63
64

'f*'_16,262forbothsaltandgraniterepositories(seeTable6-1 inChapter6). Thetotalnumberof wasteparcelswasrecalculatedbasedon waste65
66 volumesandwasteparceldimensionsanddoesnotnecessarilyagreewiththenumbersindicatedinAppendixA.
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

1

2 0.2032m

3 , (8.0 in),4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19 StainlessSteel
20 Canister
21 (Layer1)
22
23
24
25 StainlessSteel
26 Capsule 4.009 m
27 (Layer2) (157.83 in)
28
29
30 StructuralCarbon
31 (Layer3 = Matrix1)

32 CleanGlass
33
34
35
36
37
3_
39 MetalCarbide
40 (UC2 andThC2)
41 (Layer4 = Matrix2)
42
43 0.45 mm

44 Silicon__,_ 10 11 12 13 7 8 9
45 Carbide

46 Coating I_

|48
49
5O
51
52
53 Scale
54 0 _ .4 .6 .8 I m

I , i , , l, , I
55 o I_ =4 _ ,n

56 Scale of WP DisposalGroup2 - Both57
58
59 TRI-6342-3756-0
60
61

62 Figure 4-22. Waste Parcel 10 in Waste Disposal Group 2. This waste parcel contains compacts (fuel rods) in clean63
64 glass from Fort St. Vrain and Peach Bottom reactors and is intended for disposal in both salt and gran-
65 ire repositories.
66
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups

1

2 0.609 m
3 I-----'- (24.0 in)4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 StainlessSteel
19 Canister
20 (Layer1)
21
22

23 SteelHIP

24 Package
25 23 inOD, 7 inID 3.0 m
26 6 in Length (118.11 in)
27 (Layer 2)
28

29 CalcineGlass
30 Ceramic
31 Filling
32 (Matdx1)
33
34
35
36 - 18HIPs
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45 10 11 12 13 7 8 9
46
47
48
49
50
51

52 Scale
53 o .2 .4 .S .8 1 m

54 I , I J I Iw I , I

55 0 12 24 36 in

56

57 Scale of WP Disposal Group 2 - [_oth
58

59 TRI-6342.3757-0
6O
61

62 Figure 4-23, Waste Parcel 11 in Waste Disposal Group 2. This waste parcel contains calcine high-level waste in63
64 glass ceramic within 18 Hot lsostatic Press packages and is intended for disposal in both salt and
65 granite repositories.
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

1
2
3
4
5
6
7 0.6096 m
8 r----- (24.0 in) ,
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 StainlessSteel
19 Canister
20 (Layer 1)
21

22 Stainless 1.778 m
23 HIP Package (70.0 in)
24 23 inOD, 7 inID
25 6 inVerticalLength
26 (Layer2)
27
28 Glass Ceramic
29 (Matrix1)
30 Stainless Steel
31 Capsule
32 10 HIPs
33
34 Lead Filling
35

36 Aluminum
37 Cladding
38 (Layer5)

42
Metal Fuel

43 (Layer 6 = Matrix 2))44 10 11 12 13 7 8 9
45

47 B===_

49
50 _"

51 Scale
52 o .2 .4 .e .8 _m
53 I ,, , I = m ,
54 0 12 24 36 in

55
56
57 Scale of WP Disposal Group 2- Both
58

59 TRI-6342-3766-0

60
61

62 Figure 4-24. Waste Parcel 12 in Waste Disposal Group 2. This waste parcel contains special highly enriched ura-63
54 nium spent fuel in glass ceramic within 10 stainless-steel Hot Isostatic Press packages and is intended
65 for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
66
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups

1
2

0.6096m
3 (24.0 in)
4 ' '
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16 StainlessSteel
17 Canister
18 (Layer1)
19
2O

21 Stainless 4.52 m
22 HIP Package (178.0 in)
23 23 inOD, 13 inID
24 6 inVerticalLength
25 (Layer2)
26
27
28 Steel Fuel
29 Canister
30 (Layer 3)
31
32 Lead Riling
33 (Layer4)
34
35 _ Zircaloy

Cladding .
35 (Layer5)
37
38 CalcineGlass
39 CeramicFilling 28HIPs
40 (Matrix1)

41 Uranium
42 DioxideFuel(U02)
43 (Matrix2)

45 -!!;i__ 10 11 12 13 7 8 9
46 !

49

iii:iii!i
52 _
53

Scale
54 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 m
55 I , ,, , I , i
56 0 12 24 36 in

57 Scale of WP Disposal Group2- Both
58
59 TRI-6342-3767-0

6O
61

62 Figure 4-25. Waste Parcel 13 in Waste Disposal Group 2. This waste parcel contains special low enriched uranium68
54 spent fuel in glass ceramic within 28 stainless steel Hot Isostatic Press packages and is intended for
65 disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
66
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4. Descriptionof Waste and Waste Parcels

1 4.6.3 Waste Disposal Group 32
3
4 Waste Disposal Group 3 includes eight WPs that correspond to treatment option 3 for graphite spent fuel, special
5 spent fuel, and calcine waste (Table 4-11). Waste Disposal Group 3 also includes Waste Parcels 7 through 9, which
6 were designed to enclose the borosilicate glass waste form from the three DOE complexes, i.e., Savannah River, Han-
7 ford, and West Valley, respectively.8
9

10 Up to 17,408 waste parcels*$$ arerequiredfor disposalof Group3 waste,of which 7519 are from the threeDOE
11 sites. Like WasteDisposal Group 1, Group 3 waschosento take advantageof relaxed235Ucriticality limits for dis-
12 posal in a salt repository. Thus, the wasteparceldesignsfor the saltandgranite repositoriesaredifferent.
13

14 SelectedTreatment Options. The treatmentoptionsconsideredin WasteDisposalGroup 3 include the follow-15
16 ing:
17

18 • Graphite spent fuel: Burning up the graphite and glass-ceramic encapsulation of the fuel particles (possibly
19 after grinding up the fissile particles and additional graphite burning) (graphite burning)20

• Special spent fuel: Placing spent fuel in canisters and filling the void space with lead and surrounding spent21
22 fuel with a borosilicate glass matrix (spent fuel/glass-ceramic calcine)
23 • Calcine Waste: Placing the liquid high-level waste and calcine in a borosilicate glass matrix and packaging
24 separately or filling the void space around the special spent fuel (spent fuel/borosilicate calcine)
25

26 Corresponding Waste Emplacement Packages. A description of the waste parcels for Waste Disposal Group 327
28 is provided in Table 4-11; WPs 14 through 21 are shown in Figures 4-26 through 4-33 (waste parcels 7 through 9
29 shown in Figures 4-19 through 4-21).
30
31
32 Table 4.11. Waste Parcels for Waste Disposal Group 3
33
34 Waste
35 Parcel Repository Waste Treatment
36 ID Type Type Source Option
37
38 WP 14 Salt Spentfuel, graphite FortSt Vrain Compacts,pulverized
39 Peach Bottom graphiteburnedoff; result-
40 ant powder
41
42 WP 15 Granite Spent fuel, graphite Fort St Vrain Compacts,pulverized
43 Peach Bottom graphiteburnedoff;result-
44 ant powder

45 WP 16 Salt Spent fuel, special,HEU Special 16 fuelassembliesinglass46
47 WP 17 Salt Spent fuel, specialLEU Special 3 fuelassembliesinglass
48
49 WP 18 Salt High-levelwaste Chem Plant Calcinein INELglass

50 WP 19 Granite Spentfuel, specialHEU Special Singleelementinglass
51 ceramic
52
53 WP 20 Granite Spentfuel, special,LEU Special Elementinglassceramic

54 WP 21 Granite High-levelwaste Chem Plant Calcinein INEL glass55
56
57
58 WP 7 Salt Granite High-levelwaste SavannahRiver Borosilicateglass

59 WP 8 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Hartford Borosilicateglass60
61 WP 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste WestValley Borosilicateglass
62
63
54
65 $$$13,858forsaltrepositoryand17,408forgranite(seeTable6-1inChapter6). Thetotalnumberofwasteparcelswasrecalculatedbasedon
66 wastevolumesandwasteparceldimensionsanddoesnotnecessarilyagreewiththenumbersindicatedinAppendixA.
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups

1
2
3 0.6096 m

(24.0 in)
i' i

5
6
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8
9

10
11 ','"
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13 , . •

15 ' •
16 "._"
17 ' •
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20 StainlessSteel _ ",, _ ",
21 Canister
22 4.52 m Length " •
23 (Layer1) ' ," "
24 """
25 CalcineGlass " •

26 (Matrix1) _.: ,

27 " ' "" 4.52 m
28 SteelCapsuk ' • : • ( 178.0 in)
29 0.273 m Diam

3.657 m Length '_","
30 (Plus0.15 m Handle) ," : "
31 (Layer 2) "" " '
32 ." ;',

3 • • . _
LooseParticles

34 (RemainingAfter
35 Burningof Compacts) " ' "
36 (Layer3 = Matrix2)
37 '" "
38 ",,,
39

41

42 _'_,3_ .:,',,

44 ' ' * • *

45 _ ;'"" "" 14 16 17 18 7 8 9
46 i_ "'''"

45 _ ..... |49 _ • :: ,',".

50 _ _ E51 _ _._
52

53 Scale
54 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1m
55 I i , , ,, i , J
56 o 12 24 36 in

57
58 Scale of WP Disposal Group 3- Salt

59 TRI-6342-3768-0
6O
61
62
63 Figure 4-26. Waste Parcel ]4 in Waste Disposal Group 3. This waste parcel contains compacts of pulverized graph-
64 ire from Fort St. Vrain and Peach Bottom that has been burned off and is intended for disposal in the

65 salt repository.
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels

I
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62 Figure 4-27. Waste Parcel 15 in Waste Disposal Group 3. This waste parcel contains compacts of pulverized graph-63
64 ire from Fort St. Vrain and Peach Bottom that has been burned off and is intended for disposal in the
65 granite repository.
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups
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64 Figure 4-28. Waste Parcel 16 in Waste Disposal Group 3. This waste parcel contains ]6fuel assemblies in glass of
65 special highly enriched uranium spent fuel and is intended for disposal in the salt repository.
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4. Descdptlon of Waste and Waste Parcels
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63 Figure 4-29. Waste Parcel 17 in Waste Disposal Group 3. This waste parcel contains three special low enriched64
65 uranium spent fuel in glass and is intended for disposal in the salt repository.
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups
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63 Figure 4-30. Waste Parcel 18 in Waste Disposal Group 3. This waste parcel contains high-level waste in glass and64
65 is intended for disposal in the salt repository.
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4. Descdption of Waste and Waste Parcels
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65 special highly enriched uranium spent fuel and is intended for disposal in the granite repository.
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups
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64 Figure 4-32. Waste Parcel 20 in Waste Disposal Group 3. This waste parcel contains special low enriched uranium
65 spent fuel in glass and is intended for disposal in the granite repository.
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4. Descdption of Waste and Waste Parcels
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84 Figure 4-33. Waste Parcel 21 in Waste Disposal Group 3. This waste parcel contains high-level waste in INEL glass

85 and is intended for disposal in the granite repository.
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4.6 Waste DisposalGroups

1 4.6.4 Waste Disposal Group 4
2
3
4 Waste Disposal Group 4 includes two waste parcels that correspond to treatment option 4 for graphite spent fuel,
5 special spent fuel, and calcine waste (Table 4-12). Waste Disposal Group 4 also includes Waste Parcels 7 through 9,
6 which were designed to enclose the borosilicate glass waste form from the three DOE complexes, i.e., Savannah
7 River, Hanford, and West Valley, respectively.8
9

10 A total of 12,618 waste parcels**** are required to dispose of the waste in Group 4, of which 7519 are from the
11 three DOE sites. The same number and design of waste parcels are used for the salt and granite repositories.
12

13 Selected Treatment Options. The treatment options considered in Waste Disposal Group 4 include the follow-

14 ing:15
16
17 • Graphite spent fuel: Burning up the graphite and separation of thorium and enriched uranium for future use
18 (national resource) and mixing the remaining waste with borosilicate glass or glass-ceramic (spent fuel recy-

19 cling)20
• Special spent fuel: Separating the enriched uranium and thorium for future use (national resource) and mix-21

22 ing the remaining waste with borosilicate glass or glass-ceramic (spent fuel recycling)
23 * Calcine Waste: Calcining all the liquid high-level waste, adding glass-ceramic-forming additives to the cal-
24 cine, mixing with reprocessed special spent fuel and graphite fuel, and heating up to 1050°C and 140 MPa in
25 a Hot Isostatic Press (HIP) process (glass-ceramic calcine)26
27
28 Corresponding Waste Parcels. A description of the waste parcels for Waste Disposal Group 4 is provided in
29 Table 4-12; WPs 22 and 23 are shown in Figures 4-34 and 4-35 (waste parcels 7 through 9 shown in Figures 4-19
30 through 4-21).
31
32

33 Table 4-12. Waste Parcels for Waste Disposal Group 434
35
36 Waste
37 Parcel Repository Waste Treatment
38 ID Type Type Source Option
39
40 WP 22 Salt Granite Graphitespent fuel FortSt. Vrain Glass ceramicwithin
41 Peach Bottom HIPs*
42 High-levelwaste Chem Plant43

44 WP 23 Salt Granite Specialspentfuel Special Glassceramicwithin
45 High-levelwaste Chem Plant HIPs
46
47
48
49 WP 7 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Savannah River Borosilicateglass
50
51 WP 8 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Hanford Borosilicateglass
52
53 WP 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste West Valley Borosilicateglass
54
55
56 "HIP = HotIsostaticPress
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
54 .... 12,618forbothsaltandgraniterepositories(seeTable6-1inChapter6). Thetotalnumberofwasteparcelswasrecalculatedbasedonwaste
65 volumesandwasteparceldimensionsanddoesnotnecessarilyagreewiththenumbersindicatedinAppendixA.
66
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels
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62 Figure 4-34. Waste Parcel 22 in Waste Disposal Group 4. This waste parcel contains graphite spent fuel from Fort

6,3 St. Vrain and Peach Bottom reactors and calcine in 18 steel-clad Hot lsostatic Press packages and is54
65 intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups
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62 Figure 4-35. Waste Parcel 23 in Waste Disposal Group 4. This waste parcel contains special spent fuel from low63
64 and highly enriched uranium spent fuel and calcine in 18 steel-clad Hot lsostatic Press packages and
65 is intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
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4. Descriptionof Waste and Waste Parcels

1 4.6.5 Waste Disposal Group 52
3
4 Waste Disposal Group 5 includes three waste parcels that correspond to treatment option 5 for graphite spent
5 fuel, special spent fuel, and calcine waste (Table 4-13). Waste Disposal Group 5 also includes Waste Parcels 7
6 through 9, which were designed to enclose the borosilicate glass waste form from the three DOE complexes, i.e.,
7 Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley, respectively.8
9

10 A total of 16,430 waste parcels tttt are required to dispose of the waste in Waste Disposal Group 5, of which

11 7519 are from the three DOE sites. The same number and design of waste parcels are used for the salt and granite
12 repositories.
13
14

Selected Treatment Options° The treatment options considered in Waste Disposal Group 5 include the follow-15
16 ing:
17

18 • Graphite spent fuel: Burning up the graphite, oxidizing the fuel and treating with nitric acid to form uranyl
10 nitrate, and adding depleted uranium at a ratio of about 200:1 to give a 235U content of the waste equivalent20

to naturally occurring uranium before placing in canisters for repository disposal (oxidation then dilution21
22 with depleted uranium)
23 ° Special spent fuel: Oxidizing the fuel and adding depleted uranium at a ratio of about 100:1 (oxidation then
24 dilution with depleted uranium)

25 ° Calcine Waste: Placing the liquid high-level waste and calcine in a borosilicate glass matrix and filling the26
void space (borosilicate calcine)27

28

29 Corresponding Waste Parcels. A description of the waste parcels for Waste Disposa! Group 5 is provided in
30 Table 4-13; WPs 24 through 26 are shown in Figures 4-36 through 4-38 (waste parcels 7 through 9 shown in Figures
31 4-19 through 4-21).32
33
34
35 Table 4-13. Waste Parcels for Waste Disposal Group 5
36
37 Waste
38 Parcel Repository Waste Treatmont
39 ID Type Type Source Option40

41 WP 24 Salt Granite Spentfuel, graphite Fort St. Vrain Processedand mixed42
43 Peach Bottom withdepleteduraniumin
44 glass

45 WP 25 Salt Granite Spentfuel, special,HEU Special Mixedwith depletedura-46
47 and LEU nium (in glass)

48 WP 26 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Chem Plant Calcineinglass49
5O
51

52 WP 7 Salt Granite High-levelwaste SavannahRiver Borosilicateglass53

54 WP 8 Salt Granite High-levelwaste Hanford Borosilicateglass55

56 WP 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste West Valley Borosilicateglass
57
58
59
60
61
62,
63
64 tttt 16,430forbothsaltandgraniterepositories(seeTable6-1inChapter6). Thetotalnumberofwasteparcelswasrecalculatedbasedonwaste
65 volumesandwasteparceldimensionsanddoesnotnecessarilyagreewiththenumbersindicatedinAppendixA.
66
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups
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62 Figure 4-36. Waste Parcel 24 in Waste Disposal Group 5. This waste parcel contains graphite spent fuel from Fort
63 St. Vrain and Peach Bottom reactors processed and mixed with depleted uranium in glass and is64
65 intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
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4. Description of Waste and Waste Parcels
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62 Figure 4.37. Waste Parcel 25 in Waste Disposal Group 5. This waste parcel contains special highly enriched and63
64 low enriched uranium spent:fuel processed and mixed with depleted uranium in glass and is intended
65 for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
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4.6 Waste Disposal Groups
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64 Figure 4-38. Waste Parcel 26 in Waste Disposal Group 5. This waste parcel contains calcine high-level waste in
65 glass and is intended for disposal in both salt and granite repositories.
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4. Descriptionof Waste and Waste Parcels

1 4.7 Waste Parcel Inventory2
3
4 The curie contentof individual waste parcelsfor the full inventoryof 177 radionuclidesand for the 49 selected
5 radionuclidesusedin the performanceassessmentis shownin Figure 4-39 for emplacementin the year 2030. If all
6 the radionuclideswere included (Appendix A), the curie amountswould be asmuchas twice ashigh. The difference
7 arisesfrom radionuclideswith very shorthalf-lives that donot contributesignificandy to wasteparcel activity at time8
9 scalesof hundredsor thousandsof yearsin the future. However, the high initial activity from all the radionuclidesis

10 important when wasteparcel shieldingand headoutputareconsidered.
11

12 Heat rates for the 26 different waste parcels in the year 2030 are shown in Figure 4-40. All 177 radionuclides13
were used to determine waste parcel heat production.14

15
16

17 4.8 Waste Parcel Shielding18
19

20 For this performance assessment, neither the overpack nor the internal backfill was modeled in the majority of
21 the calculations. These components normally provide a significant contribution to the radiation shielding of a waste22
2;_ package. For the canister concept used in this performance assessment, additional shielding would have to be pro-
24 vidod during handling operations and during emplacement in the vertical boreholes. A shield plug and cover plate
25 might also be necessary to provide radiation shielding after emplacement (Stahl and Harrison, 1993).
26
27
28
29 4.9 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Waste Forms and Waste Parcels
30

31 The following assumptions were made for the waste forms and waste parcels:32
33
34 • Disposal of the waste inventory into a salt and saturated granite geologic repository is assumed to occur in the
35 year 2030.
36
37
38 160000
39
40 140000
41
42
43 120000
44

45 _ 100000
46 _,
47 "-_oN

48 _ 80000
49 Curies49 Curies177
50 60000 Nuclides Nuclides
51
52

4OOOO53
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55 20000
56
57 058
59 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
60
61 WasteParcelID
62 TRt-6_,2.4'tae-0
63
64 Figure 4-39. Curie content of waste parcels based on full inventory of 177 radionuclides and on reduced inventory
65 of 49 radionuclides at time of emplacement (year 2030).66
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4.9 Summaryof ModelingAssumptionsforWaste FormsandWaste Parcels
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29 Figure 4-40. Heat rate of waste parcels at time of emplacement (year 2030) accounting for all 177 radionuclides.30
31
32

• The number of radionuclides considered is limited to 49 for cuttings removal, 11 for transport in the ground-33
34 water (Complex PA), and 22 for transport in the groundwater (Simple PA).
35 , Five different processing options (waste groups) are considered for disposal of the waste inventory.
36 • Waste from each group is placed in waste parcels of several types. Depending on the waste disposal group,
37 up tO 10 different types of waste parcels are used. The total number of waste parcel types for all waste groups
38 is 26.39
4o • Except for a few test cases, the performance assessment assumes the waste parcels consist of the waste form,
41 internal backfill, and canister. The waste parcels do not have overpacks.
42 • The material of the outer canister is assumed to be 304L stainless steel.

43 • A 0.3-m external backfill-buffer of bentonite clay is assumed to surround canisters in a granite repository.
44 Crushed salt backfill is used around the canisters in the salt repository (also 0.3 m thick).45
46 • Canisters are buried vertically 1 m below the disposal room floor. The 1-m space is backfilled with bentonite
47 in the granite repository and crushed salt in the salt repository.
48 • A shield plug and cover plate will be added to the disposal borehole for radiation shielding, if necessary.
49 • Canisters sit on the bottom of borehole.
5o

• Stainless steel HIP packages and zircaloy cladding are assumed to have been breached at time zero.51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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5. Hypothetical Geologic Barrier2
3
4 K. E Brinster and R. P. Rechard
5

6 Characteristics of two hypothetical geologic barriers_salt* and granitet_are summarized in this chapter. The

7 description focuses on the major concepts and features of the barriers as they relate to the conceptual model for the8
9 performance assessment. General criteria for site selection are presented first, and then specific characteristics of the

10 geologic barriers for salt and granite are provided.
11
12
13
_4 5.1 General Site Selection Criteria
15

16 Several rock types have been considered as regional barriers for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level17
1s radioactivewaste. Theselithologies_granite,salt,basalt,andtuff--allhavedifferentgeologic,geomechanical,and
19 geochemicalcharacteristicsthatcaninfluencetheoveralldesignof a repositorysystem. Someof themostimportant
2o geologicvariablesto be consideredin locatinga wastedisposalfacilitywithina deep geologicformationarethe
21 flow-relatedpropertiessuchaspermeability,porosity,andstorativityof thegeologicmembers.In addition,knowl-
22 edgeof the localandregionalgroundwaterfluxesis necessaryto assessthe long-termflow andtransportof waste23
24 from a breached canister system. During the first decades after emplacement, the decaying radioactive wastes gener-
2s ateheatthatcandrivefluidflow,createthermalstresses,andpossiblyacceleratetemperature-dependentcreep. Thus,
26 thermal,transport,andmechanicalpropertiesof thesitegeologyarealsoimportant.
27

28 In this performance assessment, two genetic sites were selected: one in bedded salt and the other in fractured29
30 granite. Internationally,bothlithologiesareunderactiveconsiderationaspotentialsitesfordeepdisposalof radioac-
31 tire waste.
32

33 Three main criteria are considered during selection of a site for radioactive waste disposal. The first criterion
34 evaluates land-use conflicts (both human and natural), the second studies the technical suitability of the site, and the35
36 third examines how well the waste can be isolated from the human population (Carter, 1987). In this performance
37 assessment only the latter two were considered since the sites were hypothetical and thus assumed to have met the
38 first criterion.
39
40
41
42 5.1.1 Technical Suitability
43

44 In this performance assessment, the one basic criterion used to determine technical suitability of the geologic45
46 barrier was: its ability to provide physical and chemical stability. Technical suitability also depends on various other
47 criteria, including how easily the site can be mined, how resistant it is to water, and its mechanical and chemical con-
48 ditions (Carter, 1987). According to Paktunc (1993), relevant factors$ include
49

50 1. Candidate site should possess simple hydrological and geologic elements.51
52 2. Site should have geologic media at the elevation of the proposed repository that is massive, competent, uni-
53 form, largely unfractured, and of low porosity and permeability.
54 3. Site should possess geologic media with a low frequency of faults.
55 4. Site should be at a location of low seismicit_, where natural processes such as groundwater flow, erosion, and
56 land movements are OCCulTingat consistent and predictable rates.57
58
59 " Throughoutthisreport,theterm"salt"referstoevaporitedepositsthatarepredominantlysodiumchloride(NaCI).Mineralogicnamessuchas
60 halite(NaCI),sylvite(KCL),gypsum(CaSO,H20),andanhydrite(CaSO4)areusedwhenreferringtospecificevaporiteminerals.Theterm
61 evaporitcincludesalloftheaboveminerals;evaporitesareformedbytheevaporationofa salinesolutionsuchasseawater.
62 * Throughoutthisreport,theterm"granite"refersto coarse-grainedrockformedatgreatdepth(plutonic)suchasoccursattheCanadiansite(Lac

duBonnet,Manitoba)(EverittandRead,1989). Whenmodifiedby a descriptiveterm,suchas"massivegrey,"wearereferringtoa specific
64 gr_tc, essentiallyof alkalifeldsparandquartz.
65 $ Notethatsomeof thesefactorsimplythata fullysaturatedsitewouldbeused;featuressuchasfracturesorhighporositycouldbebeneficialat

anunsaturatedsite.
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5. HypotheticalGeologicBarrier

1 5. Site should be large enough to allow predictive modeling to be undertaken with confidence.
2
3

The ease with which waste can be retrieved may also be a criterion. For waste retrieval, an example of a suitable4
5 site would be underground openings that are stable enough to make backfilling with crushed rock unnecessary.
6
7
8
9 5.1.2 Reasonable Isolation

10

11 The site must also meet the criterion of providing reasonable isolation of the waste from the biosphere, especially
12 the human population. To satisfy this criterion, site characteristics in terms of hydrology, tectonics, chemistry, and13
14 geology must be considered with regard to whether they are conducive to isolation. Another approach would be to
15 ensure that the canisters or casks are long-lived, thus making siting possible in a variety of geologic and geographic
16 environments (Carter, 1987). The primary consideration of this criterion in the current performance assessment was
17 to specify burial at sufficient thickness and depth in the geologic media.
18
19
20

21 5.1.3 Salt Deposits as Geologic Barrier
22
23

This section lists current investigations of salt, the advantages and disadvantages of salt as a geologic barrier,and24
25 site-selection criteria specific to salt.
26

27 Current Investigations of Salt. In the United States, a salt repository under active consideration is the Waste
28 Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located near Carlsbad, NM. Countries other than the United States that are actively29
30 investigating the suitability of bedded salt or domal salt formations for deep disposal of radioactive wastes are
31 France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Spain. Salt repositories are being examined as part of the Commission of the
32 European Communities (CEC) PAGIS project (Performance Assessment of Geological Isolation Systems) (Storck et
33 al., 1988). The objective of PAGIS is to evaluate the ability of various geological formations to confine vitrified high-
34 level waste. Other CEC studies have considered disposal of alpha-contaminated wastes and intermediate-level35

wastes in German salt domes (Hirsekorn et al., 1991) and disposal of low- and intermediate-level wastes in various36
37 types of salt deposits in the Netherlands.
38

39 Advantages and Disadvantages of Salt Deposits. Certain characteristics of salt beds provide particular advan-
4O rages and disadvantages for a disposal system for radioactive waste. The advantages are:41
42
43 • Salt beds entomb the waste. (Note that although this is an advantage in that it provides isolation, it is also a
44 disadvantage because it inhibits future retrieval.)

45 • Salt beds can be found in regions that are stable tectonically.
46 ° Fairly large salt basins can be found relatively near the surface throughout the continental U.S. (see Section47
4s 5.2.1, "Origin andOccurrenceof Salt Deposits").
49 ° Salt bedsare easy to mine.
50 • Salt bedshave extremely small groundwaterfluxes.
51 • Salt bedsare relatively homogeneous,i.e., saltbedsof a thicknessandpurity sufficientto containa repository52 can be found.
53

° Salt bedsprovide goodheat conduction,thusdecreasingthe temperatureof the wasteandsopreventingcriti-54
55 cal temperaturesat the wasteparcel/saltinterface.
56 • At elevated temperatures, the rate of creep increases around waste parcel boreholes, thus reducing the time
57 required for reconsolidation of the salt around boreholes. (Salt reconsolidation is an advantage because
58 reconsolidated crushed salt regains properties close to those of the original host rock properties, e.g., perme-59
60 ability, density, porosity.)
61 ° Saturated site can entomb wastes containing radionuclides in gases (e.g., 14C) better than an unsaturated site.
62

63 The disadvantages are as follows:
64
65

° Waste is difficult to retrieve after disposal.66
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5.1 General Site SelectionCriteria

1 • Keeping the repository open is difficult and requires extensive maintenance over long periods of time.
2 • There is a record of drilling in salt bed areas (see Appendix B of 40 CFR 19 I).3

• Potential co-location with economically valuable minerals exists in salt bed (there is a record of drilling in salt4
5 bed areas [see Appendix B of 40 CFR 191]).
6

7 Site,Selection Guidelines Specific to SaIL Siting requirements specific to a salt repository were developed for

8 the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project in southeastern New Mexico (Powers et al., 1978). These require-9 ments are10
11
12 * Avoidance of boreholes (through the evaporites) within 1.6 km of site**,
13 * Salt of high purity,
14 • Depth of 300 to 900 m,15

• Avoidance of dissolution,16
17 • Avoidance of deformation,
18 • Extensive horizontal bedding,
19 * Reasonable lack of valuable resources (i.e., avoidance of oil or gas resources),
20 * Existing resources not unique to site (i.e., resources can be found relatively easily elsewhere).21
22
23

24 5.1.4 Granite Batholiths as Geologic Barrier
25
26
27 This section lists current investigations of granite, the advantages and disadvantages of grarfite as a geologic bar-
2s rier, and site-selection criteria specific to granite.
29

3O Current Investigations of Granite. Several countries are investigating the suitability of crystalline rock for

31 deep disposal of radioactive waste in specially engineered repositories. Among these coun_es are Canada, Finland,32
France, Japan, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. The granite units now being studied are quite

34 deep (< 250 m) and sparsely fractured.
35

36 No operating repositories yet exist in crystalline rock for disposal of high-level waste. However, Sweden and
37 Finland have deep repositories in operation for the disposal of low- and intermediate-level wastes. The Swedish38
39 Radioactive Waste Management Company (SKB) has been evaluating the performance of repositories for both high,
40 low, and intermediate-level wastes since 19"77(Eng, 1989). The Swedish Final Repository for low- and intermediate-
41 level waste has been in operation since 1988. This repository is located at a 60-m depth in granite bedrock below the
42 Baltic Sea. It is accessed from a tunnel extending from the Forsmark nuclear site. Finland was the second country to

have an operating deep repository in crystalline rock for low- and intermediate-level wastes. The repository was con-44
4s structed at a depth of 50 to 125 m by the Finnish Industrial Power Company at the Olkiluoto nuclear site.
46

47 The remaining countries have research in progress for radioactive waste disposal. Work being performed by

4s Atomic Energy of Canada Limited for high-level waste disposal is focused on repository development at 500 to 100049
m in igneous rocks of the Canadian Shield. In France, a reference granite site (Auriat) was chosen for the PAGIS50

51 project sponsored by the Commission of European Communities. The repository design consists of waste canisters
52 stacked in vertical boreholes drilled from horizontal galleries excavated at depths of 500 to 1000 m. In Switzerland,

s3 the Gewahr Project, undertaken by the Swiss Co-Operative for the Disposal of Radioactive Wastes (NAGRA),
54 includes a performance assessment for a generic high-level waste repository located at a depth of 500 to 1000 m in
5S basement rocks of northern Switzerland (van Dorp and Vig_sson, 1989). In the United Kingdom, current work by56
s7 the implementing agency, UK NIREX Limited, is focused on investigating the suitability of the somewhat similar
58 deep metamorphic rocks below the SeUafield site in Cumbria for the disposal of low- and intermediate-level waste.
59

60 Advantages and Disadvantages of Granite. Certain characteristics of granite provide particular advantages for61
use as a disposal system for radioactive waste. The advantages are as follows:62

63
64 **

65 Althougha scarcityof boreholeswasconsideredanimportantcriterionintheearly1970s,theEPAstandardpromulgatedin 1985hassince
madethe pointless critical,TheEPAregulationspecifiesthathumanintrusionbymeansof anexploratoryboreholemustbeexamined.66
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5. HypotheticalGeologicBarrier

1 • Batholiths (huge rock bodies of intrusive rock over 1 × 108 m2 [40 mi2]) are widespread throughout the
2 United States (see Section 5.3.1, "Origin and Occurrence of Granite Batholiths").3

• Batholiths may be very stable tectonically (particularly those that are very old).4
5 • Batholiths are geochemically stable.
3 • Fairly large (tens of square kilometers) and thick (several kilometers) plutons can be found.
7 • Intact batholiths have low porosity and permeability.
8 • Many batholiths do not have minerals with high economic value.9

10
11 The disadvantages are as follows:
12

13 • Granite is often highly fractured and the potential for short groundwater travel times exists.
14 • Excavation is difficult and thus expensive.15

• Excavation creates a disturbed rock zone with higher permeability than host rock.16
17
18 Site-Selection Guidelines Specific to Granite. Generic siting requirements developed for 10 CFR 60 for dis-
19 posal of high-level radioactive waste can be applied to granite. These requirements include
2O
21

• Favorable geologic, geochemical, and hydrological conditions (e.g., low permeability, inhibition of radionu-22
23 clide transport, widely spaced, easily discernible fracture zones),
24 • Low population density and remote location,
25 • Emplacement of waste at a minimum depth of 300 m,
26 • Lengthy groundwater travel time from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment,27

• Reasonable lack of valuable resources,28
29 • Existing resources not unique to site (i.e., resources can be found relatively easily elsewhere),
30 • Avoidance of potential for flooding.
31

32 Fracture density is also an important consideration for the granite repository. Typically, intact granite is not con-
33 sidered a groundwater source, although data to that end are scarce. However, fractures may allow for the flow of34
3.5 water. Fractures occur when compressional, tension_ _r stresses act on a rock mass.
36

37 Fracture density is determined by the depth, thk J composition of the unit and the stresses to which the
38 unit has been subjected. Fracture sets at different depths l,ay or may not be connected.39
40
41

42 5.2 Salt Site Description43
44
45 The geologic barrier consists of geologic components such as the stratigraphy. This section discusses the occur-
46 rences of salt deposits, stratigraphy for the hypothetical salt repository, important parameters, and specific pararneter
47 values for the geological formations modeled.48
49
50

sl 5.2.1 Origin and Occurrence of Salt Deposits52
53
54 Salt deposits can originate in a varietyof settings, and under proper conditions thick sequences of gypsum and
s5 halite can accumulate.
56

57 For an evaporite deposit so be preserved, it must be protected from dissolution by undersaturated water. Evapor-
58 itic sequences protected by sufficient thickness of overourden that inhibits dissolution of the soluble evaporites exist_9
60 all around the world. In the United States, salt deposits are located in about half the states and cover a wide span of
el geologic time ranging in age from the Silurian to the Pliocene. Figure 5-1 and Table 5-1 summarize salt deposits of
62 sufficient thickness for a waste repositozy in the United States, and were compiled from the reports of Pierce and Rich

(1962) and Isberwood (1981). All the beds occur in association with anhydrite, gypsum, shales, dolomites, and other84
minor lithologies.
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5.2 Salt Site Description

1
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32
33 TRI.6342.3523-O
34

35 Figure 5-1. Location of salt basins in United States(after Pierce and Rich, ]952).36
37
38
39 5.2.2 Hypothetical Salt Stratigraphy
40

41 Examination of salt beds as a potential nuclear waste repository site began in the early 1960s. Laboratory and
42

43 field experiments indicated that no phenomena existed that were serious enough to eliminate salt beds as an accept-
44 able geologic medium for waste disposal (Powers et al., 1978, p. 2-26). Potential repository sites were considered
45 and a site with sufficient purity, depth, and thickness in the Permian basin in so_ thwestern New Mexico was prnposed
46 for a full-scale Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Because the sequence of marine evaporites of the WIPP is typical,

47 and because extensive data are already available, data from this site will be used in the following discussion of a48
49 generic salt repository (Figures 5-2 and 5-3). Geologic names used here are fictitious, although properties of the units
50 arebased on WIPP-specific data.
51

52 Tower Formation. The oldest and lowest formation considered in the conceptual model is a thick (500-m) for-

53 mation that consists of seven lithologic units: four anhydrite members intercalated with three halite members, The54
55 formation is of interest because it contains a pressurized brine reservoir. Pressurized brine reservoirs have been inter-
56 sected in wells around the site and cannot be conclusively ruled out beneath the site by geophysi_, _1methods. If brine

57 is present below the repository, it may affect releases if a future drill hole connects the brine reservoir to the reposi-
5a tory and material is removed from the repository as the brine moves upward into other units or to the land surface.59

Hydrologic and geochemical data indicate that the brine reservoirs are hydraulically isolated and contain stagnant6o
61 fluid. The origin of the fluids is probably interstitial entrapment of connate water (fossil water) at time of deposition,
62 or water of dehydration of original gypsum to anhydrite, or meteoric water moving from the adjacent more permeable
63 limestone into the fractured anhydrites of the Tower Formation. Brine at pressures greater than hydrostatic occurs
64 west of the site in a fractured part of the Tower Formation. The pressurized brine reservoir is assumed to exist for the
65

next 10,000 yr with a totally impermeable pocket of material around it.66
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Table 5-1. Summary of Salt Deposits in Coterminous United States (from Pierce and Rich, 1962)
¢_ ol

Allgrepte Mmdmum Depth to Top of Range of -l-
Thickness* Single Bed* Salt* Remarks Thickness* Average*

Location l_3pe (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) Age o
(o

m_
Northeastern States Q

Appalachian Basin Bedded 213-244 46 -305 Locally 300-f_ unit 6-24 46 Silurian-Miss. o
usually around 30 ft _-

m
o

Michigan Basin Bedded 152-549 152-1829 m
Pennsylvania Bedded 30-61 sz3.
Ohio Bedded 30-91 -305 Thin beds at shallow depth
Gulf Coast Domes Vertical ! 52-305 Impurities do not

very thick occur as beds or pockets

Permian Basin

NM Bedded 853 19 407 "Pure" salt rare !.2-21 6 Permian

TX, OK, KY Bedded ! 22 9 183 Large lateral -0.3-12 -3
variation

Paradox Basin Bedded 23-792 See notes 122-1658 Similar to Gulf Coast Some very thick
Varies greatly bedded salt containing beds on crusts of

many shale & anhydrite anticlines
beds in anticlines

Williston Basin Devonian-Jurassic

Devonian Age Bedded > 122 122 !829-3658 At 3600 fi, only 20-ft bed Thin to 122 -6 I

Mississippian Age Bedded 91 46 1524-2743 Much too deep for mining 0-91 -46
Permian Bedded >46 30 1737-2286 0.3-46 -30
Triassic-Jurassic Bedded !22 91 1524-2134 0-91 -46

Utah Complex >61 61 Surface Cover only a small area 0-61 Jurassic

Nevada-Arizona -- 152-213 15 Surface About 1600-ft long x Pliocene or older
1000-ft wide

Wyoming-Nebraska Bedded -29 9 38-! 829 Cover a small area 2-9 Late or Jurassic

¢_ Nebraska Bedded 12 975-1768 Not very much data 6-12

¢* Playa deposits in Bedded >30 >6 0-7 May be thick beds TertiaryB
o- SW U.S.

¢._ *Units are as reported in sources as feet, Pierce and Rich (1962) and Isherwood (1981). To obtain feet, multiply values by 3.281.



5.2 Salt Site Description
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62 Figure 5-2. Stratigraphic layers of geologic barrier for bedded salt repository. The salt repository is located in the
63 Sodium Spring Halite Formation. This formation is composed of thick halite with thin interbeds of clay64
65 and anhydrite deposited as marine evaporites about 255 million years ago (Permian period) (after
66 Lappin, 1988, Figure 3.1, based on Bores, 1987).
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5. Hypothetical Geologic Barrier
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64 Figure 5-3. Stratigraphy in Sodium Springs Formation near repository (after Munson et al., 1989, Figure 3-3).65
66
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5.2 Salt Site Description

1 Sodium Springs Formation. The secondformation, the halite unit, is the hostrock for the repository. The
2 halite unit is about600 m thick andconsistsof three informal members. The lower memberis about340 m thick and

3 is mostlyhalite with lesseramountsof anhydrite,polyhalite,andglauberite. It rangesin color from light gray at the4
5 bottom to red. The repository is locatedin this unit about 180m abovethe lower contactwith theTower Formation.
6 The middle memberis about 110m thick andconsistsof halite interbeddedwith sylviteand langbeinitefrom which
7 potassiumsalts(potash)are mined nearby. It is separatedfrom the lower memberby a thin silty sandstoneandfrom
8 the upper unit by a thin anhydrite. The upper unit is 150 m of reddish-orange-to-brown halite interbedded with poly-
9 halite, anhydrite, and sandstone.10

11
12 Cattle River Formation. The Cattle River Formation conformably overlies the Sodium Springs Formation and

13 is the youngest unit of the evaporite series. The following description of the Cattle River Formation is general and
14 may vary locally. The formation is a cyclical series of deposits consisting of 10% carbonates (dolomite), 30% sul-
15 fates (gypsum and anhydrite), 40% salts (halite and some polyhalite), and 20% elastic rocks (mudstone and shale). In16
17 the surrounding region where the Cattle River Formation is close to the surface, the anhvdrites have been hydrated
18 and converted to gypsum.
19

20 The Cattle River Formation has been divided into five members (Figure 5-4). The structure of the tops of each of
21 the five members is very similar to the structure of Sodium Springs Formation; anticlines and synclines are present22
23 throughout the section. The five members have an average thickness (from the basal member up) of 40 m, 8 m, 40 m,
24 7.5 m (Snake Dolomite), and 20 m. The Cattle River Formation has a total average thickness of 110 m but ranges
25 from 8 to 216 m.
26

27 The Snake Dolomite Member of the Cattle River Formation (lower dolomite) is a hydrostratigraphic unit that28
29 may provide a potential pathway for radionuclides to the accessible environment. This member is a microcrystalline
30 grayish dolomite or dolomitic limestone with solution cavities containing some gypsum and anhydrite filling. The
31 member ranges in thickness from 3 to 14 m. The dolomite has a nearly uniform thickness of 7.5 m close to the repos-
32 itory site.33
34
35

36 5.2.3 Modeling Assumptionsfor GeologicBarrier in Salt37
38
39 General
40 * Fluid (gas and liquid) flow obeys Darcy's law.
41 * Dissolution of gas into liquid phase is negligible.
42 • Nuclear criticality does not occur along the flow path (porosities within the geologic barrier are sufficiently
43 low).44
45 * Host salt formation is overlain by one major horizontal aquifer (Snake Dolomite Member of Cattle River For-
46 mation).

47 * Host salt formation is potentially underlain by brine reservoir in Tower Formation.
48 * Other stre, ta are assumed not to affect the repository.49

• Bedding planes are horizontal.50
51
52 Sodium Springs Formation
53 • Repository horizon is in a thick, relative pure halite sequence (Sodium Springs Formation).
54 • Formation is of low porosity and permeability.55

• Formation is initially brine saturated.56
57
58 Snake Dolomite Member of Cattle River Formation

59 • Thickness of brine aquifer in Snake Dolomite is constant.

60 • Aquifer in Snake Dolomite is hydrologically confined with no vertical leakage.61
• Aquifer flow is unaffected by potential subsidence from any nearby potash mining or the repository.62

63 * Fluctuations in aquifer flow caused by climate changes are minor and thus inconsequential.
64
65
66
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5. Hypothetical Geologic Barrier
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63 Figure 5-4. Detailed lithology of hypothetical Cattle River Formation (after SNL and U.S. Geological Survey,64
85 1983).
66
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5.2 Salt Site Description

1 • Dual porosity model without chemical retardation (see Chapter 12) adequately describes radionuclide trans-
2 port in the Snake Dolomite aquifer.3

• Brine flow from intrusion borehole does not alter flow in Snake Dolomite (Reeves et al., 1991).4
5
6 The groundwater-flow model for the Snake Dolomite includes hydrologic characteristics based on extensive data
7 available for the Culebra at the WIPP site, including the following:
8

9 • Flow occurs through a densely interconnected network of fractures and allows the Snake Dolomite to be mod-10
11 eled as a porous medium at the scale of interest (5 km).
12 • Fluid may be exchanged between fractures and the matrix pore space, in response to pressure differences
1a between the fracture and matrix. The fluid exchange with the dolomite matrix is sufficiently rapid to permit

14 approximation as a single porosity medium for the purpose of modeling flow (Reeves et al., 1991).15
• Variations in fracture density, degree of fracture filling, and other factors produce large variability in bulk per-16

17 meability of the fracture network over the site and, consequently, create tortuous advective pathways between
18 potential intrusion borehole locations and the accessible environment boundary; thus, specific groundwater
19 discharge (Darcy velocity) can vary greatly along the path.
20

21 Uncertainty in transmissivity is represented using the geostatistics approach described for the WIPP (LaVenue22
23 and RamaRao, 1992) (see Chapter 12).
24
25
26
2;, 5.2.4 Model Parameters for Salt
28

29 This section lists the parameters used in the computational models that are discussed in Chapters 12 and 14.
30 Although it is convenient in terms of organization to include the model parameters for the geologic barrier here, the
31 reader may wish to defer examining them until he or she has read the discussion on the conceptual and mathematical32
33 models (Chapters 12 and 14).
34

35 Formation properties used in the Complex PAtt of the salt repository are tabulated in Tables 5-2 through 5-6 for
36 the stratigraphic units described in the Section 5.2.2. The Simple PA used a subset of these properties. The range of
37 the parameters, the median value, and the source of the data are provided in these tables. $$ The parameters shown in38
39 bold were sampled. Because the emphasis of the performance assessment was on the waste treatment options, only a
40 few geologic barrier parameters were sampled. Several important parameters are described below.
41

42 Some of the parameters in Tables 5-2 through 5-5 were selected based on the judgment of the analyst because of4,3
a lack of data on the parameter, simplifying assumptions, or a specific modeling objective. When this is the case, the44

4s term "analyst decision" appears as the source.
46

47 Three parameters appear repeatedly; they are the initial brine saturation (Saturatn), the thermal expansion refer-
48 enee temperature (DnsTmpRf), and the reference pressure used in the compressibility calculations (PorPrsRf). All
49 materials, except the crushed salt backfill*** (see Chapter 6), were assumed to be brine saturated initially. The refer-50
51 ence temperature and pressure for all materials were chosen as 298 K (25°C) and 1.013 × 105 MPa (1 atm), respec-
52 tively, except in the 3bwer Formation and the brine reservoir within the Tower Formation.
53

54 Parameters for Halite and Polyhalite within Sodium Springs Formation. At the repository site, groundwater
55 flow is minimal because of the plastic nature of halite within salt deposits, which results in low porosity and few open56
57 fractures. Permeability of the Sodium Springs Formation is low but measurable. Formation pressure varies from
58 hydrostatic to lithostatic. Although the formation is believed to be brine saturated, the low permeability allows for
59 very little groundwater movement.
60
61
62
63

tt RefertoSection7.5, "ConceptualModel,"fora descriptionof theSimt'leandComplexPAformulations.64
65 $$ RefertoSection9.1, "ModelParameters,"fora generaldescriptionof howadistributionisassigned.
66 ""Theinitialbrinesaturationinthecrushed-saltbackfillwasassumedequaltotheresidualbrinesaturation,0.20,simulatingdryemplacement.
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Table 5-2. Parameter Values for Halite and Polyhalite within Sodium Springs Formation near Repository o
:3"

Record Distribution _"m__
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In: G)

Q)

834 BrkCorEx Brooks-Corey Exponent for capillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed Sandia WIPP o_.o
pressure Project, 1992 __

O

2279 Compres Compressibility 4.80e-ll Pa1 Constant Krieg, 1984 mm

847 LogPrmU Log permeability undisturbed -21.20 -24.00 -19.00 Iog(m2) Constructed Sandia WlPP _-
Project, 1992 "

2273 DnsGm Material grain density 2.16e+03 kg/m 3 Constant Sandia WIPP
Project, 1992

849 Pore_U Porosity, undisturbed 1.00e-02 1.00e-03 3.00e-02 none Constructed Sandia WIPP
Project, 1992

2162 PorPrsRf Reference pressure for porosity 1.01e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey, analyst
decision

2161 DnsTmpRf Reference temperature for density 2.98e+02 K Constant Ramsey, analyst
decision

2276 SatRGP Residual gas saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform Sandia WIPP
Project, 1992

2275 SatRWP Residual wetting phase (liquid) saturation 2.00,)-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform Sandia WIPP
Project, 1992

2163 Saturatn Saturation, initial 1.00e+00 none Constant Ramsey, analyst
decision

2156 SpHeat ,_pecific heat 8.60e+02 J/kg-K Constant Krieg, 1984

2188 ThExp Thermal expansion coefficient 4.50e-05 1/K Constant Krieg, 1984

2280 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 5.00e+00 W/m.K Constant Krieg, 1984
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Table 5-3. Parameter Values for Anhydrite Marker Bed within Sodium Spring Formation near Repository
o"
o
P-i

_" Dlstributk_n

No. Pmam____ Parameter Oescription Median Range Units Type Sources In:

611 B,. CorEx Brooks-CoreyExponentforcapillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed Sandia WIPP Project,
pressure 1992

2197 Compres Compressibility 1.20e-11 Pa"1 Constant Krieg, 1984

2167 Eievat ElevaH_n above mean sea level 3.79e+02 m Constant SNL and USGS, 1983

626 LogPrmU Log permeability undisturbed -19.30 -21.00 -16.00 Iog(m2) Constructed SandiaWIPP Project,1992

2198 DnsGm Material grain density 2.96e+03 kg/m3 Constant SandiaWIPP Project,
1992

629 Pore_Lt Porosity, undisturbed 1.00e-02 1.00e-03 3.00e-02 none Constructed SandiaWlPP Project,1992

2166 Pressure Pressure 1.25e+07 1.20e+07 1.30e-07 Pa Uniform Davieset al., 1992

_'196 PorPmRf Reference pressure for poms_ 1.01e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey, analystdecision

2195 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperaturefor density 2.98e+02 K Constant Ramsey,analystdecision

2201 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform Sandia WIPP Project,1992

2202 SatRWP Residual wettingphase (liquid)saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform Sandia WlPP Project,1992

2200 Saturatn Saturation,initial 1.00e+00 none Constant Ramsey,analystdecision

2194 SpHeat SpeciI_ heat 8.61_+02 J/kg*K Constant K_e_:j,1984

2193 ThExp Thermal expansion coefficient 2.00e-05 1/K Constant Krieg,1984 cero

2192 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 4.71_IX) W/m-K Constant Kdeg, 1984 w
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TaMe 5-4. Parameter Values for Snake Dolomite Member near Repository :_O

O

Record Distribution

No. Pammet_ Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In: _)

2309 BrkCorEx Brooks-CoreyExponentforcapillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed SandiaWIPP Project,
O

pressure 1992
O

2217 Compres Compm_ib,_] 1.1_9 1.1_-I_ 1.01_-10 Pa -1 Uniform Freeze and Cherry, m
1979 "=L

O

2210 DnsGm Matedal groin density 2.82_.03 2.7_+03 2.8f_-03 kg/m3 Normal Kelley and _uln_m, ""
1990; WlPP PADiv.,
1991c

2205 Porosity Matdx porosity 1.45e-01 9.50e-02 2.52e-01 none Data Lappinet al., 1989;
Kelley and ,_ulni_',
19911

2209 Prm Permeability 1.00e-14 1.00e-17 1.00e-ll m2 Lognormal Bdnster,1991

2211 Pr_um Pressure 1.05_-I_ Pa Consent R_'n._y, analyst

2215 PorPrsRf Referencepressureforporosity 1.01e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2214 DnsTmpFIf Referencetemperaturefordensity 2.98e+02 ' K Constant Ramsey,analyst
d_ion

2208 SatRGP Residual gas saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-_1 none Uniform SandiaWIPP Project,
1992

2207 SatRWP Residualwettingphase (liquid)saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform SandiaWlPP Project,
1992

2206 Saturatn Saturation,initial 1.00e+00 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2216 SpHeat Specific heat 8.92e+02 8.54e+02 9.30e+02 J/kg-K Uniform Weast, 1976:Lide,
1991

2213 "l'hE_t:_ Thermal expansion coefficient 6.01_-06 2.00e-_ 1._05 1/K Uniform Durham et al., 1987

2212 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 3.00e+00 2.60e+00 3.40e+00 W/m.K Uniform Durhamet al., 1987

t_
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g Table S-S. Parameter Values for Tower Formation beneath Repository

,o Record
No. Perameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:

2301 BrkCorEx Brooks-CoreyExponent forcapillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed Sand'_ WIPP
pressure Project,1992

2305 Compres Compressibility 8.50e-ll 3.00e-ll 1.40e-10 Pa"1 Uniform Popielaket aL, 1983

2307 DnsGm Materialgraindensity 2.96e+03 kg/m3 Constant SandiaWIPP
Project,1992

2306 Porosity Matrixporosity 5.00e-03 1.00e-03 1.00e-02 none Constructed Sandia WIPP
Project,1992

2295 Prm_X Permeabilityin X direction 1.00e-19 1.00e-20 1.00e-18 m2 CoP_ Sandia WlPP
Project,1992

2296 Prm_Y PermeabilityinY direction 0.00e+00 none Constant Ramsey,analystdecision

2308 PorPrsRf Referencepressureforporosity 1.48e+07 1.01e+07 1.74e+07 Pa Data Sandia WlPP
Project,1992

2323 ModRfPrs Referencepressure, modelnumber 1.70e+07 Pa Constant Ramsey,analystdecision

2297 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperaturefordensity 2.98e+02 K Data SandiaWlPP
Project,1992

2302 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform SandiaWlPP
Project,1992

2303 SatRWP Residualwettingphase (liquid)saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform Sandia WIPP
Project,1992

2304 Saturatn Saturation,initial 1.00e+00 none Constant Ramsey,analystdeci-sion
O1

2300 SpHeat Specific heat 8.60e+02 J/kg-K Constant Krieg, 1984 roco)

2298 ThExp Thermal expansioncoefficient 2.00e-05 1/K Constant Krieg, 1984

2299 ThCnd Thermalconductivity 4.70e+00 W/rinK Constant Krieg, 1984 o=u)
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Table 5-6. Parameter Values for Global Materials and Agents Acting on the Salt Disposal System

2
Re_o.t _ g

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In: Q
®

30 Diameter Boreholediameter 2.000e-01 1.207e-01 4.445e-01 m Delta Sandia WIPP o
O

Project, 1992 Q=
(1

2218 SatRWP Residualliquidsaturation 2.000e-01 0 4.000e-01 none Uniform Sandia WIPP m
Project,1992 -_o

2219 BrkCorEx Brooks-Coreyexponent 7.000e-01 2.000e-01 1.000e+01 none Cumulative Sandia WIPP "
Project,1992

2220 Saturatn Saturation 2.000e-01 none Cons*ant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2222 DnsBIk Density,bulk 2.030e+03 kg/m2 Constant Rechard, EcL,1992

2223 SpHeat SpecificHeat 8.600+02 J/kg,K Constant Krieg, 1984

2224 ThCond ThermalConductivity 5.000+00 W/rinK Constant Krieg, 1984

_5 ThExp Thermalexpansioncoefficient 4.500e-05 1/K Constant Kdeg, 1984

2226 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperature,density 2.980e+02 K Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2227 PorPrsRf Referencepressure,porosity 1.013e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2228 Compres CompressibUity 0 l/Pa Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2229 Porosity Porosity 3.750e-01 2.500e-01 5.000e-01 none Normal Sandia WlPP
Project, 1992

2231 Tlntr Tm'mof Intrusion 3.156e+10 0 3.154e+11 s Uniform Ramsey,analyst
decision

2232 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 0 none Constant Ra.nsey,analyst
decisk_n

2233 Prm Permeability 3.160e-13 1.000e-14 1.000e-11 m2 Lognormal SandiaWlPP
Project,1992
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5.2 Salt Site Description

1 A summary of the parameters for the halite and polyhalite within the Sodium Springs Formation near the reposi-
2 tory is given in Table 5-2.3
4
5 Permeability. Permeability of the Sodium Springs Formation is, like the Tower Formation, very low. Undis-
6 turbed permeability of the halites range from lO'19to 10.24 m2 with a median of 6 x 10.22 m2 (Sandia WIPP Project,
7 1992, p. 2-29). Disturbed permeability ranges from 10"22to 10"15m2 with a median of 2 x 10"21m2.
8

9 Porosity. Undisturbed porosity of the Sodium Springs Formation ranges from 0.001 to 0.03 with a median of10
11 0.01. Porosity of disturbed halite near excavations is estimated at 0.06 (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992, p. 2-11).
12
13 Elevations. The elevations of all modeled units are fixed relative to the elevation of the anhydrite marker bed, set
14 at 379.11 m above sea level.
15
16
17 Threshold Pressure. Threshold pressure plays an important role in controlling which formation lithologies are
18 accessible to gas and at what pressure gas will flow. In this performance assessment, threshold pressure is equal to

19 the capillary pressure at a saturation equal to the residual gas saturation (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992). This definition
20 was adopted because flew of waste-generated gas outward from the repository requires that outward flowing gas pen-21

etrate and establish a gas-filled network of flow paths in the surrounding bedded salt.22
23
24 Threshold pressure is also a key parameter in the Brooks and Corey (1964) model used to characterize the 2-
25 phase properties of analogue materials for preliminary gas-flow calculations (Davies and LaVenue, 1990).
26

27 Parameter values related to residual saturation are the Brooks and Corey exponent, residual wetting phase, resid-28
29 ual gas saturation, and initial saturation.
30

31 Thermomechanical Parameters, During the first decades after emplacement, the decaying radioactive wastes

32 generate heat that can drive fluid flow, create thermal stresses, and possibly exacerbate temperature-dependent creep.
33 The thermomechanical parameters are compressibility, specific heat, thermal conductivity, and thermal expansion34
35 coefficient.
36

37 Compressibility--Compressibility (_) of each material is the relative change in density (p) with a change in pres-
38 sure (P). It can also be expressed as the reciprocal of the bulk modulus (K). Krieg (1984, p. 16) lists values of the
39 bulk moduli of halite and anhydrite as 20.7 GPa and 83.4 GPa respectively, which yield compressibilities of 4.83 ×
40 10"11 Pa"1and 1.2 x 10"11 Pa"1. A second method of determining compressibility is presented by Munson (1992, p.41
42 A-109). Values are reduced by a factor of 12.5 to conform to a "reduced modulus" model. This yielded a bulk rood-
43 ulus of 1.66 GPa (or a compressibility of 6.04 x 10"10Pa'l). A third method of calculating the compressibility is a

method using the elastic properties of the rock (from Green and Wang, 1990, p. 1632, in a memo dated 04/07/93):45
46

47 1
48 [_=
49 K + 4G / 3
50
51
52 where [_ = Rock compressibility (Pa"1)
53 K = Bulk modulus (Pa) = 2.07 GPa
54 G = Shear modulus (Pa) = 12.4 GP_ (from Krieg, 1984)
55

56 This method yields a bulk compressibility of 2.7 × 10"ll Pa"1for halite and 8.3 x 10"12 Pa"l for anhydrite. Pore vol-57
58 ume compressibility is calculated as:
59

60 _p =_
G1 $
62
63
64 where _ = porosity = 0.01 (assumedfor halite andanhydrite). This yieldsporevolume compressibilitiesof 2.7 x 10.9
65 Pa"1and 8.3 x 10"10Pa"1for halite and anhydrite, respectively.
66
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5. HypotheticalGeologicBarrier

1 Specific Heat--The specific heat, Cp, of evaporite minerals is used to calculate the thermal response of a geo-
2 logic repository to heat generation of waste using the expression3
4
5 Cp = KT/Pd*,
6

7 where KT is the thermal conductivity, d* is thermal diffusivity, and p is grain density. Tien et al. (1983) report that
8 results from measurements and theoretical calculations produce approximately the same results. The specific heat of9

10 crystals of halite ranges from 0.20 to 0.22 cal/g°C. The specific heat of rock salt varies due to the present of impuri-
11 ties (Tien et al., 1983).
12

13 The specific heat for evaporites can be calculated if the composition is laaown and can also be adjusted for the
14 presence of fluid. The expression for calculating specific heat is15
16
17 n

18 Co (rock)= Y_.Xi Cp (i),
19 i=l
20
21
22 where C (i) is the specific heat of the ith mineral, and xi is the weight fraction of the mineral. If fluids are present, the.P .
23 expression _s
24

25 Cp(rock) = (1 - _) Cp(rock) + Cp(fluid),26
27
28 where _ is the total porosity and C (rock) is the adjusted specific heat (Tien et al., 1983). Porosity is very low forP
29 halite and Tien et al. (1983) considered the affects of brine to be negligible. Tien et al. (1983) give a range of 0.19 to
3o 0.23 caYg°C for specific heat of bedded salt that consists of halite and anhydrite, which should be representative of
31 most bedded salt.
32
33
34 Thermal ConductivityaThermal conductivity generally decreases as temperature of the material increases, and
35 increases as pressure increases at any given temperature. Thermal conductivity of 11.9 × 10-3 cal/cm-s°C (5.0 W/
36 inK) for halite was compared to data from other studies for salt by Krieg (1984). It was found that the values varied
37 only +_3%from room temperature to 200°C.38
39
40 Thermal Expansion CoefficientmTien et al. (1983) suggests the following ranges for halite:
41

42 T (°C) (xL (10"6/°C)43
44
`$5 25 36 - 42
46 50 40 - 44
47 100 41 - 51
48 150 43 - 53
49 200 44 - 5550
51
52 Parameters for Anhydrite Marker Beds within Sodium Springs Formation. An anhydrite marker bed
53 located about 4 m above the repository is a potenti_ transport pathway and so of interest in this performance assess-
54 ment. A summary of the parameters for the anhydrite layers near the repository within the Sodium Springs Formation
55 is given in Table 5-3.56
57
58 Parameters for Snake Dolomite Member of Cattle River Formation. A summary of the parameters for the
59 Snake Dolomite member is provided in Table 5-4. Groundwater flow in the Cattle River Formation is restricted
60 mostly to the two dolomite members and the contact zone at the top of the Sodium Springs Formation. The interven-
61 ing units, considered as aquitards, are composed of thin clay and mudstones, halite, and anhydrite. Estimated perme-62
63 ability of the aquitard units ranges from 10"19to 10"16m2.
64
65
66
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5.2 Salt Site Description

1 The Snake Dolomite Member has been studied extensively in the vicinity of the repository because it is the most
2 transmissive water-saturated unit above the repository. It is therefore the most likely unit to provide a subsurface

3 transport pathway away from the repository to the accessible environment.4
5
6 Permeability. Log of the permeability (m2) of the Snake Dolomite ranges from -17.0 to -11.0 with a median
7 value of-14.0. The range of six orders of magnitude is due to fracturing of the dolomite above areas where halite has

8 been dissolved in the upper Sodium Springs Formation. Differential removal of rock mass has increased permeabil-
9 ity west and south of the repository as well as increas:.ng secondary porosity. Porosity of the matrix ranges from10

11 0.095 to 0.252 and has a median value of 0.145. Fracture porosity ranges from 10-4to 10-2 with a median of 10"3.
12

13 Parameters for Brine Reservoir in Tower Formation. A summary of the parameters for the Tower Formation

14 is provided in Table 5-5.15
16
17 Porosity and Permeability. Primary effective porosity in the unfractured matrix (porosity of interconnected
18 voids through which fluid can flow) was measured in cores taken from wells near the repository and ranges from
19 0.002 to 0.016. Model porosity ranges from 0.001 to 0.01 with a median of 0.005 (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992,

18 20 2 10 16 2
20 p. 4-10). Permeability ranges from 10" to 10" m for intact anhydrite and 10" to 10" m for fractured anhy-
21 drite. To prevent depressurization of the brine reservoir due to vertical flow through the Tower Formation, the per-22
23 meability of the Tower Formation in the vertical direction (Prm_Y) was set equal to zero.
24

25 Brine Pressure. Pressure at the brine reservoir ranges from hydrostatic to lithostatic (11 to 21 MPa, with a
26 median value of 12.6 MPa (SandiaWIPP Project, 1992, p. 4-10).27
28
29 Grain Density. Grain density of the anhydrite is 2.96 x 103 kg/m 3.
30
31 Bulk Storativity. Bulk storativity of the Tower Formation (defined as the total volume of fluid discharged from

32 the reservoir per unit decrease in reservoir pressure (AV/AP)) is estimated from well head pressure changes and dis-
33 charge volumes or from the compressibility of the reservoir matrix and fluid and total volume and porosity of the res-34
35 ervoir (see Sandia WIPP Project, 1992, p. 4-16 for a complete discussion). Based on these calculations, Sandia WIPP
36 Project (1992) estimated the reservoir bulk storativity to be between 2 x 10-2 and 2 m3/pa with a median of the log
37 distribution of 0.2 m3/Pa.
38

39 In the Tower Formation, the initial pressure of the brine reservoir, 17.0 MPa, was used as the reference pressure40
41 rather than It.013 x 105 MPa. The initial pressure was used because the coefficient of compressibility can be assumed
42 to be constant only over relatively small pressure ranges. Therefore, to minimize the pressure range to which the

43 coefficient must be applied, the reference pressure was set equal to a value much closer to the pressure expected at
44 these depths. Another analyst decision concerned the behavior of the overpressurized brine reservoir.45
46
47 Parameters of Global Materials and Agents Acting on Disposal System. Table 5-6 tabulates parameter val-
48 ues for global parameters such as brine densities and parameters of the intrusion borehole. The borehole was
49 assumed to be drilled 1000 yr after filling the disposal site (Tintr), was incompressible, and had no residual gas phase
50 (SatRGP). Incompressibility was assumed so that the porosity did not increase beyond the median value of 0.375.
51 The borehole residual gas saturation was set to zero because BRAGFLO (the parent code of BRAGFLO_T) per-52
53 formed significantly faster with this value in a similar modeling effort. Also, there are no data to support any value
54 for this parameter, and a value of zero is conservative with respect to the migration of gas. The borehole permeability
55 distribution was taken from the 1991 WIPP performance assessment where the boreholes were assumed plugged with
56 concrete that eventually degrades to a silty sand (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992). The borehole permeability distribution

57 is representative of silty sand.58
59
60 Fluid density of the saturated brine is 1.2 x 103 kg/m3.
61
62
63
64
65
66
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5. Hypothetical Geologic Barrier

1 5.3 Granite Site Description2
3

4 This section discusses the occurrences of granite batholiths, stratigraphy for the hypothetical granite repository,

5 important parameters, and specific parameter values for the lithologies modeled.
6
7
8

9 5.3.1 Origin and Occurrence of Gl'amte Batholiths
10
11
12 Igneous rocks are classified broadly into two types: (1) Intrusive or plutonic and (2) extrusive or volcanic. The
13 igneous rock under discussion, granite, falls into the first category. These rocks intrude into other layers of rocks.

14 The source is called magma and may form tabular structures that travel either across bedding, forming dikes, or par-

15 allel to bedding, forming sills. Very large units that are often very deep and intrude across bedding are called
16 batholiths. Large structures that intrude between layers are called laccoliths.
17
18
19 Numerous granite batholiths are located in the United States (Figure 5-5). (Although metamorphic rock bodies

20 are also quite extensive, they are excluded from consideration here.) A summary of geologic information about the

21 batholiths in the United States is provided in Table 5-7. The site characterization data for the hypothetical granite

22 repository, however, come primarily from the Lac Du Bonnet site in Canada.23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30 NorthernWashington
31
32
33
34 Batholith
35 Beartooth
36 Idaho

37' Batholi' Bighorn38
• (k Uplift39

40 TM Wolf River
41 Sierra Batholith

Nevada
42 Batholith Front
43 Uplift44

45 Batholith
46
47
48 Southem
49 California
50 Batholith
51
52
53
54
55
56

57 500 mi
5s I I
59 8OOkm
6O
61 TRI.6342.3520-0
62

63 Figure 5-5. Generalized locations of surface and subsurface stocks and batholiths in the United States (after King,64
65 1969).
66
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Table 5-7. Summary of Information about Batholithso

Sizeq>_D
Name Location (l_m2) Age Petrology Structure

Front Range Southern Colorado many(?) 106 Began 1.7 BYA Boulder Creek Granodiorite Precambrian deformation
Uplift to periodically to late Tertiary Pike's Peak Granite and uplift. Active t'-_nds

southern Wyoming Silver Plume Monzonite NW, NE, E

Bighorn North central -3100 Precambrian Fine-grained gray granite Jointed, with dikes
Uplift Wyoming Thrust, normal, and reverse

faults, folds

Beartooth South central -4800 Precambrian -2.7 BYA Metamorphosed granite Precambrian dikes, K-T

Uplift Montana and _anodiorite folding and uplift

Wolf River Northeast -9300 Precambrian 1.5 BYA Quartz monzonite w/granite Jointing & fracturing
Batholith Wisconsin syenite and porphyry at surface disappearing

at de0th

Sierra Nevada East central -7800 Mesozoic E.-quartz monzonite & diorite Trough of large syncline
Batholith California W.-quartz diorite & grandionite Trend N40°W w/strike slip

& normal faults

Southern California Southern California, 207,000 Mid Cretaceous Series of plutons ranging from Structures trend NW; faults
Batholith Mexico Gabbro (Intrusive Basalt) to trend NW also

Granite-most common is

granodiorite

Northern Washington Northern Washington 181 Cretaceous Center granite grading outward NW trending faults; jointing & _
Batholith to granodiorite & quartz diorite fracturing; 3 sets of joints- _

at edges 2 horizontal & 1 vertical
o3_o
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Table 5-7. Summary of Information about Batholiths (Concluded)

"U
O
:D"
¢D

Size ---o

Name Location (km2) Age Petrology Stnlcture
¢D
O

Idaho Central & western 41,000 Mid Cretaceous Range from quartz gabbro to Complex because of size, N-W _"©
Batholith Idaho granite average in granodiorite trending thrust, NE g"

shear zones

Boulder Southwest 5000 Late Cretaceous 75% quartz monzonite Thrust faulting w/strike slip _
Batholith Montana shear zones

Canadian Shield Central to eastern Canada >200,000 Precambrian Mostly granite
Northern Minnesota,
Wisconsin

o
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5.3 Granite Site Description

1 5.3.2 Hypothetical Granite Lithologies2
3
4 The stratigraphy of the generic granite repository is based on a study by the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
5 (AECL) Research Company of a batholith at the Underground Research Laboratory (URL) near Lac du Bonnet,

6 Manitoba, Canada (Everitt and Read, 1989). An objective of the AECL Research Company is to develop a methodol-
7

ogy for site selection and characterization by examining drill cores and conducting geological, geophysical, and
8 hydrological studies at the Underground Research Laboratory (Everitt and Read, 1989).9

10
11 The repository is located at a depth of 300 m in a granite batholith (Figure 5-6). In plan view, the batholith cov-
12 ers several thousand square kilometers and reaches a depth of about 10 kilometers. It is almost completely covered
13 with a thin (6 m) veneer of glacial till that forms low rolling hills with valleys where there are shallow lakes and
14 swamps. Below the till, the batholith consists of several granite phases. The upper phase is a pink, moderately frac-15
16 tured granite that grades downward into a massive unfractured grey granite.
17

18 There are two extensive fracture zones; one separates the pink granite from the upper part of the grey granite and
19 another, thinner, zone is below the repository level. The fracture zones are highly conductive and shallow-dipping.20

The remainder of batholith is a competent body of igneous rock of good quality and has very few fractures. Existing21
22 fractures are near vertical and become less frequent with depth. These fractures may be open and water-saturated,
23 and contribute to vertical hydraulic permeability.
24

25 Gray Granite. Massive gray quartz monzonite granite occurs in two layers: a 75-m layer at the base of the
26 model below the lower fracture zone, and a 175-m layer between the fracture zones. The repository is located in the27
28 175-m unit at an elevation of -25 m, or 300 m from the surface; the location was selected to match work being per-
29 formed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited for high-level waste disposal (Everitt and Read, 1989). The massive
30 gray granite has a much lower frequency of fractures than the other units.
31

32 Fractures Zones. The lower fracture zone, Fracture Zone 1, is a 10-m fracture zone below the massive gray33
34 granite layer in which the repository is located. The upper fracture zone, Fracture Zone 2, is a 75-m fracture zone
35 above the repository.
36

37 Pink Granite. The upper granite unit is a 125-m pink, porphyritic, biotite-rich granite with a xenolith-rich zone
38 that grades into gray granite.39
40
41 Glacial Till. The topmost unit is a 6-m veneer of glacial till (silty clay).
42
43
44
45 5.3.3 Modeling Assumptions for Geologic Barrier in Granite
46

47 The concept of storing radioactive waste in saturated granite rock has spawned considerable effort in modeling48
fluid in low permeability rocks. The studies at the Stripa mine in Sweden are a notable example. In low-permeabil-49

50 ity, water-saturated rock, water flows preferentially through fractures. Thus, the ability to predict water flow through
51 such formations hinges on the ability to predict fluid flow through fractures.
52

53 One approach in developing fracture flow models has been to construct fracture networks from statistical orienta-
54 tion data and hydraulic aperature data on the fractures. Several computer codes have been developed for this55
56 approach. Of these codes, FracMan (Dershowitz et al., 1991) is widely known. Although we did investigate using
57 FracMan to generate continuum fluid flow properties for fracture networks for a hypothetical granite site, we had lit-
58 tie basis for choosing the necessary statistical orientation data and hydraulic aperature data. Furthermore, Long et al.
59 (1991) have reported two findings that present major problems for this general approach.60
61
62 The two findings are as follows: First, although fractures are ubiquitous in igneous and metamorphic rock for-
63 mations, only an extremely small percentage of the often thousands of visible fractures are hydrologically connected
64 and conductive, and thus active (termed "irregular" or "heterogeneous" connectivity). Second, Long et al. (1991)

65 have inferred from observations reported in the literature at the Fanay Augeres mine in France (Billaux et al., 1989),66
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5. Hypothetical Geologic Barrier

1
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3
4
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63 Figure 5-6. Geologic barrier for granite repository. The repository is located in the massive grey granite, with
64
65 fracture zones above and below.
66
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5.3 Granite Site Description

1 the Stripa mine in Sweden (Olsson et al., 1989; Carlsten et al., 1988), and a ubiquitously fractured granite pluton

2 (Hsieh and Neuman, 1985), that on any scale of interest the hydrology is controlled by the major unique features

a present at that scale, not the general ubiquitous aspects. Long et al. (1991) go on to argue that conceptual models for4
5 predicting fluid flow should instead acknowledge these findings and demonstrate the approach of the Stripa mine in
6 which several fracture zones are assumed to be the dominant hydrologic features (Figure 5-7).
7

8 General
9

• Fluid flow obeys Darcy's law.10
11 • Dissolution of gas into liquid phase is negligibl:.
12 • Nuclear critical conditions do net occur along the flow path (porosities within geologic barrier are sufficiently

13 low).

14 * Host gray granite lithology is over and underlain by a horizontal fracture zones.
15

• Other granite lithologies do not affect the repository.16
17
18 Gray Granite

19 • Lithology ef zero permeability except at fracture zones and connecting secondary fractures.

20 * Lithology has small nonzero porosity.
21
22
23 Fracture Zones
24 • Thickness of fracture zones is constant.

25 * Fluctuations in aquifer flow caused by climate changes are inconsequential.
26
27
28
29 Ha
3o Hb
31 I
32 N2',
33
34
35

36 N4
37
38
39
40
41

42 "'...

43 B' "

45 "-
46 _ B "'-
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 TRI.6342.3732-0
61
62

63 Figure 5-7. Seven dominant fracture zones used in conceptual model at Stripa mine in Sweden. The hydrologic
64 zone model shown in perspective from the northwest looking down. A similar type of hydrologic zone

65 model was used for modeling the hypothetical granite repository (Long, 1991, Figure 12-30).
66
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5, Hypc,_,heticalGeologicBarrier

1 • Flow is through a densely interconnected network of fractures that allows fracture zones to be modeled as a
2 single porous media.3

• Flow in fracture zones is hydrologically confined with no vertical leakage.4
5 • Singe porosity model without retardation adequately describes radionuclide transport.
6
7

8 5.3.4 Model Parameters for Granite9
10

11 This section lists the parameters used in the computational models that are discussed in Chapters 13 and 15.
12 Although it is convenient in terms of organization to include the model parameters for the geologic barrier here, the13
14 reader may wish to defer examining them until he or she has read the discussion on the conceptual and mathematical
15 models (Chapters 13 and 15).
16

17 Formation properties used in the Complex PAttt of the granite repository are tabulated in Tables 5-8 through
18 5-14. The Simple PA used a subset of these properties. The range of the parameters, the median value, and the19
20 source of the data are provided in these tables. $$$ The parameter shown in bold, fracture influx rate, was sampled.
21
22 Weitzman (1985) estimated the hydraulic conductivity of granite from single and double packer tests in several
23 boreholes at the underground research laboratory (UR.L) in Canada. Permeabilities were computed from these mea-
24 surements and included in Tables 5-9 and 5-12. We assumed that flow predominately occurred through the fractures25

and that no fluid passed through the matrix itself. Therefore, the permeability values presented in Tables 5-9 and 5-1226
27 were treated as indications of flow through the fracture networka'ather than the permeability of intact granite.
28

29 Some of the parameters in Tables 5-8 through 5-14 were selected based on the judgment of the analyst because of
30 a lack of data on the parameter, simplifying assumptions, or a specific modeling objective. When this is the case, the31

term "analyst decision" appears in the source column.32
33

34 Two parameters appear repeatedly in these tables; they are initial water saturation (Saturatn), and the exponent
35 used in the capillary pressure/relative permeability equations (BrkCorEx) (Brooks and Corey, 1964). All material
36 except the backfill regions (see Chapter 6) were assumed to be water saturated initially. The exponent was set to
37 0.7 for all materials.38
39

40 Parameters Common to All Lithologies. Three parameters selected by analyst decision are included in Table
41 5-8. These parameters were applied to all or some of the material regions. As in salt, the thermal expansion reference
42 temperature (DnsTmpR0 was 298 K (25°C) and used in all the materials.43
44
45 Compressibility Reference Pressure. On the other hand, the compressibility reference pressure (PorPrsRf) was
46 used in the excavated regions (shaft backfill, drift backfill, annular backfill, waste parcel) and set equal to 1.01 x 105
47 Pa (1 atm). In all other material regions, the compressibility reference pressure was set in the preprocessor MATSET
48 to a pressure rep_zsentative of the initial water pressure (Table 5-15).49
50
51 Threshold Pressure. The Brooks and Corey model (1964) characterizes the 2-phase properties of analogue mate-
52 rials for preliminary gas calculations (Davies and LaVenue, 1990). Threshold pressure is a key parameter in this
53 model and, in this performance assessment, is equal to the capillary pressure at a saturation equal to the residual satu-
54 ration (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992). This definition was adopted because flow of waste-generated gas outward from
55 the repository requires that outward flowing gas penetrate and establish a gas-filled network of flow paths in the sur-56
57 rounding host rock.
58

59 Parameter values related to threshold pressure are the Brooks and Corey exponent, residual wetting phase, resid-
60 ual gas saturation, and initial saturation. Parameter values for these four are common to all zones.61
62
63
64
65 it, RefertoSection7.5, "ConceptualModel,"for a descriptionof theSimpleandComplexPAformulations.
66 ***Referto Section9.1, "ModelParameters,"fora generaldescriptionof howadistribadonis assigned.
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Table 5-8. Parameter Values for All Lithologies

Record Distribution
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:

4203 BrkCorEx Brooks-Corey Exponent for capillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed Ramsey, analyst
pressure decision

4147 CoThExp Coefficientof Linearthermalexpansion 2.66e+03 2.59e+03 2.74e+03 kg/m3 Uniform Percivalet al., 1984

4009 FPore Effectivefractureporosityof crystalline N/A 1o00e-06 1.00e-03 none Uniform Davison,1980

4022 FPoreEff Effectiveporosityof unfracturedcrystalline 1.70e-03 3_20e-04 3.10e-03 none Uniform Katsubeet al., 1986

4002 FracDisL Fracturedispersivity(Longitudinal 3.50e+02 1.00e+02 6.00e+02 m Data Heinrich,1984

4003 Tortusty Matrixtortuosity(r) 1.82e+00 1.00e+00 3.00e+00 none Data LeNeveu, 1986

4262 PorPrsRf Referencepressureforporosity 1.01e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4263 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperaturefor density 2.98e+02 K Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4012 RepDep Repositorydepth 3.00e+02 m Data Ramsey,analyst
decision

4265 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform SandiaWIPP Project,
1992

4264 SatRWP Residualwettingphase (liquid)saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform SandiaWIPP Project,
1992

4025 SurfEI Surfaceelevationabovesea level 2.75e+02 m Constant InteraTechnologies
Ltd., 1985

4152 TStrngth Tensilestrength 7.60e+00 MPa Data Wai andTsai, 1985

4023 ThGrad Thermal gradient between 100-400 meters 1.30e-02 K/m Data Wai and Tsai, 1985 co
if)

4151 CStrngth Uniaxial Compressive strength 1.94e+02 MPa Data Wai and Tsai,1985 _=_°
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Table 5-9. Parameter Values for Massive Gray Granite -_

o
=r
(1)

Record Distribution _-.
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In: m_

(I)
4200 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 2.65e+03 2.62e+03 2.68e+03 kg/m3 Uniform Percivalet al., oo

1984 ¢o
O
O3

4199 Compres Compressibility 3.30e-13 1/Pa Constant Weitzman, 1985 =)
-_.
tl)

4045 HyCnd Hydraulic Conductivity 1.00e-12 m/s Data Weitzman, 1985 -'

4039 Porosity Matrixporosity 1.00e-05 none Data Weitzman, 1985

4204 Prm Permeability 1.00e-19 m 2 Lognormal Weitzman, 1985

4201 Saturatn Saturation, initial 1.00e+00 none Uniform Ramsey, analyst
decision

4196 SpHeat Specific heat 8.45e+02 J/kg*K Constant Wai andTsai, 1985

4033 StorageC StorageCoefficient(S) 5.00e-11 1/m Data Wai andTsai, 1985

4198 ThExp ThermalExpansionCoefficient 8.00e-06 1/K Constant Wai andTsai, 1985

4197 ThCnd Thermalconductivity 3.60e+00 W/m.K Constant Wai andTsai, 1985
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._ Table 5-10. Parameter Values for Fracture Zone 1

Record Distribution
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:

4192 OnsBIk Bulkdensity 2.50e+03 kg/m3 Constant Tsangetal., 1983

4191 Compres Compressibility 1.00e-09 l/Pa Constant Weitzman, 1985

4040 Porosity Matrixporosity 1.00e-03 none Data Weitzman, 1985

4195 Prm Permeability 5.00e-13 m2 Lognormal Weitzman, 1985

4193 Saturatn Saturation,initial 1.00e+00 none Uniform Ramsey,analyst
decision

4188 SpHeat Specificheat 8.79e+02 J/kg.K Constant Tsangetal., 1983

4034 StorageC StorageCoefficient(S) 100e-05 l/m Data Weitzman, 1985

4190 ThExp ThermalExpansionCoefficient 1 11e-05 I/K Constant Tsangetal, 1983

4189 ThCnd Thermalconductivity 3.20e+00 W/moK Constant Tsang et al, 1983

4028 LyrThick Thicknessof the geologiclayer 100e+01 m Data Weitzman, 1985
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Table 5-11. Parameter Values for Fracture Zone 2
I-P

O

Record Distribution _'-
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In: _-

4176 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 2.69e+03 k_m 3 Constant Percivalet al.,
1984 (_

¢)

m
4175 Compres Compressibility 6.80e-08 1/Pa Constant Weitzman, 1985 _.

(i).,q
4042 Porosity Matrixporosity 1.00e-02 none Data Weitzman,1985

4179 Pro1 Permeability 1.00e-13 m2 Lognormal Weitzman,1985

4177 Saturatn Saturation,initial 1.00e+00 none Uniform Ramsey,analyst
decision

4172 SpHeat Specificheat 8.79e+02 J/kg.K Constant Tsanget al., 1983

4036 StorageC StorageCoefficient(S) 7.00e-05 1/m Data Weitzman, 1985

4174 ThExp Thermal ExpansionCoefficient 1.11e-05 1/K Constant Tsanget al., 1983

4173 ThCnd Thermalconductivity 3.20e+0f_ W/m.K Constant Tsanget al., 1983

4030 LyrThick Thicknessof the geologiclayer 7.50e+01 m Data Weitzman, 1985
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Table 5-12. Parameter Values for Pink Granite

_" Record Distribution
No. Parameter Parameter Deecription Median Range Units Type Sources In:

4168 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 2.64e+03 kg/m3 Constant Percivalet al.,
1984

4167 Compres Compressibility 3.30e-10 llPa Constant Weitzman, 1985

4049 Porosity Matrixporosity 1.00e-03 none Data Weitzman, 1985

4171 Prm Permeability 1.00e-19 m2 Lognormal Weitzman, 1985

4169 Saturatn Saturation,initial 1.00e+00 none Uniform Ramsey,analyst
decision

4164 SpHeat Specificheat 8.45e+02 J/kg-K Constant Wai andTsai, 1985

4037 StorageC StorageCoefficient(S) 5.00e-04 1/m Date Weitzman, 1985

4166 ThExp ThermalExpansionCoefficient 8.00e-06 1/K Constant Wai andTsai, 1985

4165 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 3.60e+00 W/m.K Constant Wai andTsai, 1985

4031 LyrThick Thicknessof the geologiclayer 1.25e+02 5.00e+01 1.50e+02 m Data Weitzman, 1985
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Table 5-13. Parameter Values for Glacial Till

O

Record Distdbution
O

No. Parameter Parameter Des( 4ption Median Range Units Type Sources In: _-
Q
(1)

4160 DnsBIk Bulk density 1.40e+03 kg/m3 Constant Radhakdshnaand o_.o
Chan, 1985 ©

4159 Compres Compressibility 1.00e-07 1/Pa Constant Freeze and Cherry, =m
1979 _"

4044 Porosity Matrixporosity 4.00e-01 none Data Freeze and Cherry,
1979

4163 Prm Permeability 3.20e-18 m2 Lognormal Freeze andCherry,
1979

4161 Saturatn Saturation,initial 1.00e+00 none Uniform Ramsey,analyst
decision

4156 SpHeat Specificheat 9.21e+02 J/kg.K Constant Domenicoand
Schwartz,1990

4038 StorageC StorageCoefficient(S) 1.00e-02 1/m Data Betcher,1983

4158 ThExp ThermalExpansionCoefficient 3.40e-05 1/K Constant Wai andTsai, 1985

4157 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 1.05e+00 W/m°K Constant Domenicoand
Schwartz,1990

4032 LyrThick Thicknessof the geologiclayer 6.00e+00 m Data Betcher,1983
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Table 5-14. Parameter Values for Global Materials and Agents Acting on the Granite Disposal System
¢D

Record Distribution
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:

_O

4026 DnsFluid Density of Fluid 1.01e+03 1.00e+03 1.01e+03 kg/m3 Uniform Gascoyne, 1988

4250 ComprsFi Fluidcompressibility 5.20e-10 l/Pa Constant Weitzman, 1985

4013 HydGradV Verticalhydraulicgradient 0.02 0 0.4 m/m Data Heinrich,1984

4014 HydGradH Horizontalhydraulicgradient 0.005 0.001 0.02 m/m Data Wuschkeet al., 1985

4026 DnsFluid Fluiddensity 1.007e+03 kg/m3 Constant Gascoyne,1988

4253 Porosity Fractureporosity 0.5 none Data Weitzman,1985

4154 FFlux Fractureflux 6.900e-06 2.000e-06 2.000e-05 m3/s Loguniform Neretnieks,1986

4262 PorPrsRf Referencepressure,porosity 1.013e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4263 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperature,density 2.980e+02 K Constant Ramsey,analystdecision

30 Diameter Boreholediameter 0.355 0.1207 0.4445 m Delta Sandia WIPP
Project,1992

4277 SatRWP Residualliquidsaturation 2.000e-01 0 4.000e-01 none Uniform Sandia WlPP
Project, 1992

4278 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 2.030e+03 kg/m3 Constant Rechard,Ed., 1992

4279 SpHeat Specific heat 8.600e+02 J/kgok Constant Krieg, 1984

4280 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 5.000e+00 W/mok Constant Krieg,1984 (.,1

4281 ThExp Thermalexponent 4.500e-05 I/K Constant Krieg,1984 =,

4284 Compress Compressibility 0 l/Pa Constant Ramsey, analyst 3"
decision

(i)

4285 Porosity Porosity 3.750e-01 2.500e-01 5.000e-01 none Normal Sandia WlPP _
Project,1992
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Table 5-14. Parameter Values for Global Materials and Agents Acting on the Granite Disposal System (continued) T

O
Record Distribution ._

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In: (3

4286 Tlntr Timeof Intrusion 3.156e+10 0 3.154e+11 s Uniform Ramsey,analyst (D
decision o

O
¢O

4287 SatRGP Residualgas saturation,borehole 0 none Constant Ramsey,analyst 5"mdecision =
:::3.

4265 SatRGP Residualgas saturation,unfractured 0.2 0 0.4 none Constant SandiaWIPP
granite Project,1992

4288 Prm Permeability,borehole 3.160e- 13 1.000e-14 1.000e-11 m2 Lognormal SandiaWIPP
Project,1992

4266 Prm Permeability,unfracturedgranite 0 m2 Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4007 TempSurf Surfacetemperature 281.2 K Constant Davison,1980

4023 ThGrad Thermalgradient 01013 C/m Data Davison,1980
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5.3 GraniteSite Description

1
2 Table 5-15. Compressibility Reference Pressures (Granite Repository)
3

4 Compressibility Reference Pressure5 Material Name
6 (MPa)
7
8 Gray Granite 6.0

9 FractureZone 1 4.010

11 SecondaryFracture 3.012

13 MassiveGray Granite 3.014
15 FractureZone 2 2.0
16
17 PinkGranite 1.0
18
19 GlacialTill 0.2
20
21
22
23 Hydraulic Gradient (HorizontalVertical). Horizontal hydraulic gradients at the granite repository were deter-
24 mined with the assumption that lakes in the area are hydraulically connected to the regional groundwater and that the

25 flow paths are influenced by the water levels in the major lakes. Heinrich (1984) sampled flow paths between major26
lakes in the Atikokan region and recorded a trend with a range of 10-3 to 10"2; the mean horizontal gradient would be27

28 5 x 10"3. The horizontal hydraulic gradient in granite in the Atikokan area of Canada ranges from 0.002 to 0.016.
29 Table 5-16 shows the piecewise distribution of the hydraulic gradient.
30

31 For comparison, the horizontal gradient is 0.003 in the Finnsjon Area, 0.01 for Kamlunge, and 0.004 for Klyep-32
33 eris (92-20). The high gradient at Kamlunge is indicative of a low hydraulic conductivity in that area.
34
35 Vertical hydraulic gradients in two wells in the Atikokan area showed that a gradient of 0.04 upward exists
36 (Heinrich, 1984), but it should be stressed that this gradient is localized in nature.
37
38
39 Table 5-16. Distribution of Horizontal Hydraulic Gradient in Granite (Wuschke et al., 1985)
40
41 Range Probability
42

43 2 × 10.3 to 4 × 10"3 0.40
44 4 × 10"3to 6 x 10.3 0.27
45
46 6 x 10.3 to 1.2 × 10.2 0.26
47 1.4 x 10-2 to 1.6 x 10.2 0.07
48
49

50 Gray Granite Parameters. The summary of parameter values for gray granite is provided in Table 5-10.
51
52

and Permeability. Total porosity of the rock mass is the volume of the voids (sum of the joint voidPorosity53
54 space and intercrystaUine void space divided by the total rock volume). At repository depth, the porosity of crystal-
55 line rocks is due primarily to fracturing and separation along faults, bedding planes, cracks, or fissures. The crystal-
s6 line rock mass itself has a very low porosity because of the intergrown nature of the crystals. Fractures at depth may
57

not be opened. Older joints may not be completely open because they may be partially or completely sealed with58
59 deposits such as clay, calcite, or hematite.
60
61 Porosity determines how much surface area of a rock mass will be exposed to fluids moving through it and how
62 the retardation of radionuclides can be accomplished. Fractured crystalline rock can have a very low effective poros-

63 ity. Domenico and Schwartz (1990) give an effective porosity range of 5 × 10-7 to 1 × 10-4 for fractured crystalline64
65 rock. Freeze and Cherry (1979) give a range of porosity for fractured crystalline rock of 0 to 0.10 and a range of 0 to
66 0.05 for dense crystalline rock. Porosity determinations of Canadian granites by Katsube et al. (1986) yielded an
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5. HypotheticalGeologicBarrier

1 average value of 3.3 × 10"3, with a range of 1.6 × 10-3 to 4.9 × 10"3,and an average effective porosity of 1.23 × 103,
2 with a range of 3.2 × 10-4 to 3.1 × 10-3 using water immersion and electrical resistivity methods. Diffusion experi-3

ments yielded an average value of porosity of 8.91 x 10"3, with a range of 6.26 × 10"4to 4.13 × 10"2,and an average4
5 effective porosity of 2.28 × 10"3, with a range of 1.3 × 10-4 to 6.43 × 10"3. Tracer breakthrough studies of a site at
6 Aspo, Sweden (Gustafsson et al., 1991, p. 55) yielded an effective porosity value for fracture zones of 2.0 × 10-3 to
7 5.0 × 10"2. Neretnieks (1986) reports a porosity for crystalline rocks of 1 × 10-3 to 1 × 102. Porosity of the unit is
8 1 x 10"5,and the horizontal permeability is 1 x 10-19m2.9

10
11 Fracture Zone Parameters. Summaries of parameter values for Fracture Zones 1 and 2 are found in Tables
12 5-11 and 5-12, respectively. Porosity of both units is 1 x 10-2 and the horizontal permeability is 1 x 10"13m2.
la

14 Pink Granite Parameters. The summary of parameter values for pink granite is provided in Table 5-13. The
15 porosity of the unit is 1 x 10"3, and the horizontal permeability is 1 x 10"12m2.16
17
18 Glacial Till Parameters. The summary of parameter values for the glacial till is provided in Table 5-14. The
19 porosity of the unit is 4 x 10"1, and the horizontal permeability is 1 × 10"15m2. The elevation of the ground surface at
20 the site is 275 m above sea level.
21
22
23 Parameters of Global Material and Agents Acting on Disposal System. The summary of parameter values
24 for global materials is provided in Table 5-15.
25

26 Fracture Influx Rate and Permeability. Although permeability of secondary connecting fractures could have27
been inferred from measurements of flow into the mine at the Underground Research Laboratory (URL), Canada, in28

29 this assessment, permeability is calculated for granite based on water inflow measurements for excavations at the
30 Stripa research mine in Sweden as follows (Neretnicks, 1986; Abelin et al., 1985; Dverstorp and Andersson, 1989).

31 Water flow into the Stripa mine was measured onto plastic sheets at a rate of 2 x 10-7 m3/s (0.8 1/hr) over a 700 m2
32 area. Because the granite repository is much larger than 700 m2, we assumed the secondary fracture connections
33 would flow at between 10 and 100 times the observed value or an influx of between 2 x 10.6 to 2 x 10"5m3/s. We34
35 assumed a loguniform distribution over this range. The permeability of the fracture was then computed from a sam-
36 pied influx assuming an average aperature of 0.01 m, porosity of 0.5, and mean horizontal and vertical gradients of
37 0.005 and 0.02, respectively. The mean permeability was 2.6 x 10"14m2.
a8
39
40 Dverstorp and Andersson (1989) used the same basic data and measured the lengths of the hydraulically active

fractures in the 700 m2 area and assumed a unit gradient to estimate a mean transmissivity of 6.02 x 10"1° m2/s41 per
42 fracture and standard deviation of 4.05 x 10"1° m=/s_which, assuming an average fracture aperature of 0.01 m, yields

15 2
43 an equivalent mean permeability of about 6 x 10" m per fracture. Hence, we have assumed around four hydrauli-
44 tally active fractures in the granite repository equivalent to those evaluated at the Stripa mine.45
46
47 Fluid Density. The value selected for fluid density at the repository level is 1.01 x 103 kg/m 3 (Gascoyne, 1988).
48 Saline groundwater from plutons and mines is predominantly rich in Ca, Na, and (21,and can be the result of intrusion
49 of sea water or groundwater from adjacent sedimentary beds, dissolution of grain boundary salts, fluid inclusions in
50 plutonic rocks, alteration of halogen-bearing minerals, or concentration of dissolved solids by in situ radiolysis (Gas-51
52 coyne, 1986). Composition is controlled by rock type and solubility of the minerals. Gascoyne (1986) estimates the
53 range of salinity for groundwater at about 1000 m in an undisturbed pluton to be 30 to 100 g/liter, which translates to
54 a density range of about 1.023 to 1.068 x 103 kg/m 3 (CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, Yeazey and Hodg-
55 man, Eds., 2nd ed.). The most saline groundwater from a deep mine at about 1000 m can have a density of about
56 1.2 x 103 kg/m 3.57
58
59
60
61
52

54

66
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6. Repository Design2
3
4 J.S. Rath and J. W. Berglund
5

6 Although the geological environment surrounding the waste can be viewed as the ultimate barrier protecting the
7 accessible environment, the engineered barrier can offer additional protection. Components of the engineered barrier8
9 may include (not all are necessary):

10

11 1. Durable waste form that is resistant to alteration (Chapter 4).
12 2. Containers that serve to protect the waste form from groundwater (Chapter 4).
13 3. Waste parcel placement that, for example, diminishes* temperatures of the host rock or diminishes groundwa-14
15 ter movement, or diminishes neutron interaction between containers.
16 4. Subsurface facility layout that is constructed to accomplish particular objectives, for example, a layout that
17 prevents undue host rock disturbances from waste decay heat, or diminishes groundwater movement by
18 avoiding discovered fracture zones or orienting drifts perpendicular to regional groundwater gradients, yet
19 also is able to be constructed.
20
21 5. Specially placed backfill in the shafts, drifts, rooms, and directly around the waste parcel, to limit groundwa-
22 ter movement and chemically retard radionuclide transport.
23

2,1 The latter three items, which are components of repository design (waste parcel placement, subsurface layout,
25 and backfill), are discussed in this chapter. Because the design of the repository is governed by the total waste vol-26
27 ume and the emplacement of the waste parcels, these subjects are discussed first, followed by repository dimensions
28 (subsurface facility layout) and a description of the backfill.
29

30 Design considerations are discussed under emplacement method (waste decay heat, waste criticality, and, briefly,
31 constructibility) and facility layout (location of fracture zones and direction of prevailing groundwater flow). Some32
33 design issues are not discussed in this report, e.g., operator safety, ventilation, stability of tunnels and shafts at the
34 chosen repository depth, and in-depth study of constructibility.
35
36
37
38 6.1 Volume of Waste
39

40 Table 6-1 tabulates the number of waste parcels and rooms required per waste disposal group for the salt and41
,12 granite repositories. These values are shown to indicate the differences per waste disposal group. Note that the
43 expense of waste treatment can be partially offset by a decreased number of containers required, a decreased cost in
44 transp_ rtation and handling of containers, and a reduction in repository size.
45

46 The number of waste parcels required for each waste disposal group assumes the amount of waste remains fixed.47
48 The number of required rooms is based on spacing of containers and a specific room size, which is discussed below.
49

50 For this performance assessment analysis, the dimensions of the repository were not changed per disposal group,
51 but instead were assumed to be fixed (10 p_els with 10 rooms each) at a convenient size required for the base case,
52 Waste Disposal Group 1, which consists of-10,000 MTHM. t This initial heavy metal mass, equivalent waste activ-53
54 ity, and volume was then proportionally increased for analysis of the other waste disposal groups and individual
S5 waste parcels. In the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191, acceptable releases are proportional to the activity
56 of the repository and so whether the repository size is decreased for a fixed activity amount of waste or vice versa is
57 generally not important. Although some subtle distinctions can occur (e.g., fluid flow through the repository may not
58 scale linearly), fixing the repository size permitted the analysts to use identical applied models and assured that all59
60 differences in waste form behavior were based on waste form performance and not the reduced size of the repository
61 (which, the reader should recall, is hypothetical).
62
63
64
65 * Somedesignsincorporateenhancementof temperaturestokeepmoisturefromcontainersfor a longerperiodoftime.

1" MTHMindicatesinitialheavymetalmass.66
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6. Repository Design

1 Table 6-1. Total Number of Waste Parcels and Rooms Required for Five Waste Disposal Groups in Salt and

2 Granite Repositories3

4 Number of Parcels Required in Salt Repository
5
6 Waste Waste Waste Waste Waste

7 Parcel Name Disposal Disposal Disposal Disposal Disposal
8 ID Group 1 Group 2* Group 3 Group 4* Group 5"
9 (10 kg/WP) (0.7 kg/WP) (10 kg/WP) (0.7 kg/WP) (0.7 kg/WP)

10 Salt Repository

11 WP01 Graphitespent fuel, FortSt. Vrainand 442
12 Peach Bottom
13
14 WP04 Specialspentfuel, highlyendchedura- 5064
15 nium(HEU)
16 WP05 Specialspentfuel, lowenrichedura- 888
17 nium(LEU)

18 WP06 Calcine (Loose) 6945
19

20 WP10 Graphitespentfuel, encapsulatedin 1801
21 glass

22 WP11 Calcinewaste inglass ceramic,Hot 990
23 IsostaticPress (HIP)24
25 WP12 Specialspentfuel, HEU, HIP 5064
26 WP13 Specialspentfuel, LEU, HIP 888
27

28 WP14 Graphitespentfuel inparticles 152

29 WP16 Specialspentfuel, HEU, in glass 633

30 WP17 Specialspentfuel, LEU, inglass 29631
32 WP18 Calcine inChem Plant glass 5238
33
34 WP22 Reprocessedgraphitespentfuel, and 38
35 calcine

36 WP23 Reprocessedspecialspentfuel, HEU 5061
37 and LEU
38

39 WP24 Graphitespentfuel and depletedura- 202
40 niumin glass

41 WP25 Special spentfuel and depletedura- 1408
42 niumin glass43
44 WP26 Calcine, inglass 7301
45 Subtotal of waste parcels 13,339 8743 6319 5099 6911
46 Subtotal of rooms required 48.3 31.7 22.9 18.5 32.3
47

48 WP07 Savannah Riverhigh-levelwaste 5283 5283 5283 5283 5283

49 WP08 Hartfordhigh-levelwaste 1960 1960 1960 1960 196050
51 WP09 West Valleyhigh-levelwaste 276 276 276 276 276
52

53 Total Number of Waste Parcels for 20858 16262 13838 12618 16430
54 Salt**

55 Total Number of Rooms Required 75.3 58.7 60 45,5 59
56 for Salt**
57
58

59 * Waste DisposalGroups2, 4, and5 are thesame forthe salt andgraniterepositories.
60 °* These valuesare shownto illustratedifferencesin numberof waste parcels/roomsrequiredper group;in the model, 27,600
61 waste parcelswere modeledfor each disposalgroup(i.e., 100 roomswith276 parcelseach.)
62
63
64
65
66
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6.1 Volume of Waste

1 Table 6-1. Total Number of Waste Parcels and Rooms Required for Five Waste Disposal Groups in Salt and

2 Granite Repositories (Continued)
3

4 Number of Parcels Required in Granite Repository
5
6 Waste Waste

7 Parcel Name Disposal (Same as Disposal (Same as (Same as
8 ID Group 1 Salt') Group 3 Stilt*) Salt*)
9 (0.7 kg/WP) (0.7 kg/WP)

10 Granite Repository

11 WP02 Graphitespentfuel, Fort St.Vraln 236812
13 WP03 Graphitespentfuel, Peach Bottom 800
14 WP04 Specialspentfuel, highlyenrichedura- 5064
15 nium(HEU)

16 WP05 Specialspentfuel, lowenrichedura- 888
17 nium(LEU)

18 WP06 Calcine (Loose) 6945
19
20
21 WP15 Graphitespentfuel, encapsulatedin 1801
22 glass
23 WP19 Specialspentfuel,HEU, inglass 5064
24 WP20 Specialspentfuel, LEU,in glass 888

25 WP21 Calcinein Chem Pant glass 2136

26 Subtotal of waste parcels 16065 9889
27 Subtotal of rooms required 58.2 35.8
28
29
30 WP07 Savannah Riverhigh-levelwaste 5283 5283 5283 5283 5283
31 WP08 Hanford high-levelwaste 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960

32 WP09 West Valleyhigh-levelwaste 276 276 276 276 276
33
34
35 Total Number _f Waste Parcels for 23584 16262 17408 12618 16430
36 Granite**
37 Total Number of Rooms Required 85 58.7 62.8 45.5 59
38 for Granite**
39
40
41 " Waste DisposalGroups2, 4, and5 are the same forthe salt andgraniterepositories.
42 *" These valuesare shownto illustratedifferencesin numberof waste parcels/roomsrequiredper group;in the model, 27,600
43 waste parcelswere modeled foreach disposalgroup(i.e., 10panelsof 10 rooms,with276 parcelsper room.)
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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6. RepositoryDesign

1 6.2 Placement of Waste Parcel
2
3
4 This performance assessment assumes that waste parcels are (1) placed in vertical holes in the floor of the dis-
5 posal rooms, (2) uniformly spaced throughout the disposal region, and (3) uniformly mixed in the disposal rooms.
6
7
8
g 6.2.1 Orientation of Waste Parcels

10

11 Both vertical and horizontal borehole emplacement designs were considered for the hypothetical repositories, as12
13 was tunnel or drift disposal. Although tunnel disposal has some advantages over borehole disposal (mechanical sta-
14 bility of engineered barrier systems, stability of tunnels, ease of excavation, and spacing flexibility [Hara et al.,

15 1991]), the borehole design also has benefits: ease of providing backfill, emplacing the waste, and maintaining a ven-
16 tilation path. An additional advantage is that, with the borehole design, radionuclides usually must diffuse into the17

drift before they can exit from the repository and, after emplacement, the waste parcel can be shielded sufficiently so18
19 that access to the area for continued repository operations is unlimited. Because borehole waste emplacement simpli-
20 ties mining procedures and can require a smaller repository volume than tunnel disposal, borehole emplacement was
21 selected for this study. The vertical orientation of the borehole was selected so that gravity could assist in the
22 emplacement of the waste parcels.23
24
25

26 6.2.2 Spacing of Waste Parcels
27
26
29 The spacing of the waste parcels depends primarily upon three factors: (l) thermal limits of the waste form,
30 backfill-buffer, and adjacent geology, (2) considerations of waste criticality, and (3) limits on constructibility that
31 include waste parcel diameter, backfill thickness, and boring equipment access. $
32

33 Based on these three factors, the disposal pattern selected within rooms is a 2.6-m hexagonal pattern (Figure34
35 6-1). The minimum spacing pattern of 2.6-m hexagonal was chosen for ease of borehole construction; also, the low
36 thermal output from the waste parcels permits spacing at these distances (see Appendix C for a discussion of scoping
37 calculations regarding spacing of waste parcels, including criticality considerations). The influence of the three fac-
36 tors is discussed below.
39
40
41 Temperature Limitations. Generally, the centerline temperatures of certain waste forms (borosilicate glass, in

42 particular) should not exceed 500°C for any length of time to avoid crystalline growth in the glass (Tang and Saling,
43 1990).
44
45
46 Temperature Limitations in Salt Repository. Because salt undergoes temperature-dependent creep when sub-
47 jetted to deviatoric stress, the mined shafts, drifts, and disposal rooms in a salt repository will eventually close due to
48 creep after a period of time. The creep closure of the mined and backfilled disposal rooms and drifts eventually
49 encapsulates the waste and returns the disturbed salt to a state of low permeability. The low permeability of the fully
50 compacted salt provides the principal geologic barrier to the transport of the stored radionuclides. Because of salt51
62 creep, the repository design must account for a limited access time before the excavated rooms become unstable and
53 cannot easily be accessed. Therefore, design dimensions of disposal rooms in the salt reference design will accom-
54 modate a period of up to 3 yr of repository access prior to the onset of instability. This time period is based on a max-
55 imum areal thermal loading for the waste of 25 W/m 2, which indicates a 10% volumetric closure in 3 yr (U.S. DOE,
56 1986a).57
58
59
60
61
62 * Generally,thewasteparcelsin this performanceassessmentdo not includeoverpacksor internalbackfillmaterialsandthusselfshielding
63 withineachwasteparcelis minimal.Duringhandlingoperations,temporaryshieldingwill benecessaryinthedesignof the transportand
64 emplacementequipment.Shieldingmayalsobe necessaryduringtheplacementof backfill-buffermaterialsaroundeach wasteparcel. After
65 emplacement,ashieldplugandcoverplatewill,if necessary,beplacedaboveeachwasteparcel(StahlandHarrison,1993).
66
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6.2 Placement of Waste Parcel
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6. RepositoryDesign

1 In addition, a governing factor for container spacing in the salt repository is the maximum temperature allowed
2 by the backfill-buffer material(s). Typically, when a backfill/salt interface temperature exceeds 250°C, salt decrepita-
3 tion can occur (Moss and Molecke, 1983, p. 724). A final consideration is the vaporization of brine in the salt pores4
5 adjacent to the canisters. Because the consequences of vaporization are not well understood or easily simulated with
6 the current set of computational models,** the waste package/host-salt boundary was conservatively kept below
7 100°C (water boiling point).
8

9 Several simplified design calculations were performed using the code, SUMQ_3D, for the five disposal groups.10
11 In addition, other seeping calculations were performed using the DOE wastes generated by the West Valley Demon-
12 stration Project, Defense Waste Processing Facility (Savannah River), and the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant,
13 assuming a total mass of 12,640 MT and a total volume of 4706 m3. These calculations are reported in Appendix C.
14

15 Possibly because of the anticipated long interim storage time before emplacing the waste, none of the five waste16
17 forms to be emplaced in the salt repository generated heat at rates that required more than the minimum spacing
18 (Table 6-2). Thus the minimum spacing for the waste parcels (2.6-m center-to-center, hexagonal) was used within the

19 rooms for the mixed waste. In this configuration, a room (180 m length) has a capacity of -276 vertically emplaced
20 waste parcels. The number of rooms required for the five waste disposal groups is shown in Table 6-1. Room totals
21 vary from 45.5 to 75.3.22
23
24 Temperature Limitations in Granite. Clay backfill barrier materials (e.g., bentonite) between the host rock and
25 overpack must be maintained below a temperature of 130°C to remain stable (SKB, 1992b). Also, to avoid two-phase

26 flow from vaporization of groundwater in the saturated granite repository, the backfill-buffer/host-rock interface tem-
27 perature adjacent to the waste parcel was conservatively kept below 100°C. Details on the calculations to assess the28
29 importance of the temperatures experienced in a bentonite backfill-buffer material are provided in Appendix C.
30

31 Like the salt repository, none of the five waste forms to be emplaced in the saturated granite repository generated
32 heat at rates that required more than the minimum spacing (Table 6-2). tt Thus the minimum spacing (2.6-m hexago-
33 nal pattern) was used within the rooms as described above. The number of rooms required for the five waste disposal34
35 groups is shown in Table 6-1. Room totals vary from 45.5 to 85.
36

37 Criticality Considerations. A number of factors that are associated with criticality safety must be considered in
38 repository design. Among these are (1) the composition and physical characteristics of the fuel, (2) the material and
39 the distance between neighboring fissile regions, (3) the canister material and dimensions, (4) the repository type40
41 (e.g., salt or granite), and (5) the likelihood that the fuel remains intact and confined to a very specific configuration.
42 Criticality safety applies to spent fuels only and is an issue principally within individual waste parcels but can also
43 affect spacing between waste parcels within the disposal rooms of the repository.
44

45 ConstructibUity, A description of the borehole drilling and the mining of the waste disposal rooms is provided46
47 in this section (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992).
48

49 Drilling of Waste Parcel Boreholes. Boreholes for waste parcel emplacement are to be drilled vertically into the
50 floors of the waste disposal rooms. This excavation method decreases the potential of collateral damage (MacDou-
51 gall et al., 1987a, p. 6-36). The vertical drilling operation is envisioned to consist of two stages: pilot drilling and52
53 reamer drilling (MacDougall et al., 1987b, p. D-28). Such a two-stage drilling operation may require two different
54 drilling machines. Both the pilot-hole drilling system and the following larger hole reaming system are to be
55 mounted on a crawl-mounted machine that will move readily from hole to hole. Both pilot drilling and reamer drill-
56 ing should be possible by modifying commercially available equipment (Robbins, 1984).57
58
59
60 =" Considerationof a veryhot repository(fromcloselyspacedcontainers)in initiallysaturatedgeologicmediawasnot partof thescopeof work,
61 butcouldbe exploredin futureperformanceassessments.
62 tt Rocktemperaturesfor WasteParcel8 (Hartfordhigh-levelwaste)actuallyexceededthe 100*Climitbyabout3"Cin a 2.6-mhexagonalarray.
63 However,thesecomputationsassumedall wasteparcelsin thearraygeneratedheatat this rate. Wasteparcelswithdifferentthermaloutputs
64 (andin mostcases,verylowthermaloutputs)willbe mixedwithinthe rooms,andso theactualrocktemperaturewillbe lowerthanthat calcu-
65 lated. Moreover,SUMQ..3Dignoresdriftventilationcooling,whichcanamountto a significantfractionof heatproduced(Montan,1981).
66
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6.2 Placement of Waste Parcel

1 Table 6-2. Salt Repository Waste Parcel (WP) Heat Rates
2
3

4 Heat Heat Rate
5
6 Rate Flux
7 ID Name (W) Container Dimensions (Wire 3)
8

9 Waste Disposal Group 1
10

11 Salt Repository
12 WP01 SNF/Graphite/FSV+PB 30.79 0.6096 dia. × 4.1150 25.64
13 WP04 SNF/Special/HEU 6.998 0.1683 dia. × 1.6000 196.6
14 WP05 SNF/Special/LEU 153.7 0.3239 dia. × 4.3430 429.615
16 WP06 Calcine (Loose) 8.52 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 9.74
17 WP07* DOE/HLW/DWPP(Savannah) 328.0 0.6096 dia. × 2.9970 375.0
18 WP08 DOE/HLW/HWVP(Hanford) 391.0 0.6096 dia. × 2.9970 447.0
19 WP09 DOE/HLW/WVDP(West Valley) 147.0 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 168.1
20

21 Granite Repository

22 WP02 SNF/Graphite/FSV 5.06 0.4576 dia. x 0.9860 31.2
23 WP03 SNF/Graphite/PB 2.04 0.2731 dia. × 4.0090 8.7
24 WP04 SNF/Special/HEU 6.998 0.1683 dia. x 1.6000 196.6
25 WP05 SNF/Special/LEU 153.7 0.3239 dia. × 4.3430 429.626

WP06 Calcine (Loose) 8.52 0.6096 dia. × 2.9970 9.7427
28
29
30 Waste Disposal Group 2
31

32 Salt and Granite Repositories
33 WP10 SNF/Graphite/Capsule in Glass 7.56 0.2032 dia. x 4.0090 58.1
34 WP11 Calcine/Glass Ceramic HIP 12.25 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 14.01

35 WP12 SNF/Special/HEU/HIP 13.79 0.6096 dia. x 1.7780 26.57
36 WP13 SNF/Special/LEU/HIP 168.0 0.6096 dia. x 4.5210 127.337
38
39
40 Waste Disposal Group 3
41
42 Salt Repository
43 WP14 SNF/Graphite/Particles 94.21 0.6096 dia. x 4.5200 71.41
44 WP16 SNF/Special/HEU/Glass 59.3 0.6096 dia. x 4.0120 50.6
45 WP17 SNF/Special/LEU/Glass 463.8 0.6096 dia. x 4.7740 332.9
46 WP18 Calcine/Leftover ICPP Glass 10.62 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 12.14
47
48

Granite Repository49
50 WP15 SNF/Graphite/Capsule in Glass 13.6 0.6096 dia. x 4.5200 10.31
51 WP19 SNF/Special/HEU/Glass 9.25 0.6096 dia. x 1.7780 17.8
52 WP20 SNF/Special/LEU/Glass 158.2 0.6096 dia. x 4.5210 120.0
53 WP21 Calcine/Leftover ICPP Glass 15.4 0.6096 di_. × 2.9970 17.6
54
55
56
57
58 * Waste Parcels 7, 8, and 9 represent waste from the three DOE sites--Savannah River,Hanford, and West Valley---andare
59 includedin everywaste group.
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 Table 6-2. Salt Repository Waste Parcel (WP) Heat Rates (continued)2
3
4
5 Heat Heat Rate
6 Rate Flux
7 ID Name ON) Container Dimensions (Wlm3)
8
9 Waste Disposal Group 4

10
11 SaltandGraniteRepositories
12 WP22 SNF/Reproc.Graphite& Calcine 335.1 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 383.1
13 WP23 SNF/Special/Reproc.HEU & LEU 42.5 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 48.614
15
16
17 Waste Disposal Group 5
18
19 SaltandGraniteRepositories
20 WP24 SNF/Graphite/+DUin Glass 67.39 0,6096 dia. x 2.9370 77.04
21 WP25 SNF/Special/Reproc.DU & Glass 122.1 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 139.6
22 WP26 Calcine/INELin Glass 8.1 0.6096 dia. x 2.9970 9.26
23
24
25
26

27 The hypothetical saturated granite repository design uses a backfill-buffer material different from the host rock
28 (i.e., bentonite). Since the thermal conductivity of bentonite backfill-buffer materials is typically lower than the host29
3o rock (granite or other crystalline rocks), waste parcel heat dissipation is controlled by the backfill-buffer thickness.
31 The backfill materials behave as insulators around the waste parcels. For this reason, borehole drilling diameters for
32 waste parcels must be tailored to the specific waste parcel, according to its final diameter. Doing so results in several

33 drill-bit sizes, because a unique diameter-sized drill-bit is used for each waste parcel.34
35
36 The hypothetical salt repository design incorporates a crushed-salt backfill material between the waste parcel and
37 the host rock. The crushed salt is expected to compact due to creep from lithostatic pressure and reach nearly the den-
3e sity of intact halite in a short time (-100 yr). However, when first emplaced, the crushed-salt backfill-buffer has a
39 lower density and thermal conductivity than intact salt. In addition, waste parcel heat generation is greatest when the
40 parcel is first placed in the borehole. Thus, like granite emplacement, it is important to tailor drilling diameters in salt41
42 to specific waste parcels so that peak backfill-buffer temperatures can be controlled.
43

44 Mining of the Disposal Rooms. Repository designs for both geologic media specify that the waste disposal room
45 oe 9.0 m wide by 6.3 m high (as shown in Figure 6-1). For the salt repository, it is assumed that current technology
46 exists to excavate such tunnels, e.g., the mined WIPP repository panels and drifts are 10 m wide by 4 m wide. For the47
48 saturated granite repository, it is envisioned that the conventional drill-and-blast mining techniques will be used to
49 excavate the waste disposal rooms (as well as additional shafts, passageways, and ventilation paths) in the proposed
50 granite repository ('MacDougall et al., 1987a, p. 6-36). Drill-and-blast techniques inherently introduce a small
sa amount of damage to the host rock surrounding the drift. This damage region can be controlled to some degree
52 darough the use of smooth-wall blasting techniques. Typical drill-and-blast equipment and full-face mechanized bor-53
54 ing machines used for excavation include: a drill jumbo, a load/haul/dump machine, a rock bolting jlmtbo, a scaling
55 machine, and a tunnel-boring machine (MacDougall et al., 198713,Vol. 3, p. D-27).
56
57
58
58 6.3 Dimensions of the Repository
60

el Thr_ components of the repository are assumed to affect the behavior of the disposal system: waste disposal62
63 region, _cess drifts, and shafts (Figure 6-2). TiJ_le6-3 tabulates area measurements for these components.
64
65
66
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6.3 Dimensionsofthe Repository
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1
2

3 Table 6-3. Are,as in Subsurface Facilities
4
5
6 Area (m2)
7

8 Region Excavated Enclosed
9

10 Main leg 1,080 ---11

12 Side leg (2 per wasteroom) 270 ---13

14 Waste room (10 perpanel) 1620 ---
15
16 Panel (10 per repository) 16,200 46,800
17
18 Disposalregion 162,000 655,200
19
20 Accessdrifts 55,350 153,750
21
22 Shafts (6 m dia) (5 perrepository) 28 28
23
24 Repository 217,400 809,000
25
26
27
28
29 6.3.1 Waste Disposal Region
30

31 The waste disposal region for the hypothetical salt repository resides at an elevation of 349 m (690 m below the
32 surface) in a unit of relatively pure halite 340 m thick. The hypothetical granite repository resides at an elevation of
33 -25 m (300 m below the surface); no dip is assumed in either repository.34
35
36 The waste disposal region consists of excavated rooms and drifts for the spent fuel and high-level waste, and the
37 main and branch access drifts for the Iz'ansport of material, canisters, and ventilation (Figure 6-3). Generally, all
38 drifts, and disposal rooms are rectangular in cross-section, 6 m high and 9 m wide.39
40
41 The waste disposal rooms are 9 m wide, 6 m high, and 180 m long (Figure 6-3). A grouping of rooms is called a
42 panel. The repository has 10 panels, each with 10 rooms (Figure 6-2).
4,3

44 Each panel within the repository consists of a sequence of parallel disposal rooms separated by salt or granite pil-
lars (as shown in Figure 6-I). Access legs on both sides of the main leg permit access for excavation equipment and48

47 drilling machinery, and provide ventilation. These access legs have cross-sectional dimensions identical to the con-
48 necfing main legs. The panel access legs will be excavated first, and then the connecting room segment at the end of
49 each panel (Room A in Figure 6-3). Once the room is filled with waste, it will be backflUed with crushed salt (salt
50 repository) or crushed rock mixed with local clay (granite repository); the crushed salt or rock will come from the
51 excavation of the adjacent disposal room.52
53
54 The number of rooms and waste parcels required for the salt and granite repositories is shown in Table 6-1. The
55 waste disposal groups include both the waste stored at Idaho and the waste from the DOE sites (Savannah River,
56 Hanford, and West Valley). Because of the lower thermal conductivity of granite as compared to salt, generally more57

rooms are requiredto disposeof the waste in a graniterepositorycomparedto a repository in salt (seetotalsfor Waste58
59 Disposal Groups I and 3 in Table 6-1). Tenpanels are still sufficient, however, to accommodate the increased number
60 of disposal rooms. The values are based upon the calculations described in Appendix C, "Scoping Calculations."
61
62
63
64
65
65
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6.4 Backfill
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27

28 Figure 6-3. Schematic of panel in disposal region of repository.
29
30

31 6.3.2 Access Drifts and Shafts32
33
34 Five horizontal main passageways traverse the center of the repository disposal area. They provide (1) a path-
35 way for fresh air to the development and emplacement areas, (2) an exhaust air path from the development areas, (3)

36 a passageway for mined salt transport, (4) a passageway for radioactive waste transport, and (5) access for personnel37
38 and equipment to the development and emplacement areas. Aceessways are located at the perimeter of the disposal
39 area.
40

41 All shafts are circular in cross-section,with either a 9-m-finisbed diameter (salt repository) or a 6-m-finished
42 diameter (granite repository). It may be necessary to use an annular ring of grouting material (such as concrete) to43
44 prevent the disturbed rock zone (salt or granite) from falling into the shafts. In general, the shafts are located
45 upstream of the disposal drifts and rooms when orienting the repository and accounting for the prevailing groundwa-
46 ter flow path. Shafts terminate at the repository level.
47
48
49
so 6.4 Baek_
51
52
53 As noted in the Introduction, backfill is the material used to fill the excavated openings of the repository. Gener-
,54 ally, the backfill performs several functions, the importance of which varies according to the location of the backfill in
s5 the repository. For example, the backfill may prevent undue disturbance from room, drift, and shaft collapse or
56 diminish groundwater movement around the container and thus limit advective transport. Specific primary functions57

are noted below. Special categories of backfill include (1) backfill-buffer (backfill in the annulus around the waste58
59 parcel) and (2) seals (e.g., concrete) for providing immediate sealing (albeit possibly short-term sealing) of the shafts
60 and access drifts. Only the backfill-buffer and general backfill in the rooms, drifts, and shafts are discussed here.
61 Seals provide operator safety functions or special functions that depend on unique circumstances at each specific site,
62 circumstances that were not hypothesized for this performanceassessment.
63
64
65
66
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1 6.4.1 Backfill-Buffer around Waste Parcel
2
3
4 The backfill-buffer is an important component of a waste-emplacement package (which includes the waste form,
5 canister, internal backfill, overpack, and backfill-buffer). (The source term submodel [Chapter 11] groups the waste
6 parcel and backfill-buffer as a modeling unit, the waste emplacement package.) The backfiU-buffer material may pro-
7 vide up to five primary physical and chemical functions (not all are applicable to all sites) (Molecke et al., 1982, p. 4;8
9 BSrgesson, 1993):

10

11 1. May serve as a hydrological barrier that significantly limits groundwater movement near the waste parcel.
12 2. May provide a supplemental, long-term radionuclide sorptive barrier retarding the release of radionuclides
13 leachedfrom the waste form.
14

3. May actasa near-field groundwaterchemical conditioner, buffering pH, and ionic composition.15
16 4. May serveasan adequateheat-conductionmaterial.
17 5. May reducethe severity of rock sheareffects on the wasteparcel when a shearplane intersectsthe wastepar-
18 eel.
19
20

It is the general moderationof the releaseof contaminantsto thehostrock that is implied by the word "buffer" in21
22 backfill-buffer but, asnotedabove,the backfill may function as a buffer in the chemistry senseby containing both a
23 weak acid andconjugatebase to resistchangesin pH.
24

25 Although potentially assisting in containment, the backfill-buffer may also have detrimental side effects. For26
27 example, it may increasethe possibility of diffusion or reduceheatconductionaway from the waste parcel. Because
28 transport from the waste parcel is primarily by diffusion, a backfill-buffer with a high porosity (e.g., clay) may aid
29 diffusion. Furthermore, it is desirablefor the backfill-buffer material to have ahigh thermal conductivity that permits
30 adequateheat transfer away from the wasteparcels to keep temperaturesbelow specific limits. Low backfill-buffer
31 thermal conductivities allow unacceptabletemperaturesto be reachedin the wasteparcel, backfill-buffer, and/or the32
33 geological host rock. Both waste parcel/backfill-buffer and backfill-buffer/host rock interface temperatures are
34 important factors in material selection and design thickness of the backfill. In addit_ion,backfill-buffer materials with

35 low thermal conductivities invoke an economic penalty because fewer waste parcel,; can be distributed in a waste dis-
36 posal room, which increases the spacing of waste parcels per disposal room, and thus requires a larger repository
37 (Moss and Molecke, 1983, p. 724). $$38
39
40 Salt Repository. Crushed salt was selected as the backfill-buffer material to be used with waste parcels stored in
41 a salt repository. Crushed salt provides good heat conduction away from the waste parcel and also has the ability to
42 creep and heal any existing cracks. This creeping phenomenon, from the surrounding lithostatic pressure, will

43 decrease the backfill-buffer permeability, nearly matching the host rock (intact salt) within 100 yr (based on predicted44
WIPP disposal room closure, Lappin et al., 1989, p. 4-85; WIPP PA Division, 1991a, p. 3-17). A major conclusion45

46 reached in other salt repository waste parcel designs was that "engineered" backfill-buffer materials were not neces-

47 sary (Tang and Saling, 1990, p. 129). For a salt repository, the waste container is expected to perform adequately
48 even with an unlimited amount of anoxic brine. Furthermore, because of the lack of a significant quantity of brine
49 and the low permeability of the salt, any radionuclides released from the waste form in the vicinity of the waste parcel50

would be retained (Tang and Saling, 1990, p. 129). Thus, crushed salt is a suitable backfill material and generally will51
52 provide adequate heat transfer away from the waste form and container.**" For ease in computations, a backfill-
53 buffer thickness of 0.3 m (of crushed salt) was chosen for all waste parcels.
54

55 Table 6-4 provides parameter values for the (creep compacted) backfill-buffer material in the salt repository.56
57
58 :
59 **Thelatterdetrimentaleffectsof thebackfill-buffersuggestthanan optimalsizefor thebackfill-bufferannulusaroundthe wasteparcelexists.
60 Thisoptimizationwas notperformedin thisperformanceassessmentexceptto check(asdescribedlater)that theselectedsizeof theannulus
61 didnotraise temperaturesgreatlyatthewasteparcel/backfill-bufferinterfaceorthebackfill-buffer/hostrockinterface.
62 "'*Crushed-saltbackfill-bufferhasalowerthermalconductivityanddensitythanintactsalt(MoleckeandBeraun,1986).Sincewasteparcelheat
6,3 ratesaregreatestimngdiatelyafteremplacementandpriortocreepconsolidation,theselowerconductivitiesarelikelyto haveaneffectonthe
64 localtemperaturefield.Thetemperaturerisein thebackfillisnot,however,expectedtorisetosalt-decrepitationtemperatures(-2500C).(See
65 discussionof graniterepositorybackfill-buffer,AppendixC.)
66
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Table 6-4. Backfill-Buffer Between Waste Parcel and Host Rock (Salt)

Record
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:

2258 BrkCorEx Brooks-CoreyExponentfor capillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Cumulative Sandia WIPP
pressure Project,1992

2250 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 2.03e+03 kg/m3 Constant Sandia WIPP
Project,1992

2247 Compres Compressibility 3.70e-10 Pa"1 Constant Sjaardema and
Krieg,1987

2248 Porosity Matrixporosity 1.20e-01 5.00e-02 1.90e-01 none Uniform IT Corporation,
1987

2249 Prm Permeability 1.00e-20 3.30e-21 3.30e-20 m2 Lognormal Sandia WIPP
Project,1992

2255 PorPrsRf Referencepressureforporosity 1.01e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2254 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperaturefordensity 2.98e+02 K Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2259 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform SandiaWIPP
Project,1992

2257 SatRWP Residualwettingphase (liquid)satura- 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform SandiaWIPP
tion Project, 1992

2256 Saturatn Saturation,initial 2.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2251 SpHeat Specificheat 8.60e+02 J/kgoK Constant Krieg,1984

2253 ThExp Thermal expansioncoefficient 4.50e-05 1/K Constant Krieg,1984

2252 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 5.00e+00 W/(moK) Constant Krieg,1984 o_

C_



6. RepositoryDesign

1 Granite Repository. Bentonite clay and sand mixtures have received great attention over the years as a potential
2 backfill-buffer material for a waste parcel in a saturated granite repository. This mixture has been suggested for use to3
4 enhance radionuclide-sorption and hydrological-barrier functions of a high-density backfill-buffer material (Nowak,
5 1989). In addition, the mixture has the ability to swell upon contact with an aqueous solution, and if confined, reduce
6 groundwater flow (Kircher and Bradley, 1983, p. 383). However, because bentonite clay and sand mixtures have a

7 lower thermal conductivity than the host rock, the waste parcel backfill-buffer thickness must be carefully determined
8 to avoid high temperatures at the backfill-buffer/host-rock interface, within the backfill-buffer, and at the waste cen-9

10 terline.
11

12 Another consideration is that bentonite clays have been shown to change crystalline structure from montmorillo-
13 nite to illite at elevated temperatures. The change in crystalline structure of the bentonite clays causes a significant
14 loss of swelling capability and a dramatic increase in hydraulic conductivity. This is illustrated in SKB (1992b)

15 where French FO-CA clay was found to be altered to claystone with a total loss in swelling capacity and a significant16
17 increased in hydraulic conductivity at 170°C. This temperature limit was reduced further (130°C) in SKB, 1992a.

18 Thus if bentonite is used, 130°C can be considered as a design criterion limiting the maximum temperature allowed at
19 the container/backfill-buffer interface. Scoping calculations reported in Appendix C for a bentonite backfill-buffer
20 thickness of 0.3 m surrounding Waste Parcel 8 indicate that the 130°C limit is not exceeded in the backfill-buffer.

21 Thus 0.3 m was chosen as the thickness for the bentonite backfill-buffer for the granite repository. Because of vary-22
23 ing canister sizes, Waste Disposal Group i for granite contains one waste parcel with a 0.37-m-thick backfill-buffer,
24 and another with a 0.35-m-thick backfill-buffer. For simplicity, 0.3 m was also chosen for the thickness of the
25 crushed-salt backfill-buffer used in the bedded salt repository.
26
27
28 Table 6-5 provides parameter values for the backfill-buffer material in the granite repository.
29
30

31 6.4.2 General Backfill in Rooms, Access Drifts, and Shaft32
33
34 After the waste parcels are emplaeed in each room, the rooms and drifts will be filled with a backfill material:

35 crushed salt (at a density of 14.9 kN/m 3 [95 lb/ft3], occupying 97% of the excavated volume) for the salt repository
36 and a crushed granite mixed with a local clay for the granite repository.37
38
39 Salt Repository. Under the stress and heat conditions of the repository, the backfill in the salt repository will
40 eventually (tens to hundreds of years) reform into a solid mass of salt similar to the original undisturbed salt. The low

41 permeability of this recompacted salt and the surrounding undisturbed salt acts as a barrier to radionuclide migration
42 from a breached canister, hence no additional material was thought necessary to add to the crushed salt. Individual43
44 panels will be isolated with blocks of precompressed salt stacked as masonry walls to provide isolation while the
45 crushed salt is recompaeting due to creep. Shafts will also be backfilled with crushed salt. ttt Table 6-6 summarizes
46 model parameters for the backfill at the salt repository.
47

48 Granite Repository. After the waste is emplaced and backfilled, the drifts and disposal rooms will be filled with49
50 a mixture of crushed rock from the mining operation and a local clay to limit water movement in the mined drifts.
51 Table 6-7 summarizes model parameters for the backfill at the granite repository.
52

53 In a saturated granite repository, two areas were assumed to include local fractures that were unacceptable for
54 waste placement. Although special seals might be devised for these areas, the analysis assumed that they had55
56 degraded such that only the general backfill provided resistance to fluid flow.
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64 ***Specialsealsmaybe necessarytorestricttheflowof waterfromawater-bearinglayerat ahigherelevationinto theshafts,but werenotrood-
65 clod.
66
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0
n Table 6-5. Backfill-Buffer Between Waste Parcel and Host Rock (Granite)
O

O"
Record

i-i

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:
_D
_D

4231 BrkCorEx Brooks-Corey Exponentfor capillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed Ramsey,analyst
pressure decision

4223 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 1.38e+00 kg/m3 Constant Radhakrishnaand
Chan, 1985

4224 Compres Compressibility 3.00e-08 1/Pa Constant Radhakrishnaand
Chan, 1985

4234 HyCnd HydraulicConductivity 1.00e-10 none Constant LeNeveu, 1986;
Garistoand
LeNeveu, 1989

4222 Porosity Matrixporosity 5.00e-01 4.00e-01 6.00e-01 none Uniform Garistoand
LeNeveu, 1989;
Radhakrishnaand
Chan, 1985

4233 Prm Permeability 1.00e-17 m2 Constant LeNeveu, 1986;
Garistoand
LeNeveu, 1989

4225 PorPrsRf Referencepressureforporosity 1.01e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4226 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperaturefordensity 2.98e+02 K Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4230 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 2.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4229 SatRWP Residualwettingphase (liquid)satura- 4.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
tion decision

4228 Saturatn Saturation,initial 4.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

4235 SpHeat Specificheat 9.21e+02 J/kg.K Constant Domenicoand
Schwartz,1990

4227 ThExp Thermalexpansioncoefficient 3.40e-05 1/K Constant Wai and Tsai, 1985 o)

4232 ThCnd Thermalconductivity 1.05e+00 W/(m.K) Constant Domenicoand ¢=
Schwartz, 1990 m

C_
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o_ Table 6-6. Backfill in Drift and Panels (Salt)
Q

Record o

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:

2271 BrkCorEx Brooks-CoreyExponentforcapillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed SandiaWIPP 0
(D

pressure Project, 1992 ©
2268 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 2.03e+03 kg/m3 Constant WIPP PADivision, "

1991c

2260 Compres Compressibility 3.70e-10 1/Pa Constant Sjaardema and
Krieg,1987

2267 Porosity Matrixporosity 1.20e-01 5.00e-02 1.90e-01 none Uniform IT Corporation,1987

2261 Prm Permeability 1.0Oe-20 3.30e-21 3.30e-20 m2 Lognormal Sandia WIPP
Project,1992

2133 Prm_U Permeability,undisturbed 1.00e-19 m2 Constant Vaughn,analyst
decision

2262 PorPrsRf Referencepressureforporosity 1.01e+05 Pa Constant Ramsey,_t
decision

2263 DnsTmpRf Referencetemperaturefordensity 2.98e+02 K Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2269 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform Sandia WIPP
Project,1992

2272 SatRWP Residualwettingphase (liquid)satura- 2.00e-01 0 4.00e-01 none Uniform Sandia WIPP
tion Project,1992

2270 Saturatn Saturation,initial 2.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
decision

2266 SpHeat Specificheat 8.60e+02 J/kg-K Constant Krieg,1984

4227 ThExp Thermalexpansioncoefficient 3.40e-05 1/K Constant Krieg, 1984

4232 ThCnd Thermal conductivity 1.05e+00 W/(m-K) Constant Krieg,1984
2136 Pt ThresholdPressure,undisturbed 2.10e+06 Pa Constant Sandia WlPP

Project,1992

t_
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7
o Table 6-?. Ba_ in Drift and Panels (Granite)

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:

4237 BrkCorEx Brooks-CoreyExponentforcapillary 7.00e-01 2.00e-01 1.00e+01 none Constructed Rarnsey,analyst
pressure decision

4241 DnsBIk Bulkdensity 1.52e+03 kg/m3 Constant Garistoand
LeNeveu, 1989;,
Radhakrishna,and
Chan, 1985

4243 Compres Compressibility 3.00e-08 1/Pa Constant Radhak,,_shna,and
Chan, 1985

4247 HyCnd Hydraulicconductivity 1.00e-08 none Constant LeNeveu, 1986;
Garistoand
LeNeveu, 1989

4242 Porosity Matrixporosity 4.30e-01 2.00e-01 6.50e-01 none Uniform LeNeveu, 1986;
Garistoand
LeNeveu, 1989

4236 Prm Permeability 1.00e-14 m2 Constant Lel_3_u, 1986;
Garistoand
LeNeveu,1989

4238 SatRGP Residualgas saturation 2.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
dec_k>n

4239 SatRWP Residualwettingphase (liquid)satura- 4.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,analyst
tion deci_q_n

4240 Saturatn Saturation,initial 4.00e-01 none Constant Ramsey,anabjst
derision

4246 SpHeat Specificheat 8.00e+02 J/kg.K Constant Wai and Tsai, 1985

4244 ThExp Thermalexpansioncoefficient 3.40e-05 1/K Constant Wai and Tsai,1985

4245 ThCnd Thermalconductivity 2.00e+00 W/(rmK) Constant Wai and Tsai, 1985
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1 6.5 Modeling Assumptions for Repository2
3
4 The following assumptions were made for the repository component of the engineered barrier:
5

e • Individual waste parcels are emplaced vertically in bored holes in the repository floor. A distance of 1 m sep-7
8 arates the top of the waste parcels from the disposal room floor.
9 • Each repository includes 10 panels of 10 rooms each, each room holding about 276 waste parcels.

10 • Waste parcels from all waste groups are distributed randomly throughout the repository disposal rooms in a
11 hexagonal pattern on 2.6-m centers.

12 • Waste parcels in the salt repository are bacldilled with crushed salt, with annular thickness of 0.3 m; in the13
14 granite repository, the backfill-buffer is a bentonite clay, 0.3 m thick (except for two cases in Waste Group 1).
IS • A shield plug and cover plate will be used above each waste parcel, if necessary.
16 • Drifts and accessways in the salt repository are backfilled with crushed salt that recompacts in time to condi.
17 tions close to those of intact salt due to salt creep.
18 • Drifts and accessways in the granite repository are backfiUed with a mixture of crushed rock and local clay.19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
54
65
65
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' 7. Scenario* Development2
3
4 M.S. Tiemey, R. V.Guzowsld, andR. P.Rechard
5
6
7
8 7.1 Purpose and Components of Scenario Development
9

I0 Evaluating the performance of a disposal system requires not only a scientific understanding of the current sys-11
12 tern but also a prediction of its behavior for 1O,000 yr. Consequently, a model must be developed to simulate plausi-
13 ble futures of the disposal system. Scenario development is the second phase of conceptual model development (the
14 first being disposal system characterization, Chapters 4 through 6). In conjunction with system characterization, the
15 scenario development process establishes how the real world will be represented in the conceptual model(s) (Figure
10 7-1).17
18
19 Generally speaking, scenario development is the process of deciding what may happen to the disposal system in
20 the future and how to model it, The process entails selecting features (e.g., a brine reservoir under the repository),
21 events (e.g., humans drilling into the repository), and processes (e.g., generation of gas in the repository after disposal

of the waste). Scenario development consists of several steps: t23
24
25 I. Identifying the full scope (i.e., "universe") of features, events, and processes of the disposal system. (Events
28 are also referred to as short-term phenomena; processes, as long-term phenomena.)
27

28 2. Selecting for the model those features, events, and processes that might contribute to contaminants being29
30 released to the accessible environment. (Regulations and standard modeling practice guide the selection pro-
31 cess. For example, regulatory guidance indicates that some events may be discarded, and standard modeling
32 practice is to assume that most aspects of the biosphere remain as currently exists for 10,000 yr.)
33

34 3. Creating conceptual models based on (a) the disposal system characterization and Co)the selected features,35
3e events, and processes.
37

3S 4. Incorporating those conceptual models into the performance assessment calculations.
39

40 During the scenario development phase, many decisions are made about what to include in the model. However,41
42 the decisions themselves are more conveniently discussed in the chapters that describe either system characterization
43 or consequence models. For example, features are discussed in the chapters on geologic and engineered barriers
44 (Chapters 4, 5, and 6), processes and events are discussed with the consequence models (Chapters 11 through 15).
45
46
47

48 7.2 Identification and Selection of Features, Events, and Processes
49
50
51 Generating a comprehensive set of features, events, and processes (Step 1 in Section 7.1) is important so that sig-
52 nificant contributions to contaminant release to the accessible environment are not overlooked. To ensure traceability
53 and repeatability of the results, Sandia has developed a formal procedure for identifying and selecting features,
54 events, and processes.
55
56
57 The procedure was developed by Sandia (Campbell et al., 1978) to specifically address the performance assess-
58 ment requirements of and regulatory compliance with EPA's standard. Development of this procedure was funded by
59
6O
61 " Inthischapter,thenoun"scenario"is a synonymfortheterm"thesetof allfeatures,events,andprocessesconsideredforincorporationinthe
62. conceptualmodelof thedisposalsystem."Othermeaningsof "scenario"aredescribedinSections3.3.1and3.3.2;instancesof theuseof one
63 of theseothermeaningsinthischapterarenotedbycitationtoSections3.3.1or3.3.2.
64 Otherauthorshaveusedthe termscenariodevelopmentto referto stepsI and2 only,becausethesetwostepsinitiallyexactgreaterattention
65 thansteps3 and4. Inthisreport,however,scenariodevelopmentincludesnotonlytheselectionof thefeatures,events,andprocessesbutalso
66 the incorporationof thosecomponentsintothecomputationalmodel.
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7. ScenarioDevelopment
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64 Figure 7-1. Scenario development, in conjunction with system characterization, establishes how the real world will
65 be represented in the applied model.
66
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7.2 Identificationand Selectionof Features,Events,and Processes

1 the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This procedure, or a modification of this procedure, has been used in a

2 joint exercise in scenario development by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate and the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
3 Waste Management Company (Andersson et al., 1989), the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program4
5 (Stephens and Goodwin, 1989), and Sandia National Laboratories for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Guzowski,
6 1990; Guzowski and Helton, 1991).
7

8 The identification and selection procedure consists of four steps (Figure 7-2):9
10
11 1. Compiling or adopting a comprehensive list of features, events, and processes that could affect the perfor-
12 mance of a disposal system.
13 2. Classifying the features, events, and processes as an organizational tool and as an aid in addressing complete-
14 ness arguments.15

3. Providing rough estimates of probabilities and consequences of the features, events, and processes.16
17 4. Screening the features, events, and processes to identify those that can be eliminated from consideration in the
18 performance assessment without affecting regulatory compliance.
19
20
21

7.2.1 Step 1: Identifying the 'Universe' of Features, Events, and Processes
23

24 An initial list of features, events, and processes can be either developed as an original list or adopted (or adapted)25
from one or more existing sources. The question of whether the list is comprehensive must be addressed regardless26

27 of which approach is selected. A major concern to compliance assessment is the question of whether the list is com-
28 plete.
29

30 Cranwell et al. (1990) provides a list of events and processes that was derived from events and processes identi-

31 fled by a panel of experts with diverse professional backgrounds. This panel met in 1976 and again in 1977 under the32
33 auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Campbell et al., 1978). The task of the panel was to identify
34 those events and processes that could influence the escape of radionuclides from a generic engineered disposal facil-
35 ity or affect the transport of radionuclides beyond the confines of the engineered disposal facility. The list was
36 intended to be modified on a site-specific or performance-measure basis. Table 7-1 shows an example of a modifica-
37 tion of the Cranwell et al. (1990) list.38
39
40

41 7.2.2 Step 2: Classifying Features, Events, and Processes42
4,3
44 Classifying the events and processes by any of a variety of classification schemes can serve as an organizational
45 tool and can aid in determining the completeness of the list. Two classification schemes were used in Cranwell et al.
46 (1990). One scheme was based on the origin of the events and processes (i.e., naturally occurring, human induced,47

and waste/repository induced), and a second scheme classified each event and process as to the primary effect on the48
49 disposal system (i.e., primarily affecting release of radionuclides from the engineered facility, and primarily affecting
50 the transport of radionuclides from the facility toward the accessible environment). Note that other schemes are also

51 possible. The first scheme was used for this performance assessment.
52
53
54

ss 7.2.3 Step 3: Providing Rough Estimates of Probabilities and Consequences of
s6 Features, Events, and Processes57
58
59 To identify scenarios that are possible and of interest, it is necessary to estimate the probabilities and conse-

60 quences of the features, events, and processes. The PA analyst uses his or her own judgment, existing data, and sire-
61 pie modeling to develop the rough estimates. The estimates are then used to screen the features, events, and62
63 processes.
64
65
66
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7. Scenado Development

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13 1. identifyPotentiallyDisruptive
14 Features,Events,and Pn_'esses
15 Techniques
16 • Site Charactedzation
17 • Literaturee.g. IAEAList
18 • ExpertEvaluations
19
20

21 Universeof all Features,Ever_s,
22 and Processes,Affectinga Generic
23 DisposalSystem
24

25 See Table 7-1
26
27
28
29 2. EstimateProbabilitiesand
30 Consequences
31 Techniques

• SubjectiveEstimate
32 • Use ExistingData
33 • SimpleModeling
34
35
36
37
38
39 3. Screen Features,Events, and
40 Processes
41 Criteria
42 • RegulatoryGuidance, __._.__ egulatorv(3ul(:lance
43 (e.g. Only Consider / / / //-_'_"_-_ \ _ \
44 ExploratoryDdlling) _,-_-' -/_'*_'_-_,__\ \_
45 • LOWProbability _ _Jnivemeof _'_
46 • LOWConsequence ///features, eventsJ_ \
47 procm. \
48 | ///rtobe included in_,%%\

51
52 ,Low /,,_Low

,Probability/,,,_Consequence
53 See Rgure 7-3 _, / ,,., ,, ,_ \ _ _ _ ,_
54 TRI-6342.aSS3.O
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65 Figure 7-2. ldenfffication and selection of features, events, and processes to model.
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7.2 Identificationand Selectionof Features,Events,and Processes

1 Table 7-1. Potentially Disruptive Events and Processes for a Generic Disposal System
2 (after Guzowski, 1990; and Cranwell et al., 1990)3
4
5
6 Natural Features, Events, and Processes
7

8 Celestial Bodies Event9
10 Meteorite Impact
11
12 Surficial EventsandProcesses
13

14 Events Processes
15
16
17 Hurricanes Erosion/Sedimentation
18 Seiches Glaciation
19 Tsunamis Pluvial Periods

20 Mass Wasting Sea-Level Variations21
22 Flooding Regional Subsidence or Uplift
23
24 Subsurface Events, Processes, and Features
25

26 Events Processes Features
27
28
29 Earthquakes Diapirism Undetected:
30 Volcanic Activity Formation of Dissolution Cavities - Fluid Reservoirs

31 Magmatic Activity Formation of Interconnected Fracture - Fracture Zones
32 Faulting Systems33
34

Human-Induced Events and Processes
36
37 Inadvertent Intrusion Subsurface Events

38 Mining39
40 Drilling
41 Injection Wells
42 Withdrawal Wells

43 Explosions44
45
45 Human-Induced Hydrologic Stresses
47 Withdrawal Well

48 Irrigation
49 Damming of Streams or Rivers
50
51
52 Waste- and Repository-Induced Processes

SubsidenceandCaving

54 Shaft and Borehole Seal Degradation
65 Thermally Induced Stresses/Fracturing in Host Rock
56 Excavation-Induced Stress/FracturinginHostRock57
58
59
60
61
62

64
65
66
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7. ScenarioDevelopment

1 7.2.4 Step 4: Screening Features, Events, and Processes to Establish History Space2
3
4 The third step in this procedure screens the events and processes to eliminate those from scenario development
5 that are not applicable to a particular disposal system or do not have the potential of significantly contributing to the
6 integrated radionuclide releases to the accessible environment. Specific screening criteria are to some extent depen-
7 dent on the original list of events and processes. Three screening criteria were used: regulatory guidance, probability8

of occurrence, and consequence.9
10
11 Regulatory Guidance. Guidance in 40 CFR 191 restricts the events and processes that must be included in per-

12 formance assessments. This guidance limits the assessments to the time period after closure of the disposal facility,
13 limits consideration of human intrusion to inadvertent intrusion, limits the severity of human intrusion at the disposal-14
is facility location, and eliminates the need to consider surface transport of radionuclides and biological pathways to
16 humans.
17

18 Probability of Occurrence. Screening by probability of occurrence is based on guidance in Appendix B of 40
19 CFR 191, which states that "...performance assessments need not consider categories of events or processes that are
20 estimated to have less than one chance in 10,000 of occurring in 10,000 years" (EPA, 1985, p. 38088). The basic phi-21
22 losophy behind this screening criterion is that extremely rare events and processes should not influence the perfor-
23 mance measure for a disposal system no matter how severe the specific consequence associated with such events and
24 processes. For addressing 40 CFR 191, events and processes with less than one chance in 10,000 of occurring within
25 the next 10,000 yr are too rare to be of concern.26
27
28 Physical reasonableness is considered with probability of occurrence. It is based on subjective judgment, which

29 is founded on logical arguments, as to whether conditions can exist within the time period of regulatory concern that
3o will result in the occurrence of a particular event or process of sufficient magnitude to affect disposal system perfor-
31

mance. The logical arguments are founded in turn upon available data and information possibly supplemented by cal-
32 culations.33
34
35 Consequence. The criterion "consequence" refers to whether an event or process alone or in combination with
36 other events and processes has the potential to affect the performance of the disposal system through the alteration of
37 transport pathways or the creation of new pathways. Simplified conceptual and mathematical models can be used to38
39 estimate consequence. Considerable caution must be used to screen based on this criterion. A single event or process
4o may have no consequence by itself on the disposal system but could have a major consequence when combined with
41 one or more other events and processes.
42

43 Results of Screening Events and Processes. Appendix F contains information on the specific screening trite-
44 rion used for each event and process, the disposition of each event and process, and a discussion of the rationale for45
46 each disposition based on the screening criterion as applied to the bedded-salt and saturated granite disposal systems.
47 A summary of the screening results for these two locations is provided in Tables 7-2 and 7-3.
48

49 For the bedded-salt location, seven features, events, and processes were retained for consideration in scenario50
51 development after the screening process (those in bold were evaluated for this performance assessment; see Section
52 7.5):
53

54 1. Exploratory drilling for resources,
55 2. Mining of resources outside the boundaries of the disposal facility,
S6 3. Drilling of injection wells,57
58 4. Subsidence over the engineered facility,
59 5. Nuclear criticality,
60 6. Undetected fluid reservoir,
61 7. Colloid transport.62
63
64
65
66
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Table 7-2. Summary of Screened Events and Processes--Bedded-Salt Location

c:r

Retained for Scenario Development* Screened Out
Base-Case Special Low Physically Low Regulator_O

Features, Events, and Processes Conditions Subset Probability Unreasonable Consequence Requirements

Natural

Meteorite Impact ...................................................................................................................................... X. ......................................................................................
Erosion/Sedimentation ................................................ X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Glaciation.......................... ..... .................................. ....................................................................................................... X. ...............................................................

Pluvial Periods (Climate Change) ............................... X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Sea-Level Variations ....................................................................................................................................................... X. ...............................................................

Regional Subsidence or Uplift ........................................................................................................................................ X................................................................
Hurricanes ....................................................................................................................................................................... X. ...............................................................

Waves (Seiches, Tsunamis) ............................................................................................................................................. X................................................................
Mass Wasting (slow and fast -4

slope movement) ..................................................... X ................................................................................................................................................................... i_
Fk_ting .......................................................................................................................................................................... X. ............................................................... _

Diapirism ......................................................................................................................................................................... X. ............................................................... _--
Formation of Dissolution Cavities .................................................................................................................................. X. ............................................................... _

m.

Formation of Interconnected o

Fracture Systems ...................................................................................................................................................... X. ............................................................... _
Earthquakes (Seismic Activity) ................................... X ................................................................................................................................................................... ca.
Volcanic Activity ............................................................................................................................................................. X. ............................................................... _

X.°°.° .°, °.° **°. ,°°.° ° .° .... °...° ...... °***°°°.°°.°. ......... °.°° _Magmatic Activity .......................................................................................................................................................... ,..m°

X,°°..°°.°°° ..... .°**°°.°. ....... °°...°**°°***° ........... .°°°°° O
Faulting ............................................................................................................................................................................ =
Undetected Fluid Reservoir ........................................ X ................................................................................................................................................................... _

X ............ ° ............... .°°°°. .....................................................
"1"1

Undetected Fractures ...............................................................................................................................

Extensional Fractures from Heat Effects ................................................................................................. X ....................................................................................... _

Colloid transport ......................................................... X ................................................................................................................................................................... o_
m

• Theretainedfeatures,events,andprocesseshavebeencategorizedas"basecaseconditions"or"specialsubset"inpreparationforcombiningthemintosummaryscenarios; P
m

seeSection7.3. -,
O.
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Table 7-2. Summary of Screened Events and Processes---Bedded-Salt Location (Concluded) _.
O

o
Retained for Scenario Development* Screened Out <Q®

Base-Case Special Low Physically Low Regulator _"
"U

Features, Events, and Processes Conditions Subset Probability Unreasonable Consequence Requirements 3
¢D

Human-lnduced

Explosions
At Waste-Panels Location ........................................................................................................................................................................................... X............
Near Waste-Panels Location

At Surface/Warfare ................................................................................................................... X ......................................................................................

Deep Testing ............................................................................................................................. X ......................................................................................
Drilling (Exploratory) .................................................................................... X.................................................................................................................................
Mining

At Waste-Panels Location ........................................................................................................................................................................................... X ............

Near Waste-Panels Location .................................................................. X .................................................................................................................................
Injection Wells ............................................................................................... X.................................................................................................................................

Withdrawal Wells ........................................................................................................................................................... X ...............................................................
Irrigation ......................................................................................................................................................................... X ...............................................................
Damming of Streams and Rivers .................................................................................................................................... X ...............................................................

Repository- and Waste-Induced
Subsidence and Caving .................................................................................. X .................................................................................................................................
Shaft & Borehole Seal Degradation ............................ X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Thermally Induced Fractures....................................... X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Excavation-Induced Fractures ..................................... X...................................................................................................................................................................
Nuclear Criticality ......................................................................................... X.................................................................................................................................

* Theretainedfeatures,events,andprocesseshavebeencategorizedas"basecaseconditions"or"specialsubset"inpreparationforcombiningthemintosummaryscenarios;
seeSection 7.3.

o
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Table 7-3. Summary of Screened Events and Processr_----Granite Location
g

Retained for Scenario Development* Screened Out
o Base-Case Special Low Physically Low Regulator

_o Features, Events, and Processes Conditions Subset Probability Unreasonable Consequence Requirements
taO

Natural

Meteorite Impact ...................................................................................................................................... X .......................................................................................
Erosion/Sedimentation ................................................ X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Glaciation ...................................................................................................... X .................................................................................................................................

Pluvial Periods (Climate Change) ............................... X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Sea-Level Variations ....................................................................................................................................................... X_...............................................................
Hurricanes ....................................................................................................................................................................... X................................................................
Seiches ............................................................................................................................................................................ X................................................................
Tsunamis ......................................................................................................................................................................... X. ...............................................................

Regional Subsidence or Uplift .................................... X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Mass Wasting .............................................................. X ................................................................................................................................................................... -4
Flooding .......................................................................................................................................................................... X................................................................ i_
Diapirism ......................................................................................................................................................................... X. ...............................................................
Seismic Activity .......................................................... X ................................................................................................................................................................... -.,_-
Volcanic Activity ............................................................................................................................................................. X... ....... ...... .... ........ .......... ...... .. ........ .... ..... _

Magmatic Activity ........................................................................................................................................................... X............................................................... _="
Formation of Dissolution Cavities .................................................................................................................................. X................................................................ =
Formation of Highly Interconnected Q-f/)

Fracture Systems in 10,000 yr *** X** .......................°.............. .... **.........**.... ........ ....... ........ • ......... ., ...... ...... .......... ...,. ......... .......................... • ................... . .....

Faulting X** .................. o_m.

Undected Fluid Reservoir ........................................................................................................................ X ....................................................................................... o
Undected Fractures ..................................................... X ................................................................................................................................................................... o

Extensional Fractures from Heat Effects*** .............. X ................................................................................................................................................................... _'n

Colloid Transport ........................................................ X ...................................................................................................................................................................
fD

m
<

• Theretainedfeatures,events,andprocesseshavebeencategorizedas "basecaseconditions"or "specialsubset"inpreparationforcombiningthemintosummaryscenarios; =
seeSection7.3.

•* Wehaveassumedthatthe regionfortherepositoryistectonicallystable.Becausetheconsequencesofthiseventaresimilartothe"undetectedfractures_and"formationof m::3
extensionalfracturesfromheateffects,"anotheroptionwouldbeto retainthiseventandthencombineitwiththeothertwoeventsintoa summaryscenario, o.

•"* IntheComplexPA,thisfeaturewasmodeledbyplacingwasteparcelsinthefractures;intheSimplePA,thefracturewasassumedtohavebeendetectedsincetherepository
wasassumedtoendat thispointbutthatsealingoffractureseventuallyfailed.
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Table 7-3. Summary of Screened Events and Processes--Saturated Granite Location (Concluded) O

UJ
Q

Retained for Scenario Development* Screened Out <
Base-Case Special Low Physically Low Regulator o

Features, Events, and Processes Conditions Subset Probability Unreasonable Consequence Requirements 3
Q

Human-lnduced

Explosions
At Waste-Panels Location ........................................................................................................................................................................................... X.............

Near Waste-Panels Location
At Surface/Warfare .................................................................................................................... X .......................................................................................

Deep Testing .............................................................................................................................. X .......................................................................................
Drilling (Exploratory) ................................................................................... X .................................................................................................................................
Mining

At Waste-Panels Location ........................................................................................................................................................................................... X ............
Near Waste-Panels Location .................................................................. X .................................................................................................................................

Injection Wells ................................................................................................................................................................. X. ...............................................................
Withdrawal Wells .......................................................................................... X .................................................................................................................................

Irrigation ........................................................................................................ X .................................................................................................................................
Damming of Streams and Rivers .................................................................................................................................... X. ...............................................................

Repository- and Waste-Induced
Subsidence and Caving ............................................................................................................................ X_......................................................................................
Shaft & Borehole Seal

Degratation .......................................................... X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Thermally Induced Fractures ...................................... X ...................................................................................................................................................................
Excavation-Induced Fractures..................................... X ...................................................................................................................................................................

Nuclear Criticality ......................................................................................... X .................................................................................................................................

" Theretainedfeatures,events,andprocesseshavebeencategorizedas"basecaseconditions"or"specialsubset"inpreparationforcombiningthemintosummaryscenarios;
o seeSection7.3.
o
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7.3 OptionallyGroupingFeatures,Events,and Processes

1 For the saturated granite location, nine events and processes were retained:
2
3

1. Glaciation,4
5 2. Exploratory drilling for resources,
6 3. Mining of resources outside the boundaries of the disposal system,
7 4. Drilling of withdrawal wells,
8 5. Irrigation,9

6. Nuclear criticality,10
11 7. Detected fractures,
12 8. Extensional fractures from effects of repository,
13 9. Colloid transport.
14

15 Additional screening based on consequence and modeling directed at determining physical reasonableness may16
17 reduce the number of features, events, and processes for each location. However, additional site characteristics can
18 increase their number.
19
20
21

7.3 Optionally Grouping Features, Events, and Processes
23

24 When the features, events, and processes to be modeled are identified, the parameter space can be grouped into25
26 scenarios. The scenarios can be classified in various ways, e.g., by type of disruptive force (natural, human, or repos-
27 itory). The advantage of scenario groupings--which are called summary scenarios (see Section 3.3)---is that atten-
28 tion can be focused in the analysis on certain events and processes. This grouping is feasible provided the

29 probabilities of residing in certain regions of the sample space are easily calculated. At this stage of scenario devei-
30 opment, it is assumed that the behavior within the summary scenarios is similar enough that a representative (or a key31
32 subset) single history can be used to characterize the whole subset.
33

34 The process of grouping scenarios consists of two steps (Figure 7-3):
35
36

1. Combining features, events, and processes in summary scenarios (Section 3.3.2).37
38 2. Grouping summary scenarios having identical consequences.
39
40
41
42 7.3.1 Step 1: Combining Features, Events, and Processes into Summary Scenarios
4,3

44 A major assumption of this step of combining features, events, and processes into summary scenarios is that the
45 combinations of the remaining events and processes define all possible future states of the disposal system that are of
46 regulatory concern. (In some cases, regulatory guidance in Appendix B of 40 CFR 191 (see Chapter 2 and Appendix4"/
48 B of this report) was used to eliminate some events and processes from consideration, e.g., mining the buried spent
49 fuel so that it could be reprocessed.) Thus, Step 1 could also be titled "Dividing the History Space into Subsets."
50

51 Logic diagrams assist in developing the set of summary scenarios (Section 3.3.2), i.e., the set of all possible com-
s2 binations of events and processes. Figure 7-4 is an example of a logic diagram for events and processes for hypothet-53
54 ical transport and release. At each junction within the diagram, a yes/no decision is made as to whether the next event
55 or process across the top of the diagram occurs in combination with the previous event(s) and/or process(es) along the
56 pathway through the logic diagram. Each pathway results in a summary scenario that contains events and processes
57 that occur and those that do not occur, although the non-occurring features, events, and processes generally are not

58 listed to simplify notation. $ The complete diagram develops all possible co_binations of the events and processes59
60 located across the top of the diagram with the total number of scenarios equal to 2n, where n equals the number of
61 events and processes.
62
63
64 $ Thesummaryscenario,inwhichnospecificfeatures,events,or processesoccur,is oftencalledthebasecase,especiallywhentheprobabilityof
65 occurrenceis significant.
66
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7. Scenario Development

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11 See Figure7-2

13
14 "

15 OptionallyClassifyFeatures,Events,
16 andProcesses
17 PossibleCatngodes:
18 * DisruptiveSource
19 - Natural
20 - Human
21 - Repository
22 • 10 CFR 60
23 - Anticipated
24 - Unanticipated
25

2s [
27
28 CombineFeatures, Events, and

Processesinto SummaryScenarios
29 Aids:
30 • Use Classificationto Group
31 SimiliarFeatures,Events,
32 Processes
33 • Use LogicTrees Initial
34 _ Summary
35 Retained "_ Scenarios

36 Gas Flow|"
37 _ Seal _- BaseCase
38 Leaching|
39 Drilling .,)
4O

42

44 When possible,combinethosesummary
45 scenariosthatlogicalanalysesshowas -- Set of Combined
46 havingidenticalconsequences. SummaryScenarios
47 Result
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55

56 TRI-6342.3552.0
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63

64 Figure 7-3. Grouping of features, events, and processes that survive initial screening into summary scenarios.65
66
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7.3 OptionallyGroupingFeatures,Events,and Processes

1
2
3
4
5
6 "SpecialSubset"of Features,Events,andProcesses Distinct"Future"(for 10,000 yr)
7 that the AnalystsWishto FocusAttention Examinedby ConsequenceModeling
8

10
11 Two Hypothetical Three Hypothetical
12 Release Events Features

,3 / \ / I
14 R1 R2 T1 T2 T3
15 .......
18 I I I I I
17 ...... Base Case
18 _ T319

_o I I ......"r221 T2, T3
22 • ........ T1
23 _ I , T1, T324

T1, T2
25 I I T,,_2,T326
27 m R2
28 | I R2, T329
30 I • ' " R2,T2
31 I ........ R2, T2, T3

' R2, T132 No
_ i I .2,T1,T334 i

! .. ....... R2, T1, T235
I R2, T1 T2, T3/36

37 " ,;....... R1

38 _ I I R1 T3
39 .... ,.... '
40 I ' R1, T2
41 Yes R1, T2, T3
42 R1, T1

/ " '1 R1 T1 T3
44 ' '

45 I I R1,"rl,"r2
46 R1, T1, T2, T3
47 ..... R1, R2

_o ..... I R1,R2,"r2
51 I ...... R1, R2, T2, T3

i I R1 R2, T1 T354 '
R1 R2, T1, T25s I I '56 ' R1, R2, T1, T2, T3

57

58 TRI-6342-222-6
59
6O
61
62 Figure 7-4. Demonstration logic diagram for the construction of summary scenarios (adapted from Guzowski,
63 1990, and Tierney, 1991, Figure 3). The summary scenario, in which no specific features, events, and
64 processes occur, is often called the base case, especially when the probability of it_ occurring is large.65
66
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7. ScenarloDevelopment

1 Because of the assumption stated above that these combinations define all possible future states of the disposal
2 system that are of regulatory concern, the sum of the probabilities of the summary scenarios developed in Figure 7-23
4 must be 1 for this conditional probability. Scenario probabilities must include both the probabilities of occurrence
5 and nonoccurrence for the appropriate events and processes (Figure 7=3). The inclusion of non-occurring events and
6 processes in each scenario assures that the sum of the scenario probabilities is I.
7
8
9

lo 7.3.2 Step 2: Grouping Summary Scenarios Having Similar Consequences
11

12 In general, separate calculations of performance measures (CCDFs, etc.) must be made for each summary see-
13 nario (this is always the case if the method of conditional simulation described in Section 3.3.3 is adopted). To mini-14
15 mize the number of calculations, it is therefore desirable to reduce the number of distinct summary scenarios to the
16 absolute minimum (Tierney, 1991, p. 3-30). A reduction of this kind may be possible by means of a careful, logical
17 examination of the nature of the agents (features, events, and processes) that occur in each summary scenario and the
18 way those agents can interact to produce consequences. In many cases, a logical, non-numerical, analysis will show

19 that one or more of the summary scenarios will have consequences no different from the base-case summary see-20
21 nario,orthattwoormoresummaryscenarioswillhaveidenticalconsequences;suchananalysisisparticularly easy
22 if the base case has zero consequences. [_wo summary scenarios having identical consequences may be combined in
23 a single scenario; the probability of this single scenario (see Section 3.3.3) is the sum of the probabilities attached to
24 each of the two scenarios in the combination.
25
26
27

20 7.4 Construction of CCDF
29
3O

31 The ultimate goal of the PA is to produce a performance measure for the real system using a model of that system
32 and then compare the measure against a standard. Equally important, the statistical properties of the performance
33 measure, which are captured in the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF), are evaluated. In the

34 following sections, the merits of the Monte Carlo method are described and a general overview of constructing a35
36 CCDF is presented. The construction depends on whether the sample space of screened futures of the disposal sys-
37 tem has been divided into scenarios. In order to complete the discussion about identification and selection of fea-
3e tures, events, and processes (Section 7.2), the subtle differences between these alternatives are described.
39
40
41

42 7.4.1 Advantages of Monte Carlo Method
43
44

As discussed in Chapter 3 (Performance Assessment Methodology Overview), the Monte Carlo method is a uni-45
46 versally applicable method for evaluating the statistical properties of a performance measure. The Monte Carlo
47 method was selected for six reasons (Helton et al., 1991): (1) it can be used when several linked codes are needed to

48 model the system by propagating the same parameter values and preceding code results through the next linked code
49 and so on; (2) it produces a mapping of input to output that can be studied by a variety of standard statistical tech-5O
51 niques (e.g., scatterplots or regression analysis); (3) it does not require an intermediate model (e.g., regression
52 model), which may obscure discontinuities and transitions between regimes of behavior; (4) it does not require rood-
53 ifying deterministic codes or developing a code with a statistical formulation of the conceptual model; (5) it can
54 include parameters with empirical or subjective distributions having wide ranges and discontinuities; and (6) it allows
55 model parameters to be correlated.50
57
50 To reduce the number of samples required from the sample space and still adequately cover the sample space,
59 this performance assessment uses Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) (McKay et al., 1979). Normally, the rule of
6o _humb is that the number of samples required, nK, is 4/3 nV, where nV is the number of uncertain parameters that are
61 to be sampled. (As discussed in Chapter 9, "Probability Modeling," only a small number of parameters were varied.)62

Most model parameters were held constant. With LHS, it is even possible to determine the effects of different distri-63
64 butions for the parameters on the estimated distribution of the results without rerunning the consequence models
65 (Iman and Conover, 1980).
66
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7.4 Constructionof CCDF

1 7.4.2 Construction of CCDF without Scenarios (without Importance Sampling)
2
3
4 If the sample space of possible futures of the disposal system was not divided into summary scenarios or compu-
5 tational scenarios, the CCDF is calculated as follows (Figure 7-5):
6

7 1. nK Latin Hypercube samples are drawn from the nP-dimensional parameter space, where nP is the total num-
B her of model parameters in the model of the disposal system.9

10
11 2. Radionuclide releases over time, qi, are evaluated using each of the nK sample sets of uncertain parameters;
12 all other parameters are held constant in the modeling system. Results of each of the nK evaluations are
13 recorded.
14
15
16 3. The performance measure, Rk (e.g., the EPA summed normalized release), is evaluated for each of the k = 1,.
17 .. nK releases
18
19

20 ,¢..q_,nRQ.
21 Rk = _.---=_., k=l,2 ..... nK
22 %_

23

24 where
25
26
27 fw = the waste unit factor for scaling EPA release limits
28 Li = the EPA release limit for ith radionuclide
29 nR = number of radionuclides monitored along the release pathway by 40 CFR 191
30 nK = number of samples

31 Qi = cumulative release for ith radionuclide
32 - Sqi dr33
34 qi = release rate at time t for radionuclide i calculated for the consequence models.
35

36 4. The performance measure, Rk, are ranked.
37
38

5. The probability of the performance measure exceeding a specified value, P(Rk>r) is estimated from the39
40 frequency:
41

42 P(RIc>r)= nG/nK
43
44 where45
46
47 nG = number of simulations with Rk exceeding r
48 nK = number of samples
49 r = specified value (on graphabscissa).5O
51
52 6. The value of the performance measure, R/<,is then paired with the probability P(R/c>r) to produce a mean
53 CCDE
54
55
56
57 7.4.3 Construction of CCDF with Scenarios
58

59 When the sample space is discretized, results may be presented in several ways: (1) a CCDF can be calculated
60 for each scenario, conditional on the scenario occurring; (2) a CCDF can be calculated for all the scenarios using the61
62 sample space set for each scenario; or (3) the mean CCDF can be calculated from either 1 or 2. This mean CCDF is
63 approximately equal to the mean CCDF calculated without discretizing the sample space into scenarios (provided the
64 scenario diseretization is not so coarse that it ignores significant variations, and the approximations in calculating the
65
66
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65 Figure 7-5. Method of calculating CCDF depends on whether sample space is discretized.
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7.4 Constructionof CCDF

1 individual scenario probabilities P(Sj), are acceptable). The following sections describe the steps necessary for pre-
2 senting the results by the three methods.3
4
5 CCDF Conditional on Scenario Sj Occurring. The method of calculating a CCDF conditional on the scenario
6 occurring is identical to that described for CCDF construction without scenarios except that only those performance

7 metric values, R(Sj), from the scenario of interest, Sj, are used.8

9 CCDF of All Scenarios Using One Sample Set. To calculate one CCDF for a sample set over all scenarios, only10
11 subtle differences exist in a few of the steps:
12

13 1. nK Latin hypercube sample sets are drawn from the nP-dimensional parameter space, where nP is the total
14 number of model parameters in the model of the disposal system.15
16
17 2. Radionuclide releases over time, qi, are evaluated using one sample set of varied parameters with all other
18 parameters held constant in the modeling system. The sample sets of varied parameters are slightly different
19 from those without scenario discretization because those parameters that define the scenario are now held
20 constant. This step is repeated for each sample set.
21
22
23 3. The performance measure, R, (i.e., the EPA summed normalized release) is evaluated:
24
25

nR26
E fdi k=l,2, nK

27 Rk = -- fwLi .....28 i=1
29
30 where
31

32 fw = the waste unit factor for scaling EPA release limits33
Li = the EPA release limit for ith radionuclide34

35 nR = number of radionuclides monitored along the release pathway by 40 CFR 191
36 nK = number of samples for set of scenarios, Sj
37 Qi = cumulative release for ith radionuclide
38 = _ qi dt39
40 qi = release rate at time t for radionuclide i calculated for the consequence models.
41

42 4. The performance measures are ranked such that R(Sj) < R(Sj+I) forj=l .....nS-1.
43

5. The probability of a scenario, P(Sj), is evaluated analytically or numerically from the probability model of the
45 scenario.46
47
48 6. The value of the performance measure, R, for one sample set is then paired with the cumulative probability
49
50 nS

sl _._ P (Sm)52
53 m =j+ 1
54

55 This is repeated for each scenario Sj, j=I .....nS, to produce a CCDF.56

57 7. Step 6 is repeated for each sample set to produce a family of nK CCDFs. The position of the outliers of the58
59 family (e.g., those CCDFs beyond the 20th and 80th quantiles) can vary substantially with the type of discret-
60 ization of the sample space. The position of the mean CCDF as described below, however, is likely quite sta-
61 ble with appropriate changes in scenario discretization.
62

63 Mean CCDF. The mean CCDF can be estimated from either the family of CCDFs produced above or the CCDFs64
65 conditional on the scenario. The mean CCDF from the family of CCDFs is the arithmetic average of the probabilities

of the family of CCDFs at specified values of R.
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1 The mean CCDF from the CCDFs conditional on the scenario is calculated as follows:
2
3

1. Produce a family of nS CCDFs by evaluating the scaled CCDF, i.e., P(R>r) = P(R>dSj).P(Sj).4
5

6 2. Provided parameters in the probability model used to evaluate P(Sj) were not varied, the mean CCDF is the
7 arithmetic average of this family of CCDFs.
8
9

3. If parameters in the probability model were varied, then P(Sjx) varies with each sample, xk, so that each con-10
11 ditional CCDF results in nK scaled CCDFs, i.e., Pk(R>r) = P(R>rISj)*Pk(Sj,Xk). This family of nKonS CCDFs
12 can now be averaged as before to calculate the mean CCDE
13
14
15

16 7.5 Conceptual Model
17
18

The conceptual model of the repository and the emplaced waste parcels is created from information gathered19
2O during (1) disposal system characterization, and (2) selection of features, events and processes. For this performance
21 assessment, one conceptual model for each repository was constructed.
22
23
24
2s 7.5.1 Levels of Process Simplification
26

27 In every analysis, physical phenomena (e.g., processes in the repository and the host rock) are simplified.
28 Although the level of simplification that is appropriate cannot always be know a priori, evaluating the correct level is29
3o an important task. In this analysis, two levels of simplification were used so that results could be compared. The first

31 level is referred to as the "Simple PA" and the second as the "Complex PA." However, the terms sim_le and complex
32 are relative only to each other; compared to many risk assessments, the Simple PA is quite detailed.
33
34

In the "Simple PA," phenomena were described using ordinary differential equations (lumped parameter model).35
36 In the "Complex PA," phenomena were described using partial differential equations, which were then evaluated
37 numerically on a coarse grid. Several codes were used to simulate the physical components of the disposal system in
3_ both levels of simplification.
39
4O
41

42 7.5.2 Scenario Selected for Study in Calculations
4,3
44

As a result of the scenario selection procedure, one basic scenario was selected for investigation in the PA calcu-45
46 lations. The criterion used to select the basic scenario was the potential for large consequences; use of this criterion
47 ensures that differences between the waste forms will be accentuated and thus provides some basis for the compari-
48 son of waste-treatment options. However, any comparisons with the EPA probabilistic release limits must be quail-

49 fled by the fact that only one subset of the sample space of all possible "futures" of the model disposal system (see
5o Section 3.3.2) is being explored; the CCDFs are primarily intended to provide a relative ranking of the several waste-51
52 form options. The CCDFs developed on this part of the sample space are not suitable for comparison with the EPA
53 standard unless the additional assumption is made that the consequences from other scenarios are similar or at least

bound by the consequences of this one scenario. Based on the scoping calculations (Appendix C), this latter assump-
55 tion was made. tt
56
57
58 ""Inthisreport,a "simple"levelof modefingmeansa consequencemodelthatcanbequicklysetupandis gearedtowardfastruntimes.
59 _ Beforetheeffectofthelowpermeabilityofthecrushed-saltbackfillwasknown,thescopingcalculationsforthesaltdisposalsystem(Appendix
60 C)evaluatedtheconsequencesof twonearbyintrusionsintothestonepanelwithinthesan_ 1000-yrtimeinterval,whereatleastoneborehole
61 intersectedthebrinereservoir.Thepurposewastoexaminea scenariothatallowedforincreasedcirculationof brineto carryawayradionu-
62 clides. Assuggestedinthescopingcalculations(seeAppendixC)andconfirmedintheComplexPA(seeChapter12andSection16.9),the low
63 permeabilityof theroomsanddriftspreventedincreasedcirculation.ThustheconsequencescalculatedintheComplexPAwereassumedsire-
64 ilarto those fortwosingleintrusions.Fordifferentreasons,twointrusionboreholeswerealsonotevaluatedfortheCCDFof thegranitedis-
65 posalsystem. In thegranitedisposalsystem,extensivecirculationusuallyoccurredwithone intrusionboreholebecauseof theshaftand
66 secondaryfractures.Thusit wasassumedthatanadditionalintrusionboreholewouldonlyincreasedirectreleasesthroughcuttings.
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7.5 ConceptualModel

1 Summary Scenario for Salt Repository. For thesaltrepository,the summaryscenariocanbecharacterizedasfol-
2 lows: One boreholeis drilled into the repositoryafter 1000years; this eventis followed by faulty boreholeplugging3

or plugdegradation,which leadsto flow from ahypothetical brinereservoirinto the wasterepository. A similar sum-4
5 mary scenariohas been found to producethe largestconsequencesfor the WIPP (Helton et al., 1992; WIPP PA
6 Department, 1993).
7

8 SummaryScenarioforGraniteRepository.Forthegraniterepository,thesummaryscenariocanbecharac-
9 terized asfollows: One boreholeis drilled into the repository after 1000years;this event is followed by faulty bore-10

11 hole pluggingor plug degradation,which leadsto flow from a hypothetical fracture channel (locatedaboveor below
12 the repository) into the wastedrifts.
13

14 Discretization of Summary Scenarios. The summaryscenariofor eachrepositorywas further discretizedinto
15 computational scenariosusing the parameter,time of intrusion. Six intervalsweredefined, with the time of intrusion16
17 assumedto occur in the middle of the interval:
18
19 125 175 350 1000 3000 7250

20 [100-150] [150-200] [200-500] [500-1500] [1500-4500] [4500-10,000]21
22
23 The probability of having an intrusion at one of these time intervals is evaluated by the probability model based
24 on the Poisson distribution (Chapter 9). Except for the cuttings/cavings calculations (Chapter 10), most comparisons
25 of the consequence results are made at 1000 yr. At this time, domination of total activity by short-lived radionuclides
26 is waning, while the activity of long-lived daughter radionuclides is beginning to increase.27
28
29

30 7.5.3 Conceptual Model for Disposal System in Salt31
32
33 The significant event was an exploratory drill hole through the repository that was subsequently filled with a
34 sand-like material (Figure 7-6 and Section 7.5.2). Also shown on Figure 7-6 are the computational models for the salt
35 repository (described in more detail in Chapters 12 and 14).
36

37 The processes are (1) drill cuttings, and (2) gas generation and contaminant source term. The conceptual sub-38
39 models and corresponding computational submodels are described in Chapters 10 and 11, respectively.
40

41 The essential geologic features ,;etained for modeling a human intrusion event into a salt repository are (1) thick
42 formation of salt, (2) brine aquifer above the salt formation, (3) possibility of brine reservoir below the salt formation,
43 and (4) anhydrite marker bed directly above the repository (Chapter 5). Details within the repository (especially44
45 those in the horizontal plane) are not included here since different conceptualizations within the repository are
46 required to accommodate the further simplification necessary to move to two dimensions for the Complex PA and one
47 dimension for the Simple PA. The conceptual differences can be important when comparing results between the two
48 efforts (see Table 7-4 in Section 7.6.2).49
50
51

52 7.5.4 Conceptual Model for Disposal System in Granite53
54
55 The essential geologic features retained for modeling a human intrusion event into a granite repository are (1)
se thick, intact pluton of granite, (2) fracture zone above the intact granite, (3) fracture zone below the intact granite, and
s7 (4) secondary fracture channel connecting the two fracture zones (from the Canadian Underground Research Labora-

5e tory and described in Chapter 5). The permeability of the connecting secondary fractures was estimated from the
s9 Swedish Stripa mine (Neretnieks, 1986). Again, details within the repository (especially those in the horizontal60
el plane)arenotincludedheresincedifferentconceptualizationswithinthe repositoryarerequiredto accommodatethe
e2 furthersimplificationnecessaryto move to two dimensionsfor the ComplexPAandone dimensionfor the Simple
e3 pA.
64
65
66
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63 Figure 7-6. General conceptual model for salt disposal system. Computational models used in the Complex and64
65 Simple PA calculations are listed.
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1 The significantevent was an exploratory drill hole through the repository that was subsequentlyfilled with a
2 sand-like material (Figure 7-7 and Section7.5.2). Also shownon Figure 7-7 are the computationalmodels for the
3 graniterepository (describedin moredetail in Chapters13 and15).4
5
6 Like the conceptualmodelfor the saltrepository,the processesare gasgeneration,contaminantsourceterm, and
7 drill cuttings. The conceptualsubmodelsand correspondingcomputationalsubmodelsare describedin Chapters10
8 and 11.
9

lO

11 7.6 Computational Submodels and Calculation Design
12
13
14 Following site characterization and the choice of features, events, and processes, $$design of a PA calculation can
15 begin. The part of calculational design discussed in this section is the modeling system that was selected and the
16 number of cases that were run. Other design choices are discussed elsewhere: the number of parameters to be varied
17 is discussed in Chapter 9, "Probability Modeling"; simplifying assumptions made for some features are discussed
18 along with geologic and engineered barriers in Chapters 4 through 6; and simplifications of processes are discussed19
20 along with the consequence models (Chapters 10 through 15).
21
22
23
24 7.6.1 Modeling System Assembled
25

26 Numerous categories of software (e.g., consequence models) are necessary for a performance assessment. These
27 categories basically mirror the fundamental steps of a performance. The generic categories are modeling setup, con-
28 sequence modeling, probability modeling, compliance assessment (CCDF construction), and sensitivity analysis. For29
3o this PA, the consequence modeling category is divided into repository modeling and groundwater flow and transport
31 modeling, with probability modeling and compliance assessment grouped together. Each of these categories usually
32 has a few main modeling codes. For this performance assessment, with two levels of simplification, two sets of main
33 modeling codes are used in some of the software categories. Figure 7-8 depicts assembly of the main modeling codes
34 of the Complex PA modeling system; Figure 7-9 depicts the main modeling codes of the Simple PA modeling system.35
36 These figures show the linkage of codes, while the previous figures of the conceptual model showed the disposal sys-
37 tern component that each code was modeling. The linkage of these software components into a modeling system is
38 through CAMCON (Re,chard, Ed., 1992; Rechard et al., 1993). Not shown in Figures 7-6 and 7-7 are several codes
39 that support the use of the main modeling codes, but they are included in the detailed figures of the modeling system

40 in Appendix G. Appendix G also gives the version numbers used and a description of the function of each code. Fol-41
42 lowing is a brief description of the software categories of the modeling system shown in Figures 7-6 and 7-7.
4,3

44 Modeling Setup. The main function of the modeling setup is parameter selection. The processes for parameter
45 selections are the following:46
47
48 1. Select computational model parameters (x = x 1 ..... Xnv) consistent with manner of use in models.
49

50 2. Request that the data base manager place the parameters in secondary data base file (parameter values
51 extracted with MATSET or PRELHS.
52
53
54 3. Select subset of parameters (x = x 1 ..... Xnv) to vary (parameter uncertainty).
55

56 4. Sample parameters with Latin hypercube sampling (LHS).
57

58 Repository Consequence Modeling. The repository consequence modeling consists of three main groups of soft-59
60 ware: drill cuttings, two-phase flow, and source contamination. The repository model develops a source term for
el transport calculations by incorporating the complex processes in the waste parcel, disposal room, drifts, shafts, and
62 backfill. Specifically, the repository module calculates
63
64
65 *¢Recallthat the PALprOcessis iterative;at anypointin thePAprocess,the site characterizationmay be prefiminaryandincompleteand the
66 choicesof features,events,andprocessesmayaccordinglybetentative.
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Figure 7-8. The modeling system assembled for the Complex PA consists of a suite of support codes plus the com-

64 putational modules of BRAGFLO_T, STAFF2D, CUTTINGS, and CCDFPERM.65
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62 Figure 7-9. The modeling system assembled for the Simple PA consists of a suite of support codes plus the computa-
63 tional modules of SALFLOW, GRFLOW, CLAMVD, CUTTINGS, and CCDFPERM. Although QEDTP64
65 was used in the scoping calculations (Appendix C), it was not used in the Simple PA.
66
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1 • fluid flux through the disposal area.
2
3

• contaminant concentrations in any fluid (gas or liquid) flowing through the disposal area of the repository4
5
6 • contaminant releases to the accessible environment from drilling into the repository.
7

8 Groundwater Flow and Transport Modeling. The groundwater flow and transport modeling consists of three
9 main groups of software: transmissivity fields, groundwater flow, and groundwater transport. The transmissivity10

11 fields module generates flow field around the salt disposal system (not necessary for granite disposal system). The
12 groundwater flow module establishes regional and local fluid flow conditions within and directly surrounding the dis-
18 posal system. The groundwater transport module predicts radionuclide migration from the repository source to the
14 disposal system boundary.15
16
17 Probability Modeling, CCDF Construction, and Results Analyses. The probability modeling, CCDF construe-
18 tion, and results analyses consist of two main groups of software: (1) probability modeling and CCDF construction,
19 and (2) sensitivity analyses. Using results from the groundwater contaminant transport module, two different
20 approaches (containment calculations or groundwater concentration and dose calculations) are taken depending on
21 the EPA environmental standard for which measures are being evaluated. Sensitivity analyses evaluate variable22
23 importance by reporting the partial correlation coefficients and standardized regression coefficients on either the rank
24 or raw data. Provided useful regression models can be developed, the absolute values of the standardized regression

25 coefficients (or mathematically related partial correlation coefficients) can be used to rank variable importance.
26
27
28
29 7.6.2 Cases Simulated
30

3231 The acc.e,ptability of the various waste forms was studied with a parametric sensitivity analysis (ceteris paribus)
33 in two ways The Simple PA described above places a single waste parcel in a repository. Twenty-five cases were
34 run for waste parcels in the salt repository and 26 cases for the granite repository (Table 7-4). The advantages of

35 modeling a single waste parcel per repository are that
36
37

• Results (e.g., CCDFs) are easily compared; thus, waste forms are easy to rank.38
39 • The acceptability of placing individual waste types in a repository is easily evaluated.
40

41 The Complex PA (and some of the Simple PA cases) uses a uniform distribution of the waste disposal groups in
42 each room. Five eases each were run for waste disposal groups in the salt and granite repositories (Table 7-4). The
48 advantages of modeling a uniform distribution of the waste disposal groups are that44
45
46 • Heat and gas generation are more representative of an actual repository.
47 ° Synergism between waste forms is possible.
48

Results indicate whether robust waste forms can moderate the impact of nonrobust waste forms such that a49
waste group in the repository stays below the release limits.50

51 • Fewer calculations are required (because only a few combinations of the waste parcels are of primary inter-
52 est).
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61 **"Becausethewasteformsaredecisionvariables(i.e.,thedecisionmakerswillexercisedirectcontrolovertheirvalues),it isusuallyconsidered
62 inappropriateto selectawidedistributionforchangesin parametervaluesthatdescribeall thewasteformsandperforma MonteCarlouncer-
63 tainty/sensitivityanalysis(Morganet al., 1990,p.51). However,asdescribedinChapter9, "ProbabilityModels,"withineachtreatmentoption
64 severalparametervalueswereuncertainbecauseof differingdegreesofbeliefas totheirtruevalues;theseparameterswerevariedin a Monte
65 Carlouncertaintysensitivityanalysis.
66
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1 Table 7-4. Cases Run to Evaluate Waste Forms
2

3 Simple PA Complex PA4
5 Waste
6 Parcel ID Repository Type Descdption Salt Granite Salt Granite
7
8 Waste Disposal Group 1" • • • •
9

10 1 Salt Spentfuel, graphite,wholeblock/ *
11 rod
12
13 2 Granite Spentfuel, graphitecutblock •
14
15 3 Granite Spentfuel, graphite,rods °
16
17 4 Salt Granite Spentfuel, HEU*', in lead • °
18

5 Salt Granite Spentfuel, LEU*', in lead • °19

20 6 Salt Granite High-levelwaste,calcineloose ° °21

22 7 Salt Granite High-levelwaste,glass • °
23

24 8 Salt Granite High-levelwaste,glass ° •
25
26 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste,glass ° •
27
28 Waste Disposal Group 2 • • • •
29
30 10 Salt Granite Spent fuel,graphite,compactsin • °
31 glass
32
33 11 Salt Granite High-levelwaste,calcinein Hot • •
34 IsostaticPress(HIP)
35
36 12 Salt Granite Spent fuel, HEU, and high-level ° °
37 waste, calcineinHIP, spentfuel
38 in lead
39
40 13 Salt Granite Spentfuel, LEU, andhigh-level * •
41 waste, calcineinHIP, spentfuel
42 inlead
43
44 7, 8, 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste, glass
45
46 Waste Disposal Group 3 • • • •
47
48 14 Salt Spentfuel, graphite,particlesin °
49 glass
5O
51 15 Granite Spent fuel, graphite,particlesin °
52 glass
53
54 16 Salt Spentfuel, HEU, and high-level *
55 waste;8 elementsinlead/calcine
56 glass
57
58

59 ° Comparisonsare possiblebetweentheresultsforthe wastedisposalgroupsfromtheComplexandSimplePAs. However,
60 recallthatthe detailsoftheconceptualmodelsdifferbecausetheComplexPAusesa two-dimensionalrepresentationandthe
61 SimplePAusesa one-dimensionalrepresentation.Also,becausethemodelingeffortswereconcurrentratherthansequential,
62 it wasnotpossibleforthe analystsperformingthe SimplePAto usethe informationaboutimportantparametersthat was
63 gatheredduringtheComplexPA;thusa fewfeaturesthatwereshowntobe importantin the ComplexPAwereignoredinthe
64 SimplePA.
65 ** HEU= highlyenricheduranium;LEU= lowenricheduranium.66
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1 Table 7.4. Cases Run to Evaluate Waste Forms (Continued)
2

3 Simple PA Complex PA4
5 Waste ....
6 Parcel ID Repository Type Description Salt Granite Salt Granite
7
8 17 Salt Spentfuel, LEU, and high-level •
9 waste;3 elementsinlead/calcine

10 glass
11
12 (Waste Disposal Group 3
13 Continued)
14
15 18 Salt High-levelwaste;remainingcal- •
16 cineand liquidinglass
17
18 19 Granite Spentfuel, HEU, and high-level °
19 waste; 1 elementin lead/calcine
20 glass
21
22 20 Granite Spentfuel, LEU, and high-level °
23 waste; 1 elementinlead/calcine
24 glass
25
26 21 Granite High-levelwaste;remainingcal- •
27 cineand liquidinglass
28

29 7, 8, 9 Salt Granite High-levelwaste, glass
30
31 Waste Disposal Group 4 • • • •
32
33 22 Salt Granite High-levelwaste, reprocessed • °
34 graphitespentfuelandcalcinein
35 HIP
36
37 23 Salt Granite High-levelwaste, reprocessed ° •
38 specialspentfuel andcalcinein
39 HIP
4O
41 Waste Disposal Group 5 • • • •
42
43 24 Salt Granite Spentfuel, graphite,blended ° °
44 withdepleteduranium
45
46 25 Salt Granite Spent fuel, HEU and LEU, • °
47 blendedwithdepleteduranium
48
49 26 Salt Granite High-levelwaste, calcinein glass • •
50
51 TOTAL 25 26 5 5
52
53
54 • Comparisonsare possiblebetweentheresultsforthewastedisposalgroupsfromthe ComplexandSimplePAs. However,
55 recallthatthedetailsof theconceptualmodelsdifferbecausetheComplexPAusesa two-dimensionalrepresentationandthe
56 SimplePAusesa one-dimensionalrepresentation.Also,becausethe modelingeffortswereconcurrentratherthansequential,
57 it wasnotpossibl_forthe analystsperformingthe SimplePAto usethe informationaboutimportantparametersthatwas
58 gatheredduringtheComplexPA;thusa fewfeaturesthatwereshownto beimportantin the ComplexPAwereignoredin the
59 SimplePA.
60 "* HEU= highlyenricheduranium;LEU= lowenricheduranium.
61
62
63
64
65
66
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' 8. Modeling Conclusions Drawn2

,3 from Scoping Calculations
5
e R.P. Rechard
7

8 To provide information about how to model the disposal system (scenario development), scoping or preliminary
a calculations are run on specific aspects of the system. This chapter lists the information that was gathered from the10

11 s¢oping calculations and used in the _:alculational design. Details about the scoping calculations for the preliminary
12 performance assessment of both the salt and granite repositories, and the single canister calculations for both the salt
la and granite repositories are presented in Appendix C.
14

15 Although many tentative conclusions can be drawn from the scoping calculations, only those conclusions on10
17 which decisions were made about how to model or construct the calculations for the formal performance calculations
18 ate tabulated here (Table 8-1). (Those conclusions that were confirmed by the formal PA are described in Chapter 16,
19 "Results and Conclusions.") Besides these conclusions, the scoping calculations did provide some intangible bene-
20 fits: (1) discovering that resolution was needed on some waste characterization data prior to the formal calculations,
21 and (2) providing a measure of insight about the disposal system and what to expect in the final results (e.g., the cur-

2a rent waste forms provided sufficient durability without extensive treatment).
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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8. ModelingConclusionsDrawn fromScopingCalculations

1 Table 8-1. Conclusions from Scoping Calculations Affecting Model Design

3
4
5 Primary Conclusions
6 1. Usingvery conservativeassumptions,the maximum23SUcontentof the containershouldnotexceed 10 kg fora
7 salt repositoryand 0.7 kg for a graniterepositoryto preventcdticalconditionswithina corrodedcontainer.
8
9 2. The differencesinconsequencesbetweenthe two scenariosconsideredat the salt site were minor(two versus

10 one boreholeintoan undedyingbrinereservoir),thus
11 ,, the probabilityof hittinga brinereservoircouldbe assigneda valueof one withlittleadditionalconsequence
12 • a reasonable approximationto the CCDF couldbe constructedfromthe consequenceresultsfromonly one
13 basicscenariowhichincludesa brinereservoir.14
15
16 3. Manyofthe possiblecombinationsofconnectionstothe fracturezonesat the granitesite resultedin zero conse-
17 quences,thus
18 • a reasonableapproximationto the CCDF couldbe constructedusing(1) consequencesfroma repositorywith
19 all connectionspresent,and (2) a probabilitymodelonlyfor an intrusionintoa graniterepository1 whileset-
20 tingthe probabilityof a secondaryfractureconnectionto one.
21

22 4. When modelingwith BRAGFLO T, a smoothtransitionbetweenthe fullysaturatedcorrosionrate to a zero cor-23
24 rosionrate at residualsaturationwas necessary to avoidnumericaloscillations.
25
26 5. Corrosionrates and breachtimesshowsignificantverticalvadabiiity.This variationis, to some extent,a conse-
27 quenceof the adoptedrelativepermeabilitycurve, whichgoesto 0 at residualsaturation:corrosionwillproceed
28 untilall liquidin contactwiththe containeris consumed;at residualsaturation,fluidis preventedfrom movingto
29 the container/backfillboundarybecausethe liquidphaseis notconnected.
30

31 6. The backfill-buffersurroundingthe canisterserves as an importantconduitinthe transportingof fluidto andfrom32
33 the roomabove.
34
35 7. A waste parcel spacingof 2.6 m center-to-centeris sufficientto keep the temperatureof the host rock(salt or
36 granite)below373 K (100°C).
37

38 8. A backfill-bufferthicknessof 0.3 m is small enoughto preventthe temperatureof the bentonite backfill-buffer
39 fromexceeding403 K (1300C).40
41
42 Secondary Conclusions
43 1. Becausefew releases reacheda 5-km boundary for the disposalsystem, a smaller disposal system with a
44 boundaryof 2.4 km fromthe edgeof the wastewas usedforcalculatingtotal-systemCCDFs.
45

46 2. Minimumspacingof wasteparcelsshouldbe 2 m (surface-to-surface)to preventcriticalconditions.
47

48 3. The hydraulicconductivityvaluesfor the secondary fracturesof the granitesite shouldbe reexaminedfor reli-49
50 ability.
51
52 4. The hostrockusuallyremainssaturatedadjacentto the waste package,implyingthat the water saturationinthe
53 backfillaroundthe waste parcel couldbe calculatedfromthe "bulkwater saturation"of an element containing
54 manywaste parcels, the backfill,and hostrock.
55

56 5. The salt site transportsmore heat away from the waste parcelbecauseof the higherconductivityand because
57 assumingpermeabilities(albeitlow)forthe salt allowsheat to be advectedaway.58
59
60 6. The relativedifferenceinthresholdpressureof the roombackfilland canisterbackfill-bufferinfluencesthe brine
61 fluxrate to the containerand, consequently,the lifeof the container.
62
63
64 1 Inthe formalPA,the CCDFspresentedare conditionalon the particularcombinationsof eventsoccurring;however,the EPA
65 releaselimitsareshownonthegraphssincetheCCDFscanbeconsideredroughapproximationstothecompleteCCDF.
66
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' 9. Probability Modeling2
3
4 M.S. Tiemey
5

6 A probability model estimates the likelihoods of uncertain parameter values and also the likelihood of the events

7 and processes of a scenario (Section 3.2.3). Although a probability model can be a computer algorithm, in this report8
9 it is either (1) a subjective distribution estimated by experts or (2) an analytic function. The general background nec-

10 essary for describing the distributions and their limitations is presented in this chapter. In many cases, subjective esti-
11 mates were used for uncertain model parameters, and the basis for these estimates is found in the chapters in which
12 the specific parameters are discussed (e.g., Chapter 5, Geologic Barrier). The Poisson analytic function provides the
13

estimation of the probability of the event of human intrusion into either the salt or granite repository---essentially the
14
15 same as reported for the WIPP (Helton, 1991); however, because the parameters have changed somewhat, a short dis-
16 cussion of this topic is included here.
17
18
19
20 9.1 Model Parameters
21

22 Model parameters (x = x 1..... xn..... Xnv)are the underlying fundamental entities of computational probability and23
24 consequence models (see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). For this performance assessment, they are all scalar quantities
25 and are all coefficients in the mathematical models underlying the computational models.
26
27
28
29 9.1.1 Characterizing Parameter Uncertainty
30

31 Characterizing the uncertainty in x requires developing a joint probability distribution, F(x); usually, the joint

32 distribution is approximated by the product of distributions of the individual parameters (F(x 1) • (F(x2) • ... • F(xnv)

34 (i.e., the parameters are assumed to be independent of each other). These individual distributions may be defined by
probability density or cumulative distribution functions (PDFs or CDFs; see below). The distribution (either CDF or

36 PDF) of a parameter, x n, ideally represents both what we know and what we do not know about that parameter and
37 should reflect the best, current knowledge of the range and likelihoods of the appropriate parameter value when used
38 in a consequence or probability model. It is possible that the F(xn)may be obtained by classical statistical techniques39
40 for some parameters. However, in many cases, each F(xn) will be a subjective distribution based on the degree of
41 belief that is developed from available information through a suitable review process.
42

43 For a continuous parameter, say X, the probability density function (PDF) is a function fix) > 0 with the proper-
44 ties45
46 b
47 If (x) dx ---probability that uncertain parameter X lies in interval (a,b):
48 a

qlr

49 +,.
50

I f(x) dx = 151 I

52 -**
53

54 The cumulative distribution function (CDF) associated with fix) is defined by55
56
57 x

58 F (x) = _ f(s) ds = probability that uncertain parameter X is less than or equal to x.59
--ell

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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9. ProbabilityModeling

1 Probability density functions (PDFs) and CDFs can be similarly defined for uncertain parameters that take on a

2 denumerable number of values, xi, i= 1,2, The sequence {fi), i=1,2, such that fi > 0 and
.,.° °.at

4

s 1,6 |
7
8

is the discreteanalogueof the continuousPDF, and9
10

11 F (x) = _ f{12
13 allxt<x
14

15 is the discrete analogue of the continuous CDF.
16
17
18 Range. The range of a distribution is denoted by (a,b), the pair of numbers in which a and b are respectively the
19 minimum and maximum values that can reasonably be taken by the uncertain parameter X.
20

21 Mean and Sample Mean. The mean value (or, simply, mean) of a distribution is one measure of the central ten-
22 dency of a distribution; it is analogous to the arithmetic average of a series of numbers. The population mean, IX,is23
24 defined by
25
26

27 [28 g = xf (x) dx for continuous distributions
29 -"
30 or
31

= __ xif i for discrete distributions.32
33 allxt
34

35 The sample mean, denoted by x, is the arithmetic average of values in an empirical data set. In general, a sample36
37 mean may not be assigned to CDFs derived solely from subjective estimates of experts.
38

39 Median and Sample Median. The median value of a CDF is denoted by xs0 and is that value in the range at

40 which 50% of all values fie above and below (i.e., the 0.5 quantile). Sample medians, here denoted by 250, can be
41 obtained directly from empirical CDFs in the obvious way.42
43
44 Vm'ianee and Coeflident of Variation. The variance of a distribution, o 2, is the second moment of the distri-
45 bution about its mean, i.e.,
46
47

o_ _ (x - IX)2f (x) dx for continuous distributions48 ffi
49 --
50 or
51

52 -- _ (Xi-_t)2fi for discrete distributions.
53 allxi
54
55
56 The standard deviation, o, is the positive square root of the variance. The coefficient of variation, the ratio of
57 standard deviation to mean, (;/Ix, is a convenient measure of the relative width of a distribution.
58

59 The sample variances of a set of measurements of parameter xn, say Xl, x2, x3.... Xnvis the sum60
61
62 1 nv -2

63 s= (nV-1) _ (Xn-X).
64 n=l
65
66
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9.1 ModelParameters

1 The sample variances of independent measurements of some quantity is an unbiased estimator of the population
2 variance of that quantity (Blom, 1989, p. 197). (A variance can also be formally calculated for empirical CDFs
3 derived from subjective estimates of experts; this is not a sample variance, however.)4
5
6 Categories of Distributions. Distributions used in this report are grouped into four categories:
7

8 I. Continuous analytical dis_'ibutions: normal, lognormal, uniform or loguniform (Table 9-I),
9 2. Discrete analytical distributions: Poisson (Table 9-1),10

11 3. Constructeddistributionsbasedonjudgment ("Subjective Estimates"),
12 4. Miscellaneous categories(null distributions): constant,and table.
13

14 Continuous Distributions. Four continuous, analytical distributionsusedin this report are describedbelow.
15
16
17 Normal. Normal designates the normal PDF, a good approximation to the distribution of many physical parame-
18 ters. The normal distribution arises naturally from the central limit theorem (Johnson and Kotz, 1970, p. 40; Miller

19 and Freund, 1977, p. 104). For purposes of performance assessment, the distribution is arbitrarily truncated at the
20 0.01 and 0.99 quantities (i.e., the probability that the parameter will be smaller or larger is 1%), which corresponds to21

+_2.33s, where s is the sample standard deviation.22
23
24 Lognormai. Lognormal designates a lognormal PDF, a distribution of a variable whose logarithm follows a nor-
25 mal distribution. Like a normal distribution, the lognormal distribution is arbitrarily truncated at the 0.01 and 0.99

26 quantiles.27
28
29 Uniform. Uniform designates a PDF that is constant in the interval (a,b) and zero outside of that interval.
30

al Loguniform. Loguniform designates a loguniform PDF, a distribution of a variable whose logarithm follows a
32 uniform distribution.
33
34
35 Discrete Distributions. The discrete distribution used in this report is the Poisson distribution. The Poisson PDF
36 is often used to model the number of events taking place over intervals of time, such as the arrival of telephone calls
37 at a switch station (queuing problem) or the number of imperfections per unit length produced in a bolt of cloth.
38

39 Constructed Distributions (Subjective). Constructed distributions of Subjective type are histograms based on40
41 subjective estimates of range (the 0 and 100 percentile) and at least one interior percentile point (usually the 50 per-
42 centile or median). The subjective estimates of percentile points are usually obtained directly from experts in the sub-

43 ject matter of the parameter of concern. Histogram PDFs for intrinsically continuous parameters are always
44 converted to piecewise linear CDFs by joining the subjective percentile points with straight lines.45
46
47 Miscellaneous Categories. Other "null" categories of distributions are described below:
48

49 Constant. When a distribution type is listed as constant, a disu'ibution has not been assigned and a constant value
50 is used in all PA calculations.
51
52
5a Table. The table category of data indicates that the parameter varies with another property and the result is a tab-
54 ulated value. For example, relative permeability varies with saturation; its distribution type is listed as table (the
55 median value is not meaningful and is therefore omitted in the table).
56
57
58
s9 9.1.2 Some Limitations on Distributions
60

61 A major limitation of ensuring valid probability distributions is the lack of an actual disposal site for the INEL62
63 spent nuclear fuel and waste. However, other limitations on ensuring the validity of the probability distributions
54 assigned to parameters in the performance assessment are thought to be a consequence of two assumptions that are
65 frequently made in analyses of geologic disposal systems:
66
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Table 9-1. Descriptionof Several ProbabilityDistributions

,_ , ,
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Probability Cumulative Expected _.
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Table 9-1. Description of Several Probability Distributions (Concluded)
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9. ProbabilityModeling

1 • The equating of the variability of a parameter in space (e.g., spatial variation of porosity) with parameter
2 uncertainty, in a model (where the model uses a constant value), particularly for that class of parameters
3 called material-property parameters.4
5 . The neglect of obvious correlations between model parameters (e.g., permeability and porosity).
6

7 Current methods of assigning uncertainty to some of the material-propertyparameters(e.g., including small-
8 scale spatial variability as a source of uncertainty) may distort results of sensitivity analyses, but will probably not
9 affect the validity of results of the uncertainty analyses that are used to make preliminary comparisons with EPA stan-10

11 dards. The following argument attempts to explain the two limitations described above. The following text is taken
12 from Sandia WIPP Project, 1992, Volume 3, Chapter 1.
13

14 No Scaling of Variability for Material-Property Parameters. Theperformance models describedin Chapters15
11 through 15 of this report are based on the numerical solution of one or more of three types of equations:16

17
18 (a) Partial differential equations - which are reduced to a set of algebraic equations or ordinary differential equa-

l9 tions in order to effect a solution by finite-difference or finite-element methods. Examples: the equations of
20 groundwater and brine flow, solute transport, gas flow, and salt creep (see Chapters 12 and 13).21
22
23 (b) Ordinary differential equations - which may be the result of a reduction of a partial differential equation or
24 may directly model the dynamics of a lumped-parameter system, e.g., punctured brine reservoirs, leaching

25 and decay of radioactive waste stored in a panel (see Chapter 14, Simplified Consequence Modeling for
26 Salt).27
28
29 (C) Algebraic equations of the form
30

31 F(x 1, x2, x3.... , Xn;y)= 0
32
33
34 which may arise indirectly from equilibrium solutions of ordinary differential equations (i.e., solutions for
35 time --, ** ) or may directly express a model of some physical relationship between performance-model

36 variables (x 1, x2, x3..... Xn)and y, an intermediate dependent variable.
37

38 In addition to dependent variables and independent variables of position and time, certain constant quantities39
4o appear in each of the three types of equations. In most cases, these parameters are intended to represent physical and
41 chemical properties of real materials of the disposal system: e.g., the hydraulic conductivity, porosity, and specific
42 storage in models of fluid flow. This kind of parameter is called a material-property parameter in the remainder of
43 this section.
44
45
46 Several of the material-property parameters of performance models have been included in the set of uncertain
47 variables sampled in this study.
48

49 The distribution of a material-property parameter needs to reflect spatial variability of the material property and
5o also the scale of the model. The zones or cells of numerical models (finite-element, finite-difference, or lumped-51
S2 parameter models) must be few in number to minimize computational time and expense; in a typical problem involv-
S3 ing geologic media, these cells will have dimensions of tens of meters or more and volumes of thousands of cubic
54 meters. Material-property parameters must therefore represent the effects of a physical or chemical property of mat-
s5 ter in these relatively large, arbitrarily defined volumes of space. It follows that material-property parameters are
s6 model dependent and usually not observable quantities, i.e., quantities that can be measured in the field or in the lab-57
sS oratory. On the other hand, with few exceptions most physical and chemical properties of geologic materials are
59 actually measured on spatial scales typical of the laboratory or an exploratory borehole, a matter of at most a few tens
so of centimeters. In addition, natural materials and many man-made materials (e.g., defense waste) tend to be inhomo-
61 geneous on spatial scales that are smaller than the scales that characterize model cell sizes; accordingly, a set of mea-62

surements of a material property taken randomly from large volumes of real material may show wide variability. The63
s4 question is: How to assign a distribution to material-property parameters in a way that correctly reflects both cell size
S5 and the small-scale variability that may appear in measurements of the corresponding material property?
66
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9,1 Model Parameters

1 One way of approaching the problem of scaling is as follows. Assume that the material property can be repre-
2 sented as a scalar field in space, say $(x), where x = (x,y,z) denotes position in space. (The assumptions of a scalar
3 quantity in three dimensions are tbr the sake of simplicity of argument and involve no loss of generality; the property4
5 could be a vector or tensor.) It is argued in some modern textbooks (e.g., de Marsily, 1986, Chapter 13 and Section
6 4.4) that the material-property parameter, say O, to be used in the numerical solution of the partial differential equa-
7 tion should be taken as a spatial average of $ over the cell or zone; for instance, in a cell or zone of volume V,
8
9

10
1

J'4,(x) dx (9-I)
11 O(V) = V_v12
13
14
15 where dx is the volume elementdxdydz. (Again, no lossof generality is involved; if appropriate,a line or surface
16 averagecould replace the volume average.)17
18
19 To account for spatial variability of ¢(x), it can be assumedthat ¢ is a stationary, random scalar field within a
20 cell volume V, with realizations _(x,g) and the following statistical properties:
21

22 Expectation of $(x, p.) = E[$(x)] = _, a constant, (9-2)23
24
25 and

26 Covariance of $ (x, g)=E{ [$(x)- $] [q_(y)- $] } (9-3)27

28 = o2p(Ix-yl) ,
29
30
31 where o2 is avariance of $, and p (.) is a functionof r = Ix - yl with the properties,
32
33 p(r) >0 for re 0,00
34 , (9-4)

35 p(r) _1 as r--*0 ,36
37 p(r)---,0 as r---,==
38
39 The function p (.) is called the autocorrelationfunction (Yaglom, 1962); it is a measure of the statistical depen-
40 dence of the values of $ measured at two different points x and y. The stationarity assumptions of constant mean
41 value $ and variance 02 can be slightly weakened by allowing these quantities to depend on the coordinates of the
42 center of the volume V, i.e., _ and 02 may vary from cell to cell.43
44
45 Treating $ (x) as a stationary random field with statistical properties 9-2 through 9-4 allows estimates of the mean
46 value and variance of the volume average of $, q'(V), to be made. It is shown in textbooks (see for instance Yaglom,

47 1962, pgs. 23-24) that46
49
50 Expectation of O(V) = E [O(V)] = _, (9-5)
51 and
52

d
53 Variance of ¢)(V) = -___[I p (ix- Yl) dx dy. (9-6)54
55 V--vv
56
57 If $, 02 and p(r) were knee n, the problem would be essentiallysolvedin that the distribution of the material-
58 property parameter, O(V), could be approximatedby a normaldistribution with mean and variance given respec-
59 tively by Eqs. 9-5 and9-6. In general, $, o2 and the function p(r) must be estimatedusingsetsof sl_atiallycoordi-60
61 nated measurementsof the material property $, say ($1, _b2..... (_N)" The estimators of _ and o_ are the usual
62 unbiasedestimatorsof mean and variance(seeTierney, 1990, pp. II-4,5) and,given a sufficiently large setof spatially
63 coordinatedmeasurementsof 0, approximationsto the autocorrelation function could be constructedand used in
64 numerical evaluationsof the volume integrals in Eq. 9-6. This ideal solution to the problem cannotbe implemented,
65
66
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9. ProbabilityModeling

1 however, since there are few measurements of the material properties for the disposal system models and most are not

2 spatially indexed. Thus, one must try to use available measurements and insight to infer the statistical properties,
3 given by Eqs. 9-5 and 9-6, of material-property parameters, q,(V). The following two general observations are useful4
5 in inferring statistical properties of material-property parameters.
6

7 First, variance of a material-property parameter is less than or equal to the apparent variance of the material prop-
8 erty. Note that because of the properties of p(r) (Eq. 9-4), the integrand in the double volume integral of Eq. 9-5 is

9 always less than one so that10
11

12 Variance of • (V) < o_.
13
14
15 In particular, if the special form of autocorrelation function is taken ("cookie cutter"),
16

17 p(Ix-yl) = 1 if Ix-yl---a, (9-7)
18 = 0 otherwise,19
20
21 then
22
23 Varianceof • (V) = '°o_ , (9-8)
24 v

25 4_ 3
26 where v = -y a canbe called the volume of correlation. Equation 9-8 suggeststhat if the volume of correlation Is
27 <<V, then the distribution of O(V) is peakedabout the mean value of the material property, $. If the coefficient of
28 variation of the material property, 6/_, is not large (say,of the orderof one), the distribution of O(V) is more sharply29
30 peaked about the mean value, $, than is the distribution of the material property, _(x). If this tendency is strong
31 enough,then O(V) cansimply be assignedthe mean value,
32

_,(v) =_34
35
36 This is what is usuallydone in studieswith numericalmodelsthat arenot probabilistic; that is, notdirected explicidy
37 towardssensitivity and uncertaintyanalyses.
38
39
40 Second,if as suggestedabove, • (V) = $, thenonemustconsiderthe uncertainty inherentin estimatingthe mean
41 value $, that arisesfrom two sources: (1) a limited numberof measurementsof the material property,and (2) rela-
42 tionships between _ and otheruncertainproblem parameters. Uncertainty of the first type canbe handled by fitting
43 available data to a "t-distribution" (Blom, 1989) which, in a Bayesianapproach,gives the distribution of the true
44

mean of the material property about the samplemean of measurements. However, this was not done in assigning45
46 rangesto parametershere. Also, the standardtechniquescannotbe usedwhen the distribution of the material prop-
47 erty, $(x), must be gained by subjective means, i.e., the elicitation of expert judgment. In such cases, it is necessary
4S to make the assumption that the distribution of the material property, $(x), is also the distribution of the material-
4_ property parameter, O(V). Instances where this assumption was made are found in the estimation of waste-form sol-
50 ubility. Uncertainty of the second type is usually model dependent and must be handled on a case-by-case basis (see51
52 remarks on correlations below).
53
54 General Absence of Correlation Among Parameters. Most of the 23 parameters varied during the current per-
SS formance assessment exercise were assumed to be independent random variables even though it was known that
56

some were dependent upon others, i.e., correlated in some way. Correlations of the model variables may arise from57
s0 the fact that there are natural correlations between the local quantities used to determine the form of the model vari-
s9 able (e.g., local porosity could be strongly correlated with local permeability); or correlations of model variables may
60 be implicit in the form of the mathematical model in which they are used. The effects of neglecting correlations on
61 the sensitivity/uncertainty analyses are generally unknown.62
63
64
65
66
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9.2 PoissonModel for Probabilityof Human Intrusion

1 9.1.3 Parameters Selected for Sampling2
3
4 A parameter was initially selected as imprecisely known in this preliminary PA evaluation if (1) the parameter
5 had proved to be highly sensitive in WIPP PA calculations (Helton et al., 1992), or (2) the parameter was thought to
6 be at least moderately sensitive in a new consequence model for this PA. This initial list was then reduced to those

7 parameters primarily used in gas generation and source term submodels. (For the performance assessment, 18 model
8 parameters were varied [13 of which are identical] for the salt and granite sites.) The modeling processes that these9

10 23 parameters (13 + 5 + 5) influence are shown in Tables 9-2 and 9-3. The assumed distributions for these 23 param-
11 eters are shown in Figures 9-1 through 9-8.
12

13 Parameters sampled in the salt repository were the permeability of the Sodium Springs Formation and the anhy-
14 drite marker bed, the permeability in the upper segment of the deep borehole, and the permeability and porosity of the15
16 crushed salt backfill (see Chapter 6). With the exception of the borehole permeability, all the sampled parameter dis-
17 tributions were obtained from the 1992 WIPP performance assessment (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992). To simulate

18 both the E1 and E1E2 human intrusion scenarios, the permeability distribution in the ul_per segment of the intrusion
19 borehole (LogPrmU) was set such that half the sampled values fell in the range of 10"'=' to 3.16 x 10"13m2 and the

20 other half ranged from 3.16 x 10"13 to 10"12 m2 (see Figure 9-1). The permeability of the shallow borehole and the21
22 lower segment of the deep borehole was set to the median value of 3.16 x 10"13m2. The median borehole permeabil-
23 ity is identical m the median value used in the 1992 WIPP performance assessment; however, the permeability distri-
24 bution is quite different. A high upper segment borehole permeability resulted in a scenario similar to the El, while a
25 low permeability led to an E1E2 scenario.26
27
28

29 9.1.4 Parameters Held ee_mnt
3(1
31
32 A total of about 650 and 700 parameters were required by the consequence and probability models for the salt
33 and granite sites, respectively. The dimensions of important engineered and geologic features of the site are not con-
34 sidered as part of the total number of parameters. Of the total parameters, about 200 are the same for both the salt and

35 granite sites.36
37
38 Because only 18 parameters were varied per site, the majority of modeling parameters were held constant, usu-
39 ally at the median value. Yet ranges and distributions were estimated for many of these parameters to examine their
40 potential validity. The tables of the model parameters are presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 for the waste parcel, geo-
41 logic barrier, and repository, respectively. Model parameters for the gas generation and source term submodels are
42 provided in Chapter 11.43
44
45

46 9.2 Poisson Model for Probability of Human Intrusion47
48
49
50
sl 9.2.1 Probability Model
52

53 The probability model of human intrusion by exploratory drilling is based upon the assumption that the number
54 of inadvertent drilling events in a time interval [a,b] follows a homogeneous Poisson process, i.e., the probability P(n)
55 that n = 0,1,2 .... events occur in [a,b] is given by56
57
58

59 PCn)= [_b -,a)] n exp [-_,(b - a)]60 n! '
61
62
63 where k is a constant called the drilling intensity (see Tierney, 1991, Appendix C) (Figure 9-9). In practice,
64

65 k = Ap Z*
66
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9. Probability Modeling

1 Table 9-2. Parameters Varied at Salt Repository for Formal Performance Assessment Calculations
2
3

4 Model Process

5 Property Data Base
6 Radionuclide
7 Parameter Description Material ID Parameter ID Fluid Flow Transport
8 "

9 Engineered Barrier
10 Waste Parcel

11 Waste Group

1312 1 Fractionof GraphitefuelwithfailedSiC coatings f__fwP°l WP01 FAvail •WP02
14 ,wpo2
15 fwpo3 WP03
16 f_lo WPIO
17 fwp14 WP14
18 fwplS WP15

19 2 Alterationrate of layer ormatrixof waste parcel rA_ AI CoRate °
20 3 rc Graphite •
21 4 rcerami c GCeramic •

22 5 rglass Glass •23

24 Waste Container and Internal Backfill

25 6 Alterationrate of layer ormatrixof waste parcel rpb Pb CoRate °
26 7 r3o4s SST304 •27

28 8 Fractionof mass removedbeforecanisterfails fPb Pb PerFrac •29
9 _fp3o4s SST304 .30 .

31 Waste Form Chemical Properties
32 10 Solubilityof radionuclidesinbrine log(SAm) Am LogSolM •
33 11 log(Spu) Pu °
34 12 log(STh) Th •
35 13 log(Su) U •36

37 Repository
38 14 Permeabilityof uppersegmentof borehole kBore BoreUSeg Prm •39

40 Drift and Shaft Backfill
41

15 Permeability kdrift DdftBck Prm •
42 16 Porosity _)¢lrift Porosity • •43

44 Geologic Barrier
45

Sodium Springs Formation
46 17 Permeabilityof halite far-field log(kNaCi) NaSpNaCI LogPrmU •47

48 18 Permeabilityof anhydritemarkerbed log(kMs) MBAnhyd LogPrmU •49

50 10 9
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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92 Poisson Model for Probability ofHuman Intrusion

1 Table 9.3. Parameters Varied at Granite Repository for Formal Performance Assessment Calculations
2
3

4 Model Process

5 Property Data Base
6 Radionuclide

7 Parameter Description Material ID Parameter ID Fluid Flow Transport
8

9 Engh_eeredBarrier
10 Waste Parcel

11 Waste Group
12 1 Fractionoffailed microspheres fwpol WP01 FAvail •
13 fwpo2 WP02
14 fwpo3 WP03
15 fwplO WP10
16 fwp14 WP1417
18 fwplS WP15

19 2 Alterationrate of layer c)rmatrixof waste parcel rAj AI CoRate °
20 3 rc Graphite °
21 4 rceramic GCeramic *
22 5 rglass Glass •23

24 Waste Container and Internal Backfill
25 6 Alterationrateof layer or matrixof waste parcel rpb Pb CoRate •
26 7 r3ods SST304 •
27

28 8 Fractionof massremovedat perforation fPb Pb PerFrac °
29 9 fp3o4s SST304 •30

31 Waste Form Chemical Properties
32 10 Solubilityof radionuclidesinwater log(SAm) Am LogSolM •
33 11 log(Spu) Pu •
34 12 log (STh) Th •
35 13 log(Su) U °
36

37 Repository
38 Backfill-buffer, bentonite
39 14 Adsorptioncoefficient KdAm Am KdBent •
40 15 Kdpu Pu •
41 16 KdTh Th °
42 17 Kdu U °
43

44 Geologic Barrier
45 Fracture, secondary
46 18 Maximuminflowrate throughconnection qmax FracConn FFlux °47

48 6 12
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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9. Probability Modeling
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9.2 Polsson Model for Probability of Human Intrusion
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9. ProbabilityModeling
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9.2 Potsson Model for Probability of Human Intrusion
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9. ProbabilityModeling
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9.2 Poisson Model for Probability of Human Intrusion
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9. Probability Modeling
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9.2 Poisson Model for Probability of Human Intrusion
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9. Probability Modeling
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9•3 Probabilityof ExploratoryDrillholeIntersectinga BrineReservoir

1 where Ap is the total of the projected areas of all containers (Ap = Na, N the total number of canisters and a the pro-
2 jected area of a canister on the ground's surface above the repository). The quantity _,* is a mean drilling rate for
3 which the EPA (1985, Appendix B) has set an upper limit of4
5

30 boreholes6
= 3 × 10-9m -2 • yr-1

7 ×max, salt = 106 m2.10 4 yr '8
9

10 for sites involving sedimentary rocks and
11
12 3 boreholes1¢

= 3 × 10-10m -2 * yr-1
×max, granite= 106 m2 • 104 yr

13
14
15

16 Although ;_* is uniformly varied between 0 and X*maxin the scoping calculations for the salt repository (Appen-
x*17 dix C), in the formal calculations, is treated as a constant parameter that Is set at the mayamum, _, max[0, X max],18

19 calculated above.
20
21

22 9.2.2 General Impfications23
24
25 Some numbers will help show how rare are the events that are predicted by this model using current design

26 parameters for the salt repository and Waste Disposal Group 1. If there are N = 4406 containers in a panel, 10panels
27 in a salt repository, and each container has a projected area of 0,2 m2, then Ap = 8.8 x 103 m2. Taking X'max =28

3 x 10"9/m'2.yr "1, it is found that29
30
31 1. The mean time between inadvertent drilling events is about 38,000 yr (l/X),

32 2. The expected number of events in a 10,000-yr period following closure is about 0.26 (X. 10,000 yr),
33 3. There is a 77% chance of not directly hitting a container in the 10,000-yr period following closure (n--0).
34
35
36
37 9.2.3 Area Ratios for Probability of Hitting Different Waste Parcels
38
39

To evaluate the complementary cumulative distribution function of releases from a repository filled with differ-40
41 ent waste parcels, the probability of a driUbit hitting a particular type of waste parcel must be known since the radio-
42 nuclide content of each waste parcel type varies. In evaluating the probability of a drillhit hitting a specific type of

43 waste parcel, the location of the drilling rig is assumed to be random such that the probability of hitting a waste parcel
44 type, given that a hit has occurred, is the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the waste parcel type to the total cross-
as sectional area of all waste types. The ratios for all five waste disposal groups for both the salt and granite repositories46
47 are presented in Table 9-4.
48
40

so 9.3 Probability of Exploratory Drillhole Intersecting a Brine Reservoir51
52

53 The current conceptual model of the stratigraphy for the salt repository assumes that a brine reservoir exists
54 under the repository (probability equals one). This value differs from that used in the WIPP performance assessment,55

for which the largest probability used has been 0.55.56
57
58

s9 9.4 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Human Intrusioneo
61
62 • Human intrusion from drilling follows a homogeneous Poisson process with constant expectation for each
S3 simulation.

64 • Low probability of borehole plug configuration for E1E2 scenario at salt repository (maximizing flow through
panel) is ignored in calculating scenario probability (some plugs deteriorate, others remain intact)•
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9. Probability Modeling

1 Table 9-4. Probabilities of Hitting a Particular Type of Waste Parcel
2
3

4 Waste EPA-Normalized Contents at Time of Intrusion (yr)*
5 Parcel Probability
6 ID No. of Hit** 0 125 175 350 1000 3000 72507

8 Waste Disposal Group 1:
9 Salt (Inventory = 13.140 M Ci)

10 1 0.0018 4.494E-01 5.429E-02 3.186E-02 1.201E-02 6.515E-03 6.426E-03 7.310E-03
11 4 0,0055 9.610E-02 7.598E-03 3.633E-03 1.097E-03 4.160E-04 2.112E-04 1.683E-04
12 5 0.0017 2.454E+00 8.605E-01 7.180E-01 4.948E-01 2.023Eo01 5.968E-02 4.737E-02
13 6 0.0282 1.172E-01 8.474E-03 3.775E-03 1.047E-03 6.530E-04 5.746E-04 4.935E-04
14 7 0.0214 3.775E+00 5.284E-01 3.161E-01 9.963E-02 2.646E-02 1.508E-02 1.202E-02
15 8 0.0079 3.416E+00 5.179E-01 3.767E-01 2.424E-01 8.530E-02 5.201E-03 1.600E-03
16 9 0.0011 1.935E+00 2.469E-01 1.683E-01 1.031E-01 4.112E-02 9.657E-03 6.734E-03
17 No Hit: 0.9324
18
19

20 Granite (Inventory = 11.620 M Ci)
21 2 0.0067 9.484E-02 1.146E-02 6.724E-03 2.536E-03 1.375E-03 1.356E-03 1.543E-03
22 3 0.0013 2.807E-01 3.392E-02 1.990E-02 7.505E-03 4.070E-03 4.015E-03 4.567E-03
23 4 0.0055 1.087E-01 8.591E-03 4.108E-03 1.240E-03 4.704E-04 2.387E-04 1.903E-04
24 5 0.0017 2.775E+00 9.730E-01 8.118E-01 5.594E-01 2.288E-01 6.748E-02 5.356E-02
25 6 0.0282 1.325E-01 9.582E-03 4.268E-03 1.184E-03 7.384E-04 6.497E-04 5.580E-04
26 7 0.0214 4.268E+00 5.974E-01 3.574E-01 1.126E-01 2.992E-02 1.705E-02 1.35PE-02
27 8 0.0079 3.862E+00 5.856E-01 4.259E-01 2.741E-01 9.645E-02 5.881E-03 1.809E-03
28 9 0.0011 2.188E+00 2.792E-01 1.903E-01 1.166E-01 4.650E-02 1.092E-02 7.614E-03
29 No Hit: 0.9262
3O
31

32 Waste Disposal Group 2:
33 Salt (Inventory = 16.860 M Ci)
34 7 0.0214 2.943E+00 4.120E-01 2.464E-01 7.767E-02 2.063E-02 1.176E-02 9.368E-03
35 8 0.0079 2.663E+00 4.038E-01 2.937E-01 1.890E-01 6.651E-02 4.055E-03 1.248E-03
36 9 0.0011 1.509E+00 1.925E-01 1.312E-01 8.042E-02 3.206E-02 7.529E-03 5.250E-03
37 10 0.0023 8.595E-02 1.036E-02 6.066E-03 2.269E-03 1.219E-03 1.208E-03 1.386E-03
38 11 0.0040 1.314E-01 9.501E-03 4.233E-03 1.174E-03 7.322E-04 6.442E-04 5.533E-04
39 12 0.0205 1.477E-01 1.119E-02 5.178E-03 1.506E-03 7.301E-04 5.216E-04 4.378E-04
40 13 0.0036 2.066E+00 6.820E-01 5.647E-01 3.871E-01 1.586E-01 4.728E-02 3.758_.-02
41 No Hit: 0.9262
42
43

44 Granite (Inventory = 16.860 M Ci)
45 7 0.0214 2.943E+00 4.120E-01 2.464E-01 7.767E-02 2.063E-02 1.176E-02 9.368E-03
46 8 0.0079 2.663E+00 4.038E-01 2.937E-01 1.890E-01 6.651E-02 4.055E-03 1.248E-03
47 9 0.0011 1.509E+00 1.925E-01 1.312E-01 8.042E-02 3.206E-02 7.529E-03 5.250E-03
48 10 u.0023 8.595E-02 1.036E-02 6.066E-03 2.269E-03 1.219E-03 1.208E-03 1.386E-03
49 11 0.0040 1.314E-01 9.501E-03 4.233E-03 1.174E-03 7.322E-04 6.442E-04 5.533E-04
50 12 0.0205 1.477E-01 1.119E-02 5,178E-03 1.506E-03 7.301E-04 5.216E-04 4.378E-04
51 13 0.0036 2.066E+00 6.820E-01 5.647E-01 3.871E-01 1.586E-01 4.728E-02 3.758E-02
52 No Hit: 0.9391
53
54
55

56 * Althoughthe use of more than two significantdigits may indicatea certaintybeyondwhat is consideredreasonable,we have
57 maintainedthe fourdigitsso that data outputinsubsequentcalculationscouldbe tracedbackto itsoriginalform intablessuchas
58 this.

59 "* The probabilitiesare basedon a boreholediameterof 0.30480 m. If the boreholediameteris sampled,each vectorwill have its
60 owntable of hit probabilities.
61
62 RepositoryArea=162000. n_
63
64
65
66
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9.4 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Human Intrusion

1 Table 9-4. Probabilities of Hitting a Particular Type of Waste Parcel (Continued)
2
3

4 Waste EPA-Normalized Contents at Time of Intrusion (yr)*
5 Parcel Probability
6 ID No. of Hit** 0 125 175 350 1000 3000 7250
7

8 Waste Disposal Group 3:
9 Salt (Inventory = 19.820 M Ci)

10 7 0.0214 2.504E+00 3.506E-01 2.097E-01 6.610E-02 1.755E-02 1.000E-02 7.972E-03
11 8 0.0079 2.266E+00 3.436E-01 2.499E-01 1.608E-01 5.659E-02 3.451E-03 1.062E-03
12 9 0.0011 1.284E+00 1.638E-01 1.117E-01 6.843E-02 2.728E-02 6.407E-03 4.468E-03
13 14 0.0006 9.092E-01 1.074E-01 6.245E-02 2.318E-02 1.245E-02 1.233E-02 1.412E-02
14 16 0.0026 5.399E-01 4.249E-02 2.024E-02 6.089E-03 2.374E-03 1.267E-03 1.019E-03
15 17 0.0012 4.908E+00 1.714E+00 1.430E+00 9.850E-01 4.028E-01 1.189E-01 9.437E-02
16 18 0.0212 9.688E-02 7.007E-03 3.121E-03 8.658E-04 5.400E-04 4.751E-04 4.080E-04
17 No Hit: 0.I_439
18
19

20 Granite (Inv_mtory= 15.750 M CI)
21 7 0.0214 3.150E+00 4.410E-01 2.638E-01 8.315E-02 2.208E-02 1.258E-02 1.003E-02
22 8 0.0079 2.851E+00 4.322E-01 3.144E-01 2.023E-01 7.120E-02 4.341E-03 1.336E-03
23 9 0.0011 1.615E+00 2.061E-01 1.405E-01 8.609Eo02 3.432E-02 8.060E-03 5.620E-03
24 15 0.0073 1.614E-01 1.610E-02 8.720E-03 3.040E-03 1.684E-03 1.627E-03 1.772E-03
25 19 0,0205 1.061E-01 8.214E-03 3.866E-03 1.147E-03 4.915E-04 3.032E-04 2.495Eo04
26 20 0.0036 2.099E+00 7.219E-01 6.009E-01 4.134E-01 1.691E-01 5.006E-02 3.975E-02
27 21 0.0087 1.768E-01 1.279E-02 5.695E-03 1.580E-03 9.853E-04 8.669E-04 7.445E-04
28 No Hit: 0.9294
29
30

31 Waste Disposal Group 4:
32 Salt (Inventory = 21.730 M Ci)
33 7 0.0214 2.283E+00 3.196E-01 1.912E-01 6.027E-02 1.601E-02 9.122E-03 7.269E-03
34 8 0.0079 2.066E+00 3.133E-01 2.279E.01 1.467E-01 5.160E-02 3.147E-03 9.681E-04
35 9 0.0011 1.171E+00 1.494E-01 1.018E-01 6.240E-02 2.488E-02 5.842E-03 4.074Eo03
36 22 0.0002 2.764E+00 1.829E-01 7.683E-02 2.040E-02 8.230E-03 3.461E-03 2.768E-03
37 23 0.0205 3.721E-01 6.789E-02 5.214E-02 3.511E-02 1.279E-02 1.295E-03 6.817E-04
38 No Hit: 0.9489
39
40

41 Granite (Inventory = 21.730 M el)
42 7 0.0214 2.283E+00 3.196E-01 1.912E-01 6.027E-02 1.601E-02 9.122E-03 7.269E-03
43 8 0.0079 2.066E+00 3.133E-01 2.279E-01 1.467E-01 5.160E-02 3.147E-03 9.681E-04
44 9 0.0011 1.171E+00 1.494E-01 1.018E-01 6.240E-02 2.488E-02 5.842E-03 4.074E-03
45 22 0.0002 2.764E+00 1.829E-01 7.683_-02 2.040E-02 8.230E-03 3.461E-03 2.768E-03
46 23 0.0205 3.721E-01 6.789E-02 5.214E-02 3.511E-02 1.279E-02 1.295E-03 6.817E-04
47 No Hit: 0.9489
48
49
50
51 * Althoughthe use of more than two significantdigitsmay indicatea certaintybeyondwhat is consideredreasonable,we have
52 maintainedthe fourdigitsso thatdata outputinsubsequentcalculationscouldbe tracedbackto itsoriginalform intablessuch as
53 this.
54 ** The probabilitiesare basedon a boreholediameterof 0.30480 m. If the boreholediameteris sampled,each vectorwillhave its
55 own table of hit probabilities.
56
57 RepositoryArea=162000. m2
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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9. Probability Modeling

1 Table 9-4. Probabilities of Hitting a Particular Type of Waste Parcel (Continued)
2
3

4 Waste EPA-Normalized Contents at Time of Intrusion (yr)*
5 Parcel Probability
6 ID No. of Hit** 0 125 175 350 1000 3000 7250
7
8

9 Waste Disposal Group 5:
10 Salt (Inventory = 16.690 M Ci)
11 7 0.0214 2.973E+00 4.162E-01 2.490E-01 7.848E-02 2.084E-02 1.188E-02 9.465E-03
12 8 0.0079 2.691E+00 4.080E-01 2.967E-01 1.910E-01 6.720E-02 4.097E.03 1.261E-03
13 9 0.0011 1.524E+00 1.945E-01 1.326E-01 8.125Eo02 3.239E-02 7.607E-03 5.304E-03
14 24 0.0008 7.748E-01 9.382E-02 5.516E-02 2.095E-02 1.148E-02 1.134E-02 1.289E-02
15 25 0.0057 1.492E+00 4.492E.01 3.672E-01 2.491E-01 1.019E-01 3.047E-02 2.425E-02
16 26 0.0296 8.779E-02 6.350E-03 2.829E-03 7.846E-04 4.893E-04 4.305E-04 3.698E-04
17 No Hit: 0.9334
18
19

20 Granite (Inventory = 16.690 M Ci)
21 7 0.0214 2.973E+00 4.162E.01 2.490E-01 7.848E-02 2.084E-02 1.188E-02 9.465E-03
22 8 0.0079 2.691E+00 4.080E-01 2.967E-01 1.910E-01 6.720E-02 4.097E-03 1.261E-03
23 9 0.001_ 1.524E+00 1.945E-01 1.326E-01 8.125E-02 3.239E-02 7.607E-03 5.304E-03
24 24 0.0008 7.748E-01 9.382E-02 5.516E-02 2.095E-02 1.148E-02 1.134E-02 1.289E-02
25 25 0.0057 1.492E+00 4.492E-01 3.672E-01 2.491E-01 1.019E-01 3.047E-02 2.425E-02
26 26 0.0296 8.779E-02 6.350E-03 2.829E-03 7.846E-04 4o893E-04 4.305E-04 3.698E-04
27 No Hit: 0.9334
28
29
30

31 * Althoughthe use of more than two significantdigitsmay indicate a certaintybeyond what is consideredreasonable,we have
32 maintainedthe fourdigitssothat data outputin subsequentcalculationscouldbe tracedbackto itsoriginalform intablessuchas
33 this.
34 ** The probabilitiesare basedon a boreholediameterof 0.30480 m. If the boreholediameteris sampled,each vectorwillhave its
35 owntable of hit probabilities.
36

37 _epository Area=.162000. m2
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

65
66
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10. Modeling Drilling into Repository (CUTTINGS)
3
4 J.W. Berglund
5

6 Of the possible events that can influence the quantity of radionuclides reaching the accessible environment, one
7 of the most important for a repository in bedded salt or granite is that caused by the inadvertent penetration of the dis-8
9 posN region by exploratory drilling. Such drilling can create a pathway that over time allows radionuclides to be

10 released through groundwater flow; in fact, for example, the consequeace models for the salt repository are solely

11 concerned with this pathway. However, exploratory drilling can also cause an immediate release of radionuclides
12 through the cuttings, cavings, or spaUings brought to the surface in the drilling fluid (mud). Although the develop-
13 ment of EPA release limits in 40 CFR 191 as promulgated in 1985 neglected direct release as a pathway and instead14
15 considered only the pathway to humans from drinking surface water, as noted in Chapter 2 and Appendix B, recent
10 calculations for the WIPP Project have included the cuttings and cavings release (e.g., Bertram-Howery et al., 1990;
17 WIPP Performance Assessment Division, 1991a; WIPP Performance Assessment Department, 1992a).
18

19 For the sake of completeness in this performance assessment, the direct release of radionuclides to the surface2O
21 from cuttings and cavings was modeled. The discussion in Chapter 16 indicates those results for which these releases
22 were included. A description of the cuttings model and intermediate results is provided below.
23
24
25
26 10.1 Description of Drifting Mechamsms
27

28 Three mechanisms have been identified that can influence the quantity of radionuclides brought to the ground29
30 surface when a WIPP-type waste disposal room is inadvertently penetrated by an exploratory tmrehole (Berglund,
31 1992). The first mechanism is due to the cutting action of the drill bit, which removes a volume of waste (cuttings)
32 equal to the product of the drill bit area times the repository thickness. The second mechanism is due to the erosion of
33 the borehole wall (cavings) adjacent to the waste caused by the flowing drilling fluid. The third mechanism concerns
34 the borehole st,all caused by the flow of waste-generated ga_ _o the borehole. A model for the latter mechanism is still35
36 under development but this mechanism is not likely to affect releases from a repository based on disposal of contain-
37 ers in the floor of the disposal room.
38

39 For cuttings and cavings releases, the computer code, CUTHNGS, was developed (Rechard, Ed., 1992). The
40 CUTTINGS code, which is currendy being used to assess performance of the WIPP repository, has been modified to41
42 accommodate canister disposal of spent fuel and high-level waste. The modifications are required because direct
43 removal of wastes to the accessible environment must be treated somewhat differently for the disposal technique of

44 placing containers in the floor compared to the drum-in-drift disposal technique proposed for the WIPP.
45
46
47

10.2 Description of Model
49
5O
51 For this performance assessment, any hit on a canister is assumed to remove the original but decayed contents of
52 a container to the drilling mud pit and the surface; in essence, no material is assumed to diffuse out of the waste parcel
53 in 10,000 yr. For consistency with this first assumption, no radionuclides are removed when the canister is missed.
54 In actuality, after corrosion of the waste parcel, a plume of dissolved radionuclides would be transported from the
55

waste parcel by advection and diffusion. Although this phenomenon is modeled in the groundwater flow situation, it56
57 was thought that here that the minor increase in accuracy would not warrant the difficulty of coupling the evaluation
58 of the plume with the cuttings calculations.
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
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10. ModelingDrilling intoRepository(CUTTINGS)

i 10.3 Pertinent Model Information
2
3
4 Forty-nine of the radionuclides in the inventory listed in Appendix A were accounted for using the CUTTINGS
5 code. The remaining radionuclides were not considered because of their short half-life or small contribution to the
6 overall inventory. Abbreviated chains for radioactive decay were also used in the CUTTINGS computations (see Fig-7

ure 4-8 in Chapter 4).8
9

10 The radionuclide inventory used is based on the "anticipated" wastes to be emplaced in the year 2030. This

11 inventory is assumed to be divided among the waste parcels in each of the five disposal groups (Chapter 4). The
12 actual release to the ground surface is governed by the probability of a drill bit intercepting a waste parcel during an

13 intrusion, and thus is dependent upon the spacing of the waste parcels in the repository, the cross-sectional area of the14
15 waste parcels, drillbit diameter,* and the type of waste parcel (Chapter 4).
16
17
18
19 10.4 Intermediate Results
2O

21 As noted in Chapter 7 (Scenario Development), six time intervals (100-150; 150-200; 200-500; 500-1500; 1500-
22 4500; and 4500-10,000 yr) were used to discretize the 10,000-yr regulatory period for calculating releases through23
24 drill cuttings. Drilling intrusions were assumed to occur at the midpoints of each of the six time intervals, i.e., 125,
25 175, 350, 1000, 3000, and 7250 yr. Releases through groundwater, however, were calculated using only a single
26 intrusion at 1000 yr. For comparison, Table 10-1 shows the initial and potential activity release in curies from cut-
27 tings for each of the 26 waste parcels at the 1000-yr intrusion. The potential activity releases for all six time intervals28

are tabulated in Appendix D.29
30
31 A comparison of the radioactive decay within each of the 26 waste parcels is shown in Figures 10-1a through
32 10-1c. Generally, activity in a waste parcel decreases by factors of 100 to 1000 during the first 1000 yr. The most
33 important radionuclides to the total activity at 1000 yr can be evaluated from Table 10-1 (and, for other times, from34

the tables in Appendix D).35
36
37

zs 10.5 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Cuttings Removal39
40

41 The following assumptions were made for cuttings removal:
42
43

• Future drilling techniques during 10,000-yr regulatory period are the same as today.44
45 * Drilling that hits a canister removes entire original but decayed contents of a canister to the surface.
46 * Drilling that misses a canister removes no radionuclides.
47 * Boreholes are vertical.

48 • Effects of spalling from high gas pressure within the spent nuclear fuel and repository can be neglected.49
• Activity of abbreviated decay chains for 49 inventory radionuclides are accurate enough to evaluate release.50

51 • Intrusion drillbit diameter is 0.3048 m.
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6o
61
62
63
64

e

65 Intrusiondrillbitdiameteris assumedto be0.3048m.
66
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10.5 Summaryof ModelingAssumptionsfor CuttingsRemoval

1
2 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
3 and after 1000 Yr
4

H H H

5
6 Waate Panel 1 Waste Parcel 2 Waste Parcel 3
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement intrusion

10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11 .....
12 --" i4C 2.928E-01 2.594E-01 5.465E-02 4.842E-02 1.617E-01 1,433E-01
13
14 36CI 3.287E-03 3.279E-03 5.400E-04 5.388E-04 2.179E-04 2.174E-04
15
16 SSNi 2.294E-02 2.273E-02 3.768E-03 3.733 E-03 1.521E-03 1.507E-03
17
18 63N1 4.955E-01 3.604E-04 8.139E-02 5.919E-05 3.285E-02 2,389E-05
19
20 79Se 3.563E-02 3.525E-02 5.853E-03 5.791E-03 2.362E-03 2.337E-03
21
22 87Rb 2.122E-06 2.122E-06 3.486E-07 3.486E-07 1.407E-07 1.407E-07
23
24 9°Sr 2.319E+03 1.065E-07 3.809E+02 1.749E-08 1.538E+02 7.062 E-09

25 93Zr 1.411E+00 1.410E+00 2.318E-01 2.317E-01 9.357E-02 9.353E-0226

27 99Tc 8.921E-01 8.892E-O1 1.465E-01 1.460E-01 5.914E-02 5.895 E-02
28
29 lO7pd 1.047E-03 1.047E-03 1.720E-04 1.720E-04 6.944E-05 6.943E-05
3O
31 113Cd 4.842E-15 4.842E-15 7.953E-16 7.953E-16 3.210E-16 3.210E-16
32
33 113mCd O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
34
35 126Sn 1.553E-02 1.542E-02 2.551E-03 2.533 E-03 1.030E-03 1.023E-03
36
37 1291 2.670E-03 2,670E-03 4.385E-04 4.385E-04 1.770E-04 1,770E-04
38
39 13SCs 1.697E-02 1.696E-02 2.788E-03 2.787E-03 1.125E-03 1.125E-03
40
41 137Cs 2.541 E+03 2.347E-07 4.173E+02 3.855E-08 1.684E+02 1.556E-08

42 144Nd 2.385E-06 2.385E-06 3.917E-07 3.917E-07 1.581E-07 1.581E-0743

44 147pm O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O045

46 147Sm 7.683E-03 7.683E-03 1.262E-03 1.262E-03 5.094E-04 5.094E-0447

48 151Sm 6.851E+01 3.079E-02 1.125E+01 5.057E-03 4.542E+00 2.042E-03
49
50 152Eu O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
51
52 210pb O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
53
54 226Ra O.O00E+O0 1.127E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.852E-04 O.O00E+O0 7.471 E-05
55
56 228Ra O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
57
58 229Th O.O00E+O0 4.699E-01 O.O00E+O0 7.719E-02 O,O00E+O0 3.116E-02
59
60 23°Th O.O00E+O0 6.203E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.019E-03 O.O00E+O0 4.113E-04

61 232Th 6.165E-03 6.165E-03 1.013E-03 1,013E-03 4.087E-04 4.087E-0462
63
64

Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)inawasteparcel.65
66
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10. Modeling DdllingintoRepository(CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclldes of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
2 and after 1000 Yr (continued)3
4
5 Waste Parcel 1 Waste Parcel 2 We=te Parcel 3

H,

7 Time of Time of Time of Tlme of Time of Tlme of
8 Emplacement Intruslon Emplacement Intruslon Emplacement Intruslon
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)

10 ....., , _- .....................

11 231pa 0.000E+00 6.503E-05 0.000E+00 1.068E-05 0.000E+00 4.311E-06
12
13 232u 2,600E+00 1.706E-04 4.270E-01 2.802E-05 1,723E-01 1,131Eo05
14
15 233U 5.226E+00 5.203E+00 8.584E-01 5.547E-01 3.465E-01 3,450E-01
16
17 234U 6.670E-01 6.951E-01 1.096E-01 1.142E-01 4o422E-02 4,608E-02
18
19 235U 3.106E-03 3.106E-03 5.102E-04 5.102E.04 2.059E-04 2.059E-04
20
21 2_U 2.572E-02 2.573E-02 4.225E-03 4.227E-03 1.705E-03 1.706E-03

22 23aU 7,156E-05 7.156E-05 1.175E-05 1,175E-05 4.744E-06 4.744E-0623
24

237Np 1.852E-02 1.920E-02 3.042E-03 3.154E-03 1.228E-03 1.273E-0325

26 238pu 8.376E+01 3.I08E-02 1.376E+01 5. I06E-03 5.553E+00 2.061E-0327

28 239pu 2,595E-01 2.530E-01 ,;.262E-02 4.156E-02 1.720E-02 1.677E-02
29
30 24Opu 4.670E-01 4.216E-01 7.670E-02 6,924E-02 3.096E-02 2.795E-02
31
32 241pu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00
33
34 242pLI 0.000E+00 1.450E-07 0.000E+00 2,381E-08 0,000E+00 9.611E-09
35
36 244pu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
37
38 241Am 4,247E+00 8.546E-01 6.975E-01 1.403E-01 2.815E-01 5,664E-02
39
40 242roAm 5.344E-04 5.570E-06 8.778E-05 9.150E-07 3.543E-05 3.693E-07

41 243Am 3.285E-02 2.990E-02 5.396E-03 4,911E-03 2.178E-03 1.982E-0342

43 243Cm 1.873E-03 5.051E-14 3.076E-04 8.294E-15 1,242E-04 3,349E-1544

45 244Cm 6.271E-01 0.000E+00 1.030E-01 0.000E+00 4.158E-02 0.000E+0046

47 245Cm 2,928E-04 2.699E-04 4.809E-05 4.432E-05 1.941E-05 1.789E-05
48
49 246Cm 8.471E-05 7.316E-05 1.391E-05 1.201E-05 5.616E-06 4.850E-06
50
51 247Cm 2.511E-10 2.511E-10 4.125E-11 4.125E-11 1.665E-11 1.665E-11
52
53 Total 4.030E+03 1.074E+01 8.261E+02 1.766E+00 3.336E+02 8,365E-01
54
55
56 Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina wasteparcel.
57 ...........
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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10.5 Summaryof ModelingAssumptionsforCuttingsRemoval

1
2 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionucildes of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
4 ii ii

5
6 Waste Parcel 4 Waste Parcel 5 Waste Parcel 6
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion

10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11 .........
12 14C 1,408E-06 1,247E-06 3,468E-O1 3,073E-01 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
13
14 36CI O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 2,568E-03 2,562E-03 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
15
16 59NI O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 1,171E+00 1,160E+00 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
17
18 63Ni O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 1,194E+02 8,684E-02 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
19
20 79Se 5,075E-03 5,021E-03 9,212E-02 9,114E-02 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
21
22 eTRb 3,416E-07 3,416E-07 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
23
24 9°Sr 5,766E+02 2,648E-08 8,063E+03 3,702E-07 6,782E+02 3,114E-08

25 93Zr 2,607E-02 2,606E-02 4,065E-01 4,063E-01 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O026

27 99Tc 1.710E-01 1,704E-01 2,939E+00 2,929E+00 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O028

29 lO7pd 1.971E-04 1,971Eo04 2,523E-02 2,523E-02 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
30
31 113Cd O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
32
33 113rncd 3,930E-02 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O._OUE+O0
34
35 126Sn 4,542 E-03 4,511E-03 1.745E-01 1,733E-01 O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
36
37 129i 2,804E-04 2.804E-04 7,117E-03 7,117E-03 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
38
39 135Cs 1,325E-03 1,325E-03 7,770E-02 7,768E-02 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
4o
41 137Cs 6,122E+02 5.655E-08 1,171E+04 1,082E-06 7,905E+02 7,302E-08

42 144Nd O,O00E+O0 9,085E-20 O,O00E+O0 2,620E-22 O,O00E+O0 1,133E-3743

44 147pm 7,109E+O0 O,O00E+O0 1.124E+01 O.O00E+O0 1,055E-08 O,O00E+O045

46 147Sm 9,597E-08 9.615E-08 O,O00E+O0 2.783E-10 O,O00E+O0 2,612E-19
47
48 lSlSm 3,594E+00 1,615E-03 6,453E+01 2,901E-02 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
49
50 lS2Eu O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
51
52 21opb 2.192E-10 4,745E-08 1,408E-07 2,734E-05 O.O00E+O0 3,394E-06
53
54 22eRa 8,393E-10 1.283E-06 5,372E-07 5,246E-04 O,O00E+O0 2,339E-05
55
56 22eRa O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
57
58 229Th 1,286E-09 5.903E-08 3,356E-08 1.168E-06 O,O00E+O0 4,312E-05
59
60 23°Th 1,376E-07 2.302E-05 7,917E-05 3,909E-03 9,957E-06 1.324E-04

61 232Th O,O00E+O0 2,857E-10 O,O00E+O0 2,853E-09 2,986E-11 3,797E-1162
63
54

Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina wasteparcel.65
66
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10. ModelingDrillinginto Repository(CUTTINGS)

I Table I0-1. Contents (in Cufles) of 49 Radionuclldes of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
2 and after 1000 Yr (continaed)3
4
5 Waste Parcel 4 Waste Parcel 5 Waste Parcel 6

i ,ll i ill

7 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)

10 .....
11 231Pa 9.795E-07 3.044E-05 5.236E-06 8.623E-05 0.000E+00 1.510E-06
12
13 232u 2.409E-05 1.581E-09 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
14
15 233U 6.418E-07 1.581E-05 1.261E-05 3.388E-04 4.795E-04 9.118E-04
16
17 234U 7.306E-04 2.812E-03 2,939E-01 4.462E-01 1.178E-02 1.393E-02
18
19 235U 1.408E-03 1.408E-03 3.874E-03 3.942E-03 7.214E-05 7.264E-05
20
21 23SU 5.786E-03 5.789E-03 5.777E-02 5.781E-02 1.613E-04 1.674E-04

22 2_eu 2.587E-05 2.587E-05 7.151E-02 7.151E-02 4.046E-06 4.046E-0623
24

237Np 3.476E-03 3.675E-03 7,477E-02 2.276E-01 9.957E-02 9.957E-0225

26 238pu 5.825E+00 2.165E-03 4.279E+02 1.587E-01 6.091E+00 2.259E-0327

28 239pu 1.850E-01 1.798E-01 7.050E+01 6.860E+01 5.140E-01 4.995E-0129

30 24Opu 1.055E-01 9,491E-02 1.182E+00 1.335E+00 2.189E-01 1.969E-01
31
32 241pu 8.886E+00 0.000E+00 6.700E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
33
34 242pu 1.584E-04 1.581E-04 3.964E-01 3.957E-01 1.073E-04 1.071E-04
35
3; 244pu 2.883E-11 2.883E-11 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
37
38 241Am 9.439E-01 2.494E-01 7.241E+02 1.906E+02 1.991E-01 4.005E-02
39
40 242roAm 1.744E-04 1.818E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

41 243Am 6.536E-04 5.949E-04 3.829E+00 3.485E+00 3.893E-03 3.543E-0342

43 243Cm 5.450E-05 1.470E-15 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.00CE+00 0.000E+0044

45 244Cm 8o689E-03 0.000E+00 1.090E+02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+0046

47 24SCm 1.374E-06 1.266E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
46
49 246Cm 9.459E-08 8.169E-08 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 O.000E+00
50
51 247Cm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
52
53 Total 1.216E+03 7.5026-01 2.801E+04 2.706E+02 1.476E+03 8.572E-01
54
55
56 Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina wasteparcel.
57 .....
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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10.5 Summaryof ModelingAssumptionsforCuttingsRemoval

1
2 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
4
5
6 Waste Parcel 7 Waste Parcel 8 Waste Parcel 9
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion

10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11
12 14C O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
13
14 3SCI O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
15
16 SgNi 2.396E-02 2.374E-02 1.360E-01 1.347E-01 4.145E-01 4.107E-01
17
18 63Ni 2.271E+00 1.652E-03 1.199E+01 8.720E-03 2.299E+01 1.672E-02
19
20 79Se O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 3.898E-03 3.857E-03 1.374E-02 1.359E-02
21
22 87Rb 8.717E-07 8.717E-07 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
23
24 9°Sr 1.925E+04 8.839E-07 1.722E+04 7.907E-07 1.080E+04 4.959E-07

25 93Zr 1.117E+00 1.117E+00 1.290E+00 1.289E+00 1.066E+00 1.066E+0026

27 99..rc 3.078E+00 3.068E+00 9.352E+00 9.322E+00 4.264E-01 4.250E-0128

29 lO7pd 1.473E-02 1.473E-02 4.070E-02 4.070E-02 4.315E-02 4.315E-02
30
31 113Cd 5.009E-14 5.009E-14 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
32
33 113mCd O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 2.184E+00 O.O00E+O0 1.243E+00 O.O00E+O0
34
35 126Sn 4.412E-01 4.381E-01 4.599E-01 4.567E-01 4.076E-01 4.048E-01
36
37 1291 2.786E-20 2.786E-20 1.630E-05 1.630E-05 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
38
39 13SCs 9.941E-02 9.938E-02 2.510E-01 2.509E-01 6.319E-01 6.317E-01
40
41 137Cs 1.835E+04 1.695E-06 2.157E+04 1.993E-06 1.192E+04 1.101E-06

42 144Nd 4.863E-09 4.863E-09 1.105E-11 1.105E-11 9.460E-19 9.460E-1943

44 147pm 1.286E+O0 O.O00E+O0 2.111E+O0 0.000 E+O0 1.828E-02 O.O00E+O045

46 147Sm 2.597E-06 2.597E-06 9.832E-07 9.832E-07 8.514E-09 8.515E-0947

48 151Sm 1.859E+02 8.356E-02 6.276E+02 2.821E-01 2.475E+02 1.112E-01
49
50 lS2Eu 5.308E-01 O.O00E+O0 3.944E-01 O.O00E+O0 2.051E-01 O.O00E+O0
51
52 21opb O.O00E+O0 1.207E-05 O.O00E+O0 5.549E-07 1.538E-06 8.466E-05
53
54 22SRa O.O00E+O0 2.996E-04 0.000E+O0 8.831 E-06 3.764E-06 1.196E-04
55
56 228Ra O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 6.424E-03 O.O00E+O0
57
58 229Th 5.561E-09 2.779E-07 O.O00E+O0 2.915E-06 9.435E-04 4.040E-03
59
60 23°Th 3.542E-05 4.657E-03 1.628E-06 4.698E-05 2.411E-04 4.813E-04

61 232Th 2.131E-12 6.421E-11 8.980E-13 2.476E-11 6.428E-03 6.428E-0362
63
64

Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)inawasteparcel.65
66
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10. ModelingDrillingintoRepository(CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
2 and after 1000 Yr (continued)3
4
5 Waste Parcel 7 Waste Parcel 8 Waste Parcel 9
6
7 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)10

11 231pa 1.239E-07 3.425E-06 1.552E-07 4.276E-06 5.946E-02 5.822E-02
12
13 232u 1.287E-02 8.445E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.903E-02 1.249E-06
14
15 233U 3.034E-06 4.396E-05 3.242E-05 9.302E-04 3.538E-02 3.564E-02
16
17 234U 1.700E-01 5.648E-01 4.890E-03 5.081E-03 1.941E-02 2.811E-02
18
19 235U 1.578E-04 1.703E-04 1.970E-04 1.984E-04 3.529E-04 3.591E-04
20
21 236U 1.137E-03 1.388E-03 4.756E-04 4.917E-04 1.101E-03 1.234E-03

22 238U 1.050E-02 1.050E-02 3.720E-03 3.720E-03 3.129E-03 3.129E-0323
24

237Np 9.383E-03 1.975E-02 2.058E-01 2.936E-01 9.399E-02 1.274E-0125

26 238pu 1.105E+03 4.102E-01 5.740E-01 2.129E-04 2.448E+01 3.250E-0227

28 239pu 1.289E+01 1.252E+01 1.409E+00 1.371E+00 6.362E+00 6.218E+00
29

30 240pu 8.870E+00 8.042E+00 5.658E-01 5.164E-01 4.707E+00 4.251E+00
31
32 241Pu 2.779E+02 0.000E+00 4.294E+00 0.000E+00 5.257E+01 0.000E+00
33
34 242p u 1.224E-02 1.222E-02 1.31OE-04 1.308E-04 6.348E-03 6.337E-03
35
36 244pu 2.147E-19 5.967E-18 O,O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
37
38 241Am 5.501E+01 1.293E+01 5.444E+02 1.095E+02 2.055E+02 4.169E+01
39
40 242mAre 1.221E-02 1.273E-04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 9.837E-01 1.025E-02

41 243Am 5.766E-03 5.248E-03 6.735E-02 6.130E-02 1.350E+00 1.229E+0042

43 243Cm 2.247E-03 6.059E-14 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 2.121E-01 5.719E-1244

45 244Cm 2.586E+01 O.O00E+O0 3.004E+00 O.O00E+O0 7.185E+00 O.O00E+O046

47 245Cm 6.693E-06 6.169E-06 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 3.437E-03 3.168E-03
48
49 246Cm 5.313E-07 4.588E-07 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 3.895E-04 3.364E-04
50
51 247Cm 6.602E-13 6.602E-13 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
52
53 Total 3.928E+04 3.937E+01 4.000E+04 1.236E+02 2.330E+04 5.683E+01
54
55
56 Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina wasteparcel.
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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10.5 Summaryof ModelingAssumptionsfor CuttingsRemoval

1
2 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
4
5
6 Waste Parcel 10 Waste Parcel 11 Waste Parcel 12
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion

10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11
12 14C 1.940E-02 1.719E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.408E-06 1.247E-06
13
14 36CI 8.068E-04 8.049E-04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
15
16 S9Ni 5.630E-03 5.578E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
17
18 63Ni 1.216E-01 8.844E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
19
20 79Se 8.745E-03 8.652E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 5.075E-03 5.021E-03
21
22 S7Rb 5.208E-07 5.208E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 3.416E-07 3.416E-07
23
24 9°Sr 5.691E+02 2.613E-08 9.753E+02 4.478E-08 1.117E+03 5.129E-08

25 93Zr 3.464E-01 3.462E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.607E-02 2.606E-0226

27 99Tc 2.189E-01 2.182E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.710E-01 1.704E-0128

29 lO7pd 2.570E-04 2.570E-04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.971E-04 1.971E-04
30
31 113Cd 1.188E-15 1.188E-15 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
32
33 113mCd 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 3.930E-02 0.000E+00
34
35 126Sn 3.812E-03 3.786E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 4.542E-03 4.511E..03
36
37 1291 6.552E-04 6.552E-04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.804E-04 2.804E-04
38
39 135Cs 4.165E-03 4.164E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+O0 1.325E-03 1.325E-03
40
41 137Cs 6.235E+02 5.760E-08 1.137E+03 1.050E-07 1.242E+03 1.147E-07

42 144Nd 5.852E-07 5.852E-07 0.000E+00 1.628E-37 0.000E+00 9.085E-2043

44 147pm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.518E-08 0.000E+00 7.109E+00 0.000E+0045

46 147Sm 1.886E-03 1.886E-03 0.000E+00 3.759E-19 9.597E-08 9.615E-0847

48 151Sm 1.681E+01 7.556E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 3.594E+00 1.615E-03
49
50 1S2Eu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
51
52 21opb 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 4.881 E-06 2.192E-10 2.752E-06
53
54 226Ra 0.000E+00 2.766E-04 0.000E+00 3.363E-05 8.393E-10 1.992E-05
55
56 228Ra 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
57
58 229Th 0.000E+00 1.154E-01 0.000E+00 6.200E-05 1.286E-09 3.443E-05
59
60 23°Th 0.000E+00 1.522E-03 1.432E-05 1.903E-04 8.073E-06 1.285E-04

61 232Th 1.513E-03 1.513E-03 4.295E-11 5.461E-11 2.380E-11 3.159E-1062
63
64

Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)inawasteparcel.65
66
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10. ModelingDrillinginto Repository (CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
2 and after 1000 Yr (continued)3
4
5 Waste Parcel 10 Waste Parcel 11 Waste Parcel 12
6
7 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)

10
11 231Pa 0.000E+00 1.596E-05 0.000E+00 2.171E-06 9.795E-07 3.163E-05
12
13 232U 6.380E-01 4.186E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.409E-05 1.581E-09
14
15 233U 1.283E+00 1.277E+00 6.895E-04 1.311E-03 3.828E-04 7.425E-04
16
17 234U 1.637E-01 1.706E-01 1.694E-02 2.003E-02 1.012E-02 1.391E-02
18
19 235U 7.624E-04 7.625E-04 1.037E-04 1.044E-04 1.465E-03 1.466E-03
20
21 23Su 6.313E-03 6.316E-03 2.319E-04 2.407E-04 5.914E-03 5.922E-03

22 238U 1.756E-05 1.756E-05 5.819E-06 5.819E-06 2.909E-05 2.909E-0523
24

237Np 4.546E-03 4.713E-03 1.432E-01 1.432E-01 8.283E-02 8.303E-0225

26 238pu 2.056E+01 7.630E-03 8.759E+00 3.249E-03 1.068E+01 3.966E-0327

28 239pu 6.369E-02 6.210E-02 7.392E-01 7.184E-01 5.947E-01 5.779E-01
29
30 24Opu 1.146E-01 1.035E-01 3.147E-01 2.830E-01 2.799E-01 2.518E-01
31
32 241Pu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 8.886E+00 0.000E+00
33
34 242pu 0.000E+00 3.558E-08 1.543E-04 1.540E-04 2.439E-04 2.435E-04
35
36 244pu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.883E-11 2.883E-11
37
38 241Am 1.042E+00 2.097E-01 2.864E-01 5.761E-02 1.103E+00 2.814E-01
39
40 242rnAm 1.311E-04 1.367E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.744E-04 1.818E-06

41 243Am 8.062E-03 7.338E-03 5.599E-03 5.096E-03 3.757E-03 3.420E-0342

43 243Cm 4.596E-04 1.239E-14 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 5.450E-05 1.470E-1544

45 244Cm 1.539E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 8.689E-03 0.000E+0046

47 245Cm 7.185E-05 6.622E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.374E-06 1.266E-06
48
49 2460rn 2.079E-05 1.796E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 9.459E-08 8.169E-08
50
51 247Cm 6.163E-11 6.163E-11 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
52
53 Total 1.234E+03 2.584E+00 2.123E+03 1.233E+00 2.392E+03 1.434E+00
54
55
56 Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)inawasteparcel.
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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I

10.5 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Cuttings Removal

1

2 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)

3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
4
5
6 Waste Parcel 13 Waste Parcel 14 Waste Parcel 15
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of

9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2630) (year 3030)
11

12 14C 3.468E-01 3.073E-01 5.959E-02 5.280E-02 5.029E-03 4.456E-03
13

14 36Ci 2.568E-03 2.562E-03 9.559E-03 9.537E-03 8.068E-04 8.049E-04
15
16 S9Ni 1.171E+00 1.160E+00 6.671E-02 6.610E-02 5.630E-03 5.578 E-03
17
18 63Ni 1.194E+02 8.684E-02 1.441 E+00 1.048 E.03 1.216E-01 8.844E-05
19
20 79Se 9.212E-02 9.114E-02 1.036E-01 1.025E-01 8.745E-03 8.652E-03
21
22 87Rb 0.000 E+00 0.000E+00 6.171E-06 6.171E-06 5.208E-07 5.208 E-07

23 90Sr 9.200E+03 4.225 E-07 7.115E+03 3.267E-07 1.050 E+03 4.821 E-0824

25 93Zr 4.065E-01 4.063E-01 4.104E+00 4.102E+00 3.464E-01 3.462E-01
26

27 99Tc 2.939E+00 2.929 E+00 2.594E+00 2.586E+00 2.189E-01 2.182E-01
28

29 lO7pd 2.523E-02 2.523E-02 3.045E-03 3.045E-03 2.570E-04 2.570E-04
30

31 113Cd 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.408E-14 1.408E-14 1.188E-15 1.188E-15
32

33 113mCd 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
34
35 126Sn 1.745E-01 1.733E-01 4.516E-02 4.485E-02 3.812E-03 3.786E-03
36
37 1291 7.117E-03 7.117E-03 7.763E-03 7.763E-03 6.552E-04 6.552E-04
38
39 13SCs 7.770E-02 7.768E-02 4.936 E-02 4.935 E-02 4.165E-03 4.164E-03
40
41 1370s 1.304E+04 1.205E-06 7.822E+03 7.226E-07 1.184E+03 1.094E-07

42 144Nd 0.000E+00 2.620E-22 6.934E-06 6.934E-06 5.852E-07 5.852E-0743

44 147pm 1.124E+01 0.000E+00 5.787E-09 0.000 E+00 7.489E-09 0.000 E+00
45

46 147Sm 0.000E+00 2.783E-10 2.234E-02 2.234E-02 1,886E-03 1.886E-03
47

48 151Sm 6.453E+01 2.901E-02 1.992E+02 8.954E-02 1.681E+01 7.556E-03
49

50 1S2Eu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
51

52 21opb 1.408E-07 3.303E-05 0.000E+00 1.861 E-06 0.000E+00 2.408E-06
53
54 226Ra 5.372E-07 5.639E-04 0.000E+00 3.290E-03 0.000E+00 2.930E-04
55
56 22SRa 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
57
58 229Th 3.356 E-08 7.343 E-05 0.000 E+00 1.367 E+00 0.000E+00 1.154E-01
59
60 23°'1"h 9.585 E-05 4.131 E-03 5.459E-06 1.811E-02 7.065E-06 1.61 6E-03

61 232Th 5.005E-11 2.916E-09 1.793E-02 1.793E-02 1.513E-03 1.513E-0362
63
64

Note: Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina waste parcel.65
66
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10. Modeling Drilling into Repository (CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)

2 and after I000 Yr (continued)
3
4
5 Waste Parcel 13 Waste Parcel 14 Waste Parcel 15
6
7 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of

8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)

10

11 231Pa 5.236E-06 8.877 E-05 0.000E+00 1.899E-04 0.000 E+00 1.703E-05
12

13 232U 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 7.559E+00 4.960E-04 6.380E-01 4.186E-05
14
15 233U 8.162E-04 1.867E-03 1.520E+01 1.513E+01 1.283 E+00 1.278 E+00
16
17 234U 3.137E-01 4.695E-01 1.946E+00 2.029E+00 1.720E-01 1.804E-01
18
19 235U 3.995E-03 4.064E-03 9.072E-03 9.073E-03 8.135 E-04 8.139E-04
20
21 236U 5.804E-02 5.809E-02 7.489E-02 7.493E-02 6.428E-03 6.435E-03

22 238U 7.152E-02 7.152E-02 2.103E-04 2.103E-04 2.043E-05 2.043E-0523
24

237Np 2.417E-01 3.945E-01 1,085E-01 1.105E-01 7.519E-02 7.536E-0225

26 238pu 4.381 E+02 1.625E-01 2.469E+02 9.162E-02 2.488E+01 9.232E-03
27

28 239pu 7.136E+01 6.944E+01 1.036E+00 1.009E+00 4.284E-01 4.165E-01
29

30 24Opu 1.549E+00 1.665E+00 1.478E+00 1.334E+00 2.699E-01 2.431 E-01
31

32 241pu 6.700E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00
33
34 242pu 3.966E-01 3.959E-01 5.882E-05 5.913E-05 7.611E-05 7.601E-05
35
36 244pu O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
37
38 241Am 7.244E+02 1.906E+02 1.246E+01 2.507E+00 1.183E+00 2.380E-01
39
40 242roAm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.554E-03 1.620E-05 1.311 E-04 1.367E-06

41 243Am 3.835E+00 3.490E+00 9.766E-02 8.889E-02 1.082E-02 9.848E-0342

43 243Cm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 5.445E-03 1.468E- 13 4.596E-04 1.239E- 1444

45 244Cm 1.090E+02 0.000E+00 1.824E+00 0.000E+00 1.539E-01 0.000E+00
46

47 245Cm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 8.513E-04 7.846E-04 7.185 E-05 6.622 E-05
48

49 246Cm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.463E-04 2.127E-04 2.079E-05 1.796E-05
50

51 247Cm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 7.303E-10 7.303E-10 6.163E-11 6.163E-11
52

53 Total 3.049E+04 2.721 E+02 1.543E+04 3.093E+01 2.281 E+03 3.179E+00
54
55
56 Note: Boldfacevalues representthe mostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina waste parcel.
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
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10.5 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Cuttings Removal

1

2 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)

3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
4
5
6 Waste Parcel 16 Waste Parcel 17 Waste Parcel 18
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of

9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11

12 14C 1.126E-05 9.976E-06 1.041 E+00 9.223E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
13

14 3601 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 7.703E-03 7.685E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
15
16 59Ni 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 3.514E+00 3.482E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
17
18 63Ni 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 3.581 E+02 2.604E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
19
20 79Se 4.060E-02 4.017E-02 2.764E-01 2.735E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
21
22 87Rb 2.733E-06 2.733E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

23 9OSr 4.873E+03 2.238E-07 2.440E+04 1 120E-06 8.452E+02 3.881E-0824

25 93Zr 2.085E-01 2.084E-01 1. 3E+00 1.219E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
26

27 99Tc 1.368E+00 1.364E+00 8.818E+00 8.789E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
28

29 lo7pd 1.577E-03 1.577E-03 7.568E-02 7.567E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
30

31 113Cd 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
32

33 113mCd 3.144E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
34
35 126Sn 3.633E-02 3.608E-02 5.236E-01 5.200E-01 0o000E+00 0.O00E+00
36
37 1291 2.243E-03 2.243E-03 2.135E-02 2.135E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
38
39 13SCs 1.060E-02 1.060E-02 2.331 E-01 2.330E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
40
41 137Cs 5.201E+03 4.805 E-07 3.538 E+04 3.268E-06 9.852E+02 9.101 E-08

42 144Nd 0.000E+00 7.267E- 19 0.000E+00 7.857E-22 0.000E+00 1.41 2E-3743

44 147pm 5.687E+01 0.000E+00 3.372E+01 0.000E+00 1.315E-08 0.000E+0045

46 147Sm 7.678E-07 7.692E-07 0.000E+00 8.349E-10 0.000E+00 3.256E-19
47

48 lSlSm 2.875E+01 1.292E-02 1.936E+02 8.702E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
49

50 152Eu 0o000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
51

52 21Opb 1.754E-09 1.683E-06 4.223E-07 8.304E-05 O.000E+00 4.230E-06
53
54 226Ra 6.714E-09 1o925E-05 1.611E-06 1.581E-03 0.000E+00 2.914E-05
55
56 228Ra 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
57
58 229"1"h 1.028E-08 1.703E-05 1,007E-07 1.666 E-05 0.000E+00 5.374E-05
59
60 23°Th 4.925E-06 2.350E-04 2.405E-04 1.177E-02 1.241 E-05 1.650E-04

61 232Th 1.147E-11 2.300E-09 9.109E-12 8.572E-09" 3.722E-11 4.733E-1162
63
64

Note: Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)in a waste parcel.65
66
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10. ModelingDrilling into Repository (CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
2 and after 1000 Yr (continued)3
4
5 Waste Parcel 16 Waste Parcel 17 Waste Parcel 18
6
7 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of
8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)

10
11 231Pa 7.836E-06 2.440E-04 1.571E-05 2.591E-04 O.O00E+O0 1.882E-06
12
13 232U 1.927E-04 1.264E-08 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 0.000 E+O0 O.O00E+O0
14
15 233U 1.8_3E-04 4,766E-04 1.841E-04 1.295E-03 5.976E-04 1.136E-03
16
17 234U 1.037E-02 2.785E-02 8.853E-01 1.343E+O0 1.468E-02 1.735E-02
18
19 235U 1.129E-02 1.129E-02 1.164E-02 1.185E-02 8.991E-05 9.053 E-05
20
2! 236U 4.635E-02 4.637E-02 1.734E-01 1.735E-01 2.010E-04 2.087E-04

22 23Su 2.085E-04 2.085E-04 2.145E-01 2.145E-01 5.043E-06 5.043E-0623
24

237Np 6.604E-02 6.763E-02 2.547E-01 7.131E-01 1.241E-01 1.241E-0125

26 238pu 4.894E+01 1.819E-02 1.286E+03 4.770E-01 7.591 E+O0 2.816E-0327

28 239pu 1.678E+00 1.630E+00 2.116E+02 2.059E+02 6.407E-01 6.226 E-01
29

30 240pu 9.276E-01 8.345E-01 3.614E+00 4.065E+00 2.728E-01 2.454E-01
31
32 241pu 7.109E+01 O.O00E+O0 2.010E+04 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
33
34 242pu 1.308E-03 1.306E-03 1.189E+00 1.187E+00 1.337E-04 1.334E-04
35
36 244pu 2.306E- 10 2.306E- 10 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 0.000E+O0 O.O00E+O0
37
38 241Am 7.628E+00 2.011E+00 2.172E+03 5.716E+02 2.482E-01 4.993E-02
39
40 242roAm 1.395E-03 1.454E-05 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 G.OOOE+O0 O.O00E+O0

41 24_Am 6.724E-03 6.120E-03 1 149E+01 1.046E+01 4.853E-03 4.417E-0342

43 243Cm 4.360E-04 1.176E-14 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O044

45 244Cm 6.951E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.270E+02 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O046

47 245Cm 1.100E-05 1.014E-05 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O048

49 246Cm 7.567E-07 6.535E-07 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
50
51 247Cm O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
52
53 Total 1.029E+04 6.331E+O0 8.450E+04 8.121E+02 1.839E+03 1.068E+00
54
55
56 Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina wasteparcel.
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
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10.5 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Cuttings Removal

1

2 Table I0-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Fmnlacement (Year 2030)

3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)4
5
6 Waste Parcel 19 Waste Parcel 20 Waste Parcel 21
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of

9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion

I0 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11

12 14 c 1.408E-06 1.247E-06 3.468E-01 3.073E-01 0.000E+00 0.000 E+00
13

14 36Cl 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.568E-03 2.562E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
15
16 59Ni 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.171 E+00 1.160E+00 0.000E+00 0.000 E+00
17
18 S3Ni 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.194E+02 8.684E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
19
20 79Se 5.075E-03 5.021E-03 9.212E-02 9.114E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
21
22 87Rb 3.416E-07 3.416E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

23 9OSr 7.561E+02 3.472E-08 8.418E+03 3.865E-07 1.226E+03 5.630E-0824

25 93Zr 2.607E-02 2.606E-02 4.065E-01 4.063E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+0026

27 99Tc 1.710E-01 1.704E-01 2.939E+00 2.929E+00 0.000E+00 0.000 E+00
28

29 lO7pd 1.971 E-04 1.971 E-04 2.523E-02 2.523E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
30

31 113Cd 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
32

33 113mCd 3.930E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
34
35 126Sn 4.542 E-03 4.511 E-03 1.745E-01 1.733E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
36
37 1291 2.804E-04 2.804E-04 7.117E-03 7.117E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
38
39 135Cs 1.325E-03 1.325E-03 7.770E-02 7.768E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
40
41 137Cs 8.214E+02 7.588E-08 1.213E+04 1.120E-06 1.429E+03 1.320E-07

42 144Nd O.O00E+O0 9.085E-20 O.O00E+O0 2.620E-22 O.O00E+O0 2o047E-3743

4_ 147pm 7.109 E+00 0.000E+00 1.124E+01 0.000E+00 1.908E-08 0.000E+0045

46 147Sm 9.597E-08 9.615E-08 0.000E+00 2.783E-10 0.000E+00 4.724E-19
47

48 151Sm 3.594E+00 1.615E-03 6.453E+01 2.901E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
49

50 152Eu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
51

52 21Opb 2.192E-10 9.458E-07 1.408E-07 2.912E-05 0.000E+00 6.136E-06
53
54 226Ra 8.393E-10 7.472E-06 5.372E-07 5.369E-04 O.O00E+O0 4.227E-05
55
56 22BRa 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
57
58 229"1"h 1.286E-09 1.148E-05 3.356E-08 2.377 E-05 0.000E+00 7.795E-05
59
60 230Th 2.773E-06 5.805E-05 8.438E-05 3.978E-03 1.800E-05 2.392E-04

61 232Th 7.904E-12 2.958E-10 1.565E-11 2.872E-09 5.399E-11 6.865E-1162
63
64

Note: Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina waste parcel.65
66
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10. Modeling Drilling into Repository (CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10.1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
2 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
3
4
5 Waste Parcel 19 Waste Parcel 20 Waste Parcel 21
6
7 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of

8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)

10

11 231pa 9.795E-07 3o083E-05 5.236E-06 8.703E-05 0.000E+00 2.730E-06
12

13 232U 2.409E-05 1.581 E-09 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0o000E+00
14
15 233U 1.276E-04 2,572 E-04 2.639E-04 8.164E-04 8.668E-04 1.648E-03
16
17 234U 3.848E-03 6.498E-03 3.001E-01 4.535E-01 2.129E-02 2.517E-02
18
19 235U 1.427E-03 1,427 E-03 3.912E-03 3.981E-03 1.304E-04 1.31 3E-04
2o
21 236U 5.829E-03 5.833E-03 5.785E-02 5.789E-02 2.915E-04 3.026E-04
22

2_U 2.694E-05 2.694E-05 7.151E-02 7.151E-02 7.314E-06 7.314E-0623
24

237Np 2.983E-02 3.003E-02 1.269E-01 2.797E-01 1.800E-01 1.800E-0125

26 238pu 7.438 E+00 2.763E-03 4.311E+02 1.599E-01 1.101E+01 4.084E-03
27

28 239pu 3.211E-01 3.120E-01 7o076E+01 6.886E+01 9.293E-01 9.031E-01
29

30 240pu 1.634E-01 1.470E-01 1.297E+00 1.438 E+00 3.957E-01 3.559E-01
31

32 241pu 8.886E+00 0.000E+00 6.700E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
33
34 242pu 1.868E-04 1.865E-04 3.965E-01 3.958E-01 1.939E-04 1.935E-04
35
36 244pu 2.883E-11 2.883E-11 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
37
38 241Am 9.966E-01 2.600E-01 7.242E+02 1.906E+02 3.600E-01 7.242E-02
39
40 242roAm 1.744E-04 1.818E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00 0.000E+00
41

243Am 1.684E-03 1.533E-03 3.831 E+00 3.487E+00 7.039E-03 6.407E-0342
43

243Cm 5.450E-05 1.470E- 15 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+0044

45 244Cm 8.689E-03 0.000E+00 1.090E+02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0o000E+00
46

47 245Cm 1.374E-06 1.266 E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
48

49 246Cm 9.459E-08 8.169E-08 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
50

51 247Cm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
52

53 Total 1.606E+03 9.772E-01 2.879 E+04 2,711E+02 2.668E+03 1.550E+00
54
55
56 Note: Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina waste parcel.
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
54
65
66
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10.5 Summary of Modeling Assumptions for Cuttings Removal

1

2 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
4
5
6 Waste Parcel 22 Waste Parcel 23 Waste Parcel 24
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of

9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11

12 14C O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
13

14 36CI 3.824E-02 3.815E-02 4.505E-04 4.495E-04 7.193E-03 7.176E-03
15
16 59Ni 2.668E-01 2.643E-01 2.055E-01 2.036E-01 5.020E-02 4.974E-02
17
18 63Ni 5.763E+00 4.191 E-03 2.094E+01 1.523E-02 1.084E+00 7.884E-04
19
20 79Se 4.145E-01 4.101E-01 2.124E-02 2.101E-02 7.797E-02 7.714E-02
21
22 87Rb 2.468E-05 2.468E-05 3.418E-07 3.418E-07 4.644E-06 4.644E-06

23 9OSr 2.790E+04 1.281 E-06 2.915E+03 1.338E-07 5.074 E+03 2.330E-0724

25 93Zr 1.642E+01 1.641E+01 9.741E-02 9.737E-02 3.088E+00 3.087E+00
26

27 99.rc 1.038E+01 1.035E+01 6.868E-01 6.846E-01 1.952E+00 1.946E+00
28

29 lO7pd t .218E-02 1.218E-02 4.623E-03 4.622E-03 2.292E-03 2.292E-03
30

31 113Cd 5.632E- 14 5.632E-14 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 1.059E- 14 1.059E- 14
32

33 113rncd O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 3.932E-02 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
34
35 126Sn 1.807E-01 1.795E-01 3.517E-02 3.493E-02 3.399E-02 3.376E-02
36
37 1291 3.105E-02 3.105E-02 1.529E-03 1.529E-03 5.B42E-03 5.842E-03
38
39 13SCs 1.974E-01 1.973E-01 1.496E-02 1.496 E-02 3.714E-02 3.713E-02
40
41 137Cs 3.064E-H)4 2.830E-06 3.744E+03 3.459E-07 5.559E+03 5.135E-07

42 144Nd 2.774E-05 2.774E-05 O.O00E+O0 9.093E-20 5.218E-06 5.218E-0643

44 147pm 1.447E-08 O.O00E+O0 9.085E+00 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O045

46 147Sm 8.937E-02 8.937E-02 9.603E-08 9.626E-08 1.681 E-02 1.681 E-02
47

48 lSlSm 7.968E+02 3.582E-01 1.492E+01 6.706E-03 1.499E+02 6.738E-02
49

50 lS2Eu O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
51
52 21opb O.O00E+O0 4.653E-06 2.492E-08 9.467E-06 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
53
54 22SRa O.O00E+O0 9.758E-05 9.509E-08 3.725E-05 O.O00E+O0 2.646E-03
55
56 22eRa O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
57
58 22S'l'h O.O00E+O0 2.739E-02 7.174E-09 5.874E-05 O.O00E+O0 1.029E+00
59
60 23°Th 1.365E-05 5.421 E-04 2.759E-05 1.976E-04 O.O00E+O0 1.453E-02

61 232Th 7.171E-02 7.171E-02 4.067E- 11 5.565E-11 1.349E-02 1.349 E-0262
63
64

Note: Boldfacevalues representthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)in a wasteparcel.65
66
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10. Modeling Drilling into Repository (CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)

2 and after 1000 Yr (continued)
3
4
5 Waste Parcel 22 Waste Parcel 23 Waste Parcel 24
6
7 Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of Time of

8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)

10

11 231pa 0.000E+00 5.852E-06 1.899E-06 4.135E-06 0.000E+00 2.822E-04
12

13 232U 1.512E-01 9.921E-06 1.205E-07 7.907E-12 5.688E+00 3.732E-04
14
15 233U 3.046E-01 3.048E-01 6.531E-04 1.314E-03 1.144E+01 1.139E+01
16
17 234U 5.493E-02 5.951 E-02 1.630E-02 1.937E-02 1.566E+00 1.627E+00
18
19 235U 2.795E-04 2.802E-04 1.087E-04 1.094E-04 1°348E-02 1,348E-02
20
21 236U 1.717E-03 1.727E-03 2.993E-04 3.092E-04 5.629E-02 5.632 E-02

22 238U 9.708E-06 9.708E-06 6.837E-05 6.837E-05 2.871 E-01 2.871 E-0123
24

237Np 3.519E-01 3.598E-01 1.522E-01 1.729E-01 4.053E-02 4.202E-0225

26 238pu 1.322E+01 5.054E-03 8.700E+00 3.232E-03 1.833E+02 6.802E-02
27

28 239pu 7.197E-01 7.098E-01 7.629E.01 7.5_6E-01 5.678E-01 5.536E-01
29

30 24Opu 3.272 E-01 3.125E-01 2.996E-01 3.171E-01 1,022 E+00 9.226E-01
31

32 241pu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 5.923E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
33

34 242pu 1.470E-04 1.484E-04 4.946E-04 4.937E-04 0.000E+00 3.171 E-07
35
36 244pu 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.442 E-13 1.442 E-13 0.000E+00 0.000 E+00
37
38 241Am 4.967E+01 9.994E+00 1.283E+02 2.585E+01 9.292 E+00 1.870E+00
39
40 242mAm 6.216E-03 6.479E-05 1.745E-04 1.819E-06 1.169E-03 1.218E-05

41 243Am 3.874E-01 3.526E-01 6.778E-01 6.169E-01 7.188E-02 6.542E-0242

43 243Cm 2.178E-02 5.873E-13 5.453E-05 1.470E- 15 4.098E-03 1 105E-1344

45 244Cm 7.295E+00 0.000E+00 1.91 4E+01 0.000E+00 1,372 E+00 0.000E+0046

47 245Cm 3.405 E-03 3.138E-03 1.375E-06 1.267E-06 6.406 E-04 5.904E-04
48

49 246Cm 9.853 E-04 8. _09 E-04 9.465E-08 8.174E-08 1.853 E-04 1.600E-04
50

51 247Cm 2.921E-09 2.921E-09 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 5.495E- 10 5.495E- 10
52

53 Total 5.944E+04 4.055 E+01 6.869 E+03 2.883E+01 1.100 E+04 2.329E+01
54
55
56 Note: Boldfacevaluesrepresentthe mostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)in a wasteparcel.
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
54
65
66
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10.5 Summaryof ModelingAssumptionsforCuttingsRemoval

1 !
2 T_b_'x_)-l. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
3 and after 1000 Yr (continued)4
5
6 Waste Parcel 25 Waste Parcel 26
7
8 Time of Time of Time of Time of
9 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion

10 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)
11
12 14C 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
13
14 36CI 1.619E-03 1.615E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
15
16 59Ni 7.386E-01 7.318E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
17
18 63Ni 7.528E+01 5.475E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
19
20 79Se 7.635E-02 7.554E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
21
22 87Rb 1.229E-06 1.229E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
23
24 9°Sr 7.159E+03 3.287E-07 6.451E+02 2.962E-08

25 93Zr 3.501E-01 3.499E-01 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O026

27 99.1.c 2.469E+00 2.461E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
28
29 lo7pd 1.662E-02 1.662E-02 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
30
31 113Cd O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
32
33 113mCd 1.413E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
34
35 126Sn 1.264E-01 1.255E-01 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
36
37 1291 5.497E-03 5.497E-03 O.O00E+O0 O.O00F+O0
38
39 13SCs 5.377E-02 5.375E-02 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
40
41 137Cs 9.588E+03 8.857E-07 7.520E+02 6.947E-08

42 144Nd O.O00E+O0 3.269E-19 O.O00E+O0 1.077E-3743

44 147pm 3.266E+01 O.O00E+O0 1.004E-08 O.O00E+O045

46 147_m 3.452E-07 3.460E-07 O.O00E+O0 2.486E-19
47
46 151Sm 5.362E+01 2.410E-02 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0
49
50 lS2Eu 0.000E+00 0.C00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
51
52 21opb 8.957E-08 1.741E-05 0.000E+00 3.228E-06
53
54 226Ra 3.41 E-07 4.897E-04 0.000E+00 2.224E-05
55
56 22eRa 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
57
58 229Th 2.579E-08 9.486E-07 0.000E+00 4.101E-05
59
60 23°Th 5.042E-05 3.365E-03 9.471E-06 1.259E-04

61 232Th O.O00E+O0 2.826E-09 2.841E-11 3.612E-1162
63
54

Note:Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)ina wasteparcel.65
66
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10. ModelingDrillinginto Repository(CUTTINGS)

1 Table 10-1. Contents (in Curies) of 49 Radionuclides of Waste Parcels at Time of Emplacement (Year 2030)
2 and after 1000 Yr (continued)3
4
5 Waste Parcel 25 Waste Parcel 26
6
7 Time of Time of Time of Time of
8 Emplacement Intrusion Emplacement Intrusion
9 Nuclide (year 2030) (year 3030) (year 2030) (year 3030)10

11 231Pa 6.825E-06 2.830E-04 0.000E+00 1.437E-06
12
13 232u 8.665E-05 5.685E-09 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
14
15 233U 1.026E-05 2.705E-04 4.561 E-04 8.673E-04
16
17 234U 2.793E-01 3.825E-01 1.120E-02 1.324E-02
18
19 235U 1.320E-02 1.324E-02 6.862E-05 6.909E-05
20
21 236U 5.724E-02 5.728E-02 1.534E-04 1.592E-04
22

238U 2.898E-01 2.898E-01 3.849E-06 3.849E-0623
24

237Np 5.966E-02 1.568E-01 9.471E-02 9.471E-0225

26 .23Spu 2.908E+02 1.079E-01 5.794E+00 2.149E-0327

28 239pu 4.513E+01 4.391E+01 4.890E-01 4.752E-01
29

30 24Opu 1.125E+00 1.183E+00 2.082E-01 1.873E-01
31
32 241pu 4.258E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3,3
34 242pu 2.506E-01 2.501E-01 1.020E-04 1.018E-04
35
36 244pu 1.037E-10 1.037E-10 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
37
38 241Am 4.601 E+02 1.211E+02 1.894E-01 3.810E-02
39
40 242roAm 6.271 E-04 6.537E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

41 243Am 2.417E+00 2.200E+00 3.704E-03 3.371E-0342

43 243Cm 1.960E-04 5.285E-15 0.000E+00 0.000E+0044

45 244Cm 6.878E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+0046

47 245Cm 4.943E-06 4.556E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+0048

49 246Cm 3.402E-07 2.938E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
50
51 247Cm 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
52
53 Total 2.204E+04 1.736E+02 1.404E+03 8.154E-01
54
55
56 Note: Boldfacevaluesrepresentthemostdominantradioisotope(largestactivity)inawasteparcel.
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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10.5 Summaryof ModelingAssumptionsfor CuttingsRemoval
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10. ModelingDrillingintoRepository(CUTTINGS)
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11. Gas Generation and Source Term Submodels2
3
4 C.T. Stockman
5

6 In this performance assessment, an effort was made to model details of gas generation from the corrosion of the
7 metal waste containers (gas generation submodel) and the resultant movement of contaminants out of the containers8
9 and into the repository (source term submodel). To some extent, the inclusion of these specifics about the waste form

10 in a total system performance assessment distinguishes this effort from earlier assessments. A discussion of these
11 submodels is presented in this chapter to provide information about how these processes were modeled. The gas gen-
12 ¢ration and source term submodels were used in both the simple and complex assessments (Chapters 12 through 15).
1$

An understanding of the models will be beneficial in interpreting the results.14
15
16

11,1 Gas Generation Submodel18
19
20 This chapter describes the expected process by which the layers of the waste parcels corrode and breach and
21 includes a description of the gas generation submodel, GASSNF, which simulates the process. The fluid flow model

for the complex performance assessment is BRAGFLO_T; for the simple performance a_sessment, the model is SAL-23
24 FLOW (for salt repository) and GRFLOW (for granite repository). Modeling parameters for the gas generation sub-
25 model are discussed in Section 11.3.
26
27
28
29 11.1.1 Types of Corrosion in a Waste Parcel
30

31 To simulate the corrosion/breach process, the models had to incorporate an understanding of material corrosion,
32 the important factors in the process, and the anticipated steps of the process. In general, corrosion is expected to33
34 occur when layers of the waste parcel react with oxidants. The oxidants expected in the hypothetical repositories are:
35 oxygen, peroxide, water, sulfate and sulfides (H2S and HS').
36

37 * Oxygen: Although there is little dissolved oxygen in deep groundwaters, because of the excavation there ini-
38 tiaUy will be significant amounts of 0 2 in the air and dissolved in the groundwater in immediate contact with39
40 the ah-.
4"1 • Hydrogen Peroxide: Hydrogen peroxide is one of the expected products of the radiolysis of water. The
42 amount produced around each waste parcel depends mainly on the amount and type of radiation entering the
43 water surrounding the waste parcel. Calculations on the amount of radiation expected from two waste parcels
44

were completed, but due to time constraints, further analysis has not been performed.45
• Water: Water saturation is calculated by the flow model (see Section 13.1.4).46

47 • Sulfate/Sulfides: Sulfate is present in both the salt and granite repositories, but in the absence of microbes to
48 accelerate the reaction process, very little of it will react with container metals. We cannot totally dismiss the
49 presence of microbes, because the waste and/or repository may contain organic contaminants. The overall
50 level of nutrients is expected, however, to be quite low, so we expect that the amount of sulfate converted to51
52 sulfide by microbes will be small. Sulfides are present in low concentrations in granite groundwater and some
53 bentonites. The total amount of sulfide available for reaction with container metals will be determined by the
54 amount in the bentonite and flow rate of the groundwater past the containers.
55

56 The gas generation submodel was written to perform two major functions: calculate the gas generation and57
58 water consumption rates for use in the flow models, and calculate the breach times of the waste parcel layers. The
59 breach times of the parcel layers have a direct effect on the calculated gas generation rate (by determining which met-
60 als are exposed and their total surface areas), but even more importantly, are used by the source term model to deter-
61 mine the time at which radionuclides come in contact with groundwater. Because of these functions, the submodel
62 needed two pieces of information on each parcel material: the rate of bulk material reaction, and the rate of material63
64 penetration. This information was obtained or extrapolated from the literature reports of the various types of
65 corrosion and failure modes for these materials. The types of corrosion include: generalized, pitting, crevice,
66
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTerm Submodels

1 intergranular, and stress-corrosion cracking, etc. In addition, some failure modes include: manufacturing defects,
2 mechanical damage, hydrogen embrittlement, hydride realignment, aging, long-term creep, etc.3
4
5 Generalized Corrosion. Generalized corrosion is characterized by a fairly uniform reaction across the entire
6 metal surface. Note that material corrosion rates reported in the literature are often the bulk material reaction rates
7 accompanied by a qualitative description of the uniformity of the attack. Presence of cracks, crevices, pits, etc. are
8 usually noted but often not quantified.9

10
11 Localized Corrosion. Localized corrosion includes corrosion within a pit or a crevice. It is caused by concen-
12 tration cells in locations where oxygen or metal ions are depleted/enriched because of inadequate mixing. In the case
13 of waste parcels, the concentration cells are expected to initiate at the site of manufacturing defects or mechanical14 damage in the containers.15
16
17 Stress-Corrosion Cracking. Stress-corrosion cracking is a form of localized corrosion that occurs when the
18 susceptible material is in a corrosive environment while under a tensile stress. The tensile stress can be active, such

19 as those imposed by lithostatic loads, or residual, such as those caused by welding or other fabrication processes.
20
21

Corrosion-Resistant Materials. One important factor in selecting container materials is their corrosion resis-22
23 tance in the expected chemical environment of the repository. Materials resist corrosion because (a) they are "noble"
24 or thermodynamically stable, (b) they are thermodynamically unstable, but develop a protective oxide coating that
25 resists attack, or (c) they are unstable, but the reaction is slow because either the activation energy for reaction is very

26 large or the rate at which reactants migrate to the canister is very slow. No container material is stable under all pos-
27 sible conditions.28
29
30 Materials considered in gas generation layers of the waste parcels include Ti-Grade 12, lead, Inconel 625, stain-
31 less steel 304L, zircaloy, aluminum, and graphite. As seen in Table 11-1, most of these materials rely on a protective
32 coating for their corrosion resistance. In these cases, generalized corrosion will be slow as long as the protective33
34 coating remains intact. When the coating is destroyed in a small area and not re-established, the material will
35 undergo localized corrosion, which includes pitting, crevice corrosion, and stress-corrosion cracking. Conditions that
36 contribute to the breakdown of the protective coating include low pH, low Eh, corrosive anions such as chloride, high
37 temperature, and mechanical stress.
38
39

40 Table 11-1. Corrosion Resistance in Waste Parcel Layer Materials41
42
43 Corrosion Resistance
44

45 Protective Large Activation Limited
46 Coating Energy (E=) Reactants47

48 Ti-Grade 12 •
49
50 Lead
51
52 Inconel625 • °
53
54 Stainlesssteel 304L •
55
56 Zircaloy °
57
58 Aluminum °
59
60 Graphite
61
62
63
64
65
66
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11.1 Gas Generation Submodel

i 11.1.2 Conceptual Model of Corrosion Process
2
3
4 Because the gas generation model is called many times per time step for each grid block that contains waste, a
5 major consideration in the design of the conceptual model was computational speed. Below we describe in detail
6 what we believe may happen during the corrosion of a single waste parcel (Figure 11-1), and also how we have sim-
7 plified the model to achieve computational speed. In the example shown in Figure 11-1, the waste form is special
8 highly enriched uranium spent fuel and the treatment option is placing the fuel in canisters and filling the void space9

10 with lead (Waste Disposal Group 1). (Note, stainless steel is not a good corrosion-resistant material and was used in
11 this performance assessment because significant container failure is necessary in order to distinguish different waste

12 disposal options.)
13
14

In this example, the waste parcel includes four layers that may corrode to produce gas: the stainless steel canister15
16 (layer 1), the castable metal filler, e.g., lead (layer 2), the special fuel cladding, e.g., aluminum (layer 3), and the
17 metallic fuel (layer 4).
18

19 Corrosion of Layer 1 - Stainless Steel. The breach of the stainless steel (layer 1) is assumed to be fairly fast
20 due to stress-corrosion cracking, especially in brine. At early times, the primary oxidant in the reaction with the steel21
22 is expected to be residual oxygen dissolved into the groundwater during excavation and waste emplacement. Thus,
23 during the breach of the steel, the corrosion process consumes gas. The steel continues to corrode after breach and
24 eventually all the oxygen will be consumed (by all exposed metals). When the oxygen is depleted, the steel reacts
25 with water and produces hydrogen gas. This process continues until all the steel is consumed. Reaction with other
26 oxidants such as peroxide and sulfide, if present, will also occur. Sulfide may affect the passivating properties of the27
28 stainless steel.
29

30 To keep the model simple, a single reaction and reactaon rate for stainless steel was chosen for the entire regula-
31 tory period. The reaction chosen was the reaction after oxygen was consumed, because oxygen is expected to be
32 present for only a short time. (This assumption should be checked in future performance assessments.) The rate was33
34 sampled over a large range to compensate for the uncertainty in its value. To simulate breach from localized corro-
35 sion, a parameter was input to indicate the fraction of a layer that was removed at the time of breach (perforation frac-
36 tion). Note that this method of determining breach time is different than using a penetration rate and material
37 thickness, although the resultant breach times will be similar if the perforation fractions are based on perforation rate
38 data. Since very little of the stainless steel total mass has reacted when stress corrosion cracking breaches the layer,39
40 the perforation fractions input for stainless steel are very small. A range of perforation fractions were used because of
41 the inherent uncertainty in the relative speed of generalized corrosion versus penetration due to the many possible
42 failure mechanisms. It is important to note that the perforation fraction is used only to determine the time of breach,
43 it is not used to estimate the size of the breach. Instead, the model assumes that a breached layer offers no protection.
44
45
46 Corrosion of Layer 2 - Lead. Because the breach of the steel layer is expected to be caused by localized corro-
47 sion, the amount of dissolved oxygen will not have decreased significantly at the time of breach. Therefore, the initial
48 reaction will be that of lead with dissolved oxygen. Lead is not expected to "wet" steel, and a small gap into which
49 water can flow is assumed to exist between the lead and the steel. However, because of transport limitations most of

50 the lead corrosion is expected to occur in the small area directly under the crack in the steel. The resultant lead oxide51
52 does not passivate the reaction, and the reaction continues at a rate determined by the transport of dissolved oxygen to
53 the lead. When all the available oxygen is used up, peroxide or sulfides, if present, will react as fast as they are pro-
54 duced and/or transported toward the lead. This reaction will occur as long as the amount of sulfide is not great
55 enough to form a passivating coat of lead sulfide. In the absence of these or other oxidants, the lead will start to react
56 with the water to produce hydrogen gas. When the hydrogen fugacity approaches 1 x 10-5 atm, the reaction will slow57
5@ and be limited by the rate at which the hydrogen can be transported away.
59
60 The available oxidants determine which reactions will occur, when they will occur, and how fast they will pro-

61 ceed. Once again we have condensed the many reactions and reaction rates down to a single reaction and a range of62
rates in our model. Breach of the lead occurs when any portion of the lead is perforated through to the aluminium63

64 clad of the fuel rod. Because the fuel rod is not cylindrical and because it may not be exactly in the center of the
65 waste parcel, these is some uncertainty in the depth of lead that must be penetrated for breach to occur. Since we
66
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels
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62 Figure 11-1. Corrosion and breach of waste container and waste form layers. In the example illustrated, the waste
63 form is special highly enriched uranium spent fuel, and the waste treatment option is placing the spent64
65 fuel in canisters and filling the void space with lead (Waste Disposal Group 1).
66
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11.1 Gas GenerationSubmodel

1 have used a perforation fraction to determine breach time and not a material thickness and penetration rate, we have
2 added this uncertainty into our estimate of the uncertainty in the perforation fraction. A conservatively small perfora-
3 tion fraction was chosen (0.001 to 0.1) because, although the lead often undergoes fairly generalized corrosion, it is4
5 expected that the lead will preferentially corrode in the small area exposed by the breach in the steel canister. If the
6 corrosion was assumed to not be localized, and a larger perforation fraction was included in the range, breach times
7 for lead would be calculated to occur at later times.
8

9 Corrosion of Layer 3 - Aluminum. When the lead layer is breached, the fuel cladding begins to corrode. In the10
11 presence of chloride, the passive coating of aluminum deteriorates and the aluminum corrodes at a relatively rapid
12 rate.
13

14 Corrosion of Layer 4 - Uranium-Aluminum Alloy. The uranium-aluminum alloy fuel is the last layer to cor-
15 rode. Little is known about the corrosion rate of this alloy in repository groundwaters. In the severe conditions of16
17 high acidity used in dissolving these fuels during reprocessing, the uranium-aluminum alloy fuel dissolves faster than
18 the aluminum clad. Therefore, we have conservatively used a high corrosion rate. Because there are no layers inside

19 the fuel, the perforation fraction is irrelevant.
20

21 The source term submodel uses the breach time of the layer protecting the radionuclide-containing matrix as the22
23 time to start its dissolution of the radionuclides (see Section 11.2). In this example, the radionuclides are part of
24 Layer 4, which is also called matrix 1 for the source term submodel. The last protective layer is Layer 3; when Layer
25 3 is breached, the gas generation submodel corrodes Layer 4 for its gas-generating ability, and the source term model
26 corrodes Layer 4 to release its radionuclJdes. The same corrosion rates are used by both submodels.27
28
29

30 11.1.3 Mathematical/Computational Model31
32
33 The gas generation submodel, GASSNF, is part of the fluid flow code, either BRAGFLO_T (Complex PA), SAL-
34 FLOW (Simple PA for salt), or GRFLOW (Simple PA for granite). In the performance assessment, the following
35 conditions were modeled for gas generation:
36
37

• Stoichiometry of the gas-producing corrosion reaction.38
39 * Rate of the corrosion reaction for each material.
40 * Saturation and temperature.
41

42 Stoiehiometry of Corrosion. The reactionof the container with water canbe generalizedas:43
44

45 metal + SIt20 .I.i20 --, solid corrosion products + sgas ° gas products (11-1)46
47 where
48
49
50 SH20 = stoichiometry of water, moles water consumed per mole of metal consumed
51 Sgas = stoichiometry of gas, moles of gas produced per mole of metal consumed
52

53 A list of possible reactions in the repository environment was compiled from a cursory literature search and the
54 use of the code REACT by Bethke (1992). REACT is a code similar to EQ3/6 using the same database provided by
55 Wolery (1992). The database was derived from "data0.3245r46" using the 1 atmosphere steam saturation curve data56
57 and the debye-huckel equations. The stable corrosion products from many of the metals were dependant on the
58 repository minerals. For example in the presence of sulfide, PbS and Ni3S2 are important corrosion products, but in
59 the presence of silicates, Ni2SiO 4 becomes important. We expect calcium to be present in both repositories so we
60 have included it in the reaction of zircaloy with water to produce CaZrO 4. Table 11-2 shows some of the reactions61

that produced oxide corrosion products and their stoichiometries. Other corrosion products include carbonates, sul-62
63 fates, sulfides, silicates, etc. The actual stoichiometries used in the calculations are averages of these and other reac-
64 dons and are given in Section 11.3. When a dominant reaction for a metal could be identified, the stoichiometry of
65 that reaction was used, otherwise a weighted average of the probable reactions was used. In this performance
66
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11. Gas Generation and Source Term Submodels

1

2 Table 11-2. Examples of Some Reactions of Waste/Container with Water*
3

4 Liquid Stoichiometry Gas Stoichiometry

65 Reaction (SH20) (Sg.,)
7
8 Reactions in absence of dissolved oxygen
9

AI + 3/2 H20 = 1/2 AI20 3 + 3/2 H2 1.5 1.510

11 C + 2 H20= CO 2 + H2 2 312
13
14 C + H20 = CO + H2 1 1
15

Steel (average): 1.7 1.1716

17 Fe + 2 H20 = Fe(OH) 2 + H2 2 118

19 Fe + 4/3 H20 = 1/3 Fe30 4 + 4/3 H2 1.3 1.320

21 Inconel (weighted average): 1.29 1.29
22

23 69% Ni + H20 + = H2 + NiO 1 1
24

25 22% Cr + 3/2 H20 = 1/2 Cr203 + 3/2 H2 1.5 1.5
26
27 9% Mo + PbO + 3 H20 = PbMoO 4 + 3 H2 3 3
28
29 Pb + H20 = PbO + H2 1 1
30
31 Ti + 2 H20 = TiO2 + 2 H2 2 2
32
33 Metal Carbide Fuel:
34
35 ThC2 + 2 H20 = ThO 2 + C2H2 + H2 2 2

36 UC2 + 2 H20 = UO2 + C2H2 + H 2 2 237

38 U.gAI4 + 7.8 H20 = .9 UO 2 + 2 AI20 3 + 7.8 H2 7.8 7.839

40 Zr + 3 H20 + Call 3 = CaZrO 3 + 2 H2 + 2H+ 3 2
41

42 Reactions in presence of dissolved oxygen
43

44 AI + 3/4 0 2 = 1/2 AI20 3 0 -.75
45

46 C + 02 = CO 2 0 -1
47
48 Fe + 1/3 02 = 112 Fe20 3 0 -.33
49
50 Ni + 1/2 0 2 + = NiO 0 -.5
51
52 Cr + 3/4 0 2 = 112 Cr20 3 0 -.75
53

Mo + PbO + 3/2 02 = PbMoO4 0 -1.554
55

Pb + 1/2 0 2 = PbO 1 -.556

57 Ti + 02 = TIO 2 0 -158

59 Zr + 02 + Ca ++ + H20 = CaZrO 3 + 2H* 1 -1
60
61

62 ° Stoichiometriesused in calculationscan be foundinTables11-3and 11-4. Oxidecorrosionproductsare shownhere,although
63 manyotherreactionswilloccur.
64
65
66
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11.1 Gas GenerationSubmodel

1 assessment, the reactions given most weight were those that occur in the absence of dissolved oxygen. This decision
2 was based on the expectation that the initial oxygen will be consumed rapidly compared to 10,000 yr and that radiol-
3 ysis will produce oxygen at a very slow rate. Since the time for initial oxygen consumption and the rate of radiolytic4

5 oxygen production have not been calculated, we cannot say how large an error is produced by neglecting the oxic
6 reactions of container materials. Further calculations are recommended to confirm or refute that the error is small.

7 The errors in the stoichiometries used in this performance assessment due to missing important anoxic reactions are

8 expected to be no more than a factor of two. This error is small in comparison to the uncertainty in the corrosion
9 reaction rates.10

11
12 Rates of Reaction. The rate of reaction for corrosion was evaluated as follows:
13

14 [ ]15 rmetal = rA * A. 1- e'l_(Ss-SBr) e -Ea/RT (11-2)
16

17 where18
19
20 rA = corrosion rate per surface area (from literature)
21 A = surface area
22

Ea = activation energy23
R = universal gas constant24

25 T = temperature
26 1- e't:t(SB -SBr ) --- exponential adjustment due to change in wetting phase (H20) saturation SBabove resid-
27 ual saturation SBr

28 ct = parameter controlling adjustment; large value approximates a step function (value of 20
29 selected based on scoping calculations reported in Appendix C).30
31 e'Ea/RT = Arhenius rate equation term
32

33 The reaction rates per surface area were taken from the literature, but often the rates were for conditions different
34 from those being considered. In addition, while overall corrosion rates were reported, often only qualitative descrip-

3s tions were given for the amount and type of localized corrosion. Thus, the analyst used professional judgment in esti-36
37 mating ranges for these rates (see Section 11-3).
38

39 Because most rates are specified as mass corroded per surface area and time, Equation 11-2 uses this method.
40

41 Also, the Arhenius equation for the rates has been incorporated into Equation 11-2 because rates can be highly i42
43 temperature dependent. However, sufficient time was not available to search for temperature-dependent corrosion
44 data. Because these data are not available for many of the reactions, a range of rates was used for these reactions with
45 the activation energy set to zero.
46
47

Some simplifications have been used in evaluating the surface area of each layer for Equation 11-2. Although the48
49 simplifications cause errors, they are small compared to the uncertainty in the corrosion rates. The surface area is
so assigned a constant value that equals the initial outside surface area of the layer within the grid block. This constant
51 value ignores the increase or decrease of the surface area as the layer corrodes and does not include the inside surface
52 area after the layer is breached. Use of the outside surface area is also equivalent to assuming that any filler materials
s3 do not "wet" the other layers and thus a small gap exists into which water may migrate.54
55
S6 Production Rates. Both the gas production rate and water consumption rate used by the fluid rates are evaluated
57 as follows (both depend upon the corrosion rate):
58

59 MWgas

60 gas production rate = rmctaI • sgas • MWmeta I (11-3)61
62
63 MW
64

water consumption rate = r_ • sn20 ° -----H2o (11-4)
65 MWmeta 1
66
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11. Gas GenerationandSourceTermSubmodels

1 where
2
3
4 rmetaI = metal corrosion rate,
5 MW = molecular weight,

6 Sgas = stoichiometry of gas,

87 SH20 = stoichiometry of liquid.

9 Equations 11-3 and 11-4 must be evaluated for each gas-producing material that is exposed to brine. Gas-pro-10
11 ducing materials are modeled as nested layers, with a layer corroding only when all outer layers are breached.
12
13
14
15 11.1.4 Interface of GASSNF with BRAGFLO_T
16

17 GASSNF requires the liquid saturation of the element as input and calculates the rate of gas generation and rate
18 of water consumption. The fully flooded rate of corrosion for each reactive substance is assumed constant over the
19 modeled time span. The model describes the corrosion and breach of nested layers of metal and can be used for any20
21 number of nested barriers. Gas generation from a layer occurs when (1) all overlying layers are breached, (2) metal
22 remains in the current layer, and (3) there is sufficient water for reaction.
23

24 To calculate the saturation of the element, BRAGFLO_T requires the rates for total gas produced and brine con-

25 sumed in each element. However, because production and consumption rates depend on saturation (Equation 11-2),26
27 GASSNF must be repeatedly called until BRAGFLO_T converges on a solution.
28

29 After convergence and at each timestep, GASSNF updates the mass of each layer in each type of waste parcel per
30 element and checks to determine its status: protected, exposed, breached, or gone. A layer is breached when its mass
31 is less than its initial mass multiplied by its "perforation fraction." The perforation fraction is a value that is input by32
33 the user and signifies the user's estimate of the fraction of material removed at time of breach:
34

35 perforation fraction = masStot - masSbreach
36 where masstot
37
38
39 masStot = original mass,
40 mass t = current mass,

41 masSbreaeh = mass remaining at breach.
42

43 Thus, breach occurs when44
45
46 masst < masStot • perforationfraction.
47

48 For example, when the userbelievesthat a material will fail by generalizedcorrosion,he/sbewill chosea perfo-
49 ration fraction close to 1. When the material is expectedto fail by localized corrosion,a value close to 0 will be cho-50
51 sen. When the material is not expectedto provideany barrier to inflow of water, the value is setto 0.
52
53 While BRAGFLO_T requires only the productionand consumptionrates for each element, the submodel must
54 keep track of the massof each layer corrodedand not allow any massesto go negative. Accordingly, the submodel
55 calculatesthe massof eachlayer that would beconsumedby Equation 11-2 in a time step. If Equation 11-2 indicates56
57 that more metal will be consumedthan remains in the layer, only the amount in the layer is allowed to be corroded.
58 Once the massof metal consumedis calculated,the massof gas producedandwater consumedis easily calculatedby
59 equationssimilar to 11-3and 11-4. The totalmassof gasproducedin the grid block is then given by:
60
61

62 MWgas

63 AMassgas = _L, _ AMaSSlayer "Sgas " MWlayer ' (11-5)64 WPs layers
65
66
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11.1 Gas Generation Submodel

1 and the production rate is given by:
2

3 AMassgas/ (11-6)
4 rate = /At •5
6
7 The important input, output, and model parameters are summarized below. The layer input parameters are con-
s stants.
9

10 Input from BRAGFLO_T: Water saturation.11
12
13 Output to BRAGFLO_T: Mass gas generation rate each time step.
14 Mass water consumption rate each time step.
15

16 Output to source term: Time of each layer breach for each waste parcel and each element.17
18
19 Model input: For each layer material:
20 m1,initial mass
21 k1,fully flooded corrosion rate
22 pr1,perforation fraction
23 SA 1,surface area24
25 Sw,l, moles of water consumed for each mole of metal corroded
26 Sh,1,moles of gas (H2) produced for each mole of metal corroded.
27

28 Model Geometry. The submodel was originally written for a grid system in which each waste parcel was totally
29 enclosed within a single grid block. The grid selected for the Complex PA, however, cuts the waste parcel into up to30
31 five horizontal sections (Figure 11-2). Using multiple grid blocks raised the dilemma of how to model the breach of
32 layers. For example, consider WP22, which spans three grid blocks. If a breach occurs near the top of the parcel,
33 water will flow into the steel canister and flood all the Hot Isostatic Press (HIP) packages. Thus, Layer 1 is techni-

34 tally breached in all three grid blocks and corrosion of Layer 2 starts in all three grid blocks. In the hypothetical salt
35 repositories, however, water flow is slow and will take some time to fill the entire containers. In addition, GASSNF36
37 does not make a distinction between a pinhole breach and a breach from generalized corrosion, which would remove
38 the entire layer. In response to these difficulties and the additional bookkeeping required to track the breaching of
39 layers in more than one grid block, we decided to model the waste parcel as three separate parcels. The mass and sur-
40 face areas of the layers in the parcel were divided in proportion to the height of the grid blocks. Thus, when Layer 141

in the top grid block is breached, the other grid blocks are not affected; the surface area of Layer 2 that is used for cor-42
43 rosion is only the fraction of the HIP package surface area that lies in the top grid block. In cases where the breach
44 times are very different in these horizontal sections, this simplification may lead to an artificially low overall gas gen-
45 eration rate. The maximum possible error that could occur is a gas production rate that is five times too low. The

46 conditions that would produce this result are highly unlikely, and we decided that this error was acceptable in light of47
the large uncertainty in the corrosion rates.48

49
50 A typical grid block containing waste is about one-half of a panel, or about five rooms. Because the waste region
51 was divided into five horizontal layers, the salt repository contains about 88 grid blocks that contain waste, with 110

52 in the granite repository.53
54
55 Simplifications for Submodel. In actual repositories, there is a distribution in the failure time of containers due
56 to variations in local temperature, saturation, chemistry, and canister properties. In our performance assessment, vari-
57 ability in saturation and temperature was incorporated at the grid-block scale only; chemical variability was not
58 incorporated. The only container property with variability is the potential for a manufacturing defect of the outermost
59 metallic layer. For this property, a single parameter--the early breach fraction--indicates the fraction of all waste60
61 parcels in the entire repository with a manufacturing defect of the outer layer that would lead to early breach of the
62 layer. The early breach time was assumed to be the start time of the run.
63

64 To properly treat variability within the repository, modeling temperature, saturation, chemist=y, and canister
65 properties should be varied at the waste package scale, not the grid-block scale. However, modeling at such a small66
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59
60 Figure 11-2. Interface of GASSNF with BRAGFLO_Z Waste Disposal Group I in salt is shown on side leg portion
61 of the logical grid for BRAGFLO_T (see Figure 12-4, example i = 11). In the complex performance
62 assessment, where the gas-generation submodel, GASSNF, interfaces with the 2-phase flow model,

63 BRAGFLO_T, the volume of gas generated in a local element is the sum calculated for each layer oJ64
65 each waste parcel in that element.
66
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1 scale creates computational problems. For example, if we took the present grid and divided each grid block into eight
2 grid blocks (i.e., one for each waste parcel type in Waste Disposal Group 1 for granite), the run time would increase
3 by a factor of between 82 to 83 (64 to 512). Thus, granite runs that now take about 2 hours would each take 5 to 434
5 days. Given 20 runs per waste disposal group, the runs would take between 3 months to 2.3 years. To become aware
S of potential problems, scoping calculations of a single canister were run (see Appendix C). Potential errors that can
7 occur because of using a large-scale grid block and neglecting repository variability are described below.
8

9 Saturation. Saturation is dependent on water consumption and gas generation, which in turn are dependent on10
11 the corrosion rate. The corrosion rate, however, is also dependent on saturation because of a function that makes a
12 smooth transition between the maximum corrosion rate (full saturation) and zero (residual saturation). Thus, a feed-
13 back loop exists, which is treated by successive iterations at each time step.
14
15

To illustrate the potential for error, consider an element that contains two waste parcel types: WP7 (Savannah16
17 River glass in a stainless steel 304L container) and WP12 (the highly enriched uranium spent fuel packed with 10 HIP

18 packages). While the single stainless steel layer of WP7 will breach quickly from stress corrosion cracking, the layer
19 consumption will proceed at a steady slow rate until it is gone. WP12 will also undergo slow consumption of the
20 stainless-steel layer, but at the time of breach due to stress corrosion cracking, the HIP packages and fuel canister will
21 also be exposed, which greatly increases the total surface area for corrosion. At that time, the rate of water consump-
23 tion and gas production will jump. Also, a jump in overall corrosion occurs when the spent fuel container and filler
24 are breached and the highly reactive aluminum and metallic fuels are exposed. The higher corrosion rates in the
25 waste package hole containing WP12 will consume the water within the borehole, thus cutting back the corrosion
26 rate; therefore the corrosion rate for WP12 will be cut back more than the rate for WP7 because of decreased satura-
27 tion.28
29
30 BecauseBRAGFLO_T calculatessaturationonan elementlevel, however,the saturationpassedto the gasmodel
31 is an averagesaturationfrom both waste packages(AVP7andWP12). Thus, the rates on both boreholeswill be cut
32 back equally, ant, the corrosionof WP]2 will be artificially high and, for WP7, artificially low. If fluid flows easily33

between waste packageboreholes, then the error will be small, but if the room/drift is relatively impermeable, then34
35 the error can be large. The error is also more pronouncedfor the elements that contain bottomsof containers than
36 thosethatcontaintopsof containerssincethetopsarehydraulically closerto oneanother. For thiscalculation, a large
37 co¢_cient, o_,is usc,Jin the exponential smoothingfunction to approximatea stepfunction. Thus, the corrosionrate
38 remains at the fully saturatedvalue until the element saturationis very close to residual saturation. (As describedin
39 Appendix C, a continuoussmoothingfunction was selectedfor estimatingthe corrosionraterather than a stepfunc-4o
41 tion to avoid numerical instability;full saturation(SB) equals! and residualsaturation(SBr) equals 0.
42

43 Temperature. Temperature-dependent corrosion rates were not used in this performance assessment, so there is
hJe effect from neglecting variability of temperature on the waste parcel scale within the repository. Including tern-

45 perature dependence c'_ ,he corrosion rates is a suggested goal for future performance assessments if the data become45
47 available.
48

49 Chemistry. Factors that would cause chemistry to vary from one waste package borehole to another are as fol-
50 lows:
51
52
53 • Differing amounts of reactants such as O2 and products such as H2 occurring because of differing corrosion

rates for the various materials.

55 • Differing amounts of reactants occurring because of differences in radiolysis.
56 • Differing chemistry as the result of different tempera_._.res;varied amounts of evaporation and alteration of

57 minerals affect the ionic strength, chloride content, and pH of pore fluids.58
59 ° Differing amounts and kinds of corrosion products forming from the different materials used in the waste par-
60 eel types.
61

82 These conditions not only are likely to vary fi om one waste package hole to another, but they are also guaranteed63
to change with time.

85
66
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 However, modeling this complex behavior was not attempted; instead, corrosion rates for each material within
2 the repository were used for the entire regulatory period. The uncertainty for all effects was taken into account by3
4 estimating ranges for fully inundated rates. Although tracking the Eh and pH of each waste parcel hole and using Eh-
5 and pH-dependent corrosion rates may improve the predictive value of the model, such tracking is likely to be diffi-
6 cult to implement and the necessary data may not be practical to obtain. Thus, further attempts to include more of
7 these natural processes are probably not appropriate, although side calculations to support corrosion rate ranges may
8 be enlightening.9

10
11 Container Variability. Varying container properties is currently impractical, because using distributions for con-
12 talner properties, such as manufacturing defects and corrosion resistance, greatly increases the execution time of the
13 submodel. The internal algorithm of GASSNF requires single values for the early breach fraction and perforation

14 fraction of each type of waste parcel. Currently the early breached containers are modeled by creating a duplicate set
15 of waste parcels with the same properties of the initially defined waste parcels, except that the outer layer is defined as16
17 breached at time 0. Thus, the current algorithm would require that a new set of waste parcels be defined for each
18 property that could vary. For example, if the early breach fraction was extended to x relevant container materials
19 instead of just the first layer, then the algorithm would be called 2x times for each waste parcel. Currently, the algo-
20 rithm is called 14 times for Waste Disposal Group 1 in salt, which has 7 waste parcel types. If early breach for the
21 lead and aluminum layers were added, the algorithm would be called 24 times. Adding a zircaloy early breach frac-22
23 tion 'ould bring it to 28.
24
25
26
27 11.1.5 Interface of GASSNF with SALFLOW and GRFLOW
28

29 GASSNF was designed as a submodel within BRAGFLO_T, which references its grid block in three dimensions
30 by the letters, i, j, and k. Since a large fraction of the repository does not contain waste, a separate grid-block number31

was as_;igned by GASSNF to the grid blocks that contain waste. A translation array between i, j, k and the GASSNF32
grid number was necessary to pass grid information such as the grid volume and grid height. For the one-dimensional

34 SALFLOW and GRFLOW, this step was not necessary, so the code was modified to eliminate this step. Also, the gas

35 generation rate required by BRAGFLO_T in units of kg/m3sec was replaced for the simple flow models with the total
38 gas generation in units of kg/sec for the time step.37
38
39 Unlike BRAGFLO_T, which calculates the saturation within the waste package holes, SALFLOW and
4o GRFLOW assume that if the fluid saturation within the drift is above 5%, then the waste package holes are fully sat-
41 urated. When the drift saturation falls below 5%, the waste package hole saturation is assumed to follow a linear
42

curve down to 0%. This saturation behavior in the waste package hole is a conservative assumption, because the4,3
resultant corrosion rates are the maximum values, the fully flooded rates. Note that this simplifying assumption not44
only greatly reduces the execution time for the flow model, but also eliminates the problem of modeling different sat-

46 urations for each waste package hole.
47

48 The simple flow models do not model the generation and transport of heat. Instead, temperature effects were
49 handled by using a range of corrosion rates for the temperature range of 25°C to 100°C, with the activation energy for50
51 corrosion set to zero.
52

53 The geometry used in the simple flow models is significantly different from the geometry used in the BRAG-
54 FLO_T calculations (Figure 11-3). Instead of five horizontal elements intersecting the waste parcels, the waste par-55

cels are all assumed to be contained within one horizontal element. Thus, the coding that divided the waste parcels56
57 mass and surface area into the five elements has been removed from the version of GASSNF that interfaces with the
58 simple flow models.
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
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27 Figure 11-3. Interface of GASSNF with fluid flow models, SALFLOW and GRFLOW. For the simple performance28
29 assessment, the gas.generation rate from GASSNF is input at the repository node of the pseudo-2-
30 phase flow codes, SALFLOW and GRFLOW.
31
32
33 11.1.6 M_telmg Assumptions for Gas Generation Subm_iel (GASSI_)
34

35 The following assumptions were made in the gas generation submodel:
36
37

* Constant rates for fully flooded conditions are used for each material.38
39 * Calculated rates are dependent on saturation near the residual saturation (SBr).
40 * Temperature-dependence of corrosion rates is included but not used.
41 • Breach of each layer is simulated.
42 * Surface area is a constant value that equals the initial outside surface area of the layer within the element.

4,3 This includes layers such as the lead filler which are not expected to "wet" Ti-Grade 12 or stainless steel44
45 304L, and thus a small gap will exist into which water may flow.
46 * Gas (H2, 0 2) from radiolysis of water is ignored, which is expected to result in a minor underestimation of the
47 total gas production and water consumption.
48
49
50

51 11.2 Source Term Submodel of Waste Emplacement Package
52

54 The source term submodel, CONCSNF, is responsible for the dissolution, sorption, and radioactive buildup and
55 decay of specified isotopes within the waste emplacement packages. (Note that the waste emplacement package
56 includes both the waste parcel and the backfill in the waste borehole between the parcel and the host rock.) The trans-
57 port code, STAFF2D in the Complex PA and CLAMVD in the Simple PA, is responsible for transporting the isotopes58

out of the pore fluid within the waste emplacement packages. Because these processes are inherently coupled,59
60 CONCSNF has been designed as a subroutine that is called by the transport computational model every time step.
61

62 For the decaycalculations,a totalof 49 isotopeswas selectedfrom the more than 160isotopeslisted in Appendix
63 A of this report; the selectionwas basedon the length of their half-lives andwhether the isotopeswere presentin
54 significant amounts (see Chapter 4). For transportmodeling and to accommodateSTAFF2D's limits in terms of65
66
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTerm Submodels

1 computational speed, 11 isotopes were drawn from the 49 isotopes used in the decay calculations (see Chapter 4).
2 The 11 isotopes selected were considered likely to exceed the regulatory limit after 1000 years, based on the original
3 inventory and decay: lic, 226Ra, 229Th, 230Th, 233U, 234U, 238U, 237Np, 239pu, 240pu, and 241Am. Because solubil-4
5 ity and sorption are properties of elements, not isotopes, the seven transport elements considered are Am, C, Np, Pu,
6 Ra, Th, and U.
7

8 The materials within the waste emplacement packages that contain radioactive isotopes are called matrices
9 herein and are listed below:10

11
12 • Glass, the borosilicate glass used to vitrify high-level waste.
13 • Glass-ceramic, one of the proposed materials used to immobilize INEL calcine.
14 • Calcine, INEL calcine that has not been immobilized.
15

• Metallic fuel, the uranium-aluminum alloy fuel, taken as representative of the highly enriched fuel stored at16
17 INEL.
18 • UO 2 fuel, the fuel of apressurizedwater reactor
19 • Metal carbide fuel, the fuel within the small particlesusedin graphitereactors.
20 • Structuralcarbon, the graphite and pyrolitic carbonusedto hold the metal carbidefuel particles. This matrix21

is included because 93% of the 14C found in the graphite fuels was formed from activation of 13C and 14N22
23 within the structural carbon and not within the microspheres used to encapsulate the fuel.
24 • Other structural materials. Although other structural materials also contain activation products, for this per-
25 formance assessment, the isotopes in these materials were treated as if they were in the fuel matrices. Includ-
26 ing these materials as separate matrices in a future performance assessment can be easily accomplished.27

• Gap inventory. Although gap inventory is not technically "in" the fuel matrix, it is treated as if it were until28
29 the time of cladding breach, when it is released instantly.
30

31 In CONCSNF, radionuclides are considered available for dissolution when all protective layers of the waste par-
32 cel are breached. The submodel conservatively assumes that the fluids within the boreholes are well mixed (at least
33 within the control volume of the element) and that the breached containers do not inhibit this mixing.34
35
36 Parameters that are input to the source term submodel from BRAGFLO_T, SALFLOW, or GRFLOW
37

38 • Breach time per layer for each type of waste parcel in each grid block.39
• Fluid saturation of the backfill within the boreholes during that time step.40

41
42

43 11.2.1 Conceptual Model of Location of Radionuclides44
45
46 CONCSNF defines five locations within the waste emplacement packages where the isotopes may reside (Figure
47 11-4):
48

49 Location Description50
51
52 1,2 In up to two matrices.
53 3 As a precipitate within the canister.
54 4 Dissolved within the pore fluid in the borehole.55 5 Absorbed onto the borehole backfill.56
57
58 Isotopes are released at each location as follows (Figure 11-4):
59

60 1,2 Matrices. Initially, all radionuclide inventory resides in the matrix(es). Within spent fuel matrices, such61
as UO 2, some separation of radionuclides from the bulk matrix into grain boundaries or the gap between62

63 the matrix and the cladding may have occurred. The fraction of each radionuclide that has migrated into
64 these locations will be called the quick release fraction. Other than the quick release fraction, the
65 remaining radionuclides are assumed to be homogenous within the matrix. At breach of the protective
66
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65 Figure ]1-4. Locations of radionuclides that CONCSNF monitors within the waste emplacement package.
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 layers, the quick release fraction of the radionuclides is immediately moved into the precipitate loca-
2 tion, from which the radionuclides may dissolve up to their solubility limit. This movement of3
4 "released" radionuclides into the precipitate location prior to dissolution has been adopted for conve-
5 nience only. It allows separation of the process that exposes the radionuclide from the actual dissolution
6 which is solubility limited. For the bulk matrix, the process that exposes the radionuclides is dissolution
7 or alteration of the matrix.
8
9

10 To keep the subroutine simple, we have chosen to model alteration of each matrix as occurring by one
11 of two mechanisms: (1) constant-rate alteration for the thermodynamically unstable matrices or (2) sol-

12 ubility-limited dissolution for the stable matrices. Constant alteration rates are used for glass, glass-
13 ceramic, carbon, calcine, metal carbide, and metal fuels. (While the rate of alteration is kinetically con-

14 trolled for most of the matrices, all other processes are assumed to be controlled by chemical equilib-15
16 rium.) We have used constant alteration rates in the model for computational speed only. Alteration
17 reactions usually exhibit an initial rate followed by a long-term rate. The long-term rate may differ
18 from the initial rate for many reasons including a change in the pH, a buildup of dissolved alteration
19 products, and a buildup of a semi-protective coating of alteration products. When possible, we have
20 used the long-term rates when estimating the range of alteration rates.21
22
23 The mineral portion of glass-ceramic was not modeled separately for this performance assessment,
24 though it is stable and technically should be treated separately from the unstable glass portion. Cur-
25 rently, the radionuclide inventory cannot be listed separately for each phase because the partitioning of
26 isotopes between phases is highly dependent on the batch composition, calcine particle size, and tern-27
28 perature and pressure history of the material.
29
30 The calcine has been modeled with a fast constant rate because of its small particle size and its observed
31 fast leach rates.
32
33
34 The solubility limit for UO 2 was used based on the assumption that by the time the UO 2 matrix is
35 exposed, the repository environment will have become reducing enough that UO 2 is the stable phase.
36

37 3 Precipitate. Each element is released into the pore fluid up to its solubility limit. All pore fluid within
38 the waste package borehole and within the local waste element is assumed to be available for dissolu-39
40 tion. When more than one isotope exists for an element (e.g., uranium), each isotope is dissolved in
41 proportionto its relative abundance. (This processis performed only for the transportelements: Am, C,
42 Np, Pu, Ra, Th, and U.)
43

44 4 Pore Fluid. The CONCSNF routines model the equilibration of radionuclides between precipitate, pore45
46 fluid, and backfill. Removal of the radionuclides from the waste emplacement package borehole by dif-
47 fusion and/or advection is modeled by the transport codes, STAFF2D or CLAMVD. Note that the

48 transport code does not necessarily remove all the isotopes of each of the seven transport elements.
49 However, because dissolution and adsorption are elemental processes, the removal of sister isotopes not
50 transported by STAFF2D or CLAMVD must be modeled by CONCSNF; failure to do so results in arti-51
52 ficial suppression of the dissolution of the transported isotopes. Consequently, CONCSNF removes the
53 "nontransported" isotopesin proportionto the amount of a specified transportedsister isotope; the PA
54 analyst assigns which transported isotope the nontransported isotope will mimic.
55

56 5 Borehole Backfill-Buffer. Elements are absorbed or released in proportion to the concentration within57
58 the pore fluid. Once again, the relative abundance of the isotopes of each element is used to scale the
59 adsorption of individual isotopes.
6O
61
62
63

65
66
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11.2 SourceTerm Submodelof Waste EmplacementPackage

1 11.2.2 Mathematical/Computational Model2
3
4 The main algorithm of CONCSNF calculates the radionuclide release for a single canister given a single set of
5 saturations and containment failure time.
6

7 Release of radionuclides is described by two coupled processes: mobilization and transport. The mobilization

8 step is limited for most nuclides by their solubilities and the volume of water available to the waste form in a time9
10 step. For very soluble nuclides, their mobilization is limited by the rate at which the matrix, in which they are con-
11 tained, is dissolved or altered. A fraction of the soluble nuclides are available for immediate release on breach of con-
12 tainment.
13

14 Transport affects the mobilization stage in that it determines the volume of water available to the waste form in a15
16 time step. The transport of radionuclides may be divided into the two scales as modeled by the transport codes and by
17 CONCSNF. CONCSNF is responsible for transport within the computational grid of the transport codes. The grid-
18 ding is different for the two transport codes, (see Sections 11.1.4 and 11.1.5 for the model geometries), but in each
19 case, transport up the waste emplacement package borehole is modeled by the transport code, and radial transport
20 within the waste emplacement package borehole is modeled by CONCSNF. In most scenarios, radionuclides will21
22 dissolve into fluids filling a partially failed container and release from the container is determined by the rate of diffu-
23 sion through the breach in the container. Depending on the mode of failure, the size of the container breach can range
24 from a pinhole to the entire surface area of the container. Small holes have been calculated to reduce the release from
25 the container by orders of magnitude (Romero et al., 1991; Nilsson et al., 1991; McKinley et al., 1992).26
27
28 Given the uncertainty in the breach size, we decided to use the conservative approach adopted by several others
29 (KBS, 1983; Nagra, 1985). Once breached, the container is assumed to offer no resistance to transport. Once at the
30 container surface, radionuclides can then be transported through the 0.3-m of backfill out to the waste emplacement

31 package borehole boundary mainly by diffusion. We have assumed that the host rock in the immediate vicinity of the32
waste emplacement package borehole is not significantly disturbed by the drilling of the waste emplacement package33

34 borehole, and given the low permeability and low porosity of both salt and granite, the advective and diffusive trans-
35 port into the host rock will be minor compared to transport up the borehole. Based in these assumptions, we have
36 neglected any transport into the host rock. (This is a significant departure from other studies in granite which show
37 diffusion into the granite [e.g., Skagius and Neretnieks, 1986, and Birgersson and Neretnieks, 1990]. However,
38 Neretnieks, 1991, also reports that because diffusion through intact granite is very slow, one meter of intact granite is39
40 sufficient to effectively isolate two regions.) Finally, to make the code very fast, we decided not to model the diffu-
41 sion from the waste form to the waste emplacement package borehole boundary, but instead assume instant diffusion
42 within the backfill-buffer surrounding the waste parcel. This assumption is very conservative, and the result is an ear-

43 lier time for the radionuelide plume to reach the drift. This assumption is especially conservative for estimating the44
releases of short-lived isotopes at early times. At later times, when a quasi-steady state is likely to be achieved, this45

46 assumption is likely to cause little error for long-lived isotopes.
47

48 Because the total inventory of each nuclide is not constant (due to the decay process), the total inventory is calcu-
49 lated from the inventory at an initial reference time, using input decay chains and half-lives.50
51
52 The parameters for each of the 49 isotopes, i, are treated as constants:
53

54 tlt2i = half-life,
55 daughter i = decay daughter, if daughter is not stable,56
57 tOwaste -- reference time for the inventory data,
58 Inv0i,waste = inventory in curies in each waste type at t0waste.
59

6o The parameters for each of the seven transport elements, e, are treated as constants:
61

62 Se - Solubility in repository pore fluids,63
64 GFe, matrix = Gap fraction in each matrix,
65
66
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 Kde = Adsorptioncoefficient in relevant materials. (Only saltand
2 bentonitewere usedin thisstudy; future work may consider
3 corrosionproducts.)4
5
6 At each time step and for each type of waste parcel per grid block, CONCSNF performs the following steps (Fig-
7 ure 11-5; see also Figure 11-4):
8
9

1. Updates the liquid volume within the waste emplacement package based on the time step's borehole satura-10
11 don.
12 2. Calculates the radioactive buildup and decay of all 49 isotopes in all locations and updates the isotope masses
13 to the end of the time step.

14 3. Recalculates the mass fraction of each isotope within each matrix and the relative abundance of each isotope
15 for each element released from the matrix into the precipitate, liquid, and backfill.16
17 4. Updates the amount of each isotope for the seven transport elements and the UO 2 matrix in the pore fluid
18 based on the amount added or removed by the transport code during the last time step. Saves this amount of
19 each isotope for use in Step 9.

20 5. Checks to see if any matrix within the parcel is exposed by the breach of the layers covering it. If no matrices21
22 are exposed, the model skips to the next parcel. If a matrix is exposed since the last time step, the quick
23 release fraction of eachisotopeis moved from the matrix to theprecipitatelocation.
24

" I///2827 "_-_ -Z"__---..-"CZ "_ - /
29 / --"'_ _ "_)'- --

/// /_//"-J_ .... "--'--"--'-"- _ :-._1 RockZone I
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57

58 * SeveralAssumptionsNecessarytoSpecifyMovementthroughBackfill.BufferCap59
60 TRI-6342-3800-0
61

62 Figure 11-5. General interface between source term submodel and transport model. The interface accounts for the63
movement of radionuclides out of and into the waste emplacement package. (Note that the disturbed64

65 rock zone was not modeled for this performance assessment.)
66
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11.2 SourceTermSubmodelof Waste EmplacementPackage

1 6. Calculates the amount of matrix that either is dissolved or altered within the time step and updates the pore
2 fluid concentration of UO2.
3 7. Based on the mass of matrix altered in Step 6 and the mass fraction of each isotope in the matrix calculated in4
5 Step 3, moves the appropriate amount of each isotope from the matrix to the precipitate.
6 8. Equilibrates all isotopes of the seven transport elements among the precipitate, pore fluids, and backfill using
7 (a) the solubilities and Kd's of the elements and (b) the relative abundance of each isotope as calculated in

8 Step 3.
9 9. Calculates the "amount dissolved during this time step" per isotope for each of the seven transport elements10

11 by subtracting the amount calculated in Step 8 from the amount calculated in Step 4. The values calculated
12 here axe passed onto the transport code.
i3

14 I
15
is 11.2.3 Interface of CONCSNF with STAFF2D
17

18 The interface between CONCSNF and STAFF2D involves injection of the isotopes into the borehole surround-

19 ing the waste parcel in each element. Like the BRAGFLO T calculations (Section 11 1), this model treats each sec-20 - "
21 don of a waste emplacement package within an element as a separate package. In this interface, CONCSNF provides
22 STAFF2D with a mass injection rate, and STAFF2D performs the transport out of the borehole (i.e., advection and
23 diffusion) (Figure 11-6; see also Figure 11-5).
24

25 After STAFF2D calculates advection and diffusion, it returns the average concentration of each isotope for the26
27 entire element (Figure 11-6). CONFSNF, which needs the value for the mass per isotope removed from each bore-
28 hole, stores this average grid-block concentration and the concentrations that CONCSNF calculated for each bore-
29 hole, and then assumes that the fractional change in each borehole is equal to the fractional change in the average
30 element concentration. The model also assumes that the concentration within the pore fluid of the intact rock is zero.
31 CONCSNF then calculates new borehole concentrations and the mass change in the borehole liquid for each isotope.32
33
34 The interface is performed using the following steps (Figure 11-6):
35

36 1. At the end of the call to CONCSNF during the last time step, CONCSNF saved both the concentrations
37 within each waste package borehole and also the average concentrations within the element.38
39 2. After the call to CONCSNF in the last time step, isotopes were transported by STAFF2D into or out of the
40 element.

41 3. At the beginning of this time step, STAFF2D calls CONCSNF and passes it the new concentrations in the ele-
42 ment.
43

4. Using the information saved in Step 1 and received in Step 3, CONCSNF calculates new waste package pore44
45 concentrations and saves them for use in Step 6.
46 5. CONCSNF dissolves matrices and re-equilibrates the precipitates, pore fluids, and backfill, producing new
47 waste package pore concentrations.
48 6. CONCSNF subtracts the concentrations saved in Step 4 from the new concentrations calculated in Step 5 and

49 reports the amount of each isotope that was added to the fluid during the time step to STAFF2D.5o
51
,52 In CONCSNF, the volume of the liquid within the borehole is an important variable. The liquid volume is esti-
53 mated as the product of the physical volume of the borehole times the porosity of the backfill times the saturation of
54 the backfill. Because BRAGFLO_T calculates the bulk saturation for the entire element, a method was needed to
55
`56 estimate the saturation within the backfill-buffer. Because the permeability of the backfill was much larger than that
`57 of the intact host rock, it was decided to use the assumption that changes to the bulk saturation of the element are due
`58 entirely to changes in the saturation of the backfill-buffer, i.e., the saturation of the intact host rock does not vary.
s9 BRAGFLO_T uses this assumption to calculate the average saturation of all waste package boreholes in the element.
60 Thus, although CONCSNF is designed to use the individual saturations in each waste package borehole, only the61
62 average saturations axe available.
63
64
65
66
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59
60 Figure 11-6. Interface of CONCSNF with STAFF2D. Waste Disposal Group I shown on a logical grid for one room
61 in $TAFF2D model. For the complex performance assessment, the interface between the source term
62 submodel, CONCSNF, and the transport model, STAFF2D, is through the average concentration of

63 radionuclides in an element. This value is the average of the concentrations calculated for the pore64
65 fluid in the backfill of each portion of the waste emplacement package and the host rock.
66
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11.2 SourceTermSubmodelof Waste EmplacementPackage

1 Future studies may be required to assess the error that is introduced by averaging the saturation, since we expect

2 that the saturation within the backfill-buffer will respond relatively quickly to brine consumption and gas generation
3 from corrosion of the waste parcels, while saturation within the intact rock will change very slowly. Also, waste par-4
5 cels with differing amounts of the more reactive materials (e.g., aluminum, steel, metal carbides) will consume brine
6 and generate gas at significantly different rates. We expect, however, the error to be small in granite where the satura-
7 tion is more uniform throughout the waste region.
8
9

10
11 11.2.4 Interface of CONCSNF with CLAMVD
12

13 CLAMVD is the transport model that is used for the Simple PA for both the salt and granite repositories.14
is CLAMVDuses a singledimensionarrayof driftlegs (Figure11-7)comparedto the two-dimensionalmeshof
16 STAFF2D.InCLAMVD,the transportof isotopesoutof the WEPholes is communicatedto CONCSNFas the
i7 molesof the isotoperemovedfromtheWEPhole. Thisinformationis mucheasierforCONSNFtousethanthecon-
iS centrationinformationpassedfromSTAFF2D.Theinterfaceof CONCSNTwithCLAMVDusesthefollowingsteps:19
20
21 1. At the endof thecallto CONCSNFduringthe lasttimestep,CONCSNFsavedthemolesperisotopeineach
22 location for each waste package.
23 2. In the last time step, CLAMVD calculated the transport of isotopes between the waste package borehole and
24 the room/drift.
25
26
27
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62 Figure 11-7. Interface of CONCSNF with CLAMVD. For the simple performance assessment, the interface between
the source term submodel, CONCSNF, and the transport model, CLAMVD, is through the moles
injected by dissolution during the timestep into the pore fluid of the backfill-buffer around each waste65
parcel and the moles removed by diffusion from the pore fluid of the waste package hole.
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubrnodels

1 3. At the beginning of this time step, CLAMVD calls CONCSNF and passes it the moles for each isotope that
2 were removed per waste package during the last time step.
3 4. CONCSNF subtracts the moles of each isotope removed from the moles in the pore fluid and saves this new4
5 value.
6 5. CONCSNF dissolves matrices and equilibrates the precipitates, pore fluids, and backfill, computing moles in
7 eachlocation.

8 6. CONCSNF subtracts the moles in the fluid stored in Step 4 from the moles in the fluid calculated in Step 5 to
9 obtain the moles that dissolved or desorbed into the fluid during the time step, which it then reports to10

11 CLAMVD.
12
13
14
is 11.2.5 Summary of Modeling Assumptions
16

17 • The submodel conservatively assumes that the fluids within the boreholes are well mixed (at least within the
18 control volume of the grid block) and that the breached containers do not inhibit this mixing.19

• The radionuclide inventory in the matrix(es) of the waste form is assumed to be released congruently as the20
21 matrix alters except for the quick release fraction of each isotope, which is released instantly at the time of

matrix exposure. Released radionuclides are moved to the precipitate location from which they may dissolve
23 up to their solubility limit.
24 . The concentration within the pore fluid of the intact rock is zero.25

• Saturation of pore fluid is assumed to be the same within all waste package boreholes of an element because26
27 the fluid flow code, BRAGFLO_T, calculates saturations for an element and does not track individual waste
28 package boreholes within the element.

• The temperature dependence of solubility is not directly modeled but is included in large solubility ranges.
30 • Pore space within the degraded container is not included in waste package hole pore volume.31

• Matrix alteration occurs from one of two simplified mechanisms: solubility limited dissolution or constant

rate alteration.
• The surface areas of each matrix used in alteration rate calculations are set to the original outside area and not

changed with time. When the surface area is uncertain, for example with fractured glass, the simple outside
36 area is used and the uncertainty in the surface area is added to the uncertainty in the alteration rate.
37

• Adsorption onto corrosion products is ignored.38
39 • Mixing within the control volume used by CONCSNF is assumed to be instantaneous, i.e., degraded waste
40 parcel layers and backfill-buffer offer no barrierto immediate transport out to the edge of the waste package
41 hole.
42
4,3
44

45 11.3 Modeling Parameters for Gas Generation and Source Term Submodels46
47
46 The time constraints imposed on this project meant that parameters for the gas generation and source term sub-
,to models for this performance assessment were chosen without the benefit of an exhaustive review of the literature.
so Instead, recently published literature, review articles, and personal communications with experts were used as guid-
51 ance in making decisions about parameter values and their ranges. A discussion of the reasoning behind decisions
S2 regarding parameter values for these submodels is provided below.53
54
55 Tables of these parameter values are provided as follows: GASSNF parameters for the salt repository (Table
56 11-3) and the granite repository (Table 11-4); CONCSNF parameters for the salt repository (Table 11-5) and the gran-

57 ite repository (Table 11-6).58
59
60
m 11.3.1 Corrosion Parameters
62
6,3
64 The corrosion parameters were used by both the gas generation and source term submodels. Because informa-
65 tion about corrosion rates and perforation fractions was not available for most parameters, loguniform distributions
66
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o_ Table U-3. GASSNF Model Parameters for Salt Repository

Record Disffit_M_on
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:*

Aluminum element

2098 CorEn Activationenergyfor corrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2097 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2_Nubi_ control 0.01_+00 none Con_nt St(K_man, analyst
decision

2051 CoR_te Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-07 1.00e-08 1.00e-06 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst
d_ion

2184 PerFrac Fraction of matedalremovedat perfora- 5.00e-01 none Constant Stockman,analyst
tion decision _

2064 MW MolecularWeight 2.70e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991

2079 StNcH20 StNchiometn/: moles of H20 per moles 1.50e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst _.
of metal decision _--5"

2078 StoicGas Stoichiometry: moles gas per moles of 1o50e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst ©

metal decision

Graphite _.
2104 CorEn Activationenergy for corrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst (_

decision -"O
,-s

2103 CorrMede 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2=,_lubili_/control 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst ff_
decision o)

G)
2113 CoRate Corrosion rate of material 1.00e-20 1.00e-22. 1.00e-18 kg/m:'s Loguniform Stockman, analyst _=

decision

2186 PerFrac Fractionof materialremovedat perfora- 0.00e-00 none Constant Stockman, analyst 5"
tion decision _

2067 MW MolecularWeight 1.20e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991 "CO
O

2085 StocH20 Stoichiomet_]: moles of H20 per moles 2.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst c
of meta decision Re

2084 StoicGas StoichiometN: moles gas per moles of 3.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst _
metal decision :3Go

c:
CT

" * Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision." o," o)
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Table 11-3. GASSNF Model Parameters for Salt Repository (Continued)

go

Record Distribution _)
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:*

Q

Incone1625
0

2319 CorEn Activationenergyfor corrosion 0 none Constant Stockman,analyst =
decision =

2317 CorrMode O=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 0 none Constant Stockman,analyst o°_
decision cR

(I)

2318 CoRate Corrosion rate of material 1.000e-11 1.000e-14 1.000e-08 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst
decision _]

2316 PerFrac Fractionof matedalremovedat perfora- 0.001 0 1.000e-01 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst u)r-

tion decision _-
2061 MW MolecularWeight 5.870e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991 o¢Z

(i)

2075 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 per moles 1.300e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
of metal decision

2074 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas per molesof 1.300e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
metal decision

Lead element

2094 CorEn Activationenergyfor corrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2093 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2112 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-09 1.00e-10 1.00e-08 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman, analyst
decision

2179 PerFrac Fractionof materialremovedat perfora- 1.00e-02 1.00e-03 1.00e-01 none Loguniform Stockman, analyst
tion decision

2060 MW MolecularWeight 2.07e+02 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991

2073 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 per moles 1.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
of metal decision

2072 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas per molesof 5.00e-01 none Constant Stockman,analyst
metal decision

* Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision."
_O
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Table11-3.GASSNFModelParametersforSaltRepository(Continued)Record Distribution
No. Parameter Parameter Det,cflption Median Range Unlts Type Sources In:*

Metal Carbide Fuel (Uraniumand Thorium)

2105 CorEn Activation energy for corrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2088 Cor_ocle 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2._olubil_ control 1.01_+I_ none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2111 CoRate Corrosionrateof matedal 1.00c-09 1/s Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2187 PerFrac Fraction of matedal removed at pedora- 0.t_+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
tion decision

Co

2068 MW Molecular Weight 2.5_+02 g/mole Constant Lide, Ed., 1991

2087 StoicH20 Stoichiometry: molesof H20 per moles 2.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst o
of metal decision _=.

2086 StoicGas Stoichiomet_: moles gas per moles of 2._+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst ©
metal decision

3
Stainless Steel 3041.

(I)

2096 CorEn Activation energy for corrosion O.OOe+O0 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision O

2095 Con_t¢_ 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2=solubiliN control 0.01_+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst _
decision m

2053 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.01_-10 1.00e-ll 1.00e-09 k_/m_s Loguniform Stockman, analyst _
decision

2182 PerFmc Fraction of matedal m_v_l at pedora- 5.0_-03 5.00e-04 5.00e-02 none Logunitorm Stockman, analyst =o
tion decision

2063 MW MolecularWeight 5.5_+01 g/mole Constant Lide, Ed., 1991 _"
O

2077 StoicH20 StoichiometnJ:molesof H20 permoles 1.70e+00 none Constant Stockman,anslyst
of metal decision _

2076 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas permolesof 1.17e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst e-I
metal decision _

O"
3

'-" Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluestromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision." o• Q.
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'_ Table 11-3. GASSNF Model Parameters for Salt Repository (Continued)

Record Distribution O
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:* :_

(0

Stainless Steel of HIPs
2173 CorEn Activation energy forcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst o

decision =

2074 CorrMode 0---kg/m2s1=1Is 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst "
decision ou)

r-

2172 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-10 1.00e-ll 1.00e-09 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman, analyst
decision e_!

2183 PerFrac Fractionof matedalremovedat perfora- 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst _]
tion decision u)

£:

2176 MW Molecular Weight 5.58e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991 _-
2178 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:moles of H20 per moles 1o70e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst o

of metal decision (=

2177 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas per molesof 1.17e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
meta= decision

The first container placed around the waste form
2055 EBFrac Earlybreachfraction(TimeZero) 5.00e-03 0.00+00 1.00e-02 none Uniform Stockman,analyst

decision

Titanium (TI-Grade 12)
2312 CorEn Activationenergy forcorrosion 0 none Constant Stockman,analyst

decision

2314 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1Is 2=solubilitycontrol 0 none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2052 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 5.00e-12 5.000e-14 5.000e-10 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst
decision

2313 PerFrac Fractionof matedalremovedat perfora- 0.05 0 1 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
tion decision

2059 MW MolecularWeight 4.788e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991
2071 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 per moles 2.000e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst

of metal decision

t:::1 2070 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas permolesof 2.000e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
metal decisiont'3

O"
* Seediscussioninthisseclionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision."
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Table 11-3. GASSNF Model Parameters for Salt Repository (Continued)

Record Distribution
No. Parents" Parameter _dp_n Median Range Units Type Sources In:*

_O

Uranium Aluminide

2100 CorEn Activationenergyforcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2099 Con'Mcxle I_-k_m2s 1=1/s 2---solubili_control 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2180 CoRate Corrosion rate of matedal 1.00e-06 kg/m2s Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2181 PerFrac Fraction of matedal removal at per_ora- 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
tion decision

2065 MW Molecular Weight 3.22e+02 g/mole Constant Lide, Ed., 1991 _

2081 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 permoles 7.80e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst co
of metal decision o

Q.

2080 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas permolesof 7.80e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
metal decision ©=

Ziracloy cladding around nuclear fuel
2102 CorEn Activationenergyforcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst

decision
(I)

2101 Con'Mode 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2=_olubili_]control 0.00c:_-00 none Constant Stockman, analyst _
decision 6"

2114 CoRate Corrosion rate of matedal 1.00e-ll kg/m2s Constant Stockman, analyst _=
decision o)

G)
2185 PerFrac Fraction of matedal removal at pe_ora- 0.00e+l_ none Constant Stockman, analyst •

tion decision
2066 MW Molecular Weight 9.12e+01 g/mole Constant Lide, Ed., 1991 6"

2083 StoicH20 Stoichiometry: moles of H20 per moles 2.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst =
of metal decision =

2082 StoicGas Stoichiometry: molesgas per molesof 3.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst o
metal decision R

• Seediscussionin thissectionfor valuesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision." _]
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Table 11-4. GASSNF Model Parameters for Granite Repositoryoo G3
fB

Record Distribution Q
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:* ::

(I)
-,i

Aluminum element o
2098 CorEn Activationenergyforcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst =

decision =a.
2097 CorrMode O=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol O.OOe+O0 none Constant Stockman,analyst oU_

decision c

2051 CoRate Corrosionrate of matedal 1.00e-09 1.00e-10 1.00e-08 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst m

decision

2184 PerFrac Fractionof matedalremovedat perfora- 5.00e-01 none Constant Stockman, analyst
tion decision _"

2064 MW MolecularWeight 2.70e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991 oo
2079 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 permoles 1.50e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst _"

of metal decision

2078 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas per molesof 1.50e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
metal decision

Graphite

2104 CorEn Activationenergyforcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2103 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2113 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-20 1.00e-22 1.00e-18 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst
decision

2186 PerFrac Fractionof matedalremovedat perfora- 0.00e-00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
tion decision

2067 MW MolecularWeight 1.20e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991

2085 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 permoles 2.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
of metal decision

2084 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas permolesof 3.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
t_

metal decision

_r'
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Table 11-4. GASSNF Modd Parameters for Granite Repository (Continued)
Et

_" Record Distribution
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:*

_O

Lead element

2094 CorEn Activation energyforcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stock_,an,analyst
decision

2093 CorrM_:le 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2_olubiliN control 0.0_+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2112 CoRate Corrosion rate of matedal 1.00e_-09 1.00e- 10 1.00e-08 kg/m2s Logun_orm Stockman, analyst
decision

2179 PerFrac Fraction of matedal removal at _dora- 1.00e-02 1.01_03 1.00_-01 none Loguniform Stockman, analyst
tion decision

(_

2060 MW Molecular Weight 2o07e+02 g/mole Constant Ude, Ed., 1991

2073 StoicH20 Stoichiometry: moles of H20 per moles 1.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst ,,,°
of metal decision ---.

2072 StoieGas StoichiometN: moles gas per moles of 5.00e-01 none Constant Stockman, analyst ©-o

metal decision

Metal Carbide Fuel (Uranium and Thodum) ,-e.

2105 CorEn Activation energy for corrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst _m
decision -"0

2088 CorO_tode 0=kg/m_ 1=1/s 2_._lubili_] control 1.0_+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst =if)
decision =

2111 CoRate Corrosion rote of matedal 1.01_-09 1Is Constant Stockman, analyst =m
decision =

2187 PerFrac Fractionof materialremovedat perfora- 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
tion decision _

2068 MW MolecularWeight 2.56e+02 g/mole Constant Lide, Ed., 1991 u)°"
O

2087 StocH20 Stoichi_,rnet_]: moles of H20 per moles 2.01_+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst N
of metal decision m

2086 StoicGas Stoichiomet_: moles gas per moles of 2.0t_+1_! none Constant Stockman, analyst _
metal decision 3(n

t--.
CT
3

"See discussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision." oQ.
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_o Table 11-4. GASSNF Model Parameters for Granite Repository (Continued)o Q

m

Record Distribution w

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:* •
(D

Calcine J-P
2120 Corl::n O=kg/m_ I=I/s 2=solubili_control 1.00e+O0 none Constant Stockman,analyst 5"

decision
m

2122 CoRate Corrosion rate of material 4.00e-07 1/s Constant Stockman,analyst _.
decision r.n

0
c:

Incone1625
2319 CorEn Activation energy for corrosion 0 none Constant Stockman, analyst ¢=

decision 3I

2317 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 0 none Constant Stockman, analyst _]00decision car
2318 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 3.162e-13 1.000e-14 1.000e-ll kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst :1

Odecision o.
(D

2316 PerFrac Fractionof matedalremovedat perfora- 0.001 0 1.000e-01 none Cumulative Stockman, analyst _"
tion decision

2061 MW MolecularWeight 5.870e+01 g/mole Constant LJde,Ed., I_91
2075 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 permoles 1.300e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst

of metal decision

2074 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas per molesof 1.300e+00 none Constant Stockman, qnalys_
metal decision

Stainless Steel 304L
2096 CorEn Activationenergy forcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst

decision

2095 CorrMode 0=-kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2053 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-13 1.00e-15 1.00e-ll kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman, analyst
decision

2182 PerFrac Fractionof matedalremovedat perfora- 5.00e-06 5.00e-08 5.00e-04 none Loguniform Stockman, analyst
tion decision

2063 MW MolecularWeight 5.58e+01 g/mole Constant Lide, Ed., 1991
2077 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 per moles 1.70e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst

of metal decision

2076 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas permolesof 1.17e+00 none Constant Stockman, analystt'3
metal decision

• Seediscussionin thissectionforvaluesfromsource,=Stockman,analystdecision."
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Table 11-4. GASSNF Model Parameters for Granite Repository (Continued)f_

o- DIMxibution
Record

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:*)..,.

Stainless Steel of HIPs
2173 CorEn Activationenergyforcorrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst

decision

2074 CorrMode O=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol O.OOe+O0 none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2172 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-13 1.00e-15 1.00e-ll kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman, analyst
decision

2183 PerFrac Fractionof materialremove_ =itperfora- O.OOe+O0 none Constant Stockman,analyst
tion decision

2176 MW MolecularWeight 5.58e+01 g/mole Constant Ude, Ed., 1991
2178 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 per moles 1.70e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst ¢o

of metal decision
2177 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas per molesof 1.17e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst o

metal decision _=

The first container placed around the waste form ©-o
4267 EBFrac Eady breachfraction(Time ,_'.ero) 5.00e-03 0.00+00 1.00e-02 none Uniform Stockman, analyst m.,

decision m3
Uranium Aluminide Qa)

2100 CorEn Activation energy for corrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
decision -"O-,z

2099 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2_-solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst Q
decision ==

2180 CoRate Corrosionrate of matedal 1.00e-07 kg/rn2s Constant Stockman, analyst
decision

2181 PerFrac Fractionof materialremovedat perfora- 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst
tion decision o

2065 MW MolecularWeight 3.22e+02 g/mole Constant Ude, Ed., 1991 ==
2081 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 per moles 7.80e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst o.or)

of metal decision co
2080 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas permolesof 7.80e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst Re

metal decision e-i

O3
* Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision." =--
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Table 11-4. GASSNF Model Parameters for Granite Repository (Continued) O

9)

Record Distribution caQ
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:*

Q

Zirscloy cladding around nuclear fuel
2102 CorEn Activationenergyfor corrosion 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst o_

decision m:a
2101 CorrMode O=kg/m2s1-1/s 2=solubilitycontrol O.OOe+O0 none Constant Stockman, analyst Q-O)

decision o
c::

2114 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-12 kg/n_s Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2185 PerFrac Fractionof materialremovedat perfora- 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
tion decision u)

¢::

2066 MW MolecularWeight 9.12e+01 g/mole Constant Lide,Ed., 1991 o-::l
2083 StoicH20 Stoichiometry:molesof H20 per moles 2.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst o

of metal decision G')

2082 StoicGas Stoichiometry:molesgas per molesof 3.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
metal decision

° Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision."
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Table 11-5. CONCSNF Model Parameters for Salt Repositoryf_

Record Distribution
No. Parameter Pammter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:*

Americium element

4 LogSolM Log radionuclide solubility -9.00e+00 1.33e+01 1.50e-01 IogMolar Cumulative Trauth et al., 1992

Borosilicate glass

2119 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1/s 2---solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
d_is_n

2054 CoRate Corrosion rate of material 1.00e-09 1.00e-12 1.00e-06 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst
decision

Carbon element _,
.,,k

4301 LogSolM Logradionuclidesolubility 1.00e+00 IogMolar Constant Stockman,analyst
decision _:

O

Cesium element

2329 LogSolM Log radionuclide solubility 7.900e-01 IogMolar Constant U.S. DOE, 1986b _3-

Glass ceramic product of hot isostatic press of INEL high level waste =_

2123 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1Is 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst 3
decision ca

2058 CoRate Corrosion rate of material 1.00e-10 1.01_-12 1.0_-08 kg/m_ Logun_om'_ Stockman, analyst _
decision ",

Graphite

2103 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1Is 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst :3decision ca

2113 CoRate Corrosion rate of matedN 1.00_-20 1.00e-22 1.00e-18 kg/m2s Logun_orm Stockman, analyst _O
decision =

-,I
Lead element _-

(n
2324 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -1.515e+01 IogMolar Constant Brunoand Sellin, c°

1992 ca

3
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Table U-5. CONCSNF Modd Parameters for Salt Re_tory (Continued)4x O
m

Record D_ O
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:* e

O

Metal Carbide Fuel (Uranium and Thorium)
O

2088 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubiUtycontrol 1.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst :_

2111 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-09 1.00e-12 1.00e-08 1Is Constant Stockman,analyst u)O

Q

Neptunium element
692 LogSolM Logradionuclidesolubility -6.99e+00 -1.55e+01 -1.92e+01 IogMolar Cumulative Trauthet aL, 1992 _]

cnNickel element c
¢T

2328 LogSolM LOgmdion_l_ solubility 4.701_+00 Iog_lar Constant Bruno and _t_, 03
1992 _

Palladium element

2330 LogSolM Logradionuclidesolubility -5.820e+00 IogMolar Constant BrunoandSellin,
1992

Plutonium element

732 LogSoli Logmdionuclidesolubility -9.22e+00 -1.66e+01 -3.26e+01 IogMolar Cumulative Trauthet al., 1992

Radium element

817 LogSolM Logmdionuclidesolubility 1.04e+00 3.00e-01 1.26e+00 IogMolar Cumulative Tmuthet al., 1992

Calcine: Solids from oxidation of INEL high level liquid wastes from reprocessing SNF

2120 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1Is 2=solubUitycontrol 1.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2122 CoRate Corrosionrate of matedal 4.00e-07 1/s Constant Stockman,analyst
derision

Samarium element

2331 LogSolM Logradionuclidesolubility -3.150e+00 iogMolar Constant Brur'_ andSellin,
1992

t_
"See discussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,=Stockman,analystdecision."

t_
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Table 11-5. CONCSNF Model Parameters for Salt Repesilory (Confirmed)
9

No. Parameter Pam,'wmler0escription Median Range Units Type Sources In:*_O
_O

_' Technetium element

2326 LogSolM Logradionudidesolubility -7.700e+00 IogMolar Cmmtant Brunoand SeUin,1992

868 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -1.00e+01 -1.53e+01 -5.66e+00 IogMolar Cumulative Trauthet al., 1992

Tin element

2327 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -7.700e+00 IogMolar Constant Bnmo andSein,1992

Tracer _ _

2332 LogSolM LOgradionuclidesolubility 1._ _,Aolar __ Stockman,analyst o_

Uranium Aluminide ©-o
2099 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=11s 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stoclenan,analyst m

Q

2180 CoRate Corrosionrateof w_atedal 1.00e-06 kg/m2s Constant Stockman,analyst 3"

O

Uranium dioxide O

2121 CorrMode 0=-kg/m2s1=1/s 2::solubilitycontrol 1.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst Wdecision O
O
:3

2168 GF_C Quick release fraction of C-14 from UO2 1.25e-01 1.00e-02 2.50e-01 none Unifo,'m Gadstoand
ma_ G_,isto, 1991 _O

:3

Uranium element _=
889 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -3.27e+00 -1.50e+01 O.OOe+O0 IogMolar Cumulative Trauthel al., 1992 cz¢JO

0
e.-

Wasteemp_ package
2055 EBFrac Early breach Imction 5.00e-03 O.OOe+O0 1.00e-02 none UPdtorm Stoclmmn,analyst •

t-

"See_ inthissectiontot valuesIromsource,"Stocknmn,analystdecision." _"
0
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Table 11-5. CONCSNF Model Parmneters for Si i_podtory (Comdtmm_) Q

m

Record Distribution Q
No. Parameter Parameter _ Median Range Units Type _ In:* e=

O

Wsste Package 10: Graphite compacts in a capsule in glass
0

2108 FAvail Fraction of particles failed dudng 10,000 4.40e-02 3.70e-02 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst =
years decision m=O.

Waste Package 14: Graphite compacts in a cq_,,ule in glass in salt only coO
r.

2056 FAvag Fractionof particlesfailedduring10,000 7.00e-02 5.00e-02 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst a
years decision e

Waste Package 15: Graphite compacts in a capsule in glass in granite only _]

2062 FAvail Fractionof particlesfailedduring10,000 7.00e-02 5.00e-02 1.00e+O0 none Czantdative _, analyst cco
O"

years decision 3
O

Waste Package 1: Block graphite, 5*i=SV*3.62 Pb, salt only _-
m

2107 FAvail Fractionof particlesfaileddudng10,000 4.40e-02 3.70e-02 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
years decision

Waste Package 2: Single block FSV,grmdte only

2057 FAvail Fractionof particles faileddudr_j10,000 1.60e-03 1.00e-03 1.00e+(X) none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
years derision

Waste Package 3: Single fuel element in Pb, granite only

2109 FAvail Fractionof particles failedduring10,000 3.50e-01 3.00e-01 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Sk)ckman,anaiyst
years decision

Zirconium element

2325 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -1.010e+01 IogMolar Cons,ant Brunoand Sellin,
1992

* Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision."
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Table 11-6. CONCSNF Model Parameters for Granite Repository

No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:*

Americium element

4929 LogSolM Logradionuclidesolubility -7.00e-00 1.30e+01 -6.00e+00 logMolar Cumulative EPRI, 1992
4294 KDBent Padlion co(Hf'¢i_t for I:_ntonle 3._-01 6.98e-05 1.37e+03 m3_g L_n_m_ Le_veu, 1986

Borosilicate glass
2119 CorrMode 0--kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst

2054 CoRate Corrosionrateof material 1.00e-09 1.00e-12 1.00e-06 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman,analyst
decision

Carbon element
Co

4293 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility 1.00e+00 IogMolar Constant Stockman,analystd_,_n o
e_

4300 KDBent Partitioncoefficientfor bentonite O.OOe+O0 m3/kg Constant Stockman,analyst :3

Cesium element _
4315 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility 7.900e-01 IogMolar Constant U.S. DOE, 1986b 3

4306 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 3.467e-01 2.116e-03 5.682e+01 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986

Glass ceramic product of hot isostatic press of INEL high level waste
2123 CorrMode 0=-kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst O

decision m

2058 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-10 1.00e-12 1.00e-08 kg/m2s Loguniform Stockman, analyst :3
decision (_

Graphite o
2103 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1:1/s 2--solubilitycontrol 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analystdecision

¢n
2113 CoRate Corro,_on rate of matedal 1.01_-20 1.01_-22 1.01_- 18 kg/m2s Logunfform Stockman, analyst o

decision

* Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision." 3
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Table 11-6. CONCSNF Model Parameters for Granite Repository (Continued)oo Q
go
o)

Record Distribution _)
No. Parameter Parameter Description Median Range Units Type Sources In:* _:

O

Lead element _

4310 LogSolM Logradionuclidesolubility -1.470e+01 IogMolar Constant Brunoand Sellin, o
1992 m=

Q.

4301 KDBent Paditioncoefficientfor bentonite 1.698e-02 2.253e-04 1.280e+00 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986 co
O

Metal Carbide Fuel (Uranium and Thorium)
2088 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 1.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst •

decision e-I

2111 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-09 1/s Constant Stockman, analyst u_
decision _-

3
Neptunium element o

4292 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -7.50e+00 -9.50e+00 -2.00e+00 IogMolar Cumulative Lemireand m_--
Garisto, 1989

4294 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 3.39e-02 3.60e-03 3.19e-01 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu,1986

Nickel element

4314 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -4.000e+00 IogMolar Constant BrunoandSellin,
1992

4305 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 1.230e-02 2.330e-04 6.496e-01 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986
Palladium element

4316 LogSolM Log radionudidesolubility -5.820e+00 IogMolar Constant BrunoandSellin,
1992

4307 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 1.230e-02 2.330e-04 6.496e-01 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986

Plutonium element

4291 LogSolM LOgradionuclidesolubility -8.50e+00 -1.20e+01 -2.0(0+00 IogMolar Cumulative Lemireand
Gadsto, 1989

4296 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 1.51e-01 1.46e-02 1.57e+00 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986

* Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision."
¢.)
(1)



Table11-6. CONCSNFModelParametersforGraniteRepository(Continued)
6

Record Distribution
No. Pammtu' Pam_ _dption M_llan Range Units Type ,_umea In:"

Radium element

817 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -9.00e+00 -1.10e+01 -7.00e+00 IogMolar Cumulative EPRI, 1992

4297 KDBent Padition coefficient for bentonite 5.62e-01 2.65e-02 1.19e+00 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986

Samarium element

4317 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -4.000e+00 IogMolar Constant Brunoand Sellin,
1992

4;308 KDBent Partitioncoefficient for bentonite 7.430e-03 2.0_e-04 2.685e-01 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986

Technetium element

4312 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -7.700e+00 IogMolar Constant Brunoand Sellin,

1992 _.
4303 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 8.913e-05 8.655e-08 9.178e-02 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu,1986 _m_::3

The first container place around the waste form -o
4267 EBFrac Earlybreachfraction(TimeZone) 5.00e-03 0.00e+00 1.00e-02 none Uniform Stockman,analyst

decision E]
(I)
(D

Thorium element

4290 LogSolM Log radionuclide solubility -1.00e+01 -1.25e+01 -2.00e+00 IogMolar Cumulative Lemireand
Garisto,1989 G3

9)

4298 KDBent Partition coefficient for bentonite 6.46e-02 2.03e-05 2.05e+02 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu,1986 r_G)
(O

Tin element :3(I)

4313 LogSolM Log radionuclide solubility -7.520e+00 IogMolar Constant Brunoand Sellin,
1992 o

4304 KDBent Partitioncoefficientfor bentonite 1.698e-02 2.253e-04 1.280e+00 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986 (2.
(/)
O
¢..

* Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision."
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Table11-6. CONCSNFModelParametersforGraniteRepository(Continued)

Record Distflbution O
No. Peram_ter Parameter Oescription Median Range Units Type Sources In:* Q=

(D

Tracer element
O

4318 LogSolM Log radionuclide solubility 1.000e+O0 IogMolar Constant Stockman, analyst =
decision =_

Q.

4309 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 0 m3/kg Constant Stockman, analyst u)O
decision c

(D

Uranium Aluminide
2099 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s 1=1/s 2=solubilityco.;ro_ 0.00e+00 none Constant Stockman, analyst

decision u)
t.-

2180 CoRate Corrosionrate of material 1.00e-07 kg/m2s Constant Stockman,analyst _"
decision o

Uranium dioxide

2121 CorrMode 0=kg/m2s1=1/s 2=solubilitycontrol 2.00e+00 none Constant Stockman,analyst
decision

2168 GF_C Quickreleasefractionof C-14 fromUO2 1.25e-01 1.00e-02 2.50e-01 none Uniform Garistoand
matdx Garisto,1991

Uranium element

4289 LogSolM Log radionuclidesolubility -9.68e+00 -1.05e+01 -3.00e+00 IogMolar Cumulative Lemire and
Garisto,1989

4299 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 9.55e-02 2.26e-04 4.04e+01 m3/kg Lognormal LeNeveu, 1986

Waste Package 10: Graphite compacts in a capsule !n glass

2108 FAvail Fractionof particlesfailed during10,000 4.40e-02 3.70e-02 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
years decision

Waste Package 14: Graphite compacts in a capsule in glass in salt only

2056 FAvaii Fractionofparticlesfailed during10,000 7.00e-02 5.00e-02 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
years decision

* Seediscussioninthissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision."
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Table 11-6. CONCSNF Model Parameters for Granite Repository (Continued)
o- Distribution

Record
No. Parameter Parameter Deecription Median Range Units Type Sources In:*i,,.a

_O

Waste Package 15: Graphite compacts in a capsule in glass in granite only

2062 FAvail Fractionof particlesfailedduring10,000 7.00e-02 5.00e-02 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
yearn decision

Waste Package 1: Block graphite, 5*FSV* 3.62 Pb, salt only

2107 FAvail Fractionof particlesfaileddudng 10,000 4.40e-02 3.70e-02 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
years decision

Waste Package 2: Single block FSV,granite only

2057 FAvail Fractionof particlesfailedduring10,000 1.60e-03 1.00e-03 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst
years decision CA)

Waste Package 3: Single fuel element in Pb, granite only _:o
2109 FAvail Fractionof particlesfaileddudng 10,000 3.50e-01 3.00e-01 1.00e+00 none Cumulative Stockman,analyst

years decision 5"

Zirconium elemAnt m

4311 LogSolM Logradionuclidesolubility -1.070e+01 IogMo!ar Constant Brunoand Sellin,
1992

(I)

4302 KDBent Partitioncoefficientforbentonite 1.950e-01 1.006e-02 3.780e+00 m3/kg Lognormai LeNeveu,1986
O

5")
* Seediscussionin thissectionforvaluesfromsource,"Stockman,analystdecision." u_
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11. Gas Gener.ationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 are used for these values unless noted otherwise. The discussion of these parameters is presented below in alphabeti-
2 cal order by material.3
4
5 Aluminum. The corrosion rate and perforation fraction (fraction of material removed at breach) are used by
6 GASSNF. The values for these parameters are provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.
7

8 Salt Repository:
9 CoRate 1 x 10"7, 1 x 10"s to 1 x 10-6kg/(m2.s)10

11 PerFrac 0.5
12

13 These values were based on Marine Corrosion (LaQue, 1975), which quotes corrosion rates in seawater.

14 According to LaQue (1975, p. 145), the perforation of an 0.0003-inch aluminum coating in quiet seawater in two
15 years is equal to a corrosion rate of 3.4 × 10"s kg/(m2.s). The perforation of 70 mils in 123 days at 2.8°C 1.2 ppm 0 2,16
17 reduces to a corrosion rate of 4.5 × 10-7 kg/(m2.s) (LaQue, 1975, p. 159). The corrosion rate of 25 mg/(dm2.day)
18 with an A1-AI couple is 2.8 × 10"s kg/(m2.s) (LaQue, 1975, p. 197). Other couplings with stainless steel or titanium
19 increase the corrosion rate. Because of the increased salinity in a salt repository, these values were used as indica-
20 tions of the low range for the corrosion rates. The upper range is simply conjecture. Studies currently underway by
21 Westerman at Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA, are expected to provide data to substantiate corrosion22
23 rates for aluminum (personal communication, 1993).
24

25 The perforation fraction of 0.5 was also an estimate; it is in the range of a material that undergoes mainly gener-
26 alized corrosion. Subsequent comments by INEL personnel, however, suggest that it may have been more appropri-27

ate to use the more conservative value of zero. Because the generalized corrosion rate is high, however, the28
29 difference in breach times that results from using either 0 or 0.5 is about the same size as a time step.
30

31 Granite Repository:

32 CoRate 1 × 10"9, 1 x 10"l° to 1 x 10"s kg/(m2.s)
33 PerFrac 0.534
35
36 These values again are based on rates from LaQue (1975), but since groundwater in a granite site is less saline
37 than seawater, the seawater value was set as the upper limit. The median and lower values are conjectures only.
38
39

A perforation fraction of 0.5 was used.40
41
42 Graphite. The corrosion rate is used by GASSNF and CONCSNF; the perforation rate is used by GASSNF.
43 The values for these parameters are provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.
44

45 Salt and Granite Repositories:46
47 CoRate 1 × 10"2°, 1 x 10-22to 1 × 10"is kg/(m2°s)
48 PerFrac 0
49

50 Lotts et al. (1992) report an extrapolated oxidation rate of graphite at 100°C as 4.5 × 10-20 g/(cm2s) for 0.1 arm
51 0 2 pressure, which is 4,5 × 10"19kg/(m2.s). Because these values not only were extrapolated to low temperatures but52
53 then applied to an aqueous repository instead of a steam environment; the values are uncertain but probably very con-
54 servative (because the rate in the absence of dissolved 0 2 would most likely be even lower). The possible effect of
55 catalysis due to the presence of salt was neglected even though catalysis by calcium potassium oxides has been
56 reported (Pereira et al., 1992) for the gasification of graphite at high temperatures. The results of the experiments
57 indicated that the temperature necessary for commercially acceptable rates of gasification could be lowered from58
59 1400 K to 800 K. However, it is not clear whether the catalysis mechanism would be the same at 90°C. Because of
60 the expected error due to extrapolation, we chose a range of four orders of magnitude.
61

62 The perforation fraction was set to zero to echo our assumption that the time for water to soak through the graph-
63 ite is very small compared to the time steps of the calculation.64
65
66
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11.3 ModelingParametersfor Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 Incone1625. The corrosion rate and perforation fraction are used by GASSNF. The values for these parameters
2 are provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.3
4
5 Salt Repository:
6 CoRate 1 x 10"11,1 x 10"1'*to 1 x 10.8 kg/(m2.s)
7 PerFrac Cumulative distribution:
s Cumulative
9 Probability ValuelO

..1 0.00 0
12 0.50 0.001
13 1.00 0.I
14

15 Sorensen and Molecke (1992) report: "Grade-12 Ti, grade-2 Ti and Inconel 625 exhibited excellent corrosion16
17 resistance." In earlier work by Molecke et al. (1981), the maximum rate quoted was 1.2 x 10"s m/yr, which equals
18 3 x 10.9 kg/(mes) at 250°C, 30 ppbO 2 in seawater with pitting noted. With 1 x 107 rad/hr at 90°C in seawater, the
19 rate ranged from 2 x 10.6 to 9 x 10.6 m/yr depending on test time. When all dissolved oxygen is consumed, and in the
20 absence of sufficient H2S, Ni becomes stable and the reaction rate goes to zero. Without further data, a range from
21 1 x 10.8 to 1 x 10"14seemed prudent.22
23
24 Granite Repository:

CoRate 3 x 10"13,1 x 10"11to 1 x 10"14 kg/(m2,s)25

26 PerFrac Cumulative distribution
27 Cumulative28
29 Probability Value
30 0.00 0
31 0.50 0.001
32 1.00 0.I
33
34
35 In a review of candidate canister materials for a potential Yucca Mountain repository (Van Konynenburg et
aS al.,1993), Inconel 625 was reported to have good base-metal corrosion properties, similar to Incoloy 825; however,
37 the addition of bib makes it susceptible to ordering and precipitate formation. The reported generalized corrosion rate
38 for Incoloy 825 was 3 x 10.8 m/yr, and the reported localized corrosion rate was 1 x 10.6 m/yr. These values carre-

l2 10 2. 12 1139 spond to 7 x I0" and 2 x 10" kg/(m s). We rounded the value 7 x 10" up to 1 x 10" and used it as the upper40
41 range. Because the Ni portion of the alloy will become stable as 0 2 is consumed, and reacts only as fast as H2S can
42 migrate in from the surroundings, 1 x 10"14seemed a reasonable lower limit.
43

Since there are few data for localized corrosion, our reasoning for selecting a value was similar to that used for

Ti-Grade 12, but we gave an equal probability to localized-only corrosion and combined generalized and localized40
47 corrosion.
48

49 Lead. The corrosion rate and perforation fraction are used by GASSNF. The values for these parameters are
SO provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.51
52
53 Salt and Granite Repositories:
54 CoRate 1 x 10"9,Ix I0"I0to1x 10.8kg/(m2.s)
55 PerFrac 1 x 10"2,1 × 10"3to 1 x 10"1
56

57 Goodwin and Westerman (1992) report corrosion of lead in simulated Yucca Mouatain Repository conditions58
s9 that range from <5 × 10-6 to 2 × 10.4 m/yr. These values correspond to corrosion rates of 2 x 10.9 to 7 × 10-8 kg/
60 (m2*s). Sorensen and Molecke (1992, Figure 6) report 10 to 30 gms lead lost in 1800 days in the MIIT tests in salt. A

8 2. 8 2.51 total of 10 gins lost corresponds to 2 x 10" kg/(m s), and 30 gins lost equals 6 × 10" kg/(m s). The data at 800
9 8 2.62 days gives a range of 4 x 10" to 8 × 10" kg/(m s). In these tests, access of oxygen from the air in the tunnels was

63 not controlled by the experimentalists. These results are probably a good representation of the rates that would occur64
85 prior to and shortly after closure of the repository. As the dissolved oxygen is used up, however, the corrosion rate
66
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 will fall dramatically and eventually reach a slow rate that is determined by the mass transport of H2 away, H2S in,
2 and/or the production of 0 2 or peroxide from radiolysis of water. Accordingly, we used the 1 x 10.8 value as an upper
3 limit and estimated the lower limit at 1 x 10"10kg/(m2.s). This lower limit is very conservative since it is possible in4
5 a very tight repository to get a corrosion rate of zero.
6

7 Sorensen and Molecke (1992) reported that lead underwent both local and generalized corrosion, but mainly gen-
e eralized corrosion. Because the lead will always be surrounded by a layer of stainless steel in the packages modeled,9

it is likely that a small breach will occur in the overlying layer of steel, and it is possible that the lead will undergo10
11 generalized corrosion in a localized area under the steel breach. Accordingly, a perforation fraction range of 1 x 10"1
12 to 1 x 10.3 seemed reasonable.
13

14 Metal Carbide Fuel: ThC 2 and UC 2. The corrosion rate is used by GASSNF and CONCSNF; the perforation
15 fraction is used by GASSNF. The values for these parameters are provided below for both the salt and granite repos-16
17 itories.
18

19 Salt and Granite Repositories:
20 CorrMode 1 corrosion is in units of l/s
21

CorRate 1 x 10"9Is

23 PerFrac 0
24

25 The corrosion values are based on information in Section 2.6.1.1.1 in Appendix A of this document in which it
26 was estimated that it will take 17 yr to use up all the available carbides when a reasonable rate derived from a mecha-

27 nism of a cyclic thermal suction of water into the cracked particles is used. Total consumption in 17 yr is equivalent28
29 to 1.86 x 10.9 kg removed per second. Since 17 yr is about equal to the smallest times steps used in the simulation,
3o this rate is effectively instantaneous, and we therefore decided that sampling over a range would not be necessary.
31

32 The perforation fraction is irrelevant because the carbide is the innermost layer.33
34
35 Stainless Steel 304L. The corrosion rate and perforation fraction are used by GASSNF. The values for these
36 parameters are provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.
37

38 Salt Repository:
39 CoRate 1 x 10"10,1 x 10"ll to 1 x 10.9 kg/(m2os)40
41 PerFrac 5 × 10"3,5 x 10.4 to 5 x 10.2
42

43 Sorensen and Molecke (1992) report tests at 90°C at the WIPP site. The samples were immersed in a sample of
44 brine (Brine A) in boreholes drilled into the floor of the repository. The boreholes quickly filled in with salt and no45
46 special steps were taken to control oxygen access to samples. The samples were disk shaped with surface areas of
47 about 3049 mm2.
48

49 Results are summarized here (Sorensen and Molecke, 1992, Figure 1):
50

51 unwelded 304L corrodes0.02 +/- 0.001 g in 1800days 4.22 × 10"11+/- 2 × 10"it kg/(m2,s)52
53 welded, 0.04 +/- 0.02 g in 1800days 8.44 × 10"1]+/- 4 × I0 "]] kg/(m2,s)
54 outlier at 0.07 g 1.48 × 10"10kg/(m2os)
55

56 For the corrosion rate, we used the welded data rounded to the nearest order of magnitude and used a range of57
So one order of magnitude on either side. Other data, for example the study of stainless steel 304L at 250°C with limited
59 02 access (Pitman et al., 1981), also fell in this range (8 x 10"11kg/[m2.s]).
60

61 Sorensen and Molecke (1992) also noted a Cl-induced 4-mm 3crack at one year, which is equivalent to 4 × 10" In/
10 2,62 yr penetration rate. Compared to the penetration rate of 4 x 107 m/yr from a 1 × 10" kg/(m s) generalized corro-

63 sion rate, cracking is four orders of magnitude greater. Since all samples did not show this behavior, 5 x 10.4 was54
65 selected as a lower bound for the perforation fraction; the upper bound of 5 × 10.2 was arbitrarily chosen.
66
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11.3 ModelingParametersforGas Generationand SourceTermSubmodeis

1 Granite Repository:
2 CoRate 1 x 10"13,1 x 10"is to 1 x 10"11kg/(m2os)
3 PerFrac 5 x 10"5, 5 x 10"6to 5 x 10-44
5
6 Van Konyenburg et al. (1993) considered the selection of canister material for a potential repository in Yucca
7 Mountain. They concluded that in a Yucca Mountain environment (i.e., unsaturated tuff), stainless steel 304L would
8 have a generalized corrosion rate of about 0.1 m/yr or 2 x 10"11 kg/(m2os), a local corrosion rate of 100 kt/yr or
9 2 x 10-7 kg/(m2.s) and a high likelihood of stress corrosion cracking, H2 degradation, and microbe influence.10

11 Another study by Pitman et al. (1981) using Hanford water, 250°C, and limited 0 2, showed a corrosion rate of 1.5
12 mg/dm 2 in 3 months or 2 x 10"15kg/(m2.s). We felt that the corrosion rates for Yucca Mountain were a conservative
13 upper range, because less dissolved oxygen is expected in a granite repository than at Yucca Mountain, and the Han-
14 ford rates were a conservative lower range. Because the Hanford rates were measured at higher temperatures, this

lS low range may not be a low enough. A further literature search is warranted to better identify the range of corrosion16
17 rates and the shape of the distribution.
18

19 The perforation fraction was estimated by comparing the localized penetration rate with the generalized penetra-
20 tion rate. The median rate of 1 x 10"13 kg/(m2.s) corresponds to a penetration rate of 3.9 x 10"1° m/yr. Farmer and

21 McCright (1989) report a penetration rate of 2 "_ 10-5 m/yr for a U-bend specimen in 0.8% NaCI and 0.5%22
23 CH3COOH at 141°C, which is 5 x 10+4 times faster, suggesting a perforation fraction of 2 x 10"5. Using an equation
24 for pitting rates reported by Bullen (1992), and parameters for poor aeration and pH 8, yields a penetration rate of

25 1 x 10-4 m/yr suggesting a perforation fraction of 4 x 10"6. Based on these limited data, we selected a range of
26 5 x 10"4to 5 x 10"° for the perforation fraction.27
28
29 Stainless Steel 304L - HIP packages. The corrosion rate and perforation fraction are usedby GASSNF. The
30 values for theseparametersareprovidedbelow for both the salt andgranite repositories. Note that the corrosion rate
31 is the same as for stainlesssteel 304L, but that the perforation fraction for both repositories is zero.
32

33 Salt Repository.34
35 CoRate 1 x 10"10,1 x 10-11 to 1 x 10"9kg/(m2,s)
36 PerFrac 0
37

38 Granite Repository:
39 CoRate 1 x 10"13,1 x 10"15to 1 x 10"11kg/(m2.s)40
41 PerFrac 0
42
43 The difference between stainless steel 304L and 304L in HIPs is the effect of heating at high pressures. We do

44 not know what the effect will be, but expect that it will depend in part on how long the package is kept at high temper-45
ature and how fast it is cooled. For the perforation fraction, we have chosen to use the conservative assumption that46

47 the integrity of the package has been compromised; thus PerFrac is set to a constant 0. While the generalized corro-
48 sion rate may also change in response to the heating cycle, we do not know how much; we have assumed that using
49 the same rates as 304L will not create a significant error in our calculations.
50

51 Titanium Grade 12. The corrosion rate and perforation fractions are used by GASSNF. The values for these52
53 parameters are provided below, for the salt repository only, because this material was not used for a container in the
54 granite repository calculations. (Inconel-625 was used instead.)
55

56 Salt Repository:
57 CoRate 5 x 10"12,5 x 10"14to 5 x 10"10kg/(m2°s)58
59 PerFrac Cumulative distribution:
60 Cumulative
61 Probability Value
62 0.00 0
63 0.33 0.00164
65 0.66 0.1

1.00 0.1
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 Garisto andLeNeveu (1989) reporta uniform corrosionrate of lessthan 2 × 10.6 m/yr at 100°C (<3 × 10"10kg/
2 [m2,s]) for Ti-Grade 12, basedon compileddata. In Molecke et al. (1981), the maximum ratereported was 3 × 10.6
3 m/yr at 250°C with 30 ppb 0 2 in Brine B (equivalent to 5 × l0 "10kg/[m2,s]). Molecke (personalcommunication,4
5 1993) suggestedthat the observedoxidation in morerealistic experimentsoccursonly during the first few days and
6 the resultsfrom Molecke etal. (1981) shouldnotbe usedasconstantratesover long time periods. He was notcorn-
7 fortable in recommending any rate or range of ratesbut felt that the actual long-term rate would be closeto 0. We
8 chosean upper limit of 5 x 10"10kg/(m2,s) andestimateda lower limit of 5 × 10"14kg/(m2,s) (penetration rate of
9 0.003 mm in 10,000 yr). With aloguniform distribution, the median is 5 × 10"12kg/(m2,s).10

11
12 Asanoet al. (1992) identify stresscorrosioncrackingdue to H2 absorptionand crevicecorrosionastwo mecha-
13 nisms that must be studied further for unspecified titanium alloys. Magnani (1983) says the Swedish upper limit is
14 120°C for use of Ti in seawater, but their tests show crevice corrosion in Ti at temperatures of 150°C and up. They
15 also state that Ti-Grade 12 is more resistant to crevice corrosion than other Ti alloys; no crevice corrosion has been16
17 observed in Ti-Grade 12; Ti-Grade 12 is not susceptible to SCC or embrittlement due to H2 in basaltic groundwater;
18 and radiolytic production of H 2 and H20 2 actually increases the healing rate of the oxide film. Ikeda et al. (1989)
19 report crevice corrosion propagation but no pitting or hydride cracking under conditions expected in the Canadian
20 granite repository. Preformed crevices were found to be active but oxygen starved after an initial period. Because the
21 generalized corrosion rate is so slow (the upper limit of 5 × 10"1° kg/(m2.s) would breach a 1-cm-thick container in22
23 about 3,000 yr; the median rate would take 300,000 yr for breach), breach from other mechanisms will dominate, and
24 the perforation fraction will be the crucial parameter. Unfortunately, it is difficult to assess the likelihood and rate of
25 crevice corrosion in our hypothetical repository. Because of little information, the use of a range of 0 to 1 covers all
26 possibilities. We decided to use a constructed distribution with uniform probabilities within three ranges: 0 to 0.001
27 for highly localized corrosion only; 0.001 to 0.! for mixed localized and generalized corrosion; and 0.1 to 1 for gen-28
29 eralized corrosion only. Since we do not know the likelihood of these regimes, we gave each regime an equal proba-
30 bility.
31

32 Uranium-Aluminum Alloy Fuel. The corrosion rate is used by GASSNF and CONCSNF; the perforation rate
33 is used by GASSNF. The values for these parameters are provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.34
35
36 Salt Repository:
37 CoRate 1 × 10-6 kg/(m2.s)
38 PerFrac 0
39
40
41 Granite Repository:
42 CoRate 1 × 10-7 kg/(m2,s)
43 PerFrac 0
44

45 Although no information was available for this alloy regarding corrosion rates in either a salt or granite reposi-46
47 tory, INEL personnel indicated that during dissolution of the fuel in acid, the aluminum clad lasted longer than the
48 fuel. Accordingly, we arbitrarily selected the upper limit of corrosion of aluminium in salt as the corrosion rate for
49 the uranium-aluminum alloy, and used a rate in granite of one order of magnitude lower than the lower limit for alu-
50 minum. Because these rates result in total consumption of the layer in times that are relatively short compared with

51 the time steps used in the calculations, we decided that sampling of these variable would not provide much additional52
53 information. The perforation fractions were set to zero because the fuel is the innermost layer and therefore the per-
54 foration fraction is irrelevant.
55

56 Zircaloy Cladding. The corrosion rate and perforation fraction are used by GASSNF. The values for these
57 parameters are provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.58
59
60 Salt Repository:
61 CoRate 1 × 10"11kg/(m2.s)
62 PerFrac 0
63
64
65
66
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11.3 ModelingParametersforGas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 Molecke et al. (1981) report the corrosion rate of Zircaloy-2 in seawater at 250°C as 1 x 10.6 m/yr, which is

2 equivalent to 2 x 10"1° kg/(m2.s). Since this was measured at higher temperatures than we anticipate, we rounded
3 down to 1 x 10"ll kg/(m2.s). After a cursory review of the literature and discussions with INEL personnel, it was evi-4
5 dent that there may be a significant number of fuel rods that leak at time zero. Instead of trying to model the range in
6 early leakers, we decided to use the simplifying and conservative assumption that the zircaloy clad will be breached
7 at time zero and set the perforation fraction to zero. Once this decision was made, the corrosion rate of zircaloy had
8 an impact only on the gas generation rate, and since the corrosion rate for zircaloy was small, we decided that it was9

not necessary to sample this variable either.10
11
12 Granite Repository."
13 CoRate 1 x 10"12kg/(m2°s)
14 PerFrac 0
15
16
17 Garisto and Garisto (1991) report a uniform corrosion rate for Zircaloy-4 of less than 1 x 10"8m/yr (less than
18 2 x 10"12 kg/[m2.s]). We xounded this value down to 1 x 10"12and, as in salt, did not sample this value or the perfo-
19 ration fraction, which was set to zero. Garisto and Garisto (1991) also used the conservative assumption that the

20 cladding had failed upon breach of overlying protective layers.21

23

24 11.3.2 Early Breach Fraction25
26
27 Salt and Granite Repositories
28 EBFrac 0.005 for both salt and granite
29

30 The early breach fraction is defined as the fraction of waste parcels within the repository that have a breached31
outer layer at time zero. This breach ,.nay be caused by manufacturing defects, damage that occurs during transporta-32

emplacement, or any other reason. SKB (1992a) used 1 x 10"3. We decided to be more conservative andtion and

34 picked a range of 0 to 1%. However, to reduce the number of sampled parameters so that run time could be
35 improved, we chose the single value of 0.5%.
36
37
38
39 11.3.3 Matrix Alteration Parameters
40

41 Borosilicate Glass. The corrosion rate is used by CONCSNF. The value for this parameter is provided below42
4,3 for both the salt and granite repositories.
44

45 Salt and Granite Repositories:
46 CoRate 1 x 10"9, 1 x 10"12to 1 x 10-6 kg/(m2°s)47
48
49 Strachan et al. (1990, Figure 3.1) report final dissolution rates for PNL 76-78, SRL-165, and EMS-11 glasses as
50 0.08, 0.02, and 0.002 g/m2d, respectively. The final dissolution rate is defined as the rate when the solution is satu-
51 rated with respect to SiO2. These rates correspond to 9 x 10"1°, 2 x 10"1°, and 2 x 10"11kg/(m2.s), so we selected a
52 range of 1 x 10"8 to 1 x 10"12to cover the possible conditions. Uncertainty also exists in the surface area of the glass;
53 in the calculation, the monolithic surface area was used. Because this is the low end of an actual range, we added two54
55 orders of magnitude to the upper limit of the alteration rate to account for glass fracturing that may increase the sur-
56 face area.
57

58 Calcine - Loose. The corrosion mode and rates are used by CONCSNE The values for these parameters are

59 provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.60
61
62 Salt and Granite Repositories:
63 CorrMode 1 units = l/s
64 ColLate 4 × 10"7Is
65
66
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11. Gas Generationand SourceTermSubmodels

1 Leach experiments show nearly quantitative removal of non-solubility limited elements in 28 days (see McLain
2 and Rhodes, 1958; Paige, 1966; and Wilding and Rhodes, 1969). Assuming a constant rate of dissolution/alteration
3 in the 28 days gives a fractional release rate of 4 × 10"7/s.4
5

6 Glass-Ceramic. The corrosion rate is used by CONCSNF. The value for this parameter is provided below for
7 both the salt and granite repositories.
8
9

Salt and Granite Repositories."10
11 CoRate 1 × 10"10,1 × 10"12to 1 × 10"8
12

13 Vinjamuri et al. (1992) report total massremoval ratesof 0.17 to 1.5 g/m2din MCC-1 static leachtestsin deion-
14 ized water at 90°C for 14 days. This rate is very similar to the forward reaction rates reported by Strachanet al.15
16 (1990) for glass (0.0g tO 1.6gm/m2d). Because the leach behavior of glass-ceramic is highly dependant on the patti-
17 cle size of reactants and the exact recipe for the mix, and because little is known of the long-term leach rates, we
18 elected to use the same range for glass-ceramic as for glass. Because we expect the glass-ceramic to have more
19 strength than glass, we decided not to extend the glass-ceramic corrosion rates two order of magnitude as we did for
20 glass to account for the uncertainty in surface area. We believe this treatment of glass-ceramic dissolution is crude

21 becauseof the two phasesin glass-ceramic: the glassphase and mineral grains. Although using an alteration rate is22
23 not an unreasonableapproachfor the glass,which is thermodynamicallyunstable,the mineral grains are stable and
24 therefore the use of solubility limits would be more appropriate. Our model could more appropriately model the
25 glass-ceramic waste form by treating it as more than one matrix but doing so would require information that is not
26 available at this time, e.g., the radionuclide inventory within the glass and each separate mineral, the mass of the glass27

and each mineral, and the solubility of each mineral.28
29
30 UO 2 Fuel. The corrosion mode and quick release fraction of carbon-14 are used by CONCSNF. The values for
31 these parameters are provided below for both the salt and granite repositories.
32
33

Salt and Granite Repositories:34
35 CorrMode 2 solubility limited
36 GF_C 0.125
37

38 Because the repository is expectedto be reducing during all but the initial period, UO 2 is the expected thermody-39
40 namically stable phase. Accordingly, the dissolution rate is determined by the solubility of UO 2. Of the isotopes
41 transported, 14C is the only one likely to have a significant gap or grain boundary fraction. Garisto and Garisto
42 (1991) report a uniform distribution from 0 to 25%. We have used the median value for our calculation.
43
44
45

46 11.3.4 Fraction of Metal Carbide Fuel Particles that Breach in 10,000 yr
47

48 The values for the fraction of metal carbide fuel particles that breach in 10,000 yr (FAvail) are shown below.49
50

51 Waste Parcel Fuel Type 0% 50% 90% 100%*
52
53 1 FortSt. Vrainand Peach Bottom 0.037 0.044 0.053 1.0
54
55 2 FortSt. Vrain 0.001 0.0016 0.005 1.0

56 3 Peach Bottom 0.3 0.35 0.4 1.0
57
58 10 Fort St. Vrainand Peach Bottom 0.037 .044 0.053 1.0
59
60 14 FortSt. Vrainand Peach Bottomburned 0.05 0.07 0.20 1.0

61 15 Fort St. Vrainand Peach Bottomburned 0.05 0.07 0.20 1.062
63

54 * Probabilitythatactualvalueis belowgivenvalue.
65
66
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11.3 ModelingParametersforGas Generationand SourceTerm Submodels

1 For our estimates we have divided the graphite fuel into three groups: Peach Bottom Core I, Peach Bottom Core
2 II, and Fort St. Vrain. The inventory was estimated for these three groups using the following number of "Fort St.

3 Vrain equivalents."4
5

6 Estimate of
7 Fort St. Vrain Percent of Failed
8 Equivalent Inventory Particles9

10 .............
11 Peach BottomCore i 165.5 6.6 64%
12
13 Peach BottomCore II 139.2 5.5 3%

14 Fort St. Vrain 2208 87.9 0.16%15

16 TOTAL 2512
17
18
19

20 Even though there was a difference in failure rates of the fissile vs. fertile fuel particles, and the final inventory is21
22 expected to be different in these two locations, good estimates of the proportion of each isotope in these two locations
23 are not available so this effect has been neglected. Lotts et al. (1992) report expected failure rates of 0.3 to 0.5% in
24 the first three reloads (726 elements) of the Fort St. Vrain reactor, and an order of magnitude lower failure rates in the

25 later reloads (1482 elements). We estimated the lowest possible fraction (FAvail) for all of Fort St. Vrain waste
26 (Waste Parcel 2 [WP2]) as 0.001 based on a weighted average of 0.003 for the early reloads and 0.00008 for the later27
2B ones. For the median probability value, we used a weighted average of 0.005 for the early reloads and 0.00008 for
29 the later ones. For the 90% value, we used the highest guess for the early reloads and used 1.0 for the 100% value.
30 This distribution assumes that the probability that unfailed particles will fail during the 10,000 yr is about 10%.
31

32 Lotts et al. (1992) report that only unknown mechanisms will breach unfailed particles within a repository. Fur-33
34 ther study is needed to provide a defensible estimate of the likelihood of failure within 10,000 yr. Examination of
35 Peach Bottom Core I segments 10, 18, 25 and 27 showed a large amount of damaged and broken particles (Bob

38 Kirkham, personal communication, 1993). Based on the percentage of damaged and broken particles in these four
37 segments, we estimated the fraction of broken panicles for the whole core as about 64%. Core II was in much better

as shape, and our estimate has about twice the failed particles as the Fort St. Vraln fuel. The values of 0.3 and 0.4 for39
40 FAvail used for all of the Peach Bo,'tom fuel (WP3) reflects weighted averages of FAvail values for Core I (0.55 and
41 0.73) and for Core 2 (0.002 and 0.01). The FAvail values of WPl are weighted averages from the FAvail values from
42 Fort St. Vrain (WP 2) and Peach Bottom (WP3). For WP10, we used the same distribution as for WP1, assuming that

43 mechanical removal of the compacts does not disturb any of the particles within the compacts. For WPs 14 and 15,
44 the compacts have been burned, and based on this assumption, we estimated that up to 20% of the particles may be45
46 damaged (personal communication with Bob Kir_ and Larry Taylor, 1993).
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

56
57
58
59
6O
61
62

64
65
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12. Complex Consequence Modeling
3 for Salt Disposal System4
5
e J.L. Ramsey,M. E. Lord,D. K. Rudeen,D. M. Stoelzel
7

8 The complex performance assessment (Complex PA) used spatially distributed parameters and partial differen-
9 tied equations on a coarse numerical grid. For this approach, all four waste types (i.e., graphite spent fuel, special10

11 spent fuel, calcine high-level waste, and borosilicate high-level waste from the DOE sites) were place uniformly in
12 the repository. Five full PA calculations were run per disposal site (salt and granite): one each per waste disposal
lZ group, which included all waste types. Several separate, complete codes were used to simulate the selected physical
!4 components of the disposal system (see Chapter 7, "Scenario Development," and Appendix G). The two categories

, 15 of consequence modeling systems developed from these codes are (I) repository fluid flow and (2) radionuclidele
17 transport modeling, which are described below.
18
19
2o
2_ 12.1 Repository Fluid Flow Modeling
22
23

24 12.1.1 Mathematical Model Description
25
26
27 BRAGFLO_T is the code (computational model that implements the numerical solution of the mathematical
28 model on a computer) used to compute the flow of fluid and energy, fluid saturations, and pressure fields throughout

29 the genetic salt and granite repository for the Complex PA. BRAGFLO_T is an enhanced version of BRAGFLO
80 (WIPP PA Division, 1991b), which has been used to evaluate the isothermal flow of brine and waste-generated gas31
82 throughout the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) repository in performance assessment calculations. The following
88 discussion of the code emphasizes the mathematical model used rather than the various numerical approximations
84 and implementation schemes available in the code.
35

3e Conservation of Mass and Energy. To account for the effects of heat generated by spent fuel and high-level37
88 waste and subsequent heat transfer on the flow of brine and gas, BRAGFLO_T solves simultaneously the three partial
a9 differential equations (PDEs) assuring mass conservation of gas, mass conservation of brine, and energy conserva-
40 tion. In addition to the mass and energy balance equations BRAGFLO_T imposes appropriate constraint equations,
41 initial conditions, and boundary conditions. The fundamental equations can be found in Crookston et al. (1979). A

42 total of five independent equations can be written to describe the two-phase flow phenomena that is assumed to occur4,3
44 in the vicinity of the repository.
45
4e Conservation of gas:

49 V. 043 rg (vPg-pggVD +aqg +aqrg =a
so at
51
52 Conservation of brine:
58

54 V.[aPBarB (vP B -pBgVD)]+ ff.qB +O(qrB = o__(*PBSB) 02.1-2)ss L gB at56
57
5S Conservation of energy:

59 [ ]60 V" (ff._.VT)+ V. -¢Xkrgkpghg(VPg -pggVD)+ _rBkPBhB (VpB _pBgVD )
e_ L _s gB
62

63 +ff[qgh; + qBh_]+aQ$e4 (12.1-3)
85

ee --(x_t[(1-*)p/U, + _($gpgUg+ SBPBUB)]
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12. ComplexConsequenceModelingfor Salt DisposalSystem

1 Saturationconstraint:

2 (12.1-4)3 sB+s8=l
4
S Capillary pressure constraint:

e eg-PB=Pc (12.1-5)7

8 where
9

10
11 k = absolutepermeability of the formation (assumedisotropic,but a function of the material) [m2],
12 krg, krB = relative permeability to gas and brine, respectively,
13 Pg, PB, Pf = density of gas,brine, and formation respectively [kg/m3],14
15 JJ.g,IJ'a = viscosity of gas and brine, respectively [Pa-s],

hg, hB = enthalpy of gas and brine, respectively [W-s/kg],
16 Ug, U B, Uf internal energy of gas, brine, and formation respectively [W-s/kg],17 ffi

18 hg*, hB* ffienthalpy of injected or produced gas and brine [W-s/kg],
19 qg, qs = rate of mass injected or produced for gas and brine [kg/s/m3],20
21 qrg, qrB = rate of mass produced fromchemical reaction for gas and brine (evaluated from gas generation
22 submodel) [kg/s/m3],
23 Qs = rate of heat generation (e.g., radiation decay) ['W/m3],
24 _, ffiformation thermalconductivity[W/m/k],
2S _ = formation porosity,
26

g = gravitational constant [m/s2],27
28 D = elevation [m],
29 Is' Pa = pressure of gas and brine [Pa] (unknown),
:30 Sg, SB = saturation of gasand brine(unknown),
31 t = time [s],
32 T = temperature [K](unknown),33
34 a = dimension dependent geometry factor (equal to width for two-dimensional formulation; spatial
35 variation discussedunderSection 12.1.3, "Applied Models").
36

37 Equation 12.1-1 statesthe rate at which gas is accumulatedin a controlvolume is equal to the net rate at which
38 gas is transported acrossthe boundaryof the control volume by convectionplus the rate at which gas is addeddue to39
40 injection/productionand the rate at which gas is addeddueto chemical reaction. A similar brine balanceis done in
41 Equation 12.1-2. It is assumedthat there is no interchangebetweenthe gas componentandthe brine; that is to say,
42 the gas does not go into solution with the brine. Similarly, brine is found only in the liquid phase (single wetting
43 phase). This results from the assumption that the brine does not vaporize. Salt concentration was assumed to be con-
44 stant and independent of temperature. (Brine migration by dissolution and precipitation within brine inclusions can-45

not occur under this assumption.)46
47
48 Equation 12.1-3 states that the rate at which energy is accumulated within a control volume is equal to the rate at

49 which energy is transferred through the formation by conduction and convection of the fluids, plus the rate at which
50

energy is added to the formation due to production and radioactive heating. In formulating Equation 12.1-3, we have
51 assumed that kinetic energy effects, viscous dissipation, and radiative heat transfer are negligible compared to con-52
S3 duction and convection. We further assume that heat from chemical reaction is small compared to heat generation
54 due to the radioactive inventory.
55

56 The right-hand side of Equations 12.1-1 through 12.1-3 are expanded and a compressibility parameter is defined.
57 For example, expanding the right-" md side of Equation 12.1-1 gives58
59
60

e2 .g(,pgsg)= pgss,. +,sg-g- *o8 j63
64
65
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12.1 RepositoryFluid FlowModeling

I where
2
3 I _

5
6

7 The formation compressibilityof the pressurizedbrinereservoirwascomputed from the bulk storativity asfol-8
9 lows (WIPP PA Division, 1991c, p. 4-57):

10
11

14
15 where
16

17 Sb = bulk storativity of pressurized brine reservoir (m3/Pa)18
19 V = volume ""tm3)
20 _p = porosity
21 _f ffibrine compressibility, i
22

23 These five equations are used to solve for the five unknowns: gas saturation, brine saturation, gas pressure, brine

24 pressure, and temperature. The saturation constraint and capillary pressure constraint are used to eliminate the brine25
26 saturation and gas pressure from the three conservation equations. The gas saturation, brine pressure, and tempera-
27 ture are then solved from the three mass/energy balance conservation equations.
28

29 The three PDEs are strongly coupled and highly non-linear through the pressure, saturation, and temperature

30 dependencies of the rock and fluid properties. These dependencies (constitutive equations) are described in the fol-31
32 lowing subsection, followed by a discussion of the treatment of heat conduction from the repository site to the sur-
33 rounding formation (boundary condition).
34

35 Constitutive Equations. The constitutive equations relate the model parameters of the mass/energy equations to
3s the state variables or other model parameters. Unless described below, the model parameters were assigned constant37
30 valuesbasedon observedmaterialresponseoranalystjudgement;the parametersare describedinChapters4, 5, and
39 6. Forexample,rockdensityandthermalconductivitywereassigneda constantvaluedependenton materialtype
4O (seeChapter5, "GeologicBarrier").
41

42 Thermal Equation of StoJefor Gas. The thermal (or kinetic)equation of statedefinesthe naturalrelationshipof43
pressureanddensityor specificvolume. In BRAGFLO_T,thegas PVTpropertiesare describedby theRedlich-

45 Kwongrealgasequationof state(Reidet al., 1987,p.43,Eqs.3-6.1to 3-6.4):
46

47 PV = ZRT, (I2.1-6)
46
49
SO wheretherealgasZ-factoristhelargestrealvaluesolutionofthecubicequation,
51

52 Z3-Z2+ (A -B -B2)Z -AB - 0, (12.1-7)
53 A =aP/(RT)2,
S4 B = bP/(RT),55
56
57 and
58

59 R ffiuniversal gas constant,
60 T ffitemperature,61
62 P = pressure,
63 V = specific volume,

64 a,b = pure component values for the gas (either H2 or CO2).
65
66
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12. ComplexConsequenceModelingfor Salt DisposalSystem

1 Caloric Equation of State for Gas. The caloric equation of state relates the internal energy (or enthalpy) to the
2 state variables, T and V. The gas thermodynamic properties require evaluation of gas internal energy and enthalpy.
3 The change in internal energy or enthalpy between two states (P1,Tz) and (P2,T2) is evaluated by the change between4
s a (P,T) state and the ideal gas state (0,T), which is called the departure function for internal energy or enthalpy, and
6 theidealgaschangebetween(0,Tl)and(0,T2).
7

8 The departure function for internal energy is computed from the real gas equation of state, in this case Redlich-9
10 Kwong, by an integration with respect to specific volume while temperature is held constant (Reid et al., 1987, p. 99,
11 Example 5.1):
12

13 U- U °= -(3a/2b-_) In((V+ b)/V) , (12.1-8)14

I5 whiledeparture enthalpy is related to the departure internal energy by16
17
18 H -1-1°= U -U°+ RT(Z- I), (12.1-9)
19

20 where
21
22
23 H = enthalpy,
24 U -- internal energy,

25 R -- universal gas constant,
26 T = temperature,
27 Z = real gas Z-factor,28
29 V = SpeCificvolume,
30 a,b = puregascomponentconstant.
31

32 The change in energy in the ideal gas state (P = 0) is evaluated by integration of the ideal gas specific heat33
34
35 Cp =A + BT + CT2 + DT 3 (12.1-10)
36

37 where A,B,C_ are gas component constants (Reid et al., 1987, Appendix A). The internal energy or enthalpy of gas

38 at any (P,7")is the change in property between (Prey,Tref)and (P,7").39
40
41 Gas Viscosity. Gas viscosity is modeled by the Chapman and Enskog theory, which results in the following esti-
42 mate for viscosity at low pressures (Reid et al., 1987, p. 392, Eq. 9-3.9)
43

44 gO = 26.69(MT)I/21(_2_v (12.1-11)45
46
47 where
48

49 _t0 = low pressure gas viscosity,
50 M = molecular weight,
51 T = temperature,52
5,3 a = hard sphere diameter of pure gas molecule,

54 f_v = collision integral.
55

56 The following empirical equation is given for the collision integral (Reid et al., 1987, =_.393, Eq. 9-4.3)57
58
59 D.v= AT*'B + Ce'DT* + Ee'FT (12.1-12)
6O
61 and
62 T* = kT
63 8
64
65
66
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12.1 RepositoryFluid FlowModeling

1 where
2

3 A,B,C,D,E,F =pureconstants,4
5 T* = dimensionless temperature,
6 T = temperature,
7 k = Boltzmann's constant,

8 e = characteristic energy.
9

10
11 The viscosity correction for high pressure (dense gas) uses the method of Jossi, Stiel, and Thodos for nonpolar
12 gases (Reid et al., 1987, p. 424, Eq. 9-6.11):
13

14 1/4

15 [(_.-- _1.0)_r + I] = 1.0230+0.23364 Pr +0.58533 pr216

17 --0.40758 p3r + 0.093324 pr4 (12.1-13)
18
19 where
20
21
22 _t = dense gas viscosity,
2Z IlO = low pressuregas viscosity,
24 _r (TJIVI3Pc)1/6,
25 Tc = critical temperature,
26

Pc = critical pressure,
27 M = molecular weight,28
29 Pr = reduced gas density, P/Pc.
30

_1 Thermal Equation of State for Liquid. Brine PVT properties are estimated from the linear approximation for
32 density,33
34
35 Pb= Psc(1 + Cwp(P" Vref)+ CwT(T" Tref))" (12.1-141
36

37 The compressibility coefficient is approximated by the data from (McTigue et al., 1991, Table 3, p. 7),
38
39
40 Cwp = (4.5 - O.077*SALT) *10"10 [Pa'1], (12.1-15)
41
42 where SALT = % salt by weight. The constant thermal expansion coefficient, Cw/_ is taken from data in Brandshaug
43 (1986, p. 5, Table 2-1).
44

45 Cwr = 0.000045 [1/K ] . (12.1-16)46
47
48 Brine viscosity is computed from an industry standard software package, Hewlett-Packard, "Petroleum Fluids
49 PAC" (p. 102).
50

51 Caloric Equation of State for Liquid. Brine enthalpy is computed from specific heat values for water and salt.52
s3 Specific heat for salt is found in Perry and Chilton (1973, T_ble 3-174, p. 3-124) and was assigned the constant value
54 874 J/kg/K. For water, a temperature-dependent specific heat was assigned (Crookston et al., 1979, p. 37-58):
55

56 Cpw = 9716.0 - 0.32748" T + 0.047276"T "2[J/kg/_. (12.1-17)57
58
59 From the enthalpy of the salt and water, the brine enthalpy is computed as the average by weight fraction of the
60 two enthalpies. Brine internal energy is set equal to the enthalpy.
61

62 Formation or material heat capacity is given by63

6465 Cpr-- C1 + c2r + C3T2, (12.1-18)
66
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12. ComplexConsequenceModelingfor Salt DisposalSystem

1 where C1, C2,andC3 arc materialdependentcoefficients.2

3 Capillary Pressure. At the boundarybetweentwo phases,an imbalancein forcescreatesa componentof force4
5 that acts tangential to the interface. This force component is commonly referred to as the interfacial tension. Interfa-
6 cial tension acting on a curved surface between two phases is balanced, at equilibrium, by pressure differences in the
7 two phases. The difference in pressure, called the capillary pressure, is defined as the capillary constraint
8

9 Pc =Pg-PB (12.1-19110
11

12 where PB and Pg are the brine (wetting phase) and gas (non-wetting phase) pressures, respectively, and Pc is the cap-
13 illary pressure. Typically, capillary pressure is unbounded as the wetting phase saturation, SB, approache,_ the resid-
14 ual (also referred to as the irreducible) saturation, SBr, from the right (Figure 12-1). Less than or equal to SBr the15
16 capillary pressure is undefined. The residual saturation is defined as the saturation at which the wetting phase no
17 longer flows because of a pressure gradient.*
18

19 The constitutive equation for capillary pressure is assumed as empirically derived by Brooks and Corey (1964): t20
21
22 Pc= PtSe-I/ri (12.1-20)
28
24 where Pt is the threshold pressure, Pc is the capillary pressure, 11is the pore size distribution exponent, and Se is the
25 effective saturation defined for the brine (wetting phase) as
28

27 SeB = (SB - SBr ) I(I - SBr ) (12.1-21)28
29
80 where SB and SBr are the wetting phase and residual wetting phase saturations, respectively. Because of the lack of

al experimental data on the types of rocks used in this study, 11was assumed to be 0.7 for all rock types (see parameter
32 tables in Chapter 5). The threshold pressure was correlated to the permeability of the rock (Davies, 1991) using the33
34 equation (Figure 12-2):
35
a6 Pt = 5.6 x 10-7 * k -0.346, (12.1-22)
37

3a where Pt is the threshold pressure in MPa and k is the permeability in m2.39
40
41 Relative Permeabilities. Brooks and Corey (1964) also derived expressions for the wetting and non-wetting

42 phase relative permeabilities, krB and krg, using Equation 12.1-20 and the generalized form of the Kozeny-Carmen
4,3 equations (see, for example, Corey, 1990). They are
44
45
46 krB = Se_ (12.1-23)
47
48

49 krg = (1- Se12(1 - SeT) (12.1-241
50

Sl in which52

53 _=2+3___.3.n
54 11 (12.1-25)
55
56
57
58
59
60 " Thisdoesnot mean,asthe term"irreducible"wouldimply,thatthe wettingphasesaturationcannotbe reducedbelowSwr As discussedby
61 Melrose(1991),thewettingphaseis heldin placeat low saturationsbya combinationof adsorptionto thesolidsurfaceandcapillarityinthe
62 smallestporespaces.Throughdesorptionandvaporexchange,then,Sw,canbe reducedto zero.
63 , AnotherconstitutiverelationshipproposedbyVanGenuchten(1980),describingsimilarbehavior,is availableinBRAGFLO_T.Eachrelation-
64 shipcausessomenumericalproblems.WehadmoreexperienceworkingwiththenumericaldifficultiesoftheBrooks-Coreyrelationship,and
65 soweusedit insteadof theVanGenuchtenmodel.
66
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38 Rose, 1950 (after Davies, 1991, Figures 5 and 8).
39
40
41 2+11
42 7 =
43 11 (12.1-26)
44
45 To account for the entrapment and resulting immobility of the non-wetting phase as the non-wetting phase satu-

46 ration approaches its residual saturation, Sip, the original non-wetting phase relative permeability equation, Equation
47 12.1-24, was modified as follows:
48

49 SB < SBr krg = 1 (12.1-27)50 - '
51
52

5453 SBr<SB<I-Sgr, krg=(1-Se)2(1-Se _) (12.1-28)
55
56
57 SB > 1- $gr , krg =0 (12.1-29)
5S

59 where S¢* is defined as
6o

61 Se, = (SB _ SBr)/(I_ SBr _ Sgr)62
63
64
65
66
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12.1 RepositoryFluid FlowModeling

1 Boundary Heat Loss. BRAGFLO_T normally models fluid flow with a no-flow boundary condition. (As

2 described in Chapter 13, however, fluid flow across a boundary can be simulated with wells.) However, in the pres-3
ence of a thermal source, heat at the flow boundary must be accounted for in the energy balance equation. Although4

5 this problem could be solved by extending the finite difference grid system to include the surrounding rock, a larger
s grid system will impose serious computer storage and CPU time demands.
7

8 The method adopted requires gridding only to the fluid flow boundary. We consider a one-dimensional analytical9
treatment of the heat loss from each boundary grid block to the surrounding rock. We conceptualize a semi-infinite10

11 rod on the positive x-axis with left boundary at x = 0 and with uniform cross-section area A. This rod represents the
12 surrounding rock with interface at the point x = 0 with the repository site. The problem is to compute the heat flux
13 across the left boundary of the semi-infinite rod when the temperature history is known at the left boundary. This

14 temperature history at the left boundary represents the temperature history of a boundary grid block in BRAGFLO_T.
15 The differential equation governing temperature within the surrounding rock is16
17

18 _T k_2T19 _ = -- (12.1-30)
20 where _t _x 2
21
22
23 k = thermal diffusivity [m2/s]
24 T = temperature [K]
25 t = time[s]
26 x = distance [m].27
28
29 The boundary condition is
30

31 T(0, t) = F(t), t > 0 (given temperature history),
32

33 and initial condition is34
35
36 T(x, 0) = T 1, x > 0 (given initial temperature).
37

38 The diffusivi_' is expressed in terms of the formation pmverties as39
40
41 k = K/pc (12.1-31)
42
43 where
44

45 K = thermal conductivity [J/s/m/K]46
47 13 = density [kg/m 3]
48 C = specific heat [J/kg/K]
49

50 Let
51
52
53 ti = ith time in simulation, i = 1..... n + 1
54 Ti = temperature at ith time
55 ATi = Ti+i - Ti (temperature increment over ith time step).
56

57 Note T 1 is temperature at initial time q.58
59
60 The solution of the differential equation with boundary and initial conditions is given as a generalization of a

61 result in (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 63, Eq. 2.5-3)
62

° [ 163 =S' Ae,-yc . x
64 T- r 1 _=1 L24k(t-ti)] (12.1-32)
65
66
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12. ComplexConsequenceModelingfor Salt DisposalSystem

1 where erfc is the complementary error function. The temperature gradient at the boundary x = 0 is computed to be2
3 n

5 _/Ek i=1 (12.1-33)6
7

e The cumulative heat flux over the time step is obtained from9
10

1112 Qboundary = -Jtnftn+lKA _xT(0, t)dt (12.1-34)13
14

15 and is found to be16
17

18 Qboundary= E(n) - E(n- 1) (12.1-35)
19

20 where
21

22 2KA n

23 E(n) = -_ _ ATi4tn+l - t i
24 (12.1-36)
25
26

27 In BRAGFLO T the boundary heat loss term is treated implicitly in temperature. It was found that an explicit treat-28
29 merit was numerically unstable at large time steps.
30
81
32
a3 12.1.2 Computational Model
34

3,5 Numerical Solution of PDEs. In BRAGFLO_T, three mathematical model equations are discretized using stan-
36 dard finite difference techniques. The finite difference formulation uses a fully implicit treatment of the primary vari-
37 ables. Integration across a time step of the resulting nonlinear algebraic equations is done using Newton-Raphson
39 iteration with adaptive time-step control. The large system of algebraic equations, which is the result of discretiza-
40 tion, is solved using a Banded LU decomposition algorithm. These numerical methods are chosen because of their
41 quadratic convergence and robustness as well as their proven success in solving similar systems in the WIPP perfor-
42 mance assessment (WIPP PA Division, 1991b; WIPP PADepartment, 1992b).43
44

Algorithm for Capillary Pressure Constitutive Equation. The computational implementation of the constitu-
46 tire equations is straightforward except where it was necessary to implement the capillary constitutive equation to
47 avoid unrealistically low brine (wetting phase) pressure gradients at low brine saturations.
48

49 In the backfill-buffer regions of the waste package, pressure of the non-wetting phase, gas, was set equal to 1 atm50
51 and the initial brine saturation was assumed equal to SBr. SB was set equal to SBr, under the assumption the backfill-
52 buffer materials are kept as dry as possible during the operation phase to retard corrosion of the waste parcels. From
53 the definition of capillary pressure, the initial wetting phase pressure is computed as
54
55
56 Pe,i =Pg" Pc (12.1-37)
57

58 Because of a low initial wetting phase saturation, Pc can be much greater than the assumed Pg of 1 atm in the PA cal-
59 culation. Consequently, the initial wetting phase pressure (PB,i) can be negative in the bacldill-buffer regions.6o

61 Non-positive wetting phase pressures can also occur when the water consumption rate due to gas generation62
e3 exceeds the surrounding water inflow rate. In time, SB can approach SBr when the capillary pressure increases dra-
64 matically. Increases in capillary pressure produced pressure changes in both phases. However, in a gas-liquid two
65 phase system, pressure changes in the liquid phase are generally much larger than pressure changes in the gas phase.
66
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12.1 RepositoryFluidFlow Modeling

1 The large pressure change in the liquid is due to factors such as the compressibility of gas being much greater than the
2 compressibility of liquid. Also, the viscosity of gas is much lower than the viscosity of liquid, and the relative per-
3 meability to the gas phase is much higher than the relative permeability to the liquid phase, at low liquid saturations.4
5 Therefore, the non-wetting phase is more mobile and compressible than the wetting phase. This mobility means the

6 Pg will tend to equilibrate much faster than Pr_. Hence, an increase in capillary pressure results in a reduction of the
7 wetting phase pressure of approximately the same magnitude, causing the wetting phase pressure to become negative.
8

9 Approach used in BRAGFLO_T to Avoid Negative Liquid Pressures. Melrose (1988) discussed the phenomenai0
11 of negative wetting phase pressures and suggested that, for water, the pressure may be as low as -210 MPa. Negative
12 wetting phase pressures occur only when the capillary pressure is high. Consequently, a wetting phase with a nega-
13 tive pressure will generally have a saturation at or near SBr, and in this report is assumed to be hydraulically discon-
14 tinuous.
15
16
17 In BRAGFLO_T, we are concerned with the pressure distribution of interconnected mobile fluids. BRAG-
18 FLO_T currently does not model adsorption/desorption or vapor exchange of the wetting phase. So we are not con-

19 cerned with the pressure of these immobile fluid pockets. Rather than impose what we thought were unrealistically
20 large pressure gradients toward regions of disconnected, negative wetting phase pressures,* a minimum wetting phase
21 pressure was established in BRAGFLO_T, specifically, that the wetting phase pressure be greater than an arbitrarily22
23 small value, E or
24

25 PB > E. (12.1-38)
26

27 The actualvalue of 8 is not critical, but for numerical reasons8 shouldbe greaterthan the vaporpressureof the liquid28
29 at the prevailing temperature.
30

31 The specific procedure implemented in BRAGFLO_T is as follows. During a Newton Raphson time step itera-
32 tion, if the inequality of Equation 12.1-38 is violated, the current capillary pressure, Pc, is set equal to the previous

33 capillary pressure, Pc(old),less the amount that 8 exceeds PB, or,34
35
36 Pc = Pc(old)" (8 - PB)" (12.1-39)
37

38 Once Equation 12.1-38 is violated, the capillary pressure continues to be evaluated using Equation 12.1-39 regardless

39 of the status of Equation 12.1-38 until Pc from Equation 12.1-39 is greater than Pc(model),40
41
42 Pc> Pc(model) (I2.1-40)
43

44 where,Pc(model)isthecapillarypressurecomputedwiththeselectedcapillarypressuremodel.Once 12.1.40issatis-45
46 fled,thecapillarypressureissetequaltoPc(model),andthecapillarypressuremodelisusedtocomputePc insubse-
47 quentiterationsaslongastheinequalityin12.1-38issatisfied.
48

49 The primary solution variables solved for in BRAGFLO_T are the wetting phase pressure and the non-wetting
50 phase saturation. The intent of the capillary pressure modifications was to conditionally specify the wetting phase
51 pressure by adjusting Pc. If the Pc computed from one of the available models forces the solution variable PB to fall52
53 below 8, Pc is reduced so that PB approaches 8. Since PB remains a solution variable, it never equals 8 exactly but
54 only converges toward 8. Also, since Equation 12.1-38 is used only in the computation of Pc and not as a conver-
55 gence criteria, Equation 12.1-38 is not necessarily satisfied in the final solution.
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63 $ We arenot questioningwhetherthe largenegativepressureexists,but ratherwhetherthe negativepressuresare "felt"throughoutthe large
64 numericalmeshin ourappliedmodelthrougha connectedliquidphasesuchthatDarcy'slawapplies.Thevalidityof largenegativepressures
65 andtheapplicabilityofDarcy'slawwillneedtobeexploredin futurework.
66
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1 12.1.3 Applied Modei2
3
4 Element Flaring Modeling Technique. The fluid- and heat-flow fields within and around the repository are
5 three dimensional. Three-dimensional problems, however, are quite difficult technically and very expensive compu-
6 tafionally. Because of the numerous computations required for the performance assessment, the repository was mod-
7 eled in two rather than three dimensions.
8
9

10 The transformationfrom threedimensionsto two dimensionswas accomplishedusinga combinationof element
11 radial flaring and volumetrically averagedproperties. Volume-averagedpropertiesandtheir usein thisstudyare dis-
12 cussedlater in this section. Elementflaring is theprocessof definingone or moresubregionsin a two-dimensional
13 mesh where radially symmetric flow is assumedto occur,then evaluating the width (a = width in Equations 12.1-1
14 through 12.1-3) of the element assumingradial coordinates.This processhasbeen usedquite successfullyby the15
16 _[IPP PA Departmentfor over four years(Rechard et al., 1990, p. 37) to approximateflow asonemoves away from
17 the point of study of a system that is not fully axisymmetric. Specifically, a cylinder is defined in radial coordinates
18 by the height, Az, the internal radius, r i, and the external radius, ri + Ar, where Ar is the width of the cylinder. If the
19 element to model is not a complete cylinder, the angle 0 represents the fraction of the cylinder, in radians. The dis-
20 tinct°on between element fla_g and fully axisymmetric modeling is that not all of the elements are automatically21
22 increased in thi_:kness by radial distance times the full 2_ arc. Rather, several origins can be used and portions of the
23 study domain with, for example, an approximately uniform flow can have constant widths. It is this latter part of the
24 modeling technique (i.e., the use of several origins for flared elements mixed with constant width elements) that is
25 difficult to convey when explaining the applied model, not the basic concept of translation to an equivalent cartesian
26 coordinate system. The translation from radial to cartesian coordinates, shown in Figure 12-3, is made by setting27
28
29 Ax = Ar (12.1-41)
30

31 Ay = 0(ri + At/2) (12.1-42)32
33
34
35

36 Z_ z

37
38 A Z
89
40
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58
59 TRI-6342-3720-0
6O
61
62 Figure 12-3. Element radial flaring. The distinction between element flaring and fully axisymmetric modeling is that
63 not all of the elements are automatically increased in thickness by radial distance times the full 27tarc.
64 Rather, several axes can be used and portions of the study domain with, for example, an approximately
65 uniform flow can have constant widths.66
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1 Setting Ax equal to Ar maintains the distance parallel to the flow field; Ay is simply the thickness in the direction nor-

2 real to flow required to conserve the volume of the cylinder.3
4
5 Model Geometry and Spatial Discretization. A three-dimensional conceptualization of the hypothetical salt
6 repository is shown in Figure 12-4a and 12-4b. Th_ coordinate system used in the simulation is included in this fig-
7 ure. The coordinate system was positioned such that the z-axis is oriented opposite gravity and parallel to the shaft,
8 while the x-axis and y-axis form a plane parallel with the repository and geologic bedding planes. To introduce the
9 flared elements used in this analysis, on artistic representation of an x-y plane plan view of the repository is shown in10

11 Figure 12-4b.
12

13 Volume-averaged properties were used within the repository to combine heterogeneous materials into single
14 homogeneous cells. Combined with element flaring and a few approximations of the flow field near the repository,
is spatial variations in the direction of the y-axis were removed. Hence, a cross-section in the x-z plane with variable16
17 thickness in the y-direction completely describes the repository in two dimensions. (The Simple PA, discussed in
18 Chapter 14, simplifies further to a one-dimensional mathematical model.)
19

20 Logical Mesh for Vertical Cross-Section. A logical mesh representative of the x-z plane is presented in Figure21
22 12-5. (The x-y plane is only one element wide.) Displaying the logical mesh emphasizes the mesh element discreti-
23 zation while still showing the features modeled. A logical mesh is not to scale; rather, each element or grid block is
24 displayed with a unit dimension. The actual element dimensions are shown to the left, below, and above the drawing.
25 The integers above and to the fight of the drawing represent the (i,j) element location.
26

27 The logical mesh shows the position of the major geologic units and the repository. Fluid and heat flow were28
29 modeled from the Snake Dolomite to the Tower Formation vertically, and 2.4 km away from the repository horizon-
3o tally. Two intrusion boreholes penetrated the repository 1000 yr after emplacement intc the side rooms of the center
31 panel. One borehole was drilled into a brine reservoir within the Tower Formation, while the other stopped after com-
32 pletely penetrating the repository. Notice that the size of the elements increases dramatically near the boundaries of33

the mesh on both the left and right sides of Figure 12-5. The purpose of these elements was to reduce the influence of34
35 boundary conditions on flow around and within the repository.
36

37 Groupings of Rooms and Panels in Disposal Region. Within the repository, elements of constant thickness were
38 used. These elements extended the width of the repository and were placed along the features within it. (Compare
39 the x-y cross-section [Figure 12-4b] with the detailed drawing of the repository [Figure 6-2].) For instance, the side40
41 legs (Figure 6-2) of each room within a panel were combined with the side legs of each room in the opposite panel
42 along with a portion of the main passageway separating the panels to form a single composite grid block. In a similar
43 fashion, composite grid blocks were created by combining the main legs, the pillars separating the rooms, and the
44 passageway between opposite panels. For the most part, the constant thickness elements contained two or three dif-
45 ferent materials (backfill, host rock, canister) with independent fluid flow and thermodynamic properties. As a result,46
47 volume-averaged parameters were used to represent these elements.
48

49 Waste Parcel Placement. Regions containing waste emplacement packages were finely meshed to capture pref-
5o erential corrosion of the waste parcels. Mesh lines were placed one meter below the repository floor and at the bet-51

tom of each canister. Since each waste disposal group contained canisters of different lengths, the mesh changed to52
53 accommodate each waste disposal group. However, to not disrupt the entire mesh, the sum of grid blocks 6, 7, 8, 9,
54 and 10 in the z direction was always 10 m.
55

s6 Each panel contained a total of 2760 waste parcels: 1560 in the main leg and 600 in each side leg. Because the57
58 elements within the disposal region contained portions of two panels, 1200 waste packages were placed into each side
So panel element. The main panel group was split into two elements, so the number of the waste packages per element
60 remained 1560. In the side legs containing the intrusion boreholes, the flared elements surrounding the borehole

61 occupied a relatively small portion of the side leg (Figure 12-6). Rather than develop an elaborate scheme for placing
62 waste parcels within these elements, the 1200 waste parcels were divided equally and placed into the two large ele-63

ments on each end of the side leg (x-axis indices 21, 29, 32, 40 of Figure 12-5).64
65
66
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63 Figure 12-4. Conceptual model of salt repository and surrounding host rock for Complex PA. (a) x-z vertical cross-64
65 section, and (b) x-y plan view.
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12.1 RepositoryFluid Flow Modeling

1 Flared elements were used around the boreholes to capture the geometry of the borehole as well as the locally radial
2 fluid flow. A plan view of the region near the boreholes is shown in Figure 12-7.3
4
5 In Figure 12-4b, four very large cylindrical grid blocks surround the repository and extend to the boundaries of
6 the problem domain. The vertical line running through the center of the repository splits the domain into two parts: a
7 left side and a right side. Consequently, the four large cylindrical grid blocks were split in eight radial grid blocks
8 where 0 was equal to _. The corresponding elements in the logical grid are located in the cells with x-axis indices of
9 1-4 and 53-56. The left side corresponds to the indices 1-4, and the right side corresponds to the indices 53-56.10

11 Working inward toward the repository, the next two indices (5-6 and 51-52) contain the transition zone. The transi-
12 tion zone is located between the cylindrical grid blocks around the repository and the rectangular grid blocks within

13 the repository.
14

15 The three-dimensional conceptual model was converted into two dimensions by translating the radial elements16
17 into rectangular elements using Equations _2.1-41 and 12.1.-42. The converted one-dimensional x-y plane view is
18 shown in Figure 12-6. The disposal region of the repository remained the same except for the radial elements around
19 the intrusion boreholes. The borehole mesh is not shown here due to the size of the side rooms, but it can be inferred

20 from Figure 12-7. The transitional blocks were placed at the end of the repository on the right side, and behind the
21 shafts on the left side. Because fluid transport between the shaft and the disposal area was considered to be a paten-22
23 tial source of brine to the repository as well as a release point for radionuclides, the shaft was modeled as a separate
24 entity rather than using the volume averaging approach. Consequently, the distance of the transitional and radial
25 blocks surrounding the repository to the center of the disposal region remained constant on the right side of the repos-
26 itory, but were shifted by the length of the access drift on the left side. Finally, the five shafts were combined into a
2"/ single rectangular shaft. The thickness, or Ay, of the rectangular shaft was set equal to the thickness of the access28
29 drift, and the length, or Ax was calculated to conserve the volume of the original five shafts.
30

31 Volume-Averaged Modeling Parameters. To evaluate the applied model in a reasonable amount of time, a
32 coarse numerical mesh is required. In turn, this means that elements within the repository contain numerous heterog-33

enous materials that must be averaged to obtain appropriate values of the required zaaterial property parameters for34
35 the element. This volume averaging (or areal averaging when the third dimension of all the materials in the element
36 is equal) is straightforward for the most part; yet a few parameters, such as permeability and thermal conductivity, are
37 different enough to warrant a discussion of the methodology adopted.
38
39
40

41 _ ,_
42 Waste Parcel Source Term

44

48
46 ri ro Ax A y

48 .0 -, 1.5
49 [ 1.5 1 3.01 1.5 17.0686 I
5o _ I 0.51 1-51 1.0 13.1416I
5251 _ I0.17751 0.510.322511.06421
53 " Borehole

55
56
57 _ Side Drift _ I
58

59 TRI-e,_2-372_O60
61

62 Figure 12-7. Plan view of conceptual model near borehole for salt repository centered in an element of side leg of63
rooms in panels 3 and 8. Note that the waste parcel source is located in an element -3 m from the64

65 borehole. However, the fluid flo_v properties are the same throughout this region.
56
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1 The element porosity, _, and the initial wetting phase saturation, S--B,are calculated using simple volumetric
2 averaging:3

4 _ = Vp/v t = Y,(_ivi Iv t (12.1-43)
5
6

7 SB = vw / Vp = _, SBil_iv i I(_v t) (12.1-44)8
9

10
11 where, Vp,vt, and vB are the "grid block" pore volume, total volume, and brine volume, respectively, and SBi, _i, and
12 vi, are the individual "component" initial brine saturation, porosity, and volume, respectively. In a similar fashion,
13 the grid block formation bulk density, compressibility, thermal expansion coefficient, and specific heat were com-
14 puted by volumetrically weighting the individual components.15
16
17 Single-Phase Flow. The grid-block-equivalent permeability and thermal conductivity are evaluated using tradi-
18 tional parallel and series flow averaging techniques (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Generally, in this study, flow in the
19 vertical direction was parallel while flow in the horizontal direction was in series. Therefore, an anisotropic medium
20 was used to describe the equivalent grid-block permeability and thermal conductivity. The series and parallel equa-
21 tions used to compute the effective element permeability are:22
23
24

25 k"_= dt I(Y. di / kxi ) -_krock (12.1-45/
26
27

(12.1-46)
28 k"_= E kziA i / At
29
3O

31 where kx and kz are the horizontal and vertical grid-block permeabilities, kxi and kzi are the horizontal and vertical
32 component permeabilities, di and dt are the component length and total length in the series formulation, and Ai and A t33

are the component and total cross-sectional areas in the parallel formulation. In the grid blocks containing a mixture34
35 of host rock, waste parcel, and waste parcel *....._fill, the host rock term in Equation 12.1.45 dominated over the waste
36 parcel and backfill terms. Consequently sumed equal to the host rock permeability in these cells.
37

38 Two-Phase Flow and Relative Perm_ j. For multiphase parallel flow, the effective permeability including
39 the effects of relative permeability is written as,4o
41
42 (12.1-471

kzB = _, krBikziA i I At43
44
45
46 kzg ffi_"krgikziAi / At , (12.1-48)
47

48 where kzB, and kzg are the effective vertical permeability to the wetting and non-wetting phase, and krai and k_ are
49 the component wetting and non-wetting phase relative permeabilities. Once the effective permeability to each phase

50 is known, the parallel-flow grid-block relative permeability to the wetting and non-wetting phase, krBz and krgz, is51
52 computed by:
5,3 (12.1-49)
54 kraz= / kz,
55
56
57 krgz = kzg / kz " (12.1-50/
56
59
60 Using the same approach, it can be shown that the grid-block relative permeabilities in a series flow configuration
61 (the x-direction) are computed by:
62.

63 "k"_ = dt I[_, di I(krBVikxi ) ] (12.1-51)64
65
66
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m

1 =dr  121-522
3
4

(12.1-53)5
krBx = kxB I kx ,6

7

8 krgx = kxg / kx. (12.1-54)9
10
11 The difficulty with this approach is in the evaluation of the componentrelative permeabilities in Equations
12 12.1-47, 12.1-48, 12.1-51, and 12.1-52. Although it is possibleto determinethe functionalrelationship between the
13 relative permeability and the wetting phasesaturationfor eachcomponent,there is no way to know the saturationof
14 eachcomponentunlesseachcomponentis modeled separately.Consequently,the componentrelative permeabilities15

cannotbe evaluatedwithout making somesimplifying assumptions.16
17
18 Because the threshold pressure of the host rock and the canister are very high, little or no gas is expected to pen-

19 etrate these components. Hence, one can assume the host rock and the canister remain wetting phase saturated, SB =
20 1, and that the non-wetting phase is found only in the backfill around the canister and the backfill in the drift. Using

21 this assumption, krB= 1, and krg= 0, in the host rock and the canister. The relative permeability in the backfill is22
23 evaluated by first computing the non-wetting phase saturation of the backfill material, Sg b,
24
25

26 Sgb = -_g(Y_(_i]_) l(¢b Vb) , (12.1-55)27
28
29
a0 where, __ is the grid-block non-wetting phase saturation, % is the backfill porosity, and Vb is the backfill volume.

al Using Sgb_,the relative permeability in the backfill to the wetting and non-wetting phases is calculated using the meth-
32 ods of Brooks and Corey (1964). Sgb is also passed to the gas generation submodel in BRAGFLO T, where it is used3,3

to compute the corrosion rate of the waste parcel overpack.34
35
:36 Initial Conditions. Initial conditions for the fluid state variables, saturation, pressures, and temperature, of the
37 model are discussed here. The initial conditions for the gas generation submodel are discussed in Chapter 11.
38

a9 Initial Saturation. All regions except the repository and the shaft were assumed to be fully saturated v,ith liquid40
41 brine. The initial brine saturation in the shaft and the access drift to the storage area was set equal to the residual
42 brine saturation of the salt backfill, 0.2. Within the repository, elements contained a mixture of waste parcels, back-
43 fill, and intact halite. The effective initial grid block saturation was computed using Equation 12.1-34 (see Section

44 12.1.3), where the component initial porosity and brine saturation are as follows:45
46
47 Component Porosity Saturation
48
49 Waste Parcel 0.00 1.00
50 Backfill 0.05-0.19 0.20
51 Halite 0.01 1.0052
53
54 Initial Pressures. The initial brine aad gas pressure of all cells in the repository and the shaft were assumed to be
55 1.01325 x 105 Pa (1 arm). In all other regions, the initial brine pressure was interpolated from three measured values.
so The three measured values were
57
58
59 Location Elevation (m) Pressure (MPa)
60
61 Snake 819.9 1.053

62 Anhydrite* 379.0 12.5
6Z Brine Reservoir 146.5 17.054
65
66 * Nottheanhydritelayermodeledinthesimulation
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1 Initial Temperature. The initial temperature of the entire mesh was computed from a measured value of 300 K in
2 the anhydrite layer at an elevation of 379 m and a regional temperature gradient of 0.0078 K/m. Therefore, the initial
3 temperature in the repository was 302 K.4
5
6 Boundary Conditions. The boundary conditions include fluid flow and heat flow boundaries.
7

8 Fluid Flow Boundary Conditions. BRAGFLO_T requires no-flow boundary conditions at all boundary loca-9
tions. To minimize the impact of the boundary conditions on the solution, large grid blocks were placed at the left10

11 and right boundaries. The saturation, temperature, and pressure of these cells remained relatively constant over the
12 simulation period. As a result, the regions of interest behaved as though the problem domain were infinite.
13

14 Heat Flow Boundary Conditions. Heat was transported across all boundaries using the boundary heat loss treat-15
ment discussed in Section 12.1.1.16

17
18

1_ 12.1.4 Intermediate Results20
21
22 Results are presented below from the fluid flow phase (or module) of the total system consequence model (or
23 performance assessment process, refer to Figure 1-2 and Section 3.2). The results are intermediate in the process and
24 become input to the transport model, described in Section 12.2. The 20 sets of different model parameters from Latin
25 hypercube sampling were used for each of the five waste disposal groups; hence results from 100 simulations (or26
27 runs) are summarized here.
28

29 Monitoring Points. For each sample set, or "run," fluid flow to and from the disposal region of the repository
30 through the shaft, the two boreholes, and the intact halite was evaluated. To analyze fluid transport between these
31 features and the repository, five locations were selected as monitoring points (Table 12-1).32
33
34
35 "lable 12-1. Analysis Monitoring Points for Salt Disposal System
36 ..

37 Name Description (i, J)Index*
38

39 1 Shaft Shaft at repositoryceiling (7, 15)40

41 2 BoreholeI Boreholeat repositoryceiling (25, 15)42

43 3 Borehole2 Boreholeat repositoryceiling (36, 15)
44
45 4 Brinereservoir Borehole2 at repositoryfloor (36, 6)
46
47 5 Halite Repository/hostrockboundary B
48
49
50

* Referto Figure12-4for1heexactlocationof(i, j) indices.51
52
53
54 In the discussion and figures that follow, the first monitoring point will be referred to as the shaft, the second as
55 Borehole 1, the third as Borehole 2, the fourth as the brine reservoir, and the fifth as halite (surrounding the reposi-
56 tory). The two boreholes penetrate the repository at 1000 yr, simulating the WIPP EIE2 (shallow well/deep well)
57

human intrusion scenario. Monitoring point 4 is referred to as the brir_; reservoir because fluid flow through this
58
s9 locations consists primarily of brine released from the brine reservoir of :he Tower Formation. The fifth point con-
SO sists of the sum of the cells at the halite/repository interface.
61

62 Fluid Flow. At each monitoring location, the net flow of brine and gas was computed by integrating fluid flow
63

across the interface of the monitoring location over the 10,000-yr regulation period. Net flow can be defined simply64
6S as the total fluid volume flowing out of the repository minus the total fluid volume flowing into the repository over
66
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1 10,000 yr. A negative value indicates the net fluid flow was into the repository. Because flow reverses direction at
2 certain times during the simulation, it was necessary to split the net flow into two components: total inflow and total

a outflow. Total inflow was computed by integrating only the flow into the repository, while total outflow was corn-4
5 puted by integrating only the flow out of the repository. The total inflow, total outflow, and net flow at each of the five
6 monitoring locations was used as the basis to analyze fluid transport.
7

a Net Brine and Gas Flow. Net brine and gas flow at all five monitoring points is presented in Figures 12-8 and
9 12-9. Net brine flow is almost identical for all waste disposal groups for a given model parameter sampling set, or10

11 "run," demonstrating that the waste disposal group had virtually no influence on the flow of brine between the repos-
12 itory and the surrounding environment. Therefore, the brine flow characteristics for any of the five waste disposal

13 groups can be inferred from a detailed analysis of a single waste disposal group. On the other hand, there were some
14 differences in net gas flow depending on the waste disposal group, particularly though the halite where the most sig-

15 nificant gas flow occurred. Gas flow through the brine reservoir was purposely excluded from Figure 12-9 because16
17 there was no gas at this location in any of the simulations.
18

19 Total Brine Flow for Waste Disposal Group I. In all 20 sample sets, the principal source of brine flow into the
20 repository was through the E_lite and the brine reservoir (Figure 12-10). However, as shown in Figure 12-11, most of
21 the brine flowing from the brine reservoir continued to migrate up Borehole 2. Therefore, the primary source of brine22
2a to the waste parcels was through the intact halite, which as expected is highly dependent on the halite permeability
24 (Figure 12-12).
25

26 By carefully looking at the direction of flow within the repository around Borehole 2, it was determined that
27 brine never flowed from the repository into Borehole 2 during the entire 10,000-yr period. The direction of flow was28
29 always away from the borehole at all times for all 20 simulation of Waste Disposal Group 1. This result does not nec-
30 essarily imply that contaminants are not discharged through Borehole 2, since radionuclides can move upstream via
31 molecular diffusion, or possibly enter the borehole at locations outside the repository, such as the anhydrite marker
32 bed. (Radionuclide transport is discussed in Section 12.2.)33
34
as The flow of brine away from the repository is very important to the transport of radionuclides and is presented in
36 Figure 12-13. Brine moves away from the repository predominately through Borehole 2 and through the salt. Brine
37 flow into the salt potentially will be highly contaminated; however, unless it can move into a more permeable mate-
3S rial (anhydrite or the borehole), it is not likely to be a threat. On the other hand, brine flow up Borehole 2 could be
39 quite influential. Even though the source of this fluid was found to be the brine reservoir, the potential for molecular40
41 diffusion into the borehole followed by advective transport to the Snake Dolomite is quite large.
42

4,3 Flow out Borehole 2 was strongly correlated to the permeability of the upper segment of the borehole (Figure
44 12-14). The upper segment is defined as the section of borehole 2 that extends from the repository ceiling to the
45 Snake Dolomite. Because of the skewed permeability distribution used to simulate both the E1 and EIE2 scenarios46
47 (see Figure 9-7), half the sampled values fell between 10"12's and 10q2° m2. These values explain why 10 of the 20
48 sample sets had very large discharges out Borehole 2; each of these sample sets had an upper segment borehole per-

125 120 2
49 meability between 10" ' to 10" ' m.
50

51 Surprisingly, in only one sample set, run 1 was there any brine released up Borehole 1, and the quantity was52
s3 rather small. This observation is significant because in the 1992 WIPP performance assessment, the largest contami-
54 nant releases occurred in the E1E2 scenario (WIPP PA Department, 19923). The E1E2 scenario involves the flow of

s5 brine up the deep borehole, through the repository, then into the shallow borehole. This scenario never really devel-
s6 oped in this study because brine flow through the repository was insufficient to force fluid up the shallow borehole.
57 In the 1992 WIPP performance assessment, brine flow through the repository was for the most part neglected. Con-58
59 sequently, the validity of this scenario is questionable when flow through the repository is accounted for.
60

61 Total Gas Flowing into the Repository for Waste Disposal Group 1. Very small volumes of gas actually flow into
62 the repository. The primary source of gas moving into the repository is what was initially contained in the shaft at the

beginning of the simulation (Figure 12-15). In run 18, gas is shown flowing into the repository through the halite.54
65 Since the halite was initially saturated with brine, gas flow from the halite must consist of gas generated within the
66 repository that flowed into the halite, then later flowed back into the repository.
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61 Figure ]2-8. Integrated net brine flows at ]0,000 yr for the five waste disposal groups at each of the monitoring
62 points: (a) the shaft, (b) borehole I, (c) borehole 2, (d) brine reservoir, and (e) surrounding halite.

64 Although no functional relationship exists between the run number, the values of each run are con-
65 nected to help the eye see the similar behavior among the waste disposal groups (WDGs).
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55 Figure 12-8. Integrated net brine flows at 10,000 yr for the five waste disposal groups at each of the monitoring
56 points: (a) the shaft, (b) borehole 1, (c) borehole 2, (d) brine reservoir, and (e) surrounding halite.57
58 Although no functional relationship exists between the run number, the values of each run are con-
59 nected to help the eye see the similar behavior among the waste disposal groups (WDGs) (continued).
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1 Total gas outflow is presented in Figure 12-16. The only appreciable gas flow out of the repository was into the
2 adjacent halite. Sample sets 1 and 18 had the highest gas releases. These sample sets also had very high halite per-3
4 meabilities, and therefore, large brine influx rates and low threshold pressures.
5
6 Gas Production. The dependence of gas flow on the waste disposal group is linked to the gas generation from

7 the corrosion process. In Figure 12-17, the cumulative gas produced after 10,000 yr is plotted for all waste disposal8
groups and all sample sets. When gas production exceeded about 4 million standard cubic meters (SCM), Waste Dis-9

10 posal Group 3 produced the most gas. The largest volume of gas produced was slightly in excess of 8 million SCM
11 by Waste Disposal Group 3 in sample set 20.
12

13 Cumulative gas production correlated quite well for all waste disposal groups with the corrosion rate of stainless
14 steel (Figure 12-18). In general, the corrosion rate appears to control the cumulative volume of gas generated until
is the corrosion rate exceeds about 3.5 x 10"l° kg/(m 2 s). At higher rates, the availability of the reactants (metal and16
17 brine) possibly control the process.
18

19 Repository Pressure and Saturation. Average repository brine saturation, brine pressure, and gas pressure are
20 plotted as functions of time for all 20 sample sets of Waste Disposal Group 1 in Figure 12-19. In most simulations,21

brine flow into the repository is slow resulting in low brine saturations over most of the 10,O00-yr period (Figure22
23 12-19a). As a consequence, the repository brine pressure did not equilibrate with the pore pressure of the salt, and in
24 many cases only slightly exceeded the initial repository brine p_essure of 0.1 MPa (Figure 12-19b). Gas pressures,
2S however, were significantly higher due to the production of gas and consumption of brine as the waste parcels corrode
26 (Figure 12-19c).27
28
29 As further evidence that the waste disposal group has very little influence on fluid flow, brine and gas pressures at
30 the end of the simulation period are presented in Figures 12-20a and 12-20b. Not surprisingly, the sample sets which
31 generated the most gas also developed the highest gas pressures.
32
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63 Figure 12-16. The only significant gas outflow occurs into the surrounding liquid-saturated salt.
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64 groups. Brine pressure significantly increases above the O.1 MPo initial value in only seven of the65
66 twenty sample sets.
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30 Figure 12-2.1. Maximum temperature observed throughout the salt repository for all five waste disposal groups.
31 Temperature was afunction of the waste disposal group and did not vary with sample sets.32
33
34

35 Temperature. Incontrasttothe singlecanisterscopingcalculations(AppendixC), fluidtransporthad verylittle36
37 impact on the maximum temperature. For a given waste disposal group, each simulation attained essentially the same
88 maximum temperature (Figure 12-21). On the other hand, the waste disposal group had a dramatic impact on the
39 maximum temperature because of the different radionuclide contents. From an initial temperature slightly above 300
40 K, Waste Disposal Crroup i increased by 30 K, while Waste Disposal Group 4 increased by 50 K.
41
42
43 Finally, it should be pointed out that the maximum temperature increases reported here are possibly low because
44 of the coarse numerical mesh. However, the situation is compensated for somewhat as a result of the no-flow bound-
45 ary condition in the third dimension. Also fluid transport, rather than heat transport, was emphasized in the passage-
46 way between the shaft and the disposal area (see Section 12.1.2 for further details). Consequently, heat flow from the
47 disposal area out the left face first had to flow through the passageway before it could dissipate into the much larger48
49 transitionalelements.
50
51
52
53 12.2 Radionuclide Transport Modeling
54

55 Radionuclide transport in and around the repository in the Complex PA was performed with the STAFF2D (Sol-
56 ute Transport and Fracture Flow in 2 Dimensions) finite-element program. STAFF2D can calculate either Darcy fluid57
58 flow or radionuclide transport. In this performance assessment, only the transport capabilities were used. The flow
59 fields were calculated with the BRAGFLO_T code discussed in Section 12.1 and then passed to the STAFF2D trans-
60 port model as input. The primary assumption allowing for decoupling of the flow and transport simulation is that sol-
61 ute concentrations are small and do not affect fluid density or thermal properties. The radionuclide source term
62 (solute mass injection well) for STAFF2D was provided by CONCSNF, discussed in Chapter 11. CONCSNF, a63
64 subroutineof STAFF2D,providesmassinjectionratesper nuclideforeachcomputationalgridelementthat contains
65 spent fuel or high-level waste.
66
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1 A transport simulation was run for each flow simulation; hence for the 20 sets of different model parameters
2 from Latin hypercube sampling and five waste disposal groups, a total of 100 STAFF2D transport simulations were3

run for the salt disposal system.4
5
6

r 12.2.1 Mathematical Model Description8
9

10 STAFF2D is a two-dimensional finite-element code designed to simulate groundwater flow and solute transport
11 in fractured or granular aquifers (Huyakorn et al., 1991). The original version was developed through a joint effort by
12 HydroGeoLogic, Inc. and the International Ground Water Modelling Center of the Holcomb Research Institute.

13 Improved versions of the code have since been commercially available through HydroGeoLogic, the latest being Ver-14
15 sion 3.2. CAMCON originally adapted Version 2.0 of the code and has since included upgrades from Version 3.2.
16 Changes to the code were made to accommodate CAMCON input/output requirements and to tailor the code inputs to

17 the secondary database for the WIPP (Rechard et al., 1989); these changes also apply to this performance assessment.
18 Ill addition, this study required that significant additional upgrades be made to accommodate variable fluid density,
19 porosity, and saturation as well as the source term submodel.20
21
22 Mass Balance Equations for Transport. The unsaturated transport mass balance equation, assuming variable
23 fluid density, porosity, and saturation, linear equilibrium adsorption, and a fluid and solute source, is as follows:
24
25

26 _ oh2;, v.(poz_u).vq-v.(povq)=(poq)+pb_Cdtp_(Cl)
28 (12.2-1)

29 -_tp(O+pbKd_)ct+ _:(O+pbKd.)C.+ o.c;30

31 where (SI units are shown),32
33
84 CI mass function (type of concentration) of the current nuclide [kg/kg]
35 0 = _Sw water content [m3/m3]
36 ([:) porosity [m3/m3]

37 Sw saturation [m3/m3]38
39 P fluid density [kg/m 3]
40 DH Dispersion tensor [m2/s]
41 V average fluid velocity [m/s]
42 0V Darcy velocity, or specific discharge [m3/m2°s]
4,3 Kd/ partition coefficient for radionuclide I [m3/kg]44

bulk density of solid matrix [kg/m 3]Pb45
46 _.l=ln(2)/tl_ decay constant [s"l]
47 tit 2 half-life of the current nuclide [s]

48 _ decay constant of the parent nuclide [s"l]49
50 Cp mass fraction of the parent nuclide [kg/kg]
51 Kdp partition coefficient of the parent nuclide [m3/kg]
52 Q mass flow rate of fluid at source/sink [kg/(s.m3)]

53 CI* mass fraction of solute in fluid source/sink [kg/kg].
54
55

When the second term on the left-hand side and the first term on the right-hand side are expanded and rearranged,56
57 Equation 12.2-1 yields:
58

s9 v.(poDu)-vQ-pov.vq -qv.(pov)

606162 = --Gat'P0"--"()_ + P(O+pbrdl)'_ (Cl)b -_'lP(O+PbKdl)Cl + _'PP(O+PbKdp)Cp + QC_ (12.2-2)

64 Cl) _,IPORCl+ QC_6s = qg(po)+poR - xppoR%+
66
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1 where,
2

4 R = 1+ P...bbKd l the retardationO
5
6

7 Kd/is the partition coefficient for linear equilibrium adsorption defined as follows:
8
9

1o cs= KdpoQ
11
12 where,
13

14 Cs = adsorbate concentration [kg/kg]15
= initial fluid density [kg/m 3]Po16

17
18 The fluid mass balance equation can be expressed as follows:
19
20

2221 V.(pOV) + -_(pO) = Q (12.2-3)
23
24

25 Multiplying by solute concentration yields:
26
27
28

29 CIV.(pOV ) + c/_-(pe) = ClQ (12.2-4)30
31

32 Substituting Eq. 12.2-4 into 12.2-2 yields the final form of the advection/dispersion solute mass balance equations:33
34
35
36 v.(poDu).-pervQ
37 _)

38 = P(O+PbKdl)'_(Cl)-_'lP(O+PbKdl)Cl + _'pP(O+PbKdp)Cp + Q(C_-CI) (12.2-5)39

40 _(4.1 = peR Cl) -_,iPORCl+ _ppORCp + _Cr-Cl)
42
4,3

44 The elements of the dispersion tensor, DIj, are defined as (Scheidegger, 1960),**45
46

47 (_L V? + O_TV22

49 Ivl
50
51

52 "Vl I/2 s] (12.2-6)sa Ira2/54
55
56

57 CtL V2 + otTVl2
58 D22 = +D_, [m2/,]s9 Ivl
6O

61 where a L and a T [m] are the longitudinal and transverse dispersiti, vites, _nd D_ and D_ [m2/s] are the effective
B2 coefficients of molecular diffusion, including tortuosity effects _D_.'r) where D_ is the free water molecular63
64
65
66 "" Duringreviewof this report,it wasnotedthatthis formis notrigorouslyaccurateforradialgeometry.
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1 diffusion of species l, and x [dimensionless] is the tortuosity defined as (L/Le2), where L designates straight line
2 length and Le designates actual path length for the fluid.3
4
5 The decay constant is
6
7

8 _, = ln(2__._),[s_l ] (12.2-7)
9 tl/2

10
11
12 where tl/2 is the half-life of species 1.
13

14 Assumptions and Limitations. The assumptions and limitations of the model are as follows15
16
17 • Transport is governed by Fick's law.
18 * The implementation of the above mathematical model in STAFF2D model is limited to two dimensions.
19 • Solute effects on fluid density are assumed negligible so flow and transport can be decoupled.
20 * The dispersivity is assumed to correspond to an isotropic porous medium so that it can be represented by two21

constants in the principle directions of flow.22
23 • Adsorption obeys a linear equilibrium isotherm.
24 * There is local chemical equilibrium between the liquid and the solid.
25
26
27
2s 12.2.2 Mathematical Model Implementation (Computational Model)
29

30 Original STAFF2D. STAFF2D originally used an equation very similar to Equation 12.2-5. The equation can
31 be derived by assuming that (1) the wetting phase saturation, Sw, is one and (2) the fluid density is constant. The con-32
33 stant fluid density can be combined with the mass fraction to get volumetric concentration, cI. The resulting equation
34 as originally solved by STAFF2D is as follows:
35
36

37 V. ((_DIj ). VCI_(_V. Vcl38

3940 = _R_t (Cl)- _,l(_Rcl+ _,pC_Rcp+ q(ct -Cl) (12.2-8)41
42
43

Modified STAFF2D. STAFF2D was modified to solve the more general Equation 12.2-5 so that unsaturated44
45 transport could be modeled for this performance assessment. For STAFF2D to solve Equation 12.2-5, fluid density
46 was added explicitly, concentration c was changed to mass fraction C, ¢ was replaced with 0 (which equals Sw¢), and
47 retardation was calculated from Kd and 0.
48

49 These modifications to the transport equations required that the time-dependent saturation, porosity, and fluid50
51 density be imported from the finite-difference flow code (BRAGFLO_T) in addition to the velocities. Also, routines
52 were developed that interpolated the velocities to insure that they were properly centered in space for consistency
53 with the STAFF2D finite-element numerical algorithms. This modification was non-trivial because even small incon-
54 sistencies in velocities contribute significantly to fluid mass balance errors. These errors appear as sources or sinks in
55 the transport solution.56
57
58 Numerical Approach. The finite-element approximation technique applied to the convective-dispersive Equa-
59 tion 12.2-5 is an upstream-weighted technique (Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983) designed to overcome oscillations of the
60 numerical solutions when the convective terms are dominant.
61
62
63 Verification. STAFF2D was verified with an analytical solution for saturated transport of a three-specie chain
64 (l.,ester et al., 1975) and with density-dependent flow and solute transport (Henry, 1964). Results in both cases were

65 very good. Because analytical solutions to unsaturated multiple radionuclide decay chain transport are difficult to
66
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1 find, SUTRA was also modified to solve Eq. 12.2-5 so that the two codes could be used to benchmark each other.

2 The complementary capabilities of the original versions of the codes improved the reliability of the benchmarking.
3 Given the two analytical solutions and the benchmarking of the two codes, a reliable, unsaturated multiple-specie4
5 transport capability was verified with a high degree of confidence. STAFF2D was chosen for this performance
6 assessment because its numerics were more compatible with BRAGFLO_T.
7
8
9

10 12.2.3 Applied Model
11

12 Model Geometry and Spatial Discretization. The decoupled sequential nature of this performance assessment
13 (a flow simulation, then a transport simulation) and the structure of CAMCON meant that the data output from the14
15 flow modeling becomes the input data to the transport modeling (see Chapter 7 and Appendix G). As a result, the
16 geometry for the transport model is identical to the geometry for flow (see Section 12.1.2 for salt repository geome-
17 try). This situation facilitates the input or import of the flow-field data: velocities (fluxes), porosity, fluid density, and
18 saturation from BRAGFLO_T to STAFF2D. The logical grid showing major features is shown in Figure 12-4.19
20
21 Time Discretization. Time discretization for the transport simulations was controlled by the BRAGFLO_T flow
22 simulations. The time steps used by BRAGFLO_T are controlled internally by the convergence criteria and the time
23 scale of the physical phenomena taking place. The computational results were written to the CAMDAT (Compliance
24 Assessment Methodology Data) data base at specified cycle intervals. These times on the data base were used
25 directly in the transport simulations. Typically, time steps were small (initially on the order of fractions of years)26
27 growing to a maximum of 500 years; the smaller time steps occurred around the time of intrusion at 1000 yr.
28
29
30
31 12.2.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions
32

33 Flow field initial conditions are described in Section 12.1.3. Initial radionuclide concentrations throughout the

34 model domain are assumed to be zero, Ct(x, y, 0) = 0 for all x, y. Initial conditions inside the backfill-buffer around
35 the waste parcel are handled by the source term model, CONCSNF, as described in Chapter 11.36
37
38 A zero-concentration-gradient boundary condition was set at the four external grid boundaries (model domain
39 boundaries). This type of boundary condition allows for advection across the boundary, but not dispersion or diffu-
40 sion. If there is flow at the boundaries, solute is allowed to flow out of but not into the mesh. However, as described

41 earlier for the flow model, the domain of the flow simulations was assumed large enough to set no-flow boundary42
43 conditions. Therefore, regardless of what is set in STAFF2D, the boundaries are non-transporting. Consequently, no
44 solute leaves the modeling domain.
45

46 The source term is implemented in STAFF2D as an internal mass flux boundary condition (injection well). Orig-
47 inally, the user supplied a rate history in tabular form. In performance assessments for the WIPP, this rate history48
49 table was generated by the PANEL code (parent of IPANEL discussed in Appendix C) and was uncoupled from the
50 existing concentration fields. In this performance assessment, CONCSNF, the source-term submodel, is implemented
51 in STAFF2D as a subroutine that is called for every element containing spent fuel or high-level radioactive waste.
52 The model returns a mass flux to STAFF2D for each transported radionuclide, which is function of both the current53

state inside each waste emplacement package and the current state of the flow and transport fields: concentrations54
55 and saturations (refer to Figure 11-6 in Chapter 11). For the Complex PA for the salt repository, there were 88 ele-
56 ments with waste emplacement packages.
57
58
59
60 12.2.5 Material Properties
61

62 Two sets of material properties are required for the STAFF2D transport simulations: the porous media or host
63 material properties and radionuclide properties. Property values were obtained from the property secondary data base64
65 (see Chapter 5, "Geologic Barrier," and Chapter 6, "Repository Design"). Porous media properties include porosity,
66 tortuosity, longitudinal dispersivity, and transverse dispersivity. Nuclide properties include half-life, specific activity,
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12.2 Radionuclide Transport Modeling

1 chain descriptions, partition coefficients (retardation), and effective diffusion coefficients. Drift and backfill porosity
2 was the only transport property sampled for this performance assessment (see Chapter 7, "Scenario Development").
3 However, several source term submodel _roperties were also sampled as discussed in Chapter 11.4
5
6 Guidelines for applying the STAFF2D isotropic dispersion model suggest that the size of dispersitivities can be

7 on the order either of the largest hydrogeologic or flow inhomogeneity along the transport reach or the distance
8 between inhomogeneities, whichever is greater. Transverse dispersitivities are even less well defined and are typi-
9 cally chosen to be between one-tenth and one-third of the longitudinal value. Also, there is a numerical requirement10

11 that finite elements be no larger than roughly 4 to 20 times the longitudinal dispersivity to ensure stability and accu-
12 racy (note that elements vary between 0.3 m to 6800 m). Because of the large geometric and material differences
13 between the repository backfill and host material, these parameters are not constant and suggest a spatially varying

14 dispersivity. However, because of these complexities and the lack of supporting data, a single minimum value for
15 dispersivity that was numerically stable was chosen by trial and error to minimize upstream dispersion to the intru-16
17 sion borehole. For the salt disposal system, both longitudinal and transverse dispersivity were set to 1.5 m.
18

19 A total of 11 radionuclides were transported: two 4-isotope chains and 3 individual isotopes. The chains are as
20 follows (see Figure 4-8 for complete chains): tt21

22 239pu23 (1)
24 (2) 24°r,u
25 (3) 241Am --.->237Np --->233U ---->229Th
26 (4) 238U ---->234U ---->230Th --->226Ra
27 14C2e (5)
29
3O

31 12,2.6 Intermediate Results32
33
34 Results from the radionuclide transport model (refer to Figure 1-2 and Section 3.2) of the total system conse-
35 quence model are described below. These intermediate results become input to CCDF construction codes, CCDF-
36 CA/_,C, and CCDFPERM (see Chapter 7 and Appendix G).37
38
39 Typical solute contours in and around the repository are shown in Figures 12-22 and 12-23. The logical grid is
40 used for ease of visualization. On the logical grid, all element dimensions are 1, which can be deceiving for this mesh
41 since the outer elements are three orders of magnitude larger than the elements near the waste emplacement packages

42 in the x-direction and two orders of magnitude in the z direction. However, the entire mesh can be easily viewed in
43 this manner. Shown on the figure are material interfaces, not individual elements.44
45
46 Figure 12-22 shows contours of the solute concentrations in terms of mass fractions (mass solute/mass of
47 groundwater, the calculated dependent variable in STAFF2D). The results shown are for 234U, Waste Disposal Group
48 1, and simulation 17, which had one of the larger summed normalized activity. The contours are representative of49

most simulations except in amplitude. Negative concentrations are due to oscillations in the numerical solution.50
51 Numerical parameters can control the negative concentration but only at the expense of increased numerical diffusion
52 which spreads concentration gradients. The area of negative concentration is small and thus represents only a small
53 negative mass and small mass balance error when compared to the total solute mass in the system. Because of unsat-
54 uration, these contours do not adequately display the distribution of the contaminant mass. The distribution is viewed

55 better when expressed in terms of mass of contaminant/element volume (Figure 12-23). As demonstrated by these56
57 contours there is very little advective transport; the transport appears to be diffusion dominated. Furthermore, this
58 transport is primarily from the waste packages into the repository with concentrations decreasing with time because
59 of slow radial diffusion. Also apparent is the primary solute pathway up the intrusion borehole from the brine reser-
60 voir and slight buildup of solute at the intersection with the overlying aquifer. More significant pooling of solute61
62
63 tt As notedin Chapter4, 49 radionuclideswereincludedin thesourceterm submodel,CONCSNF,but onlya smallsubsetwas includedin the
64 transportcalculations. The subsetwas selectedbasedon the potentialinfluenceof the radionuclideon the CCDFof the EPAnormalized
65 releasesup to 10,000yr. Radionuclidesnotin thesubsetmaybecomeimportantafter 10,000yr; alsosomeradionuclidesmaybe importantto
66 considerfor otherperformancemeasures(e.g.,individualdosecalculations)duringthe10,000-yrregulatoryperiod.
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64 Figure 12-22. Contours of mass fraction of contaminant (kg/kg fluid) for salt repository, Waste Disposal Group 1,
65 Run 17, at (a) 1000 yr and (b) 10,000 yr.
66
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63 Figure 12-23. Contours of mass of contaminant per element volume (kg/m3 element)for salt repository, Waste Dis-64
65 posal Group 1, Run 17, at (a) 1000 yr and (b) 10,000 yr.
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1 occurs at the intersection of the left intrusion borehole and the repository. The described transport phenomena are
2 directly attributable to the flow field shown in Figure 12-24. The figvre shows a vect"" ,_lot of Darcy velocities or
3 specific fluxes [m3/(som2)] that are representative of the flow field after intrusion and resaturation of the repository.4
5 Note that the vector scale is nonlinear in that a change in vector size by a factor of two represents a factor of ten
6 change in amplitude. It is evident in the figure that groundwater flow is predominantly from the brine reservoir up the
7 right intrusion borehole and out the overlying Dolomite aquifer with some flow from the Dolomite aquifer into the
8 repository through the left intrusion borehole.9

10
11 The primary results from the simulations used for this performance assessment are the positive discharge rates
12 across a prescribed boundary. For the salt repository, the boundary was specified at two locations: one in each of the
13 two intrusion boreholes just below the intersection with the overlying Snake aquifer. From Figure 12-5, the exact

14 locations of the discharge boundaries correspond to logical z-axis gridblock index 19. The integrated positive dis-15
16 charges are presented and discussed in Chapter 16 and represent the normalized activity discharge from the reposi-
17 tory. Not all of this cumulative normalized activity is released to the accessible environment since the Snake aquifer
18 acts as a significant barrier also.
19
20
21

12.3 Transport Modeling in Overlying Snake Aquifer
23

24 Radionuclide transport in the overlying Snake aquifer was also performed with the STAFF2D finite-element pro-25
26 gram. These simulations were performed to estimate groundwater releases to the accessible environment. Transport
27 in the aquifer was modeled using a "dual porosity" conceptual model where flow and transport are assumed to take
28 place in the fractures with a diffusion-controlled exchange of solute between the fractures and the pores of aquifer
29 matrix. This process results in a mechanical retardation of the solute transport.30
31
32 This performance assessment used 20 flow fields calculated for the Culebra Dolomite aquifer in the 1992 WIPP
33 preliminary performance assessment (Sandia WIPP Project, 1992) as input. A brief discussion is provided below.
34 (Details of the flow calculations can be found in the 1992 WIPP PA documentation). The radionuclide source term

35 (solute mass injection well) was provided by the repository discharges up the two intrusion boreholes as discussed in
36 Section 12.2. The discharges up the two intrusion boreholes were combined and applied as a single injection well37
38
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59
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64 Figure 12-24. Darcy velocity vector plot representative of the flow field after intrusion and resaturation, salt reposi-65
66 tory, Waste Disposal Group 1, Run 1Z
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1 intersecting the center of the repository. The same 11 radionuclides transported in the repository were also trans-
2 ported in the aquifer.3
4
5 Snake aquifer transport simulations were run for the 20 repository simulations performed for Waste Disposal
6 Group 1 (Section 4.6.1).
7
8
9

10 12.3.1 Mathematical and Computational Model Description
11

12 As described in Section 12.2.1, STAFF2D (Solute Transport and Fracture Flow in 2 Dimensions) is a two-dimen-
13 sional finite-element code designed to simulate groundwater flow and solute transport in fractured or granular aqui-14
15 fers (Huyakorn et al., 1991). The dual porosity capability was used for the transport in the Snake aquifer as discussed
16 below.
17

18 Mass Balance Equations for Dual Porosity Transport. The unsaturated transport mass balance equation

19 assuming variable fluid density, porosity and saturation, linear equilibrium adsorption, and a fluid and solute source20
21 as shown in Eq. 12.2-1, was used to model dual-porosity transport using the following assumpdons:
22

23 • Fluid density is constant so volumetric concentration can be calculated instead of mass fraction.

24 • The Snake Dolomite aquifer is fully saturated so the water content is equal to the fracture porosity, 0f = b/25
26 (b+bc+B) (see Figure 12-25).

• The solute exchange (Fl,[kg/(m3*s)]) between the fractures and matrix is non-zero.27
28

29 These assumptions result in the original STAFF2D mass balance equation for transport in the fractures as fol-
30 lows:
31

32 - ,:v .Vct
33

3435 = (_fR_t(Cl)-%l*fRCl + ;LPOfRcp + q(c?-cl) + I'l (12.3-1)
36

37 The one-dimensional transport equation for slab geometry and no flow conditions in the porous matrix is as fol-38
39 lows:
40

42 D' = O'R} c + _,I0'R}c) - XpO'R'pc'p (12.3-2143
44
45
46 where
47

48 C_ = dissolved concentration of radionuclide I in matrix [kg/m 3]49
= effective molecular diffusion for radionuclide I [m2/s] = x'Dx* (see Equation 12.2-6)D'50

51 _' = porosity of matrix

52 R_. = retardation in matrix
53 = Ps(1-,')k_/
54 14
55
56 Ps = density of matrix solid "--'"tKgtm3)
57 K_/ = partition coefficient for matrix (m3/kg)
58 x' = tortuosity of matrix (m/m)
59

60 For this performance assessment, no chemical retardation was used (K_ = 0; R' = 1.0). In addition, the solute
61 flux at the center of the matrix block (Z = 0) is zero, i.e., _c[

6362 _z _x, y,O,t) = O
64
65
66
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64 Figure 12-25. Conceptual hydrologic model of the Snake Dolomite Member.65
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12.3 Transport Modeling in Overlying Snake Aquifer

1 The equation for transport in the fractures (Equation 12.3-1) and transport in porous matrix (Equation 12.3-2) equates

2 the flux at the surface of the matrix D'_c_ /_ to flux from the fluid in the fracture, F t. The linkage must convert
3 from the mass in the matrix control volume to the mass in the fracture/matrix control volume (1-_f) and the surface4
5 flux rate to a volume flux rate by multiplying by the ratio of surface area to volume (o). Hence,
6

8 Fl =- D OcI y,B,t) 1-Of 0 (12.3-3)9
10
11

13 FI b + B x=B (12.3-4)14
15
16
17 The corresponding boundary is that Cl(X, y, B, t)= Cl(X,y, t).
18

19 Assumptions and Limitations. The assumptions and limitations of the model are as follows:
20
21

• Transport is governed by Fick's law.22
23 • Two dimensions adequately model phenomena.
24 • The dispersivity is assumed to correspond to an isotropic porous medium so that it can be represented by two
25 constants in the principle directions of flow.

26 • Adsorption does not occur in matrix or fracture in Snake Dolomite, Kd = 0.27
• No clay layer is in fractures.28

29 • Solute effects on fluid density are assumed negligible so flow and transport can be decoupled.
30 • There is local chemical equilibrium between the liquid and the solid.
31 • For fractured systems, the fracture aperture is small compared to other dimensions in the fracture plane.
32

33 Numerical Approach. The finite-element approximation technique applied to the convective-dispersive equa-34
35 tion (12.3-1 and 12.3-3) is an upstream-weighted technique (Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983) designed to overcome oscil-
36 lations of the numerical solutions when the convective terms are dominant. The standard Galerkin approximation

37 technique is used for the one-dimensional matrix transport.
38

39 A three step, direct sequential solution scheme is used to couple the fracture and matrix transport equations. The40
41 first step uses the Thomas algorithm to derive the flux term from the 1-D matrix equations. The second step involves
42 incorporating the flux term into the fracture domain equations and performing a banded matrix solution to determine
43 fracture concentrations. Finally, Step 3 involves determining the porous matrix concentrations by performing back
44 substitution in the Thomas algorithm.45
46
47

,,e 12.3.2 Applied Modei49
50
51 Model Geometry and Spatial Discretization. The Snake aquifer transport model geometry was identical to the
52 local-scale flow geometry used in the 1992 WIPP preliminary performance assessment modeling of the Culebra
53 Dolomite aquifer. In the WIPP PA, the Culebra flow simulations were run in two steps on two domains: a regional
54 domain (25 x 30 km) and an "embedded" local domain (5.75 x 6.625 krn) (see Figure 12-26). The regional grid
55 domain was sized and oriented so its boundaries coincided with natural boundaries of the aquifer where climate56
57 effects could be incorporated. Grid-block dimensions varied from 50 m in the vicinity of the repository to 2800 m at
58 the grid boundaries. The local grid domain was oriented north-south and sized to cover the repository, land with-
59 drawal boundaries and the expected variability in flow paths and solute plumes originating at the intrusion borehole

80 centered over the repository. All grid blocks in the local domain were 125 x 125 m. The thickness of the aquifer was
81 7.7 m. The actual grids are shown in Figure 12-26.62
63
64 Time discretization. Time discretization for the transport simulations was 500 yr, or 20 steps over the 10,000-yr
85 modeling period.
68
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12. ComplexConsequenceModelingfor Salt DisposalSystem
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41 Figure 12-26. Example of regional and local grids usedfor distvrbed flvid flow and transport calculations.
42
43

44 12.3.3 Initial and Boundary Conditiom45
46
47 A combination of fixed head, variable head, and no flow computational grid boundary conditions was used in the
48 regional-scale flow calculations. The variable head was applied at the northwest corner of the regional grid to simu-
49 late climate effects. Time-dependent head boundary covdifions were applied on the local-scale grid boundaries.
SO These head values were interpolated fi-om the calculated regional-scale head values. For the transport simulations, a51
52 zero concentration gradient boundary condition is assumed at all external, computational, grid boundaries, which
53 allows for advection at the boundaries but ot dispersion. Solute is allowed to flow out of the grid but not into the
54 grid.
55

56 Initial conditions for the flow calculations on both the regional and local scales were determined by a steady state57
56 solutionassumingthe boundaryconditionsattimezero. Fortransport,the initialconcentrationswereassumedto be
56 zero: ci(x,y, X,0)= 0;clCx,y, 0) = 0.
6O

61 The source term is implemented in STAFF2D as an interior grid point mass flux boundary condition (injection
62. well). Originally, the user supplied a rate history in tabular form. For this performance assessment the rate histories63
64 were the repository discharges generated by the STAFF2D repository calculations discussed in Section 12.2. The
65 positive (upward) discharges in the _'wointrusion boreholes were summed and injected into the aquifer flow at a
66
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12.3 TransportModelingin OverlyingSnake Aquifer
=

1 single point centered over the repository. The fluid flow is assumed to have a negligible affect on the aquifer flow;
2 only the solute mass is injected.3
4
5

6 12.3.4 Material Properties7
8
9 nOW Properties. The 20 flow fields, which originated with the WIPP performance assessment, include the

10 effects of sampling several Culebra Dolomite parameters (which correspond to the Snake Dolomite). For this
11 performance assessment, the sensitivity to these sampled parameters is ignored. The parameters are included to
12 provide spatial and travel time variability to the Snake aquifer flow. For flow, the critical parameter is the transmis-
13 sivity field. The WIPP performance assessment employs a multiple-realization technique to account for spatial vari-14
15 ability of the transmissivity field within the corresponding Culebra Dolomite. The technique uses an automated
16 inverse approach to calibrate a two-dimensional model to both steady-state and transient pressure data. The tech-
17 nique can be broken down into three steps:
18

19 1 Unconditional Simulation. An unconditional simulation of the WIPP transmissivity fields is generated.20
21 This is a random field that has the same spatial correlation structure as the transmissivity measurements, but
22 does not necessarily match measured transmissivities at the location of their measurements.
23

24 2. Conditional Simulation. The random field produced in Step 1 is conditioned in this step so that it honors
25 exactly the measured transmissivities at the locations of their measurements. The resulting field, called a26
27 "conditional simulation" of the transmissivity field, is used as the initial estimate of the Culebra transmissiv-
28 ity field.
29

3o 3. Automated Calibration. The conditional simulation of the transmissivity field is then calibrated so that the
31 pressures computed by the groundwater-flow model (both steady and transient state) agree closely (calibrated32

within the uncertainty in head measurements, i.e., between 1 and 2 m) with the measured pressures in a least-
34 square sense. Calibration is achieved by placing synthetic transmissivity values (pilot points) automatically
35 where the sensitivity of the difference between observed and calculated pressuie to changes in the transmis-
36 sivity field is greatest. When calibration is completed, a conditionally simulated transmissivity field is
37 obtained that conforms with all head and transmissivity data at the WIPP site and may be regarded therefore38
39 as a plausible version of the true distribution of transmissivity.
40

41 This process is repeated to produce the desired number of calibrated, conditionally simulated fields (LaVenue
42 and RamaRao, 1992; Sandia WIPP Project, 1992). The travel times to the 3-kin land-withdrawal boundary were
43 ranked and the corresponding index was sampled.44
45
46 Figure 12-27 shows the spatial variability of the flow fields as the paths followed by a neutrally buoyant particle
47 released at the injection well for each of the 20 flow simulations. The time variability is shown in Figure 12-28 as a
48 graph of travel times. Actual travel times are bounded by the fracture and matrix travel times shown in the figure due49

to the mechanical retardation (diffusion in and out of the matrix) of the dual porosity conceptual model.50
51
52 TcalffiJDOrtProperties. Three sets of material properties are required for the STAFF2D dual porosity transport
53 simulations: fracture properties, porous media properties and radionuclide properties. Fracture and porous media
54 properties include porosity, tortuosity, longitudinal dispersivity and transverse dispersivity and fracture spacing. The
55 1992 WIPP PA values were used (see Sandia WIPP Project, 1992, for details). Fracture porosity, matrix porosity, and56
57 block spacing were sampled. Dispersitivites were varied from element to element based on the element dimensions.
58 Nuclide properties include half life, specific activity, chain descriptions, and effective diffusion coefficients. No

59 chemical retardation was used (R./=I.O).
60

61 The same 11 radionuclides included in the repository transport were included in the aquifer transport (see Section62
63 12.2.5).
64
65
66
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12. Complex Consequence Modeling for Salt Disposal System
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61 Figure 12-28. Travel times to 2.4-kin boundary of Snake Aquifer (using first 20 realizations from WIPP 1992 perfor-

62 mance assessment), assuming flow through fractures (as assumed in this performance assessment)

63 versus flow through porous matrix (alternative conceptual model not used in this performance assess-64
65 ment).
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12.3 Transport Modeling in Overlying Snake Aquifer

1 12.3.5 Intermediate Results
2
3
4 Typical solute contours showing a well developed plume are presented in Figure 12-29 at 1000 and I0,000 yr.
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12. Complex Consequence Modeling for Salt Disposal System
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13. Complex Consequence Modeling
3 for Granite Disposal System4
5
6 J.L. Ramsey, D. K. Rudeen, and D. M. Stoelzel
7

8 The Complex performance assessment (PA) for the granite disposal system used the same methods as the salt
9 disposal system (Chapter 12). The consequence models for the granite repository are similar to those used in the salt10

11 repository; exceptions are discussed below.
12
13
14

13.1 Fluid Modeling in Disposal System
16
17
18
19 13.1.1 Mathematical and Computational Model Description
20

21 The mathematical and computational model used to predict energy and two-phase flow in the vicinity of the

granite repository is the same as the model of the repository described for disposal in salt (Section 12.1.1); however,23
24 the repository scale model was also used to simulate flow to the accessible environment without using an intervening
25 larger scale model domain as was done for the salt disposal system.
26
27
28
29 13.1.2 Applied M_lel
30

31 Model Geometry and Spatial Discretization. A three-dimensional conceptualization of the proposed granite
32 repository is shown in Figure 13-1. For reasons discussed in Chapter 12, it was necessary to model the granite repos-33
34 itory in two rather than three dimensions. This was accomplished through the use of element flaring and volumetri-
35 cally averaged material properties (see Sections 12.1.2 and 12.1.3).
36

37 As with the salt repository, regions within the repository were finely meshed to model fluid transport and corro-

38 sion of the waste parcel. Near the boundaries of the mesh, the size of the elements increases dramatically. To empha-39
40 size the relatively large elements and discuss the flared elements used in this analysis, an artistic representation of a
41 planar view at the level of the repository ceiling is shown in Figure 13-lb. Unlike the logical grid discussed later, in
,12 this plan view, the element sizes are meant to be somewhat representative of the actual size.
48

44 Although not a necessary requirement for modeling with BRAGFLO_T, the radial geometry was maintained for45
46 the entire thickness (z direction) of the mesh. While appropriate in most of the mesh, it does imply radial flow in
47 Fracture Zones 1 and 2. This radial flow assumption may be appropriate if, as assumed here, the density of the frac-
48 tures is large, the distribution of the fractures is isotropic, and the fractures are highly connected hydrologically

13 13 2
49 (Barker, 1988). The relatively high permeability values measured in the two fracture zones, 10" and 5 x 10" m ,

50 somewhat support this assumption. For evaluating total activity released, this assumption of radial flow is unimpor-51
52 tant since activity released is integrated across the entire boundary; in contrast, this assumption could be indirectly
53 important in that the travel times to the boundary are possibly not conservatively estimated; however, even in this
54 case the effect is probably minor since in this PA analysis no retardation was assumed to occur in the fracture zones;
55 thus, travel times were short relative to 10,000 yr.
56
57
s0 Within the repository, elements extend the width of the repository and were placed along the features within it.
59 (Compare the plan view [Figure 13-1b] with the detailed drawing of the repository [Figure 6-3].) For the most part,
60 elements contained two or three different materials (backfill, host rock, canister) with independent fluid flow and ther-

61 modynamic properties. As a result, volume-averaged parameters were used to represent these elements. In Figure
62 13-1b, the intrusion borehole is shown as a small white dot in the center of the middle panel group. As in the salt63
64 repository, flared elements were used around the borehole to capture the geometry of the borehole and local radial
65 fluid flow (Figure 13-2).
66
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13.1 Fluid Modeling in DisposalSystem
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27
28 Figure 13-2. Plan view of borehole for granite repository centered in an element of the main legs of rooms in
29 panels 3 and 8. The fluid-flow properties of the mesh are the same throughout this portion.
30
31

32 Logical Mesh for Vertical Cross-Section. A vertical cross-section (x-z plane) through the conceptual model,
33 showing the major features modeled and the computational grid, is presented using a logical grid (discussed in Sec-

35 tion 12.1.2) in Figure 13-3. The granite repository contains more grid blocks along the vertical z-axis than does the
36 salt repository, resulting in a finite-difference grid of 56 by 23 elements or 1288 elements total.
37

38 In a manner similar to the salt repository, regions containing waste parcels were finely meshed so that corrosion

39 of the waste parcels could be investigated. Because of differences in the length of the waste parcels in each waste dis-40
41 posal group, the mesh was modified for each group. However, the sum of the dimensions in the z-direction of blocks
42 7 through 12 was always 10 m, as occurred in the salt repository.
43

44 Fluid and heat _ _w were modeled from the surface to 275 m below Fracture Zone 1 and 2.4 km away from the

45 repository horizontally. In addition to the geologic features and the repository, two undetected fractures were also46
47 included in the model; the undetected fractures connected the repository to Fracture Zones 1 and 2. Also, a single
48 intrusion borehole was assumed to penetrate through the center of the repository, 1000 yr after emplacement of the
49 waste.
50

51 Grouping of Components in the Repository. There are two distinct differences between the discretization used in52
53 the salt disposal system and the discretization used in modeling the granite disposal system. First, volumetrically
54 averaged properties were used to represent the shaft and the adjacent granite. Doing so eliminated the need to dis-

55 place the transitional and flared elements on the shaft side of the repository. Second, the flared elements surrounding
56 the repository do not wrap around the entire repository, E)< _ (Figure 13-1b). (Fluid flow through the host rock sur-
57 rounding the repository could be neglected in the granite repository, but not in the salt repository.) This change58
59 allowed a one-dimensional boundary heat loss condition to be used on the sides of the repository. Both changes more
60 realistically modeled heat transport by allowing heat to more easily dissipate from the repository.
61

62 Width of Elements in Plan View. The three-dimensional conceptual model was converted into two dimensions by

6,3 translating the radial elements into rectangular elements using Equations 12.1-41 and 12.1-42. The converted one-64
65 dimensional x-y cross-section is shown in Figure 13-4. The disposal region of the repository remained exactly as
66
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13.1 FluidModelingin DisposalSystem
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44 Figure 13-4. Schematic of granite disposal system depicting the area increase of elements to account for area45
46 increase in radial direction. (This schematic is similar to the salt repository [Figure 12-6] except for
47 the portion modeling access drifts and shafts.) Flow is one-dimensional in x-y plane.
48
49
50 shown in the x-y cross-section except for the radial elements around the intrusion boreholes. The borehole mesh is
51 not shown here due to the size of these elements, but it can be inferred from Figure 13-2.
52

53 Finally, the five shafts were combined into a single rectangular shaft. The thickness, or Ay, of the rectangular54
55 shaft was set equal to the thickness of the passageway, and the length, or Ax was calculated to conserve the volume of
56 the original five shafts.
57
sO Initial Conditions, Initial conditions for the fluid state variables (saturation, pressure, and temperature) are dis-

s9 cussed here. The initial conditions for the gas generation submodel are discussed in Chapter 11.60
61
62 Initial Saturation. As with the salt repository, all regions except for the repository and the shaft are assumed to
63 be fully saturated with liquid water. The initial water saturation in the shaft and the access drifts to the disposal area
64 was set equal to the residual brine saturation of the clay/granite backfill, 0.40. Within the repository, most elements
65
66
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13. ComplexConsequenceModelingforGranite DisposalSystem

1 contained a mixture of waste parcels, backfill, and intact granite. The effective initial grid-block saturation was com-
2 puted using Equation 12.1-34 where the component initial porosity and water saturation are as follows:3
4
5 Component Porosity Saturation
6

7 Waste parcel 0.00 1.00
8 Backfill 0.43 0.40
9 Granite 0.00001 1.0010

11
12 Initial Pressures. The initial water and gas pressure of all cells in the repository and the shaft was assumed equal
13 to 1.01325 x 105 Pa (1 atm). The water pressure in all other regions was computed based on a vertical head gradient,
14 0.02, and an assumed surface water pressure of 1.01325 x 105 Pa (1 atm).
15
16
17 Initial Temperature. The initial temperature of the entire mesh was computed from the average surface tempera-
18 ture of 281.2 K and a regional temperature gradient of 0.013 K/m. Therefore, the initial temperature in the repository
19 was 285K.
20

21 Boundary Conditions. The boundary conditions consist of fluid flow and heat flow boundaries.22
23
24 Fluid Flow Boundary Conditions. In BRAGFLO_T, no flow (Neumann) boundary conditions are automatically
25 estal_,ished at all boundary locations. Constant head (Dirichet) boundary conditions can be approximated by estab-

26 lishing constant pressure wells in the grid blocks adjacent to the boundary for which this type of boundary condition
27 is desired. Therefore, to create a horizontal head gradient across the problem domain, constant pressure wells were28
29 placed in the grid blocks along the left and right boundaries of the permeable layers (upper and lower fracture zones,
30 glacialtill).
31

32 The impact of these boundary conditions on the solution was minimized by using large elements along the left
and right boundaries of the problem. Consequently, the saturation, temperature, and pressure of these cells remained34

35 relatively constant over the simulation period and the regions of interest behaved as though the problem domain were
36 infinite.
37

38 Heat Flow Boundary Conditions. Heat was transported across all boundaries using the boundary heat loss treat-39
merit discussed in Section 12.1.1. At the surface, a relatively constant temperature was maintained by using an artifi-40

41 cially large thermal conductivity of the atmosphere, 1000 W/(m*k).
42

43 Material Properties. The fluid flow properties of the materials in the granite disposal system are reported in

44 Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The permeabilities of the intrusion borehole and the undetected fractures were the only fluid
45 flow properties that were varied (see Chapter 7). All others remained constant. In addition, capillary pressure and46
47 relative permeability characteristic curves were derived using the same methodology used in the salt repository (see
48 Section 12.1.4). Once again, the pore size distribution exponent, 4, was assumed to be 0.7 for all material types, and
49 threshold pressure, Pt, was correlated to the material permeability (Davies, 1991) (see Chapter 5).
50
51
52

13.1.3 Intermediate Fluid Flow Results
54

55 Resultsfrom the fluid flow model (refer to Figure 1-2 and Section3.2) of the total systemconsequencemodel are56
57 presentedbelow. These intermediateresults of the PAmodeling processare input to the transportmodel describedin
58 Section 13.2.
59

60 Monitoring Points. Fluid flow to and from the disposal region of the repository was through the shaft, the bore-
61 hole, and a single fracture. For these computations, the granite surrounding the repository was assumed to be imper-62
63 meable. To analyze fluid transport between these features and the repository, five locations were selected as
64 monitoring points (Table 13-1).
65
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13.1 Fluid ModelinginDisposalSystem

1 Table 13-1. Analysis Monitoring Points for Granite Disposal System
2

3 Name Description (i, j) index* Static Head (m)4
5

1 Shaft Shaft at repositoryceiling (6, 17) 23.976

7 2 Boreholetop Boreholeat repositoryceiling (31 17) 19.928

9 3 Boreholebottom Boreholeat repositoryfloor (31, 7) 20.1610

11 4 Topfracture Secondaryconnection(fractureat repository (16, 17) 21.44
12 ceiling)13

14 5 Bottom fracture Secondaryconnection(fractureat repositoryfloor) (46, 7) 18.64
15
16
17

* RefertoFigure13-3fortheexactlocationofthese(i,j) indices.18
19
2O
21 In the discussion and figures that follow, the first monitoring point is referred to as the shaft, the second as the
22 borehole top, the third as the borehole bottom, the fourth as the top fracture, and the fifth as the bottom fracture. The
23 last column in Table 13-1 is the hydraulic head at each monitoring point under static conditions. These values are
24 referred to later in the discussion concerning the impact of the regional hydraulic gradient on water flow.25
26
27 Using the techniques discussed in Section 12.1.5, the total inflow, total outflow, and net flow at the end of the

28 10,000-yr regulatory period was computed and used to analyze fluid transport between the repository and the adjacent
29 host rock. As in the salt repository simulations, the waste disposal group had little impact on water flow between the
30 repository and the nearby environment (Figure 13-5). Consequently, the following discussion of water flow for31
32 Waste Disposal Group 1 can be applied to all five waste disposal groups.
33
34 Total Water Flowing into Repository for Waste Disposal Group I. Water flows into the repository mainly
35 through the shaft, the top fracture, and the bottom fracture (Figure 13-6). The combined inflow through these features
36 was approximately equal to 65% of the repository pore volume, or roughly 5 x 105 m3. Inflow through the top and37
38 bottom of the borehole was always substantially lower than that of the shaft and the fractures. The reason for this is
39 partly due to the fact that the borehole is not present until 1000 yr into the simulation. Generally after 1000 yr, the
40 more permeable regions of the repository, such as the drift, are already saturated with water.
41

42 Not surprisingly, the rate at which the repository filled with water was highly dependent on the permeability of4,3
44 the fractures connecting the repository to the two fracture zones. Plotting the flow rate in the vertical direction as a
45 function of time at all five monitoring points for the vector with the lowest fracture permeability (run 12), and the
46 vector with the highest fracture permeability (run 5), illustrates this dependency (Figures 13-7a and 13-7b). A posi-
47 five flow rate indicates that the flow is upward, and negative flow rate indicates that flow is downward. Therefore,
48 inflow includes positive flow from monitoring points below the repository bottom fracture, borehole bottom, and neg-49
50 ative flow from monitoring points above the repository (shaft, top fracture, borehole top). When the connecting frac-
51 ture permeability was low, all water flow was into the repository for about the first 2500 yr, and the shaft was by far
52 the greatest contributor. However, when the connecting fracture permeability was high, the repository saturated with
sa water much faster, and the major inflow features were the connecting fractures. Hence, the fracture permeability not
54 only influences how rapidly the repository fills with water, but also affects where the water comes from.55
56
57 Total Water Flowing out of the Repository for Waste Disposal Group 1. The behavior of the simulations once the
58 repository is highly water saturated, can be attributed to the regional flow field imposed on the repository. Horizontal
5a and vertical head gradients of 0.005 and 0.020, respectively, were established in the permeable layers above and
60 below the repository. Because the granite was assumed to be impermeable, the repository was isolated from the61
62 regional flow field except through the features monitored. Consequently, the direction of flow once the repository
63 was saturated can be predicted from the static hydraulic head at each monitoring point.
64
65
66
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6,5 borehole bottom.
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29 Figure ]3-5. Total water flowing into granite repository by 10,000 yr throughfive monitoring points for all 20 sire-
30 ulations using W 'ste Disposal Group 1.31
32
33
34
35 The static hyd.,'aulic head at each monitoring point was computed with respect to the center of the element indi-
as ces (56,21) (see Figure 13-3) and is presented in Table 13-1. The two highest potentials are at the shaft and the top
37 fracture. The borehole top and bottom, along with the bottom fracture, have the lowest potential. Therefore, based
38 on the regional flow field, one would expect water to enter the repository through the shaft and the top fracture, then

39 flow out through the bottom fracture and possibly both sections of the borebole, but preferentially through the top4O
41 section.
42

43 The total o_ _ow of water for all 20 runs of Waste Disposal Group 1 is shown in Figure 13-8. As expected, most
of the water that flows away from the repository through the bottom fracture. Smaller, but significant, quantifies of45
water were also released out the top of the bor_hole. In half the simulations, some water escaped from the repository46

47 through the bottom of the borehole. Inspection of these sample sets revealed that flow out the borehole bottom
48 occurred in only 10 sample sets, and these sets had the lowest secondary fracture permeability. Hence, the low per-
40 meability restricted flow through the secondary fracture, which diverted water down the intrusion borehole.
50

51 Total Gas Inflow and Ou_owfor Waste Disposal Group I. Total gas inflow is presented in Figure 13-9a. Fairly52
53 small volumes of gas actually flow into the repository. The only gas that moves into the repository was initially con-
54 mined in the shaft at the beginning of the simulation. Total gas outflow is presented in Figure 13-9b. As shown, gas
55 escapes only out the top of the borehole and in relatively small quantities.
56
57

Net Gas Flow. Net gas flow through the borehole top is presented for all five waste disposal groups in Figure58
ss 13-10. As was the case for Waste Disposal Group l, gas flowed from the repository only through the top of the bore-
60 hole in the other waste disposal groups. As seen in Figure 13-10, there were noticeable differences in net gas flow.
61 However, the volumes are very small.
62

63 Gas Production. In Figure 13-11, the cumulative hydrogen gas produced by 10,000 yr is plotted for all waste64
S5 disposal groups and all runs. Waste Disposal Group 3 generally produced the most gas, usually followed by Waste
66
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31
32
33
34 Disposal Group 1. The largest volume of gas produced was about 900,000 standard cubic meters (SCM) by Waste
35 Disposal Group 3 in run 20. Run 20 had the highest corrosion rates, but average fracture permeability and average
36 borehole permeability.37

39 Unlike the salt repository, cumulative gas production did not correlate well with any of the corrosion rates.
4o There does appear to be some correlation between the gas generated by Waste Disposal Group 3 and the stainless
41 steel corrosion rate (Figure 13-12a) or the lead corrosion rate (Figure 13-12b), but tittle else.
42

43 Repository Pressure and Saturation. Comparing the average water saturation in the salt and granite reposito-44
45 ries (Figure 12-19a and 13-13a), it is clear the granite repository fills with water much faster and to a greater degree
46 than the salt repository. The granite repository reaches an average water saturation close to 1.0 in the first 400 to 2000
47 yr, whereas in the salt repository, much lower saturations prevailed over the entire 10,000-yr period. Also, notice that

40 after the initial fill-up period, flow through the granite repository was predominantly single phase. Because the repos-49
s0 itory fills up with water relatively quickly, the water pressure reaches hydrostatic long before the end of the simula-
Sl tion (Figure 13-13b). As a result, the final water pressure varied little from vector to vector, ranging from 3.21 to 3.2:5
52 MPa. Gas pressures were only slightly higher than brine pressures in all simulations (Figure 13-13c). Gas pressures
53 at the end of the simulation ranged from 3.26 to slightly more than 3.32 MPa.
54

55 Maodmum Repository Temperature. The maximum temperature observed in the repository for all waste dis-56
s7 posal groups and all runs is presented in Figure 13-14. As in the salt repository, each simulation attained essentially
s8 the same maximum temperature for a given waste disposal group, indicating fluid transport had little impact on the
S9 maximum repository temperature. Also like the salt repository, the maximum temperature varied substantially
60 between waste disposal groups. The initial temperature of the repository was 285 K. Waste Disposal Group 1
Sl attained a maximum temperature of 314 K, an increase of 29 K. On the other hand, Waste Disposal Group 4 reached62
63 340 K, or a 55 K increase in temperature.
64
65
66
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31
32
33

34 The temperature increases observed in the granite repository are fairly close to those reported for the salt reposi-35
36 tory in Section 16.2. As discussed there, the temperature increases reported are possibly high because of the way the
37 repository was discretized. However, in the granite disposal system, we were able to discretize the problem differ-
38 ently, enabling heat to dissipate from the repository more readily (see Section 13.2). Also, the one-dimensional
39 boundary heat loss submodel allowed heat transport in the y-direction directly around the disposal region. Therefore,
40 the temperatures reported here are Likely to be more accurate than those reported for the salt repository (except for the41
42 influence of large mesh sizes).
43
44
45
46 13.2 Radionuclide Transport Modeling
47

48 The consequence model for radionuclide transport, STAFF2D, used the same approach for the granite disposal
49 system as for the salt repository (Chapter 12), with the following exceptions in the applied model.50
51
52

s3 13.2.1 Mathematical and Computational Model Description54
55
56 The mathematical and computational models are the same as described for the salt repository, Sections 12.2.1
57 and 12.2.2.
58
59
60
61 13.2.2 Applied Model
62

63 Model Geometry and Spatial Discretization. The geometry for the transport model was described in Section64
6,5 13.1.2 and is identical to the flow model geometry used for the granite disposal system.
66
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1 Initial a_d Boundary Conditions. Initial radionuclide concentrations throughout the model domain are

2 assumed to be zero (C/(x, y, o) = 0). Initial conditions inside the waste parcel boreholes are handled in the same fash-
3 ion as for the salt disposal system computational model (using the source term submodel, CONCSNF, described in4
5 Chapter 11).
6

7 The boundary conditions for the granite disposal system are similar to those for the salt disposal system (Section
8 12.2.3), except for the constant pressure boundaries at the external grid domain boundaries of the horizontal fracture9

zones and the glacial till, where flow can either enter or exit the model domain, depending on the pressure gradients.10
11 (Because BRAGFLO_T must simulate a constant-pressure boundary with a well submodel, a similar type of tech-
12 nique was also used here.)
13

14 In the granite disposal system computational model, 110 elements had a source term (see Figure 13-3).15
16
17 Material Properties. The material properties for porous media are taken from the secondary data base. Tables
18 of these properties are provided in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Partition coefficients are both material and element depen-
19 dent and were the only transport parameters varied (see Chapters 7 and 9). Chemical retardation was modeled only in
20 the waste parcel backfill-buffer and drift backfill. These values were scaled by the volumetric ratio of bentonite in the
21 backfill.22
23
24 As in the salt disposal system, a single value of longitudinal dispersivity that was numerically stable was chosen
25 by trial and error for the granite repository. A value of 15 m was used for longitudinal dispersivity; a value of 1.5 m
26 was used for transverse dispersivity. Also, as in the salt disposal system model, 11 radionuclide' species in five decay

27 chains were transported.28
29
30

31 13.2.3 Intermediate Results32
33
34 Results from the radionuclide transport model (refer to Figure 1-2 and Section 3.2) of the total system conse-

35 quence model are described below. These intermediate results become input to CCDF construction codes CCDF-
36 CALC and CCDFPERM (see Chapter 7 and Appendix G).37
38
39 Typical solute contours in and around the repository are shown in Figures 13-15 and 13-16 on the logical grid for
40 ease of visualization. Figure 13-15 shows contours of the solute concentrations in terms of mass fractions (mass sol-

41 ute/mass of groundwater), the calculated, dependent variable in STAFF2D. The results shown are for 234U, Waste
42 Disposal Group 1, run 17, which had one of the larger summed normalized activities. This run was also selected for
43 consistency with the salt repository discussions in Chapter 12. The contours are representative of most runs except in44
45 amplitude. Small negative concentrations are due to low-level oscillations in the numerical solution. Numerical
46 input parameters can control the negative concentrations but only at the expense of increased numerical dispersion
47 which spreads concentration gradients. Because of unsaturation, contours of mass fraction do not adequately display
48 the distribution of the contaminant mass. The distribution is better viewed when expressed in terms of mass of con-
49 taminant/element volume (Figure 13-16).50
51
52 As demonstrated by the contours, there is very lirde advective transport; the transport is diffusion dominated with

53 little movement from the waste parcels into the repository due to the retardation of the backfill-buffer. Also visible is
54 the primary pathway down the vertical fracture and out the Fracture Zone 1. The described transport phenomena are
55 direcdy attributable to the flow field shown in Figure 13-17. The figure shows a vector plot of Darcy velocities or56
57 specific fluxes [m3/(s.m2)] that are representative of the flow field after intrusion and resaturation of the repository.
s8 Note that the vector scale is nonlinear in that a change in vector size by a factor of two represents a factor of ten
59 change amplitude. It is evident in the figure that flow is predominantly in the horizontal fracture zones. Groundwater
60 flows into the repository from the Fracture Zone 2 through the upper fracture and out the repository through the lower
61 fracture to the Fracture Zone 1. The lower fracture actually intersects waste disposal rooms and therefore is the pri-62
6,3 mary pathway to the accessible environment. The intrusion borehole provides a pathway from Fracture Zone 1 to the
64 Fracture Zone 2 but is less significant for transport; because of radial flaring of the geometry, no waste was located

65 adjacent to the borehole.
66
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30 The primary results from the simulations for this performance assessment ate the positive discharge rates across
31 a prescribed boundary. For the granite repository, the boundary was specified at six locations: two in each of the two
32 horizontal fractures above and below the repository and two in the glacial till. From Figure 13-3, the exact locations33
34 of the discharge boundaries correspond to logical x-axis grid-block index 4 (discharge to the left), and 52 (discharge
as to the right) for Fracture Zone 1, Fracture Zone 2, and the glacial till. These logical x-axis grid-block numbers are
38 positioned two zones beyond the repository shaft and two cells beyond the end of the repository along the horizontal

37 (x-direction). The integrated positive discharges are presented and discussed in Chapter 16 and represent the inte-38
grateddischargefromthe repositoryandthe eventualreleasetothe accessibleenvironment.
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14. Simplified Consequence Modeling
,3 for Salt Repository
5
6 W.E. Beyeler
7

8 The consequence models for the "Simple PA" fall into two categories: Fluid flow and contaminant transport. A
9 description of these models follow. The final release results, expressed as complementary cumulative distribution10

11 functions (CCDFs) are presented in Chapter 16, "Results and Conclusions."
12
13
14

14.1 Repository Fluid Flow Modeling
16
17
18
19 14.1.1 Conceptual Model
20

21 Figure 14-1 shows the general conceptual model of the repository and nearby geologic barrier in the simplified
22

flow calculations for waste disposal in salt.23
24
25 Estimates of flow rate from the salt repository were based on the following assumptions:
26

27 • The relatively low permeability of intact halite, compared to the anhydrite layer overlying the repository, sug-
28 gests that the primary source for brine is the anhydrite layer. Both brine and gas flow in the halite are29
ao neglected in the simplified model, and the anhydrite is assumed to be in direct communication with the repos-
3_ itory.
32 * Gas generated within the repository is assumed to be freely mobile within the repository, to remain within the
33 repository, and to obey the ideal gas law.
34

• Liquid phase is assumed to be incompressible.35
• Each panel is hydrologically isolated from the other panels.36

a7 • Liquid and gas phases are separate: a given repository pore volume is either saturated by liquid or saturated
38 by gas.
39 * Gas phase and liquid phase pressures in the repository are identical.
40 * The pore volume in all components is constant over time.41
42 • Heat generation and heat transport are neglected.
43 • Only liquid flow in the intrusion boreholes, brine pocket, and Snake Dolomite is considered.

• All flow is assumed to be described by Darcy's law.
45

46 Ranges of values of the hydrologic properties of the Cattle River and Snake Dolomite are found in Appendix B;47
48 values for the backfill-buffer material are found in Appendix D. Using the property values for the WIPP site, which is
40 the basis of the parameter values for the hypothetical salt repository, an analysis of the hydrologic response of the
so repository following interconnection by a borehole of the repository, dolomite aquifer, and brine reservoir, suggests
51 the following (Rechard et al., 1990; Table 4-4):52
53
54 a. During discharge of the brine reservoir, pressure in the Snake Dolomite is not significantly elevated above its
5S initial value.
56

57 b. Time constants for internal pressure transients in the Cattle River and borehole range from less than a year to
58

tens of years.59
60
61 c. The discharge time of the Cattle River brine reservoir ranges from thousands to hundreds of thousands of
62 years.
63
64
65
66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor Salt Repository j
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63 Figure 14-1. General conceptual model and one.dimensional mathematical model of salt repository and nearby
64 geologic barrier in Simple PA.65
66
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14.1 RepositoryFluid Flow Modeling

1 On this basis, the following assumptions about the Cattle River, boreholes, drift, and Snake Dolomite have been
2 made in the fluid flow model:
3
4
S a. The Snake Dolomite acts as a fixed-pressure boundary for all boreholes.
6
7 b. The transient behavior of the system over the period of interest is governed by the depletion of the brine res-

8 ervoir and the generation of gas within the repository, rather than by internal pressure transients within any
9 component. Accordingly, all components are assumed to be at steady state with respect to boundary pres-10

11 sures at any given time. The assumption of quasi-equilibrium flow within the repository may not be justified
12 for the drift backfill permeabilities in the salt repository, which are substantially less than corresponding per-
13 meabilities at the WIPE
14
15

c. Pressure change in the brine reservoir is assumed to be a linear function of the change in reservoir brine vol-16
17 ume (e.g., due to linear elastic expansion of reservoir fluid and anhydrite):
18
19
20 AVp = SvAPp (14.1-1)

21 Some of the assumptions made in the development of the flow model for the Simple PA for salt were not consis-22
23 tent with tht" results of the flow model, BRAGFLO_T, which was used in the Complex PA. In particular,
24

23 • Significant liquid flow from the halite into the repository was seen in the BRAGFLO_T results. This flow is

26 precluded in the construction of the simple model.27
28
29 • With higher values of halite permeability, gas moved from the repository into the surrounding halite in the
30 BRAGFLO_T model. This behavior was not possible in the simple flow model. Gas flow into the halite

31 tends to decrease the repository pressure, thereby increasing the tendency of liquid to move into the reposi-
32 tory (or decreasing the tendency of liquid to move out of the repository).33
34
35 The combined effect of these differences is to reduce the amount of brine available for canister dissolution and
36 waste mobilization. This effect was mitigated by the differences in the control volumes used in the Simple and Corn-
37 plex PAs: the simple model was configured to represent a single panel, while the complex model was configured to
38 represent the entire repository. The differences in control volume are consistent with assumptions made regarding
30 permeability of intact halite, which is the design permeability of the panel seals: impermeable halite implies isolation4o
41 of panels, while permeable halite implies communication between panels.
42

40 In application, sufficiev" brine was not available to fill the larger pore volume of the repository in the complex
44 model. In the simple model, the lower inflow rate was more than sufficient to fill the repository panel and to produce

outflow from the panel through the intrusion boreholes in a majority of sample vectors. For the particular intrusion46
47 scenario considered in this analysis, flow rates calculated in the Simple PA result in larger radionuclide release
48 because they result in flow upward from the repository to the Snake Dolomite.
40
50
51
52 14.1.2 Mathenmtical Model
53

The mathematical model is based on a mass balance equation for liquid and gas within the repository; mass hal-55
ance equations for liquid in control volumes around boreholedrepository intersections, and a mass balance equation5e

57 for liquid in the brine reservoir. Because the liquid phase is assumed incompressible, volume balance equations are
58 written for the liquid phase.
59

e0 Mass balance equations are expressed in terms of fluid pressure using the assumption of darcian flow in all corn-
61 portents. The repository state is characterized by a single average pressure for both the gas and liquid phase. Liquid62

flow to and from the anhydrite layer is assumed to be controlled by the average repository pressure. Liquid flow
64 through the upper and lower borehole segments, and between the repository control volume and the boreholedreposi-
35 tory inlersecfion control volume, depend on pressure at the borehole/repository intersection, which may vary from
66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingforSalt Repository

1 borehole to borehole. Figure 14-2 is a schematicillustrationof the relationshipbetweenthe control volumes consid-
2 eredin the flow model.
3
4
5 As discussedabove, the time constantsfor internal pressuretransients in the boreholesand repository are
6 assumedto be small, so that the flow ratesthroughall fluid pathways are proportionalto a hydraulicconductance,4,
7 which includesthe permeability, length, andareanormal to the flow direction. Conductanceterms usedto character-
S ize thefluid pathwaysin Figure 14-2 are:9

10
u. = Conductanceof the uppersegmentof boreholej11
-j12

13 _ = Conductanceof the lower segmentof boreholej
14 Lj

15 _ = Conductance of drift backfill between borehole j and the waste panel
16 Pj
17

18 _Xj _ = Conductanceof drift backfill betweenboreholesj and k.19

20 The boreholesegmentconductancesarea functionof the boreholelength,area, and the hydraulicconductivity of
21 the boreholefill:22
23

24 KujAj

2526 _Uj = AZ2pg (14.1-2a)
27
28
29 KLjAj

30 eli = AZ1p--"_ (14.1-2b131
32
33
34
35 Snake Dolomite Aquifer Pressure
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43 Legend44

45 ['7 Control
46 Volume
47
48 -- Fluid Pathway
49 Segment
50 Panel/ Panel/

5521 Borehole _rxj' Borehole53 Intersection k Intersection
54

ss56
57 '
s8 Brine
ss Pocket
6o
61
62 TRI-6342.3734-0

63
64 Figure 14-2. Relationship between control volumes in flow model of salt disposal system used in mathematical
65 model.
66
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14.1 Repository Fluid Flow Modeling

I where
2
3

Ku. , KL. = hydraulic conductivity of the backfill-buffer material in the upper and lower4
5 -J -J borehole segments;
6

7 Aj = cross-sectional area of the borehole
8
9

10 AZ2, AZ 1 = lengths of the upper and lower borehole segments
11

12 p = fluid density
13
14

= gravitational constantg
15
16
17 The borehole/repository conductance is estimated as the conductance of a homogeneous annulus with an inner

18 radius equal to the borehole radius and an outer radius equal to the radius of a circle with an area equal to the exca-

19 vated panel area:
20

21 _pj = 2_KD b

23 In rp Pg
24 (rwj) (]4.1-2c125

26 The inter-borehole conductance terms are composed of three pans, representing flow resistance near each bore-

27 hole, where the convergent flow field is approximated as radially symmetric, and flow resistance through the rooms,28
29 where the flow field is approximated as parallel 1-D pathways (see Figure 14-3).
ao

32 ( )-1 ( )-1 )-133 _rfl: = _wj +(_w k + _iDjk (14.1-2d)34
35
36
37 ,
38

if
4(1
41

42 _ i )-1
44 : _"y Jk

;/
49
5O

i

i -1 WI
sa (_wk)_ , / (_)-1s3 _

55 _'
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63 ,, _ TRI-6342-905-1

64

65 Figure 14-3. Convergent flow field is approximated as radially symmetric.66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor Salt Repository

1 where,

2 _wj = 21tKDb

4 In ro pg

5 t,,wj )6 (14.1-2e)
7 KD2br D

8 _iDj, k = Lipg '9
10
11 with rD being one-half the drift width, and Li, the flow path length betweenboreholes.
12
13 Equations of motion in the several control volumes are next described.
14
15

Repository Control Volume. The mass balance and flow rates for the repository control volume are described
16
17 below.
18
19 Mass Balance. Fortherepositorycontrolvolume,theidealgaslawgives:
20
21
22 eoVg= ngRT (14.1-3)
23
24 where,
25

26 Po = repository fluid (liquid and gas) pressure,27
28 Vg = volume of gas-saturated pore space,
29 ng = number of moles of gas,
30 R = ideal gas constant,
31 T = absolute temperature.
32

33 differentiation of Equation 14.1-3 gives:

35

37 Vg dPo + dVg = RTdng (14.1-4)38 dt Po d--'t- dt "
39
4O
41 The total repository pore volume Vp is constantby assumption,so that
42

4,3 Vg- Vp- VI,44

45 where Vl is the volume of the liquid-saturated pore space. Substituting for Vg in Equation 14.1-4 gives:46
47

4948 nsRTaP° P, dVI=RTdn s
50 Po <It o _ dt
51
52 or

53 dg l ngRT dpo RT dng ml dnl54
: :EQin-ZQout+---- (14.1-5)

55 at Po2 at Po at pl at
56
S7 where
58

59 Qin = volumetric repository inflow rate,
613 Qout = volumetric repository outflow rate,61
62 nt = number of moles of liquid produced in the repository,
63 ml = liquid molecular weight,
64 Pl = liquid density.
65
66
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14.1 RepositoryFluid FlowModeling

1 Finally,
2
3

5 dt ngRT t'--' ngRT Pl dt ng dt (14.1-6)6
7

8 Flow Rates. Net inflow to the repository control volume includes inflow from the anhydrite and outflow to each
9 of the borehole/repository intersection control volumes. Flow in the anhyddte layer is approximated as darcian flow10

11 in a homogeneous annulus with impermeable upper and lower boundaries, and with the inner radius corresponding to
12 the intersection of the anhydrite with the repository. Pressure at the inner radius is assumed to be equal to the aver-
13 age repository pressure, Po. Outflow from the annulus is therefore a linear function of Po, and may be calculated
14 from:
15
16

17 Qin = (PF - Po) * h (14.1-7)18
19 where:
20

21 * denotesconvolution,and22
23 PF = initial (pre-excavation) pressure in the anhydrite,
24 h = inflow from the anhydrite resulting from impulse depressurization at the inner
25 radius of the repository.
26

27 Outflow from the repositorycontrolvolumeto the intersectioncontrol volumesis simply,28
29

Qo=,=31 (14.1-8)
32 J
33

where Pj is the pressure at intersection j.34
35
36 Repository/Borehole Intersection Control Volumes. The mass balance and flow rates for the repository/bore-
37 hole intersection control volumes are described.
38
39

Mass Balance. Volume balance expressions are written for each borehole j at the point of penetration of the40
41 waste panel (Figure 14-4).
42

43 Storage within the borehole control volume is assumed to be negligible, so that
44
45

46 QHj = QRj + QXj + QPj (14.1-9)
47
48 where,
49

so Q = flow rate to the Snake Dolomite in borehole j,sl H_
52

QR= = flow ratefrom the repository to boreholej,53
]

54
SS Q = flow rate from all other borehole3to borehole j,
s6 xj

S758 Qpj = flow rate from the brine pocket in boreholej.
59
60 Flow Rates. Flow ratesin Equation 14.1-9 are
61

6362 QHj = ;Uj(Pj- PD - AP2), (14.1-10a)
64
65
66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingforSalt Repository

1
2
3 QHJ
4
5
6
7 Control Volume

8 .......... J9 I
lo ,, I ,, I ....
11 I I Repository
12 I / \ I
13 I I

14 QRj I _ _ I QXj = _ Qxjk
15 I I
16 I ", I
17 I
18 I /

19 I ....... ...i__ J
20
21
22
23

24 QPi
25
26 TRI-6342.3735.o
27

28 Figure 14-4. Schematic showing repository/borehole intersection control volume (see Figure 14.2).
29
3O

3231 QRj = ;Pj (Po - Pj ) , (14.1-10b)
33

34 Qxj = ___Xjk(Pk-Pj), (14.1-10c)35
36 k_j
37
38
39 QPj = ;Lj (Pp - Pj - APt) (14.1-10d)
40
41 where
42

43 PD = constant pressure in the Snake Dolomite,
44 pp = pressurein the brine reservoir,45
46 ,_o] = pgAZl,
47 AP2 = pgAZ2.
48
49 Brine Reservoir Control Volume. The mass balance and flow rates for the brine reservoir control volume use
50

the differential form of Equation 14.1-1'51
52

s3 dPp54 QD =_=Sv , (14.1-11/
55 dt dt
56
57
58 where QD is the total rate of recharge to the brine pocket, given by,
59

6061 QD = -___QPj . (14.1-12)
62 J
63
64
65
66
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14.1 RepositoryFluidFlow Modeling

1 14.1.3 Computational Model2
3
4 Thenumericalsolutionof the mathematicalmodelis as follows. Themassbalanceexpressionsin termsof con-
5 trol volume pressures are from Equations 14.1-6, 14.1-7, and 14.1-8,
6

-;7= (Pp-Po)*h-%(Po-Pj
10
11 (14.1-13a)

12 4-13 + p2 ml dnI Po ang
14 ngRT Pl dt ng dt
15
16 from Equations 14.1-9 and 14.1-10,
17

19 (14.1-13b)20 k,:j ,
21

23

24 and from Equations 14.1-11, 14.1-12, and 14.1-10d,
25
26

2827 dPRdt=--_v£_LJ (PR-Pj-&PI). (14.1-13c)29 ./
30

31 Equations14.1-13are solvedusingan explicitfinite-differenceapproximation.Picarditerationis used to treat
32 the non-linearityin Equation14.1-13a. The gasgenerationandbrine consumptiontermsin 14.1-13aare estimated33
34 explicitly using the corrosion model, GASSNF, while the convolution in 14.1-13a is approximated by a linear expan-
35 sion around Po(tN) using tabulated values of h(t) and prior values of Po(t):
36

37 (PF - Po)* h = Qo+ o_(PF- Po(tN) )38
39
40 The finite-difference approximationsof Equation 14.1-13 for the pressuresin all control volumes attime t2given
41 pressuresat t] are then:
42

45 ns(t 2)RT E. ; Pj eJ (t2)46 J

" [
48 AtPo2(t,) At ang (14.1-14a)

49 + l'i ng(t2)RT(lX+£_pj) () dt P°(t2)so J .g.t:.
51

_ _'P°_(")(o.o ae"'l
=J'o(t_)..g(t2)Rr_,+_F+ Pl dt)

55

57

58 ;Uj +;Pj +;Lj + E;Xjk ej(t2)-;LjPe(t2)-;PjPo(t2)
59 k=j6o (14.1-14b)
61 - E _Xj k Pk(t2)=(P D + AP2)_Uj -AI_Lj Vj62
63 k_j
64
65
66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor Salt Repository

2 At At

3 -'_vZ_LjPj(t2)+. I+_"V"V . _Lj Pp(t2)
4 J

5 At (14.1-14c)

7 ./
8

9 Equations 14.1-14 are solved iteratively, replacing Po(t,) by the estimate of Po(t2) from the previous iteration10
11 until the pressure change between iterations falls below a specified tolerance.
12
13
14
is 14.2 Radionuelide Transport Modeling
16
17
18
19 14.2.1 Coneepma!Model
2O

21 The same repository transport model was used in the simplified calculations for both the salt and granite reposi-
22 tories. In the repository transport model, discharge from the repository is assumed to result from interconnection of23
24 the repository and a stratigraphically isolated liquid source (brine reservoir) through a localized cox_duit (borehole).
25 This interconnection induces flow through the repository drifts, which have a higher permeability than the surround-
26 ing rock. Radionuclides released from breached canisters move upward into the repository flow field, where they
27 may be carried out of the repository through the localized conduits. Only transport in the liquid phase is considered
28 in this analysis.29
30
31 Placing waste parcels in the room/drift floor isolates them to some extent from the room/drift flow field (Figure
32 14-5). Transport from the canisters to the drift is therefore expected to proceed much more slowly than transport
33 along the drift. To the extent waste emplacement package holes isolate individual waste packages from moving fluid,
34 release from the waste packages can occur only by diffusion of dissolved nuclides, and may be limited by the rate at35
38 which diffusion can remove dissolved nuclides from pore fluid in contact with the waste emplacement packages.
37
38
39
40
41

43 Gas & Backfill
44
45
46 Liquid & Backfill
47 (Full Mixing of

48 Vertical A Contaminants)

49 Transport 1 q(t) Horizontal
50 Dominated by Transport
51 Diffusion Dominated by
52 Advection
53 z

S5 y
56
57 X
58
59
60
61
62
63 TRI-6342-3736-0

64

65 Figure 14-5. Canisters emplaced in floor are isolated to some extent from drift flow.66
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14,2 RadtonuclideTransportModeling

1 Transport through the repository is divided into two domains: transport within the waste emplacement package
2 holes and transport within the room/drifts. Fluid flow rates past waste emplacement packages will be slower than
3 fluid flow rates through the drifts, and drift flow rates will be larger than flow rates through the host rock. The simpli-4
5 fled transport model assumes a limiting case: within the waste emplacement holes, radionuclide migration is assumed
6 to be caused by molecular diffusion, and diffusion is assumed to occur only vertically (i.e., diffusion radially outward
7 into the host rock is neglected); within the drifts, transport occurs through advection of dissolved nuclides in the
8 liquid phase. Bulk fluid motion is assumed to parallel the drift axes, and diffusion into the drift walls is neglected.
9 Variations in concentration normal to flow direction (y and z) are assumed to be small compared to variations along10

11 the flow direction and are not resolved.
12
13
14
is 14.2.2 Mathematical and Computational Model of Advection/Dispersion in Rooms/Drifts
16

17 Define: C (x, t;Am, ts,xs) as the concentration [mole/L] (integrated over y and z) at x due to introduction of mass
18 Am at time ts and position xs. Assume C is approximately given by the solution of the advection-dispersion equation
19 in 1 dimension with constant parameters:20

exp. exl_-_.(t -
2322 eCx't;_n'tsxs)= 2,E(rd_t-_ts)) 1/2 4-L_(_'-_s) ts)) (14.2-1)24
25
26 where:
27

28 _E = the drift backfill porosity-retardation product,
29
30 xa = xs + Axm = the expected tracer position at time t,

D = azV = the dispersion coefficient,31
32 a_L = the longitudinal dispersivity,
33 V = q/$e = the average particle velocity,
34 _ = the average fluid specific discharge,
35 _. = the radioactive decay constant, and36
37 AXm = the expected displacement during the interval [ ts --4 t], given by
38

40 AXm = --_--dt (14.2-2)
41 s (_E

42 The disposal system is idealized as a number of connected segments (see Figure 14-2). The repository, in turn, is43
44 made up of a number of legs. Row enters and leaves the repository at the leg junctions (Figure 14-6). The legs are
45 assigned a length and width that characterize the available flow paths between junctions. The number of legs used to

46 represent the salt repository is related to the number of discrete fluid sources and sinks (Figure 14-7). Junction flow
47 rates for the salt repository are obtained from the salt flow models discussed in Section 14.1.48
49
50
51 Qout i.1 Qouti Qouti+l Qouti+2
52

55 A =L A ==,
56 IP' lw' W Ip'
s7 Leg Leg Leg

59

8o Qini.1 Qin_ Qini.1 Qini+261
62
63 TRI.6342-3737-0
64

65 Figure ]4-6. General reposito_ flow network for reposiwr2 comrol volume (see Figure 14-2),66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor Sak Repository

I
2
3 Borehole 1 Borehole 2

s To/From To/From To/From To/From

e Anhydrite Snake Dolomite Snake Dolomite Anhydrite7
8
g

A dlk J_ J_

11 Leg 1 Leg 2 Leg 3

13 To/From
14 Brine Reservoir
15
16
17
18 TR1-6342-3738-0
19
20 Figure 14-7. Specific flow network/or control volume o/salt repository.
21
22
23 Specific discharge within each leg is calculatedfrom the net flow ratesat each junction. Within each segment,
24 specificdischargeis assumedto vary linearly with distance(Figure 14-8).
25

26 q(xl) = ql + X-L(q2 -ql) (14.2-3)27 L
28
29
30 The position of a particle at time t2, xa, introduced into the flow field at time tI can be found from Equation
31 14.2-3:
32
33

ql. _q2- ql_
36
37

38 Integration of this ODE gives
39 t2 xa

4140 I dt = I ,EdXl

42 t] xsql
43

44 hence
45

47 Xa = Xs+ • ,d_ 0 (14.2-4a)
48
49
50
51

52 ql q253
54 ql q2
55 _ _
56 _ _
57 lw,

59
60 Xl=0 xI=L
61 TRH;342.3739.o
62

63 Figure 14-8. Storage can occur within the leg in the flow model. Specific discharge is assumed to vary linearly with
64 distance for purposes of evaluating fluid flow between junctions.65
66
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14,2 RadionuclideTransportModeling

1

2 Xa'-Xs+-_.-(t2-tl) ,d#O (14.2-4b)
3 LPE
4
5 where
e d=q:-ql
7 L

S Evaluating contaminant concentrations from advective transport typically requires more discretization. To9
resolve lateral concentration gradients within the repository flow network, each leg is divided into a number of cells

10
11 ofequalsize(Figure14-9).
12

13 Equation 14.2-1 is then integrated to derive an expression for the average (over each cell) of C due to introduc-
14 tion of a uniform distributed source in each cell at time ts as follows (Figure 14-10):15
16
17
18
19 Cells

21 j=l / Ik J=M
22 I ,, ,, , ,, ,, : , I23 A .... . . __ ± '- " J. .. - . A
24 W "' T T T .... T T T T ' T _ ..........., T I_'
25 l ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,
26 I I
27 Xl=0 xI=L
28 TRI-6342-3740.0
29
3O
31 Figure 14-9. Each fluid flow leg in the repository is divided into a number of transport cells of equal size. Each cell
32 has a source term.
33
84

35 Connection to36
Snake Dolomite Aquifer

37 Concentration
38 Profiles

3940 ,k, ,:)
41
42
43
44
45
4S Flow Leg Nodes
47 have Liquid
48 Source (or Sink)
49
50
51
s2 Repository

54 Connection to
S5 Transport Cell Brine Reservoir
56 Nodes of Panel have Mass
s7 and Gas Injection (_
58
59

60 TRI-6342-3903-0
61
62

63 Figure 14-/O.Mathematical one-dimensional transport model for repository. Note that rooms in panel are stacked
end to end in the mathematical model (refer also to Figure 14-1).65
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14. SlmpllfledConsequenceModelingfor Salt Repository

1 Define _P{Xl,, Xw t; Am, xs, ts,_ to be the average concentration over the cell with boundaries at xl and x2 due to
2 the introduction of mass Am at position xs. From Equation 14.2-1,3
4

x ).S =, 1 Ame-_'(t-q_/2, exp, ,,-(,X- Xa)2
+ cp(_,_:,,;a_,_+,,+)=-_, 2¢_[_,-,+)1 4q,:,;i8 x

10 1_.2_ Am,-x(t-,,),rf x2-x. -,r/ x -
" ='x2-.,_ 2,e 12,j¢,-,,1)12
1:1
14,

15 Equation 14.2-5 is then used to derive an expression for the average concentration over the interval [x] --, x2]16
17 due to a distributed source of strength I_ [moles/length] on the interval [Xsl --, xs2]:
18
19

22 Xsl
23
24 The integral in Equation 14.2-6 is evaluated by noting that for any value of d, xa from Equation 14.2-4 is linear in
25 xs, and may be written:
28
27
28 Xa = Oxs + 8
29
3O The final expression for _D is then
31
32

-133 . lmke-_t Xl Oxsg a-eft

36

++ - + -+ -°"-+l)39 n

+,+o+ -4,3

"++ - + -+++-+1-+ -+1)
47

+_ + (,,xp.(xl-o.,,:.,2,8)2 -_ -_x
SO q2 q2 q2
51

535254 + exp((x2-OXsl-8)21.I1.,,. ) (14.2-7)
55
56

57 where
58
59 11= 2,4DAt
SO

81 At = t-t s
S2

63 and j and k are the indices of the cells with boundary locations (x l, x 2) and (Xst, Xs_,).The total concentration at time64
65 t is the superposition of the contributions of all M cells:
68
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14.2 RadionuclideTransportModeling

1 M
2 " --'

3 C(J't;ts)= _.d CD(j't;lmk'k'ts) (14.2-8)
4 k=l
5
6 The distributedsourcesI,,_ includeall massavailablefor transportat time ts, andconsistof threeparts: the ini-
7 tial masspresentin the cell, massintroducedby decay,and the mass introducedby diffusion from the wasteemplace-
8 ment package holes in the cell. The first part is obtained from a prior solution for _, the second from the average
9 activity of the parent in the cell, and the third from implicit coupling with the waste emplacement package hole diffu-10

11 sion model discussed in the next subsection.
12

13 In summary, concentrations in each cell in each leg are calculated at time t2 given concentrations at time t I using
14 the following procedure:15
16
17 1. Equation 14.2-8 is used to calculate the average concentration for each cell at time t2 due to advection, disper-
18 sion, and decay of mass present at time tl;
19

20 2. For each cell, _ (t2) is modified to include diffusion from the waste emplacement package holes in the cell21
as discussed below. Continuous diffusion over [t I --->t2] is approximated as instantaneous injection at t2.22

23
24 3. The activity in each cell, assuming a linear variation in C between tI and t2, is used to augment concentra-
25 tions of transported daughter nuclides as follows:
26
27
28 a. decay between t i and (t1 + t2)/2 is approximated by an instantaneous daughter source at time t1.
29
30 b. decay between (t 1 + t2)/2 and t2 is approximated by an instantaneous daughter source at time t2.
31
32
33
34 14.2.3 Mathematical and Computational Model of Diffusion in Waste Emplacement
35 Package Holes36
37
a8 All waste package hole boundaries are assumed to be impermeable: radial concentration variations are assumed
39 to be small, so that each waste package hole concentration is only a function of time and elevation from the bottom of
40 the waste package hole (Figure 14-11).
41

42 Nuclide transport is assumed to be due to diffusion alone. Radioactive decay is not included, so that concentra-43
44 tions below and above the canister (cl(z,O and c2(z,t)) are solutions of the following PDE's:
45

46 a2cl _ (14.2-9a)

47 DI _-_'+ $1 = R*I at48
49

so a2c2 ac 2 (14.2-9b)
51 /)2 _ = R(_2
52 where:
53
54

56 _1 1- rc q)f = macroscopic porosity for 0 < z ";zc
sr t_; J50

S9 % = _f = macroscopic porosity for zc < z < Zh60
61
62 DI = Dm_l "I = macroscopic diffusion coefficient for 0 < z <zc

D 2 = Dm_2X = macroscopic diffusion coefficient for Zc< z _ zh
65
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14. Simplified Consequence Modeling for Salt Repository

1

3 "- ""- "'-- "'-" -

4 Gas ........
.. ......

6 :"%_'%-:" _-":_ ." i----HConcentratton
7 ':'"",::'_ : : • : 'in Room/Drift
8

:_:__:,::..... Rux Match
9 "-.:."-_'__:_: :,;: : Point

...... !Q"_ [ : q_ / _ forDiffusion

11 _ J_ L-_ Uniform
12 -- :<_1: "lFir-_"-" z -_cT----\ InjectionRate
13 _l_ifi_ "ril_ / \ . fromwaste

- k :C_li_:i /.l_. / V" Emplacement14
HOC i_i _ii Packa Model

17 :!iii!
18
19
20
21

22

z.23 -- _0 J___.., .......

24 Concentration(c(z,t))
25 inOneWPType
26 TRI-6342-3741-0
27

28 Figure I4-1I. Waste emplacement package hole concentration is a function of time and elevation from the bottom of
29 the hole.3O i
31
32 R = retardation factor
33
34
35 (_f = waste package hole backfill porosity
36
37 Dm = free-water diffusivity of the tracer
38

39 _ = waste package hole backfill tortuosity
40
41
42 SI = rate of introduction of tracer into the pore fluid from the breached canister
43

44 Equations 14.2-9a and 14.2-9b are solved subject to the following boundary and initial conditions:
45

46 Cl(Zc,t ) = c2(xc,t ) = continuity of concentration at zc47
48

50 /)I = D 2 = continuity of mass flux at zc
51 Zc Zc

52 aaa_Z
53 = 0 = no flux through the lower boundary
54 0
55

56 c2(Zh,t ) = Ce(t ) = continuity of waste package hole/drift concentration
57
58
59
80 cl(z,O)=O
61

62 C2(Z,0) = 0
63
64
65
66
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14.2 RadionuclideTransportModeling

1 The concentration at the top of the waste package hole is assumed equal to the average drift concentration in the
2 cell containing the waste package. Note that Equations 14.2-9a and 14.2-9b can be written for any number of waste
3 parcel types in the same cell, which will have a common %(0, but may have different sources and concentration pro-4
5 files.
6

7 The diffusion model for the waste emplacement package borehole is used to couple the canister model with the

8 drift transport model through the source rate, S l, and the drift concentration, %. An implicit coupling is desirable for
9 stability. A solution to the governing equations is therefore sought in terms of unknown source rates and boundary10

11 concentrations at the time of evaluation, t. We are not aware of a solution that satisfies tl_s condition and includes
12 decay in the governing equations. The method adopted here treats decay in the waste emplacement package holes
13 only approximately: decay of nuclides in the pore space adjacent to the canister (0 < z < zc) is included in the source
14 term, S1, provided by the canister model. Decay in the pore space above the canister (zc < z < zh) is ignored. Concen-
is trations (and therefore fluxes) of nuclides whose halflife is not larger than the diffusion time through this region will16
17 be overestimated. Because decay is included in the drift transport model, the extent of overestimation will be small
is (even for short-lived nuclides) provided the residence time in the drift is large compared to the diffusion time through

19 (zc < z <_Zh).

21 Following (_zisik (1986), the solution is obtained in terms of an incremental concentration:22
23

24 (Pl(x, t) = cI (Z, t) - ce(t)
25

26 q)2(x, t) = c2 (Z, t) - ce (t)27
28
29 as:
3O

* t' *dCe_ep2t'dt" i=1,2 (14.2-10)
33
34 n=l Lt'=0
35
36 where:
37 Zc

3938 gn(t') = --_$1(t').[ Xln (z)dz (14.2-11)
4O 0
41
42

° [" zi ]" &fxl
4645 NLal _ n (z)dz a2 0 X2n (z)dz (14.2-12)
47
48

Zc Zc

50 N f _-_.[ X?n(Z)dz + D2 f x 2 (z)dz (14.2-13)
5251 "-"1_) O_2 _ ,-n
53

54 I)i DmZ
55 Ul = -- = -- (14.2-14a)
ss R$I R
57
58

59 D 2 DmZ
60 a2 = -- = -- (14.2-14b)
61 R(_2 R
62
63
64
65
66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor Salt Repository

1 and and are solutions of the eigenvalue problem:
2 Xln X2n
3

4 d2Xln
5 ¢XI dz2 +[32Xln=O, O-<z<_zc (14.2-15a)
6

7 d2X2 n
98 _2 dz 2 + f12X2n = O, Zc <-z <--Zh (14.2-15b)

10
11
12 subject to:

13 X1n (Zc) = X2 n (Zc) (14.2-16a)14
15
16

18 dz IZc dz [zc (14.2-16b)19
2O
21
22 _ =0
23 dz [O (14.2-16c)24
25
26
27 X2n (Zh) = 0 (14.2-16d)
28

30 Noting that tx= tx1 = ct2, and defining Yn = , the general solution of Equation 14.2-15 is
31

33
34 Xln = Aln c°S(YnZ)+ Bin sin(YnZ) (14.2-17a)
35
36
37
38 X2n = A2n c°S(YnZ)+ B2n sin(YnZ) (14.2-17b)

40
Conditions (14.2-16) determine

Aln'Bl"'A2n''.n . . .41 Bq within a common multiplicative constant. Axbitrarily

42 assigning ,,tin = 1, Equations 14.2-16a, b, and c can be solved for the remmmng coefficmnts:
43
44 (14.2-18a)
45 Bin =0
46
47 2

49 A2n - 1- sin2(ynZc) (14.2-18b)
50

52 B2n = c°S(YnZc)sin(YnZc) (14.2-18c)53
54
55

58 while Equation 14.2-16 provides the transcendental equation satisfied by the normalized eigenvalues Yn:
57
58

59 lCrc_ 2 ( lCrc_ 2)_11 ?k-_J c°_7n(2Zc-Zh))+ 1-?k--_J ) c°s_Ynzh)=O (14.2-19)62

63 The waste package hole diffusion model is coupled to the source term submodel,CONCSNF, and the drift advec-
54 tion/dispersion model through the nuclide source rate, S1, and the drift concentration, ce, in Equation 14.2-10. Masse5
66 transfer between the canister and waste package hole conu , volumes, and between the waste package hole and drift
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14.2 RadionuclideTransportModeling

1 model control volumes, is based on discretization of the simulation period into Nt equal time intervals of size At.

2 Over each interval, $1 is assumed to be constant, while ce is assumed to vary linearly between values given
3 by _ evaluated at the interval endpoints (Figure 14-12):4

( )6 tPi Z,tNt can then be written in terms of K values of S1and dc--g-e•
7 dt
8

oo

10 (Pi(Z, tK) __j Xin (Z) K
11 n=l _2 k=IE(gnSlk- n dt Ik)e-_2(tK-tk) 1-e-f12(tk-tk-1)
12
13 where:
14

1716 g_* = __n..ns,n_._z c
18

19 $1k = constantvalue of S1between tk. ! and tk20
21
22
23 dc_ = constantvalue of dc.._._ebetween tk.1and tk
24 dt ]k dt
25

26 The solution for incremental concentration g)i(z,tK) is not explicitly required to couple waste package release to
27 diffusive flux into the drift. All that is required is an expression for the total radionuclide mass exchanged between28
29 control volumes during the interval IrK.1 --_ tg]. The waste package model control volume includes the waste parcel
30 and its backfill-buffer below Zc; the advection/dispersion model control volume is the drift. The total moles removed
31 from the waste package model control volume during [tK.! --> tK] is then
32

33 tK tK
34 =

35 Mc = f -D _-_z[zc _ -D1 _Z IZc (14.2-21a)36 tK_l tK_l
37
38
39
4O
41 -J I

4, m,..... [- s, t,
45
46

474a _'_ __ ce(t)49
50
51

52 I
I I e

55 dt
56

57 i '[59

60 to t I tK
61
62
_3 TRI-6342-3742-0

64

65 Figure 14-12. Approximation of source rate and drift concenfration.66
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14. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor Salt Repository

1 while the total mass injected into the advection/dispersion model control volume during [tK.1 --> tK] is
2
3
4

5 tK :-D_Cl = tK _ (14.2-21b)
76 MD= s _)Zlzh f -o2 az lzh
8 tK-1 tK-1
9

10

11 Both M c and Mp can ultimately be expressed in a similar form, where the dependence of mass exchange
12 on S1K and ce(tK) has been made explicit:
13
14

16 MX = PX GXn Hn,K ceK-I GXn WnIn*
17 n=i At n=l
18 (14.2-22)

20 - G g K + ceK X = c, D21
22
23
24 where:

28

29 *._L
30 PO=Dm,r,31

34_ Gcn t,_nJ sin
35

36 ¢4r"d_3_A2n sin(_h) - B2n cos(__h)}3738 a°" =t, ) t
39 K-I

,2° __(___41 nn, K 1 e-_ 2A` 2 l, dC_._ 2 '
gn lk n dr Ik

43
44 Wn = 1 - e-_ 2 At - ft2At
45
46
47 The sottrce term, S1K , is treated explicitly. As discussed in the subsection above, drift cell concentra-

C(tK), are updated to reflect diffusion into the drift during the interval [tK.l _ tK] using the linear relation-48 tions,

49 ship between MD and Ce(tX)given in Equation 14.2-22, which may be written:
50
51
52 C

53 M b = JD + T/_'T (14.2-23)54
55

56 where the_superscript l is an index of waste parcel type in the drift cell, and _ is the required conversion factor
57 between C [mole/length of drift] and ce [moles/length of waste package hole].58
59
60 If C is the radionuclide concentration in the drift following redistribution by advection/dispersion, the aug-
61 mented drift concentration, which includes diffusion from the waste package holes, is
62
63
64
65
66
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14.2 RadionuclideTransportModeling

1
2

3 = NWl=l, NW(l=l _+!
E E '-4 MD JD +TD 03l5 __+ __.

8 c =c+ =c+
7 axCE z_e
8
9

10 which can be solved for -_"+ •

11 Nw

14 --+
C = l=l15

16 AXlE _ 71D (14.2-24)17 - L_,"_-
18 l=l
19
20
21 whereN w is the number of wastepackagetypes in the cell.
22

23 In summary, the waste package hole diffusion model couples the source term submodel, CONCSNF, and drift
24 transportmodel (Section 14.2.2) using the following pr_edure:25
26
27 1. The drift transport model is used to calculate _('K) given _('K-1)
28

29 2. Mass diffused into the drift from each waste emplacement package over [tK.1 --_ tK] is used to calculate the

30 augmented concentration _+(tg) using Equation 14.2-23. This mass is available for transport in the drift31
32 during ItK --_ tK+l].
33
34 3. The mass removed from the waste package control volume, Me, is calculated from Equation 14.2-22 using the

35 updated concentration _+(tK)36
37
38 4. Me is used by the canister model to calculate a new canister source term (S1) for the waste package hole diffu-
39 sion model. The source term provided by the canister model includes decay of dissolved and adsorbed
40 nuclides in the pore space adjacent to the canister. This source is assumed to apply for the subsequent time
41 interval [tK ---)tK+l].
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 15. Simplified Consequence Modeling
, for Granite Repository
5
6 W.E. Beyeler
7

8 The consequence models for the "Simple PA" for the granite repository are similar to those described for the salt
9 repository (Chapter 14). Hence, only the differences between the models are emphasized in the following discussion.10

11
12

15.1 Repository Fluid Flow Modeling14
15
16

17 15.1.1 ConceptualModel18
19
20 The granite repository is assumed to be located entirelywithin an intact block of granite. Localized zones of
21 high fracture density above andbelow the repository provide the only lateral pathways to the accessible environment.
22 Repository access shaft(s) are assumed to pass through an overlying fracture zone. The arguments for modeling only23
2,1 large, prominent features are presented in Chapter 5 (see Figure 5-2). Fluid processes in the Simple PAmodel are
25 shown in Figure 15-1.
26
27 Release from the repository can only occur following connection to one or more fracture zones at one or more
28 locations. The most likely connection is through an access shaft following failure of a shaft seal. Other connections29
30 may be created through other shafts, by a borehole drilled through the repository, or through fracturing of the host
31 granite,around the repository induced by mechanical or thermal stresses (see Figures 7-6 and 8-8).
32
33 The simplest representationof flow through the system uses a single set of lumped parameters to describe the

hydrologic properties of the primary features (Figure 15-2). Note that flow through the system is assumed to be 1im-35
36 ited by the permeabilities of the connections to the fracture zones. The permeabilities of the fracture zones are
37 assumed to be effectively infinite in comparison. This assumption implies that pressures at the connection/fracture
38 zone junctions are constants, independent of the flow rate through the upper and lower connections. The pressures
39 are instead determined by external factors. The repository permeability is also assumed to be effectively infinite com-
40 pared to connection permeabilities. The validity of this assumption depends on the permeabilities and areas of the41
42 connections. This assumption allows the repository state to be described by a single pressure in each phase. In the
43 case of single-phase flow, fluid flow rates are conservatively overpredicted by neglecting resistance to flow through
44 the backfill. In BRAGFLO_T, the flow model used in the Complex PA, the permeability of the repository backfill
45 was a significant impediment to flow. Fluid flow rates through the repository are therefore overpredicted by the flow
46 model used in the Simple PA.47
48
49 The flow rate through any leg of the networksystem is a function of conductive properties of the legs. In the
50 fracture zones, fracture frequency, extent, aperture, and connectivity, as well as the degree of flow channeling within
51 individual fractures, combine to determine the hydraulic and transport properties of the fracture zone. The same
52 types of parameters determine the bulk properties of any fracture connections to the repository. Although distribu-53

tions for fracture parametersmight be constructed from existing granite site data and expert opinion, and used to
55 derive distributions of flow rates through the fracture zones, this process is difficult. Furthermore, the data can vary
56 greatly from location to location within a given site. A similar uncertainty exists in characterizing the flow through
57 failed shaft seals and boreholes because the mode and degree of failure are uncertain. Hence, the range in possible
58 flow rates resulting from simulation using an actual fracture network is expected to be large because of the underlying59
60 uncertainty in fractureparameters.
61
62 All elements of the system were treatedas porous media obeying Darey's law, with uncertain lumped parameters
63 describing flow and transport behavior (e.g., hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity). This method is not
64 expected to mimic the response of a fractured system or failed seal for any particular value of the model parameters.65
66
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15. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor GraniteRepository
I

1
2
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4 GeneralConceptualModel
5
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33 Fracture 1-' _ HydraulicallyConnected34 Zone I ......... - ......'_:.... '........................ '...."'...... "............. Zone I and 2 Constant
35 PressureBoundaryCondition
36

37 One Dimensional Mathematical Model
38
39
40 Borehole

41 _ (Upper)HWV___ _WVDI _(Lower)
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43 Fracture
44

45 Calci P[ __ _1
47 Fracture Detected Bo hole
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50 Condition LEU Fracture
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57
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59 Assumedto Stopwhen Discovered
60 TRI-6342.3920-0
61
62

63 Figure 15-1. General conceptual model and one-dimensional mathematical model of granite repository and nearby
64 geologic barrier in Simple PA.65
66
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15.1 RepositoryFluidFlow Modeling

1

2 Discharge Connectionto
3 Boundary FractureZone2
4 "" .......... "_ PF
5 "" FractureZone 2 T ,
6 upper i I'L Connqetion7

0s Connections.[_ PR to Re:)ository_,=W F
10 _,, Repository "
11 /)" Lower
12 Connection Connection(s)(LD)

13 Shaftor Intrusion toRepository =ract,,re Zone 1
14 Borehole l _ .........." _" OIM¢e

ta °

15 Connectionto Recharge
16 FractureZone1 Boundary
17 Agasi Aliquid
18 FractureZonePermeablility
19 Assumedtobe Infinitein
20 (PresenceofGasinUpperConnection RelationtoConnectionsto
21 LimitsDischargesSomewhat) FractureZones
22
23 TRI.6342.3783-0
24
25
26 Figure 15-2. Representation of flow through granite disposal system (see also Figure 15-1).
27
28
29 Rather, the assumption is justified by the belief that using a more realistic model of fracture flow and transport would
30 not improve our ability to predict cumulative discharge due to the uncertainty in the parameters of fracture models.
31

32 The upper connection of the flow network (Figures 5-1 and 5-2) is assumed to allow flow of either gas or liquid,33
or both simultaneously. The permeability of the connection to each phase depends on (1) the saturation, and (2) the34

35 type of pore space in the connection. The saturation of the connection pore space with respect to each phase is, in
36 turn, a function of saturation and pressure in the fracture zone and in the repository near the connection. However,

37 the Simple PA consequence model does not resolve spatial variations in the repository and does not include a model
38 of capillary flow in the connection that would allow saturation to be calculated. Furthermore, the pore space might
39 approximate a porous medium or might consist of discrete channels. Because of uncertainty in the saturation and40
41 geometry of the pore space, the functional connection between saturation and permeability (expressed as relative per-
42 meability) is unclear.
43

44 In this model, the relative permeability is assumedto be a function of the averagerelative cross-sectionalarea
45 occupiedby eachphase. This assumptionexcludesthe possibilityof substantialphaseinterferencein which connec-46
47 tion pore spacemust be near saturationbefore a continuousconnectionis created. Flow ratesin oneor both phases
48 may be overpredictedby this model. Three types of dependencyof relative cross-sectionalareaon the saturationof
49 the repository can be proposed (Figure 15-3):
50

51 1. The gas phase has preferential accessto the connection. This situationmight occur becausethe repository52
53 elevation is higher at the connectionlocation,or becausegas accumulatesat the top of the repository,or
54 becausegasproductionoccursprimarilynear the connection.This conditionmight be representedas
55
56

5758 Ag = {0"990t°talMg/Pg>Vthotherwise59
60
61
62 where Vth is a small fraction of the repository volume.
63
64 2. The liquid phase has preferential access to the connection. This situation might occur for complementary
65 conditions to the above(e.g., low repositoryelevationnear the connectionor productionof gas primarily in
66
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15. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor GraniteRepository

1

2 Liquid Dominated Connection Gas Dominated Connection
3

4 1 t f .............. 1 II, t"'''" ...........5 t I l

7 t I

i -9 I .1_
I Liquid Phase _ i Gas Phase10 i ¢ i

11 i i

12 n¢ I _ II n I13
14 >= i >= ,I .- I15

16 _ ; __Gas Phase

17 j Liquid Phase
18 s

19 0 0 .s
20
21 0 1 0 1
22 Liquid Saturation Liquid Saturation
23 TRI.e342.3586-0
24
25
26 Figure 15-3. Relative permeability of a connection to the fracture zones in the granite repository is a function of sat-
27 uration of the repository.
28
29

30 areas away from the connection. The area available to gas flow would be calculated as above, with Vth
31 replaced by somelarge fraction of the repositoryvolume.
32
33
34 3. The area available to eachphaseis proportional to the saturationof therepositoryas a whole:
35

36 Ag = Mg .
37 pgVR38

39 This condition represents an intermediate case between the preferential availability of the release pathway to
40 gas or liquid. A corresponding physical situation might be failure of the seals in several access shafts (or41

intrusion boreholes) throughout the repository, or the development of many fracture connections throughout42
43 the repository.
44

45 The third type of dependencywas selectedfor this analysisand expressedin terms of the cross-sectionalarea
46 available for flow.
47
48
49
50 15.1.2 MathematicalModel
51
52
53 Following the above simplifications, the flow network is reduced to the following (Figure 15-2).
54

55 Terminology
56

57 PF liquid and gas pressure in Fracture Zone 258
59 L length of upper connection
60 A l average area available for flow of liquid

61 Ag average area available for flow of gas
62 k intrinsic permeability of the upper connection following seal failure63
64 _t1 liquid viscosity
65 _tg gas viscosity
66
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15.1 RepositoryFluidFlow Modeling

1 Pl liquid density

2 pg gas density
3 Mg mass of gas in repository4
5 MI mass of liquid in repository
6 mI molecular weight of liquid

7 mg molecular weight of gas
8 V R total pore volume in repository9

10 V l pore volume occupied by liquid
11 Vg pore volume occupied by gas
12 PR liquid and gas pressure in repository
13 kD intrinsic permeability of the lower connection
14 A D areaof the lower connection(correspondingto kD)i5
16 QI massflow rateof liquid throughupperconnection (+ downward)
17 Qg mass flow rate of gas (+ upward)
18 QD mass flow rate of liquid through the lower connection (+ downward)

19 Rg mass of gas generation in the repository
20 R1 massrate of liquid consumption.21
22
23 Relationships between State VaHabl_. Gas Density is given by:
24

25 =
28 Pg mSnv
27 From the ideal gas law, "g28
29
30

32 PV = = nRT

Pg) (15-1)34
35 ==>Pg=(2P
36
37 where
38

39 mg (15-2)40 (2 = ---"
41 RT
42

43 Pore volume in the repository is constant, and occupied by either gas or liquid:
44
45
46

47 VR - VI + vg - M'-M-LI+ Mg - MI * Mg
48 Pl Pg Pl OdDR

49 Mg
50 =¢ PR =

(15-3)52 a VR -
53
54

5S Mass Flux Terms. Darcy flow of liquid in the upper connection gives:
56
57
58

59 Ql= ptgkAlPl hF,,-hg
60 J,I,l L
61
62
63
64
65
66
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15. SlmpllfledConsequenceModelingforQranlteRepository

I where
2

3 ._, =, hr P--_-+L,hR
s Pig Pig
6
7
8 so that

10 __ (154)
11 Qt "_ AtPt I+
,_ _t ptgLJ
13
14 Darcy flow of liquidin the lower connection is similarly
15
16

"" [ PR-":'D1 <:.5-s)18 QD ffi PlgkD ADPl 1+
19 _l _p'gLD J
20
21

Darcy flow of gas in the upper connection:
23
24

_s k A(d__P_)2827 Q8=-P8gs gkdz P_g
28
29

30 where P is the gas pressure in the upper connection. Substituting of pg from (15-1), and defining
31
32

F=A k
35 g
35

37 gives38
39

40 p dP = otgp2 _ Q_.I_41 _I

42 dz or'
43
44
48 Defining X ffip2, the solution is
46
47
48

5o tx2g F
51
52
53 where C1is an integration constant.
54

55 Applyingboundaryconditions
56
57

s8 e(o)=PR
59
60
61

62 P( L ) ffi PF
63
64
65
66
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15.1 RepositoryFluid FlowModeling

1 gives the following expression for Qg2
3

5 L j
6

7 Repository Mus Balance. The gasphaseandliquid phasemassbalanceexpressionsare
8

9 (15-7)

,0 d--_ =-Qe + Rg11 dt
12
13

14 dM l (15-8)
IS _ = Qi - Rt - Qd
16 dt
17
18 where
19

20 Rg = mass rate of gas generation in the repository21
22 R ! = mass rate ofliquid consumption.
23

24 Gas production rates (Rg) and liquid consumption rates (R L) are calculated in the gas generation submodel
25 GASSNF. (This was done in IPANEL in the scoping PA for the granite repository). Gas and liquid phases are
26 assumed to be stratified in the repository, so that liquid saturation in the pore space surrounding the waste package
27 hole backfill-buffer equals 1 as long as the total volume of liquid in the repository is sufficient to saturate the bacldill-28
29 buffer.
3O
31
32
33 15.1.3 Computational Modei
34

3S Flow rates from Equations 15-4, 15-5, and 15-6 canbe expressed in termsof gas and liquid mass using Equation

36 15-3. The resulting coupled system can be solved numerically using trapezoidal integration based on Equations 15-7
37 and 15-8 with iterative updating of the rate terms. The gas generation and liquid consumption are evaluated explicitly88
39 given the repository state at the beginning of a timestep.
40
41
42

15.1.4 Sugary ofA_umptions
44

45 • Intact granite surrounding the repository and fracture zones is impermeable.
46 * Flow through the repository is limited by the permeability of failed shaft seals or other features connecting the47
48 repository with the fracture zones, not the repository itself (no flow resistance in repository). In the complex
49 calculations, repository backfill conductivity did limit flow in most cases. The simplified model overesti-
50 mates repository flow rates in these cases.
51 • Heat generation and transport are neglected.
52 • Gas and liquid phase pressures are equal (no capillary pressure).53

• Ideal gas law applies.54
55 • Liquid and solid phases are incompressible.
5S • Flow through all upper and lower connections is one dimensional.

57 • Flow through repository-fracture zone connections is quasi-steady state.
58 • Both gas and liquid can flow through the upper connection; only liquid can flow through the lower connec-
59 tion.60
61 • Relative permeability of a repositoryconnection(fracture, shaft,exploratory drillhole) is a function of repos-
62 itory saturation (relative amounts of gas and liquid in repository) and is expressed as cross-sectional area
65 available for flow.

64 • The repository is segregated into gas-saturated and liquid-saturated regions.65
• No horizontal gradient.66
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15. SimplifiedConsequenceModelingfor GraniteRepository

1 15.2 Radionuclide Transport Modeling2
3
4

5 15.2.1 Conceptual Model6
7
8 Radionuclide release from the repository in this configuration is a function of the radionuclide release rate from

9 the waste parcels in the repository and the transport characteristics of the upper connection and Zone 2. Canister
10 release is, in general, a function of liquid flow rate past the canister (which removes dissolved species), and therefore
11 of flow rate through the repository.12
13
14 As in the salt repository, only transport of radionuclides dissolved in the liquid phase are considered. Concentra-
!5 tions are assumed to be sufficiendy small to allow the transport problem to be decoupled from the flow problem.

is Once flow rates have been estimated, repository source-term concentrations and integrated release due to transport in
17 Fracture Zone 2 are estimated using the same assumptions as in the scoping calculations for the salt repository (see18
19 Section 14.2.1).
2O
21
22
23 15.2.2 Mathematical and Computational Model
24

25 The mathematical and computational models of advective and diffusion transport within and near a granite

26 repository are the same as the models for the salt repository (described in Section 14.2).27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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' 16. Results and Conclusions2
3
4
S This chapter presents results from both the complex performance assessment (Complex PA) and the simplified
6 performance assessment (Simple PA) for both the salt and granite repositories. Results include a discussion of per-
7 centageofradionuclidesleavingthewasteparcel,normalizedactivityleavingtherepository(forboththeSimpleand

8 Complex PAs)andnormalizedreleaseleavingthedisposalsystem(ComplexPA).Resultsforthebreachtimeofcon-9
I0 tainersand directreleasetothegroundsurfaceduringdrillingareprovidedforboththesaltandgraniterepositories.
11 Also,theresultsfromtheSimpleandComplex PAs arecompared,aftertheconceptualmodelfortheComplex PA
12 was modifiedsothatthetwo conceptualmodelswouldbesimilar.Thischapterbeginswithadescriptionofperfor-

13 mance metricsandanalysistechniquesusedintheassessment.
14
15
16

_7 16.1 Performance Metrics and Analysis Techniques (R. P.Rechard)18
19
2O

21 16.1.1 PerformaneeMetries
23
24 The relative ranking of the waste form depends upon the performance metric. For this report, the overall perfor-
2S mance metric is the cumulative release of radionuclides over 10,000 yr to the accessible environment in the form of a
2e complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) (40 CFR 191). When assessing the total disposal system,
27 however, differences in waste form performance were not easy to discern with this metric. Although that fact in itself28
29 is important, a relative ranking of the waste is still necessary to understand the differences among the forms and pos-
30 sibly identify parameters that could be modified to enhance performance. Therefore, three other metrics are used in
31 evaluating and comparing the results:
32
33

• EPA normalized discharge at intrusion boreholes or lateral pathway (e.g., fracture zone or marker bed) (pre-34
ZS sented as aCCDF).
3e • Percentage of radionuclide discharged to pore liquid in the backfill-buffer around containers (presented as a
a7 CCDF).
38 • Breach time of canisters.
39
40
41 A fourth metric, fluid flow out of the repository, was used also in the comparison and is discussed in the interme-
42 diate results of Chapters 12 and 13.
4,3
44
45
48 16.1.2 Description of Terms and Graphical Presentation of Results
47

48 This section discusses the terms that are used to describe the results and explains how the results are presented
49 graphically. See also Chapter 3 in this report.50
51
S2 Distribution Functions. This chapter presents the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of

the results. Because the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is the integral (or sum, as appropriate) of the proba-
S4 bility density function (PDF), the CCDF is the "complement" of the CDF, or one minus the values of the CDF (1 -
55 CDF).56
57
s8 If the parameters (x) of the consequence or probability model vary, the variation (or uncertainty) is described

59 mathematically as a CDF (or possibly, PDF). When this variation is propagated through the consequence model, then

60 the results (C[x, Sj(x)) will vary and the variation can be described again as a CDF. To make comparisons with the
61 EPA limiting points in the CCDF space specified in the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191, the CDF of the62

results is convened to a CCDF, which plots the probability of a consequence occurring versus the consequence, C[x,

64 Sj(x)]."
65

66 " Typically,themodelpm'ametersaredescribedwithaCDF(insteadofaCCDF3.whichpreventsconfusion.
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 ColBditiollal CCDFs. When "conditional" CCDFs are presented in this report, the term "conditional" means that
2 the CCDF is contingent on certain events or processes occurring. Most frequently, the selected event is a single, or at
3

most a double, intrusion into the repository (rather than many intrusions). The construction of the conditional CCDF4
5 is performed with CCDFCALC in the CAMCON modeling system (see Figures 7-8 and G-1). Although multiple
s intrusions are a distinct possibility, the probability of their occurrence rapidly decreases as the number of intrusions
7 increases.
8

9 However, a clarification of the term "conditional" is necessary. Although CCDFs conditional on one selected10
11 event are presented, they actually are the mean of the CCDFs conditional on the one selected event and on the sam-
12 pied parameters. (Recall that the mean of the CCDFs conditional on the sampled parameters was used to develop the
13 EPA limiting line.) (Throughout the remainder of this chapter, we have shortened "EPA limiting points in the CCDF
14 space specified in the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191" to "EPA limiting line.") The CCDFs that are con-
15 ditional on both the selected event and sampled parameters are presented only once as a demonstration because a16
17 comparison with the EPA limiting line is inappropriate. (Note that the number of distributions is equal to the number
18 of samples taken to propagate parameter uncertainty through the consequence or probability models; see Section 3.2.)
19

20 Composite CCDF. A composite, or complete, CCDF is rarely presented in this report, i"The composite CCDF is
21 the relevant measure of system performance for evaluating compliance with 40 CFR 191, ¢ yet it subsumes so many22
23 events (such as multiple intrusions) that it is not very useful for understanding the behavior of a particular system
24 component. For example, consider a composite CCDF such as that constructed using the summary scenarios in this
25 report (refer also to Chapter 3, "Performance Assessment Overview," and Chapter 7, "Scenario Development").
2s Because it is very time consuming to evaluate the consequences of first one intrusion into one location, and then one
27 intrusion into another location, we take one intrusion into a centrally located panel as indicative of all single intru-28
29 sions. If the additional assumption is made that the effect of two or more intrusions is simply the sum of the conse-
3o quences of single intrusions, then the single intrusion can be used to calculate multiple intrusions.** The construction
31 of the composite CCDF is performed with CCDFPERM in the CAMCON modeling system (see Figures 7-8 and G-
32 1).33
34
3S Although the composite CCDF is the appropriate metric to compare with the EPA limiting line, no additional
36 information from the consequence calculations is generated. Therefore, if an important goal of the analysis is under-
37 standing which parameters strongly influence the consequences, then using a CCDF conditional on one event, not a
38 composite CCDF, is the more useful way to present these results.39
4o
41 Plotting CCDFs. For the most part, a linear-arc hyperbolic sine plot or semilog plot was used for displaying
42 composite and conditional CCDFs, although a few CCDFs are shown on the commonly used log-log plot. To elabo-
43 rate, because of the orders-of-magnitude change in consequences that make up the CCDF, the consequences are fre-
44 quently displayed using a logarithmic scale on the abscissa. Here, however, the consequences (results from the
4,5 consequence model) are sometimes shown on a similar arc hyperbolic sine scale (sinh'lx = ln(x + [x2 +1] lr2) since46
47 zero consequences can be plotted. Although not always the case for other PAs, the probabilities for this PA did not
4s vary over orders or magnitude and so a linear scale was usually used on the ordinate of the CCDF graph. (Note, how-
49 ever, that the probability will necessarily not be one since the ordinate is P[I_ > R] not P[l_ > R].) A logarithmic
5o scale for probability tended to obscure differences in the CCDFs at high probabilities and accentuated the differences51

at low probabilities.52
53
54 Presenting the Contribution of Individual Radionudides. The performance metric (R) for the Containment

55 Requirements (Section 13) of 40 CFP 191 is the summed contribution from each radionuclide normalized by the cor-
56 responding EPA release limit (I,i) aria waste unit factor (fw) (see Chapters 2 and 3):57
58
59
60 t ACCDFis generallydescribedwithoutthemodifiers,"composite"or"complete",i.e.,inmostliterature,aCCDFisreferredtoeithersimplyas
61 a CCDF(meaninga completeCCDF)ora conditionalCCDF.However,in thischapter,wehavechosento modifya CCDFas "composite"
62 whenit is importanttoemphasizethata particularCCDFisnota CCDFconditionalc.aoneevent.
63 t In actuality,theCCDFis stillcondiuonalbecauseonlyexploratorydrillingis assumedto occurandnot,forexample,purposefulintrusion.
64 Nevertheless,thecomparisonwiththeEPAlimitingline isappropriatebecauseit alsoisconditionalononlyexploratorydrillingoccurring.
65 ** Otherpartitionsof the samplespaceare alsoappropriate.Forexample,thescopingcalculationsevaluatedthe consequencesof twonearby
66 intrusionsintothesamepanelwithinthesame1000-yrtimeinterval.SeeAppendixC.
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16.1 PerformanceMetricsand AnalysisTechniques

1
2

3 m(_ __ !4 R= 1 +Q2+...+Qi+. +QnR1

6
7 where
8

9 Qi activity released beyond a specified boundary (qi) integrated over 10,000 yr fl0,000 yr_ = = qidt
10 J0

11 Several times in this chapter, the distribution function of each normalized radionuclide (Qi/fwLi) is presented rather12
13 than the sum (R). Rather than presenting numerous CCDFs of (Qi/fwLi), the PDFs are presented instead as "Tukey
14 box plots," which are much easier to compare, tl"
15
16
17
le 16.1.3 Uncertainty Analysis Techniques
19

20 The purpose of uncertainty analysis is to determine the contribution (importance) of the uncertainty in the model

21 parameters used in an analysis and the associated uncertainty in the result (usually consequences, C[x, Sj(x)], but22
23 sometimes probability, P[x, Sj(x)]). Hence, "uncertainty" primarily means measures of the uncertainty in estimates
24 for results of interest, including means, variances, and distribution functions. This section describes briefly the uncer-
25 tainty analysis techniques used, including scatterplots and stepwise regression analysis. A more detailed discussion
2s of these techniques and their application can be found in HeRon et al., 1992; 1991.
27
28
20 The generation of scatterplots is the simplest sensitivity analysis technique and is used here to support a stated
30 finding. This approach consists of generating plots of the results (dependent variable value) vs. model parameters
31 (independent variable value),$ $ each point in the plot representing one "realization" (deterministic calculation of
32 probability and consequence models with one set of sampled model parameters). When there is no relationship
33 between the independent and dependent variable, the individual points are incoherently scattered over the plot or34
35 spread along a horizontal line. In contrast, the existence of a well-defined relationship between the independent and
36 dependent variable is often revealed by patterns in the distribution of the individual points such as a spread of points
37 along a nonhorizontal locus.
38

09 In stepwise regression analysis, a sequence of regression models is constructed. The first regression model con-4o
41 rains the single independent variable that has the largest impact on the dependent variable. The second regression
42 model contains the two independent variables that have the largest impact on the dependent variable, the independent

variable from the first step, plus whichever of the remaining variables has the largest impact on the variation not
44 accounted for by the first step. Additional models are constructed in the same manner until a point is reached at
45 which additional independent variables are unable to account meaningfully for the amount of variation in the depen-46
47 dent variable.
48
49 One way that the meaningful improvement is described mathematically is through the coefficient of determina-
So tion r2. Further, the order in which the variables are selected in the stepwise procedure provides an indication of vari-

51 able importance, with the most important variable usually being selected first, the next most important variable52
53 selected second, and so on. The r2 values for each step in the regression analysis equal the fraction of the total vari-
54 ability in the dependent variable that can be accounted for by the individual independent variable added at that step.
55 When the variation about the regression model locus is small, the corresponding r=value is close to 1, which indicates

56 that the regression model is accounting for most of the variability in the dependent variable. Conversely, an r2 value
s7 close to zero indicates that the regression model is not successful in accounting for the variability in the dependent58
59 variable. The absolute values of the standardized regression coeffÉcients (SRCs) in the individual regression models
60
61
62 l.t A boxplotsuccinctlydisplaysa PDF,e.g., thePDFof theresults.SeeChapter9, wherethePDF,CDF,andthebox plotof thePDF,arepre-
63 sentedforthemodelparametersthatwerevariedin thisreport.
64 *$ Theterms"dependentvariable"and"independentvariable"areusedinthefollowingparagraphstoemphasizethat theresultormodelparam-
65 etermaybemodifiedtohigld",.,trelationships(e.g.,therankofa resultmaybecomethedependentvariableandtherankof twoormoremodel
66 parametersmathematicallycombinedmaybecomethe independentvariable).
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 provide an indication of variable importance, and the sign of the SRC indicates whether the independent and depen-
2 dent variables tend to increase and decrease together (a positive SRC) or tend to move in opposite directions (a nega-
3 rive SRC).4
5
6 The statistical program, STEPWISE (Iman et al., 1980; Rechard, Ed., 1992, p. 12-13), was used to evaluate vari-
7 able importance using the stepwise regression procedure on rank-transformed data. Regression analyses often per-
8 form poorly when the relationships between the independent and dependent variables are nonlinear. Poor linear fits9

to nonlinear data can often be avoided when the data are replaced with their corresponding ranks and the regression10
11 procedures are performed on these ranks (Iman and Conover, 1979).
12

13 It is necessary to have some criterion to stop the regression model construction process. In the analyses reported

14 here, an alpha-value of 0.02 was used to add a variable to the regression model and a value of 0.05 to drop a variable
15 from the model once added. (The alpha-valu,-, is the probability of obtaining a stronger relationship than the one iden-16
17 tiffed in the analysis as a result of chance variation.) In addition, the Predicted Error Sum of Squares (PRESS) crite-
18 don (Iman et al., 1980) was used to protect again:stovelfit.
19

20 As mentioned earlier in this report, sensitivity results are strongly dependent on the complexity of the models

21 and the parameters that are a priori assumed to vary substantially. If modified conceptual models were used and22
23 other parameters were varied, the results might differ from those presented here.
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
54
65
66
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16.2 ComplexPAResultsforDisposalinBeddedSalt

1 16.2 Complex PA Results for Disposal in Bedded Salt2
3
4

s 16.2.1 Release from the Disposal System (R.P. Rechard and H.J. Iuzzolino)6
7
8 This sectionpresentsresultsin the form of compositeCCDFs for radionuclideactivity releasefrom the salt dis-
9 posal system. The influence of variousphenomenaand model parameterson these resultsis explored in Sections

10 16.2.2 through 16.2.4 by examining theconditionalCCDFs that make up the compositeCCDF.11
12
13 The mean composite CCDF curve for Waste Disposal Group 1 lies to the left of the EPA limiting line, specified
14 in the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191, at all levels of probability for the salt disposal system (Figure
15 16.2-1a and 16.2-1b). This composite CCDF of all releases from the disposal system to the accessible environment
16 incorporates the likelihood of occurrence of all combinations of the basic summary scenario, using six intrusion
17 times, and an upper bound on drilling frequency for a repository in sedimentary rock of 30 boreholes/km2/10,000 yr.18
19
20 The direct releases from drill cuttings/cavings dominate the total releases below a probability of about 25% (Fig-
21 ures 16.2-la and 16.2-lb). Interestingly, the individual conditional CCDFs for each of the 20 samples from which the
22 groundwater and direct releases are derived are grouped fairy tightly (recall, however, that only a few model param-23

eters of the geologic barrier were sampled and so the complete variation of the geologic barrier is not included) (Fig-24
25 ure 16.2-1c). Parameters affecting direct removal (e.g., drill bit size and drilling frequency) were not sampled:
26 therefore there is no variability of release caused by direct removal across sample sets in one disposal group from

27 minor changes in the inventory of each waste parcel. (A minor variability can occur, however, across waste disposal
28 groups.)29
80
31 The mean composite CCDFs for each waste disposal group are also grouped fairly tightly, indicating that the
32 waste treatment options for the relatively small amount of INEL spent fuel and radioactive waste do not have much
33 influence on the moderately sized salt repository (a large percentage of the inventory includes waste from other DOE
34 sites) (Figure 16.2-2).35
36
37 Accessibility of Radionudides. As partially demonstrated by these results (e.g., Figure 16.2-2) (becoming more
38 obvious as other results are presented), it is difficult to predict a priori the relative rank of waste disposal groups
aa without detailed knowledge of the repository. Such things as the solubilities and Kds (granite site) are highly depen-

40 dent on the geologic site conditions or the repository and will determine the relative importance of the radioactive41
elements for compliance. For example, in a hypothetical repository where uranium is disproportionately insoluble or42

43 highly sorbed, it could be irrelevant whether the uranium was removed by reprocessing. On the other hand, in any
44 repository using containers with a high probability of complete containment during the regulatory period, the reposi-
45 tory is irrelevant except in its ability to ensure the container integrity.
46

47 Clearly, if the radionuclides are packaged in such a way that they are effectively isolated from the environment,48
49 they may never be released during the 10,000-yr regulatory period. There is evidence that certain package materials
50 under some conditions can meet this goal, but the same is not true of the waste forms. One waste form that
51 approaches this goal, however, is the Fort St. Vrain graphite fuel elements. The SiC coating (TRISO) on the

52 (Th,U)C 2 fuel particles was designed to withstand high temperatures and pressures, and is expected to be highly53
54 resistant to moisture and oxidants. Lotts et al. (1992) believe that very few of these particles will breach during the
55 regulatory period in an unsaturated-tuff type of repository. If the probability of breach of these particles during the
56 regulatory period can be shown to be diminishingly small, then the most important parameter for this waste form is
57 the fraction of these particles breached prior to disposal. Recall this parameter was estimated to be about 0.16%
58 based on the study of several fuel elements (see Chapter 11).59
60
61

62 16.2.2 Percentage of Radionuclides Leaving the Waste Parcel (D. K. Rudeen)63
64
65 To evaluate the relative performance of the five different waste disposalgroupsin terms of repository-scale trans-
66 port, the percentageof the initial radionuclideinventory that leavesthe waste parcel was calculated for each waste
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58 Figure 16.2-1. Mean composite complem_,uary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) for W_te Disposal
59 Grout_ ] salt evaluated at 2.4.kin disaosal system boundary in Snake Dolomite, assuming six intru-60
61 sion times. (a) Mean composite CCDF of releases from groundwater advection and direct cuttings
62 and mean composite CCDF of only groundwater releases on log arc hyperbolic sine axis, (b) the
63 same data as above but plotted on linear-arc hyperbolic sine axis, and (c) conditional CCDFs oJ

64 groundwater releases and direct cutting for 20 samples from which the mean composite CCDF oJ

65 groundwater release with cuttings is derived.66
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29 Figure 16.2-2. Mean ¢omaosite CCDF of normalized integrated activity of only groundwater releases from the
30 reaositorv boundary of salt disposal system for all five waste disposal groups. (The waste unit fac-31 - - -
32 tor, fw was not changed in evaluating R for Waste Disposal Group 5, even through depleted ura-
33 nium was added to the inventory.)
34
35
36 disposal group. This calculation was accomplished in a manner similar to calculating the EPA summed normalized
37 release. For each simulation, the mass injection rates of each of the 11 transported radionuclides calculated by the
38 CONCSNF source term submodel in STAFF2D were converted to activity rates, integrated over time, normalized by

39 the corresponding radionuclide EPA release li_nit, and summed. This sum was then scaled by the summed normal-40
41 ized initial inventory of the 11 transported radionuclides (Section 12.2) instead of the waste unit factor (fw), resulting
42 in a waste parcel fraction (Fwp). A value of 1 implies that the entire initial inventory is released from all waste par-
43 eels.
44

45 The results for the five waste disposalgroupsare shownasa CCDF conJitional on two intrusions occurring in46
47 Figure 16.2-3 (for a descriptionof a conditional CCDF, refer to Section 16.1.2). In Figure ]6.2-3, each steprepre-
48 sents the discharge fraction of a single simulation within a waste disposal group. Each simulation was assumed to
49 have the same probability of occurrence (0.05 vertical step size). The largest waste parcel discharge fraction for a
50 single simulation was 1.5%, for Waste Disposal Group 3, parameter sample set 4. Waste Disposal Group 4 generally
51 had the lowest waste parcel discharge fraction, but the exact relative order for the remaining waste disposal groups is52
53 not as clear.
54
55 To quantify the relative performance of the five waste disposal groups, they were further evaluated by ranking for
56 each sample set (or run) the waste parcel discharge fraction across the five disposal groups from least (rank 1) to most
57 (rank 5). The frequency with which each waste disposal group received a particular ranking is plotted in Figure58 ***
59 16.2-4. Waste DisposalGroup 4 has the lowestdischargefraction, followed by Waste DisposalGroups5, 2, 3, and
60 l.
61
62
63
54 *** Althoughthefrequencydatacouldbeplottedasbargraphsateachofthefiverankpoints,weplottedthefrequencywithoutthebarandinstead
65 connectedthevalueswithlinestohelpthereader'seyenotethechanges.However,wedonotmeantoimplythata functionalrelationship
66 existsbetween,forexample,ranksI and2.
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29 Figure 16.2-3. CCDF, conditional on intrusion of fraction of initial, total waste disposal group inventory dis-30
31 charge into backfill-bu_ffer for waste parcels in salt disposal system for all five waste disposal
32 groups.
33
34
as 16.2.3 Normalized Activity Leaving Repository (D. K. Rudeen)
36

37 One of the primary results from the salt repository transport simulations for this performance assessment is the
38 integrated positive discharge activities across prescribed boundaries or "monitoring points." For the salt repository,39
40 the discharge boundary was specified at two locations: one in each of the two intrusion boreholes just below their
41 intersection with the overlying Snake Dolomite aquifer. (The exact locations of the discharge boundaries are found
42 on Figure 12-5, corresponding to vertical element index 19, horizontal element indices 25 and 36.) Total discharges
43 are the sum of the upward discharges from the two intrusion boreholes.
44
45
45 The summed normalized discharges are presented as CCDF plots conditional on the occurrence of two explor-
47 atory boreholes for the five waste disposal groups (left set of CCDFs in Figure 16.2-5). These discharges are scaled

48 by the waste unit factor (fw), not the initial total inventory as was presented in Figure 16.2-3. Each step in the condi-
49 tional CCDF curve represents the summed normalized discharge leaving the repository for a single sample set. As
50 before, each simulation of the sample set is assumed to have an equal likelihood of occurring or a probability of 0.05.51
52 The summed normalized discharges are typically bounded by Waste Disposal Groups 1 (largest) and 4 (smallest).
53
54 The second set of five curves in Figure 16.2-5 (to the right) are summed normalized discharges from the waste
55 parcels into the repository (scaled by the waste unit factor, not the initial normalized inventory). By comparing the
56

two sets of summed normalized discharges, it can be seen that the repository itself provides a significant barrier to57
58 radionuclide transport. Discharges up the intrusion boreholes are four or more orders of magnitude smaller than dis-
59 charges from the waste parcels. Again, to quantify the relative performance, the summed normalized repository dis-
60 charges up the intrusion boreholes were ranked for each sample set (or run) across the five disposal groups from least
61 (rank 1) to most (rank 5). The frequency with which each waste disposal group received a particular ranking is plot-
62 ted in Figure 16.2-6. Waste Disposal Group 4 again had the lowest summed normalized discharge, followed by Dis-6,3
64 posal Groups 5, 2, 3 and 1.
65
66
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32 charge, and rank 5, the most.)
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31 Figure 16.2-6. Frequency with which summed normalized activi_f'rom the reaosito_ for each disposal group in
32 the salt disposal system was ranked showing, in general, a ranking of 4, 5, 2, 3 and 1. (Rank I is
33 the least discharge, and rank 5, the most.)34
35
36
37 Figures 16.2-7 through 16.2-11 summarize the contribution of individual isotopes (Qi/FwLi) to the total normal-
38 ized discharge (R) for each of the disposal groups. Figures 16.2-7a through 16.2-11a show the distribution of the per-
39 cent of total release for each isotope. Figures 16.2-7b through 16.2-11b show the distribution of normalized release

40 for each isotope. The summed normalized discharges are dominated by 233U and 234Ufor Waste Disposal Groups 1,
41 2 and 3. For Waste Disposal Groups 4 and 5, 226Ra also makes a significant contribution. The lower discharges for42
43 Waste Disposal Group 4 is due to the removal of 14C, uranium, and plutonium. For Waste Disposal Group 5, the
44 lower discharges are due to the removal of 14C and the addition of depleted uranium. Since solubility is by element,233 234
45 not isotope, the depleted uranium reduces the effective solubility of :_33Uand 234U' Consequently, U and U
46 make up a smaller fraction of the total dissolved uranium in Waste Disposal Group 5.47
48
49 A sensitivity/uncertainty study using regression analysis was performed to see if summed normalized discharge
50 consistently correlated with any of the sampled model parameters. The only significant correlation was with the log
51 permeability of the upper borehole. The upper borehole permeability controls the amount of flow from the brine res-
52 ervoir through the repository and up to the Snake aquifer and, consequently, the transport. A less significant correla-
53 tion was seen with halite permeability (Figure 16.2-12b). This parameter controls resaturation of the repository or the54
s5 amount of brine available for corrosion. Although scatterplots for only Waste Disposal Group 1 are shown, results
ss are similar for the other waste disposal groups.
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 16.2.4 Normalized Activity Leaving the Disposal System2
3 in the Snake Aquifer (D. K. Rudeen)
4

5 The releases from the disposal system to the accessible environment that occur in the overlying Snake Dolomite

6 aquifer are significantly less than releases from the repository. The overlying Snake aquifer provides a natural barrier7
to radionuclide transport. The primary pathway to the accessible environment for the salt repository is through the8

9 intrusion boreholes, particularly Borehole 2, which intersects the brine reservoir in the Tower Formation, and into the
10 overlying Snake aquifer. Once in the aquifer, the long travel times and retardation from mechanical (dual porosity)
11 effects will significantly reduce the amount of radionuclides that get to the boundary of the disposal system (Figure
12 16.2-13). Releases are integrated at the 2.4-kin boundary of the salt disposal system. Note that for these simulations13

no chemical retardation (adsorption) was included in the Snake aquifer.14
15
16
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44
45
46 Figure 16.2-13. Comparison of CCDFs, conditional on intrusion of summed normalized release to the accessible
47 environm, nt in the Snake Dolomite aquifer of the still disposal system and summed normalized
48 activity discharge from the repository (injected into aquifer) (from Figure 16.2-5) W#ste Disposal
49 GrouD I. (Note log-log scale.)50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 16.3 Complex PA Results for Disposal in Granite Batholith2
3
4

s 16.3.1 Release from the Disposal System (R. P. Rechard and H. J. Iuzzolino)6
7
8 This section presents results in the form of composite CCDFs for release from the granite disposal system. The
9 influence of various phenomena and model parameters on these results is explored in Sections 16.3.2 through 16.3.3

10 by examining the conditional CCDFs that make up this composite CCDF.11
12
13 Similar to the results for the salt disposal system, the mean composite CCDF curve for all five waste disposal
14 groups lies to the left of the EPA limiting line, specified in the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191, at all levels
15 of probability, even at the boundary of the repository for the granite disposal system (Figure 16.3-1a). This compos-
16 ite CCDF incorporates the likelihood of occurrence of all combinations of the basic summary scenario, using six
17 intrusion times, and an upper bound on drilling frequency for a repository in sedimentary rock of 3 boreholes/km2/18
19 10,000 yr.
20

21 The direct releases from cuttings are often below the releases from groundwater advection (entirely below for
22 Waste Disposal Group 1) (compare Figures 16.3.1-1 and Figure 16.8-2, found in Section 16.8).23
24
25 The mean composite CCDFs for the first three waste disposal groups and the last two waste disposal groups are
26 grouped fairly tightly, indicating that the minimal and moderate waste treatment options for the INEL spent fuel and
27 radioactive waste do not have much influence on the moderately sized granite repository when a large percentage of
28 the inventory includes waste from other DOE sites; however, extensive treatment does have some effect.29
3O
31 Because of the hypothetical nature of the two disposal systems, it is difficult to make absolute and conclusive
32 comparisons. However, based on the assumed geologic barrier features and model parameters, the salt disposal
33
34
35 1.0 ,.......-, .....-, ......-, ......-, ........... -., ......-, .......
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56
S7 Summed Normalized Releases (R)
58
59 TRI-6342- t128-0

6O
61 Figure 16.3-1. Mean composite CCDF of normalized integrated activity of only groundwater releases from the
62 rcposito_ boundary of granite disposal system for all five waste disposal groups. (This figure is
63 comparable to Figure 16.2-2for the salt disposal system.) (Calculated direct releases from cuttings64

are usually below the groundwater releases and only tend to smooth the groundwater release65
66 curves shown; see Figures 16.10-2 in Section 16.10.)
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16.3 ComplexPAResultsfor Disposalin Granite Batholith

1 system is more robust than the granite disposal system (even at the boundary of the repository, which diminishes the
2 influence of travel through the geologic system). Extensive treatment of the spent fuel and radioactive waste is

3 required for the granite disposal system to reach a level of performance comparable to the salt disposal system (Fig-4
5 ure 16.3-2). Also refer to Section 16.7, "Calculations Using Corrosion-Resistant Waste Parcel," where an alternative
6 waste parcel with two corrosion-resistant layers is discussed. The corrosion-resistant waste parcel allowed the gran-
7 ite disposal system to reach a level of performance similar to the salt disposal system, even with Waste Disposal
8 Group 1.9

10
11 1.0 _.......-, ......-, ...... ", ......_, ........, ......-, ......_ ' ......
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33 Summed Normalized Releases (R)34
35 TRI.6342.4127-0
36
37
38 Figure 16.3-2. Comparison between salt and granite mean _omposite CCDFs of summed normalized activity o:f
39 groundwater releases at the respective reaository boundaries for Waste Disposal Groups I and 4.
4O
41

42 16.3.2 Percentage of Radionuclides Leaving the Waste Parcel (D. K. Rudeen)
43
44
45 As in the salt disposal system, the fraction of the inventory that leaves the waste parcel was evaluated for each of
46 the five waste disposal groups for the granite disposal system. The results are shown as a conditional CCDF in Figure

47 16.3-3. The largest waste parcel discharge fraction (Fwp) was 24% for Waste Disposal Group 3, Run 4. As in the salt
48 disposal system, Waste Disposal Group 4 generally had the lowest waste parcel activity fraction (Figure 16.3-3), but
49 the relative order of the remaining waste disposal groups is not clear.50
51
52 To quantify the relative performance, the five waste disposal groups were evaluated further by ranking the activ-
53 ity fraction for each run, or sample, across the five disposal groups from least (rank 1) to most (rank 5). The fre-
54 quency with which a waste disposal group received a particular ranking is plotted in Figure 16.3-4. In the granite
55 disposal system, Waste Disposal Group 4 has the lowest discharge fraction, followed by Waste Disposal Groups 5, 2,56
57 3, and 1, which is the same order as for the salt disposal system.
58
59
60
61 16.3.3 Normalized Activity Leaving Repository (D. K. Rudeen)
62

63 One of the primary results from the transport simulations is the integrated positive discharge activities across a

54 prescribed boundary or "monitoring points." For the granite repository, the boundary is specified at six locations:65
one in each of the two horizontal fractures above and below the repository and two in the glacial till. These logical66
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16.3 ComplexPAResultsforDisposalin Granite Batholith

1 x-axis element numbersare positionedtwo cells beyond the repository shaft and two cells beyond the end of the
2 repository along the horizontal (x-direction). (The exact locationsof the discharge boundariesare found on Figure
3 13-2, correspondingto logical x-axiselement index4 [dischargeto the left], and52 [discharge to the fight], for Frac-4
5 ture Zone 1, Fracture Zone 2, and the glacial till.)
6

7 The summed normalized discharges are presented as CCDF plots conditional on the occurrence of an exploratory
a borehole in Figure 16.3-5 for the five waste disposal groups. The summed normalized activity discharges are not
9 bound by specific disposal groups as was the case for the salt repository. Also seen in the CCDFs on the left of Figure10

11 16.3-5 is a distinct separation in the curves for Waste Disposal Groups 1, 2, and 3, and Waste Disposal Groups 4 and
12 5. This separation is due to the absence of 14C in Waste Disposal Groups 4 and 5. In the first three waste disposal
13 groups, 14Cdominates the summed normalized discharge because it is not retarded or adsorbed during transport. In
14 the absence of 14C, the elements that dominated the discharge are 239pu, 240pu, and 241Am. Thus, the removal or
15 dilution of the most important isotope, 14(2,provided a larger margin of safety in comparison with the EPA limiting16
17 line.
18

19 The second set of five curves on the figure (to the fight) are summed normalized discha, ges from the waste par-

20 eels into the repository. As in the salt site, the repository itself provides a significant barrier to radionuclide transport.
21 Discharges up the intrusion boreholes are 2 or 4 orders of magnitude smaller than discharges from the waste parcels.22
23 Again, to quantify the relative performance, the summed normalized repository discharges out the fracture zones
24 were ranked for each sample set (or run) across the five disposal groups from least (rank 1) to most (rank 5). The
25 rankings are plotted as a histogram in Figure 16.3-6. This time, Waste Disposal Group 5 had the lowest summed nor-
26 malized discharge, followed by Disposal Groups 4, 3, 1 and 2.27
28
29 Figures 16.3-7 through 16.3-11 summarize the contribution of individual isotopes to the total normalized dis-
30 charge for each of the disposal groups. Figures 16.3-7a through 16.3-11a show the distribution of the percent of total
31 release for each isotope. Figures 16.3-7b through 16.3-11b show the distribution of normalized release for each
32 isotope. The summed normalized discharges are dominated by ]4C for Waste Disposal Groups 1, 2 and 3. For Waste33
34
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57
5s Summed Normalized Releases (R)
59
60 TRI-6342-4028-0

61
62
63 Figure 16.3-5. CCDF,, conditional on intrusion, of summed normalized activi_ discha_es from the
64 into the pore space of backfill-buffer surrounding the waste parcels (right curves) and from the
65 ret_ositorv at the horizontal fracture zones (left curves)from the eranite disposal system.
66
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30 Figure 16.3-6. Frequency with which summed normalized activity discharge from the repository bounda_ for
31 each disposal group in the granite repository was ranked showing, in general, a ranking of 5, 4, 3,32
33 I, and 2. (Rank I is the least discharge, and rank 5, the most.)
34

35 Disposal Groups 4 and 5, 241Am, 239pu, and 24°pu dominate. The lower discharges for Waste Disposal Group 4 are36
37 due to the removal of 14C, uranium, and plutonium. For Waste Disposal Group 5, the lower discharges are due to the

14 ''
a8 removal of C and the addllaon of depleted uranium. Because solubility is by element, not isotope, the depleted ura-

233 234 233 234
a9 nium reduces the effective solubility of U and U. Consequently, U and U make up a smaller fraction of
40 the total uranium dissolved in Waste Disposal Glroup5.
41
42
43 A sensidvityluncertalntystudyusing regressionanalysiswas performedto seeif summednormalized discharge
44 correlatedwith any of the sampledproperties. The analysisshoweda correlation with the stainlesssteel corrosion
45 rate (Figure 16.3-12a). The corrosionrate controlsthe breachtime and _'onsequenflythe time of releaseof the radio-
46 nuclides. The containercorrosionrate in the granitedisposalsystemwas more importantthan in salt becausethe rate
47 is muchslower in the freshwater. There wasalsoa slight correlationwith the partition coefficients(Kds) for uranium48
49 and americium(not shown). This result was different than for the saltdisposalsystem,probablybecauseof the effect
so of retardationin the backfill-buffer surroundingthe waste parcelsandthe backfill in the drifts of the granite disposal
51 system(recall that all Kds in saltwere zero). (To explore this issuefurther in futurePAs,we should probability cor-
52 relate the Kd with solubility; recall that Kd was not correlated with solubility when sampling in this performance
53 assessmentof the granite disposalsystem.) A secondregressionanalysiswas performed to check the sensitivity of54
55 the normalized dischargeof a single isotope,234U, to the sampledparameters. As expected,dischargeof 234U was
56 correlated with solubility of uranium (Figure 16.3-12b) and also the partition coefficient (Kd) for uranium (not
57 shown). Although Figure 16.3-12b presentsonly a scatterplotfor WasteDisposal Group 1, resultsare similar for the
58 other wastedisposalgroups.
59
60
61 Note that the releasefrom the granite disposalsystemto the accessibleenvironmentis very similar to release
62 from the repository. Becauseof the modeling assumptions,the zeropermeability assumptionof the host granite and
63 the no-retardationassumptionof thefracturezone,onceradionuclidesgetinto thehorizontal fracture zones,th:y will
64 stayin the fracturesandtravel with the liquid (theseassumptionsarediscussedin Section13.1).
65
66
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16.4 SimplePA ResultsforDisposalin BeddedSalt

1 16.4 Simple PA Results for Disposal in Bedded Salt2
3
4 The simplified consequence model enabled us to assess the performance of individual waste parcels (WPs) (see
5 Chapter 7 for a discussion of the Simple and Complex PAs.) ttt The sarlt¢ set of sampled parameter values as in the
6 waste disposal groups for the Complex PA were used in simulating each waste parcel type. Furthermore, the physical

7 size of the repository (100 rooms of 27,600 _,aste parcels) was held constant. $$$ However, analysis of the Simple PA8
9 required that the performance metrics be modified slightly. These changes are discussed in the subsections below.

10
11
12
13 16.4.1 Fluid Flow through Salt Repository (L. Smith)
14

15 Using the techniques described in Section 16.1.3, sensitivity/uncertainty analyses were performed to determine
16 factors that affect gas generation and the movement of gas and brine away from the repository for all 20 waste parcels
17 considered in the Simple PA for the salt disposal system. These techniques are based on Latin hypercube sampling18
19 and include examination of scatterplots and stepwise regression analysis. Specific performance measures examined
20 included cumulative gas and brine flow out of the repository. Also examined were cumulative measures of the mass
21 of brine consumed and the mass of gas generated during chemical reactions.
22

23 Regression analyses were performed on results at the end of the 10,000-yr simulations. The importance of inde-24
25 pendent variables can change with time but this change was not examined in this report. Table 16.4-1 identifies the
26 independent and dependent variables used in the stepwise regression analysis.
27

28 The scatterplots and stepwise regression analysis show that three parameters have a significant effect on cumula-29
30 tire brine flow out of the repository: undisturbed permeability of anhydrite marker bed, corrosion rate of stainless
31 steel 304L, and room/drift backfill porosity. These independent parameters were deemed important to cumulative
32 brine discharge in 18 of the 20 waste parcels considered, although the order of their importance varied among the dif-
33 ferent waste parcels. For the salt disposal system, cumulative brine discharge was negative in most outcomes for the
34 waste parcels considered, indicating net inflow of brine into the repository occurred (as in the Complex PA) rather35

than net outflow. However, some simulations with individual waste parcels showed small net outflows from the36
37 repository. Figure 16.4-1 shows a representative scatterplot of cumulative mass of brine versus the undisturbed per-
38 meability of the anhydrite marker bed; the plot is for WP 6 (loose calcine in stainless steel container). A significant
39 trend toward greater cumulative brine inflow into the repository with higher permeability values is apparent. For all

40 20 waste parcels, the value of the cumulative mass of gas discharged from the repository was zero for all sample sets,41
42 and nn regression analyses were carded out for this dependent variable.
43
44 The remaining two performance measures, the cumulative mass of gas generated from chemical reactions, and
45 the cumulative mass of brine consumed during chemical reactions, behaved virtually the same in the rank regression

4s analysis because they are functionally related. Thus, only the cumulative mass of gas generated is discussed. Three47
48 of the seven independent variables selected for regression showed contributions to cumulative gas generation, but the
49 corrosion rate of type 304L stainless steel dominated the regression analyses, appearing as a significant variable for
so all 20 waste parcels. Scatterplots for the corrosion rate of type 304L stainless steel showed a strong relationship to
Sl cumulative gas generation, with a plateau formed after the corrosion rate exceeded a certain value, likely indicating
52 the minimum corrosion rate required to consume all of the stainless steel within the 10,000-yr regulatory period under
S3 analysis. Figure 16.4-2 shows a scatterplot of the corrosion rate of type 304L stainless steel for WP 6 a_ an example54
55 of this behavior. Table 16.4-1 tabulates the number of waste parcels (out of a total of 20) that showed significant cor-
se relation between the independent flow parameter and dependent flow results.
57
58
59
6o
61 _'t+Examiningtheperformanceof thewasteparcelsindividuallyallowedusto moreeasilygatherinformationabouttheperformanceofthewaste
62 formsthemselvesand,therefore,waysin whichthey couldbeimproved.Readerswhoareinterestedin specificaspectsof thespentfuel and
63 high-levelwasteshouldfindthis discussionof in_.erest.However,becauseresultsindicatedthatall wasteformswereacceptablein termsof
64 compliance,theinfom,,adonpresentedhereisnotemphasizedin thelastsectionof thischapter.
65 tit A fixedrepositorysizewasusedformodelingconveniencefortheComplexPA,becausefivedisposalgroupshadto be unina shorttimeto
66 completethereportandchangesin repositorysizewouldhaverequirednewnumericalmeshes.
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1

2 Table 16.4-1. Number of Discharges from Waste Parcel (out of a Total of 20) Showing Significant Correlation
3 Between the Ranks of Independent and Dependent Flow Variables* in the Salt Disposal System4

for the Simple PA5
6
7 Variable
8 Variable No. in Description CUMMDBRI1 CUMMDGAS2 CMGENGAS3
9 LHS

10

11 ALCORATE 1 Aluminiumcorrosionrate (rAt) 0 0 0
12
13 PBCORATE 2 Lead corrosionrate (rpb) 0 0 3
14
15 SS304CRT 3 Type304L stainlesssteel corro- 18 0 20
16 sionrate (r3o45)
17
18 PBPRFRAC 4 Lead perforationfraction(fPb) 0 0 0
19
20 SS304PFR 5 Type304L stainlesssteel perfora- 0 0 0
21 tionfraction(fp3o4s)
22
23 BUSEGLPU* 6 Permeabilityof uppersegmentof 0 0 0
24 intrusionborehole(log(kbore))
25
26 DRFBKPRM* 7 Room/driftbackfillpermeability 0 0 0
27 (_,_.)
28
29 DRFBKPOR 8 Room/driftbackfill porosity (_)dait) 18 0 2
30
31 NASPLPMU* 9 Permeabilityof undisturbedmate- 0 0 0
32 rial of SodiumSpringsFormation
33 (log (kNaSp))
34
35 MBAHLPMU* 10 Permeabilityof undisturbedmate- 18 0 0
36 rialof markerbedanhydrite
37 (Iog(kMB))
38
39

40 1 Cumulativemassof brinedischargedfromtherepository
41 2 Cumulativemassof gasdischargedfromtherepository.
42 3 Cumulativemassof gasgeneratedduringchemicalreactions.
43 * Thesedifferfromthegranitedisposalsystem,seeTable16.5-1.
44
45
46

47 16.4.2 Percentage of Radioauclides Leaving the Waste Parcel (W. E. Bcyclcr and48
49 C.T. Stockman)
50

51 Discharges from the waste parcel and repository (not the disposal system boundary) were calculated separately
52 for the 20 waste parcel designs for the salt disposal system. Waste parcel discharge was calculated as the total amount53
54 of each radionuclide dissolved into the pore fluid of the backfiU-buffer around the waste parcel, similar to the Com-
65 plex PA. (In contrast, repository discharge, discussed in the next section, consists of all radionuclide flux out of the

56 repository control volume.)
57
58

As described earlier, we need to evaluate how well a given waste parcel design contains its material. Conse-59
60 quently, radionuclide discharges in the Complex and Simple PAs for the respective waste disposal groups and indi-
61 vidual waste parcels are presented in terms of the fraction (or percentage) of the initial waste parcel inventory,
62 calculated as the sum over all radionuclides of the initial (emplacement) activity in the waste parcel, normalized by
63 the EPA release limit for that radionuclide. However, a slight distinction exists. For the Complex PA, the fraction is
64 of the entire inventory, while the fraction for the Simple PA is for one waste parcel. The numerical difference is65
66 27,600. Because the contents of more than one waste parcel is sometimes released, the fraction can be greater than 1.
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1 We chose to maintain this distinction because, as discussed in Section 16.7, the conceptual models are different
2 enough that direct comparisons were inappropriate.3
4
5 Figures 16.4-3 through 16.4-7 show the CCDFs of discharge into the pore fluid of the backfill-buffer from each
6 waste parcel in the salt disposal system, normalized as described above. The CCDFs are grouped to assist compari-
7 son of waste parcels containing similar material: high-level waste from three DOE facilities (WPs 7, 8, 9 in the first
8 group); graphite (WPs 1, 10, 14, 22, and 24) in the second; highly enriched uranium [HEU] (WPs 4, 12, 16, 23, and
9 25) in the third; low enriched uranium [LEU] (WPs 5, 13, 17, 23, 25) in the fourth, and calcine (WPs 6, 11, 18, and10

11 26) in the fifth.
12

13 For some waste parcel groups, a clear distinction can be made between discharges from different types of waste
14 parcels: activity discharges from WP 14 are consistently larger than discharges from W'P 10, while WP 10 discharges15

exceed WP 22 discharges (Figure 16.4-4). In other cases, the relative performance of waste parcel designs is harder16
17 to discern. For activity discharge of LEU from waste parcels, for example, WP 25 shows the largest maximum dis-
18 charge (Figure 16.4-6), but also shows the lowest discharge for probabilities above 70%. In general, waste parcel
19 ranking changes with probability level. It is not clear from Figure 16.4-6, for instance, whether WP 17 is preferable
20 to WP 5.
21
22
23 As another way of assessing waste parcel performance (similar to the Complex PA results reported in Sections
2,1 16.2 and 16.3 for the waste disposal groups), rankings of waste parcels (within the groupings described above) were
25 assigned for each of the 20 parameter sample sets. For example, for each sample set, the waste parcel with the small-
26 est discharge was assigned a rank of 1 and the waste parcel with the largest discharge, a rank of 5. Figures 16.4-827
28 through 16.4-11 show the distributions of the ranks for waste parcel discharge in the salt repository.
29

30 For the graphite spent fuel (Figures 16.4-4 and 16.4-8), activity discharge (expressed as waste parcel equivalents)
31 from a repository filled solely with WP 22 is usually smaller than activity discharge from the other waste parcels: the
32 activity discharge from WP 22 in a lower bound at any level of probability in Figure 16.4-4 and is the minimum activ-33
34 ity discharge of the five graphite waste parcels in 15 of the 20 sample sets (Figure 16.4-8). It might be expected from
35
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1 Figure 16.4-4 that WP 22 provides the minimum activity discharge for all 20 sample sets. This is not the case

2 because, for a given exceedance probability (ordinate) on Figure 16.4-4, the sample sets giving the activity discharge3
4 (abscissa) at that probability may be different for each waste parcel.
5
6 Activity discharge from WP 14 is usually larger than activity discharge from other waste parcels, tending to lie to
7 the right of other waste parcel activity discharge distributions in Figure 16.4-4 and providing the maximum activity
8 discharge in 11 of the 20 sample sets (Figure 16.4-8). Based on the highest frequency of rank in Figure 16.4-8, the
9 graphite spent fuel waste parcel activity discharge ranks (from lowest to highest) are WP 22, WP 24, WP 1, WP 10,10

11 and WP 14. Differences among the middle three waste parcels are not easy to see either in terms of activity discharge
12 or rank, and are probably not meaningful. The order of the activity discharges from WPs 1, 10, and 14 are consistent

13 with the fraction of graphite fuel with failed SiC coatings (fwp, FAvail) for these WPs: 0.04, 0.04, and 0.07, respec-
14 tively. The fuel particles in WPs 22 and 24 will be broken open and all 14C burned off prior to processing. In addi-
15 don, WP 22 has uranium and plutonium removed and WP 22 will be immobilized in glass-ceramic, which degrades16
17 in a median time of 43,000 yr, while WP 24 has depleted uranium added and will be immobilized in glass which will
18 take a median of 10,000 yr to alter. From the observed order in the activity discharges from the waste parcels that

19 contain graphite fuel in salt, it is clear that only extensive processing of the fuel will help reduce the activity dis-
20 charges _om that predicted for th_ intact fuel blocks.21
22
23 Differences in activity discharge among waste parcels containing highly enriched uranium (HEU) spent fuel are
24 not clear (Figures 16.4-5 and 16.4-9). Using the highest frequency of ranks in Figure 16.4-9, the waste parcel activity
25 discharges from lowest to highest are WP 25, WP 23, WP 16, WP 12, and WP 4, but the rank distributions tend to be

26 flat. Unlike the graphite spent fuel waste parcels, no HEU waste parcel occupies a given rank in a majority of the 2027
28 sample sets. WP 25, with the largest number of minimum ranks, also provides the maximum activity discharge in 6 of
29 the 20 sets. Figure 16.4-5 suggests that activity discharge from WP 25 tends to exceed activity discharge from
30 alternative waste parcels when the magnitude of the activity discharge is large. WP 25 activity discharge shows a
31 larger range (approximately 5 orders of magnitude) than activity discharge from the minimally treated WP 4 (approx-
32 imately 3 orders of magnitude). The observed normalized activity discharges from the waste parcels are inversely33

correlated with the radionuclide content per waste parcel. This is consistent with the hypothesis that solubility limits34
35 are controlling the activity discharges so that adding more radionuclides per waste parcel does not increase the abso-
36 lute activity discharge per waste parcel and decreases the fractional activity discharge per waste parcel. WP 23 not
37 only contains a higher radionuclide content per waste parcel (reprocessed HEU and LEU and 99% of the calcine) but
38 the radionuclides are immobilized in glass ceramic, which has a median alteration time of 42,846 yr. WP 25 contains39

no calcine but processed HEU, LEU, and depleted uranium immobilized in glass, which has a median alteration time40
41 of 10,694 yr. Because the uranium aluminum alloy fuel (UA13, A/) is expected to react with groundwater in less than
42 a year, the HEU inventory of WPs 4,12 and 16 will be available quickly while the inventory of WPs 23 and 25 is

43 made available slowly as the matrix alters. The larger range of activity discharges from WP 25 indicates that the
44 parameters that most greatly affect the activity discharge must have larger ranges for WP 25 than the other waste par-45
46 cels. The matrix alteration rate may be one of these parameters: the glass corrosion rate has a larger range than that
47 of glass-ceramic, and the rate of alteration of uranium-aluminum alloy fuel corrosion was not sampled.
48

49 As with the highly enriched uranium fuel, activity discharge from waste parcels containing low enriched fuel
50 (Figures 16.4-6 and 16.4-10) is characterized by ahigher variability of activity discharge for the extensively treated
51 WP 25: activity discharge from the minimal treatment, WP 5, ranges over 2 orders of magnitude in contrast to the 552
53 order of magnitude variation in WP 25. The distribution of ranks of waste parcel activity discharge (Figure 16.4-10)
54 is ambiguous: no waste parcel occupies a given rank in a majority of sample sets; the WP 25 rank distribution is mul-

55 timodal, with peaks at the minimum and maximum ranks reflecting the higher variability of WP 25 activity discharge
56

seen in Figure 16.4-6. Once again the difference in the range in activity discharges may be explained by the matrix
57 alteration rates of the waste parcels. The inventories of highly enriched uranium in WPs 23 and 25 are contained in58
59 glass-ceramic and glass, but the inventories of highly enriched uranium in WPs 5, 13, and 17 are contained in the
60 UO 2 grains, grain boundaries, and gap between the UO2 grains and zircalloy cladding of intact fuel rods. The alter-
61 ation of glass and glass-ceramic matrices was modeled with alteration rates while the alteration of UO 2 was modeled
62 with a quick release fraction (the gap fraction plus the grain boundary fraction) and the solubility limited dissolution
63 of UO2. Thus, the release rate of radionuclides from the matrices in WPs 23 and 25 depends only on the sampled64
65 matrix alteration rate while the release rate of radionuclides from WPs 5, 13 and 17 depends on quick release
66
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1 fractions, the solubility of UO 2, and the rate of diffusion of uranium out of the borehole. Because the quick release
2 fractions and the effective diffusion coefficients were not sampled, we see less variabilit-. _'_the releases from the
3 UO2 matrices.4
5
6 The waste parcels containing calcine (Figures 16.4-7 and 16.4-11) show a clearer trend. Modes of the activity
7 discharge rank distributions (Figure 16.4-11) occur in the following order from lowest to highest: WP 11, WP 18,
8 WP 26, WP 6. The distribution for WP 26 is rather fiat, while the remaining three waste parcels occur in their
9 assigned rank for a majority of the 20 sample sets. Figure 16.4-7 is consistent with this ordering. WP 6 defines the10

11 largest activity discharge at all probability levels, while the lower limit is defined by either WP 11 or WP 18. The dif-
12 ference in activity discharge between waste parcels is less than 2 orders of magnitude at all probability levels, and is
13 typically 1 order of magnitude. The variability of activity discharge from a given waste parcel across sample sets is
14 between 2 orders of magnitude (WP 6) and 3 orders of magnitude (WP 11). Once again these results can be

15 explained by the difference in matrix alteration rates. The loose calcine in WP 6 is modeled to alter in less than a year16
17 and the alteration rate was not sampled in these calculations. Thus, WP 6 has the largest activity discharges but the
18 least spread. The remaining waste parcels show a larger range in their activity discharges due to the sampling of the
19 glass alteration rate for WPs 18 and 26 and glass-ceramic alteration rates in WP 11. The order of the activity dis-
20 charges of these remaining waste parcels is inversely correlated with their inventory per waste parcel (although the
21 inventory per waste parcel differs by less than a factor of 2). For these waste parcels, theorderisWPll>WP18>22
23 WP 26. The difference is consistent with solubility control causing the activity discharges expressed as numbers of
24 equivalent waste parcels to be in the order of WP 11 < WP 18 < WP 26 but with very little difference between the
25 activity discharges.
26

27 The effect of alternative waste parcel designs on discharge should be considered in light of the overall uncer-28
29 tainty in discharge created by uncertainty in system parameters. Some apparent differences in performance in Figures
30 16.4-2 through 16.4-7 may not be significant, given the small number of sample sets and the large variability of dis-
31 charge from run to run.
32
33
34

3s 16.4.3 Normalized Activity Leaving Repository (W. E. Beyeler and C. T. Stockman)
36

37 Figures 16.4-12 through 16.4-16 show normalized activity discharges from the repository boundary of the salt38
39 disposal system (rather than the radionuclide concentration in the backfill-buffer, as described in Section 16.4.2), for
40 the 20 sampled parameter sets for the same four waste parcel groups. Figures 16.4-17 through 16.4-20 show the dis-
41 tribution of waste parcel ranks (by activity discharge) for the four waste parcel groupings.
42

43 For the gaphite spent fuel (Figures 16.4-13 and 16.4-17), the activity discharge at the repository boundary is44
45 qualitatively similar to the waste parcel activity discharge discussed previously: there is a 3 orders of magnitude dif-
46 ference between activity discharges from different waste parcels at all probability levels, and a consistent ordering of
47 waste parcels across probability levels. The modes of the rank distributions occur in the following order: WP 22, WP
48 24, WP 10, WP 1, and WP 14 _igure 16.4-7). The benefit of removing uranium and plutonium in WP 22 is still evi-

49 dent in the activity discharge at the repository boundary. The ordering of WP 10, WP 1 and WP 14 is also consistent50
51 with the fraction of particles with failed SiC coatings (0.04, 0.04, 0.07, respectively), which controls the availability
52 of radionuclides from the inner metal carbide matrix (UC 2 or ThC2).
53

54 Activity discharge at the repository boundary for waste parcels containing highly enriched uranium spent fuel
55 (Figures 16.4-14 and 16.4-18) shows no clear ordering. No waste parcel occupies a given rank in a majority of sam-56
57 pie sets. WP 25 has the largest number of minimum activity discharges (9), but also shows the maximum activity dis-
58 charge in 4 of the 20 sets (Figure 16.4-18). In contrast to the activity discharge from the waste parcel into the
59 backfill-buffer, these maxima do not correspond to high levels of activity discharge at tb,e repository boundary (Fig-
60 ure 16.4-5). The variability is approximately 4 orders of magnitude (Figure 16.4-14).61
62
63 For low enriched uranium spent fuel and for a given probability level, the difference in activity discharge at the
64 repository boundary across waste parcels is typically 1 order of magnitude. The relative ranking of waste parcels in
65 terms of activity discharge at the repository boundary (Figure 16.4-19) is somewhat less ambiguous than the ranking
66
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3S in terms of activity discharge from the waste parcel into the backfill-buffer (see Figure 16.4-10): the number of sam.

36 pie sets for Which WP 25 produces the minimum activity discharge has increased fi'om 7 to 10, while the number of37 sample sets for Which WP 25 Produces the maximum activity discharge has decreased from 7 to 5.

38
39

40 Uncertaintyin model

41 baclcfill porosity) Parameters influencing repository liquid flow (e.g., anhydrite Permeability and repository
tends ¢oincrease the uncertainty in repository activity discharge when COmpared with Uncertainty in

4_. waste Parcel activity discharge. Activity discharge from WP 4, for example, has a range of 3 orders of magnitude
43 OVerthe 20 Sample sets, while activity discharge from the repository from WP 4 has a range of 4 orders of magnitude

44 (Figure 16.4-14).

45 If the range of waste Parcel activity discharge is already large, the contribution of uncertaintyin
46 liquid flow mode/Parameters to uncertainty in repository activity discharge is less pronounced: waste parcel and
47 source activity discharges for WP 25 both have a range of 5 orders of

46 eating that uncertainty in WP 25 repository activity magnitude (Figures 16.4-6 and 16.4-15), indi-
49 (e.g., glass alteration rate), discharge is controlled by mode/Parameters in the source-term

50
51

52 Activity discharges from waste Parcels containing calcine (Figures 16.4-16 and 16.4-20) show a clear distinction
s3 between the Performance of WP 6 and the remaining three waste

54 is small, typically around an order of magnitude. Parcels. The magnitude of the difference, however

55 for three of the four waste parcels in the order WP 11 WP 18, WP 26, and WP 6. The distributionfor WP 26 is less
56 The activity discharge rank distributions have well-defined modes

57 peaked.
58

59 As with activity discharge from the waste Parcels containing low enriched uranium spent fuel, uncertainty in
60 mode/Parameters influencing repository fluid flow tend to increase the uncertainty in activity discharge at the reposi-
61 tory boundary. Repository activity discharge for WP 6 is approximately 3 orders of magnitude, compared to the
62 waste Parcel activity discharge range of 2 orders of magnitude ('see Figure 16.4-7). For WP 11, uncertainty in reposi-

63 tory liquid

64 flow parameters has a smaller impact: the range activity discharge from waste Parcels into the backfill.

sS buffer is apProximately 3 orders of magnitude while the range of activity discharge at the repository boundary is

66 approximately 3.5 orders of magnitude.
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 Stepwise rank regression (see Section 16.1.3) was used to identify the parameters whose uncertainty strongly
2 contributes to the uncertainty in activity discharge at the repository boundary. Table 16.4-2 lists for each sample flow
a parameter, the number of waste parcel designs for which the listed parameter uncertainty was a significant source of4
5 uncertainty in repository discharge. Among the parameters of the flow model, the permeability of the anhydrite
6 marker bed (Figure 14-1) and the corrosion rate of stainless steel have the largest number of significant correlations.

7 The importance of anhydrite permeability indicates that most waste-bearing fluid originates from or leaves through
8 the anhydrite. Cross-flow between the intrusion boreholes is evidently of secondary importance. Given that the host9

rock was assumed to be impermeable in the Simple PA, this result is not unreasonable.10
11

12 Table 16.4-2. Number of Waste Parcel Designs with Discharges from Reuository having13
14 Significant Correlations with Sampled Flow Parameters in Bedded Salt for
1$ Simple PA
16
17 Number of Waste Parcels
18 Parameter with Activity Discharges Having
19 Significant Correlations out of 20
20 , ,
21 Stainlesssteei corrosion rate (r3Ns) 7

22 Undisturbed permeability of anhydrite marker bed (kMB) 723
24
25
26 Similarly, Table 16.4-3 shows the number of significant correlations of repository discharge with the sampled
27 transport parameters. Among the transport parameters, the solubility of americium is the strongest contributor to
28 uncertainty in activity discharge.
29
30
31 Table 16.4-3. Number of Waste Parcel Designs with Discharges from Repository
32 having Significant Correlations with Sampled Transport Parameters
33 in Bedded Salt for Simple PA34

35 Number of Waste Parcels
36 Parameter with Activity Discharges Having37
38 Significant Correlations out of 20

39 Solubilityof americium (SAm) 74O
41 Corrosionrate of glass(rgtass) 3
42 Solubility of uranium (Su) 343
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 16.5 Simple PA Results for Disposal in Granite Batholith2
3
4

s 16.5.1 Fluid Flow through Granite Repository (L. Smith)6
7
8 Uncertainty/sensitivity analyses were performed to determine factors that affect gas generation and movement of
9 gas and water away from the repository for all 21 waste parcels considered in the granite disposal system. Specific

10 performance measures examined included cumulative gas and water flow out of the repository. Also examined were11
cumulative measures of the mass of water consumed and the mass of gas generated during chemical reactions.12

13
14 Regression analyses were performed on results at the end of the 10,000-yr simulation. Table 16.5-1 identifies the
15 independent and dependent variables used in the stepwise regression analysis.
16
17

18 Table 16.5-1. Number of Waste Parcel Designs with _ from Waste Parcel (out of a Total of 21) Show-
19 ing Significant Correlation Between the Independent and Dependent Flow Variables in the
20 Granite Disposal System for the Simple PA21
22
23 Variable
24 Variable No. in Description CUMMDH201 CUMMDGAS2 CMGENGAS3
25 LHS
26
27 ALCORATE 1 Aluminumcorrosionrate, (rA0 0 1 8
28
29 PBCORATE 2 Leadcorrosionrate (rpb) 0 6 14
30
31 SS304CRT 3 Type304L stainlesssteel corm- 0 11 21
32 sion rate (r3o4s)
33
34 PBPRFRAC 4 Leadperforationfraction(fPb) 0 0 8
35
36 SS304PFR 5 Type304L stainlesssteelperfora- 0 5 12
37 tionfraction(f3o4s)
38
39 CNFRFFLX* 6 Granitefractureliquidflowrate 21 3 8
40 intothe repository,ifthe reposi-
41 tory were at atmosphericpres-
42 sure(qmax)
43
44 BHOLEPRM* 7 Boreholepermeability(kborehole) 21 0 8
45
46
47 1 Cumulativemassof H20dischargedfromthe repository.
48 2 Cumulativemassofgasdischargedfromtherepository.
49 3 Cumulativemassofgasgeneratedduringchemicalreactions.
50 * Differfromsaltdisposalsystem,seeTable16.4-1.
51
52
53

54 The scatterplot results show that the most important parameter affecting cumulative water flow out of the reposi-
55 tory is the granite fracture flow rate, which yielded a strong correlation for each of the 21 waste parcels considered.56
57 Figure 16.5-1 shows a representative scatterplot of this particular independent variable; the plot is for Waste Parcel 6.
58 Of secondary importance, but still of influence for all 21 waste parcels, was borehole permeability. Plots for this
59 independent variable showed marked scatter. Independent variables affecting the cumulative gas flow out of the

60 repository were the corrosion rates of lead and 304L stainless steel (rpb, r304S) and the 304L stainless steel perforation
61 fraction (f304S)- In addition, the cumulative gas flow was affected by the corrosion rate of aluminum and the granite62

fracture flow rate. Figure 16.5-2 shows a representative scatterplot of the 304L stainless steel corrosion rate for63
54 Waste Parcel 11. In contrast, variation in the cumulative gas flow for a given outcome was small, regardless of the
65 magnitude of the corrosion rate of either the lead or stainless steel.
66
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1 The remaining two performance measures, the cumulative mass of gas generated during chemical reactions and
2 the cumulative mass of water consumed during chemical reactions are functionally related and behaved virtually the3

same in the rank regression analysis. Thus, only the cumulative mass of gas generated is discussed. Each of the4
5 seven independent variables selected for regression showed contributions to cumulative gas generation, but often
6 based on different individual waste parcels. Scatterplots for the corrosion rates of aluminum, lead, and type 304L
7 stainless steel show a marked variation between the different materials and even between different waste parcels for a
8 given material. In general, the scatterplots for lead and 304L stainless steel were tightly grouped along a single line
9 (similar to Figure 16.4-2). In contrast, the aluminum corrosion rate plots showed scatter over the entire corrosion rate10

11 range. Analysis of the other four independent variables, lead perforation fraction, stainless steel perforation fraction,
12 granite fracture flow rate, and borehole permeability, resulted in scatterplots indicating even less effect on the cumu-
13 lative mass of gas generated during chemical reactions. Table 16.5-1 tabulates the number of waste parcels (out of a
14 total of 21) that showed significant correlation between the independent flow parameter and dependent flow results.15
16
17
18
19 16.5.2 Percentage of Radionuelides Leaving the Waste Parcel (W. E. Beyeler
20 and C. T. Stockman)
21

22 Discharges from the waste parcel and at the repository boundary were calculated for the 21 waste parcels consid-23
24 ered for the granite disposal system using the models described in Chapter 15. As in the salt disposal system calcula-
25 tions, the purpose is to identify the effects of alternative processing options on discharge. Discharges for the granite

26 disposal system are therefore presented in the same way as the salt disposal system discharges (Section 16.4.2).
27

28 Figures 16.5-3 through 16.5-7 are the CCDFs of discharge into the pore fluid surrounding the backfill-buffer.29
30 The integrated discharge is normalized by the normalized initial waste parcel inventory, as described in Section
31 16.4.2. The results of the separate waste parcel simulations are grouped by material type: high-level waste from
32 DOE sites (WPs 7, 8, 9) in the first group; graphite (WPs 2, 3, 10, 15, 22, and 24) in the second; highly enriched ura-

nium [HEU] (WPs 4, 12, 19, 23, and 25) in the third; low enriched uranium [LEU] (WPs 5, 13, 20, 23, 25) in the
fourth, and calcine (WPs 6, 21, and 26) in the fifth.35

36
37 Figures 16.5-8 through 16.5-11 show the distribution of rankings for waste parcel discharge for the four groups
38 that include alternative waste parcel designs.
39

40 As in the salt disposal system, waste parcel activity discharges (in terms of number of equivalent parcels) for41
42 waste parcels containing graphite show large variability (approximately 4 orders of magnitude) from waste parcel to
4,3 waste parcel (Figure 16.5-4). Activity discharge distributions for WP 3, WP 15, WP 10, and to a lesser extent WP 2,
44 are characterized by two distinct clusters of release (Figure 16.5-8). WP 22 and WP 24 activity discharges tend to be

45 more evenly distributed. As expected from Figure 16.5-4, activity discharge rank distributions (Figure 16.5-8) show
46 that WP 3 and WP 15 consistently have the largest and second-largest activity discharge across the sample sets. The47
48 remaining waste parcels are in the order WP 22, WP 2, WP 10, and WP 24, although the ordering within this group is
49 not well defined. The distributions for WP 2, WP 10, and WP 24 are bimodal.
50

51 As in the salt case, the activity discharges for all but the processed WPs 22 and 24 are in order of the fraction of

s2 graphite fuel with failed SiC coatings (fwp) (FAvail, see Tables 9-2 and 9-3) (i.e., WP 3>WP 15>WP 10>WP 2). In53
54 the salt disposal system, FAvail ranged from 0.04 (for WP 1 and 10) to 0.07 (for WP 14). In granite this range is
55 larger because the high-integrity Fort St. Vrain fuel is packaged separately from the damaged Peach Bottom fuel:
56 FAvail ranged from 0.35 for WP 3 (Peach Bottom fuel) to 0.0016 for WP 2 (Fort St. Vrain fuel). The larger spread
57 of FAvail causes the larger spread of activity discharges from these waste parcels.58

59 14C is the major contributor to discharge from WPs 2, 3, 10 and 15, because the solubility is assumed to be high.
61 The large change in activity discharge at a probability of 0.7, seen for WPs 2, 3, 10, and 15, is because of differences

62 in breach time from run to run. The six lowest activity discharges for all the graphite waste parcels were from 6 sam-
pie runs (1, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 18) in which only the waste containers with initial defects breached within 10,000 yr. In

64 these defective waste parcels (0.5% of the total number of parcels), the spent fuel became exposed in a relatively65
66 short time (immediately for Fort St. Vrain fuels; between 0 and 1000 yr for Peach Bottom fuels). Of the 14 sample
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63 Figure 16.5-10. Frequency with which waste parcel fractional release for low enriched uranium spent_fuel (WPs 5,

64 13, 20, 23, and 25) in gr.at_ disposal system was ranked with the least (rank 1) or most (rank 5)65
66 discharge.
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29 Figure 16.5-11. Frequency with which waste parcel fTactional release for calcine (WPs 6, 11, 21, and 26) in granit_30
31 disposal system was ranked with the least (rank 1) or most (rmtk 5) discharge.
32

33 sets in which non-defective parcels did breach within the 10,000-yr simulation period, the breach occurred between 034
35 and 3000 yr in 13 sample sets. This relatively early breach (less than the 14C half-life), combined with the fast matrix

36 alteration rate of the metal carbide fuels (UC 2 and ThC2), implies that nearly all of the 14Cinventory contained in the
37 metal carbide matrix is discharged when breach occurs within 10,000 yr. We expect to see a 2.5 order of magnitude
38 difference between the activity discharges from the waste parcels whose non-defective parcels breach before 3000 yr
39 and those whose non-defective parcels do not breach before 10,000 yr. This difference is clearly seen for WPs 3, 10,40
41 and 15, but not for WPs 22 and 24. WPs 22 and 24 behave differently because the inventory is immobilized in glass-
42 ceramic and glass, whose alteration rates are sampled over a range of 4 and 6 orders of magnitude, respectively.
43

44 As in the salt disposal system, WP 22 (containing reprocessed graphite fuel with all the 14C and most of the ura-

45 nium and plutonium removed) shows the best performance. WP 24 shows intermediate performance. WP 24 con-46
47 tains the waste produced after graphite fuel is burned, dissolved, mixed with depleted uranium, and immobilized in

48 glass. This treatment has two important effects. First, all of the inventory is made available, but can only be gradu-
49 ally discharged. FAvail is increased to 1 since all the particles are broken by the processing, but since the ash is then
50 immobilized in glass, the full inventory becomes available only as the glass is altered (which takes a median time of51

10,000 yr), rather then being available within 17 yr of waste parcel breach, as in WPs 2, 3, 10, and 15. Second, the
5352effective solubility of 233U and 234U is reduced through the "dilution" of the uranium inventory by depleted uranium.

54 234U was one of the top contributing nuclides in the Simple PA for salt. Because the activity discharges in the salt
55 disposal system were strongly solubility limited, addition of depleted uranium significantly improved performance.
56 In the Simple PA for granite, the removal of 14C during the processing of WP 24 again helps a great deal. However,
57 uranium isotopes were not as important, consequently the addition of depleted uranium does not significantly help the58
S9 performance of WP 24.
60

61 The reason 14C is a much larger contributor to the waste parcel activity discharges in the granite than in the salt

62 disposal system is because of the bentonite backfill-buffer used in the granite site. The "activity discharge from the63
64 waste parcel" reported is the amount of radionuclide injected into the pore fluid from the parcels after equilibration
6s with the backfill-buffer. Thus elements that are strongly adsorbed will show an abnormally low parcel activity dis-
66 charge until the backfill in the CONCSNF source-term control volume has adsorbed enough of that element to be in
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1 equilibrium with a saturated solution of that element. Correspondingly, the elements with very low partition coeffi-
2 cients (Kds) (the Kd of carbon, 14C, is zero) will show a disproportionately large activity discharge. This effect is3

even larger in the activity discharge at the repository boundary (see Section 16.5.3) because the rooms are also filled4
5 with a mixture of 50% bentonite and gravel.
6

7 Waste parcel activity discharges for highly enriched uranium spent fuel (Figures 16.5-5 and 16.5-9) show little
8 variability from waste parcel to waste parcel (approximately 1 order of magnitude) when compared to activity dis-

9 charge variability over all sets (approximately 6 orders of magnitude), and are difficult to rank. WP 25 most fre-10
11 quently has the smallest activity discharge, but also has the largest activity discharge in 6 of the 20 sample sets
12 (Figure 16.5-9). WP 12 is a bimodal with peaks at ranks of 1 and 3. The remaining waste parcels show consistent but
13 poorly defined centers: the ranking of WP 25, WP 23, WP 12, WP 4, and WP 19 is not well supported, since no waste
14 parcel is placed in a given rank in a majority of sets.15
16
17 The mode ranking order is almost the inverse of the inventory-per-waste-parcel order: WP 4, WP 19, WP 12,
18 WP 23, and WP 25. There are three matrices holding the inventory in these waste parcels: uranium-aluminum alloy

19 (UA13, AI) in the fuel elements in WPs 4, 12, and 19, glass in WPs 19 and 25, and glass-ceramic in WPs 12 and 22.
20 Furthermore, the inventory is not exclusively the HEU inventory in WPs 12, 19, 23, and 25. Other inventories
21 included in varying amounts are calcine, LEU, and depleted uranium. Once again a broader range of activity dis-22
23 charges is seen in the granite site than the salt site. Possibly 2 orders of magnitude of this increase are due to the later
24 breach times in granite than salt. Like the graphite waste parcels, all the lowest activity discharges are from runs
25 where the non-defective waste parcels do not breach in 10,000 yr. WP 19 is unusual in that it has five runs with
26 breach times between 3000 and 10,000 yr. In all the other waste parcels, the breach times are clustered between 0 and
27 3000 yr, at 9000 yr, or above 10,000 yr. This more uniform distribution of breach times, however, is masked by other28
29 effects and does not manifest itself in the activity discharges.
30

31 Activity discharges from the waste parcels containing low enriched uranium spent fuel (Figures 16.5-6 and
32 16.5-10) show an interesting feature: activity discharges from WP 5 and WP 13 are apparently bimodal and quite sim-
33 ilar, while activity discharges from the three remaining waste parcels are more uniformly distributed. The ranks of34
35 waste parcel activity discharges show a clear tendency for WP 5 and WP 13 to perform poorly. WPs 23 and 25 show
36 similar rank distributions and are not clearly distinguished either by activity discharge or activity discharge rank.
37

38 As in the graphite waste parcels, the dramatic reduction in activity discharges due to the non-defective waste par-
39 eels lasting past 10,000 yr can be seen in the lower activity discharges. WP 20 is different in that it has 5 additional40
41 runs where the non-defective waste parcel never breaches (runs 5, 3, 11, 13, and 15). Consequently, the decrease in
42 activity discharges is seen at the lower probability of 0.45. When these lower activity discharges, which are due only
43 to defective waste parcel breach, are put aside, we are left with the remaining activity discharges in a very narrow
44 range (0.1 to 0.6). This narrow range is because the major contributor to the activity discharges is 14C, which in turn45
46 occurs because a large fraction of the 14C is held in the gap between the UO2 fuel and the zircaloy cladding. For WP
47 5, in all but one sample set, 14Caccounted for more than 99.9% of the activity discharge. In the largest activity dis-
48 charge (run 16), the fraction of 14C activity discharged is 12.4%. In the smallest activity discharge of this group (run
49 11), the fraction of 14C activity discharged is 10.1%. When the amount in the pore liquids around the waste parcel
50 are added to this, it accounts for 12.66% of the 14C. Since thgap fraction was set to 12.5%, it is clear that very little

51 of the UO 2 has dissolved in 10,000 yr and the gap fraction 14C-inventory, which does not vary from run to run, is the52
53 main contributor to activity discharge.
54

55 Activity discharge from waste parcels containing calcine (Figures 16.5-7 and 16.5-11) is similar across waste

56 parcels with an upper limit established by WP 6 at most probability levels, and a lower limit defined by either WP 1157
or WP 21. The rank distributions (Figure 16.5-11) are consistent, with WP 6 having the largest activity discharge in58

59 15 of the 20 sample sets. WP 11 has a bimodal rank distribution. WP 26 occurs in each rank with nearly equal fre-
60 quency.
61

62 The relative behavior of these waste parcels is the same as in salt, and for the same reasons. The high alteration
63

rate for loose calcine in WP 6 makes the entire waste parcel inventory available for activity discharge shortly after the54
65 waste parcel is breached. In contrast, activity discharge from WPs 11, 21, and 26 can be limited by matrix alteration
66 rate. The range of activity discharges from calcine waste parcels in the granite disposal system is noticeably larger
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1 than the range of activity discharges in the salt disposal system (compare with Figure 16.4-7). WP 6, which is com-2
mon to both, has a waste parcel activity discharge range of 2 orders of magnitude in the salt disposal system but a

3 range of more than 5 orders of magnitude in the granite disposal system (the maximum activity discharges are nearly4
5 identical). This behavior is consistent with the differences in breach times in the two disposal systems: nearly imme-
6 dJ.ate breach in the salt disposal system allows the maximum time for activity discharge from the waste parcel, and
7 low variability in activity discharge time from sample to sample; the wide distribution of breach times in the granite
8 disposal system produces a lower average exposure time as well as variability of exposure time from run to run. Due9

10 to adsorption on the bentonite backfill, effective diffusion coefficients are much smaller in the granite disposal system
11 than in the salt. To the extent that waste parcel activity discharge is diffusion limited, granite activity discharges will
12 be smaller and more variable (due to the sampling of adsorption coefficients) than salt activity discharges.
13

14 Matrix Alteration Rate. In general, waste forms that release their radionuclides more slowly are better for com-15
16 pliance; however, in certain regimes the activity discharge rate is irrelevant because other factors such as solubility
17 become dominant. This effect was seen in the correlation of the borosilicate glass alteration rate in WP 24 with the

18 summed normalized activity discharges from the granite disposal system (Figure 16.5-12). There was a good linear
19 correlation for rates less than 10.9 kg/m2.s, but for rates greater than 10.9 kg/m2.s, the total activity discharge is con-
20 stant at the maximum value. This correlation was not seen, however, in any of the other waste parcels in granite.21
22
23

24 16.5.3 Normalized Activity Leaving Repository (W. E. Beyeler and C. T. Stockman)25
26
27 Figures 16.5-13 through 16.5-17 show normalized discharges from the granite repository for the 20 sampled
28 parameter sets for the same waste parcel groups as described in Section 16.5.2. Figures 16.5-18 through 16.5-21
29 show the corresponding distribution of discharge ranks for the four waste parcel groupings that include design alter-
30 natives.
31
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63 Figure 16.5-12. Scatterplot of the alteration rate for borosilicate glass and total activity discharge from the reposi-64
65 tory boundary for Waste Parcel 24 in granite disposal system.
66
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35 Activity discharge at the repositoryboundaryof the granitedisposal system for graphite spent fuel ('Figures
36 16.5-14 and 16.5-18) showslarge and consistentdifferencesbetweenwaste parcels. Repository activity discharges37

are very similar to waste parcel activity discharges (Figure 16.5-4) for WPs 2, 3, 10, and 15, indicating little attenua-38
39 tion of activity discharge by the repository. Repository activity discharges from WPs 22 and 24 are similar to the
40 waste parcel activity discharge at the high end of the distribution (below probabilities of 0.10), but are 2 to 3 orders of
41 magnitude lower for the remaining sample sets indicating substantial attenuation of activity discharges by the
42 repository for these waste parcels. This attenuation is reflected in the repository activity discharge rankings (Figure
43 16.5-18), with WP 22 providing the lowest activity discharge in 15 of the 20 sample vectors, and Waste Parcel 24 pro-44
45 viding the second lowest activity discharge in 13 of the 20 sample sets. The mode-based ranks for the repository
46 activity discharge are well defined for all waste parcels: from lowest to highest, WP 22, WP 24, WP 2, WP 10, WP
47 15, and WP 3. WP 3 produces the highest activity discharge in all of the 20 sample sets.
45

49 Activity discharges from WP 2, 3, 10, and 15 are dominated by 14C 14C migration is not retarded by the bento-50
51 nite backfill in the room. As discussed in Section 16.8.1, a large percentage of freely mobile radionuclides tends to be
52 discharged from the granite disposal system because of the high flow rates calculated by GRFLOW. Nearly all of the
53 ]4C discharged from a waste parcel is also discharged from the repository, therefore the integrated activity discharge
54 from the repository for waste parcels with inventories dominated by 14C approach the integrated activity discharge
55 from the waste parcels themselves. 14C has been removed from WPs 22 and 24, and waste parcel activity discharges56
57 are dominated by americium, plutonium, thorium and neptunium. These elements are all retarded by the bentonite
58 backfill-buffer, therefore the repository activity discharge is substantially lower than the waste parcel activity dis-
5g charge for these wasteparcels.
60

61 Activity dischargefor highly enricheduranium spent fuel (Figures 16.5-15 and 16.5-19) showsgreater attenua-62
63 tion due to repository transport (compare with Figure 16.5-5) than the graphite cases. Specifically, the maximum
54 activity dischargefor all wasteparcels is approximately 10equivalent waste parcels, while the minimum is less than
65 10.7 equivalent waste parcels, compared to the correspondingboundsof 40 and 2 x l0 "6equivalent wasteparcels
66
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1 (Figure 16.5-5). The separation between activity discharge distributions for lIEU waste parcels is larger for reposi-
2 tory ectivity discharge than for waste parcel activity discharge. Mode-based rankings from lowest activity discharge3

to highest activity discharge are WP 25, WP 23, WP 12, WP 19, and WP 4 (Figure 16.5-19). All but WP 19 occur in4
5 the most frequent rank in 12 of the 20 sample sets. The repository activity discharge ranking is better defined than the
6 waste parcel activity discharge ranking (Figure 15.5-9), but differs in the order ofWPs 4 and 19.
7

8 WPs 23 and 25 show greater attenuation of the waste parcel activity discharge by the repository than do the other
9 three waste parcels. Waste Parcels 4, 12, and 19 contain small amounts of ]4C, while WPs 23 and 25 do not. Because

101114Cis not retarded by the repository backfill, 14Cis the dominant contributor to repository activity discharge in WPs
124, 12, and 19 for sample sets with low values of activity discharge, even though 1"C makes a negligible contribution
13 to the waste parcel activity discharge. The ability of the repository to attenuate total integrated activity discharge
14 from WPs 4, 12, and 19 is limited by the presence of trace amounts of 14C. In contrast, all radionuclides in WPs 23
15 and 25 are retarded by the repository backfill.16
17
18 Activity discharges at the boundary of the repository for low enriched uranium spent fuel (Figures 16.5-16 and
19 16.5-20) are also more distinct than waste parcel activity discharges (refer to Figure 16.5-6). WPs 5 and 13 show vir-

20 tually no attenuation of activity discharge between the waste parcel and repository. The repository activity discharge
21 and waste parcel activity discharge distributions for WP 20 are very similar in the upper half of the distribution (prob-22
23 abilities below 0.5), while the repository activity discharge distribution for probabilities above 0.5 are shifted toward
24 the minimum observed value. The repository activity discharges for WPs 23 and 25 are substantially lower than the
25 waste parcel activity discharges, and generally much lower than repository activity discharges for the other waste par-
26 eels. The largest activity discharges for these two waste parcels, however, are greater than the largest activity dis-
27 charges for the remaining waste parcels. The mode-based rankings for repository activity discharge are identical to28
29 the rankings for waste parcel activity discharge (WP 25, WP 23, WP 20, WP 13, and WP 5) (but are more clearly
30 defined) and four of the five waste parcel ranks are consistently assigned in a majority of the sample sets.
31

32 As with the lIEU waste parcels, the effect of repository transport on activity discharges from the LEU waste par-

33 eels is due to the presence of 14C However, unlike the HEU waste parcels, 14C is a major contributor to waste parcel34
35 activity discharge from WPs 5, 13, and 20 (waste parcels containing intact fuel assemblies). Of the waste parcels that
36 contain intact fuel assemblies, there is 40,000 times as much 14Cin LEU waste parcels as in HEU waste parcels. The
37 granite disposal system is therefore much less effective in attenuating total activity discharge from the LEU waste
38 parcels containing intact fuel assemblies, than in attenuating activity discharge from HEU waste parcels containing
39 intact fuel assemblies. Repository activity discharge from WPs 23 and 25 is substantially less than waste parcel40
41 activity discharge due to retardation of all contributing radionuclides in the repository backfill. The effects of exten-
42 sive treatment on activity discharge are therefore larger for LEU than for lIEU in the granite disposal system.
43

44 Repository activity discharges for waste parcels containing calcine (Figures 16.5-17 and 16.5-21) are more
45 tightly grouped than activity discharge distributions for the other waste types. Large attenuation of activity discharge46
47 by the repository for all waste parcels is evident by comparing with Figure 16.5-7. Repository activity discharge
48 ranks are similar to waste parcel activity discharge ranks: WP 6 has the largest activity discharge in a majority of the
49 sample vectors; WPs 11 and 21 tend to have low activity discharge ranks, and WP 26 occurs in all ranks with nearly
sO equal frequency.51
52
53 Repository activity discharge distributions for all calcine waste parcels are also wider than the corresponding
,54 waste parcel activity discharge distributions. Waste parcel activity discharge for WP 6 varies over 5 orders of magni-
55 tude (Figure 16.5-7), while the WP 6 repository activity discharge range (Figure 16.5-17) is greater than 7 orders of
56 magnitude. The overall reduction in repository activity discharge compared to waste parcel activity discharge is due57

to the retardation of the important radionuclides (isotopes of americium, plutonium, uranium, thorium, and neptu-58
59 nium) by the bentonite backfill-buffer, while the increase in activity discharge range is due to uncertainty in the cor-
60 responding adsorption coefficients. Because all calcine waste parcels have the same mix of radionuclides, repository
61 transport has the same effect on all waste parcels. Differences in performance with respect to repository activity dis-
62 charge are therefore due to differences evident in waste parcel activity discharge.63
64
65
66
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16.5 Simple PAResultsfor DisposalinGranite Batholith

1 Stepwise rank regression (Section 16.5.1) was used to identify the parameters whose uncertainty controls the
2 uncertainty in repository discharge. Table 16.5-2 lists, for each sample flow parameter, the number of waste parcel
3 designs for which the parameter uncertainty was a significant source of uncertainty in repository activity discharge.4
5 Among the parameters of the flow model, the stainless steel corrosicn rate and the maximum secondary fracture flux
6 were most frequently correlated with discharge.
7
8
9 Table 16.5-2. Number of Waste Parcel Designs with _ from Repository having

10 Significant Correlations with Sampled Transport Variables in Granite for
11 the Simple PA12

13 Number of Waste Parcels
14 Parameter with Activity Discharges Having15

Significant Correlations out of 2116
17

Corrosionrate of stainlesssteel (r3o4s) 1818

19 Perforationfractionof lead(fPb) 120
21 Perforationfractionof stainlesssteel (f304s) 3
22
23 Granite fractureflux(gmax) 8
24
25
26 Similarly, Table 16.5-3 summarizes the regression of repository discharge against the sampled transport parame-
27 ters. Americium retardation and graphite corrosion rate are most frequently correlated with total integrated discharge.
28 The total activity discharge of individual radionuclides, however, was seen to be strongly controlled by the radionu-29
80 elide adsorption cc_fficient (Kd_m).
31
32

Table 16.5-3. Number of Waste Parcel Designs with _ from Repository having34
35 Significant Correlations with Sampled Transport Variables in Granite for
36 Simple PA
37
38 Number of Waste Pamela
39 Parameter with Activity Discharges Having
40 Significant Correlations out of 21
41 .....
42 Alterationrate of graphite(re) 3
43
44 Alteration rate of glass(rglass) 1

45 Americiumadsorptioncoefficient(KdAm) 546

47 Solubilityof uranium(Su) 1
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6o
61
62
63
64
65
66
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

I 16.6 Breach Time of Containers (C.T. Stockman)2
3

4 The transport of radionuclides from a waste parcel requires that all of the layers surrounding the waste have been

5 perforated and radionuclides are exposed to groundwater. The perforation of a waste parcel is dependent upon a
6 number of factors including7
8
9 1. Number of waste parcel layers.

10 2. The corrosion rate of material layers.
11 3. The perforation fraction of each layer.
12 4. The groundwater saturation.13
14
15 We have chosen to downplay the role of the container by choosing stainless steel 304L, which is known to be

16 susceptible to stress corrosion cracking along its welds. The use of lead filler, however, does give varying amounts of
17 protection to a number of the different waste parcels.
18
19
20 Depending on tb_ values of parameters sampled in this performance assessment, a range of breach times is
21 observed for the waste parcels. Breach time is defined for each matrix within a waste parcel as the time when the last
22 layer protecting the matrix is perforated (breached) and the matrix is exposed to groundwater. Breach times for the
23 waste parcels in Waste Disposal Group 1 in salt and granite in both the Complex and Simple PAs are shown in Fig-
24 ures 16.6-1 through 16.6-4. In the Complex PA, BRAGFLO_T was used to calculate the saturation in each computa-25
26 tional grid. In the Simple PA, the flow models, GRFLOW (for the granite repository) and SALFLOW (for the salt
27 repository), assume that if the saturation in the drift is above 5%, then the waste package boreholes are fully satu-
28 rated. When the room/drift saturation is in the range of 0 to 5%, the saturation in the waste package boreholes is lin-

29 early scaled from 0 to 1. Consequently, the Simple PA uses a saturation of 1 in the waste package boreholes during
30 most of the calculation and most of the runs.
31
32
33 The effect of the different methods of treating saturation is illustrated in the breach times calculated by the two
34 methods. For the same waste group and the same repository type, the breach times calculated by the Simple PA fluid
35 flow models are consistently earlier than those determined by the Complex PA fluid flow model, BRAGFLO_T (see
36 Figures 16.6-1 through 16.6-4). This effect is much more pronounced for the salt disposal system where saturation37
38 tends to be lower, than in the granite disposal system. In fact, the times of matrix exposure for the two methods are
39 nearly identical in granite, suggesting that the average saturation around the waste parcels in the Complex PA using
40 BRAGFLO_T quickly exceeds residual saturation. Breach times also occur later when more than one layer sur-
41 rounds the waste. For example, WPs 6, 7, 8, and 9 all have a single layer of stainless steel, while WPs 1, 2, 3, 4, and
42 5 contain additional layers of aluminum and/or lead.4,3
44
45 Figure 16.6-1, the exposure times from BRAGFLO_T in salt, shows some apparently contradictory results. For
46 example, the exposure time for WP 1 is smaller than the exposure time for WP 7 in run 9. This result is an artifact of
47 the way breach times are averaged over the entire repository for these plots. Figure 16.6-5 shows the exposure times

for the waste parcels in a segment of a vertical column of the mesh for BRAGFLO T. This column (i=ll) passes49
50 through a side room with waste that is stored between rows j=7 and j=10 (see Figure 12-5). The cell where j=7 is the
51 bottom cell, which is available only to the longest waste parcel. In the top cell, j=10, none of t.he waste parcels
52 breaches in 10,000 yr, so these breach times are reported as 10,000. The average breach time for WP 1 is the average
53 of two small numbers and 10,000 yr which is smaller than the average breach time for WP 7, which is the average of54

one small number and 10,000 yr. Hence, even though in any given cell, the breach time for WP 1 is greater than or55
56 equal to that for WP 7, WP 1 has a smaller average because the container is longer. It is clear that a straight average
57 of the breach times gives misleading results when there is a large difference in lengths and breach times in the vertical
58 direction as in the salt repository. Figures 16.6-6 and 16.6-7 compare the average breach times with the minimum
59 breach times in salt and granite. In the granite site, the minimum breach times are only slightly earlier than the aver-60

age breach times, but in the salt site, the minimum breach times are significantly earlier than the average breach61
62 times, as expected.
6,3

54 The plots in Figures 16.6-1 and 16.6-2 show the runs sorted by the breach time using BRAGFLO_T for WP 7
65 (the Savannah River glass) in salt. Similarly, Figures 16.6-3 and 16.6-4 show the runs sorted by the breach times65
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30 Figure 16.6-1. Mean time of perforation (breach) for all protective layers in all waste parcels in repository of
31 Waste Disposal Group 1, in the Complex PA (BRAGFLO_T), salt disposal system. (Sorted by the
32 BRAGFLO_T breach time of WP 7 in salt.)
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64 Waste Disposal Group 1, in the Simple PA (SALFLOW), salt disposal system. (Sorted by the
65 BRAGFLO_T breach time for WP 7 in salt.).
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32 the salt disposal system. (j=Z bottom; j=10, top of waste parcel; refer to Figure 12-5.)
33
34

35 using BRAGFLO_T for WP 7 in granite. Since WP 7 has only a single layer of stainless steel, the sampled corrosion

36 rates and perforation fractions for lead and aluminum do not affect the order. Because the fluid flow model parame-37
ters affect all the waste parcels equally, peaks in Figures 16.6-1 through 16.6-4 are due to increased breach time from38

39 slow penetration of lead, aluminum, or additional steel layers, as confirmed by examination of the sampled model
4o parameters. The penetration rate when fully saturated for a layer is given by the fully saturated corrosion rate multi-
41 plied by the material density and divided by the perforation fraction. The fully saturated penetration rates were calcu-
42 lated from the sampled values for steel, lead, and aluminum, and the runs were ranked by the penetration rates (with
43 Rank 1 having the fastest penetration). No correlation was found between breach time and aluminum penetration44
45 rate, but correlations were found for stainless steel and lead. Figures 16.6-8 and 16.6-9 show the penetration rate
4S ranks for lead and steel in the same order as Figures 16.6-1 through 16.6-4. Figure 16.6-9 shows that the breach times
47 of the single layer steel containers are well correlated with the rank of stainless steel penetration rate in the granite

48 disposal system. The deviations from a linear plot for stainless steel are due to the sampling of the other parameters
49 that affect saturation. The peaks in Figure 16.6-3 at runs 13, 15, 3, and 5 correspond to slow lead penetration rates in50
51 Figure 16.6-9. The correlation between the breach time of the single layer steel containers and the rank of fully satu-
S2 rated stainless steel penetration rate is not as good in salt as it is in granite (see Figure 16.6-8), because saturation
53 plays a much larger role in the calculated penetration rate for salt than for granite. Consequently, the co_espondence
54 between peaks in Figures 16.6-1 and 16.6-8 is not as good as the correspondence between the peaks in Figures 16.6-355

and 16.6-8. Still, runs 18, 2, 7, 6, and 12 show peaks on Figure 16.6-1 and correspond to slow lead penetration rates.56
57
s8 Figure 16.6-10a shows the breach times of WP 5 from the same run as Figure 16.6.5, but uses the distance from
59 the bottom of WP 5 as the ordinate and includes the results from the main leg as well as the side leg of a room. In
60 both cases, the bottoms breach relatively quickly, but the tops breach much later. This difference is due to brine flow-61
62 ing very slowly into the waste parcel holes from the bottom. The rate of filling the holes from the bottom is also
63 slowed by the consumption of brine from the corrosion of the waste parcels. Because saturation near or below
64 residual results in smaller calculated corrosion rates, the tops breach at much later times. The breach times of the top

65 of the waste parcels are also quite different between the computational elements containing the side and main legs
66
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 because of the difference in the element size and material properties. The main leg elements are 51 meters wide and
2 include a combination of areas with waste package boreholes and solid salt pillars. The side leg elements are 93

meters wide and contain only areas with waste package boreholes. As brine flows in from the bottom, there is more4
5 flow per waste parcel in the main leg elements than the side legs, and thus the brine reaches the top cells in the main
6 leg faster than in the side leg. Because the results from the side leg elements are not influenced by the averaging of
7 properties between drifts and pillars, we expect the results from the side leg elements to be more representative of the
8 real repository. However, when explaining results, the overall mean is still more representative of the release of radi-
9 onuclides from the waste parcelsin our modelof the repository,10

11
12 Figure 16.6-10b shows the breachtimesin the main and sideroomsin the granite disposalsystem. As can be
13 seen,the breachtimes arc muchmoreuniform vertically and between the sideandmain legsof the room becauseof
14 fast resaturationizzthe granitesite. Permeability within the drift is significantly largerin the granitesite than in the
15 saltsiteso resaturationis alsoa muchmoreuniformprocess.The topsof the wasteparcelsbreachata slighdy earlier16
17 time than the bolzomsbecausethe wasteparcelholesare filled by flow from the room. The wasteparcelsin the side
18 leg (i=12) breachslightly before the wasteparcelsin the main leg (i=13) becausethey are closerto the shaft,which is
19 the main sourceof water to refill the graniterepository (Figure 13-3).
20
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16.7 CalculationsUsingCorrosion-ResistantWaste Parcel

1 16.7 Calculations Using Corrosion-Resistant Waste Parcel (c. T. Stockman)2
3
4 Scoping calculationsshowedthatthe characteristicsof multiple corrosion-resistantbarriersdominated the result-
5 ant releases,masking the effects of waste form treatment(seeAppendix C). The important characteristicsincluded
6 the generalized corrosionrate, the susceptibility to localized corrosion, and the probability of defects. Defects
7 include manufacturingdefectsor mechanicaldamageoccurringduring transportation and emplacement. Becauseof8
9 this domination, calculationsreported in other sectionswere performedon waste parcelsthatdid not have corrosion-

10 resistantoverpacksor canisters. However, two setsof calculationsdid usea corrosion-resistantwasteparcel and the
11 results are reported here.
12

13 The two corrosion-resistant materials chosen for the calculations were titanium Ti-Grade 12 and nickel alloy14
15 lncone1625. Ti-Grade 12 was chosen for the overpack in the salt disposal system because of its superior performance
16 in brine, Inconel 625, which is less expensive and potentially available at INEL, was chosen for the inner layers of
17 multiple resistant waste parcels and the overpack in the granite disposal system. Ti-Grade 12 has been ranked as the
18 best material for the Yucca Mountain repository (Van Konynenburg et al., 1993), and Incoloy 825, which has proper-
19 ties that are similar but slightly better than Inconel 625, was ranked third. Both Inconel 625 and Ti-Grade 12 have2o
21 very slow generalized corrosion rates; a 1-cm-thick container of either would not be breached by generalized corro-
22 sion in 10,000 yr. Because of these rates, other mechanisms of material penetration are extremely important. In these
23 calculations, we have used conservative ranges for the perforation fractions for both Inconel 625 and Ti-Grade 12

24 (see Chapter 11). If, as reported, Ti-Grade 12 does not undergo crevice corrosion, and if other unknown mechanisms
25 do not occur in 10,000 yr, then the only mechanism for breach in 10,000 yr would be manufacturing defects or dam-26
27 age during transportation and emplacement.
28

29 The calculations used the consequence models from the Complex PA and Waste Disposal Group 1 for both salt

3O and granite. In these calculations, the corrosion rates and perforation fractions were sampled for Ti-Grade 12, lead,
31 Inconel 625, and stainless steel 304L. The fraction of containers with defects in the outer layer (overpack) was fixed32
33 at 0.5%, and the pour canister for the DOE glasses was changed to Inconel 625 in the granite disposal system. The
34 materials used for layers of the individual waste parcels within the waste disposal groups are shown in order from the
35 outside (see Table 16.7-1).
36

37 Figures 16.7-1 through 16.7-4 show the times of matrix exposure (breach time) for the waste parcels of Waste38
38 Disposal Group 1 in salt and granite for both the reference (i.e., stainless steel) and corrosion-resistant container. We
4o have presented the breach times for each parcel in ascending order because, due to the necessary different sampling
41 used in the corrosion-resistant container calculations, direct comparison of individual simulations between the refer-
42 ence and corrosion containers is not possible.43
44
45 Figure 16.7-1 shows the exposure times for the waste parcels without any menufacturing or damage defects in
46 salt. Adding corrosion-resistant materials greatly increases the performance of the parcels: in many runs, the

47 matrixes are never exposed (shown as breach times of 10,000 yr). An additional feature of the corrosion-resistant
48 results is that the DOE glasses are exposed significantly earlier than the IN'EL waste in 9 out of 18 runs. ,This earlier

exposure is because of the lack of a second corrosion-resistant layer in the DOE glass waste parcels. This condition5o
51 is especially significant for the three runs in which the DOE glass is the only matrix to be exposed in 10,000 yr.
52 Looking at Figure 16-7-1 alone, one might conclude that there are no releases from the corrosion-resistant parcels
53 from many of the simulations in salt; however, examination of the breach times for waste parcels that have a defect in
54 their outermost layer shows that this is not the case (Figure 16.7-2). In all runs, the DOE glass matrices are exposed55

at early times when the only layer that is corrosion-resistant is defective.56
57
58 Figure 16.7-5 shows the CCDFs for activity discharge from the salt disposal system for the corrosion-resistant
59 and reference waste parcels of Waste Disposal Group 1. For most of the simulations with large discharges at the
60 repository boundary, the corrosion resistance lowers the releases by 1.5 orders of magnitude, but for three of the sim-
61 ulations with small discharges, the corrosion-resistant parcels actually result in larger releases. This most likely is the62
s3 result of the different combination of parameters in the two sample sets. Based on the matrix inventories and matrix
54 exposed times alone, one would predict that the lower activity discharges would be up to three orders of magnitude
65 lower for the corrosion-resistant parcels. However, the matrix alteration times and solubility also control the
66
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1

2 Table 16.7-1. Materials Used in Layers for Individual Corrosion-Resistant and Reference Waste Parcels
3
4 Waste
5 Layers for Corrosion-Resistant Layers for Reference
6 Parcel Contents
7 No. Waste Parcel (Minimal) Waste Parcel
8
9 Salt

10
11 WP 1 Graphitespentfuel Ti-Grade 12, Lead, Incone1625, SS-304L, Aluminum,Carbon
12 Aluminum,Carbon
13
14 WP 4 Highlyenrichedspecial "l'i-Grade12, Lead, Incone1625, SS-304L, Lead,Aluminum
15 spentfuel Lead,Aluminum
16
17 WP 5 Lowenrichedspecial Ti-Grade 12, Lead, Incone1625, SS-304L, Lead, Zirconium
18 spentfuel Lead, Zirconium
19
20 WP 6 Calcine Ti-Grade 12, Lead, Inconel625 SS-304L
21
22 WP 7 Savannah River Ti-Grade 12, Lead,SS-304L SS-304L
23
24 WP 8 Hanford Ti-Grade 12, Lead, SS-304L SS-304L

25 WP 9 West Valley Ti-Grade 12, Lead,SS-304L SS-304L26

27 Granite
28

29 WP 2 Fort St. Vrain Incone1625,Lead, Incone1625, SS-304L, Carbon
30 Carbon
31

32 WP 3 Peach Bottom Incone1625,Lead, Inconel625, SS-304L,Aluminum,Carbon
33 Aluminum,Carbon34

35 WP 4 Highlyenrichedspecial Incone1625,Lead, Incone1625, SS-304L, Lead,Aluminum
36 spentfuel Lead, Aluminum37

38 WP 5 Lowenrichedspecial Incone1625,Lead, Inconel625, SS-304L, Lead, Zirconium
39 spentfuel Lead, Zirconium40

41 WP 6 Calcine Inconel625, Lead, Inconel625 SS-304L
42
43 WP 7 Savannah River Incone1625,Lead, Inconel625 SS-304L
44
45 WP 8 Hanford Incone1625,Lead, Incone1625 SS-304L
45
47 WP 9 West Valley Incone1625,Lead, Inconel625 SS-304L
45 "

49

50 discharge of many radionucfidesand places a limit on the releasesfrom the reference parcels, so this maximum51
spread is not realized.52

53
54 Figure 16.7-3 shows the breach times for both the reference and corrosion-resistant containers from the granite
s5 disposal system. Here we see more improvement in the waste parcel performance than at the salt site. This improve-
56 merit is mainly because of the use of two corrosion-resistant layers in all the DOE waste parcels, not just the INEL
57 parcels. Thus, even in the waste parcels with defects in the outermost layers (Figure 16-7-4), there is still an intact58
59 corrosion-resistant inner layer that protects the matrix for over 10,000 yr in 13 out of 20 simulations. This behavior
so can be seen in Figure 16.7-6 where only 7 simulations have a nonzero release from the corrosion-resistant parcels.
61

62 From the above results, it appears that multiple layers of corrosion-resistant materials can have an overriding
63 influence on the releases from a disposal system in 10,000 yr. It is important to note, however, that unless defects can64
S5 be reduced significantly below 0.5%, or unless localized corrosion can be demonstrated to have a very low probabil-
S6 ity, two layers of corrosion resistant layers are necessary to ensure that most parcels will not breach within 10,000 yr.
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62 Figure 16.7-1. Mean breach times of aU mesh elements for containers for waste parcels in Waste Disposal Group

63 I in salt disposal system using Complex PA consequence models. (a) Reference containers (repeat

64 of Figure 16.6-6a) and (b) corrosion-resistant containers. Each waste parcel is sorted by ascend-65
66 ing rank because comparisons by simulation number are not possible.
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62 parcels in Waste Disposal Group ] in salt disposal system using Complex PA consequence models.

63 (a) Reference containers (repeat of Figure 16.6-6a) and (b) corrosion-resistant containers. Each

64 waste parcel is sorted by ascending rank because comparisons by simulation number are not possi-65
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64 Each waste parcel is sorted by ascending rank because comparisons by simulation number are not65
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16. Resultsand Concluslons

1 16.8 Tracer and Other Radionuclide Transport in the Salt and Granite2

a Disposal Systems (w. E. Beyeler, C. T. Stockman, and D. K. Rudeen)
4
5
6

7 16.8.1 Tracer Transport
8

9 Integrated release from the salt and granite repositories is influenced by a number of processes, including source10
11 dissolution/alteration, adsorption, and advection. To isolate the effect of differences in groundwater flow in the two
12 repositories, a tracer simulation described below was performed using the Simple PAconsequence models.
13

14 A fixed mass of nonsorbing, non decaying tracer was added to the inventory of WP 7. The tracer was assigned a
15 very high solubility. By removing the influence of dissolution, adsorption, and decay, tracer release from the reposi-16
i7 tory is determined by the initial tracer mass and the repository flow field. The repository release fraction of the tracer
1s (i.e., the ratio of released mass to initial mass) is a useful metric of the repository flow field that provides a basis for

19 comparing the two repository designs (along with the stipulated parameters). In addition, the repository release frac-
20 don of the tracer is an upper bound on the repository release fraction of any radionuclide that is not produced by
21 decay; the processes that are not included in tracer transport (dissolution, adsorption, and decay of the transported22
23 species) all tend to reduce the repository release fraction.
24

25 Figure 16.8-1 shows the distribution of tracer release fraction over the 20 sample vectors for the salt and granite
26 disposal systems. The tracer fraction released from the salt disposal system ranges from 0.001% to more than 10%,
27 with a median of approximately 0.3%; granite repository release ranges from less than 0.01% to 100%, with a median28
29 of approximately 0.5%. In roughly 33% of the simulations, effectively all of the initial tracer mass is released from
3o the granite repository; in contrast to a maximum of 12% of the entire contents from the salt repository. In the granite
31 disposal system, the large fracture connection permeability allows many repository pore volumes to pass through the

32 repository in the 10,000 yr simulation period. This result is greatly influenced by the omission of flow resistance in
33 the repository backfill in the Simple PA (GRFLOW), however, the tendency of the granite repository to release a34
35 larger fraction of the inventory than the salt repository is also evident at low values of connection permeability.
36
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16.8 Tracer andOther RadionuclideTransportinthe Salt and GraniteDisposalSystems

f

1 16.8.20therRadlonuclideTransport2
3
4 For the transportcodesusedin boththe Simple andComplexPAs, executiontime is approximatelyproportional
5 to the numberof radionuclidestransported. Becauseof the largenumberof codeexecutionsrequiredto evaluatethe
6 five disposal groups and 26 waste package designs in both repositories, all radionuclides initially present in the inven-

7 tory could not be practically included in transport calculations. Radionuclides that can contribute significantly to8
9 integrated discharge over the repository lifetime must have a significant initial inventory, a moderately long half-life,

10 and be mobile within the disposal system. The radionuclides included in the PA calculations were selected with these
11 considerations in mind, informed by experience from other performance assessments (see Chapter 4).
12

13 Two simulations were made using the Simple PA models, one each for the salt and granite disposal systems, to
14 gauge the error introduced by transporting a limited subset of radionuclides. The extended radionuclide list included15
16 all isotopes of any element in the inventory with an isotope whose EPA normalized activity exceeds 1 at any time.
17

18 The first column in Table 16.8-1 shows the complete list of radionuclides included in the two simulations. The
19 second column lists the rank of the radionuclides as contributors to EPA normalized inventory at 10,000 yr. A blank

20 entry in the second column means the radionuclide was not among the largest 30 contributors. Columns 3 and 4 indi-21
22 care the radionuclides included in the primary Simple and Complex PA calculations.
23

24 These simulations used an entire repository filled with WP 7 in both the salt and granite disposal systems. These
25 simulations used the same sampled parameter values as in the other PA calculations and the same model configura-

26 tion as the Simple PA calculations. Solubilities and granite repository backfill retardations for elements not included27
28 in the other PA calculations were assigned a constant value (the median of the parameter distribution).
29

30 Figure 16.8-2 shows the conditional CCDF of waste parcel equivalents released from the waste parcels and
31 repository for the salt disposal system. Releases calculated using the subset of radionuclides in the Simple PA (see
32 Figures 16.4-3, 16.4-12, 16.5-3, and 16.5-13) are overlaid on each curve for comparison. The maximum difference33
34 observed in the waste parcel release (Figure 16.8-2a) is approximately 1 order of magnitude and occurs in the center
35 of the distribution. The maximum difference created in the repository release (Figure 16.8-2b) by including the addi-

36 tional radionuclides is approximately 1/2 order of magnitude. The error introduced in integrated release from the salt
37 repository by using a subset of the radionuclides appears to be less than the error introduced in the integrated release
38 from the waste parcels.39
40
41 Figure 16.8-3 shows the CCDF of fractional release from the waste packages and repository for the granite dis-

42 posal system. The maximum error in waste parcel release (Figure 16.8-3a) calculated using the radionuclide subset is
43 approximately an order of magnitude, and is evident for probability levels above 0.15. In contrast to the salt disposal44
45 system, release from the granite repository (Figure 16.8-3b) is less well represented than the waste package release
40 using the radionuclide subset: the maximum error in granite repository release is approximately two orders of magni-
47 rude.
48

49 The last two columns of Table 16.8-1 summarize the importance of the radionuclides in integrated repository50
release for both the salt and granite disposal systems. For each simulation, the three radionuclides with the greatest51

52 contribution to integrated repository release were identified. The radionuclide contributing the largest amount
53 received a rank of 1, the radionuclide contributing the next largest a rank of 2, the third largest a rank of 3. Table
54 16.8-1 shows for each radionuclide in each disposal system the minimum rank observed for the radionuclide (e.g.,
55 59Ni was the second largest contributor to granite repository release in at least one simulation). Blank entries mean
56 that the radionuclide was never among the top three contributors to integrated release. This does not necessarily57
58 mean that the radionuclide is unimportant, 14Cdoes not appear because it is not in the inventory of WP 7.
59

60 Of the first-rank nuclides, 151Sin and 99Tc, which were not included in the PA calculations, have low adsorption
61 coefficients (Kds). Their relative contribution to repository release therefore tends to be greater than their relative
62 contribution to waste parcel release. Five other radionuclides that were not included appeared as 2nd or 3rd rank con-63
64 tributors to repository release. This result is particular to WP 7, which is especially rich in fission products relative to
65 uranium, and does not include uncertainty in the solubilities and adsorption coefficients of radionuclides that are not
66
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62 Figure 16.8-2. Comparison of CCDE conditional on two intrusions, for transport of an extended list of radionu-
53 clides and the standard list of radionuclides in the Simple PA consequence models (see Figures
54 16.4-3 and 16.4-12) of the _ disposal system for (a) waste parcel equivalents discharged from65
66 waste parcels and (b) waste parcel equivalents discharged from repository boundary.
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61 Figure 16.8-3. Comparison of CCDF,, conditional on one intrusion, for transport of an extended list of radionu-
62 clides and the standard list of radionuclides in the Simple PA consequence models (see Figures63
64 16.5-3 and 16.5-13) of the granite disposal system for (a) waste parcel equivalents discharged,from
65 waste parcels and (b) waste parcel equivalents discharged from repository boundary.
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1

2 Table 16.8-I. Radionuclldes Included in Extended Simple PA, Simple PA, and Complex PA
3
4 ......
5 included in EPA Rank Included in Included in Importance Importance
6 Extended at 10,000 yr' Complex PA Simple PA in Salt** In Granite**7 for WP 7 for WP 7
8 Simple PA

' z41Am,-, ........... =._ .......... • .... • ' 1 1 ...........9

10 242mArn11
12 243Am 7 • 2

13 14C 16 • •14
15 135Cs 17 2

16 137Ce17 2
18 59Ni 15 3 2
19
20 e3NI 29
21 237Np 6 * •
22 210pb23 20
24 107pd 21 3

25 238pu26 28 •
27 239pu 1 • • I I

28 240pu 2 • * 2 329
30 241PU •

31 242pu 10 •32
33 244pu

34 22SRa 13 * " I35
36 22eRa ,

37 1478 m38 26
39 lSlSm 30 1 3

40 12SSn 12 241
42 99Tc 11 1
43
44 22S'1"h 8 • •
45 230Th 4 * * 1 1
46
47 232Th 19 •
45 232U

49 233U 5 " "50
51 234u 3 • • 1 2

52 23SU 23 " *53
54 236u 18 *

55 23eU 14 *56
57 93Zr 9
58
59
60 " Ablankentryin thiscolumnmeansthe radionuclidewasnotamongthelargest30contributorstotheEPAsummednormalized
61 inventoryat 10,000yr.
62 " Theminimumrankobservedfortheradionuclideinat leastonesimulation.
63
64
65
66
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1 present in the other PA calculations. Other radionuclides that have very low adsorption coefficients but were not
2 considered in this analysis, such as 129I,may contribute to granite repository release in spite of their small contribu-
3 tion to initial inventory.4
5
6 For both the salt and granite waste disposal systems, the high releases with low probability (on which compli-
7 ance with the EPA containment requirement primarily depends) appears well defined using the selected subset of
8 radionuclides. Lower releases (i.e., for probabilities greater than 0.1) calculated in the PA are evidently subject to9

some error as a result of the practical limitation on the number of radionuclides that may be transported. This error10
11 does not affect conclusions regarding compliance because radionuclides contributing to release when the release is
12 large were included.
13
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 16.9 Comparison of Simple and Complex Consequence Models (D. K. Rudeen)2
3
4 The simple, one-dimensional network (SALFLOW, GRFLOW-,CLAMVD) and complex, two-dimensional,
5 finite-element (BRAGFLO_T--->STAFF2D) consequence models can be verified to some extent by comparing the
6 results presented in earlier sections. This comparison can be done because both PAs theoretically assumed the same7
8 conceptual and probability models and the same sampled property data sets. The performance assessment results for
9 the Simple and Complex PAs are compared in Figure 16.9-1 for the salt disposal system and Figure 16.9-2 for the

10 granite disposal system. The figures show CCDFs of summed, EPA normalized discharges leaving both the waste
11 parcels and the repository for the five waste disposal groups. In both figures, the Complex PAresults are shown with
12 bold line types, and the Simple PAresults with fine line types.13
14
15

is 16.9.1 Salt Disposal System17
18
19 The activity discharges from the waste parcel (Figure 16.9-1a) for the salt disposal system have a tight grouping
20 of the five disposal groups for either the Simple and Complex PAs, and more important, are similar. The waste parcel
21 results from the Complex PA (bold curves in Figure 16.9-1a) are slightly higher at the lower values of discharge.
22 Although, the activity discharges from the repository (Figure 16.9-1b) also have a tight grouping for the Complex and23
24 Simple PAs, the results from the Complex PA (bold in Figure 16.9-1b) are much lower.
25
26 These differences are due to differences in the actual conceptual models chosen for the Simple and Complex
27 PAs, because the simple models were developed in parallel with rather than based on the complex consequence mod-
28 eling. For example, the differences for discharge from the waste parcel are likely due to diffusion into the surround-29
30 ing host rock and radionuclide injection at the waste parcel/host rock interface (Figures 12-8 and 12-9) in the
31 complex model.
32

33 The most significant difference in the salt conceptual model is the placement of the two intrusion boreholes and
the resulting flow between them. In the complex conceptual model, the intrusion boreholes are located in opposite

as side rooms of the center panel (Figure 12-4) with one room or 110 m separating them. The complex flow simulationsas
37 predicted the flow to be primarily up the intrusion borehole to ground surface with no circulation in the repository and
38 very little fl _w through the repository to the second intrusion borehole. Also, flow in the repository was away from
39 the brine reservoir borehole (Figure 12-10), which implies that the primary mechanism for nuclides to get to the bore-
40 hole and out of the repository is via diffusion, resulting in very small discharges.41
4,2
43 In contrast, the excavated disposal area, in the one-dimensional, simple conceptual model was set end-to-end into
44 one equivalent, long panel. The intrusion boreholes were placed one third the distance from either end resulting in a
45 separation of 320 m (see Figure 14-8). The simple flow simulations showed significant brine flow between the two
46 intrusion boreholes, which results in advection of considerably more radionuclides to the boreholes and out of the47
48 repository. In general, flow through the salt repository was much greater for the simple consequence flow model.
48
5O

sl 16.9.2 Granite Disposal System52
53
54 The activity discharges from the waste parcel for the Complex PA of the granite disposal system (bold curves,

Figure 16.9-2a) are slightly larger and more tightly grouped than the waste parcel discharges from the Simple PA
56 (fine curves, Figure 16.9-2a), which show a separation of Waste Disposal Groups 4 and 5 and Disposal Groups 2 and
s7 3. The discharges from the granite repository for the Simple and Complex PAs (Figure 16.9-2b) are roughly similar,58
59 with sfightly more separation between Disposal Groups 4 and 5 and Groups 1, 2, and 3 for the simple model (fine
so curves) and also more spread than the waste parcel discharges.
61

62 As with the salt repository, the differences are attributed to differences in the actual conceptual models used in
6a the Simple and Complex PAs. In the simple model, the repository was bounded by two vertical fracture planes. That84
e5 is, during excavation the fractures were detected, excavation was stopped, and waste placement near the fractures was
6e minimized. In the complex model, two fracture planes sliced through the side rooms of the panels at either end of the
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62 Figure 16.9-1. Conditional CCDFs comparing simple and complex consequence model results for total EPA nor-
63 malized for the five waste disposal groups, in salt disposal system, (a) activity discharge from waste64
65 parcels and (b) defined discharge from repository boundary.
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16.9 Comparisonof Simpleand ComplexConsequenceModels

1 repository. These fractures were either undetected or they formed after waste placement. The behavior of the waste
2 parcels is different because in the complex model, radionuclides can diffuse into the surrounding host granite because
3 the granite media is assigned a porosity even though permeability is set to zero. In addition, some radionuclide mass4
5 is actually injected directly into the granite at the granite/waste parcel material interface at the nodes of finite ele-
o ments of STAFF2D. This latter injection is a modeling problem and not physical. This behavior is also true at the
7 waste parcel/lower fracture interface, which allows more radionuclide mass to leave the waste parcels. Repository
8 discharges are different because in the Simple PA, the head gradient, and therefore the flow, is from the lower fracture9

zone to the upper fracture zone. Also, the effect of the intrusion borehole was assumed insignificant and therefore10
11 was not included. For the two-dimensional complex model, where there is also a horizontal component to the head
12 gradient, the head gradient and flow are from the top of the upper vertical fracture to the bottom of the lower vertical
13 fracture; just the opposite of the simple model. Also, at the intrusion borehole fluid flows upward, providing a signif-

14 icant pathway out of the repository to the upper fracture zone.15
16
17

le 16.9.3 Comparison of Waste Disposal Group 119
20
21 Because the Simple and Complex PAs were performed with different conceptual models, direct comparison of
22 their consequence models (algorithms) was inappropriate. To improve comparisons of the simple and complex con-. ***d= . .

23 sequencemodels, a common conceptual model was requured. In the gramte disposal system,this requirement
24 Was partially accomplished by changing the conceptual model for the Complex PA to the simple model by removing
25 the waste that was stored in the panel intersected by the vertical downward fracture as if the fracture had been26
27 detected (horizontal grid block indices 45 to 50 in Figure 13-2). The original flow simulations could be used since
2e gas generation effects were negligible. In the original complex conceptual model, discharges out this lower fracture
29 dominated discharges from the repository because of the downward flow through the fracture from the repository to
30 the lower fracture zone (see Figure 13-6) and because the source term model injected some waste directly into this
31 fracture. Waste was left alone at the other vertical fracture because flow was generally into the repository at this loca-32

tion and the fracture did not actually intersect the waste. In this new complex conceptual model, radionuclides must
34 be transported to the fracture, as in the simple model, before the pathway becomes significant. This modification to
35 the waste placement made the complex model much more similar, at least in geometry, to the simple model.
36

37 The results for Waste Disposal Group 1, in terms of conditional CCDFs, are compared with the original results38
89 from the Complex PA in Figure 16.9-3 for both the summed normalized discharges from the waste parcels and
40 summed normalized discharges from the repository. Summed normalized discharges from both the waste parcels and
41 the repository decreased by more than an order of magnitude even though the repository inventory decreased by only
42 20%. This decrease is due to the isolation of the lower fracture zone. The primary pathway out of the repository is43

now up the intrusion borehole (which was omitted in the Simple PA) and could account for these changes in the flow44
45 pathway since the flow network was fixed. Also, discharges out of the repository are even more completely domi-
46 hated by 14C because retardation of all other radionuelides is occurring over a more significant part of the pathway
47 (radionuclides are no longer dumped directly into the fracture flow). This difference implies that the granite reposi-
48 tory performance is greatly affected by waste placement in proximity to fractures. Isolation of rooms and panels
49 could also greatly improve performance.50
51
52 The results of the new complex model for Waste Disposal Group 1, in terms of conditional CCDFs, are compared
53 with the simple consequence model in Figure 16.9-4. Summed normalized discharges from both the waste parcels
54 and the repository are shown in the figure. Although the summed normalized discharge from the repository for the

55 simple and complex models is similar, it is probably serendipitous because the summed normalized discharges from56
s7 the waste parcels differ by 2 orders of magnitude. This difference for the waste parcel discharge is likely occurring
so because in the complex model, radionuclides can diffuse into the surrounding host granite and some radionuclide
so mass is actually injected directly into the granite at the granite/waste parcel material interface, allowing more radio-
80 nuclides to be released from the waste parcel, as explained at the end of the previous section.61
62
63
64 =***Presumablythedistributionsof themodelparametersfor theSimpleandComplexPAswouldbe nearlythesameandso identicalsamplesets
65 wereagainusedinbothcases,butthecorrectnessof thisassumptionwasnotcarefullyexamined.
66
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1 Further note that waste parcel discharges and repository discharges for the simple model are within an order of
2 magnitude, except for a few simulations. The similarity in activity discharges from the waste parcel and repository in
3 the Simple PA is likely due to the higher flow rates in the Simple PA. The higher flow rates in the simple conse-4
5 quence model decrease the effectiveness of the retardation of the bentonite backfill. The higher flow rates occur even
6 though the geometry of the conceptual models is now similar, because the resulting flow and transport pathway is still

7 quite different from the head gradient differences discussed above.
8
9
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 16.10 Direct Release to Ground Surface During Drilling2
3 (J. W.Berglund,J. S. Rath,andH. J. Iuzzolino)
4
5 The direct release of radionuclides to the accessible environment because of a drilling intrusion is based on the6
7 assumption that any hit on a waste parcel transports the entire decayed contents of the waste parcel to the ground sur-
8 face. For this portion of the calculation it is assumed that all waste parcels are intact and that no radionuclides have
9 leaked into the region surrounding the waste parcels. Thus, only waste parcel hits remove radionuclides.

10

11 The likelihood of the drillbit hitting a waste parcel during an intrusion is governed by a number of factors,12
13 including the number of waste parcel types within each group, the individual waste parcel cross-sectional areas, the
14 spacing of waste parcels, and the driUbit area. Also considered in the final analysis is the probability that a drillbit
15 will pass through the projected area of the repository. Assuming that the drillbit does hit the repository, the probabil-
16 ity of a waste parcel hit was tabulated in Table 9-4 as a function of waste parcel number and waste group. Assuming
17 that the drillbit does penetrate the repository, the probability of striking any waste parcel within any waste group is
18 generally less than 7% based on waste parcel numbers, dimensions, and drillbit area. tttt Assuming a waste parcel19
20 hit, the normalized waste removed, based on waste unit factor (Section 4.3.2) and time of intrusion, is also shown in
21 Table 9-4.
22

23 Six times of intrusion were selected for consideration (125, 175, 350, 1000, 3000, and 7250 yr after emplace-24
25 ment) (see Section 7.5.2). For comparison, the decay in absolute activity for the 26 waste parcels based on these six
26 intrusion times are shown in Figures 10-1 through 10-3. To compare the rankings of each waste disposal group with
27 regard to direct (cuttings/cavings) removal, the probabilities and normalized releases for each waste disposal group
28 are combined to form composite complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) as illustrated in Figures

29 16.8-1 and 16.8-2 for the salt and granite disposal systems, respectively. These types of plots, which total normalized30
31 releases, are used for comparison with the release limits specified in 40 CFR 191. Note, however, that the releases
32 from fluid transport to the accessible environment are not included.
33

34 A comparison of the cuttings releases for the five waste groups and the release due to groundwater flow and
35 transport can be made by overlaying Figures 16.10-1 and 16.10-2 on the figures from Sections 16.2.1 and 16.3.1,36
37 respectively, for the salt and granite disposal systems. For cuttings releases from the granite disposal system, the
38 smaller number of assumed penetrations (3 holes/kin2/10,000 yr for granite lithology, as opposed to 30 holes/krn2/
39 10,000 yr for sedimentary bedded salt stratigraphy) generates releases with probabilities approximately one-tenth
40 those for the salt disposal system (compare Figures 16.10-1 and 16.10-2). Consequently, the effect of cuttings on the

41 CCDFs is considerably reduced with cuttings releases in granite becoming important only below probabilities of less
42 than 2.5% (Figure 16.3-1).****43
44

45 For cuttings-only, conditional on a driUbit hitting the repository, the waste groups can be ranked according to
46 their release as shown in Table 16.10-1, where 1 corresponds to the lowest release at that time of intrusion.
47
48
49 Generally, Waste Disposal Groups 5, 1 and 3, generate the greatest cuttings release for both the salt and granite
50 disposal systems. The least release occurs for Waste Disposal Group 4 in both the salt and granite disposal systems.
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63 ttttThe repositoryareaforthiscomputationwasassumedtobe 162,000m 2.

64 *tltltmustbenotedthat forgroundwaterreleasesin thesaltdisposalsystem,a two-intrusionscenariowasassumed,as opposedtoa singleintru-
65 sionforthegranitedisposalsystem.
66
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16. ResultsandConclusions

1
2

3 Table 16.10-1. Waste Group Release Ranking Based on
4 CUTTINGS Only-Conditional on Hitting the5
6 Repository (see Table 9-4)
7

8 Waste Disposal Group Intrusion Time : 1000 yr*
i i u i i i

10 Salt Disposal System
11
12 1 4
13
14 2 3
15
16 3 5
17
18 4 1
19
20 5 2
21
22 Granite Disposal System

23 1 5
24
25 2 3
26

27 3 4
28
29 4 1
30
31 5 2
32
33

34 * Rankingsare identicalforintrusiontimesof 125,175,350,3000,
35 and7250yr.
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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16.11 Summaryof Findingsand ProgramGuidanceas Related to 40 CFR 191

1 16.11 Summary of Findings and Program Guidance as Related to 40 CFR 1912
3 (R. P. gechard)
4

5 The general findings of the performance assessment fall into two categories: those pertaining to the disposal sys-6
tern and those pertaining to the performance assessment modeling. A discussion of the findings in these two areas is7

8 followed by recommendations to be considered by the Waste Technology Development Program at INEL, based on
9 the information gathered during this performance assessment. These recommendations are also summarized in

10 tables.
11
12
13
14 16.11.1 Summary of Findings about the Disposal System
15

16 The findings about the disposal system are grouped into five areas: the waste form, the waste containers, the17
18 repository, the geologic barrier, and the agents acting on the disposal system. Conclusions drawn in each of these
19 areas are presented in Tables 16.11-1 through 16.11-5.
20
21
22
23 16.11.2 General Findings about the Performance Assessment Modeling
24

25 How the disposal system is modeled changes as more information becomes available. Information gathered dur-

26 ing this performance assessment that could influence the manner in which hypothetical deep geologic repositories are27
28 modeled in saturated salt and granite in the future are as follows:
29

30 • Future performance assessments could use Waste Disposal Groups 4 or 5 (as best case) and Waste Disposal
31 Groups 1, 2, or 3 (as worst) to represent extremes of behavior in a saturated medium.32

• Diffusive transport through the failed layers of the containers could be an important phenomenon to model in33
34 saturated media in the future.
35 * Possibly, the overall consequences of changing the waste form could be roughly predicted using only the gas

36 generation and source term submodels.
37 * Provided the volume of gas that would potentially be generated remained small, the fluid-flow phenomenon

38 around the repository in a saturated medium might be modeled as single-phase fluid flow, at least in granite,39
40 and thus only the corrosion portion of the gas generation model would be necessary.
41

42 In this performance assessment, an important strategy was the use of two different consequence modeling sys-
4,3 terns with two different levels of simplification.***** The parallel development and use of two different consequence
44 modeling systems allowed comparisons (even when one modeling system was simplified), helped provide a more45
46 thorough understanding of the disposal systems, and helped to uncover discrepancies in the analysis during the anal-
47 ysis process itself.
48

49 However, the use of two levels of simplification provided some sobering reminders of how difficult it is to cor-

50 reedy simplify a complex disposal system, especially without prior knowledge of which phenomena and features are51
52 important (see Section 16.9, "Comparison of Simple and Complex Consequence Models"). The result of developing
53 the simplified model in parallel with the complex model (instead of in series, i.e., the simple model would be devel-
54 oped after results from the complex model had been analyzed), meant that some differences occurred between models
55 that were not recognized until the results were compared.56
57
58 For example, in the granite repository, a comparison of mean permeability data justified our neglecting flow
59 resistance in the rooms and drifts for the Simple PA; and yet the behavior of pertinent model parameters, when
60 extremes were sampled in the Complex PA, indicated that flow resistance should be considered. The difference in
61 whether flow resistance was modeled meant that slightly different radionuelides contributed to the total releases
62 because travel times through the repository differed. Another difference was whether the shaft was modeled. The63
64
65 ..... Inthiscase,a"simple"levelof modelingmeansa lumped-parameterconsequencemodelthatcanbequicklysetupandis gearedtowardfast
66 run times.
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 Table 16.11-1. Summary of Information Gathered about Waste Form
2
3
4 Supporting
5 Results
6 Found In
7 Information Section(a):

ii i i

9 1. Allproposedwasteformsare acceptableforcompliancewith40 CFR 191 in saltand granite
10 disposalsystems. Specifically,
11 • In salt,all wasteformsare acceptablewithouteithera containeror adsorptive,clay back-
12 fill. 16.2, C.113

• In granite,allwasteformsare acceptablewitha stainlesssteelcontainerandclay backfill14
15 to adsorbradionuclides,butcouldpossiblyrequireat least a moderatelycorrosion-resis-
16 tant container.• (Notethat acceptabilityis highlydependentonthe modelingparameters
17 forthe granitesite,see Section 16.11.3.) 16.3, C.2
18
19 2. In general, higherlevelsof wastetreatmentmonotonicallyimprovedperformance.However,
20 • When wasteforms were analyzedas a group(ComplexPA),extensivetreatment,as rep-
21 resented by Waste DisposalGroups4 and 5, was requiredto conclusivelysee improved
22 disposalsystemperformance. 16.3
23 • An exceptionoccurredforgraphitespentfuel, whichwas composedoffuel particlesthat
24 were assumedto be generally intact. Forgraphitespentfuel, moderatetreatment ledto
25 degraded performancein comparisonto lowtreatment,representedhere by disposalof
26 the entireblockorrod. Onlyextensivetreatmentimprovedperformance. Hence, 16.5.3
27 - The durabilityofthe graphitespentfuelcan bean effectivebarrieragainstradionuclide28
29 release(e.g., siliconcarbidecoating). C.1, C.2
30 - The fractionof particleswith failed siliconcarbidecoatingsis an importantmodeling
31 parameterfor the graphitespentfuel. C.1, C.2
32
33 3. Waste DisposalGroups4 and 5, and the correspondingindividualwaste parcels,have the
34 best performance,followedby Waste DisposalGroups1, 2, and 3, and the corresponding
35 individualwasteparcels. 16.3
36 • For salt, the improvementwith the more extensive treatment options was pdmadly
37 caused bythe increasedradionuclideinventoryper waste parcel,whichloweredthe frac-
38 tionalreleasesincemany of the radionuclideswere solubilitylimited.
39
40 4. The radionuclidesthatcontributethe mostto the normalizedintegratedactivityat the bound-
41 ary of the repositorydifferbetween(a) the salt andgranitedisposalsystems,(b) the levelof
42 simplificationofthe consequencemodels (whichaffectedthe traveltime throughthe reposi-
43 tory, and thus, the radionuclldespresent)(ComplexPA versus Simple PA), and (c) Waste44
45 DisposalGroups4 and5 (sinceWaste DisposalGroup4 eliminatesradionuclidesandGroup
46 5 adds a radionuclide).**
47 • ComplexPA:
48 - In salt, the top contributing radionuclides are 234U,235U,22eRa,and 230Th. 16.2
49 - In granite, the top contributingradionuclidesare 14C(not in Waste DisposalGroups4

241 240 239 250 and 5), Am, Pu, Pu, and 3°Th. 16.3
51 • Simple PA:
52 - Insalt, the top contributingradionuclldesare 241Am,234U,23°Th,243Am(nottrackedin
53 the ComplexPA),and 226Ra. 16.8.2, C.1
54

- In granite, the topcontributingradionuclidesare 14C(not inWaste DisposalGroups42 241 239 237
55 and 5), 3°Th, Am, Pu,and Np. 16.8.2, C.256
57

58 * Stainlesssteelisnotconsidereda corrosion-resistantmaterialfordisposalof spentfuelandhigh-levelwastebecauseof the
59 longtimescaleinvolvedandstainlesssteel'ssusceptibilitytoseveralformsoffailurebesidesgeneralizedcorrosion.
60 *" Thecontributingradionuclidesarealsosensitivetotheregulatorypedod,theperformancemetric,andthe locationatwhichthe
61 metricismeasured.Forinstance,individualdoseevaluatedbeyond10,000yrat a5-kmboundaryofthedisposalsystemwill
62 showdifferentradionuclidescontributingto the performancemetric(humandose)thanthe normalizedintegratedactivity
63 specifiedin40 CFR 191. Thissensitivitytoanduncertaintyas tothe formof the finalregulationmakesit difficultto Identify
64 radionuclidesthatshouldbeimmobilizedorremovedat thistime.

5 ,.,i, i ,ll i i
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16.11 Summaryof Findingsand ProgramGuidanceas Related to 40 CFR 191

1 Table 16.11-1. Summary of Information Gathered about Waste Form (Continued)
2

, ,, H , , , , , ,,Ill,,, 'f ' ' -- ' ""' '

3
4 Supporting
5 Results
6 Found in
7 Information Section(s):
8
9 5. Element solubilityin the assumed chemicalenvironmentof the repositoryis an important

10 parameter affectingreleasefromthe repositoryand to the surroundingaccessibleenviron-
11 ment. 16.3
12
13 6. Extensivetreatmentofthe relativelysmallamount(-700 MTHM) of INEL waste onlymoder-
14 ately improvedthe performance(accordingto the ContainmentRequirementmeasureof 40
15 CFR 191) of a moderatelysizeddisposalsystem. Thusotherconsiderations(e.g., otherreg-
16 ulationsor economics)can guidethe selectionof the treatmentoption. Specifically,17

• In the sail disposalsystem, the horizontalseparationbetween the CCDF in the most18
19 extensivetreatmentoptions(Options4 and5) andthe lowormoderatetreatmentoptions
20 (Options1, 2, or 3) was, at most, three ordersof magnitudewhen individualwasteforms
21 were compared. When the waste forms are combinedas a disposalgroup withwaste
22 from otherDOE sites(vitrifiedhigh-levelwaste fromSavannah River,Hanford,andWest 16.2, 16.4,
23 Valley),the CCDF usuallyvarieslessthanone orderof magnitude. 16.7
24 • In the granitedisposalsystem, separationin CCDFs along individualwaste forms are
25 usuallyrelativelylarge,varying by as muchas seven ordersor magnitude. When com-
26 binedas a disposalgroupwith waste fromother DOE sites, they vary by at most2 1/2 16.3, 16.5,
27 ordersof magnitude. 16.728
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

I Table 16.11-2. Summary of Information Gathered about Waste Containers
2
3
4 Supporting
5 Results
6 Found In
7 Information Section(s):
8
g I. The amount of liquid in contactwith the waste parcel differsin the two disposalsystems

I0 resultingindifferentbreachtimes andwaste parcelcorrosionprofiles. Specifically,
11 • In salt, brine is often limitedexcept near the base of the waste parcels. Consequently,
12 the waste parcelscorrodefaster near the base than at the top and hence, breach rela-
13 tivelyquicklyat the bottom.* 12.1.4, 16.6
14 • In granite,water fillsthe repositoryfasterthan in a salt repository.As a result,the entire
15 waste parcelcorrodesmoreuniformlyatthe fullysaturated,Inundatedrate. 13.1.4, 16.616

17 2. The amountof gas generatedfrom corrosionin the graniterepositoryis considerablyless
18 than that generated in the salt repositorybecause the corrosionrate of stainless steel is 12.1.4, 13.1.4Ig
20 slowerInwater than in brine.

21 3. For graphitespentfuel, corrosion-reslstantcontainersare notessentialfor compliancewith22
23 the ContainmentRequirementsof 40 CFR 191 ineithersalt orgranite. C.I, C.2

24 4. Multilayercorrosion-reslstantcontainersremainintactfor suchlong periodsof time that it25
26 wasnot usefulto includethem in mostevaluationsof the wasteformswithina 10,000-yr reg- 16.7
27 ulatoryperiod.
28
29 5. When the corrosion rate is fast enoughto cause a breachwithinthe 10,000-yr regulatory
30 period,the corrosion rate is an importantparameter for determiningreleases for special
31 spentnuclearfuel andcalcine. 16.4, 16.5
32
33 6. Variationof heat loadinghas littleinfluenceon timeof completecorrosionof the container.** C.4, C.5
34
35
36 * Wickingoffluidto thecontainerfromloweredcapillarypressureisalsopartiallymodeledinthe detailedmodelingofconse-
37 quencasofthe disposalgroup(ComplexPA).

•* Somecaveatsexist.Althoughthisconditionwasobservedinthisstudy,it mayhaveoccurredbecause(1)thelowbackfillper-38
meabilitlesaroundthe canisterspreventconvectioncellsfromforming,(2)vaporizationwasnotmodeled,(3)pHchangesdue39
to evaporationandprecipitationwerenotexplicitlymodeled,and(4)timeconstraintsanda lackof dataforsomematerials40
determinedthatthe activationenergybesetto zero(corrosionrateindependentoftemperature);however,anexpandedrange41
forthecorrosionratebetween293Kand373Kwassubjectivelyestimated.42

43
44
45
46
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16.11 Summaryof Findingsand ProgramGuidanceas Relatedto 40 CFR 191

1 Table 16.11-3. Summary of Information Gathered about the Repository
2

3 Supporting
4 Results
5
6 Found In
7 Information Section(s):
8
9 1. The diffusivetransport of radionuclidesfrom the waste parcel holes into the rooms and

10 accessdrifts,followedby diffusivetransport (salt repository)or advectivetransport(granite
11 repository)throughthe rooms and ddfts, were very importantphenomenato model;their
12 importanceto the positionof the CCDF relativeto the EPArelease limitswas comparableto
13 the effectofthe wastetreatmentoptions. 16.3.3
14
15 2. The wasteformhad littleinfluenceon the flowof liquid(whichis the primarymeans of radio-
16 nuclideescape other than direct releasethroughcuttings),in either the salt or granitedis-
17 posalsystem. 12.1.4, 13.1.418

19 3. Gas generationandthusgasflowwasinfluencedbythe wasteformbutthe smallvolumesof
20 gas did not, inturn,greatlyinfluenceliquidflow. 12.1.4, 13.1.421

22 4. Heat generatingcapacityof the waste formwere includedinthe detailedanalysis(Complex
23 PA) of the disposal systemsand resultedin a differentmaximumtemperature,butthe heat
24 hadlittleinfluenceonthe overallfluidflow. 12.1.4, 13.1.425

26 5. For the Complex PAof the salt disposalsystem,the shafthad littleinfluence. Therefore, it27
wasappropriatelyneglectedinthe Simple PAcalculations. 12.1.4, 13.1.428

29 6. In the graniterepository,the shaftwas an importantsourceof liquidfillingthe repository. 12.1.4, 13.1.430

31 7. In the granitedisposalsystem,the chemicaladsorption(retardation)providedbythe backfill-
32 buffer in the waste parcel hole and the backfillin the roomsand ddftswas an important
33 parameterinfluencingreleasesat the repositoryboundary. 16.3, 16.5, C.234

35 8. The relative differencein the thresholdpressure (a propertyof the rock used in the two-
36 phasefluidmodel forthe ComplexPA) betweenthe backfill-bufferand the room backfillcan37
38 influencethe availabilityof liquidaroundthe wasteparcelandconsequentlythe timeof com-
39 plate corrosionof the wastecontainer. C.4
40
41 9. Inthe granitedisposalsystem(forwhichthe permeabilityofthe hostrockwas zero), the final
42 permeabilityof backfillfor the rooms and driftsinfluencedthe liquidinflowand thusthe time
43 of completecorrosionof the containers. C.5
44
45
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 Table 16.11-4. Summary of Information Gathered about the Geologic Barrier
2
3
4 Supporting
5 Results
6 Found in
7 Information Section(s):
8
9 1. Assumingthe salt behavesas a porousmedium,the permeabilityofthe salt is an important

10 parametercontrollingthe quantityof brineflowingintothe repository. 16.2, C.1
11
12 2. In salt, the permeabilityof the intrusionboreholewas an importantparameter influencing
13 radionuclidereleases. 16.2
14
15 3. In salt, the initialpore pressurein the halite formationwas an importantmodel parameter
16 influencingradionuclidereleases. C.1
17
18 4. For the parameters assumed in granite,the repository oftenfilledrapidly(after which the
19 chosenhorizontaland verticalgradientsassumedforthe regiondeterminedthe directionof
20 waterflowthroughthe repository). 13.1.4
21
22 5. In granite, the permeability of the postulatedconnectionsbetweenthe repositoryand the
23 fracturezones was an importantmodelparameterthat influencedthe amountof water flow-
24 inginto anti outof the repositoryand,thus, radionuclidereleases. 13.1.4
25

26 6. A noticeabledifferenceoccurredin the isolatingcapabilityof a nondecaying,nonabsorbing
27 tracerinthe inventoryofthe saltand granitedisposalsystems. 16.8.1
28 • In salt,a maximumof 12% of the contentsofthe tracerina panelis removed.
29 • In granite,33% of the runs removedthe entirecontentsof the tracerinthe repository.

0 , i i
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16.11 Summaryof Findingsand ProgramGuidanceas Relatedto 40 CFR 191

1 Table 16.11-5. Summary of Information Gathered about the Agents Acting on the Disposal System
2

3 Supporting4
5 Results
6 Found in
7 Information Section(s):
8
9 1. Directrelease of contaminantsto the groundsurfacefromexploratorydrillingusingpresent-

10 day drillingtechnologydominatesthe releaseforthe salt repositories.Hence,
11 • The direct release to the surface, as evaluated by EPA normalizationfactors, is very 16.1, 16.2
12 important.* 16.10,C.1
13 • Drillingfrequencyfroman inadvertenthumanintrusion(forwhichDOE cannottake credit
14 for controlafter 100 yr, exceptthroughpassivemarkers)is the most importantparameter
15 influencingradionuclidereleases. C.116

• The permeabilityof the materialthat eventuallyfillsthe intrusionboreholeis an important17
18 parameterfor regulatorycomplianceper AppendixB of 40 CFR 191. The permeability
19 controlsbrineflow outof a boreholethat intersectsa brinereservoirunderthe repository
20 (whichwas a feature selectedfor inclusioninthe salt disposalsystem). C.1
21 • Directreleaseswere sensitivetothe wasteformonlybecauseof the differentradionuclide
22 inventoriesthat were assumedfor the wasteparcels;in thisassessment,the entire con-
23 tentsof a wasteparcelwere assumedto havebeenremoved ifit was struckby an explor-
24 atory drillbit. 16.1, 16.225

26 2. In the salt disposalsystem,crushedsaltfilledthe roomsanddriftsand wasassumedto com- 12.1
27 press to a lowbut variablepermeability,usuallysufficientto limitcirculationof brinebetween
28 intrusionboreholes. Specifically,29

• In only I caseout of 10 wasthe permeabilityhighenoughto allowflowthroughthe repos-30
31 itoryand upthe other intrusionborehole;and even in thiscase, the volumeof brinedis-
32 chargedwas very small.
33
34

" Calculateddosesfromthedirectreleaseroute,however,andpossibleadverseaffectsare likelymuchlowerbecausethe EPA35
normalizedfactorswereoriginallybasedondrinkingcontaminatedwater(ingestion).36

37 Also,it isconceivablethatthedominationofdirectreleasewoulddiminishforregulatoryperiodslongerthan10,000yr,espe-
38 ciallyifexploratorydrillingwereassumedtostopaftersomeperiodoftime. Butthisdiminishinginfluenceat longerperiodsisby

nomeanscertainsinceexploratorydrillingis requiredtoinitiateanyreleasesotherthandiffusionthroughsalt.39
4O
41
42 shaft was ignored in the simple model, and yet showed up in the Complex PA as an important ._ourceof water to fill
43 the repository when sampled values of the permeability for the borehole and the secondary fractures were low. Dif-
44 ferences were also uncovered for the salt repository. Fluid flow from the halite was ignored in the Simple PA, but for
45 many sampled values of halite permeability in the Complex PA, halite became the dominant source of brine flowing
46 into the repository. The conclusion to be drawn from this experience is not that the simplified model was not useful47
40 (it was, in fact, extremely useful in its capability for performing numerous runs of the individual waste parcels), but
49 that reliance should not be placed on the results from the simplified model in lieu of performing a detailed analysis.
50
51
52
53 16.11.3 Program Guidance
54

55 General Guidance for the Waste Treatment Program. The findings listed in the previous section have been

56 used to provide the DOE with specific information about the potential impact of various waste treatment options for57
58 spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste to be disposed of in two saturated generic repositories: bedded salt and igne-
S9 ous rock (granite). In answer to the question of what decisions can be made by DOE about treatment of the waste
60 stored at INEL before a repository site or type is identified, the findings suggest that most decisions should wait until
61 a repository type is known. The findings differ somewhat, however, between high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel.62
63
64
65
66
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 For high-level waste, it would seem that only those decisions related to storage (as calcine) should be made
2 before a repository site is known; this recommendation is based not only on the results of this performance assess-3
4 ment, which indicate that the current waste forms are acceptable for meeting the Containment Requirements of 40
s CFR 191, but also in light of possible changes to the regulations. For example, policies may change from specifying
6 generic regulatory criteria to developing site-specific criteria (e.g., as suggested in the Energy Policy Act of 1992,
7 Section 801). The difficulty with this conclusion is (1) the obvious finding that a granite repository appears to require
8 a moderately corrosion-resistant container and/or a robust waste form and (2) the length of time required to develop a
9 robust container and/or waste form.10

11
12 For spent fuel, the same recommendations as the high.level waste apply as long as critical conditions are

13 avoided in the container. To be sure, this is an important assumption that must be carefully studied before general
14 conclusions about the spent nuclear fuel waste forms can be drawn.15
16
17 Guidance for Waste Acceptance Criteria. The general findings have also been analyzed to provide the DOE
18 with information about minimum waste acceptance criteria for material to be placed in a generic, deep geologic
!9 repository.
2o

21 Using the total system analysis approach consistent with 40 CFR 191 the results of the preliminary performance22
23 assessment indicate that the acceptability of the waste form shows a strong sensitivity to the specific geologic media
24 (i.e., host rock) of the chosen repository. Therefore, any preliminary waste acceptance criteria must clearly show that
2s acceptance depends upon the geologic media of the repository.
26
27

• For a repository in bedded salt, all the plausible waste forms (e.g., whole graphite block and rod spent nuclear28
29 fuel, low- and highly enriched uranium spent nuclear fuel, and calcined high-level waste) can be placed
30 directly in the disposal region as a group or individually, without being placed in a corrosion-resistant con-
31 tainer, or without using a backfill buffer such as bentonite clay. Thus, little treatment is expected to be neces-
32 sary for compliance with 40 CFR 191. To be consistent with the extremely conservative assumptions of the

33 PA analysis to avoid critical conditions, up to 10 kg of 235U can be placed in each container.34
35
36 • For a repository in granite, when disposed of as a group or individually, all currently existing waste types can
37 be placed in a repository without conditioning but do require a moderately corrosion-resistant container and a
38 bentoniteclay backfill-buffer aroundthe wasteandsomebentoniteclay in the roomsand drifts to adsorb radi-
39 onuclides. To be consistent with the assumptions of the PA analysis to avoid critical conditions, only 0.7 kg40
41 of 235U can be placed in each container (i.e., cut to keep the 235Ucontent below 0.7 kg, if necessary).
42

4,3 Recommendations for Future Analysis and Data Acquisition. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of

44 1982 mandates that the DOE develop a permanent disposal option. Although this option may not have to be fully
45 implemented, its feasibility should be demonstrated.46
47
48 A preliminary performance assessment is a valuable and low-cost tool (relative to implementing waste treatment
49 and disposal) that responds to the spirit of the NWPA by developing and demonstrating the capability to dispose of
50 spent nuclear fuel stored at the INEL. The performance assessment is also the primary means by which the DOE will
51 demonstrate compliance with long-term environmental regulations, and therefore is an essential component of any52
s3 development program concerned with conditioning spent fuel and radioactive waste for temporary storage and even-
54 tual permanent disposal in order to refine goals and priorities.
55

56 Because performance assessments are iterative, an initial performance assessment serves to inform the interdisci-
s7 plinary team performing the study about (a) the scientific information and data that must be gathered (either through58
59 literature or investigative studies) and (b) the resolution required for converting available information and data into
6o suitable forms for use in the model selected for the performance assessment. The performance assessment presented
61 in this report was no exception. In addition to providing guidance on the waste treatment options available for the
62 waste stored at the INEL, the study identified future goals for data collection and modeling development efforts. This

information, which represents a valuable benefit to the program as a whole, is presented below (Table 16.11-6). The64
65 recommendations are grouped into two categories: those that can be treated through the performance assessment
66
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16.11 Summaryof Findingsand ProgramGuidanceas Relatedto 40 CFR 191

1
2 Table 16.11-6. Recommended Tasks of the Waste IYeatment Program
3

4 Supporting
5 Results Found
6
7 in Section(s):
8
9 Tasks for PA

10
11 1. Pursuea performanceassessmentof a repositorycontainingspentnuclearfuel and high- 2.1
12 levelwastefromINEL in unsaturatedvolcanictuff. Also,
13 . Continuethe practiceof usingseveralmodelsto evaluateconsequences. 16.9, 16.11.2
14
15 2. Reexamine the salt and granitedisposaloptionsafter the data, conceptualmodels,and Chs. 12, 13,
16 computationalmodelsare improvedso that moredefensible(andpossiblymoreconfident) 14, 15; 16.9
17 predictionscan be made.
18
19 3. Review gas generationand source term models developed in other high-levelwaste 16.9, 16.11.2
20 repositoriesandcomparewiththe modelsusedinthisperformanceassessment.
21
22 4. Examineperformancecriteriaotherthan40 CFR 191. Ch. 2
23
24 5. Examinephenomenanotcurrentlymodeled:
25 • Determinewhether nuclearcriticalconditionsin a repositoryare noncatastrophicand C. 3
26 wouldbe technicallyacceptable.
27 • Explorethe possibilityof reachingcriticalmass from migrationof radionuclidesto a C. 3
28 central location. 16.11.2
29 • Attemptto modeldiffusionof contaminantsthroughthe failed layersof the containers. 11.2, 16.3.3
30 • Performcalculationsof detailedwaste packagemodelsto determinethe mosteffective
31 annular thickness of the backfill-buffer,includinga disturbedrock zone around the32
33 wastepackagein the granitedisposalsystem. Ch. 6

• Perform scoping calculationsto determine how long it takes to consume 0 2 in the 11.134
35 repositorysincedifferentcorrosionrates couldoccur.
36
37 6. Develop versionsof a corrosionsubmodeland sourceterm submodelthat couldbe run
38 outsidethe fluidflowandtransportcodes.
39
40 Tasks for Waste Treatment Program
41
42 1. Seek to confirmalterationrates usedinthe performance assessment.* Forexample, per- 11.1
43 forma morethoroughliteraturesearchto obtaincorrosiondata. Specifically,
44 • For the gas generationsubmodel,generalizedcorrosionrates morespecificto condi-
45 tionsexpectedinthe saltand graniterepositoriesare neededforcontainermaterials. 11.2
46 • Temperature-dependentcorrosiondata between293 K and373 K are needed. 11.2
47 • For the sourceterm submodel,more reliableinformationaboutsusceptibilityand data
48 on failuremodesforthe containermaterialsare needed.
49
50 2. Seek data on alteration rate of glass-ceramicmatrix and percentage of radionuclides 11.2
51 trapped inglassand ceramicphases.
52
53 3. Pursue bettercharacterizationof the currentfuel types. Specifically,
54 ° Data on the fractionof particleswithfailed siliconcarbidecoatingsand claddingon 11.1, C.1
55 specialnuclearfuel.
56 • A betterunderstandingof elementsolubility. A.2.757

• Estimatesof the likelihoodof the failureof siliconcarbidecoatingsin graphitefuel in 11.1,C.158
the environmentof the repositoryduringthe 10,000-yrregulatoryperiod.59

60 4. Select a preferred(e.g., Ubasecase"or Ureferencedesign")type of wasteparcelcontainer 4.5, D.161
62 and fillerto use forthe performanceassessmentcalculations.
63

54 " INELmayalreadypossessa meansofgatheringinformationonalterationratessincesomeradionuclideshavebeendetected
65 in the basinsusedtostorethefuel,whichindicatesthatthe protectivelayersonsomefuelhavefailed.
66
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 portion of the waste treatment program, and those that may require input from throughout the DOE complex, possibly
2 with consensus building.3
4
5 Recommended Tasks for Future Performance Assessments. In the preliminary performance assessment
s reported here, the results hint that the waste form shows a strong sensitivity to the specific geologic media of the
7 repository. In response to this finding and the mandate of the NWPA Amendments of 1987, which require an exami-
8 nation of unsaturated volcanic tuff, a performance assessment of a repository in unsaturated tuff should be
9 pursued. This type of calculation should continue the practice of using several models to evaluate consequences10

11 (possibly at different levels of simplification) in order to provide checks on each other and thereby develop a deeper
12 understanding of the disposal system, or an understanding that can be quickly achieved. This recommendation does
13 not mean to imply that a performance assessment in unsaturated tuff is not being done (see, for example, Barnard et
14 al., 1992), but rather is suggesting an assessment similar to the one performed here that focuses on INEL wastes and
15 their incremental effects on a moderately sized repository. Nor does this recommendation imply that we view the16
17 examination of the salt and granite disposal systems as complete; on the contrary, we have spent much time and
18 money developing tools to examine these disposal systems, which should be used to reexamine the salt and granite

19 disposal systems with more defensible data and, just as important, more defensible conceptual and computational
20 models (e.g., improved discretization) to provide more defensible understanding and thus possibly more confident21
22 predictions. Note, however, that numerous iterations are not necessary since the United States has no current plan to
23 build a repository for spent fuel in salt or granite. Recall, however, that bedded salt and granite were selected for this

24 phase of the performance assessment because the geologic media were thought different enough to highlight different
25 aspects of the 40 CFR 191 regulation, but similar enough to be analyzed within the time and resources given.
26
27
28 Although most model results were compared between the Simple and Complex PAs, the gas generation and
29 source term models were nearly identical. Because of the demonstrated benefit of model-to-model comparisons, we
30 need to review gas generation and source term models developed elsewhere in other high.level waste repositories
31 and compare them with the models used in this performance assessment.
32

33 Other performance criteria needto be examined, besides 40 CFR 191, to substantiate the initial guidance from34
35 this performance assessment, which indicates that the current waste forms are acceptable for long-term environmen-
36 tal compliance. Because of changes contemplated for regulations on required repository performance, the interna-
37 tionally recognized criterion of individual doses may be the only other criterion easily identified at this time for this
38

purpose. (It is also the criterion stipulated by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 for Yucca Mountain.)39
40
41 Because modeling analyses are conditional on what was modeled, phenomena not currently modeled should be
42 examined in future work. Some phenomena were omitted because they were thought unimportant; this assumption
43 may need to be substantiated. More important, some phenomena were omitted because of a lack of time and
44 resources available for this initial performance assessment, and these should be explored, ttl"tt For example, critical
45 conditions in the repository were not examined in the initial performance assessment because the containers were46
47 limited to a mass of 10 kg and 0.7 kg of 235U in the salt and granite repositories, respectively. The results of this
48 assumption was that a large number of containers (especially for the highly enriched fuel) was required which,
49 because of cost implications, suggest that future work should attempt to determine whether nuclear critical condi-
so tions in a repository are noncatastrophic and thus technically acceptable. Furthermore, a situation in which 235U51
52 migrates from several containers to a central location was not simulated. Although this possibility is remote, a future
53 performance assessment should perform supporting calculations to explore the possibility of reaching critical mass
54 from migration of radionuclides to a central location.
55

56 Moreover, because movement of radionuclides at the waste package is almost exclusively by diffusion and will57
58 likely cause substantial delay, attempts should _._made to model diffusion of radionuclides through failed layers of
s9 the containers. Finally, if emplacement within drillholes remains a preferred based case option to consider, then opti.
60 mization of annular thickness of the backJUl-buffer should be pursued and inclusion of a disturbed rock zone
61 arOUnd the waste package when modeling the granite disposal system.
62
63
64
65 ttt'ttManyof thesetaskswouldnotrequireentirelynewperformanceassessmentcalculations,butinsteadwouldentaila morethoroughexamina-
66 tionof existingresults,a searchforinformationfromotherradionuclidewastedisposalprograms,orperformingsupportingsidecalculations.
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16.11 Summaryof Findingsand ProgramGuidanceas Relatedto 40 CFR 191

1 Scoping calculations using appropriate oxic corrosion rates need to beperformed to determine how long it would

2 take for the 0 2 in the repository to be consumed. If the time period for consuming all the 0 2 is not small compared3
to the regulatory period, the gas generation model should be modified to include two sets of stoichiometries and cor-4

5 rosion rates: one set for oxic conditions and one set for anoxic conditions.
6

7 Many of the results reported herein are directly related to the output of the gas generation and source term sub-
8 models, which presently run with the fluid flow and transport codes. To respond rapidly to future "what if" questions
9 about the waste forms, it may be useful to develop a corrosion submodel (not necessarily the gas generation sub-10

11 model) and source term submodel that can be run outside the fluid flow and transport codes.
12

13 Recommended Tasks for Waste Treatment Program. In general, an extensive need exists for defensible data

14 for future iterations of evaluating the performance of INEL spent fuel and radioactive wastes in a geologic repository.
15 Several specific data needs are mentioned below.16
17
18 A more thorough literature search is needed to find corrosion data; specifically, temperature-dependent corro.
19 sion data between 293 K and 373 K are needed;for the gas generation submodel, generalized corrosion rates for
20 container materials such as lead, stainless steel 304L, and Inconel-625 nickel-based alloy are needed at conditions

21 expected in the salt and granite repositories. For the source term submodel (and, to some extent, the gas generation22
23 submodel), information on susceptibility and data on failure modes for the container materials are needed on
24 stress-corrosion cracking, pitting, crevice corrosion, delayed hydrogen-induced failure, and aging reactions ("local-
25 ized" corrosion) to adequately assess the longevity of the barriers of the container.
26

27 In this analysis, information was only available on experimental mixtures of glass-ceramic; specific alteration28
29 rates for calcined waste immobilized in a glass-ceramic or borosilicate glass matrix were not available (except for the
30 -70% radionuclide loading possible with glass-ceramic, as opposed to -30% for glass). To distinguish these two
31 waste treatment options, data on the alteration rate for a preferred glass-ceramic mixture and percentage of

32 nuclides trapped in glass and ceramic phases are needed. For this need, the alteration rate refers to any change from33
one phase to another that liberates radionuelides.34

35
36 In addition, scientifically agreed.upon characterization of many aspects of the current waste form is needed
37 for the DOE to rely on many of the findings discussed here, for example, the general finding that the current graphite
38 spent fuel (Waste Parcel 1) in a borehole already provides an effe,-tive engineered barrier. Specific information
39 needed includes data on the fraction of particles with failed silicon carbide coatings (an important parameter for the40
41 graphite spent fuel) and failed cladding on special spent nuclear fuel. Also, dependable estimates are needed of the
42 likelihood of additional failure of silicon carbide coatings of the graphite fuel in the environment of the repository
4,3 during the regulatory period. (As mentioned before, the regulatory period for 40 CFR 191 is 10,000 yr, but this time

44 period could change with new regulations.)45
46
47 Even when numerous corrosion layers are present in spent nuclear fuel, the ultimate limit to release from the
48 source term submodel is element solubility. Although direct measurement may be infeasible because (1) equilibrium
49 conditions are difficult to reach in short lab experiments and (2) the experiments are extremely costly and time con-

50 suming to prepare because of environmental, safety, and health issues, an understanding of elemental solubilities in
51 proposed repositories is needed, if uncertainties in the PApredictions are to be reduced (or at least corroborated). As52
53 pointed out earlier, the particular radionuclides that are a significant percentage of the releases change with the perfor-
54 mance metric and the location at which the metric is measured; hence, listing the most important solubilities to deter-
55 mine is difficult.
56

57 The Waste Treatment Program should select a preferred type (e.g., "base case" or "reference design") of the58
59 waste parcel container to use for the performance assessment calculations. Some containers, such as self-shielding
60 containers, use significant amounts of metal that can affect the amount of gas produced through corrosion. Further-

61 more, highly corrosion-resistant containers would provide a redundant barrier for the waste form in addition to deep
62 geologic disposal. Another decision that would be useful is to determine the type offiUer (e.g., sand or metal) in the
63 container to asefor the performance assessment calculations. Ideally, the process would be as follows: (a) estab-64
65 lish the containment requirements for container system, (b) select container configuration and material of
66
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16. Resultsand Conclusions

1 construction, (c) determine whether a filler material is necessary, and (d) select the filler material, if it is necessary.
2 Although this thorough process may be difficult to implement before the next phase of this initial performance assess-3
4 ment, it could be implemented over the long term. Furthermore, the first steps for establishing the minimum contain-
5 ment requirements that corrosion-resistant containers must meet could be discovered by further analysis of the results
6 of this performance assessment.
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Glossary2
3
4
5

8 Acronyms and Inittalisms7
8
9 ALARA- As low as reasonably achievable; principle promulgated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in

10 10 CFR 20 that organizations holding NRC licenses should make every reasonable effort to maintain radiation
11 exposures and releases of radionuclides to as low as reasonably achievable.12
13
14 BRAGFLO - A computational model (code) that evaluates the simultaneous flow of two phases through a porous
15 heterogenous media.
16

17 BRAGFLO_T - A computational model (code) that evaluates the simultaneous flow of two phases through a porous18
19 heterogenous reservoir. BRAGFLO_T differs from BRAGFLO, its parent code, primarily by the addition of the
2o energy equation for temperature.
21

22 CAMCON - Compliance Assessment Methodology CONtroller; computational system for assessing the perfor-
23

mance of a disposal system (usually for nuclear wastes).24
25
26 CCDF - complementary cumulative distribution function; see definition.
27
28 CDF- cumulative distribution function; see definition.
29
30
31 Chem Plant - The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP); see ICPP.
32

CLAMVD - A computational model (code) to evaluate file transport of radionuclides in a single phase through a

porous media. CLAMVD is used in the simple performance assessment calculations for both the salt and granite
repositories.36

37
38 CONCSNF -A source-term submodel that calculates the dissolution, sorption, and radioactive buildup and u,.eay of
39 specified isotopes within the waste emplacement package. CONCSNF is designed as a subroutine to transport
40 codes (i.e., CLAMVD and STAFF2D).
41
42
43 COND_ID - A one-dimensional thermal-conduction code that provides transient temperature data both inside and
44 outside of a single waste parcel (i.e., both inside the waste parcel interior and in the host rock).
45

46 CUTTINGS - A computational model (code) that calculates the quantity of radioactive material (in curies) brought
47 to the surface as cuttings/cavings by a drilling operation that penetrates the repository. The code determines the48
49 amount of cuttings removed from a borehole by drilling and decays radionuclides within the cuttings/cavings to
50 the specified intrusion time.
51

52 DHLW- defense high-level waste, the primary high-level waste considered in this performance assessment.
53
54
55 DOE - U.S. Department of Energy; formed by DOE Organization Act (Public Law 95-91,912 Stat 565), which
56 replaced the Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA). ERDA was formed by the 1974 Energy Reor-
57 ganization Act (Public Law 93-438) and replaced the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), which was formed in
58 1946 (August 1, 1946, 60 Stat. 755).
59
60
61 DU- depleted uranium
62
63 DWPF - Defense Waste Processing Facility (at Savannah River Plant, south of Aiken, Georgia); constructed to dis-
64 solve and solidify the high level waste sludge in borosilicate glass and encasing it in stainless steel canisters
65
66
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Glossary

1 EB - early defect breach
2

3 EFA- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency4
5
s EPA of 1992 - Energy Policy Act of 1992; an act that requires the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
7 contract with the National Academy of Sciences (HAS) to recommend site-specific health-based (dose) standards

8 to individuals for the Yucca Mountain Project and subsequent promulgation of new regulations by the EPA and
9 revision of regulations by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) consistent with NAS findings.10

11
12 FFCA- Federal Facility Compliance Act of 1992; an act that removed sovereign immunity for federal facilities con-
13 coming hazardous waste regulations; the act requires a listing of mixed-waste inventory at U.S. DOE facilities,
14 and the DOE chose to include spent fuel.15
16
17 FSV - Fort St. Vrain (graphite moderated reactor in Colorado).
18

19 GASSNF - A submodel that calculates the mass rate of gas generation and rate of water consumption. GASSNF is

20 designed as a subroutine ,_f the fluid flow code (i.e., BRAGFLO_T, GRFLOW, and SALFLOW) and requires liq-21
uid saturation of the element as input.22

23
24 GRFLOW - A computational model (code) that calculates the volume of gas and liquid present in the granite repos-
25 itory over time.
26

27 Halfford - See28
29
30 HEU - highly enricheduranium;seedefinition.
31

32 HIP- Hot IsostaticPress;processof mixing radionuclidesinto glassceramicand then compressingthe containerand
33 mixture as it solidifies34
35
36 HI.,W- high-level waste (see definition)
37

38 HWV]P - Hartford Waste Vitrification Plant (Hanford, Washington), designed to immobilize liquid high-level waste39
stored in double-shelled and single-shelled tanks on the Hartford reservation.40

41
4:' IAEA- International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria
4,3

44 ICPP- Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (Idaho Falls, Idaho); located at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory45
46 (INEL); also referred to as Chem Plant
47
48 INEL- Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory(Idaho Falls, Idaho)
49

50 LEU - low enricheduranium; seedefinition.
51
52
53 MB - Marker bed, mappingunit for Sodium SpringsFormation
54

55 MC 2 - metal carbide (The 2, UC2); interior of the graphite spent fuel panicles.
56

57 MTHM - metric tons of heavy metal.58
59
60 NEPA- National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Public Law No. 91-190, 83 Stat. 852.
61

62 NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission; formed by the 1974 Energy Reorganization Act (Public Law 93-438) from
63 the Atomic Energy Commission

85
66
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Acronymsand Initialisms

1 NWPA - Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982; provides a national policy for the interim storage, monitored retrievable

2 storage, and eventual disposal of radioactive waste.3
4
5 NWPAA - Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987; amendments to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
6 specifying that only one repository site at Yucca Mountain was to be characterized by the DOE and placing
7 renewed emphasis on the monitored retrievable storage option.
8

9 OCRWM - Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management within DOE; set up to comply with the directives10
11 within the NW'PA of 1982.
12

13 PA- performance assessment (see definition)
14

15 PB - Peach Bottom (Reactor 1 and corresponding graphite Cores I and II in Pennsylvania)16
17
18 PRA- probabilistic risk assessment (see definition for performance assessment)
19

20 QA- quality assurance21
22
23 RCRA- Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-580) and, as used herein, subsequent
24 amendments (e.g., HSWA, Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984, Public Law 98-616)
25

26 SALFLOW - A computational model (code) that calculates the volume of gas and liquid present in the salt reposi-
27 tory over time.28
29
30 Sandia- SeeSNL.
31
32 Savannah River- See SRP.
33
34
35 SNF - spent nuclear fuel (see definition)
36

37 SNL - Sandia National Laboratories, a multiprogram laboratory located in Albuquerque, NM, and Livermore, CA.
38 SNL was operated for the DOE from 1949 until October 1993 by AT&T and is currently managed by Martin
39 Marietta Corp.4O
41
42 SRC - standardized regression coefficient in the statistical regression model
43

44 SRP - Savannah River Plant (south of Aiken, Georgia); originally developed to produce plutonium, tritium, and
45 heavy water for nuclear weapons; the facility of particular interest to this report is the Defense Waste Processing46
47 Facility (DWPF)
48

49 SS304L- stainless steel, type 304L
50

51 STAFF2D - As used in this performance assessment, STAFF2D evaluates radionuclide transport through dual poros-52
53 ity media using a finite-element solution technique.
54

55 SUMQ_.3D - A three-dimensional code that calculates the time-dependent temperature at any point within an arbi-
56 trary array of linear heat sources of finite length; it is limited to providing reliable data outside the outside the
57 backfill-buffer/host-rock interface.58
59
60 UAIx - uranium aluminum alloy matrix in special highly enriched spent fuel
61

62 VO 2 _ uranium dioxide in low enriched fuel from pressurized water reactor63
64
65 WDG -Waste Disposal Group.
66
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Glossary

1 WEP- waste emplacement package (see definition)
2

3 West Valley - See WVDP.4
5
6 WINCO - Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company; wholly owned subsidiary of Westinghouse Incorporated; man-
7 ages the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
8

9 WIPP - Waste Isolation Pilot Plant; a potential repository near Carlsbad, NM, authorized in 1979 for the manage-10
11 ment, storage and eventual disposal of waste generated by DOE defense programs that is contaminated with tran-
12 suranic radionuclides and some RCRA hazardous chemicals.
13

14 WP-Waste parcel (see definition)15
16
17 WVDP- West Valley Demonstration Project (West Valley, New York)
18

19 YMP - Yucca Mountain Project; a potential repository, to be located near the Nevada Test Site, for spent nuclear fuel
20 and high-level waste; under study by the DOE as mandated by U.S. Congress (NWPAA, 1987)21
0,.2
23 10 CFR 60 - Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 60, Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioac-
24 tive Waste
25

26 40 CFR 191 - Code of Federal Regulations, Tide 40, Part 191, Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for
27 Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes28
29
30

al Definitions32
33

accessible environment - "... (1) the atmosphere, (2) land surfaces, (3) surface water, (4) oceans, and (5) all of the
35 lithosphere that is beyond the controlled area." (40 CFR 191.12[k]); the overall performance of the disposal sys-36

tern is calculated at this boundary.37
38
39 activity - Disintegration (decay) of radionuclei per unit time (e.g., 37 billion disintegrations per second is one curve
40 [Ci]).
41

42 alpha particle (from alpha emitter) - A type of radiation; the helium nucleus (two protons and two neutrons)43
44
45 alternative conceptual models - Multiple working sets of hypotheses and assumptions of a system that are all scien-
46 tifically acceptable (i.e., consistent with the purpose of the model, logically consistent with one another, in agree-
47 merit with existing facts and observed data, and able to be tested).43
49
50 alternative models - Alternatives in model form that may exist at each stage of model development. Alternatives at
51 the first stage of model development (alternative conceptual models) are often of the most concern.
52

53 assembly - A bundle of fuel rods (typically of low enriched uranium fuel).54
55
56 Assurance Requirements - Qualitative requirements in Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 (§ 191.14) that specify actions and
57 procedures to increase confidence that the probabilistic release limits in the Containment Requirements will be
58 met.
59

60 backfdl - Material used to fill the shafts, accessdrifts, and other excavated openings. Special types of backfill61
62 include concrete and clay plugs for sealing (seals) and bentonite clay around the waste parcel (backfill-buffer).
63
64
65
66
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1 backfill.buffer - The earthen backfill between the waste parcel and host rock; because some emplacement designs
2 envision using the backfill material to moderate (or buffer) the release of contaminants to the host rock (e.g., ben-3

tonite clay in the granite repository), this backfill is also referred to as "backfill-buffer." The term "backfill-4
5 buffer" is used in this report even when the crushed-salt backfill around the waste parcel is discussed, although it
6 does not technically provide a moderating function. The term "buffer" is also frequently found in t_heliterature
7 but is not used here to avoid confusion with the many other uses of the term (e.g., in chemistry, a sok_tior, con-

8 taining a weak acid and conjugate base that resists changes in pH).9
10
11 barrier - As defined in 40 CFR 191, a barrier "means any material or structure that prevents or substantially delays
12 movement of water or radionuclides toward the accessible environment. For example, a barrier may be a geo-

1a logic structure, a canister, a waste form with physical and chemical characteristics that significantly decrease the
14 mobility of radionuclides, or a material placed over and around water, provided that the material or structure sub-
15 stantially delays movement of water or radionuclides" (Section 191.12).16
17
18 batholith - a shield or stock-shaped body of plutonic igneous rock at least 100 km 2 (40 mi 2) in area
19

20 bentonite - A common term applied to clay containing montmorillonite (smectite) as the predominate mineral.21
22
2a beta particle - A type of radiation; a high energy electron.
24
25 buffer- See backfill-buffer.
26

27 calcine - Oxidized high-level waste produced by heating in a fluidized bed.28
29
ao canister - The first container placed around the waste form; it usually serves as structural reinforcement for subse-

31 quent containers (e.g., corrosion-resistant overpack container); sometimes a canister is the sole container for stor-
32 age, handling, and transportation prior to disposal preparation or occasionally the sole container for disposal.33
34
35 canister overpack - The container(s) enclosing the canister that generally serves to provide one barrier function
36 (e.g., shielding or corrosion resistance).
37

aa eavings- Particulates brought to the ground surface in the drilling fluid of a rotary drill from erosion of the borehole
39 wall by the circulating drilling fluid.4o
41
42 cladding - The outer coating of nuclear fuel, for example, a tube or a plate.
43

44 complementary cumulative distribution function - One minus the cumulative distribution function.45
46
47 Complex PA- A performance assessment that uses consequence models based on a mathematical model with partial
48 differential equations and spatially varying model parameters.
49

50 computational model - The solution and implementation of the mathematical model. The solution may be either
51 analytical, numerical, or empirical (where an empirical solution uses observed data directly by means of lookup52
53 tables and/or interpolation on statistical relationships). Conceivably, the implementation may be evaluated either
54 by hand or on a computer. However, because the latter is more frequent, computational model is often synony-

55 mous with computer model. The computational model is generic until system-specific data are used.
56

57 computational scenario - A member of a class of subsets of parameter space that is obtained by subdividing the sub-58
59 space S spanned by parameters of a summary scenario.
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 conceptual model - The set of hypotheses and assumptions that postulates the description and behavior of a system.

2 To be scientifically acceptable, the set of hypotheses must be (1) consistent with the purpose of the model, (2)
3 logically consistent with one another, (3) in agreement with existing information and observed data, and (4) able4
5 to be tested (i.e., capable of being falsified by the collection of more observed data). At a minimum, these
6 hypotheses z,_,_,assumptions describe the following about the system, including whether time dependent: (1) the
7 simplified physical arrangement of system components, (2) the initial and boundary condition types, and (3) the
8 nature of the relevant chemical, physical, cultural, or biological phenomena.9

10
11 Containment Requirements - Requirements in Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 (§ 191.13) that set probabilistic limits on
12 cumulative releases of radionuclides beyond the "controlled area" (defined in the regulation as a surface location

13 that encompasses no more than 100 km 2 and extends horizontally no more than a 5-km radius from the outer
14 boundary of a radioactive-waste disposal system, plus the underlying subsurface [§191.12(g)]) for 10,000 years.15
16
17 controlled area - As defined in 40 CFR 191, Subpart B, "(1) a surface location, to be identified by passive institu-
18 tional controls, that encompasses no more than 100 square kilometers and extends horizontally no more than five
19 kilometers in any direction from the outer boundary of the original location of the radioactive wastes in a dis-
20 posal system; and (2) the subsurface underlying such a surface location" (Section 191.12).21
22
23 coordinate grid or mesh - The grid or mesh on the properly sized modeled object. The coordinate grid is usually
24 called simply the "grid" or "mesh," except when it is important to distinguish it from the logical grid.
25

26 critical condition - A condition in which fission (splitting of nuclei by neutrons) is self sustaining by producing on

27 average one slow neutron for every one absorbed in the fission (subcritical conditions produce less than one;28
29 supercritical conditions produce more).
30

31 cumulative distribution function (CDF) - The sum (or integral as appropriate) of the probability of those values of
32 a i_andom variable that are less than or equal to a specified value.33
34
35 cuttings- See drill cuttings.
36

37 data - Information that is purposely collected, organized, and used in preparing values for parameters of computa-
38 tional models in an analysis or used as the basis of a decision. As used here, data is a subset of general informa-
39 tion.40
41
42 disposal system - Any combination of engineered and natural barriers that isolate spent nuclear fuel or radioactive
43 waste after disposal (40 CFR 191.12(a)). The natural barriers extend to the accessible environment.
44

45 dose - The quantity of radiation absorbed accounting for biologic effect; measured in sieverts (Sv) or rem.46
47
48 drift or access drift - Approximately horizontal underground excavated passageway from the shaft(s) to the mined
49 panels and room(s); in this report, the drift is 9 m wide and 6 m high.
50

61 drill cuttings - Particulates brought to the surface in the drilling fluid of a rotary drill either from directly cutting52
53 through a material with the drill bit or from erosion of the borehole wall by the circulating drilling fluid.
54

55 Eh - A measure of the oxidizing or reducing tendency of a solution and defined by the Nernst equation, Eh (volts) =
56 Eh ° + RT/nF In ([oxidant]/[reductant]) (e.g., see Freeze and Cheery, 1979, p. 121).57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 element flaring - The modeling technique of increasing the width (third dimension) of two-dimensional elements
2 according to the radial distance times the desired fraction of a circle, usually a 180° arc. This technique differs

3 from a fully axisymmetric modeling technique in that not all elements are automatically increased in thickness4
5 nor are they always increased by the radial distance from one axis times the full 360 ° circle. Instead, several axes
6 may be used with only a fraction of a circular arc times the radial distance. This technique has been frequently
7 used by the PA Department (since 1990, see Rechard et al., 1990, p. 37) to account for the effective volume (not
8 just area) increase of elements as one moves away from the point of study in a system that is not fully symmetric9

10 (e.g., disposal region of the repository with shafts at one end); in contrast, portions of the study domain with, for
11 example, uniform flow fields do not have the width region increased but instead are set at a constant (e.g., the
12 maximum width of a plume contour).
13

14 engineered barrier - Human-designed (engineered) barriers of the waste disposal system. This definition, which is
15 used herein and in 40 CFR 191, includes shafts, boreholes, and their seals. Note that the 10 CFR 60 definition is16
17 narrower and omits shafts, boreholes and their seals in its definition.
18

19 enriched - An increased percentage of a desired isotope, such as 235U.
20

21 EPA release limits - The normalizing factors for various radionuclides listed in Table 1 of Appendix A of the EPA22
23 regulation, 40 CFR 191.
24

25 EPA limiting line - The set of lines in CCDF space that connect two limiting points specified in the Containment

26 Requirements (Section 13) of 40 CFR 191. According to the guidance of Appendix B of 40 CFR 191, the EPA27
can consider a disposal system to be in compliance if the CCDF (predicted by the appropriate probability and28

29 consequence models) meets or is less than the two limiting points.
30

31 event - A natural or anthropogenic phenomenon that occurs either instantaneously or over a small poruon of the time
32 frame of interest.
33
34
35 feature - An object or condition of the disposal system that influences release of contaminants.
36

37 fugacity - An "invented" parameter (f) that measures the chemical potential (p.) of a real gas in the same way that
38 pressure (P) measures the free energy of an ideal gas, f = _P)*P, where _'is the fugacity coefficient that varies
39 with pressure for a real gas (e.g., see Castellan, 1971, p. 222).40
41
42 general environment - Used in 40 CFR 191, Subpart A, as the "total terrestrial, atmospheric, and aquatic environ-
43 ments outside sites within which any activity, operation, or process associated with the management and storage
44 of... radioactive waste is conducted (Section 191.02).45
46
47 granite - In this report, granite refers to coarse-grained rock formed at great depth (plutonic) such as occurs at the
48 Canadian site (Lac due Bonnet, Manitoba) (Everitt and Read, 1989). When modified by a descriptive term, such

49 as "massive grey," we are referring to a specific granite, essentially of alkali feldspar and quartz.
50

51 Groundwater Protection Requirements - Requirements in Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 (§191 16) that set limits on52
53 radioactive contamination of certain sources of groundwater within or near the controlled area for 1000 years
54 after disposal.
55

56 half-life - The time required for half the atoms of a radioactive substance to decay (see also activity).57
58
59 high level (radioactive) waste (HLW) -" ... the highly radioactive material [fission products and some actinides,
60 atomic number 89-103] resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced
61 directly i,,_reprocessing and any solid m_terial derived from such liquid waste that contains fission products in
62 sufficient concentrations ... " (NWPA, it982). Although not used in this manner in this report, general articles
63 regarding radioactive waste use the terra high level waste to imply any combination of spent nuclear fuel and64
65 I-ILW (and sometimes transuranic [TRU] v, aste) that requires disposal in a deep, geologic repository. 10 CFR 60,
66 which was promulgated by the NRC, also i_cludes spent nuclear fuel in its definition of high-level waste.
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1 highly enriched uranium (HEU) - fuel with a content of 235Uthat is larger than 20% of the total uranium mass; typi-
2 cally used in U.S. Navy propulsion reactors and some experimental reactors.3
4
5 implementing agency - The NRC for facilities licensed by the NRC, the EPA for those implementation responsibili-
6 ties given to the EPA by the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act, and the Department of Energy for any other disposal
7 facility and for implementation responsibilities for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant not given to the EPA.
8

9 Individual Protection Requirements - Requirements in Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 (§ 191.15) that set limits on radi-i0
11 ation doses to members of the public in the accessible environment (the environment beyond the controlled area
12 [§ 191.12(k)]) for 1000 years of undisturbed performance. (The repromulgation of 40 CFR 191 will likely extend
13 this requirement to 10,000 yr.)
14

15 internal bacldill - Filler placed in the canister or between the canister and overpack to transfer structural and heat16
17 loads.
a8

19 Latin hypercube sampling - A Monte Carlo sampling technique that divides the cumulative distribution function
ao into intervals of equal probability and then samples from each interval.21
22
23 logical grid - The scaled finite-difference grid of the modeled object such that each cell has unit dimensions, i.e., 1
24 by 1 by 1. The logical grid is useful for displaying spatial results when cells have greatly varying coordinate
25 dimensions. Because of the irregular connectivity of a finite-element mesh, a logical finite-element mesh is

26 impossible to draw.27
28
29 low enriched uranium (LEU) - fuel with a higher content of 235U than ore (-0.77) but less than or equal to 20% of
30 the total uranium mass; typically used in commercial reactors.
31

32 low level waste (LLW) -All radioactive waste other than spent nuclear fuel, high level waste, transuranic waste, and
33 mill tailings. (Mill tailings are the residue from the physical and chemical processing of uranium ore to obtain34
35 uranium.) In the United States, LLW is divided into three categories: A, B, and C. Category A has the lowest
36 activity, and Category C has the highest. Some countries create a category called "Intermediate Level Waste
37 (ILW)" by grouping together the U.S.'s Category C LLW, which requires shielding during handling, and transu-
38 ranic waste.
39
40
41 mast wasting - A general term for the process whereby loosened soil and rock material are transported downslope
42 under the direct influence of gravity either slowly or quickly (e.g., landslide).
43

44 mathematical model - The mathematical representation of a conceptual model (i.e., the algebraic, differential, or
45 integral equations that predict quantities of interest of a system and any constitutive equations of the physical46
47 material that appropriately approximate system phenomena in a specified domain of the conceptual model.
48 Mathematical models can be categorized as either deterministic or stochastic models.
49

50 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) - metric tons (1000 kg) of heavy metal. (Metric mass, all isotopes of uranium,
51 plutonium, and thorium) before placed into a reactor; the measurement is for initial mass.52
53
54 model form uncertainty - Uncertainty in the most appropriate model form for a system. The uncertainty results

55 from sparse observed data and lack of information able to corroborate or refute alternative models. Developing
56 alternative models is a way to explicitly acknowledge model form uncertainty; however, in some cases it may be

57 appropriate to combine the alternative models into a megamodel and represent the model-form uncertainty as58
59 uncertainty in a parameter.
60

61 Monte Cart - The use of random sampling (and usually computer simulation) to approximately integrate mathe-
62 matical models.
63
64
65 neutron - The basic particle of an atom; electronically neutral and weighing nearly the same as the proton.
66
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1 nuclear fuel - Fissionable material (material able to be split by a low energy neutron) for a nuclear reactor.
2

3 overpack or overpack container - Container around the inner containers of the waste form (e.g., a canister) that4
5 provides some specialized function(s) (e.g., corrosion allowance, corrosion resistance, or structural support).
6

7 panel - A grouping of pillars and rooms; in this report, there are 10 rooms per panel.
8

9 parameters - The underlying fundamental entities (x = x 1, xn, Xnv) of a computational model. As x changes,10 ........
11 so does the model result. The individual parameters, xn, are usually scalar quantities, but they may also be vec-
12 tors or functions. Furthermore, the individual parameters are usually coefficients of the mathematical model, but
13 they may also relate to scenario uncertainty or model form uncertainty.
14

15 parameter uncertainty - Uncertainty in the most appropriate parameter value for a computational model. The16
17 uncertainty results from sparse observed data and lack of information able to corroborate or refute alternative
18 parameter values. Developing distributions of the parameter values is a way to explicitly acknowledge parame-
19 ter uncertainty; however, in some cases it may be more appropriate to evaluate the computational model at a few
20 possible values of the parameter.21
22
23 performance assessment (PA) - The process of assessing whether a system meets a set of performance criteria. For
24 INEL, the system is a deep geologic repository disposal system (salt and granite) for graphite spent nuclear fuel,
25 special spent nuclear fuel, and calcine high-level waste. The performance criteria are various long-term environ-
26 mental metrics in U.S. government regulations (not short-term operational safety issues).27
28
29 pI-I - A measure of the proton activity of a solution and equal to the negative logarithm of concentration of hydrogen
30 ions in a solution, pH = -log(cH+)
31

32 physical process - A natural or anthropogenic phenomenon that occurs continuously or over a significant portion of
33 the time frame of interest.34
35
36 pillar - A block of rock left intact to support the overlying strata of the underground excavations.
37

3a repository - The portion of a waste disposal facility that includes the waste panels, access drifts, and access shafts.
39

The repository does not include either the above-ground facilities or the undisturbed host rock.4o
41
42 room - An excavated cavity underground for disposal of waste and part of a panel; in this report, the room is 9 m
43 wide and 6 m high.
44

45 salt - In this report, salt refers to evaporite deposits that are predominantly sodium chloride (NaCI). Mineralogic46
47 names such as halite (NaC1), sylvite (KCL), gypsum (CaSooH20), and anhydrite (CaSO4) are used when refer-
48 ring to specific evaporite minerals. The term evaporite includes all of the above minerals; evaporites are formed
49 by the evaporation of a saline solution such as sea water.
50

51 scenario - In PA work, a compound statement, A(x), that is built by linking with the conjunction "and" any series of52
53 simple statements about values taken by elements of the parameter vector, x, and/or the vector of consequences,
64 f(x).
55

56 scenario screening -A necessary step in the construction of any model of a natural or engineered system in which57
the phenomena identified through scenario selection are incorporated in a mathematical model of the system.58

59
60 scenario selection - A necessary step in the construction of any model of a natural or engineered system in which the
61 physical, chemical, and anthropogenic phenomena that might play a significant role in determining the perfor-
62 mance of the system are identified.63
64
65
66
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1 scenario uncertainty - Uncertainty in the most appropriate scenarios for a system. The uncertainty results from
2 omission of discrete, short-term, natural, or anthropogenic phenomena (events), continuous natural or anthropo-
3 genic phenomena (processes), and objects and conditions (features) of a system (completeness errors) and the4
5 imperfect aggregation of histories of a system (aggregation errors).
6

7 seiche - An oscillation of the surface of a lake or landlocked sea that varies in period from a few minutes to several
8 hours.
9

10
11 sensitivity analysis - An analytic or numerical technique for examining the effects of parameters being varied in a
12 model; specifically, an analysis of the effects that parameter changes have on model predictions.
13

14 shaft -An approximately vertical or steeply inclined passageway from the ground surface to the underground level of
15 the disposal r%'ion; in this report, the shaft has a 9-m diameter in salt and a 6-m diameter in granite.16
17
18 Simple PA - A performance assessment that uses consequence models based on a mathematical model with ordinary
19 differential equations and lumped-model parameters; the Simple PA provides a faster model setup and run times

20 compared to a Complex PA, which uses consequence models with spatially varying parameters.21
22
23 site - As used in this report, the "site" is the general location of the controlled area (the disposal system, including the
24 land surface directly above it). The term "site" also includes any important features surrounding the controlled
25 area (e.g., "site characterization"). Except for the latter addition, this report's definition of site is most similar to
26 the regulatory definition in 10 CFR 60.2: "the location of the controlled area." It is roughly equivalent to the rt.g-
27 ulatory definition of "site" in 40 CFR 191.02, provided "effective control" is loosely defined (e.g., as simply land28
29 use or ownership records): "an area contained within the boundary of a location under the effective control of
30 persons possessing or using ... radioactive waste that are involved in any activity, operation, or process covered
31 by this Subpart."
32

33 special spent nuclear fuel (special SNF) - Experimental fuel that originates from many government research and34
35 test reactors and non-government research reactors.
36

37 spent nuclear fuel (SNF) or spent fuel -" ... fuel that has been withdrawn from a nuclear reactor following irradia-
38 tion, the constituent elements of which have not been separated by reprocessing" (NWPA, 1982). Although

39 spent nuclear fuel has fissionable 235U, it contains too many radionuclides (primarily short-lived) that adsorb40
41 neutrons from the fission process for it to be usefully left in the reactor. Because of spent nuclear fuel's high
42 value, some countries choose to recycle it (recycling becomes more attractive after the short-lived fission prod-
43 ucts have decayed away). It is also designated separately from other high level and transuranic wastes in the
44 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's standard on disposal of radioactive wastes, 40 CFR 191. In this report,
45 its status as "spent" nuclear fuel, rather than as a "waste," is maintained when the source of the material is46
47 described. However, in the description of the treatment options that specify disposal, it is treated as a "waste"
48 and therefore becomes part of a "waste form."
49

50 stock - A body of plutonic igneous rock less than 100 km 2 (40 mi 2) in area.51
52
5a summary scenario - A subset of plausible histories (or fractures) of the disposal system.
54

55 threshold pressure - In this performance assessment, threshold pressure is defined as the capillary pressure associ-
56 ated with the incipient development of a continuous connection of the nonwetting (gas) phase through a porous
57 medium, providing gas pathways not only through relatively large pore spaces, but also through necks between58
59 pores. Thus, threshold pressure (Pt) is the capillary pressure (Pc) at the residual gas saturation (Sgr).
60

61 transuranic (TRU) - Transuranic waste is also termed Alpha-Bearing Waste in some countries. Transuranic waste is
62 contaminated with transuranic radionuclides (atomic number greater than 92) emitting ct radiation with a half-
63 life greater than 20 years and an activity greater _an 100 nCi.64
65
66
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1 tsunamis - A great sea wave produced by submarine earth movement or volcanic eruption.
2

3 uncertainty analysis - An analytic or numerical technique to evaluate how important the uncertainties of a parame-4
5 ter are (i.e., how likely it is to vary) in explaining uncertainty in the predictions. For example, the results of a
6 model may be very sensitive to varying a parameter, but if the parameter's value is precisely known, the parame-

7 ter is not important to producing any uncertainty in the prediction. (Uncertainty analysis is sometimes called
8 importance analysis.)9

10
11 uncertainty propagation - Methods for propagating the uncertainty in parameters of a model, through the model, to
12 calculate the uncertainty in the predictions. Uncertainty propagation is an important aspect of stochastic simula-
13 tion.
14

15 underground facility - The underground structure including openings and backfill materials, but excluding shafts,16
17 boreholes, and their seals (10 CFR 60.2).
18

19 validation - The process of making valid by confirming, corroborating, substantiating, or supporting, where valid
20 means of good authority, well founded, sound and to the point, and applicable to the subject or circumstances
21 against which few objections can be fairly brought.22
23
24 validation of an (applied) model - The process of validating through sufficient testing (subjective) using system-
25 specific observed data that a conceptual model and the corresponding mathematical and computational models

26 explain a system with sufficient accuracy (subjective), consistent with the purpose of the model. In other words,
27 model validation is the process of confirming that the applied model is solving the appropriate idealization of the28
29 system (correct applied model produced). Verification of a computational model precedes validation of an
30 applied model. Model validation is an ongoing process.
31

32 verification of a (computational) model - The process of verifying that a computational model appropriately solves
33 and implements the mathematical model. In other words, model verification is the process of illustrating that the34
35 mathematical model is being solved appropriately (computational model correctly produced). Often the compu-
36 tational model is implemented as a code, and verification of the computational model is closely connected to ver-
37 ification of software. Given that the computational model is verified, the assumptions of the conceptual model
38 underlying the mathematical and computational model using system-specific data (the applied model) should be
39 validated.40
41
42 verification of software - The process of illustrating through sufficient testing (subjective) that the software satisfac-

43 torily performs its stated capabilities (subjective) and providing a point of reference for future modifications.
44 The extent to which the software is tested is determined by the complexity of the software.
45
46
47 waste - The contents of a nuclear waste canister, except any internal backfill or neutron poisons packed inside the
48 container, i.e., high-level waste from reprocessing spent fuel; nuclear spent fuel, brackets and hardware highly
49 contaminated with radionuclides; and constituents that have been defined as hazardous by the Resource Conser-

50 vation ar,d Recovery Act (RCRA, 1976).51
52
5a waste disposal group - A grouping by similar treatment option of the waste emplacement packages that contain the

54 waste types being considered for disposal. For this performance assessment, five treatment options are studied
55 per three INEL waste types and so five waste disposal groups exist. Each waste disposal group consists of a
56 number of waste parcels that are representative of the three IN'EL waste types (graphite spent fuel, special spent
57 fuel, and calcine) and the two potential repositories (salt and/or granite).58
59
60 waste form - The waste type in combination with a specific treatment option; the form of the waste just before place-
61 ment in a canister. The waste form can often be succinctly described by an adjective summarizing the treatment

62 option (e.g., shredded graphite spent nuclear fuel).63
64
65
66
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1 waste package or waste emplacement package (WEP) - All components that enclose the waste form out to the host

2 rock (10 CFR 60). This grouping is defined as a unit as a convenience for subsystem modelers; also 10 CFR 60

3 places release limits on the components in this grouping.4
5
6 waste package hole backfill - See backfill-buffer.
7

8 waste parcel (WP) -The waste form, internal backfill, canister, and overpack. This definition describes a unit that
9

could be transported; it does not include the waste package hole backfill placed in the annulus between the canis-10
11 ter and host rock.
12

13 waste source - The source of spent nuclear fuel, e.g., graphite or experimental.
14
15

waste type - A description of the waste that indicates either its spent nuclear fuel source or its type of reprocessing.16
17 For this report, three waste types are discussed: Graphite spent fuel, special spent fuel, and calcine waste.
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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1 Distribution List
2
3
4
5 Program Review Panel Los Alamos National Laboratory
6 Attn: Thomas McLaughlin

7 U.S. Department of Energy (8) Group HSE-S, MS-F691
8 Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Man- EO. Box 1663

9 agement Los Alamos, NM 8754510
11 Attn: J.J. Jicha, Jr., EM-37 (4)
12 L. Wade, EM-323 (4) Donald W. Peaceman

13 Washington, DC 20585 4807 Glenmeadow Drive
14 Houston, TX 77096

15 U.S Department of Energy (2)16
17 Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management University of California
18 Attn: C. Russomanno, RW-22 Attn: Thomas H. Pigford
19 Office of Geologic Repositories Department of Nuclear Engineering
20 Forrestal Building 4159 Etcheverry Hall
21 Washington, DC 20585 Berkeley, CA 9427022
23
24 U.S. Department of Energy (3) Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs

25 Idaho Operations Office Attn: Richard Westerrnan
26 Spent Fuel Programs Richland, WA 9935227

Attn: J.G. Snook (2)28
29 K.L. Svinicki
30 785 DOE Place Federal Agencies
al Idaho Falls, ID 83402

32 U.S. Department of Energy (5)
33 U.S. Department of Energy Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste34
35 Technical Analysis Branch of Yucca Mountain Project Management
a6 Attn: J.M. Boak, Chief Attn: T. Grumbly, Assistant Secretary, EM-l
37 EO. Box 98608 G. Sjoblom, EM-1
3a Las Vegas, NV 87193-8608 C.W. Frank, EM-50
39 J.E. Lytle, Deputy Assistant Secretary,40
41 C.G. Whipple EM-30 (2)
42 ICF Kaiser Engineers Washington, DC 20585
43 1800 Harrison Street

44 Oakland, CA 94612 U.S. Department of Energy (2)
45 Office of Waste Management Projects46
47 Attn: M.W. Frei, Director, EM-34
48 PA Technical Peer Review Panel J. Rhoderick
49 12800 Middlebrook Rd.

50 University of Washington Suite 400
51 Attn: G. Ross Heath Germantown, MD 2087452
53 C.O.ES. HN-15
54 Seattle, WA 98195 U.S. Department of Energy
55 Office of Environmental, Safety and Health
56 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Attn: R.P. Berube, Director, EH-2057

Attn: Jane C. S. Long 1000 Independence Ave SW58
59 Earth Sciences Division, Bldg. 50E Washington, DC 20585
60 Berkeley, CA 94720
61
62
63
64
65
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1 U.S. Department of Energy U.S. Department of Energy

2 Research & Waste Management Division Idaho Operations Office3
Attn: Director Office of Environmental Safety & Health Oversight4

5 P.O. Box E Attn: G.C. Bowman
6 Oak Ridge, TN 37831 785 DOE Place
7 Idaho Falls, ID 83402

8 U.S. Department of Energy (4)
9 Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management U.S. Department of Energy10

11 Attn: D. Dreifus, Director, RW-1 Savannah River Operations Office
12 L. Barrett, Deputy, RW-2 Defense Wastes Processing
13 R. Nelson, Associate Director, RW-20 Facility Project Office
14 Office of Geologic Disposal Attn: W.D. Pearson15

A. Berusch, RW-22 P.O. Box A16
17 Forrestal Building Aiken, SC 29802
18 Washington, DC 20585
19 U.S. Department of Energy (2)

20 U.S. Department of Energy Richland Operations Office
21 Idaho Operations Office Nuclear Fuel Cycle & Production Division22
23 Attn: A.A. Pitrolo, Manager Attn: R.E. Gerton
24 785 DOE Place 825 Jadwin Ave.

25 Idaho Falls, ID 83402 P.O. Box 500
26 Richland, WA 99352

27 U.S. Department of Energy (2)28
29 Idaho Operations Office U.S. Department of Energy (3)
30 Manager, Spent Fuel Programs Nevada Operations Office
31 Attn: M.J. Bonkoski Attn: J.R. Boland

32 785 DOE Place D. Livingston
33 Idaho Falls, ID 83402 P.K. Fitzsimmons34
35 2753 S. Highland Drive
36 U.S. Department of Energy (4) Las Vegas, NV 87183-8518
37 Idaho Operations Office

38 Spent Fuel Programs U.S. Department of Energy (2)39
Attn: B.G. Edgerton (2) Regulatory and Site Evaluation Division40

41 W.J. Mings (2) Attn: J.R. Dyer, Director
42 785 DOE Place P.O. Box 98608

43 Idaho Falls, ID 83402 Las Vegas, NV 87193-8608
44

45 U.S. Department of Energy U.S. Department of Energy (2)46
47 Idaho Operations Office WlPP Project Office (Carlsbad)
48 Energy Programs Attn: G.E. Dials, Director
49 Attn: W.A. Owca P.O. Box 3090

50 785 DOE Place Carlsbad, NM 88221-3090
51 Idaho Falls, ID 8340252
53 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2)
54 U.S. Department of Energy Office of Radiation and Indoor Air (ANR-460)
55 Idaho Operations Office Attn: M. Oge
56 Assistant Manager for Energy Programs Washington, DC 2046057

Attn: W.H. Thielbahr58
59 785 DOE Place U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
60 Idaho Falls, ID 83402 Division of Waste Management
61 Attn: H. Marson

62 Mail Stop 4-H-363
64 Washingto,a, DC 20555
65
66
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1 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (4) W.B. Palmer
2 Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste J.I. Pruitt
3 Arm: D. MoeUer L.L. Taylor4
5 M.J. Steindler
6 P.W. Pomeroy
7 W.J. Hinze National Research Council's Board

e 7920 Norfolk Avenue on Radioactive Waste Management
9 Bethesda,MD 2081410

11 National Research Council (3)
12 Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board Board on Radioactive Waste Management
13 Attn: D. Winters RaMHA456
14 625 Indiana Avenue NW Arm: C. Anderson, Staff Director (2)
15 Suite 700 I.B. Alterman16
17 Washington, DC 20004 2101 Constitution Ave.
18 Washington, DC 20418

19 Nuciear Vraste Technical Review Board (3)
20 Att:i: J. Cathlon, Chairman
21 W. North WIPP Performance Assessment Peer Review Panel

L. Reiter
24 Suite 910 JK Research Associates, Inc.
25 1100 Wilson Blvd. Arm: Thomas A. Cotton

26 Arlington, VA 222t,:,-2297 4429 Butterworth Place NW
27 Washington, DC 20016
28
29 Office of Management and Budget
30 Energy and Science Division Future Resources Associates, Inc.
31 Arm: K. Yuracko Arm: Robert J. Budnitz, President
32 725 17th Street NW 2000 Center Street, Suite 418

33 Washington, 13(2 20503 Berkeley, CA 9470434
3_
38 U.S. Department of Energy Department of Geology
37 Albuquerque Operations Office Arm: C. John Mann
38 Attn: National Atomic Museum Library 245 Natural History Bldg.
39 P.O. Box 5400 1301 West Green Street
4o University of nlinois41 Albuquerque, NM 87185
42 Urbana, 11, 61801

43 Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (30)
44 Attn: H.H. Loo
45 1955 Fremont Avenue Corporations/Members of the Public46

47 Idaho Falls, ID 83415 INTERA, Inc. (2)
46 Arm: J.F. Pickens

G. E. Bingham S. Pahwa
50 H.V. Chamberlain 6850 Austin Center Blvd.
51 H.D. Christiansen
S2 Suite 300

53 L.F. Ermold Austin, TX 78731
54 D.R. Evans

R. N. Henry Roy Weston, Inc.
G. W. Hogg Arm: Christopher Charles57 A.P. Hoskins58 955 L'Erdant Plaza SW

59 R.D. Klingler (14) Suite 800

D. A. Kneeht Washington, DC 2002461 H.H.Loo
e2 V.C. Maio
83 A.L.Olson
64
SS B.M. Palmer
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1 Southwest Research Institute U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (2)
2 Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis (2) Attn: R. Codell

3 Attn: B. Sagar N. Eisenberg4
5 P.K. Nair Mail Stop 4-H-3
¢ 6220 Culebra Road Washington, DC 20555
7 San Antonio, TX 78228-0510
8

9 Tech Reps, Inc. (3) Geostatistics Expert Working Group (GXG)10
11 Attn: J. Chapman
12 D. Pulliam Dennis McLaughlin
13 C. Crawford Parsons Laboratory

14 5000 Marble NE, Suite 222 Room 48-209

15 Albuquerque, NM 87110 Department of Civil Engineering16
17 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
10 Western Water Consultants Cambridge, MA 02139
19 Attn: P.A. Rechard
20 P.O. Box 4128 Ghislain de Marsily (GXG Chairman)

21 Laramie, WY 82071 University Pierre et Marie Curie22
23 Laboratorie de Geologie Applique
24 Western Water Consultants 4, Place Jussieu
25 Attn: D. Fritz T.26 - 5e etage

28 1949 Sugarland Drive #134 75252 Paris Cedex 05, FRANCE
27 Sheridan, WY 82801-572028
29
30 Sandia Internal
31 Universities
32 MS

University of Wyoming 0724 6000 D.L. Hartley34
Department of Civil Engineering 1337 6300 D.E. Ellis
Attn: V.R. Hasfurther 1335 6301 F. Binghan

37 Laramie, WY 82071 1333 6302 L.E. Shephard
38 1335 6303 W.D. Weart

1335 6305 S.A. Goldstein
4O
41 NEA/Performuce Assessment Advisory Group 1326 6312 H.A. Dockery
42 0PAAG) 1328 6342 D.R. Anderson
43 1328 6342 J.W. Berglund

Daniel A. Galson 1328 6342 W.E. Beyeler
4S Galson Sciences Ltd. 1328 6342 K.F. Brinster46
47 35, Market Place 1328 6342 M.M. Gruebel

Oakham 1328 6342 M.E. Lord
49 Leicestershire LE15 6DT 1328 6342 H.J. Iuzzolino
50 UNITED KINGDOM 1328 6342 A. Johnson
51 1328 6342 M.G. Marietta
52
53 Brian G. J. Thompson 1328 6342 J.L. Ramsey
54 Department of the Environment, Her 1328 6342 J.S. Rath

Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution 1328 6342 R.P. Rechard (5)
56 Room A5.33, Romney House 1328 6342 D.K. Rudeen
57 43 Marsham Street 1328 6342 C.T. Stockman58
59 London SWIP 2PY, 1328 6342 M.S. Tierney
SO UNITED KINGDOM 1328 6342 K.M. Trauth
61 1328 6342 P. Vaughn
62
63
54
65
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1 1328 6342 Sandia INEL Central Files (50)
2 1341 6345 R.C. Lincoln
3

1343 6351 R.E. Thompson4
5 0727 6622 M.S.Y. Chu
6 0899 7141 Technical Library (5)
7 0619 7151 Technical Publications

8 0100 7613-2 Document Processing for
9 DOFJOSTI (10)10

11 9018 8523-3 Central Technical Files
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